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INTRODUCTORY NOTES

Eliza Fay is a work of art But she was also a historical

character, who wielded and resumed a pen, and from that

point of view some brief notes may be acceptable, the

reader can be trusted to forget them as soon as he enters

her tremendous presence and gazes upon her prepotent

form. (See Frontispiece
)

Manuscript of the Letters

She died in Calcutta, in i8i6, and her MSS. were ,

probably destroyed there after her death As arranged for

publication, they consisted of (i
)
twenty-three letters to her

family, covering the period from Apnl 1779 to February

1783. (11 ) Letters composed at Blackheath, at the instance

of a certain Mrs L. Mrs. L may be only a literary

device, for these letters are really an autobiography They

continue her story from 1783, and doubtless carried it down

to 1815, the date at which she was writing Unfortunately

the administrator of her estate did not consider the letters

to Mrs L. sufficiently interesting to print in their entirety,

and the reminiscences end in September 1797 in conse-

quence , the last twenty years of her life are almost unknown

to us.

Editions of the Letters

(1 ) In the Calcutta Gazette (May 9, 1816) Mrs Fay
“ respectfully gives notice that the Narrative . . is now

7



8 LETTERS FROM INDIA

in the Press, and will be completed with all possible des-

patch
; subscriptions are invited. She died the following

September, intestate and insolvent, and the book was pub-

lished in an unfinished state, with a tepid ‘ advertisement
’

by the administrator, who hopes it will benefit the creditors

(p. 2,72). This is the original edition (1817). The Library

of the India Office possesses a copy; I know of none other

m England.

(11.) The book brought in a profit of Rs.220 in four

years,^ and was reprinted in 1821, also at Calcutta This

reprint is identical with the 1817 edition, except that the

title page is reset and the ‘ advertisement ’ omitted. The

British Museum possesses two copies of it.

(ill
) In 1908 a new edition was published by Messrs.

Thacker, Spink & Co. of Calcutta, under the auspices of the

Calcutta Historical Society, edited by the Rev. W K.

Firminger (now an Archdeacon), who further contributed an

introduction and notes. I am grateful to this volume, for it

was here I met Eliza first, and the notes contain much valu-

able local matter. Nevertheless it is an indifferent piece of

work. There are numerous slips and—what is worse

—

the text has been tinkered and repunctuated unpardonably.

Believing Mrs. Fay’s English style to be inferior to his own,

the Archdeacon has made on an average one alteration in

every line she wrote—alterations which always lead us away

from her spirit, and occasionally from her meaning

The present edition—the first to be published outside

India—makes no claim to scholarship but it does restore

the original text. A few obvious printer’s errors have been

corrected, full names have often been substituted for initials

when my knowledge permits, and in one place (p 22 1) I have

1 India Office Records Bengal Inventories, 1821, vol 3
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ventured an emendation. Elsewhere Mrs. Fay speaks for

herself, as vas indeed her constant custom while alive*

“ this stof) must be told in my own way, or not at all.”

In preparing the notes, I have been under much obliga-

tion to Sir William Foster, C.I.E., who has not only allowed

me access to the India Office records, but has given me the

benefit of his great experience and knowledge It is entirely

through him that I am able to present a few additional facts

about Mrs Fa} There arc still some problems awaiting

solution c What was her maiden name'* What was the

date and the fate of the portrait of her by A W Devis^

Mrs. Fay’s Career

There IS little to relate, beyond what she herself tells us.

She was born in 1756, perhaps at Blackhcath Perhaps

her father was a sailor, for she refers to his familiarity with

the wind’s eye, and to her own resemblance to him when

disguised in a pair of striped trousers He died in 1794.

There was a mother—dead by 1783 There were two

sisters, one of whom apparently married a Mr. Thomas

Preston The initial letter of Mrs Fay’s maiden name

was apparently C. And that is all we know of her origins

So obscure were the C family that a very few years have

sufficed to conceal them from the historian.

Nor will her education detain us more than it did her.

Something vaguely commercial is indicated—perhaps con-

nected with dressmaking and France She could splash

about in French, also pick up and drop Italian, Portuguese,

shorthand and Hindustani. In music she loved a Nicolai

Sonata, and she was capable of backgammon and cards,

though rapidly fatigued by either, and invariably worsted at

chess On one of her voyages a pair of globes accompanied
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her, but geography could never have been her strong point,

for she thought that the Alps were only one mountain thick,

and the Malabar Hills the third highest range in the world.

Writing she adored—never happier than when the pen is

in the hand—but her grammar was most personally her

own, and Archdeacon Firminger observes with concern that

“ she frequently arranges her words in such an order that

she IS bound to get into trouble with her relative pronouns.”

She does Indeed her mental equipment was that of an

intelligent lady’s maid or courier, who has read Mrs.

Radcliffe, Pope, and Nubilta in Search of a Husband^ and

can allude at a pinch to Queen Christina of Sweden Her

religious instruction was that of the Established Church

of England" pious without enthusiasm, she censures the

bigotry of Rome and deplores without attempting to correct

them the errors of the heathen. She thought that the

Mohammedans worship Mohammed. She believed in

Nature She detested indelicacy.

When we meet her (spring of I779) she is twenty-three

years old, confused and vigorous, and recently married to

Anthony Fay. Nothing is known about Fay either. He

was Irish by extraction, and the only son of a “ Francis Fay,

gentleman, late of Rotherhithe, Surrey.” ^ He had recently

been called to the Bar at Lincoln’s Inn, and was now going

out to practise as an Advocate at the Supreme Court of

Calcutta. At this point Mrs. Fay’s letters to her family

start. The first fourteen of them—the most bnlliant she

ever penned—describe the journey out. The nde across

France, the adventures in Egypt, the voyage down the Red

Sea, all lead up with unintentional art to the stupendous

tragi-comedy of Calicut, where the East hit her, bang, and

1 Lmcoln’s Inn Admission Registers, July 3, 1778
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incidentally revealed to her both her husband’s character and

her own The enormous letter recounting their imprison-

ment by Hyder Ah ranks among the more remarkable docu-

ments of Anglo-India, intensity, passion, venom, humour

conscious and unconscious, are sustained page after page,

and the paan of deliverance that follows adds a grotesque

yet genuine touch of beauty. Nothing as exciting as

Calicut happened to her again. It is her high-water mark

of sensation. In time the Fays reached Calcutta, he was

admitted an advocate (June i6, 1780) and began to practise,

but their marned life did not last They were both of

them underbred and quarrelsome and he was a fool to boot.

In less than two years he had run into debt, alienated their

professional friends, and produced an illegitimate child, and

his wife had to leave him He went back to England, in

connection with a big political intrigue, and we hear mo
more of him (dead by 1815). She went back to England

herself in 1782, vta St Helena, chastened but indomitable.

Her second voyage. Off to Calcutta again in 1784.

Humbler social outlook, thought of starting a seminary for

young ladies • but resumed mantua-making instead bank-

rupt in 1788: returned to England in 1794 and acquired

a financial interest in a boat called the Minerva, which

promptly burst into flames owing to the explosion of a

bottle of aqua fortis, and had to be scuttled

Third voyage. Off to Calcutta in the repaired Minerva

Amved in 1796 but only stopped six months Another

boat IS acquired, the Rosaha, and is laded with cosdy muslins

with which she hopes to make her fortune in the United

States. Before she can reach the mouth of the Hoogli, the

Rosaha fills with water and the muslins are ruined. New
York is attained by other agencies -on September 3, 1797.
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At this point the administrator lost enthusiasm and

stopped publishing the MS., so that our next glimpse of

the wanderer is in 1 8 if' at Blackheath, where she probably

sponges on her sister, Mrs. Preston She writes her

reminiscences for Mrs L—older and more formal now, but

still cattish. Her last movements can be pieced together

from various sources.^ Next spring she sails for Calcutta for

the last time, on the Str Stephen Lushtngton^ to die there on

September 9, 1816, aged sixty Since she left no will,

her estate was administered by the Registrar of the Supreme

Court. Her Indian creditors got eight annas in the rupee.

Mrs. Preston, of Point Cottage, Blackheath Hill, was owed

,^300 and got £61 : i : o The Str Stephen Lushtngton

was owed Rs.8oo for passage money and got Rs 400

Her effects were put up for sale by her old enemy, the

auctioneer Tulloh.^ Pnces did not run high. A book

entitled Thoughts and Remarks on Establishing an Institu-

tion for the Support and Education of Unfortunate respect-

able females only fetched one rupee fourteen annas,

while Thoughts and Remarks on a Protestant Nunnery went

for even less. Scott, Mrs. Barbauld, Hannah More, Lady

Morgan and introductions to chess also occur on the

list, also oddments of household furniture and mdlinery,

also a Welch wig, two pianos and a gold watch—perhaps

the very one into which she had stuck pins at Calicut, so

many years before: anyhow it went cheaply. She was

buned the day after her death, in one of the Calcutta

cemeteries, no one knows m which, and there her second-

rate career comes to an end. She had been neither rich
/

^ Among them are Archdeacon Firmmger’s notes to his edition, and MS
notes in the possession of Sir W Foster

* Astatic Journal for 1817, pp 407 and 517
* India Office Records Bengal Inventoncs, 1S16, vol 3
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nor wcll-cdncatcd nor wcll-conncctcd nor good-tcmpcrcd

nor bcwuilul nor improper; \shnt hope had such a female

of attracting the attention of her contemporaries? And

win docs ‘'lie attract us now^

IlrR Snii IIiR Charactfr

I rc'^cra e to nn “^clf the option of resuming the narrative

“^ixlc whcncacr 1 ‘^liall deem it ncccssar) ” She was in

pmon when ‘^hc wrote this, and a tea-kettle had just been

stolen from her b) another lady, so that one would not

expect her to rcscrv'c options, but the remark is typical

of her It expresses her character, like all her remarks

Eacrv word slic wrote is personal Not a single sentence

IS dead, and even when she seems to function mechanically

—to praise Pro\idcncc, for instance—there is alwajs some

little turn at the end, such as “ But to resume,” or “ You

must howe\er be all impatience to know how' we fell into

this pickle, take then the particulars,” which pulls the para-

graph into shape and makes it her own

How \cr) difTcrentlv do huninn beings pass tlic time allotcd them

m tins proKinonar) cvistcnce’ Snrelj, to consume it in supine

indolence or “ \ain repetitions " can nc\cr render us more acceptable

to Him who IS the fountain of light and knowledge We ate some

presen cd pcachc^> with them, which the Consul paid for, and then

took our lease, but were forced to submit to a salute from the

sisters, whicli we would gladly ha\e dispensed wath, for they all took

an enormous quantity of snuff

Thus docs she get^ her own back upon some unattractive

Ursuhne Nuns Or consider the followang trifle it begins

with all the dreariness and unreality of an ocean log, then

curdles into daily life suddenly

Numbers of man-of-war birds and eggs, were taken, which

proved to be good eating, they likewise caught the finest turtle I
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ever saw, weighing near 400 lbs , but by an act of unpardonable

neghgence in people so situated, it was suffered to walk overboard in

the night

Suffered to escape, and she so partial to nourishing foodl

Her opinions and desires are always sticking out like this,

and ripping the chaste mantle of literature.

Were she only frank and naive, it would be something,

but she IS much more: a soul courageous and gallant, an

eye and ear always on the watch. She does not conceal

her sufferings, but not once does she whine over them, and

we get after a few pages a wonderful impression of hard-

ness. Hard as steeF Scarcely, because that suggests

nobility' but harder than her blockhead of a husband.

When the verandah in which they had hidden their savings

was twitched off the house by a monsoon, he abandoned

himself to lamentations while she calculated the direction of

the wind and finally discovered the money in a far away

tuft of grass. In her sense, as in her sentiment, she is the

child of her century, which despite its palpitations never

lost grasp of the main chance. Her floods of tears and

fainting fits are always postponed until a convenient

moment they never intrude while she is looking after her

luggage or outwitting her foes

To this strength of will she joins high powers of

observation. Her litde character sketches are delightfully

malicious , Mr. Hare, the Tullohs, the grand Mrs. Hastings,

Captain Ayres, Captain Lewis.
—

“ I want to make you see

them,” she says, and we see them. She is also shrewd

about national charactenstics
,

quick to detect the callous-

ness of the lower class Frenchwoman, nor, if one is to

generalise about the myriads of India, could it be better

done than this:
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I wish these people would not vex one by their tncks, for there

IS something in the mild countenances and gentle manners of the

Hindoos that interests me exceedingly

And the liveliness of her eyel People and articles passed

before her not as they do for most of us, in a blur, but with

definite outlines. Read her description of the costume of

the Consul’s wife at Alexandria, or of the costume she

herself donned before entering Cairo, or of the scenery of

East Africa, with which she so nearly collided. All she

says of It IS “ before we tacked flies were seen on the shore

—

had this happened during the night nothing could have

saved us ”• yet no words could bring East Africa nearer

and she does not weaken the\efFect by remembering that

night might have concealed the flies. And her ear; like

her eye it is always alive; how the cries of the sepoys at

Calicut sink into her! And her mouth- how she does

relish her foodl She is constantly registering through her

senses, and recording the results with a powerful though

untrained mind. The outcome is most successful, and it

is strange that her letters are not better known in this

country. Though they have value historically, their mam
interest is human, they show us a highly remarkable

character, triumphant over the difficulties of life and

narrative style

Style IS always being monopolised by the orderly minded;

they will not admit that slap-dash people have equal literary

rights, provided they write slap-dash. If Mrs. Fay got her

relative pronouns correct she would be a worse writer, for

they can never have been correct in her mind, she can never

have spoken quite proper even when calling at Government

House or learning sweet little Miss Rogers the use of the

globes. She wrote as well as she could, she wrote nothing
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that she herself was not. Even the tatters of the Grand

Manner are hers, for she was full of aspirations, and loved

to embark upon the billows of the grandiose. Her humour,

irritability, power of description, sense of little things, all

gain their full force because she was at the same time

wishing she could write as feelingly as Mrs. Radcliffe or as

wittily as Fielding. Her age produced many greater letters,

but few that so faithfully reflect the character of their

author. Every word tells its story. Cherchez le style;

c’est la femme

The Historical Background

Two facts must be kept in mind while we read the earlier

letters: England and France are at war, and the English

in India are prepanng to fight Hyder Ah, the ruler of

Mysore.

(i ) England went to war with France (also with Spain,

America and Holland) in 1778, so when the Fays travel

across France in the following year they are in enemy

country. They are treated, and expect to be treated “ with

great politeness she is quite affronted when their papers

are looked at, and though she sometimes sighs for Old

England, she never thinks it her duty to suffer. With a

clear conscience she admires Mane Antoinette, sight-sees,

hob-nobs with the enemy, gives her letters to St. Lubin.

The French, under Admiral Suffren, treated Hickey and

his Charlotte with similar courtesy at Tnncomalay three

years later (Wm. Hickey, iii
, 34 seq^ Eliza has not

Charlotte’s charm, yet even she finds little to resent, and

her letters are an interesting example of eighteenth-century

war mentality.

Peace was made in 1783 to the advantage of France.
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The war had been mainly naval—West Indies, coasts of

Southern India, in the latter theatre it connects with the

more intimate operations of Hyder Ah.

(11.) The “ fell tyger Hyder Ally ” was a Mohammedan

soldier, who started in Hindu employ, established himself

in the uplands of Mysore, and was trying from that central

position to dominate southern India, and to reach the

Malabar coast on the west and the Carnatic and Coromandel

on the east He succeeded in the Malabar and occupied

Calicut, Its capital but to the east he had already collided

with the English in Madras (1767-69), and a second

and greater war was impending when the Fays blundered

on the scene. Hyder Ah had two main grievances against

the English : they had taken the port of Mahe dunng their

operations against the French, and he regarded it as under

his protection, and they were intriguing with his mutinous

subjects, the Nairs In the confusion and tension his

brother-in-law, the governor of Calicut, thought it wiser

to detain all English people there For further details see

note on the Fays’ impnsonment at Calicut (p. 276) Soon

after their release the actual war broke out

This IS the war that so roused the eloquence of Burke.

Hyder All swept down into the Carnatic and nearly took

Madras When the French fleet arrived under Suffren he

operated in conjunction with it. He died in 1782, but

his son, Tipu Sahib, continued to give trouble

Subsequent upheavals, such as the French Revolution

and the Battle of Waterloo, do not appear to have in-

commoded Mrs Fay But it is as well to remember that

she lived through them She saw a little of the Portuguese

possessions, and a little of the Cape, both before and after

B
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the expulsion of the Dutch: and probably she saw a good

deal of Amenca towards the close of her life, but “ having

arrived in the land of Columbia, I will bid you adieu
”

Calcutta in 1780

When the Fays landed in Calcutta, certain very cele-

brated and rather dull historical events were in progress,

events well known to Macaulay and every schoolboy, and

the object of careful research on the part of Sir James

Fitzjames Stephen. Eliza herself was more interested in

the price of mutton and the shapes of hats, nevertheless the

celebrated events influenced her life, so some reference must

be accorded to them
;

it will be followed by short references

to Calcutta society and to Calcutta topography.

(1) History,— In 1773 the Bntish Parliament had

passed a “ Regulating Act ” to provide for the government

of Bengal, a province which was technically part of the

Mogul Empire but actually under the control of a politico-

commercial enterprise, the Honourable East India Company

The Act created {a) A Supreme Council at Calcutta, with

Warren Hastings as Governor-General and four councillors,

of whom the most famous is Philip Francis, (^) A Supreme

Court of Judicature, with Sir Elijah Impey as Chief Justice

and three other judges, of whom Sir Robert Chambers will

concern us most (p 174) Counal and Court were in-

dependent of each other and their spheres not clearly defined,

so there was friction between them (p 176), but far more

senous was the friction that arose inside the Council itself

A prominent Hindu, who had accused Hastings of corrup-

tion, was himself subsequently accused of forgery, he was

tned before the Supreme Court, and probably fairly tned,

he was found guilty and was executed (1775) This is the
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famous and jiUcrmimhlc Nuncomar case; Mrs. Fay docs

not refer to it in her letters, but it must have been often

on her lips, for it coiuulscd Calcutta, and finallj crippled

the careers both of Histings and of Impc)

Warren Histings is f.ir abo\c our heads, an Imperial

Pioneer and a fine fellow, feared for his abiht}, liked for

his charm He had just made a somewhat imprudent

second marriage vith a divorcee, but v.as living down the

slight ccandal it had rai'^ed Impc} vas a man of inferior

calibre, hovc\cr, he vas neither dishonourable nor weak,

and, though he and Hastings had been at the same public

school, there is no reason to suspect conspirac) between

them on the occasion of the Nuncomar trial The evil

genius of the tangle vas ccrtainl) Philip Francis Brilliant,

bitter, ambitiou':, immoral, and probably the author of the

Letters from Francis came out East in the hope

of ad\ancing his career on the nevl) created Council, but

he met vith a personal mishap he climbed up a bamboo

ladder into the room of a Mrs Grand, was discovered,

sued b\ the husband, and condemned by Sir Elijah

Impcj to pay Rs 50,000 (1779) Hence his hatred of

Impey, vhich, combined vith his jealous} of Hastings on

the Council, induced him to rake up the Nuncomar trial

(although he had not tried to save Nuncomar at the time),

and to search for anything else that was likely to injure his

enemies He drew a Colonel Watson into his schemes,

and Watson drew in poor blustering Anthony Fay (p. 198)

and Fay deserted his wife, celebr.atcd events wrecked little

lives

Francis and Hastings fought a duel (p 185), but

this was only an incident 111 their feud Francis returned

home after it to stir up trouble in England He aimed at
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the impeachment of Hastings and of Impey for High

Treason; both men had subsequently to return for the

purpose of defending themselves Hastings was tned and

acquitted, amid much social publiaty. The motion to

impeach Impey was dropped.

Books. Fitzjames Stephen, Nimcomar ajid Impey, gives

a thorough analysis of the episode; for gossip, turn to

Bu^teed, Echoes from Old Calcutta (4th edition), an enter-

taining and accurate miscellany.

(ii) Society.—To the student of Bntish deportment

overseas, the end of the eighteenth century in Calcutta is

an interesting penod. A change is at hand The English

are no longer merely traders, soldiers, adventurers, who

may take up what attitude suits them towards the aborigines;

they are acquinng racial consciousness and the sense of

Imperial responsibility.

O never let consaence molest or offend 700,

For conscience shonld keep all the Ume we’re m India,

sings a local poet in the Bengal Gazette, but his advice was

ignored and his paper suppressed. A Supreme Council

and a High Court brought solemn social consequences in

their tram, ^^ceregal airs begin, the king’s birthday is

already a religious event although he was George the

Third, Lady Governess and Chief Justice hold their

state, and apart from them, with a pnde exceeding their

own, Charles Grant lays the foundation of Protestant

Missions in Bengal. What would be the relation of this

new society to the old oriental societies through which it

was sprouting? No one asked the question yet, nor knew

that a very peculiar brand—^Anglo-India—was being added

to the existing distractions of the peninsula.

A social routine soon evolved, which has partially
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continued do\\n to the present sterner epoch. Ride or

before breakfast, breakfast about nine Then the

gentlemen went to their work, and the ladies passed their

morning as best the) might, in a state of deshabille.

The fishiomblc undress, except in the article of being witliout

«:n)N (and arc wholly unworn in the Hast) is much in the

I'ligh^h 'ttlc, with large caps or otherwise, as /ancy dictates No
care or skill is left uncxerted to render the appearance easy and

graceful, a ncccssar) circumstance, as gentlemen in the course of

their morning excurMons continually drop in, who sa) the prettiest

things imaginable with an air of truth that wins on the credulity and

harmonises the heart

Thus writes Miss Sophia Goldbornc, a contemporary

of Mrs l'a}’s and sometimes her rival in the narrative

st)lc. Dinner burst on tlic world at two— enormous

(p 1 81), the gentlemen each drank three bottles of

claret, after which both sexes fell asleep, onl)' regaining

consciousness towards sunset Perhaps a little more

work was done in the cxcning, but the great event

w.as a ride or dn\c on the Course, or an airing on the

Hoogli, then tea or coffee, formal calls, and supper at ten.

Mr Mackrabic (another contemporary') writes in his diary.

*' Er.tre tious^ the evening w'.as stupid enough, and the

supper detestable, great joints of roasted goat with endless

dishes of cold fish.” Bed at midnight.

Mrs. Fay’s early connections were w'lth Icg.al circles

—

the Impeys, Chambers, Hydes But after her husband

deserted her she sank into what would now be termed
” second society.” Perhaps she did not mind much.

She had soon seen through the world and its little tricks

and discovered that ” grand parties so much resemble each

other that a particular detail would be unnecessary and
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even tiresome,” and that even Mrs. Warren Hastings was

mildly absurd.

The delightful Memoirs of William Hickey (3 vols. : 1 749—

1790) form a perfect social pendant to our authoress.

If she IS a lady, Hickey is a gentleman. He was an

Irish attorney, etc., who ran in and out of Calcutta

dunng her period, and in and out of the same section

of society. They never allude to one another, and

it IS improbable they ever met—dates just preclude it.

But they had numerous friends and aspirations in common,

and both clung to what either would have called the wheels

of fashion’s car. Their value to us to-day is that they were

not first-rate, never at the top. They give an account of

Calcutta *that would never occur to the well-bred, the highly

educated, the sincerely pious, or the satisfactorily intro-

duced. If any one wishes to know what ordinary social life

there was like a hundred and fifty years ago, let him read

them, their modest careless stuff is true as a mirror and

also pleasant as a design.

(ill ) Topography .—The city, like its inmates, was just

assuming modern airs. Its territory already stretched over

three miles along the Hoogli and about a mile and a half

inland As Mrs. Fay sailed up the animated stream she

passed on her right the recently built residences on Garden

Reach, and, after them, the imposing mass of the new

Fort William, the ' river Esplanade, and the old Fort

William. The Old Fort was under demolition, for bitter

memories were not as carefully cherished in India then as

they are to-day, and Eliza and her friends were not exercised

by an episode which had happened in the debris twenty

years previously, and which was to thrill the nineteenth

century with increasing indignation.—the Black Hole of
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Cnlcutn 'I he •'itc of the tnped) —
'\<=. it ‘^iill is

—

the f’cognphic centre of tlie clt^, ntul the Iningnlows of

the rngh li tiui the Iniiluinp'' they constructed for husincs';,

nnuisrinent, niui religion h\ niostU \Mt}un n lulf-milc radius

of tins Old l-'ort, hernhnuts st<iod the (>o\ eminent OlTiccs,

the Court House, the rcMdcncc'. of the judge’, the. " Ilar-

inonieon," the Ph\hou‘e, and other buildings incnlioneti

In Mr*" ra\, and here, shorll) after her arrival, ro' c the

clas- ical colonnade oi St John's Church It r not known

where 'he and her husband set up house, but in liter jears,

after his eirsertion of her, she had 1 shop ibutting on to

the John’s thurchvard, ;r in Olei Post CXiicc Street,

now calleti Hastings Street (see note, p "Kz).

North, ei’t, uni ‘outh t'f the Dngli’h area eiwelt " the

blacfs" in some congestion, the richer blacks repiiring

to the north Abo apart, though tor either reasons, dwelt

the CJov crnor-( >cnrnd, Warren Hastings^, together with his

wife, the Lath Ctov ernes’ Until receiith the magnificent

coujde had lived out at IJtlvederc, Aliporc, but Hastings

hid sold this hoirc ju’ t before Mrs bnv arrived, and the

house in which she pavs her resjieets and which she calls

*' Helv idere ’’ must be some other mansion, at jircscnt

unidentified

'Pherc was no bridge over the Hoogli, and consequently

little expansion on the western bank

Those who care to evoke Mrs Fay’s Calcutta should

look at the charming set of coloured engravings of the

city by T. Darnell (1786-88), w'hich breathe the very

spirit of Anglo-Indian origins; here arc porticoes and

street scenes, esplanades, equipages, and mendicants, just

as they met her appraising eye Among contemporary

maps Upj'ohn’s (1791) is good. Literary assistance may
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be found in Firminger’s notes, Busteed’s Echoes from Old

Calcutta^ and the pages of Bengal^ Past and Present^ an

excellent periodical which specialises on topography

The Devis Portrait

{See Fronttsfiece)

This amusing picture raises a small problem It is

reproduced from the engraving “ by T. Alais ” in the 1817

edition. I have failed to trace the original drawing. As

the inscription states, Mrs Fay is in Egyptian (not in

Indian) costume—the clothes precisely correspond with

her description of what she wore in Cairo—so one would

assume that the portrait was made shortly after her arrival

in Calcutta, t.e. about 1780, while she stdl had money,

friends, youth, and interest in her escapade But A. W.
Devis, the artist, would then have been very young indeed

—

scarcely eighteen—nor can I find proof that he came East

at so early a date. He was on an E I.C. boat, the Antelope,

in 1783, and was wrecked on the Pelew Islands, where he

took part in the tribal wars of savages, and sketched them

and their womenfolk between whiles (see An Account of the

Pelew Islands, by George Keate, 1788—a fascinating work,

replete with adventures that put the Fays’ to shame). He
was in Calcutta by 1784, and perhaps he drew Mrs. Fay

then, but she had parted with her husband, lost her mother,

and visited England in the interval, and it seems unlikely

that she should retain either her Egyptian clothes or her

enthusiasm about them through so many vicissitudes.
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PREFACE

The volume now subnutted to the public, exhibits n faithful

account of certain remarkable occurrences in the histor}’ of

an indnadual, whose lot has been to make frequent visits

to scNcral distant regions of the globe, to mingle in the

socicta of people of diflcrcnt kindreds and tongues, and to

experience many Mcissitudcs of fortune. At a time when

fictitious representations of human life arc sought for with

so much aMdif\, and constitute one of the principal sources

of amusement in the hours of solitude, such a w'ork as the

present will, it is presumed, not be unacceptable Those

whose curiosit) is attracted b) the recital of incidents that

nc\cr took place, or whose sensibility can be awxakcncd

by the description of emotions tliat were never felt, may
perhaps derive a similar gratification from the following

uncmbclhshcd narrative of simple facts and real sufferings.

Five and thirt) years ago, it was the fate of the author

to undertake a journey over land to India, in company with

her husband the late Anthony Fay Esq w'ho, haxang been

called to the bar by the onorablc society of Lincolns Inns,

had formed the resolution of practising in the courts of

Calcutta They travelled through France, and over the

Alps to Italy, whence embarking at Leghorn they sailed

to Alexandna in Egy'pt Having visited some of the

curiosities in this interesting country, and made a short

stay at Grand Cairo, they pursued their journey across the

Desert to Suez. After passing down the Red Sea the ship

in which they sailed touched at Calicut, where they were
27
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seized by the officers of Hyder Ally, and for fifteen weeks

endured all the hardships and privations of a rigorous

empnsonment.

When, after residing two years in India, the author, on

account of circumstances explained in the course of the work,

returned to her native country, she was repeatedly urged

by several of her friends to publish some account of the

events that had befallen her, which, it was supposed would

engage the attention of the public, being connected with

important circumstances in the lives of well known and

respectable individuals, and illustrative of the character of

a Potentate whose movements were the subject of senous

alarm in India. But, at this period a woman who was not

conscious of possessing decided genius or supenor know-

ledge could not easily be induced to leave “ the harmless

tenor of her way,” and render herself amenable to the

“ pains and penalties ” then, generally, inflicted on female

authorships; unless inspired by that enthusiasm that

tramples on difficulties, or goaded by misfortune which

admits not of alternative. Being utterly uninfluenced by

either of these motives, and having all the fear of criticism

and aversion to publicity which charactenzes the young

women of her day, the author at that time declined com-

plying with the wishes of those she yet highly honored,

and never enquired farther after the fate of her letters, than

to learn that they were duly received by those dear friends,

to whom all her peregnnations and the knowledge of her

eventual safety could not fail to be highly interesting.

Since then, a considerable change has gradually taken

place in public sentiments, and its developement, we have

now not only as in former days a number of women who
do honour to their sex as literary characters, but many
unpretending females, who fearless of the critical penis that

once attended the voyage, venture to launch their little

barks on the vast ocean through which amusement or
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instruction is conveyed to n reading public: The wit of

Fielding is no longer held over them in terrorem, and the

delineations of Smollet vould apply to them in vain The
race of learned ladies ridiculed by these gentlemen is extinet

A female author is no longer regarded as an object of

dension, nor is she wounded by unkind reproof from the

htcraiy Lords of Crenitov In this indulgent era the author

presumes to deliver her letters to the world as they have

been preserved by the dear sister to whom tliey were partly

addressed, trusting that as this is, in its nature, the most

unassuming of all kinds of writing, and one that claims the

most extensive allowances, they will be received with peculiar

mere}’ and forbearance

Since the period to which these letters refer, the Author

has made vo}ages to India, touching in the course of them

at vanous places in all the quarters of the globe, and has

been engaged in commercial and other speeulations Her
trials and anxieties, however, have produced only a long

train of blasted hopes, and heart rending disappointments—
An account of these subsequent occurrences is therefore

subjoined in a series of letters lately drawn from the original

Journals and Memorandums, and addressed to a lady, whom
the Author has the happiness to rank in the number of her

fnends

Shadows, clouds, and darkness still rest on the remainder

of her pilgrimage, which calls for the pilotage of kindness

and the Day-star of friendship. She has, however, by the

blessing of Providence been constantly enabled to rise

superior to misfortune, and will not now in the evening of

her days, derogate from the unostentatious energy of her

character, or seek to solicit the pity of her readers by weari-

some retrospect or painful complaints. With feelings acutely

alive to kindness and truly grateful for every expression of

It, she most thankfully esteems the generous patronage with

which she has been honoured, and is rendered the more
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sensible of its ralue, because she is conscious, that it vras

not meanlj solicited or unworthilr obtained.

To the inhabitants of Calcutta, she begs more particu-

larly to render her thanks. Long acquaintance, high

esteem, and unfeigned affection call for this peculiar

tribute. Five times has she visited this city, under various

circumstances, and vith different feehngs, yet never had

cause to regret the length or the dangers of the voyage,

secure of ever meeting here all that could encrease the joys

of social life, in its happiest moments, or soothe the hours

of langmshment in the days of adversity.

Calcutta, Anno. i8i6.



ORIGINAL LETTERS

LETTER I.

From Mrs Fay.

Pans, i8/// Aprsi, 1779.

I BELit\r before I left England it was agreed that, my
Letters should not in general be addressed to any one

particularh
,

as they will be something in the style of

journals, therefore a contrar}’ method would be rather

embarrassing— I suppose you begin to think that I have

forgotten )ou all, but it really has not been in my pow'er

to write till now', of w'hich assertion an account of our route

will furnish abundant proof—We reached Dover at about

seven in the evening of the {sss sssy eyes,) ever memorable

loth of April The thoughts of w'hat w'e all suffered on

that day, can never be banished one instant from my recol-

lection, till It shall please God to grant us a happy meeting.

My constant prayers are that, we may be enabled to support

this dreadful separation w'lth fortitude—but I dare not

trust m) self w'lth the subject
,
my ver)' heart seems to melt

as I w'rite, and tears flow' so fast as to compel me to shut

one eye w'hile I proceed It is all in vain, I must leave off

And must weeks, nay months elapse before I can have the

satisfaction of even hearing from you? How shall I support

the ideal oh my dear Father! my beloved Mother! for

your poor girl’s sake, take care of your precious health, do

not be unhappy The Almighty will, I doubt not, preserve

us to each other, something tells me that we shall meet
again, and you have still two excellent children left to be

your comfort, they I know will use every effort to keep
3t
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up your spirits, happy to be so employed! but let me uot

repine, this trial is not permitted, but for all wise purposes

I will now lay down my pen and endeavour to acquire a

calmer set of ideas, for I must either write with more

fortitude or not at all. Adieu for a little while; I will try

to take some refreshment, and then resume my pen.—Half-

past four p. M—In vam I strive, the thoughts of home still

prevail, and totally preclude every other consideration. I

know no better method of chasing these intruders, than by

proceedmg with the narrative of our journey; allons done

We embarked at Dover for Calais on the i ith at 5 p. m.

and had a most delightful passage of just three hours, from

port to port. I wished for a little sea sickness but either

the wind was not high enough, or I am become too good a

sailor, to expect benefit this way, for I remained perfectly

well. I assure you there is a deal of ceremony used here

now. On coming within gunshot of the Fort, we hoisted a

French flag, and were permitted to sail quite up to the

Quay We met the other packet coming out, which

accounts for my not writing by that mail—I have neglected

to mention that Mr. B— the young gentleman whom
Captain Mills recommended as a travelling companion,

joined us before we left England His appearance is by

no means prepossessing, he seems a dissipated character

and more calculated to shme in convivial parties than to

render himself agreeable in the common routine of society,

whether this opmion be just or not, time will discover. On
landing we were all drawn up together, and ordered to the

Custom House, where we gave in our names, occupations,

&c they next marched us about half a mile farther to wait

on the Governor, in order that he might put any questions

he chose to us; his Lordship not being visible, we were

forced to arm ourselves with patience and proceed to his

Commissary, where we found it a mere matter of form,

they asking but what was known before. However I assure
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\ou, N\c thought more ilnn \\c dared to expres-^ on the

occ f^ion Onh mnamc how di<:agrc cable to be dragged

about m "^uch a manner immcdiatcb after a Sta \o\agc

m‘:tead of rcj'O'^ing o\ir‘:r]\c‘ After all waN settled, we

first took plates m the Diligence for the next daj then

called on Monsr Pmault de I'lCpinoNe, to whom )ou will

remember 1 had been formerh introduced. He received

US w ith his usu il kindness and hosjut ilit} 'I'liis gentleman

IS desceiuted m a direct line from one of the si\ brave

Ciiirens of C dais, who so nobb oflered thcmscKcs as

\ictims to sive tlieir bclo\cd countr^ from the barbarous

'cntcnce j-'ronounceo acainst it In our third Edward He
is much esteemed bv his countnmen on this iccount

This being m\ fourtli \isit to Calais, 1 must of course

ha\c formtrlv descrilicd c\cr\ thine \\orth notice there, so

shall merth sa\ we sat oft from thence on the teth Inst at

Sth \ V and reached Boulogne about noon 'Hie sight of

this place brought to nn mind main pleasant recollections

of the social hours passed there I called on sevenl friends,

and was much urged to jtrolong m\ stiv among them, but

that }ou know was impossible Indeed fir rather would I,

had time permitted, have taken ctic turn round the ramparts,

to cn 1 o^ the melancholy satisfaction of once again beholding

the white cliffs of nn dear native land, so frequentl} view’cd

from thence

You must expect me to make frequent omissions and

mistakes, for tw'o men have just placed themselves under my
windows with humstrums, and indeed there is constantly

some noise or other through the day and evening, some-

times tw’o or three dancing bears, and a few hours ago they

exhibited a poor little Porcupine I pitied the miserable

animal from my heart What can these unhappy creatures

have done to merit being so tormented? (now by wxay of

parenthesis, I could almost wish that a London mob had

possession of the two musicians, as possibly the discipline

c
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of a horse-pond might be of use in teaching them for the

fiiturej better employment on Sunday evenings), but to

proceed* We left Boulogne (a place I shall ever admire, and

perhaps regret), and about ten at night reached Montreiul,

from whence we departed at three on Tuesday morning,

dined at Abbeville, and by eight in the evening were set

down at the same Inn, where you may remember we stopped

when travelling this road before, but were hurried away

when we had scarcely tasted a morsel, under pretence of the

Diligence being ready, and afterwards detained in the yard

an hour, nor did our hostess in any respect deviate from her

former character, as you shall hear As a lady in company

and myself were greatly fatigued we chose tea, but none

being procurable there, were forced to use our own ;
the rest

sat down to supper, which I had predetermined to avoid

doing. Before they had a quarter finished, in came the

woman, never did I behold such a horribly looking great

creature “ Well ” said she “ the coach is ready ” and on

being asked if she wanted to get rid of us, replied that it

was equal to her whether we went or staid provided she

were paid for our suppers: at last when compelled to

relinquish her claim on that score from the lady and me,

she insisted on being allowed twenty-four sous for the hot

water, this we complied with; to oblige our hospitable

countrywoman, (tell it not in Gath I blush to acknowledge

the claim) but persisted in remaining till on being summoned
by the driver, nearly an hour afterwards, we set ofi^ and

travelled sixty miles without alighting, to Chantilly, where

IS a famous palace belonging to the Prince of Cond^, but

to my great mortification, I was through weariness obliged

to remain in the house while the rest of the party went to

see it Well never mind, you can read better descriptions

of It, than mine would have been From thence we pro-

ceeded to St Denis, where I was fortunate enough to obtain

a cursory view of the ancient abbey, a most magnificent
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structure, the burying place of the Kings of France. Such

scenes naturally induce reflections on the vanity of all human

grandeur, and lead to a melancholy, rather soothing than

otherwise, to minds wearied by exertion, or irritated by

disappointment. Having however little leisure to indulge

these reveries, we passed on to the Library, where among

other trophies is deposited the sword of our illustrious

Talbot, a pang shot across my heart at the exulting manner

in which it was exhibited, in short I felt as an English-

woman, a more severe degree of national mortification than

this Memento of an event so long gone by seemed calculated

to produce. The sacred relics were next displayed, amongst

which are, an eye of St Thomas the apostle, the shoulder

blade of I forget what saint, and a small phial of the Virgin

Mary’s milk, at the sight of these absurdities I silently

blessed God, that my religious instruction had not been

blended with such cunningly devised Fables If all the

gems they shewed us were genuine, the Treasury must be

immensely rich, for many of the shrines were almost covered

with them We arrived at Pans about eight on Wednesday,

and most dreadfully fatigued was I. nor will that appear

strange when one considers that, for the last sixty miles the

carnage went as fast as eight horses could draw it, over a

strong rough pavement, never stopping but to change

horses, and at St Denis to repair a wheel As the post

went off next morning, I could not recover myself sufficiently

to wnte by it, but now feel quite strong again, and having

brought you to Pans, may venture to take a little repose as

It IS past eleven 9th 7AM I have arisen thus early on

purpose to finish my letter (which must be in the Office

before ten) I find little alteration in this Place, the people

behave as politely as if there were no War, or even dispute

between us This you know is not the region of Politics,

therefore little can be mentioned under that head I could

communicate some few observations, but as perhaps this
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may be inspected, judge it more prudent to suppress tbem.

A variety of circumstances has contributed to detain us here

much longer than we intended, and I am fearful we shall

not leave Pans before Thursday, however this will be the

only letter I shall write until I can give you intelligence of

our safe arnval at Marseilles, which will be I suppose m
about a fortnight From thence to Leghorn we must

coast It in a Feluca. So if you write by the mail of the 29th

addressed to me at the Post Office Leghorn, your letter will

be sure to meet me there I have a thousand things more

to say, but must reserve them for my next, for if I miss the

post it will I am sure, make you very uneasy—God bless you

Tour’s affectionately



LETTER II.

Pt.n^ Apul 1779
My djar Fnir\n<;,

Iking detuned for vant of our pn‘;<;porls, I find

it nccc'^'^an. for niv comfort to liold the onh communication

no\\ in m^ power with jou La'^t niglit we were at the

Colic<^ec, a place rc'^embling our Ranelagh
,
there were some

brilliant fire works to be exhibited, and as it is the custom

for Ladies to stand upon chairs to see them, a gentleman of

our part) ha\ing idaced us with our backs against a box,

went to procure some During his absence the Queen*

entered the box attended In the Duchess D’AleiKj-on, and

several other ladies 1 had seen her Majesty before at

Verseilles, and thought her at that time vcr\ handsome, but

had no idea how much better she w'ould look, b) candle

light She IS dehcatel) fair and has ccrtainh the sweetest

blue c)cs that e\cr were seen; but there is a little redness,

a kind of tendency to inflammation around them, and she

is likewise shghth marked with the small pox, both w'hich

trifling blemishes were then imperceptible, and she appeared

perfectly beautiful On entering the box she sat dowm,

and pressed the Dutchess to sit also, which the latter in

terms of great respect declining, the Queen in a tone of

kindness that it is impossible to forget, said, “ Then you
will oblige me to stand,” rising as she spoke The Duchess

then complied, and they conversed together very agreeably

during their stay Her majesty seemed highly gratified

by the entertainments, and expressed her approbation, in

N B—^Th«c small figures refer to terminal notes, p 273 ]

37
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what I could not help thinking, rather too familiar a way

for a person of her exalted rank frequently clapping her

hands and exclaiming aloud, “Ahl mon Dieu que c’est

charmant, ahl que c’est joli ” The Royal party soon

retired, and we afterwards walked in the Rotunda 1 than

which a more brilliant spectacle can scarcely be imagined.

The ladies were all splendidly dressed, and their heads

adorned with feathers in greater profusion, and far more

lofty, than is customary with us. But enough of this, I

must now turn to a very different subject, having hitherto

neglected to inform you of a singular conversation (and its

result) which passed in the Diligence, as we came to this

place. We had among the passengers a Mr H— an

English Jew, and two brothers, named Ar—

f

diamond

merchant^, who were j'ust returned to their native country

after a long residence in London. The former had left

Pans some years and resided in a provincial town Speaking

of this circiunstance he observed that, his prinapal reason

for quitting the Capital was his dread of assassination, to

which he thought it probable that his religion might render

him more liable, than other inhabitants, although he ad-

mitted he had no proof that persons of his persuasion were

among the more frequent Victims This statement, of

course, excited both surprize and curiosity in us, who were

foreigners, and the elder Mr A—f evidently mortified at

such discourse, and doubting a representation of facts from
so prejudiced a quarter, and about which it had not fallen

in his way to inquire, stoutly denied the charge, but the

Jew would not give up the point. He said that in a certain

part of the City, where there were many houses of ill fame.

It was but too common to rob and murder those, who were
inveigled into them, and afterwards throw the bodies into

the Seine; when taken out they were conveyed to the

Petit Chatelet to be owned, and that who ever would take
the trouble to visit that place would find that, out of the
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nunihcr*^ deposited there were very few (as reported) merely

drov lied persons
,
but evidently such as had died by violence.

This coincrsition ended (as that of men frequently docs) by

a wager between the parties,, both of whom agreed to refer

the matter to Mr I'a} The Jew was to lose, if, in one

week sc\en bodies under such suspicious circumstances

should not be found exposed at the Petit Chatelct. I

thought this a monstrous supposition, for though I had

often heard of people being drowned in the Seine, and the

explicit detail of Mr H— led me to fear that, tlic manner

in which thc\ nut their fate, was but too trulj described,

}ct 1 could not bcheee the number of victims to be so

great The result of Mr F—'s researches has unhappily

placed the fact bejond a doubt Within the last seven

da)s, ten miserable wretches have been exposed, who had

mirks of Molencc on their bodies, and of these, there were

two dreadfull) mangled. But I will saj no more on this

shocking subject than mercl) to obsenc, that there must

be either some radical defect in the police, or a degree of

ferocity in the people, not to be repressed by the severe

penal Laws, which in other countries are found nearly

adequate to the purpose The slight degree of feeling

expressed bj the lower order in speaking of such things,

even when pressed on their senses, evinces a hardness of

heart approaching to absolute insensibility, that to me seems

quite revolting I myself asked a young woman, who had

been peeping through the gate at the Petit Chatelct, w'hat

was to be seen thcre^ “ Oh ” replied she, wath great

apparent indifference, “ sculement quelques bras et jambes ”

(only some arms and legs) I have written myself into a

tram of most uncomfortable thoughts, so lest I infect you

with the gloomy ideas that fill my mind, the wisest way
will be to say adieu 1 We shall now soon be out of Pans

Ever your’s,

&c &c.



LETTER III.

My Dear Sister.

Pans, I"!th April, 1779.

As I do not propose sending this before Monday,

I shall have full time to write every particular. I date once

more from this sink of impunty, contrary to my expectation.

We have been detained thus long that the Lieutenant de

Police might have time to make the necessary enquiries

about us, but have at last obtained our passports, and thank

Heaven shall soon breathe a purer air. From the first

place we stop at, I purpose giving you a further account of

our accommodations in the superb and elegant city of Pans,

famous throughout the world for its superiority over all

others, especially in the points of cleanliness and delicacy

I assure you that, so long as I before resided in France, I

never till now formed an adequate idea of it. but adieu

for the present. I am going to drink tea. How do you

think I make it? Why in an earthen pot an inch thick

at least, which serves the double purpose of tea kettle and

teapot, so It is all boiled up together and makes a most

curious mess

Auxerre en Burgoyne,

130 MsJles De Pans

When I wrote the above I was in a great rage and not

without reason, pent up as we were in a street scarce wide
enough to admit the light, our chamber paved with tiles,

which most likely have never been wetted, nor even rubbed.
40
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at the rate of thirty five miles a day. and does not seem in

the least fatigued, though we had our heavy trunk at our

back: so much for Azor—^now for his help-mate Zemire.

In the course of conversation with his new friend, Mr. Fay

found that, there was a very pretty mare in the Due de

Lausanne’s stables, which had been intended for the course,

but would not bear training, so he agreed to give eight

guineas for her Mr B— was to ride her next day to a

horse-race in the Bois de Boulogne, and we were to accom-

pany him in a post chaise. But alas! poor manl it was

an unfortunate attempt. It seems he had never been used

to riding, and was ashamed to own it, (one of the weaknesses

to which I really believe men are almost invariably subject),

so wishing to pass for an excellent horseman, he mounted

with pretended courage: but through actual fear, reined her

in so tight that miss, knowing the weaknes of her nder,

reared up on her hind legs, threw him first, and then fell

backward over him We thought by the violence of the

fall that he must have been killed, but he came off with a

few bruises
,
we had him bled immediately, put him to bed

and left him in good hands till our return Mr. Fay

mounted Zemire, and we proceeded to the course, where we
were very agreeably entertained, only it grieved me to see

so many beautiful English horses galloping about, I could

hardly believe myself in France, for all the gentlemen were

dressed after our manner The Count D’Artois might
very well have been taken for a Jockey in his buck-skin

breeches, and round hat. The bets were chiefly between

him and the Due de Chartres, the horses were all rode by
englishmen . as to our little mare she would fain have been

amongst them, but she had now a nder who knew how to

manage her, and is punished for her audacity, for Mr. B

—

has not the courage to mount her again, and she is forced

to carry Mr. Fay with a portmanteau of twenty pounds
weight—•You will wonder at my temerity when I acknow-
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ledge having mvself ventured to mount Zemire, after Mr.

B—’s accident I first however saw her tried by several

persons, and wishing to be able to vary the exercise by

riding now and then, during our journey, was induced to

make the attempt She performed twice very well, but

on the third day, an umbrella being snapped close to

her nose, just as I was going to set off, she began to

rear, on which I instinctively abandoned both whip and

reins, and throwing my whole weight forward, clasped

her round the neck with all my might, this sudden

manoeuvre fortunately kept her down I seized the critical

moment and alighted in safety with no other injury, than

a little fright, and the consciousness of looking rather

foolish Nor has she ever been guilty of the like towards

any one, so that my character for horsemanship is com-

pletely established We have been certainly very lucky

in our purchases the horses perform well, and the chaise,

without being particularly uneasy, seems very strong I

am told they will bring a good price in the South, but you

shall hear

I have nothing particular to say of the country, perhaps

It may be national prejudice from which no person is entirely

free, but notwithstanding all their boasting, I do not think

it equals my own dear England It must be allowed that

the present season is not the most favourable for making

observations, for they cut the Vines close to the stumps in

the winter, and as they are not yet much sprouted, one sees

nothing but a parcel of sticks m the manner of our hop

poles, but not above thirty inches high, which gives an air

of barrenness to the prospect I do not know what my
mother would do here, as she is not fond of wine, for there

IS nothing else to drink. For my own part, and I believe

I may answer for my companions, I cannot say that I find

any great hardship in being obliged to put up with tolerable

Burgundy at about four pence a botde, it is not at all
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heady, so no creature thinks of drinking it with water. A
pint every meal is the allowance of each. We have all

necessaries with us, such as tea, sugar, bread, butter, corn

for the horses &c so we have little to do with the Inns,

except at night, when we provide ourselves with meat for

the next day. As to breakfast and dinner we fix on a place

where there is water at hand, and there sit down under the

shade of a tree, and make a fire, while the horses graze

comfortably, and eat their corn. Ask my dear father if he

does not think this a good plan ? at least we find it pleasant,

and much more to our taste, than spending more time as

well as money, in the wretched public houses we have

hitherto met with— I wish we were hardy enough to

make the grass our pillow, but that is impossible, so

we must submit to be disgusted and pillaged once a

day You may remember my remarking that, I was

afraid we should suffer during our journey, for the fine-

ness of the spring which has proved to be the case The
weather has been excessively boisterous for the last fort-

night with much rain, than which nothing can be more

disagreeable on a journey, especially when conducted on

a plan like ours.—We were obliged to stop at Fontain-

bleau on account of the weather by which means we
saw the Palace, and gardens, and were almost wet through,

for our pains It is an immense place, the Chapel

has been beautiful, but the paintings are much injured

by time. There is an elegant theatre which I was
much pleased with. The apartments of the royal family

are truly superb. We were shewn the council chamber
where the last peace was signed, and I, as an Englishwoman,
beheld it with great pleasure you may be sure We saw
likewise the gallery of Stags^ famous for containing above a

hundred stags’ heads all ranged in order with an account,

when they were killed and by whom, and infamous (at least

in my opinion) as being the place where Christina, Queen
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of Sweden, cured Momlde<-chi hci chief cinmherhin to he

hehcidcd. il not nh’olutel\ in her jire‘'eiKc, .tt ler.t while

’^hc renmned in nn idunninn rodin. I e innoi heir tint

wonnn ^hc nhdu-ued her cr(»wn frjun 'heer Miiiiy Init

rctiined thu yr'^Kin lor dc'^potrni wliuh *.hcv cd wlnt

kind of feelings ‘‘he hui chernhed, while ‘CTiCil on the

throne I think tint in her, the fiuit*. o( either ‘-c' were

blended, to form i clnnctcr, wlmh without po‘*c-<'inij the

hrmnc'^s of n nnn nr the uentlcne' '> of n wonnn, w {Ictiiutc

of the Mrtne"; e\pcctcii in both. Chrrlim nn} Invc liccn

nn nccomplrhcd fennle, bin she cm never he cillcd grcii,

even ht her .Tdinirer":

'I'hc girdctn of Fontunhlciu tre ull in the old ft'^hioncd-

ginperhrcid - ':t\lc, onnnicntcd with ho\' in i thoir'ind

fantnticil <;lnpc'; ‘I'hc Swr*? who ‘•hewed ir the Pihcc,

wis vcr\ tlnnkful for i ‘•lulling, which r more linn nil)

pcr'ion in (he enmt ‘:iun(ion would he in iLiighnd for uvicc

n*; much The forc<5( of b'ont unhU-ui r thir(\ milc'i ncro<i‘i,

.ind nohodv enn hunt there without (he Kings jicrmrsion;

he comes here even* senson.—We found the ronds ver)

hci\'), but Aror w.ns strong enough to go through them;

how'cvcr w'o hnvc given him n dny’s rest, nnd nfter dinner

shall set ofl' Jehu like

Now don’t you envy us nil this pleasure^ I assure you

I should be very glad to go all the way in the same manner,

for we travel without fatigue, and the way of living just

suits me, for you know I alwa)s preferred wine to beer,

but I would not have you imagine that I can shake off all

thoughts of home; they return but too frequently, and I

really believe now, that my illness at Pans, was brought on

principally by uneasiness of mind' but I find myself un-

equal to this subject. I must make a resolution never to

enter upon it, for what service can it do to either of us, to

be continually recalling unpleasant ideas, especially when
I have need of every possible consolation to support me in
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the arduous task, which Providence has called upon me to

undertake

I have now literally exhausted my paper, and must

therefore leave you to imagine every thing my heart says to

all, and how truly

I am,

your affectionate

&c &c.



LETTER IV.

Leghorn^ i']th June^ i779

My Dear Sister.

I suppose you have been long uneasy at my
silence, but indeed it has not been in my power to write

sooner—In my last I gave you reason to imagine we should

arrive here in less than three weeks, bv way of Marseilles;

but after we reached Lyons we were informed, that this

would prove a uncertain and dangerous method, as

between the English and French scarcely any vessel can

pass free therefore after mature deliberation, we deter-

mined as we had still our carriage and horses, to push our

way boldly through Savoye, and cross the Alps to Italy.

We stopped several days at Lyons, which as you and all the

world know has long been famous for its incomparable silks,

and velvets, I think it ought to be so for its asparagus

which IS the finest I ever tasted, and remarkably cheap

Being a vegetable I am very fond of, and having found

it at all times beneficial to my constitution, I wished to

eat It freely, but was almost disgusted by the manner

in which it was constantly brought to table at the Inn,

covered with a thick sauce composed of eggs, butter, oil

and \nnegar

Having in vain remonstrated against this cookery, I

at length insisted on seeing the Cook himself, and when
he made his appearance, arrayed as is customary, in a white

waistcoat, cap, and apron, with a meagre face almost as

sharp as the large knife he held in his hand, I calmly repre-

47
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sented to him that the sauce he had sent up, totally disagreed

with my stomach, and requested to have the asparagus

simply boiled with melted butter, the poor man looked

much distressed “ What without oil! ” yes! “ Without

eggs certainly 1 this answer completed his misery, “ Ah
madame ” exclaimed he, with clasped hands and uplifted

eyes “de grace un peu de vmaigre". Madame was in-

exorable, and the shrug of contemptuous pity with which

he retreated was ludicrous beyond expression

On arriving near the Alps, it appeared that I had

formed a very erroneous idea of the route, having always

supposed that we had only one mountain to pass, and

that the rest of the way was level ground, instead of

which when we came to Pont de Beauvoism (50 miles

from Lyons, and the barner between France and Savoye)

we heard the agreeable news, that we had a hundred and

twelve miles to travel thro’ a chain of mountains, to the

great Mont Cenis

You may imagine how uncomfortable this information

made us all
, with what long faces we gazed upon each other,

debating how the journey was to be performed, but being

happily you know very courageous, I made light of all

difficulties, and whenever there was a hill, mounted Zemire,

while the two gentlemen took it by turns to lead me as I

had not a proper side saddle, so poor Azor made shift to

drag the chaise up pretty well, and in the descents we made
him pay for the indulgence. I forgot to mention that they

were very particular about our passports at this Barrier,

and detained us while the Governor examined them
minutely, though justice compels me to acknowledge that

in general we were treated with great politeness in our

passage through France, no one ever attempted to insult

us, which I fear would not be the case were three French
people to travel in England, I wish I could say as much
for their honesty, but I must confess that here they are
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mi'scr.ibh deficient, ho^^evc^ my being acquainted with the

language saved us from flagrant imposition

Our method \\as this ^\c ah\a)s if possible, contrived

to stop at night in a large Town, (as to dinner we easily

managed that ^ou know how), but never did we suffer the

horses to be put into the stable till I had fixed the price

of e\er} thing; for the) generalh ask four times as much

for an) article as it is worth If I found there was no

bringing them to reason, we left the house. In particular,

at Chalons sur Soane, the first Inn we stopped at, the woman
had the conscience to ask half a crown for each bed, you

may suppose we did not take up our abode there, but drove

on to another \er) good house, where the) shewed us tw'o

rooms with six excellent beds in them, at the rate of four

sous a bed, for as man) as we wanted, so for once I com-

mitted an act of cxtr.a\agancc b) paying for the whole; or

we might perhaps have been disturbed in the night by

strangers coming to take possession of those left v.acant

For they are not ver) nice about such matters in France.

I ha\e seen rooms wnth six beds in them more than once

during our route I only mention the difference of price

b) w.iy of shewing what people may gain by choosing their

houses, for we were really better accommodated at less than

one fourth of what we must have paid at the other house

Speaking of Chalons reminds me of a very unple.asant

circumstance that occurred to us at the following stage.

Mr Fay had most unw'isely and contrar)' to my earnest

intrcaty, pinned our passports to the book of roads, which

he usually earned with him on horse back, and as might

be expected, they, in a short time worked themselves loose,

and we were on our arrival at the end of the next day’s

journey alarmed with the idea of their being intirely lost,

and that we should be compelled to return all the way to

Pans to procure others happily Mr. Fay went back &
found them at a place where we had stopped, I need not

D
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tell you what fright and vexation, this folly and obstinacy

cost us but I hope it will have a salutary effect for the

rest of our journey.

In further proof of my assertion on the subject of

honesty, I must relate a little incident which occurred on

our way to Lyons. Mr. Fay had changed as many guineas

at Pans, as he thought would be sufficient to bring us to

Chalons, and received by weight' twenty four livres ten

sous, for each, that is seven pence halfpenny profit, well,

the last day but one we finished our current money, but

as we were in a city, doubted not of being able to obtain

nearly the value of our guineas. On inquiry we were

recommended—to a very religious goldsmith who by the

landlord’s account spent almost his whole life in acts of

piety: after waiting an hour and a half till he returned from

mass, Mr. F delivered him a guinea, confident of receiving

its full value: when behold this conscientious gentleman

after the most minute inspection and weighing it in a pair

of sugar scales generously offered eighteen livres as a fair

price which so enraged Mr Fay that he immediately left

him and went to another shop, where the utmost they

would give was twelve livres: only think what wretches!

since It was impossible for them to be ignorant of its real

value Mr Fay declared that he would rather fast all day

than submit to become such a dupe. This subjected us to

great inconvenience, after discharging the reckoning we
had only thirty sous remaining; and sat out with a sum
not sufficient to procure a single refreshment for our poor

horses, so that at every Inn we were obliged to represent

our situation • but found none who had honesty enough to

offer us a fair price for out guineas, or the charity to give

us even a glass of wine or a morsel of bread I leave you
to guess if our appetites were not pretty keen by the time

we arrived at Lyons I shall never forget how foolishly

we looked at each other all day, however a good supper
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obhtcrntcd all grievances, and the next morning ve found

a vvt) to change our guineas for Louis-d’ors on equitable

terms So much for our starving adventure. To proceed

on our journc}

.

On the 20ih vc reached Eanneburg, a village at the foot

of Mont Ccnis situated in vliat is called a valle), which

though realh so with respect to the mountains that surround

it, IS c\cn with the clouds I had a tolerable proof of its

elexation, for the weather was so sharp, that I could not keep

a minute from the fire B) the way I must obsen'e, that

haxing traaclled through North Wales, I supposed m)self

to ha\c acquired a tolerable idea of mountains and their

appendages, such as cascades, torrents, and apparcntl) air-

hung-bndges &:c but the passage of the Alps set at defiance

all competition, and e\cn surpasses whatever the utmost

sketch of 111} imagination could haae pourtrayed

The valley of Lanneburg is itself, the most strange W'lld

place }ou can conceive, in some parts grotesque, in others

awfully terrible The rocks rise around }OU so fantastically,

that )ou might almost think
)
ourself transported to a place

which nature had made a rcpositor)* of these stupendous

productions, rather w’lth a view of fixing them hereafter in

appropriate situations, than of exhibiting them here

But above all, the cascades throughout the road arc

charming beyond description, immense sheets of w'ater arc

seen sometimes, falling from rock to rock, foaming fretting

and dashing their spray on every side, and sometimes

descending in one grand flow' of majestic beauty' in short

they went so far beyond any idea I had formed of such

appearances in nature, that they seemed to communicate

new powers of perception to my mind, and if I may so

express it, to expand my soul, and raise it nearer to its

Creator. The passage has been so ably described by
various writers that any formal account I could give you

of It, would rather w'astc jour time than add to j'our
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information I shall only tell you hovr I felt and acted for I

knovr your affection prompts the Tcish to travel in imagina-

tion vrith the sister you love, come then let us ascend

Mont Cenis together.—^After various deliberations it vras

concluded that I should go up across a mule, as the safest

vray; both the gentlemen determined on vralking, vrhich

Mr. Fay knev not to be very difficult, having made the

experiment the evening before I vras strictly forbidden

to touch the reins, bemg assured that the animal vrould

guide himself, and that any attempt to direct him could

hardly fail to prove fatal. Under this charge, judge vrhat

I must have felt vrhen my mule, in the very steepest part

of the ascent and when I had become fully sensible of the

“ high and giddy height,” all at once, thought proper to

quit the pathway, and with great sang ffoid stalk out upon

one of those precipitous projections, where only the foot of

a wdd Goat or Chamois ought to tread. What did I not

suffer! I durst not touch the rem, durst not even call to

the guide for help. Every instant appeared fraught with

destruction, it seemed madness to die without an effort to

save one’s self, yet to make an effort was to invite the fate

one dreaded. Happily this dreadful poise between life and

death lasted not long, for, the sagacious animal calmly

picking Its way fell into the track by a path, which no

human eye could discern, and the guides gave me great

praise for my self-command; a praise I never desire to

purchase again by a similar trial If however anything

could render a stranger easy in crossing the heights, it

would be the amazing skill and celerity which these people

display; the road winds in a zigzag direction; and in the

most acute, and of course, in the most dangerous turns they

leap from crag to crag as if they held their lives on lease,

and might safely run all risks, till the term expired—^The

plain, as it is called, at the top of this mountain is six miles

across, as we proceeded we found “ still hills on hills, and
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Alps on Alp*^ insc ”
;

for \\c continued to be surrounded

b^ snow top mountains, where reigns eternal frost The

heat of the svin Ind thawed tlic passage, so tliat W'c met

with no mcoincnicncc, but we passed great quantities of

ICC lodged m the crannies. Tlicre is a very large lake on

the plain, said to be unfathomable, that I can tell nothing

about, but that it contains c\ccllcnt, salmon and trout, am
well convinced, for we stopped at the Inn according to the

hudable custom of all travellers, for the sole purpose of

tasting It An Inn, sa) }ou, at the top of Mont Cenisl

Yes, It IS rcall) a fact, not that I env) them their situation,

but the} arc not the onl} inhabitants’ for there arc more

than twent) farm houses, where the) make most excellent

butter and cheese Ever) spot around, w here it is possible

for the hand of cultivation to scatter seeds for the use of

man, is treasured with care and nourished by industry’, and

)ou see gardens no bigger than a dining table, and fields

like a patch of carpet, from time to time, smiling beneath

the rugged battlements of rocks, like the violets peeping m
the hedges. Far, among the apparcntl) inaccessible heights

of this " cloud capt ” region, the) pointed out to me a

Chapel, vulgarl) called notre Dame dc Neige, and justly

have they named her, for eternal snows designate her

dwelling, if however these simple and sequestered beings

can there draw near to God, and experience the comfort of

religious hope, and providential care, this singular edifice

has not been reared m vain, to bless such a region of

desolation

When you read an account of the road, it will readily

be perceived that my fellow tr.avellers must have found some
difficulty 111 getting the horses over, as the poor beasts were

not accustomed to such a rugged path, for you arc to

understand that, the people m the neighbouring villages of

Lanneburg and Novalcse have no other means of subsist-

ence than carrying passengers over the mountain. It is
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therefore their interest to render it impassable to any but

themselves, so that the whole passage of fifteen miles, is

covered with great loose pieces of rock, which must be

clambered over the guides skip from one piece to another

like goats, and go at the rate of five or six miles an hour,

but my unfortunate companions could not proceed at this

pace, so every ten minutes we had to wait for them—^As I

was carried down in an armed chair, fastened to poles and

slung upon straps, in the manner of our sedans, between

two men and in which I soon felt tolerably at my ease, I

had the pleasure of seeing them continually sometimes in

the clouds, and at others nothing visible but their heads,

which was rather amusing to me, knowing they were in no

danger, especially as Mr Fay had afihcted to make very

light of It, and even said “ I might walk very well if I

chose it,” but when we reached the bottom, he told a

very different tale, and stormed violently at his own suffer-

ings The drollest part of our procession was, that of the

poor mule which bore our chaise in a kind of machine, on

Its back, and another with the two wheels placed on each

side, in the oddest way imaginable. A good night’s rest

put us all in good humour, and we proceeded cheerfully

forty miles along a very delightful road, for the most part

planted with double rows of trees, to Turin, where we
remained three days and were much amused, but having

crossed the mountain, I must allow myself and you a little

rest

June, 26th.—I was more pleased with the Palace at

Turin than any other I have met with during our journey,

not for its external appearance certainly, for that is un-

promising, but the inside simply atones for the deficiency

The rooms are all in long ranges, opening into each other

by doors, which by folding within the pannels become
invisible The furniture is beyond descnption rich and
elegant, but the best part of every finely decorated house
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r.ni \ c^^r Sr ;hr . n:ui liu' pihcr Triiic*! lo m),

' Y. \j .;r ihni.v >!i It.i)
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nil hi utc ' ''. 111 . :re n !'-'<> fine, tju' willnl o 'luT, tint
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pr-en i 1 mu of ro\ d polrh to the heuiti (ccrtiinlv fir

beiond inturc) which he hid ''o Inpj'ih depicted in the*.!

unfo.'-tuintc children Amonp whit 1 deemed the most

cunoir portriit', were tlu)‘‘e of Mirtin Luther, uid his

Wife 1 Inic fretpieiith meditited on this greit cinneter,

md ilwiis felt nil elf -o much oblipcd to him (cspccnlh

Miicc m> rc'idencc in i Citholic countrj,) tint I confcii I

w n, dnijipointcd to ‘lee him n homch, nnd rather \ulgir

looking mm 1 cmnot bclicic ihn is a good likeness, .it

least the one 1 ‘'iw of him in the abbey of St lleriin at St

Omers left .i ver) diflerent impression on my mind The
Reformer might not be h.indsome, in the common accepta-

tion of the word, but surely, penetration courage and firm-

ness must have stamjit their expression on his features.
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Here is a terrible representation of another great man, tho’

in my opinion deficient in the first mentioned quahty (Sir

Thomas Moore) of his head rather, for it appears just

severed from the body; his daughter has fainted at the

homble spectacle; and her complexion is so exactly vrhat

it should be, that the vrhole scene appears natural, and you

feel too much for her, even to offer her restoratives to hfe

and misery. I vrould not live in the same room vrith such

a picture for the world; it would be worse than the cave of

Trophonious.

I was doomed to experience another disappointment in

what is affirmed to be a faithful portrait of Petrarch’s Laura,

which I had fancied was hke the Venus of Apelles, an

assemblage of all that was lovely and graceful in woman

You remember my saymg, that it was worth aU the pams I

took in learning Itahan, to read his sonnets in praise of this

idolized being. So no wonder that I ran eagerly to seize

on features that had inspired such verses, and awakened

such tender constancy as Petrarch displayed. Judge then

how disagreeably I was surprised at seeing a little red-

haired, formal looking, old maidish thing, no more like the

beauty in “ my mind’s eye ” than “ I to Hercules. . .

Petrarch too was as ugly as needs be. Well, well, they are

not the only couple seen to most advantage in their Poetic

dress What further I have to say about the Palace, must

be very concise. I cannot help informing you though,

that we saw the King of Sardinia at mass with his whole

family but none of them seem to be remarkable for beauty.

Though not esteemed rich, yet he lives in great splendour;

the furniture of his state bed-chamber, even to the frames

of the chairs, is all of massive silver.^

The Theatre is a vast building and so magnificent in

e\ erv respect, that nothing you have seen can give you any

idea of It; the stage is so extensive, that when they want to

e^Jiibit battles, triumphant entries, or any kind of grand
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show the) have room enough to produce the finest effect,

and rcall) seem to transport you to the scene they would

represent It is not uncommon to liavc fifty or sixty horses,

at a time upon this stage, with triumphal cars, thrones

Sre Sre The King’s box, is consistent with his superb

Palace, it is as large as a handsome parlour, and lined

throughout with mirrors, uhich have a beautiful effect, as

the) reflect the stage and thus double the display of its grand

processions 6cc* all the boxes in this Theatre arc neat and

commodious, furnished with chairs and curtains, so that if

the party choose to be retired they arc at full liberty, and,

as coffee and other refreshments arc scrx'cd, they frequently
^

pay little attention to the Stage, except when some celebrated

performer or grand spectacle excites their cunosity. There

is a smaller Theatre, which opens when this is closed, but I

did not see it. I visited the ro)al gardens, but thought

them very' uninteresting, as all appear after those that

surround the scats of our English Nobility and gentry, and

on running thro’ another Palace, an academy and various

other places, nothing struck me as sufficiently novel to merit

)our attention, and, I have written such an intolerably long

letter, that I must conclude for the present, tho’ I mean to

bring you on my journey to-morrow, as I have not yet told

you half that is on my mind
,
but there is such an uncertainty

in my present movements, that it is desirable not to lose a

single day in forwarding a letter Believe me however and

wherever I may be,

most affectionately yours,

E F.

In Continuation

Leghorn^ i%th Jtnie.

I RESUME my journal of yesterday which I shall now
inclose in this, I am still waiting a summons for departure,
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and anxious to say all I can, to my dear fnends, before what

may probably be a long adieu From Tunn we sat out on

the 26th ultimo, to Genoa, a distance of 130 miles, and

now I own my courage begun to fail
,

for having been some

days ill, I grew so much worse, from the motion of the

chaise, that we were obliged to stop and get Mr Fay’s

horse ready for me to ride, which was a great ease to me;

but notwithstanding this relief, on the second evening I was

seized with every symptom of fever, and that of the most

violent kind, “ Well,” thought I, “ it is all over with me
for a week at least, ” but thank God I was mistaken, for at

two o’clock in the morning, I fell into the most profuse

perspiration I ever experienced, which, tho’ it exceedingly

weakened me, yet considerably abated the disorder, and

altho’ I felt ill, dispirited, and every way unfit to travel, yet

I made a sad shift to pursue my journey.

Unfortunately, in coming out of Alessandria the place

where I had been so ill, we had a wide river to ford, and

there was no way for poor miserable me to get over, but

by Mr Fay’s taking me before him across the mare, which

was tolerably well accomplished. When he had landed me
safe he went back, and with great difiiculty whipped the

old horse through, he was up to the girth in water, and I

expected every moment, he would break the chaise to pieces

for he frequently attempted to he down When we had

overcome this difficulty we continued in tolerable spirits,

until our arrival next day at the Buchetta, an appenine

mountain, by the side of which Mont Cenis would appear

contemptible, it is near twenty miles over, without any

plain at the top, so that no sooner do you reach its summit,
than you turn short, and descend immediately. Had the

weather proved fine, the prospect from this prodigious

eminence must have been glorious, but so thick a fog

enveloped us, that we could not distinguish any thing of

five yards distance, and the cold was as piercing as with us
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in January. Never shall I forget the sense of wearisome,

overbearing desolateness, which seemed to bow down both

my body and mind at this juncture. I felt a kind of

dejection unknown before through all my peregrinations,

and which doubtless tended to increase the unusual fears

that operated on my mind, when we arrived at the end of

this day’s journey It was nearly dark, the Inn was little

better than a large barn or hovel, and the men we found in

it, so completely like all we conceive of Banditti, and

assassins, that every horrible story I had heard or read of,

instantly came into my head, and I perceived that the

thoughts of my companions were occupied in the same

painful way, our looks were the only medium of com-

munication we could use, for we were afraid of speaking,

lest we should accelerate the fate we dreaded. Every thing

around us combined to keep alive suspicion and strengthen

' fear, we were at a distance from every human habitation*

various whisperings, and looks directed towards us, continu-

ally passed amongst the men, and we fancied they were

endeavounng to find whether we had any concealed arms

When we retired for the night worn out as we were, not

one dared to sleep and surely never night appeared so

long With the earliest dawn we departed, and as the

people saw us set out without offering us any inj'ury,

we are now persuaded that we wronged them, but yet

the impression made upon our minds will not easily be

effaced* we feel as if we had escaped some projected

mischief.

We arnved pretty early at Genoa, a grand but gloomy

disagreeable city, owing to the houses being very high, and

the streets so narrow you might almost shake hands across

them out of the window It abounds with magnificent

Churches and Palaces, pnncipally built of the most beautiful

marble, at least they are faced and ornamented with it

Their roofs flat, and rendered very agreeable gardens, by
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flowering shrubs, little arbours, covered with wood-bine and

jessamine, elegant verandahs, awnings &c. In these the

ladies wander from morning to night.—As far as I can hear

or see, they are more remarkable for pride than any thing

else. Their dress costly, but heavy and unbecoming, except

so far as they manage their veils, which are so contrived as

to give very good play to a pair of fine eyes. They wear

rouge, but apply it better than the French ladies, who may

be said rather to plaster than to paint: when the best

however is made of this practice it is still a very hateful

one in my opinion.—I went to view the Palaces of Dona,

Doraggio, and Pallavicini, where are many fine pictures and

statues; but the rooms are so large, and so many of them

are only half furnished, that they had on the whole an

uncomfortable look. I was much pleased with several of

the churches; the Cathedral is completely lined with

marble, but I was attracted more by the Jesuits’ church on

account of the paintings, though, I have neither health nor

spirits to enter into a particular description of them. The
assumption of the Virgin by Guido, is a most delightful

performance to my taste I always admire his pictures, but

being simply an admirer, without knowledge on the subject,

I seldom hazard a remark as to the manner in which a piece

IS executed—The theatre here is large, but not to be

compared with that at Turin. The gardens are every

where in the same style, all neat and trim, like a desert

Island in a pastry cook’s shop, with garnish and frippery

enough to please a Dutchman There are many admirable

churches in this city; but its chief boast, in my opinion,

consists in being the birth place of Columbus, who was
undoubtedly a great man, and from his talents, firmness,

wisdom and misfortunes, entitled to inspire admiration and
pit) I often thought of him, as I passed these streets and
was ready to exclaim, you were not worthy of such a Citizen.

The velvets, goldwork, and artificial flowers manufactured
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here, are said to be unrivalled, but I made no purchases

for very obvious reasons

We saw a ver}’^ grand procession on Corpus Christi

day, at which the Doge assisted, and all the principal

nobility, clothed in their most magnificent habiliments,

and each carrying a lighted taper, several images also,

adorned with jewels (as I was informed) to an almost in-

credible amount, were borne along to grace the spectacle

It IS to be lamented that, this noble city should disgrace

Itself by the encouragement given to assasination, for a

man after committing half a score murders, has only to

take a boat which nobody prevents him from doing, and

claim the protection of any foreign ship, which none dares

to refuse, and there he remains in safety Mr Fay saw

five of these wretches on board one vessel What you have

heard respecting the custom of married women in Italy

being attended by their Cicisbeos, is perfectly true. They
speak of it with all the indifference imaginable Surely,

after all that has been said, the usage must be an innocent

one, if any thing can be called so which tends to separate

the affections of husband and wife, and //;«/, the constant

attendance, the profound respect of another man, must be

likely to effect Altogether it is a vile fashion, make the

best of it, and I heartily hope never to see such a mode
adopted in old England

We sold our horses at Genoa, for about three guineas

profit—and no more, as Mr Fay embraced the first offer

that was made him You who know me, will be well

aware, that I could not part with these mute but faithful

companions of our journey without a sigh Far different

were my sensations on bidding adieu to our fellow traveller

Mr B—r, who left us on our arrival at this place My
first impression of his character was but too just, and everj^

day’s experience more fully displayed a mind, estranged

from all that was praise worthy, and prone to every species
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of vice. He profesed r/'rrjfdf almost aa AtSelsp arc I

an rerroadec. rad led the life of ore; it ^ras perhaps for-

tunate that his narr.ers vrere as disgustirg as his prircirJes

Trere T-icl:ed, and that he corstartiv reminded ore, of that

eruression of the Psalmist “ the Fes/ hath said in his heart

there is ro God as the commerp he nras but a fool, rose

to rememorance at the same moment.

Vde took our passage in a Felucca from Genoa, and

arrived here in thirtv three hours Zviv frst message vras

to tre Post OSce, mhere mas onlv one letter for me, dated

icth Z^^av. I am impatient for more, being kent in dahj

expectation of sailing, and it mould be mordiying to leave

any behind. I must nom conclude; believe me.

Ever most arectionatelv vour’s.

E. F.

P, S. I open this to say, our letters and remittances are

arrived. Ten thousand thanks for your kindness, but I

have not time to add another mord.
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Outer Mole, Leghorn,

On board the Hellespont,

My Dear Friends,

July ind, 1779

You may perceive from this date that I have

quitted Leghorn, but how I came to take up my quarters

hcre^ cannot be explained, till after the relation of some

particulars which I must first notice, in order to proceed

regularly with my journal

Our letter of introduction from Mr Baretto '* of London

to his brother, the king of Sardinia’s Consul at Leghorn,

procured us the kindest attentions from that gentleman and

his family, indeed they were so friendly to us in every

respect, that I soon felt all the ease of old acquaintance in

their society, and shall ever remember them, with sentiments

of the most cordial esteem Through this kind family I

saw whatever was worthy of note in Leghorn, and its

environs, but my increasing anxiety as to our journey, took

from me all power of investigation When one sees merely

with the eye, and the wandering mind is travelling to the

fnends left far behind, or forward to the unknown clime

whither its destiny points, few recollections of places and

things will remain on it But far different will be its

recognition of persons When these have softened an

anxious hour by kindness, or relieved its irksomeness, by

smiles and gaiety, the heart will register their action and

their image, and gratitude engrave their names on the tablet

63
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ofremembrance What a romantic flight 1 methmks I hear

you exclaim
; but consider, this is the land of Poesy, surely,

I may be permitted to evince a little of its spirit I shall

never forget that Leghorn contains the Baretti’s, and

Franco’s The latter are eminent merchants, the house

has been established above a century The eldest of the

present family is above eighty years of age, a most vener-

able and agreeable old man; with more of active kindness

and benevolent politeness, than I ever met with in one,

so far advanced in life, and who has seen so much of the

world He not only shewed us every attention dunng our

stay, but has given us a letter recommending us in the

strongest terms to a Mr Abraham, of Grand Cairo, which

should Mr Baldwin, the East India Company’s resident,

be absent when we arrive there, may prove useful At all

events, we are equally indebted to Mr. Franco’s friendly

intentions

We have often boasted of the superionty of the British

flag, but alas poor old England! her flag is here humbled

in the dust, we have several ships in the mole, but if one

dare venture out, so many French Privateers are hovering

round, that she must be taken in a few hours I pity the

poor Captains from my heart, but the person for whom I

feel most interested, is a Captain Les—r of the Hellespont,

(Mr. P—’s relation). I cannot express half what I owe to

his civility. From the moment he knew of my probable

connection with his family, he has uniformly shown us every

possible attention His situation is very disagreeable, to be

forced either to abandon so fine a ship, or incur almost a

certainty of being taken pnsoner in her, as she must soon

venture out, for she has already eaten her head off, by

lying here a whole twelvemonth on expence, as such is the

deplorable state of our commerce in the Mediterranean,

that no one will now underwnte an English ship at any

premium. I think the number lying here is seven, and
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hcljoNc thr\ uilciul ‘-non to nnkc 1 hoKl pvi‘;|i together; hut

It Will he ill in \ un, the\ nc\cr c\n get through the Stmit*!

of (uhriltir, umuolc''tei.l.

: o'(lee) p ri /! IltnJ G.ih

I toKi \ou thi'' inoriung ^^)nt rci<^on 1 hul to ciiccm

Ci]'tun I, — I U i*' now entitled to it lei<^t 1 ilouhlc

portion of nn t:rititiule, if c tiiinted In the icnicc done.

\‘^ there w no likelihood of mectint: with in l;,ngh‘;h

\r'--:rk nr ent:i"Cvl 1 jm =ine in i Sv ednh one, ciilcd the

y //, Cipt''in Norhcrii. for ,\lc\uidrii. it /f) iich, (chcip

enoutih ^oll will *^i\), ind hid ill in reiduie^*? •^o list

night 1 quitted the 'horts of Lurope, fJoil knows for how

lone hn will he lione Ciptitn L— is his ehip li\ next

hut one to our**', ind we were not to <iil 'till di\ hreik,

offered us hi*^ cihin, hcciu'^c, i*' he \cr\ considcriteh

oh'erievi, we could not •-Iccp confortihh in our own, amidst

the noi'L of jircpiring for ‘'ei 1 rcidih complied, well

knowing the idMiitiecs of his proposil, hiMiig ilrcid}

dined sc.\eril times on hoard the I lellcsiiont, winch is kept

clem ind in good order, equal to the nicest house 1 ever

saw. Thl'^ morning the Julius went out to the Road, and

we prepared to follow, hut just .it tint time arose 1 sudden

squill of thunder and lightning, succeeded hj 1 eer) strong

gale of wind, the poor Julius w is forced to drop anchor,

and there she lies, two miles ofl', pitching (dming piles

Captain h— calls it) and has just struck her lower jards,

she slipped one cable tw'o hours ago, but the other brought

her up I see her now* and would not exchange cabins for

a trifle.

Several vessels have been driven in, in distress, one

dashed directl) against the Hellespont and snapped her

Bowsprit short, w’e liad but just time to secure the poop

lanthorn from the stroke of another, the trou was torn away,
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so you may guess it blows smartly, but I feel perfectly easy

I am luckily sheltered now, and no one shall persuade me
to leave this ship ’till all is over, and the weather settled

again I doubt we shall not be able to sail this day or two,

for the wind is nsing; but so that we arrive, time enough

to save our season at Suez, all will be well. Tea is waiting,

and they are tormenting me to death. Adieu God bless

you all, prays.

Your affectionate

E F
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Ship Julius at sea^ loth July, 1779.

I HOPE, my dear friends will safely receive my letter of the

2nd Instant, from Leghorn, wherein I mentioned the kind-

ness of Captain L.— and our situation in his Ship We
remained with him ’till Sunday evening, when we embarked

on the Julius, and the following morning, sailed with a fair

wind, but It changed in less than six hours, and came on

so strong, that we were forced to put back again and cast

anchor. The gale lasted ’till Wednesday evening, how-

ever we made shift to ride it out, though we were continually

paying out cable (as it is called
, )

and expected every

moment to be driven on shore

When the weather moderated, Mr. Franco sent off a

letter to Mr Fay, stating that he had just heard from Mr
Abraham of Grand Cairo, who was about to proceed to

Europe, with his family, by the first ship
;
therefore to guard

against any future disappointment, this kind gentleman

inclosed a general letter to the Jewish merchants, Mr.
Franco’s name being well known throughout the East

Having already seven letters of introduction to persons in

Grand Cairo, we shall not, I imagine, have occasion to

make use of this

On Thursday the 8th,. ventured to sail once more,

and have hitherto gone ©n'^l^santly enough.

Tuesday, 20th JuJy Sinc^e my last date, I have been

a good deal vexed at an accident which, perhaps, will appear

very trivial I had a pair of beautiful pigeons given me at

67
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Leghorn, which furnished me with much amusement.

These pretty little creatures, their wings being cut, ranged

at liberty about the ship. At length one of them fell, or

rather was blown overboard. I saw it a long while

struggling for life, and looking towards the vessel, as if to

implore assistance, yet, notwithstanding my fondness for

the poor bird, and anxious desire to extricate it from its

perilous situation, if such a thing were possible, I could

not even wish that, a ship running eight knots an hour,

should be hove to, and a boat sent out after a Pigeon. The

widowed mate lived only three days afterwards, never

touching a morsel of food, from the time the other dis-

appeared, and uttering, at intervals, the most plaintive

sounds, which I could not avoid hearing, my cabin being

upon deck For you must know, it is a regulation on

board Swedish vessels, that the whole ship’s company join

twice a day, in devotional exercises
,

so Capt Norberg

reserved his great Cabin for the purpose, of assembling

them together, or we would willingly have engaged it. So

much for my little favourites. I shall now advert to a

more chearful topic.

My voyage has been rendered very interesting, and

instructive, by the conversation of one of our passengers, a

Franciscan Friar, from Rome, who is going as a Missionary

to Jerusalem, and in my opinion no man can be better

calculated for the hazardous office he has undertaken

Figure to yourself, a man in the prime of life (under forty),

tall, well made, and athletic in his person, and seemingly

of a temperament to brave every danger add to these

advantages a pair of dark eyes, beaming with intelligence,

and a most venerable auburn beard, descending nearly to

his girdle, and, you cannot fail to pronounce him, irresistible

He appears also to possess, all the enthusiasm and eloquence

necessary for pleading the important cause of Christianity,

yet one must regret that so noble a mind, should be warped
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by the belief of such ridiculous superstitions, as disgrace

the Romish creed.—He became extremely zealous for my
conversion, and anxiously forwarded my endeavours, after

improvement in the Italian language, that I might the more

readily comprehend the arguments, he adduced to effect

that desirable purpose Like other disputants, we some-

times used to contend very fiercely, and one day on my
speaking rather lightly of what he chose to call, a miracle

of the Catholic Church, he even went so far as to tell me,

that my mouth spouted forth heresies, as water gushes from

a fountain.

This morning (the 22nd) at breakfast, he intreated me to

give up my coffee, as a libation to the bambino (child)

Jesus, and on my declining to do so, urged me with the

most impressive earnestness, to spare only a single cup,

which he would immediately pour out in honour of the

Blessed Infant Professing my disbelief in the efficacy of

such a sacrifice, I again excused myself from complying

with his request upon which declaring that he was equally

shocked at my willful incredulity and obstinate heresy he

withdrew to another part of the vessel, and I have not seen

him since

23rd A M We are now off Alexandria, which makes a

fine appearance from the sea on a near approach
,
but being

built on low ground, is, as the seamen say “ very difiicult to

hit ” We were two days almost abreast of the Town
There is a handsome Pharos or light-house in the new
harbour, and it is in all respects far preferable, but no

vessels belonging to Christians can anchor there, so we
were forced to go into the old one, of which however we
escaped the dangers, if any exist ®

My acquaintance with the Reverend Father has

terminated rather unpleasantly A htde while ago being

upon deck together, and forgetting our quarrel about the

libation, I made a remark on the extreme heat of the
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—eatLer. “ Aje ’’ replied he, ~th a nc?; naiignart expres-

sion cf conrtenance. snch as I ccrild nor hare thonght it

ncssiole. rcr a face cenrgn Inse nrs to assinne. are von

ttS £nd it ten thensand times hctcer in the Deril’s Konse ”

fS-ella Casa di Di I nitied his oi^emr an: jraven

rcr ms ccn~ers:on to me genuine prinaples or mat religion,

mhose doctrines he nrofessed to teach,
£~

Zsir. Brandp' to -rhom Z'.Ir. Faj sent ashore an intro-

ducterr letter, came on heard to visit iis- I choice to hear

mcm that there are tvo shins at Snen. vet no time

must be lest, lest vre miss the season. This gentleman

resides here, as Consnl for one of the German Courts, and

map be of great use to us. TTe recei"ed an irndtadon to

sun vdth him tc-momc*“; he has secured a icaging for us.

and engaged a Jerr and his rrife to go mith us to Granu

Cairo as draveman. ^or intemrerer) and attendant: should

vre proceed bp vater. vrhlch is net vet decicec. on, i'lir. B—

•

TTiii nromde a nrener boat. I am summoned to an earlv

vre nroceen cr* v
TTiii nromce a nrener summonec to an earir

mmen ~e snail eo on snore vum
our Dragoman, that me map have dme to -ievr rrhatever is

remarhable.

cath Juip. Ka~ing mounted our asses, the use cf

horses beins forbidden to anv but musselmans. me sallied

irececec D’ ms cramn smorc

over a sanev cesem toabout three mhes over a sandv desert, to see Pomne^’s

Pillar, esteemed to be the fnest coiumn in the TTorld. This

pillar mhich is exceedinglv lofiv. but I ha“e no means of

ascertaining its exact height, is comnosed of three blocks

of Granite; (the nedestai. shafb and canitaL each containing

one). Tmen vre consider the immense vreight of the

granite, tne raising such masses, anpear b^ond the novrers

of man. Although quite unadorned, the proportions are

so exquisite, that it must strike ever~ beholder mith a kind

ot avre, mhich softens into melancholp, vrben one reSects

that the renov-red Hero vrhese name it bears, vras treacher-
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ouslv murdered on this ^ cry Coast, by the boatmen who were

con\c\mg him to Alexandria; wliile his wretched wife

stood on the \esscl he had just left, watching his departure,

as we ma) inturalh suppose, w'lth inexpressible anxiety.

What must have been her agonies at the dreadful event!

Though this splendid memorial bears the name of Pompey,

It IS b) man) supposed to have been erected in memory of

the triumph, gained over him at the battle of Pharsalia

Leaving more learned heads than mine to settle this dis-

puted point, let us proceed to ancient Alexandria, about a

league from the modern town; which presents to the c)c

an instructiae lesson on the instabilit) of all sublunar)'

objects This once magnificent Cit), built by the most

famous of all Conquerors, and adorned with the most

exquisite productions of art, is now' little more than a

heap of Ruins; )et the form of the streets can still be

discerned, they were regular, and many of the houses

(as I recollect to have read of Athens) had fore-courts

bounded b) dw'arf walls, so much in the manner of our

Lincoln’s- Inn Fields, that the resemblance immediately

struck me.

We saw' also the outstdc of St Athanasius’s Church, W'ho

was Bishop of this Diocese, but it being now' a Mosque
were forbidden to enter, unless on condition of turning

mahometans, or losing our lives, neither of which alterna-

tives exactl) suited my ideas, so that I deemed it prudent to

repress my curiosity. I could not however resist a desire

to visit the Palace of Cleopatra, of which few vestiges

remain The marble walls of the Banqueting room are

yet standing, but the roof is long since decayed Never

do I remember being so affected by a like object I stood

in the midst of the rums, meditating on the awful scene,

’till I could almost have fancied I beheld its former mistress,

revelling in Luxury, with her infatuated lover, Marc
Anthony, who for her sake lost all
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The houses in the new Town of Alexandria thro’ which

we returned, are flat roofed, and, in general, have gardens

on their tops These in some measure, in so warm a

country, may be called luxuries As to the bazars (or

markets) they are wretched places, and the streets exceed-

ingly narrow. Christians of all denominations live here on

paying a tax, but they are frequently ill treated, and if one

of them commits even an unintentional offence against a

musselman, he is pursued by a most insatiable spirit of

revenge and his whole family suffers for it One cannot

help shuddering at the bare idea of being in the hands of

such bigotted wretches I forgot to mention that Mr.

Brandy met us near Cleopatra’s needles, which are two

immense obelisks of Granite. One of them, time has

levelled with the ground
;
the other is intire

,
they are both

covered with hieroglyphic figures, which, on the sides not

exposed to the wind and sand from the Desert, remain un-

injured, but the key being lost, no one can decypher their

meaning I thought Mr B— might perhaps have heard

something relative to them, he, however, seems to know
no more than ourselves. A droll circumstance occurred

on our return. He is a stout man of a very athletic make,

and above six feet high
,

so you may judge what a curious

figure he must have made, riding on an ass, and with

difficulty holding up his long legs to suit the size of the

animal, which watched an opportunity of walking away
from between them, and left the poor Consul standing,

erect, like a Colossus, in truth, it was a most ludicrous

scene to behold

25th July. The weather being intensely hot, we staid

at home ’till the evening, when Mr. Brandy called to escort

us to his house We were most graciously received by
Mrs B— who is a native of this place, but as she could

speak a little Italian, we managed to carry on something like

conversation She was most curiously bedizened on the
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occasion, and being short, dark complexioned, and of a

complete dumpling shape, appeared altogether the strangest

lump of finery I had ever beheld, she had a handkerchief

bound round her head, covered with strings composed of

thin plates of gold, in the manner of spangles but very

large, intermixed with pearls and emeralds; her neck and

bosom were ornamented in the same way Add to all this

an embroidered girdle with a pair of gold clasps, I verily

think near four inches square, enormous earrings, and a

large diamond sprig on the top of her forehead, and you

must allow, that altogether she was a most brilliant figure.

They have a sweet little girl about seven years of age, who
was decked out much in the same style, but she really

looked pretty in spite of her incongruous finery. On the

whole, though, I was pleased with both mother and child,

their looks and behaviour were kind, and to a stranger

in a strange land (and this is literally so to us) a little atten-

tion IS soothing and consolatory, especially when one feels

surrounded by hostilities, which every European must do

here Compared with the uncouth beings who govern

this country, I felt at home among the natives of France,

and I will even say of Italy

On taking leave, our Host presented a book containing

certificates of his great politeness and attention towards

travellers, which were signed by many persons of con-

sideration and at the same time requesting that Mr Fay
and myself would add oiir names to the list, we com-

plied, though not without surprize, that a gentleman

in his situation, should have recourse to such an ex-

pedient, which cannot but degrade him in the eyes of

his Guests

It being determined that we shall proceed by water, for

reasons too tedious to detail at present, I must now prepare

to embark I shall endeavour to keep up my spirits Be
assured that I will omit no opportunity of writing, and
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comfort yourselves with the idea, that before this reaches

you, I shall have surmounted all my difficulties I certainly

deem myself very fortunate in quitting this place so soon

Farewell, all good be with you, my ever ever dear Friends

prays,

Your oTOw,

E F



LETTER VII.

Grand Cairo, 27//; August.^ '^119'

My Dear Friends, In coming to this place, we were in

great peril, and bade adieu to the sea at the hazard of our

lives, the Bar of the Nile being exceedingly dangerous

Fourteen persons were lost there, the day before we crossed

It, a circumstance that of course tended to increase our

anxiety on the subject, and which was told me just before

I closed my last letter, but for the world I would not have

communicated such intelligence. Our only alternative to

this hazardous passage, was crossing a desert, notorious for

the robberies and murders committed on it, where we
could not hope for escape, and from the smallness of our

number, had no chance of superiority in case of attack.

The night after we had congratulated ourselves on being

out of danger from the bar, we were alarmed by perceiving

a boat making after us, as the people said, to plunder, and

perhaps, to murder us Our Jew interpreter, who, with

kis wife, slept in the outer cabin, begged me not to move
our dollars, which I was just attempting to do, lest the

thieves should hear the sound, and kill us all, for the

supposed booty. You may judge in what a situation we
remained, while this dreadful evil seemed impending over

us Mr. Fay fired two pistols, to give notice of our being

armed At length, thank God, we out-sailed them, and
nothing of the kind occurred again, during our stay on
board, though we passed several villages, said to be in-

habited entirely by thieves

75
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As morning broke, I was delighted with the appearance

of the country, a more charrmng scene my eyes never

beheld. The Nile, that perpetual source of plenty, was

just beginning to overflow its banks
, so that on every side,

we saw such quantities of water drawn up for the use of

more distant lands, that it is surpnsing any remams The
machine chiefly used for that purpose is a wheel with

earthen pitchers tied round it, which empty themselves into

tubs, from whence numerous canals are supplied Oxen

and Bufialoes are the animals generally employed in this

labour It is cunous to see how the latter contnve to keep

themselves cool dunng the intense heat that prevails here;

they lie in the River by hundreds, with their heads just

above water, for hours together.

Rosetta ^ is a most beautiful place, surrounded by groves

of lemon and orange trees ; and the flat roofs of the houses

have gardens on them, whose fragrance perfumes the air

There is an appearance of cleanliness in it, the more gratify-

ing to an English eye, because seldom met with in any

degree, so as to renund us of what we are accustomed to

at home The landscape around, was interesting from its

novelty, and became peculiarly so on considenng it as the

country where, the children of Israel sojourned The
beautiful, I may say, the unparalleled story of Joseph and

his brethren, rose to my mind as I surveyed those Banks,

on which the Patriarch sought shelter for his old age, and

where his self convicted sons bowed down before their

younger brother, and I almost felt as if m a dream, so

wonderful appeared the circumstance of my bemg here

You wiU readily conceive that, as I drew near Grand

Cairo, and beheld those prodigies of human labour,

the Pyramids of Egypt, these sensations were still more
strongly awakened, and I could have fancied myself an

inhabitant of a world, long passed away for who can

look on buildings, reared, (moderately computing the
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time) above three thousand fears ago, without seeming to

step back as it were, in existence, and live through days,

now gone by, and sunk in oblivion “ like a tale that is

told
”

Situated as I was, the Pyramids ® were not all in sight,

but I was assured that those which came under my eye,

were decidedly the most magnificent We went out of

our way to view them nearer, and by the aid of a telescope,

were enabled to form a tolerable idea of their construction.

It has been supposed by many that the Israelites built these

Pyramids, during their bondage in Egypt, and I rather

incline to that opinion ,
for, altho’ it has lately been proved

that they were intended to serve as repositories for the dead,

yet each, being said to contain only one sarcophagus, this

circumstance, and their very form, rendered them of so

little comparative use, that most probably, they were raised

to furnish employment for multitudes of unfortunate slaves;

and who more aptly agree with this description, than the

wretched posterity of Jacob? I understand there is a little

flat, on the tops of the larger Pyramids, from which it is

conjectured that the Egyptians made astronomical observa-

tions The largest, is said to be, above five hundred feet

high, perpendicularly. The inclined plane must measure

much more* the steps are nearly three feet distant of the

Pyramids
,
though I very anxiously wished to have inspected

them, and the sphinx, prudence forbade me from making
the attempt, as you will allow, when I proceed farther in

my narrative

On the 29th, we reached Bulac the port of Grand
Cairo, and within two miles of that aty, to my great joy,

for on this nver, there is either little wind, or else it comes
in squalls, so suddenly, that the boats are often in danger
of being overset, as they carry only, what I believe is called,

a shoulder-of-Mutton-sail, which turns on a sort of swivel,

and IS very difficult to manage, when the wind takes it the
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wrong' way. It seems indeed almost miraculous how we
escaped

Mr Fay sat out almost immediately to Mr. Baldwin’s,®

who received him with much civility, and sent an ass for

me, with directions to make all possible haste, as a Caravan

was to set off in three hours

I must now give you a description of my dress,^° as my
Jewess decked me out, preparatory to our entenng the

Great City I had, in the first place, a pair of trowsers,

with yellow leather half-boots and slippers over them; a

long sattin gown, with wide sleeves, open to the elbows,

and a girdle round my waist, with large silver clasps, over

that another robe with short sleeves round my head a fine,

coloured, muslin handkerchief, closely bound, but so

arranged that one corner hung down three quarters of a

yard behind This is the dress for the House; but as I

was going out, she next put on a long robe of silk, like

a surplice, and then covered my face with a piece of muslin,

half a yard wide, which reached from the forehead to the

feet, except an opening for the eyes, over all, she threw a

piece of black silk, long and wide enough to envelop the

whole form, so, thus equipped, stumbling at every step, I

sallied forth, and with great difficulty got across my noble

beast • but, as it was in the full heat of the day and the veil

prevented me from breathing freely, I thought I must have

died by the way. However, at last, I was safely housed,

but found a great change had taken place; all thoughts of

going were now laid aside I dare not at present enter

into particulars, and can only say that, some thing was

wrong, and on that account we were kept in suspense, ’till

about a week ago, when just as we had determined to pro-

ceed, if possible, another way, matters were adjusted so

to-morrow afternoon we are to enter on the Desert, and

shall, please God, arnve at Suez, most likely, on Monday,
from whence I propose wnting again. The season is so
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far advanced that a good passage cannot be expected: we

have no hopes of reaching Calcutta in less than three

months, but at any rate, the voyage is preferable to going

through the long Desert, from Aleppo to Bassora

When I write from India I will give a full detail of the

affair to which I allude, though as it is ver)' Important, you

will, most probably, see the whole in the papers. Adieu

for the present it is bed time

28//;. Again I take up the pen to hold a little further

converse with my dear fnends, while waiting the summons

to depart, and as health is the most important of all earthly

subjects, shall begin with that It will, I know, give you

pleasure to hear that 1 have found scarce any inconvenience

from the heat, though all of our Party, who have been in

India agree that, they never felt the weather so oppressively

hot as here; which proceeds from the terrible sandy deserts,

that surround the town, causing the air to smell like hot

bricks This however I could have borne, but just on our

arrival, there broke out a severe epidemical disease, with

wolent symptoms People are attacked at a moments

warning with dreadful pains in the limbs, a burning fever,

with dehnum and a total stoppage of perspiration. Dunng
two days it increases, on the third, there comes on uni-

formly a profuse sweat (pardon the expression) with vomit-

ing, which carries all off—The only remedies prescribed,

are lying in bed and dnnking plentifully, even two gallons

a day, of Nile water no nourishment, and not so much as

gruel, is allowed until after the crisis, not one has died of

the disease, nor, I believe, scarcely one escaped even the

beasts have been affected. Mr Fay had it three weeks ago,

and among all I conversed with here, I remained the only

healthy person, and really hoped to have proved the truth

of what IS asserted by physicians, that nervous persons are

not subject to be attacked by contagious distempers, not

even by the Plague itself However, this day sennight, I
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was seized with most violent symptoms, so that at the three

days end, my strength seemed entirely exhausted; but I

have, thanks be to Providence, recovered as surpnzingly,

and am already nearly well. It had every sign of the

Plague, except that it was not mortal Do not be frightened

at the name, but I assure you, it is commonly called “ la

queue de la Peste,” and the general opinion is, that had it

arnved in the month of February, the living would scarce

have been sufficient to bury the dead.

Grand Cairo by no means answers to its name at present,

whatever it may have done formerly—^There are certainly

many magnificent houses, belonging to the Beys and other

nch individuals, but as a city, I can perceive neither order,

beauty, nor grandeur, and the contrast between the great,

who seem to wallow in splendour and luxury, and the people

at large, who appear to want the common necessanes of

life, IS not more striking, than disgusting; because, those

who are raised above their fellows, do not look, as though

they mented the distinction, either by talent, manners or

even the most ordinary pretentions The Chnstians (who

are called Franks) live all together in one street, which is

closed at each end every night, a precaution neither un-

pleasant nor useless An agreeable variety is given to the

appearance of the town by the Mosques, or I should con-

sider the whole wretchedly stupid A wedding, here, is a

gay and amusing spectacle, from the procession which

accompanies the Bnde in all her movements, drums, haut-

boys and every other kind of noise and parade they can

make, seem indispensible. but the circumstance of com-

pletely veiling, not only the face, but the whole figure of

the woman, in the enveloping mantle of black silk, before

descnbed, gives an air of melancholy to these exhibitions

To show the face is considered here, an act of downnght
indecency ,

a ternble fashion for one like me, to whom free

air seems the great requisite for existence.
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I mu'^t not conchulc \\itho\it mciUionuip n di'Jipimmt-

nicnt 1 >nct \Mth tlic fcrtilifv ofFgjpi cloiirnd'; on the

due mcrc'\':c of the Nile, jicr'-on*; nrc hired to go round

Gnnd Ciiro, twice n d^^, nnd rej^ort how nniu inchc-; the

w Iter ln< n<en, returning •'oltinn tlnnks to '\lniicht\ God

for the hlc'^'vinc ’I hi*^ is continued 'till it ^ certain

point, when the DNke'^ are broken down, and the ri\cr flows

nuiecticalh into the Canal, fnnncd for its rcccjnion, wdule

the inlnbitants liail its aj^proach with c\cr^ demonstration

of in\ .^uch w \s the account I heard, and great was my
an\lct^. lest I should not be permitted to witness this

cert mom \t length the ptriod armed, but nc\cr,

sure, were liighK raised expect uions more miscrabl\ de-

ctixtd For this famous Canal, being dr\ nine months out

of the tweKe, and senang during that interval as a receptacle

for the filth of a j'lopulfuis, uid not otcr cleanly Cit\, I leave

xou to ludge, how bcautifulh fclluad its waters must appear

nor could ^t (iilcs’s itself pour forth such an assemblj of

half naked, wretched creatures, as preceded this so vaunted

stream, erving aloud, aiul making all sorts of frintic

gestures, like so mam maniacs Not a decent person could

1 distinguish amongst the wliole grouji So much for this

grand eshibition, which we have abundant cause to wash,

had not taken place, for the vapours arising from such a

mass of impunt), have rendered the heat more intolerable

than ever Mv bed clumber overlooks the Canal, so that

I enjo) the full benefit to be derived from its proximity “

I am HOW' compelled, much against my inclination, to

bid }ou adieu, for I have a thousand things to do, and this

immense letter has left me little time.

Ever your’s most truly,

&c. See

P S Not being able to enlarge on the only interesting

subject, has induced me to be rather diffuse on others, as

F
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I wished to convey some information by this, perhaps, last

opportunity, ’till our arrival in India, for it is doubtful

whether I may have any safe channel of conveyance from

Suez.



LETTER VIII.

From Mr. Fay^^ to Mr. C.

Oti Board S/itp, tn the Red Sea,

Near Suez

September \st 1779
Honoured Sir,

I seize the chance of three minutes, to tell you

that we yesterday arrived at Suez from Grand Cairo,

after a journey of three days, over a most dreadful Desert,

where every night we slept under the great canopy of

Heaven, and where we were every hour in danger of being

destroyed, by troops of Arabian robbers But having a

little party of English gentlemen, and servants (among

whom I held a principal command) well armed, and under

the orders of Major Baillie, and another military officer,

we marched the whole way in order of battle, and though

we could frequently see superior numbers, they never dared

to molest us

Your daughter behaved most courageously and is

extremely well, considering the extraordinary fatigue she

has undergone There is another English lady and her

husband on board, which promises to make it an agree-

able voyage The ship is a very fine one, and we have

a handsome little chamber, and I hope in all things

shall find ourselves well accommodated We expect to

sail in four hours The ship is called the Nathaha,

Captain Chenu, a Frenchman, and apparently a very
83
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polite good-natured man, which is a great matter in a long

voyage

5 I thank God I was never in better health and spirits,

tho’ I never slept during the whole journey on the Desert,

and lived the whole time on bread and water, notwithstand-

ing we had abundance of wine and provisions; but the

heat being excessive, I found no other food agree with me
so well, and Mrs Fay by adopting the same diet, preserved

her health also, whereas all the rest were knocked up

before we got half way over that confounded Desert, and

some are now very ill
;
but I stood it, as well as any Arabian

in the Caravan, which consisted at least of five thousand

people. My wife insists on taking the pen out ofmy hands,

so I can only say God bless you all.

Mv Dear Friends

I have not a moments time, for the boat is

waiting, therefore can only beg that you will unite with me,

in praising our heavenly Protector for our escape from the

various dangers of our journey I never could have thought

my constitution was so strong I bore the fatigues of the

desert, like a Lion, though but just recovering from my
illness We have been pillaged of almost every thing, by

the Arabs This is the Paradise of thieves, I think the

whole population may be divided into two classes of them,

those who adopt force, and those who effect theur purpose

by fraud I was obliged to purchase a thick cloak, and

veil, proper for the journey, and what was worse, to wear

them all the way hither, which rendered the heat almost

insupportable—Never was I more happy, than when I came
on board, although the ship having been for six weeks in

the hands of the natives, the reason of which I cannot

enlarge on here, is totally despoiled of every article of

furniture; we have not a chair or a table, but as the carpenter
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makes them, for there is no buying such things here Our
greatest inconvenience is the want of good water, what can

be procured here, is so brackish, as to be scarcely drinkable.

I have not another moment. God bless you! pray for me
my beloved friends
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From Mrs. Fay

Mocha 13/^ September 1779

Thank God my dear friends, I am once more enabled to

date from a place of comparative liberty, and an European

Gentleman having promised me a safe conveyance for my
packet, I shall proceed to give you a hurried and melancholy

detail of circumstances of which it has been my chief con-

solation to know that you were ignorant You are of

course impatient to be informed to what I allude, take then

the particulars . but I must go a good way back in order to

elucidate matters, which would otherwise appear mysterious

or irrelevant

The East India Company sent out positive orders some

time ago, to prohibit the trade to Suez, as interfering with

their privileges, but as there never was a law made, but

means might be found to evade it, several English merchants

freighted a ship (the Nathalia) from Serampore, a Danish

settlement on the Hooghly, fourteen miles above Calcutta,

whose commander, Vanderfield, a Dane, passed for owner

of the ship and cargo Mr O’Donnell one of the persons

concerned, and who had property on board to the amount

of above ,([20,000, came as passenger, as did Mr. Barrington

the real supercargo, also a freighter, and two Frenchmen,

brothers, named Chevalier. They left Bengal on New
year’s day 1779, and came first to Calicut on the coast of

Malabar, where they arrived in February, found English,

French, Danish and Portuguese Factors, or Consuls
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there, and trade in a flourishing state, so not apprehending

any danger they entered into a contract with one Isaacs,

a rich old Jew, who has great influence with the govern-

ment, to freight them with pepper for Bengal on their

return from Suez, that being the greatest town on the

Coast for that commodity—The price was settled and £yoo

paid as earnest This business arranged, they proceeded

on their voyage, and having luckily disposed of some part

of the cargo at this place, reached Suez with the remainder

in the beginning of June, landed their Goods to the amount

of at least ,{^40,000, and prepared to cross the Desert on

their way to Cairo The company besides those already

mentioned, consisted of Chenu the second mate, with some

officers and servants, in all twelve Europeans, strengthened

by a numerous body of Arabian guards, camel drivers &c

,

for the conveyance of their property more than sufficient

in ever)’’ body’s opinion
,

for no one remembered a Caravan

being plundered, for altho’ sometimes the wandering Arabs

were troublesome, yet a few presents never failed to procure

a release from them Thus were they lulled into a fatal

security, each calculating the profits likely to accrue, and

extremely willing to compound for the loss of a few bales,

should they happen to meet with any strolling depredators,

not even once supposing their lives were in danger, or

intending to use their firearms should they be molested

On Monday the 14th June they left Suez, and next

morning at day break, had travelled about twenty miles

(nearly one third of the way) when suddenly an alarm was

given of an Attack, as they, poor souls, were sleeping across

their baskets (or panniers.) Capt Barrington on awaking

ordered a dozen bales to be given to them immediately,

but alasl they were already in possession of the whole, for

the Camel drivers did not defend themselves an instant,

but left their beasts at the mercy of the robbers
,
who after

detaching a large body to drive them away with their
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burthens, advanced towards the passengers. Here I must

request you to pause, and reflect whether it be possible

even for imagination to conceive a more dreadful scene to

those concerned, particularly to Mr O’Donnell, who from

a concurrence of fortunate circumstances, had in less than

four years realized a fortune of near ,^30,000, the bulk of

which he laid out in merchandise on the inviting prospect

of gaming 50 Per Cent, and as his health was in a very weak

state proposed retiring to Europe. What must that man
have felt, a helpless spectator of his own ruin. But this

was nothing to what followed on their being personally

attacked. The inhuman wretches not content with strip-

pmg them to the skin, drove away their camels, and left

them in a burning sandy Desert, which the feet can scarcely

touch, without being blistered, exposed to the scorching

rays of the sun and utterly destitute of sustenance of every

kind, no house, tree, or even shrub to afford them shelter.

My heart sickens, my hand trembles as I retrace this scene.

Alasl I can too well conceive their situation I can paint

to myself the hopeless anguish of an eye cast abroad in

vain for succour 1 but I must not indulge in reflections, let

me simply relate the facts as they occurred In this

extremity they stopped to deliberate, when each gave his

reasons, for preferring the road he determined to pursue.

Mr O’Donnell, Chenu, the cook and two others resolved

to retrace their steps back to Suez, which was undoubtedly

the most eligible plan, and after encountering many hard-

ships, they at length, arnved there in safety Of the re-

maining seven who went towards Cairo, only one survived

—Mr Barnngton being corpulent and short breathed, sunk

under the fatigue the second day, his servant, soon followed

him.—One of the French gentlemen was by this time

become very ill, and his brother perceiving a house at some
miles distance (for in that flat country, one may see a great

way,) prevailed on him to lie down under a stunted tree.
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with his servant, while he endeavoured to procure some

water, for want of which the other was expiring. Hope,

anxiety, and affection combined to quicken his pace, and

rendered poor Vanderfield, the Danish captain, unable to

keep up with him, which he most earnestly strove to do

I wept myself almost blind, as the poor Frenchman related

his sufferings from conflicting passions, almost worn out

with heat and thirst, he was afraid of not being able to

reach the house, though his own life and that of his brother,

depended on it. On the other hand the heart piercing

cries of his fellow sufferer, that he was a dead man unless

assisted by him, and conjuring him for God’s sake, not to

leave him to perish now they were in view of relief, arrested

his steps and agonised every nerve Unable to resist the

solemn appeal, for some time he indulged him, ’till finding

that the consequence of longer delay must be inevitable

destruction to both, he was compelled to shake him off.

A servant belonging to some of the party still kept on, and

poor Vanderfield was seen to continue his efforts, ’till at

length nature being completely exhausted, he dropped and

was soon relieved from his miseries by Death. Nor was

the condition of the survivors far more enviable, when
having, with difficulty, reached the building after which

they had toiled so long, it proved to be an uninhabited shed.

Giving himself up for lost, the French gentleman lay down
under shelter of the wall, to await his last moment, (the

servant walked forward and was found dead a little further

on) Now It so happened that an Arabian beggar chanced

to pass by the wall, who seeing his condition, kindly ran to

procure some water, but did not return for an hour. What
an age of torture, of horrible suspense 1 for if “ hope deferred

maketh the heart sick,” the sensation must cause ten-fold

anguish at a moment like this

The unhappy man was mindful of his brother, but

utterly unable to undertake the task himself, he directed
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the beggar, as vreU as he could, to the spot where he had

left him, with a supply of water. But alas! all his en-

deavours to find the unfortunate men were inefihctual, nor

were their bodies ever discovered. It is supposed that they

crept for shelter from the sun, into some unfrequented spot,

and there expired. The survivor by the assistance of the

beggar, reached the hut of a poor old woman, who kmdly

received him; and through whose care he was soon restored

to strength, and arrived safely at Cairo, after as miraculous

an escape, as ever human bemg expenenced.

This melancholy story had been mentioned by Mr.

Brandy before I landed at Alexandria, (Oh with what horror

did I hear his bnef recital) and the particulars I soon learnt

at Cairo, The subject was in fact closely connected with

my fears and sufihrings, at that place, and which I hinted

at the impossibility of my then revealing, neither could I,

for the same reason, give you any account of the Egyptian

Government, lest they should intercept my letter, altho’ it

is necessary you should know a little of it, for the sake of

comprehending what I have further to relate, concemmg
these unfortunate adventurers.^

Egypt, then, is governed by twenty four Beys, ofwhom
one presides over the rest, but this supenority is very

precarious; for he holds it no longer than ’till some other

of the number thanks himself strong enough to contend with

him, and as they have here but two maxims in War, the

one to fly, the other to pursue, those contests last not long*

the vanquished, should he escape assassmation retues up

the country, ’till Fortune changes her aspect, while the

victor takes his place. Thus do their lives pass in perpetual

vicissitudes. To-day a Prince, to-morrow a Fugitive, and

next day a prince again. These thmgs are so common,
that nobody notices them; since they never disturb the

inhabitants or compel them to take part in theu disputes.

In order to be a check on these gentlemen, the Grand
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Signor sends a Bashaw, to reside among them, whom they

receive with great respect and compliment with presents of

value, pretending the utmost deference for his authority,

but at the same time a strict eye is kept over him, and on

the least opposition to their will, he is sent in disgrace

away—happy if he escape with life, after refunding all his

presents and paying enormous sums besides.

By the above statement you will perceive that, the Beys

are in reality independent, and likewise discern the hinge

on which their politics turn, for as long as under colour

of submission, they consent to receive a Bashaw, it is m
their power constantly to throw the odium of ever}'^ dis-

agreeable occurrence on his shoulders, under pretence of

Orders from the Porte Now briefly to proceed with my
little histoty, some time after the fatal robbery, another

ship called the St. Helena, arrived at Suez, under Danish

colours with the real owner, a Mr Moore, on board He
justly apprehensive of a similar fate, refused to land his

Cargo ’till the then Chief Amurath Bey, had accorded him

a solemn permission or rather protection, under which he

safely reached Cairo, disposed of his effects, and prepared

for his return to his ship with a fresh Cargo. But in the

interim, Mr O’Donnell had been advised to present a

memorial to the Beys, by which he reclaimed his property

as an Englishman, threatened them with the vengeance of

his nation if not imrrlediately redressed, and declared himself

totally independent of the Danes This rash procedure

alarmed the people in power, who however still continued

apparently friendly, in hopes of a larger booty, ’till the 30th

July, when they threw off the mask, seized the Caravan

even to the passenger’s baggage, and made Mr Moore a

prisoner You may recollect that in my letter from Cairo,

I told you what a hurry Mr Fay was in, to fetch me from

Bulac, not having, as he then thought, a moments time to

spare. It so happened that I arrived within an hour after
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the seizure of the Caravan and when all the gentlemen

concerned, were in the first transports of that indignation,

which such a daring outrage could not fail to excite; at once

exasperated by this treacherous behaviour and alarmed, lest

some new crime should be committed against them.

Every one is of opinion that their design was to cut us

all off, had we gone out ignorant of the seizure of the

Caravan I had scarcely sat down in Mr. Baldwin’s

parlour, when this terrible news, which seemed to involve

the fate of every European alike, burst upon me like a

stroke of lightning Never shall I forget the terrors I

felt— • In a few moments the room was filled with

Europeans, chiefly English, all speaking together,—calling

out for arms, and declaring they would sell their lives

dearly, for not one appeared to entertain a doubt of their

being immediately attacked In the midst of this con-

fusion, Mons. Chevalier (the poor man who escaped from

the Desert) cast his eyes upon me, exclaiming “ Oh Madam
how unhappy you are in having come to this wretched

place.” This drew the attention of the rest,—and “ what

shall we do with the lady? ”—was every one’s question

—

at last they resolved on sending me to the house of an

Italian Physician, as a place of safety, thither I was instantly

taken by a native, who even in the distress and confusion

of the house, and although the Italian’s was only a few

steps distant across a narrow lane, felt greatly shocked,

because my veil chanang to be a little loose, he could see

one corner of my eye, and severely reprehended the in-

decency of such an exposure

On reaching my expected Asylum a scene of more
senous alarm (if possible) than I had left at Mr Baldwins

awaited me. The lady and her daughter were wringing

their hands, and crying out in agony, that they were utterly

ruined— ,
that all the Europeans would be murdered,

and they even appeared to think, that receiving another of
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the proscribed race increased their danger Imprisonment

and massacre in every shape, were the sole subjects of their

conversation, and so many terrible images did their fears

conjure up, and communicate to my already disordered

mind, that there were times, when the reality could have

been scarcely more appalling Oh England 1 dear

England I how often did I apostrophise thee, land of

liberty and safety— : but I must not review my thoughts—

,

a simple narrative is all I dare allow myself to write.

For several days we remained in this harrassing state of

suspense, and alarm, at length news arrived that the two

ships which had brought these ill-fated adventurers to

Egj'pt’s inhospitable shores, were seized by the Govern-

ment, three days before they took possession of the Caravan

Their pnsoners indeed, we already ^^rtually were, not being

allowed to quit the City I should have mentioned that

the Bashaw was the tool made use of on this occasion
; who

pretended he had Orders from Constantinople, to seize all

English merchandise and confiscate the Vessels, suffering

none but the East India Company’s packets to touch at

Suez This Firman was said to be obtained of his sublime

highness, by the British resident at the Porte, on behalf of

the E I Company
,
whether this pretence was true or false,

we could never learn Many other reports were pro-

pagated, as must always be the case in a country under

arbitrary government there being no certain rules to judge

by, evety one pronounces on the event as his hopes or fears

dictate Some times we were all to be sent pnsoners to

Constantinople, then we were assured that after a general

plunder of our effects, we should certainly be released,

and once it was confidently reported that, the Bowstrptg

would be secretly applied to prevent our telling tales

What added much to our mortification and justified our

fears was, that all the Chnstians belonging to the two ships,

were on the loth of August dragged to Cairo in the most
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ignominious manner, having previously suffered, dunng

their imprisonment at Suez, every species of hardship which

barbanty and malice could inflict. The people also at

whose house we lodged, behaved to us continually with

marked disrespect, if asked a question they seldom deigned

to reply, and took care to enlarge perpetually on their

condescension in suffenng themselves to be incommoded

with strangers To be thus treated, at a time when

perpetual solicitude and terror had unbraced my nerves

and subdued my spirit, seemed so cruel, that I think it

absolutely hurt me more than even our detention ,
a

detention which was certainly harder upon us, than any

other Europeans in one sense, since we had no connection

whatever with the parties, were coming from a different

quarter of the globe, not concerned in trade, and unknown

to those who had visited their country on that account:

no demon of avance had led tis into their power, nor could

we afford a prey to thetrs These considerations however

evident, made no impression on our host, they were rather

motives of exultation over us, and what enhanced our

misfortune, it was irremediable, for we could not change

our abode, without going into another street, where we

should have been unprotected

All the Christians live in one part of the town as I before

noticed . during the time when the Plague rages, they visit

each other by means of bndges thrown across the streets,

from the tops of the houses, and this is a convenience they

often resort to at other times, as it saves them from insult,

which they often meet below I find I have written myself

into such a strange humour, that I cannot proceed method-

ically, but I must try to arrange my thoughts and go

forward better.

At length the Beys, enchanted by that Deity whose

bewitching attractions few mortals can resist, whether on

the banks of the Nile or the Thames in other words.
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influenced by the promise of three thousand pounds, and

an absolute indemnification from Mr. O’Donnell, gave us

leave to proceed on our Voyage in defiance of the tremendous

order of their master, and thus ended this most disagreeable

and distressing business I will release you from this

wearisome letter I shall have time at Mocha to continue

my journal—,
Adieu till to-morrow

Ever most affectionately your’s,

E F



LETTER X.

Inclosed tn the Foregoing.

Mocha i^th September

My Dear Sister,

I resume my pen in order to give you some

account of our passing the Desert, which being done by a

method of travelling totally different from any thing in

England, may afford amusement, and even without the

charm of novelty could not fail to interest you, as the

narrative of one so nearly and dearly connected.

When a Caravan is about to depart, large tents are

pitched on the skirts of the City, whither all who propose

joining It repair* there they are drawn up ih order, by the

persons who undertake to convey them Strong bodies

of Arabian soldiers guard the van and rear, others flank

the sides— , so that the female passengers, and the

merchandise, are completely surrounded, and, as one would

hope, defended in case of attack. Each gentleman of our

party had a horse, and it is common to hire a camel between

two, with panniers to carry their provisions &c—

.

across

the panniers, which are of wicker, a kind of mattress is

thrown, whereon they take it by turns to he, and court

repose, during their journey. Females who can afford the

expence, are more comfortably accommodated— ,
these

travel in a kind of litter, called a Tataravan
,
with two poles

fastened between two camels, one behind, the other before

The litter has a top and is surmounted by shabby, ill con-

trived Venetian blinds, which in the day, increase the

96
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suffocating heat, but are of use during the nights which

arc cold and piercing.—Ever)' camel carries skins of water,

but before )ou have been many hours on the Desert, it

becomes of the colour of coffee I was warned of this, and

recommended to provide small guglets of porous earth,

vhich after filling with puttjicd water, I slung to the top of

my Tataravafi, and these with water melons, and hard

eggs, proved the best refreshments I could have taken

The water by this means was tolerabl) presen'ed, but the

motion of the camels and the uncouth manner in which

the vehicle is fastened to them, made such a constant

rumbling sound among my pro^^Slons, as to be exceedingly

annoying Once I was saluted by a parcel of hard eggs

breaking loose from their net, and pelting me completely

it was fortunate that they tvc} e boiled, or I should have been

in a pretty' trim, to this may be added the frequent violent

jerks, occasioned by one or other of the poles slipping out

of Its wretched fastening, so as to bnng one end of the litter

to the ground, and you may judge how pleasing this mode
of travelling must be

At our first outset, the novelty of the scene, and the

consolation I felt, on leaving a place which had been pro-

ductive of so much chagrin, and so many too well founded

apprehensions, wrought an agreeable change on my
harrassed feelings— ,

but when we had proceeded some
distance on the Desert, when all traces of human habitation

had^'anlshed— , when ever)' sign of cultivation disappeared,

and even vegetation was confined to a few low straggling

shrubs, that seemed to stand between life and death as hardly

belonging to either— ,
when the immeasurable plain lay

around me, a burning sun darted his fierce rays from above,

and no asylum was visible in front, my very heart sunk

within me—I am sure you will do justice to my feelings,

the late Catastrophe being deeply imprinted on my mind,

and indeed never absent from it For the world, you
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should not have kno'wn v'hat was passing there, when I

made so light of the journey in my letter from Grand

Cairo.

In the midst of these soul-subduing reflections, the

guides gave notice of a body, apparendy much larger than

our own, bemg within view of us—^All the sufferings

related by the poor French gendeman, my active imagina-

tion now pourtrayed, as about to be inflicted on me. My
dear Parents, my sisters, cried I, will never see me more!

—

should they learn my fate what agonies will they not endure!

—but never can they conceive half the terrible reahties, that

I may be doomed to undergo' Happhy, for once, my fears

outwent the truth; the party so dreaded, turned off in

pursuit of some other prey, or perhaps intimidated by our

formidable appearance, left us unmolested.

It IS impossible even amidst fear and suspense not to

be struck with the exquisite beauty of the nights here; a

perfectiy cloudless sky, and the atmosphere so clear, that the

stars shine with a brilliancy, infimtely surpassing any dung

I witnessed elsewhere Well might the ancient Egyptians

become expert astronomers, possessmg a climate so favour-

able to that study; nor were we less indebted to those

Heavenly luminanes; since, by their refulgent light, and

unvarying revolutions, the guides cross these trackless

Deserts with certainty, and like the manner, steer to the

desired haven.

You will perceive, that my boast of having crossed the

Desert, like a lion, was not literally just,—but then remem-

ber, it was his strength, not his courage to which I alluded,

for it is true that, considering how much I had suffered in

Cano, I really did perform the journey well, and on the

second day bemg convmced by the behaviour of some

around me, how greatiy dejection increased the actual evils

of oin situation,—I rallied my spints to the utmost, and

lifting up my heart in gratitude to the Almighty, for having
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tluK fir <.iir]'or!cJ iic. 1 ilctcrnuncd to tni't in hf f»no( 5 nr^'',

nmi imt nuTlf.

On tni. d \\ I w,'”' cvcrccimnK ^(Tcctc^i l>\ ihc ‘•tifTcrinfi'i

of one of otir p-’rti—Mr liilor, nninf,' out t. T‘'^i'tnn(

•^urccon on (he Rcnc'd c‘-{aMrhmrnt lie coinphincd of

jllne"''' when mo ont, niui • eeined o\cn\ helmed uith

mchnclioh . He !nd I’een phimiered <'f nil h\ the Arah*"

—

Ind cu'-t'imed \inoui rmforlmie^ and of h(e, nojKired to

he con<;imir'ti' e. The e\'reme heat of the Meat her o o\ cr-

powc-eii him, (hat he re ipned -’ll hojie of hfe, and nt length,

m 1 til of die'-j''oiu\ nc\ . Ktmlh tIIo’.', rd him* elf to ‘lide

down fro'n in* hor'-e, tint he mipht die on the cround.

Mr r'i\ • eeim him fill, rin to T*ist him in rcttunint: hi*'

cent, hut he eirne tl\ begged to he left nhme, and permitted

to due in pence It wn* impoi'.ildc to iinpirc him with

hoj'e nnd n*' he nppenred to ln\e *0 little ‘^trength, I did

not hclicie tint, witli ‘‘o ‘trong n j'rcdiicction for denth, he

could hue been 1- cpt nine— net to < cc n fine \oung mm,
1 countnmm md fellow -tmcller expiring miong^t in,

w ithout ''tn . mg to the H .t to preen c him, w ould ln\ c been

inhunnn ’linn) God, our circs *>0 fir prc\ ailed tint he

n *^(111 with in, though hn dnordcr is now confirmed, md
hn mclmchoh but little ilntcd— lie thanks in for life,

as if gntcful for our ittcntion, but not for the gift I fear

his heart n brciking, as well is hn constitution

When mi mind vis 1 little rclicicd on jioor 'P
—

's

account, 1 had kisiirc to think of the horses,—joii recollect

how pirtnl I c\tr was to these noble mimils, and we had

scnenl with us, of such singular beaut) and dociliti, that

they would have attracted the attention, I had almost said

the afiection, of the most indifferent spectator. The
wretched creatures suficred so much from heat and thirst,

that their groanings w’trc terrible, and added to this an

involuntar)' rattling in the throat, as if they were on the

point of expiring, so that one heard them with a mixture of
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compassion and horror extremely painful to bear: yet

notwithstanding that this continued for many hours, we
were so fortunate, as not to lose a single horse in the

Caravan—With the dogs, we were less successful,—three

very fine ones sat out with us, but none survived—one of

them was the most beautiful Italian greyhound, I ever

beheld,—he cost seven guineas at Venice The first day

he got tolerably well forward, but during the second his

strength failed, and he appeared to suffer excruciating pain

from the heat. When he was in the most frightful state,

his tongue hanging out of his mouth, his eyes wildly stanng,

and altogether presenting the idea of madness, rather than

death, his master Mr, T— had the modesty to bring him

to me, and request that I would admit him into my Tatara-

van I hope no person will accuse me of inhumanity,

for refusing to receive ah animal in that condition,—self-

preservation forbade my compliance I felt that it would

be weakness, instead of compassion, to subject myself to

such a risk, and you may be certain, my sympathy was not

increased for its owner, when he solemnly assured me, by

way of inforcing his intreatv, that it would cost him a less

severe pang, to see his own father thus suffering, than he

then felt—I was induced to credit this assertion, knowing

that when last in England, he had remained there seventeen

months without visiting the old gentleman, though he

acknowledged having been within 1 50 miles of his resid-

ence A very short time after this, the poor creature

dropt down gasping, but ere he had breathed his last, a

brutal Arab cut him to pieces before his masters face; and

on his expressing anger at his cruel behaviour, ran after

him with a drawn scymiter—^you may judge from this

incident, what wretches we were cast amongst

We found Suez a miserable place,—little better than

the Desert which it bounds, and were, as probably I have

already told you, impatient to get on board, where we found
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ever)' portable necessar)’ of life had been carried off We
had been pretty well pillaged ourselves, and could there-

fore s)mpathizc with the losers, as well as lament our

own personal inconvenience, however, thank Heaven

that we escaped as ve did,—if ever they catch me on

their Desert again, I tlunk I shall deserve all they can

inflict

Our passage down the Red Sea was pleasant, the wind

being constantly favourable, but afforded no object of

interest, save the distant view of Mount Horeb, which

again brought the flight of the children of Israel to my
mind, and you may be sure, I did not wonder that they

sought to quit the land of Egypt, after the various specimens

of Its advantages that I have experienced

The only vessels we saw, were those built for the con-

veyance of coffee, for which this port is famous,—they are

so bulky, clumsy, and strangely constructed, that one might

almost take them for floating mountains I cannot be

expected to say a great deal of my shipmates, having been

so short a time together, but to own the truth, I do not look

forward to much comfort, where the elements are so dis-

cordant,—however, as we are to touch at Calicut on the

Coast of Malabar, you shall from thence have the parti-

culars for, by that time we shall be pretty well familiarized

with each other May the detail be more agreeable than

my present ideas will warrant me in supposing

Let me now proceed to say a few words of Mocha,
which IS a pretty considerable place, walled round, and
guarded by soldiers—It appears to great advantage after

Suez, being plentifully supplied with fruit and vegetables,

—the provisions not bad, and the water excellent The
worst I know of it, is the excessive heat, which is even

beyond that of Cairo Our sailors have a proverb, that there

IS only a sheet of paper between that and another place

—

too shocking to be mentioned—I should yet say there
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were many sheets; for vre have really met with so much
kindness and hospitality here, as to make us almost forget

the heat.

The prindpal trade is carried on by Banians and

Rajaputs, (as they are called, tho’ I cannot yet tell why)

who come here from India—^make comfortable little fortunes

and return. A family of the former, consisting of three

brothers, named George, has shewn us every possible atten-

tion ever since we landed, and the Chevalier de St. Lubin,

a French gentleman, of elegant manners and superior

information, has treated us, in the most sumptuous style

It is whispered among the English here, that Mons De
St. L— has been on a mission from the French Q)urt to

Hyder Ally, for the erpress purpose of sowing the seeds

of discord between him, and the English; and that he has

to a great degree succeeded; how far this is true, we cannot

yet say, but so intirely was hlr. Fuller, one ofour passengers,

persuaded of the fact, that he just now proposed we should

arrest the Chevalier, who is about to proceed in a day or

two to Europe. How far Mr. F— may be politically right,

I cannot teU, but my heart revolted at the idea of receiving

every mark of attention from a man one hour, and on bare

suspicion, making him a prisoner the next; and most truly

did I rejoice when this scheme was overruled. There

should be very sufficient reasons for conduct^ so despotic

and apparently ungrateful, and we certainly were not in

possession of documents to authonse such a procedure. I

am much better pleased that this gentleman should return

peaceably to his native country, and forward my letters to

you, which he has promised on his honour to do, and to

secure them amongst his private papers—I might have

written twice as much if I chose ^

And now my dear Friends, I must again bid you adieu.

I trust my next accounts will be more pleasant, than this

sad Getail must prove, and that I shall meet letters at
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Calcutta, witli good news of you all. My heart aches with

thinking of the distance between us; but after surmounting

so many difficulties and happily escaping from so many
dangers, I feel inspired with hope for the future.

Ever most affectionately your’s

E F.



LETTER XI,
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some silver hiked sword, which he greatly admired, till

chancing to cast his eye on the scabbard he read “ Royal

Exchange ” “ Take your sword ” said he, “ its surprizing

a man of your sense should commit such an error
,

for fifty

guineas I would not have a City name on any article of my
dress, now St. James’s or Bond street, has a delicious sound,

don’t you think so my dear friend? ”—^Now would any one

suppose this fine gentleman’s father was in trade, and he

himself brought up in that very City, he effects to despise?

very true nevertheless—Quadrille he would not be thought

to know, it is only played by the wives and daughters of

Tradesmen, in country towns . I want to make you see him

,

figure to yourself a little mortal, his body constantly bent

in a rhetorical attitude, as if addressing the Court, and his

face covered with scorbutic blotches Happily from an

affectation of singularity, he always wears spectacles. I say

happily, as they serve to conceal the most odious pair of

little white eyes mine ever beheld. What Butler says of

Hudibras—that
“ he could not ope

His mouth, but out there flew a trope,”

may literally be applied to this Heaven-born Orator, who

certainly outdoes all I ever heard, in the use of overstrained

compliments and far-fetched allusions But with all those

oddities, were he only a good-natured harmless simpleton,

one might pity him. At first he took so much pains to

ingratiate himself with us, that he became a sort of favorite

,

—so many confessions of superior abilities in Mr Fay

—

such intreaties to spare him, when they should practise in

the Courts together,—a studied attention to me in the

minutest article—effectually shielded him from suspicion,

till his end was answered, of raising a party against us, by

means of that vile woman, who was anxious to triumph over

me, especially as I have been repeatedly compelled (for the

Honour of the Sex) to censure her swearing, and indecent
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behaviour. I have therefore little comfort to look forward

to, for the remainder of the voyage.^’

It IS, however, only justice to name Mr Taylor as an

amiable, tho’ melancholy companion, and Mr Manesty

an agreeable young man, under twenty, going out as a

wnter on the Bombay Establishment, from whom I always

receive the most respectful attention. Mr. Fuller, is a

middle aged man, it is easy to see, that he has been

accustomed to genteel society How different his manners

from those of Hare! Poor man he has, it seems, fallen into

the hands of sharpers, and been completely pillaged He
has the finest dark eyes, and one of the most intelligent

countenances I ever met with His tnp to Bengal is, I

doubt, a last resource May it prove successful I have

no enmity towards him, for though he has joined the other

party. It IS evidently with reluctance Mr Moreau a

musician, going out to India to exercise his profession, is

vety civil and attentive

Dissentions have run very high on board The very

day after we sailed from Mocha, a sudden quarrel arose

between the Captain, and H— the Barrister, on which the

ship was ordered about, and they were going ashore in a

great hurr)^ to decide it, but by the interposition of friends,

they were prevailed upon to curb their wrath, ’till their

arrival at Calicut, as in case of an accident, no officer

remained to supply Chenu’s place About a month after,

they were reconciled, and so ended this doughty affair

I had almost forgotten to mention Pierot, the purser of

the ship—a lively, well informed little Frenchman,—full of

anecdotes and always prepared with a repartee, in short,

the soul of the party. He sings an excellent song, and has

as many tncks as a monkey I cannot help smiling at his

sallies, though they are frequerrtly levelled at me, for he is

one of my most virulent persecutors Indeed, such is our

general line of conduct, for, having early discovered the
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confederacy, prudence determined us to go mildly on,

seemingly blind to what it was beyond our power to remedy

Never intermeddling in their disputes, all endeavours to

draw us into quarrels are vainly exerted— . indeed I despise

them too much to be angry

During the first fortnight of our voyage my foolish

complaisance stood in my way at table, but I soon learnt

our genteel maxim was “ catch as catch can,”—the longest

arm fared best, and you cannot imagine what a good

scrambler I am become,—a dish once seized, it is my care,

to make use of my good fortune* and now provisions run-

ning very short, we are grown quite savages
,
two or three

of us perhaps fighting for a bone, for there is no respect of

persons The wretch of a captain wanting our passage

money for nothing, refused to lay in a sufficient quantity

of stock, and if we do not soon reach our Port, what must

be the consequence, Heaven knows

After meals I generally retire to my cabin, where I find

plenty of employment, having made up a dozen shirts for

Mr. F— out of some cloth, I purchased at Mocha, to

replace part of those stolen by the Arabs—Sometimes I read

French and Italian, and study Portugueze I likewise

prevailed on Mr Fay to teach me short-hand, in conse-

quence of the airs H— gave himself because he was master

of this art, and had taught his sisters to correspond with

him in It. The matter was very easily accomplished—in

short I discovered abundant methods of making my time

pass usefully, and not disagreeably How often since, in

this situation have I blessed God, that he has been pleased

to endow me with a mind, capable of furnishing its own
amusement, in despite of every means used to discompose it

4th November—We are now in sight of the Malabar

hills, and expect to reach Calicut either this evening, or

to-morrow; I shall conclude this letter, and send it under

charge of Mr Manesty, to forward it from Bombay I am
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in tolerable health, and looking with a longing eye, towards

Bengal, from whence I trust my next will be dated. The
climate seems likely to agree very well with me, I do not at

all mind the heat, nor does it affect either my spirits, or

my appetite

I remain

Ever affectionately your's,

E F



LETTER XII.

Calicut,

iQ-th February

^

1780
My dear Friends

It was my determination never to write to you,

dunng the state of dreadful Captivity in which we have

long been held, but having hopes of a release, think I may
now venture to give you some account of our sufferings,

which have been extreme, both in body and mind, for a

penod of fifteen weeks, which we have spent in wretched

confinement, totally in the power of Barbarians ^

I must premise that, such is the harrassing confusion of

my mind, and the weakness ofmy nerves, that I can merely

offer you a simple statement of facts, and e\’’en that must

necessanly be incorrect; for incessant anxiety and constant

anticipation of more intolerable evils, have totally unhinged

my faculties God knows whether I may ever recover

them; at present all is confused and clouded—^Reflections

on the importance of our speedy arrival in Bengal, which so

many arcumstances had contributed to prevent, and the

apprehension lest our delay should afford time to raise senous

obstacles against Mr. Fay’s admission into the Court, as an

advocate, had long been as so many daggers, pierang my
vitals • add to this the heart-breaking thought what immense

tracts lie between me and those dear dear friends, whose

society alone can render me completely happy. Even were

the most bnlliant success to crown our future views, never

could I know comfort, ’till the blessed moment amve, when

I shall clasp you all to my fond heart, without fear of a future

no
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contest, she positively insisted on having a chair brought

upon deck, in which she was determined to sit, and see the

engagement, observing that, it was the next best thing to

escaping from shipwreck—Having no ambition to play the

Heroine in this way, I resolved on going below, and

exerting, (should it be necessary) my limited abilities in

assisting Mr Taylor, who had agreed to officiate as Surgeon

—not feeling myself inclined to brave horrors of this

nature, for the mere love of exhibition Most probably

had the matter become serious, she would not have been

permitted to indulge her fancy, but by degrees our sus-

picious visitants sheered off, without venturing to commence

an attack, seeing us apparently so well prepared to resist

them, and we flattered ourselves that our fears had been

altogether groundless.

The next morning Hare and two others, going on shore

to reconnoitre brought back intelligence, that we might all

be safe in the Danish Factory, on condition of our passing

for Danes,—as a misunderstanding actually subsisted be-

tween Hyder Ally and the English Mr Passavant, the

Danish Consul, had been on board meanwhile, and given

us pretty nearly the same information, and from others we

soon learnt a circumstance, which confirmed our apprehen-

sion, that some mischief was brewing,—this was the de-

parture of Mr Freeman, the English Consul, who had left

the place some weeks before, taking with him his furniture

and effects,—a positive proof that he supposed hostilities

were about to commence, as it has been found a common
procedure in these cases, for Asiatic Princes to begin a War,

by imprisoning the Embassadors or Residents, of course, a

wise man will fly when the storm lowers

Now our most worthy fellow-passengers, had privately

agreed to continue their journey by land, and rejoiced in the

opportunity of leaving us in the lurch’—they therefore

accepted Mr. Passavant’s invitation immediately, without
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conMiltiufi IK At first this brlnMnvir nOcctcd me n good

dell ind 1 resoUed to follow them,—Mr. h'u concurring

in opinion —Ihit on cilm rcHcction, we jiultjed it most

prudent to leirn wint recejMion the. met with, before -rte

lenturcvi on such shppcn grouml On .Sundii Chenu

dined on boird, ind appeired \er\ eirnest for our quitting

the ‘'hip but we did not itteiul to his per'^ui'HoiK *I he

(lunner v ho hid clnruc of the \esscl wis i \cn respect ilile

mm, md we hid Iiteh held mm\ coiucrsitions with him,

lu Ind 1 \ilt opinion of the Ciptiin, bclicimc tint monc)

would tempt him to commit . act, howcitr atrocious,

md hui rc'-oKcd in case m armed force was seen apjiroach-

ing the shit', to cut md run down to Cochin, with all the

sad he could set,—but alas' before Clunu left tn this dai,

he ordered all the lards to be struck, saiing he should stai

si\ Weeks This w IS doubtless done to frighten us, and to

induce us to g<' on shore, Init having taken our resolution,

we were not to be mo\cd, cspecnll} as he droppctl sonic

dark hints, respecting the situation of those, who r.vcrc there,

in 'o much that we had rcison to think our onl) chance of

escaping imprisonment, was Ln remaining where we were

Meantime intelligence reached us from \arious quarters,

that disputes ran high lietwccn tlie Captain and passengers,

about the remaining lialf of their passage monc) As they

proposed leaiing tile ship there, he demanded payment,

which thc\ refused till thei should arrive in Bengal

On the Sth came Lewis, Hare’s servant, for hts own
clothes,—he brought news that a challenge had again passed

between his master and Chenu, on the occasion of his

master’s trunks being stopped for the passage nionc)—he

left them on the point of deciding it when he came off

You maj suppose we became exceedingly anxious to learn

the c\cnt, but had soon other matters to engross our

attention

During the three dajs we staid here, after ever)' one
H
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else departed, boats full of people, were continually coming

on board by permission of our worthy Captain, under pre-

tence of viewing the ship,—^we thought this rather odd,

but John the Gunner being, as I observed before, a prudent

steady man, we trusted to his discretion About four, on

Monday afternoon, I was sitting in the round-house at

work, when a large boat came along side, with more than

twenty aryned men in her;—one of them shewed a written

chit as he called it from Chenu, notwithstanding which,

John insisted on their leaving their arms behind them

—

this, they at length complied with, and were then permitted

to enter I ran down half frightened to Mr. Fay, who was

reading in our cabin, and told him the alfair “ Pho,” said

he, it is impossible they should mean any harm are we
not under the protection of the Danish flag? ” this silenced

me at once, and he went upon deck to see the issue All

this while our visitors feigned to be mighty ignorant, and

inquisitive, peeping into every hole and corner, as if, they

never saw such a sight in their lives—purposely dallying

on the time ’till just dark, when to my great joy they de-

parted A heavy squall came on, which they sheltered

from under the ship’s stern, there another boat met them,

and after some parley, they both (as I thought) went away

But in a few minutes down came Mr. Fay “ you must

not be alarmed, said he, I have news to tell you —^we are

to have a hundred and fifty sepoys on board to-night 1

”

Seapoys for whatl “ Why the English are coming to

attack Calicut—Chenu has promised Sudder Khan, the

Governor, his assistance, who has sent these troops for our

defence ”—“ Oh Mr F—” replied I, this is a very im-

probable story, for God’s sake suffer not these people to

enter the ship, if you can avoid it, otherwise we are ruined

I see plainly this is a second Suez business
,
” (for by the

same treacherous pretext they gained possession of the ships

there) and at that instant, all that those unfortunate men
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suffered, coming fresh into my mind, I really thought I

should have fainted—Seeing that I was rendered more

uneasy b) being kept in suspense, he now acknowledged,

that under favour of the night, a large party, headed by a

Capt Ayres, an Englishman in Hyder’s service, had already

made good their entrance The Commander had indeed

related the above nonsensical tale to our Gunner, as an

excuse for his proceeding, but did not seem himself to

expect. It would gain belief however being nearly destitute

of Arms and Ammunition (the Arabs had taken care of

that) what could we do, but recommend ourselves to the

Divine Protection^ which I may truly say, was never more

earnestly solicited by me—When the redoubtable Captain

A}Tes had settled ever}* thing upon Deck, he favoured us

with his company below—As this Gentleman is in great

power, and had a large share in die subsequent transactions,

I must here devote a few moments to giving you a little

sketch of his history

He was born in London, and at the usual age bound

apprentice to a saddler, but being a lad of spirit, and

associating with other promising youths of similar talents,

and courage, he soon found an employment more suited

to his active genius, in a word, he became a Gendeman
Collector on the Htghway This post he maintained several

years, and if we may credit what he relates when in a

boasting humour, performed many notable exploits, it is

true he sometimes got inclosed within the hard gripe of

the Law, but always found means to liberate himself, from

It, ’till on one unlucky trial, proofs ran so strong against

him, that in spite of money and friends (which in his case

were never wanting) he was Capitally convicted^ though,

afterwards, pardoned on condition of transportation for

life—This induced him to enlist for the East Indies, where

he exercised his former profession, and was twice im-

prisoned at Calcutta on suspicion, but having acted
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caudouslv. cothing positive aoveared against iiim: so bv
vrav ofchanging the scene, he vas cranghted on for Madras,

vrhere hnding his favourite business rather slack, and his

pav insuScient to support him ivithout it. our hero derer-

znined on deserting to Hrder Aliv, vhich resolution he soon

found means to out in practice,—carrying vith him tmo

horses, arms, accoutrements, vearing apparel, and every

thing else of "^alue he could lay hands on, to a pretty con-

siderable amount. Tnis sheer of property, (no matter hovr

acquired) gave him conseouence vrith Hyder, vrho imme-

diately promoted him to the rank of Captain. Being a

thorough paced villain, he has during these seven years

taken the lead in everv species of barbarity.—^He even

advised his General, vho is Governor of this Province, to

massacre all the natives by vra-^ of quelling a rebellion

vrhich had arisen.—The least punishment biBicted by him

vras cutting on the noses and ears ofthose miserable vrretebes.

whose hard fate subjected them to his tr~rsciny. In short

a volume would not contain half the enormities perpetrated

by this disgrace to human nature—hut to proceed.

At sight of him I shuddered involuntarily, though at

that time ignorant of his real character, such an air of

wickedness and ferocity overspread his features. The
sergeant who accompanied, him was (always excepting his

master) the most horrid looking creature, I verily believe,

in existence, from such another pair the Lord defend me!

Ayres told me, with the utmost indinerence that the people

at the Factory had ah been dghting duels:—^that bir.

Passavant the Danish Chief, had sent for a guard to separate

them; and that the Governor finding the ship had no

owner, as ah these disputes arose about dividing the spoh,

had thought proper to take possession of her in the Z'dahcFs

name, until matters were inquired into; after which he

fauf-jully promised to restore her, without the least embezzle-

ment—the love of ’jvstlce alone inducing him thus to act.
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Though \\c pcrcc’ivtil the fallnc\ of thc^c pretences, yet

as It was useless to argut with the mIl instrument of

oppression, we onh requested to he set free on shore with

our effects This he. engaged for, and c\cn oftered to take

of am r:r,ltuti>lt^ or vioiry—You mav he sure we

pleaded po\crta; declaring that except our clothes, (which

could he no ohject in a countra where so few are worn) a

guinea would purchase all we possessed, in the mean time

we requested a guard to protect our persons from insult —
Having pledged his Uokom for our sccurit), the captain

retired You will belieae that sleep did not visit our e)c-

lids that night The fright had disordered me so much, that

a violent retching came on, succeeded b) a strong fever,

which occasioned dreadful puns in my limbs In the midst

of these excruciating tortures, 1 heard A) res tell his Ser-

jeant, that orders were come to plunder the Ship, and make

all the officers prisoners in the Round-house

Can am thing be imagined more distressing, than my
situation without the means of relief,—no possibility of

obtaining advice, and no female to w'hom I could look for

succour or assistance This was about two in the morning,

—these words sounded like the signal of death in mj ears

Immediatcl) a partj of armed men surrounded our Cabin,

and demanded entrance I clung round my husband and

begged for God’s sake that he would not admit them, for

w'hat could be expected from such WTCtchcs but the most

shocking treatment All this wdiile there W'as such a noise

without, of breaking and tearing, to come at their plunder,

as convinced me that should we once lose sight of our little

property, every thing voas lost at first they w'cre pacified on

being told that I was asleep, but soon grew out of patience,

brandished their scymitcars and one man who spoke a little

English, threatened with horrible execrations to murder us,

if we did not instantly comply with their demands, and

open the door,—Mr. Fay drew his sword on this declara-
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tion, swearing solemnly that he would run the first man
through the body, who should presume to enter his wife’s

apartment. His air of resolution and menaang actions,

had their effect so far, as to prevent them from breaking

open the door, the top of which being sashed, I beheld

through It, their terrific countenances, and heard them

mcessantly callmg “ ao, ao” (in English come) This

word has made an impression on me, which is indescnbable

I can never hear it pronounced on the most common occa-

sion, without trembhng but to return—Mr. Fay now
mtreated me to nse if possible, being fearful he could not

keep them much longer at bay I endeavoured to comply;

but the agonising pams I sufiered, and the extreme weak-

ness brought on by fever, rendered it impossible for me to

stand upright; there was however no remedy—so by

degrees I got my clothes on (I recollect now that I must

have been above an hour employed m this business

)

Through the glass door, I could see the villains outside, use

menacing gestures and urge me to make haste,—^vowing

vengeance on me if I kept them longer waiting

Expecting a stnct search and bemg desirous of rescuing

something from the general wreck, Mr Fay contrived to

conceal our watches m my hair, having first stopped their

going by sticking pins in the wheels; and the little money

we possessed, and what small articles I could take without

exciting suspicion, were concealed about my person Thus

equipped I crawled out, bent double^ and in an instant, the

Cabin was filled with Seapoys I must here pause, and

mtreat my dear sister to imagine herself m my situation at

that dreadful moment; for no language can I find, that

would do justice to my feelings

But when I came on deck, the scene which presented

Itself would have appalled the stoutest heart,—mine already

weakened by gnef and apprehension could not withstand

it. A sudden burst of tears alone saved me from fainting
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The poor ‘tailors ^\c^c so distracted, that many of them

could scarce!) be restrained from pimping over board to

cscaj'e sla\er\ ,—'sometimes cr\ing for their wages, and

asking the Officers to pa^ them; who incapable of affiording

an) con-^oiation, walked about like men bereft of reason:

no wonder, since this fatal event would, to sa) the least,

occasion them the loss of twelve month’s pa), exclusive of

their private ventures

We were immediateh ordered on shore, together wnth

the carpenter and ship’s steward,—we demanded our

baggage, but in %ain, at length having represented the

nccessita of a change of linen, a person was sent down wnth

me, in whose presence I put up a few common things, in a

handkerchief, not being allowed to take an) thing of value,

but ha\ing laid out a silk gown the day before, to put on

in case I went ashore, I begged hard for that, and obtained

It, though ma husband was not suffered to take a second

coat, or even to change that he had on Our beds w’cre

likewise refused, lest the) should contain valuables, and

upon deck the bundle was again examined in search of

hidden treasure,—but finding nothing, they, contrary to

m) expectations, searched no further, but permitted us to

leave the vessel unmolested, except that the)'- had the

cruclt) to toss several half extinguished Blue lights into the

boat, the smoke of which, from the rancid oil and abomin-

able rags used in their composition, almost stifled me—
At this time it rained hard, and continued to do so the whole

day, which forced me to creep under the shelter of a kind

of half deck, where I sat, bent double, for two long long

hours, and then a remarkably high surf, prevented large

boats from landing,—wc had no remedy but to go into a

canoe, scarcely bigger than a butcher’s tray, half full of

water,—so that we reached the shore dripping wet

—

Compare this account with the many chcarful and flattering

conversations we have held together on the subject of my
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amval in India. What a staking difference * It is true

we were in the hands of the natives; but little did I imagine

that, any power on this Continent, however independent,

would have dared to treat English subjects with such

cruelty, as we espenenced from them

As if to aggravate our rmsenes by every species of

insult, they compelled us to walk above a mile thro’ a heavy

sand, surrounded by all the mob of Calicut, who seemed

to take pleasure in beholding the distress of white people,

those constant objects of their envy and detestation.—^T\Ten

we had proceeded about half way, our Guards detained us

nearly an hour, in an open Square, till the Gkivernor’s

pleasure should be known. He sat all the while smoking

his Hooka, and looking down upon us; when having

sufficiently feasted his eyes, he ordered us to be taken to

the English Factory—How I dragged on my weary aching

limbs, I know not. The rain still poured and as we went,

a lad who had deserted from Madras, and was then a

seijeant in Hyder’s service, seeing a country-woman in such

distress, offered to procure me an umbrella, but could not

prevail on the barbarians to stop, while he ran for it, though

he was their officer I thanked the poor lad for his kind

intention and Mr. Fay insisted that I should take his hat,

while he walked on bare-headed to the place of our con-

finement.—^But here I cannot describe the horror which

seized me on finding, we were totally in the power of

wretches, who, for, aught I knew, intended to strip and

murder us: why else were we sent to an empty housed

not a single chair to sit on, or any other bed than the floor.

These were my heart-breaking reflections, as I threw

myself in despair on a window seat, worn out with fatigue

and want of nounshment, without means of procuring

ei'en a draught of water to assuage my thirst, which grew

excessive, for the offer ofa bnbe would have been dangerous

In this miserable condition we remained till two o’clock.
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It appeared, to condole with us on such unexampled suffenng,

than to embrace the occasion of displaying his own elo-

quence, for which having a very strong passion, it was no

wonder, if he thought the misfortunes of others proper

subjects to expatiate on Mounting his rhetoncal hobby-

horse, the Orator harangued a long while, though to little

purpose, endeavounng to turn our situation into ridicule,

—

offered to convey letters for us to Bengal ,—^pretended to be

in raptures with the fine view of the Sea from our Veranda,

which I hinted to him he might still have time to admire

at his leisure, though he affected to be certain of leaving

Calicut in a few hours At length he concluded, by

advising me to address a tender memonal to Hyder Ally,

whose general character for gallantry, would not admit of

his refusing any request made by a fair Lady This was

wonderfully witty in the speaker’s opinion, as you may

conceive, how fair the Lady in question looked How a

man could break a jest on a creature so bowed down by

affliction, I know not but I envy not his feelings

I forgot to tell you that, the duel between the Captain^

and the Orator, was prevented by the guard, doubtless to

the regret of these heroes It seems the day they went on

shore, Ayres accompanied by another Captain of a pretty

similar descnption, named West, made Mr. Passavant a

visit, to look at the strangers Now as it was of the utmost

importance, that they should remain undiscovered by such

dangerous people, and as their visitants, though illiterate,

were sufficiendy acute, all perceived immediately the neces-

sity of being guarded ,—accordingly they, every one spoke

French, and this, together with their long wide coats, and

preposterous hats, which had just then become fashionable

in England, effectually shielded them from suspicion
,
when

behold, a sudden fit of Patriotism, aided by an irresistible

fondness for exhibition, rendered the great Mr H— in-

capable of persevenng in deception “ What ” exclaimed
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he, “ slnll Englishmcu harbour distrust of each other! perish

the Ignoble ideal—be the consequences what they may, I

will no longer restrain mjsclf from embracing my beloved

countr}'-mcn.” At the conclusion of this heroic speech,

" Suiting the action to the words ” advancing theatrically,

he grasped the hand of Ayres, and shook it, with such

violence as if he meant to demonstrate the excess of his joy

and confidence, by dislocating the shoulder of his newly

acquired friend

The most unreserv'cd intimacy, immediately took place

between these congenial souls, and it is asserted that unable

to keep any secret from his bosom confidant, H— was

really so mad, (I may say, so cruel) as absolutely to ac-

knowledge the ship to be English property I could not

have believed that his folly and imprudence would carry

him so far, thus much is, however, undoubtedly fact, that

the man in the spectacles is constantly pointed out, as the

author of every mischief which followed —It is surprizing

how often we find weakness and malignity united, or rather

let us say, that providence has thus ordained it, for the

benefit of mankind. Probably the former induced H— to

injure the party to which he had attached himself—the

latter undoubtedly led him to visit us, for he could not

conceal his exultation at the circumstance of our accidental

capture in the Vessel, seeming to involve us e>.clustvcly in

her fate The unfeeling wretch availed himself of this to

lay a scheme, that had it been adequately seconded, must
have brought on our destruction

Ayres was first prevailed on by large presents, to dis-

suade the Governor from confining them^ and that point

gained, he pushed their interest forward thus, “ These
gentlemen ”

said he, " have no concern here of any kind,

besides, as they are people of the highest consequence, their

detention would bring half India on our back, so take my
advice and let them go

” “ Well, but replies Sudder Khan,
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It appeared, to condoltith my prisoners?
” “ Oh keep them

than to embrace th(^ Beelzebub^ “ the man is a stout fellow,

quence, for which Ireaking in, will make a most excellent

wonder, if he thouand his wife up the country, there feed

subjects to expatiaf soon be glad to enlist I warrant
horse, the Orator of the other party Mr H— is a brother

purpose, endeavcieeci not fear, but he will be happy enough
offered to convfm

,
indeed he owned as much to me privately,

in raptures w) honour that no ill consequence could pos-

which I hin'fj-om the transaction;—the person in question

at his lei?g of sufficient importance for the English to re-

ciaP.n him solemnly; especially as he came out without

l^ve ” You will wonder how I came by all this informa-

tion ,
have patience, you shall know in time

The Governor heard this argument calmly, promised

fair, and acted so far agreeably to his professions that, while

we were closely confined and miserably situated, our worthy

fellow passengers enjoyed full liberty to walk about, and

amuse themselves as they pleased—This procedure could

not fail to vex us excessively, though we were then ignorant

of its real cause, and whenever we ventured to expostulate

on our unreasonably harsh treatment with Ayres or any

other, who chanced to call, the only answer we could obtain

was, with a shrug of affected compassion, “ why did you

stay on board 1 nothing can be done for you now^ you must

abide the event ” These insinuations created fears, that a

distinction would really be made in our eventual disposal,

as much to our disadvantage, as the present state of

things, but we had no remedy—all avenues to relief were

closed

I think I told you that, our watches were concealed in

my hair, being secured with pins to prevent them from

going, one of the pins however came out, at the very time

I was set on shore Never shall I forget what a ternble

sensation the ticking of the watch caused! I think had it
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continued long, I must completely have lost my sense I fed

I dared not remove it, from a fear of worse consequences,

but happily it stopped of itself When we were fixed in

our prison Mr Fay took these watches, (we had three you

know) and all the money we had power to secure 111 chequins,

which arc of cas) conveyance (about twenty-five pounds)

and putting them into his glove, hid them in a snug place,

as he thought, about the Verandah. The day after we were

taken prisoners, a most dreadful hurricane of rain and wind

came in, (it was the breaking up of the monsoon) and next

morning we found to our extreme grief, that tlic place

where Mr Fay had concealed our treasure, to which alone

we could look for the means of escape, was entirely blown

down, and no vestige of our little property remaining.

Mr Fay was in despair from the first, but after he had

told me, I searched diligently all round, but in vain At

Icngtli It struck me, from the direction in which the wind

blew, that if I could make my way into an inclosure, at the

back of the house, it might possibly be found there The
scapoys guarded the front, but there being only one door

backwards, the) seldom took the trouble of going round

I did not tell Mr Fay of my scheme, as there was nothing

he opposed so strongly, as the appearance of seeking to

escape, but when he was completely absorbed in con-

templating this new misfortune, I stole to the back door

There was a large lock and key inside and to my surprize,

when I had turned this, my passage was clear to the stairs,

leading to the inclosure, and not a soul in sight The
grass was excessively high and wet, but I struggled to make
my way through it and waded about, determined at least

not to leave an inch unexplored Imagine my joy, when in

the midst of a deep tuft I found the old glove, with all its

contents safe, and uninjured What a treasure it seemed 1

how many are there who never felt so much true delight on

receiving a magnificent fortune, as we experienced in again
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It appegjjig sheet anchor of our hopes, thus unexpectedly

^%stored.

But alas 1 the little unlooked for liberty I had regained,

was too tempting not to be enjoyed again; and a day or two

afterwards as I was walking about in the grass, I espied a

seapoy commg round. I was not certain that he saw me,

so I endeavoured to reach the house unobserved At the

moment I turned round to fasten the heavy door, he ran to

it, pushing it against me, with such nolence that the large

key which had unfortunately a very long shank, was by this

means struck directly against my right breast, and gave me
the most excruaating pain, I fainted through excessive

agony, and was with difficulty recovered Much I fear the

consequences of this accident will embitter my future life

Having no other nurse than my poor husband, who was not

only ignorant of what ought to be done, but totally without

the necessaries for any kind of emollient application,—^my

case was truly distressing; so that even Ayres who chanced

to call, expressed some concern for me, and sent plenty

of milk which I used as an embrocation with success I

belie%’^e he punished the seapoy for his insolence, but this

could not repair the mischief.

At the very time when this pamful vanety took place

in the cheerless monotony of our prison days, the cruel

designers who had assisted in dooming us to this wretched

abode, fell completely into the pit which they had digged

for us—The evening before Ayres Tulloh and Hare had

called on us together, the former was (according to his

general policy) endeavouring to discover whether we had

any concealed property; on which I exclaimed “ Captain

Ayres how should we have any thing left, except the baggage

in the vessel, which is of little valued as the Arabs pillaged

us to the utmost of their power, we were altogether a set

of poor creatures when we came to Calicut; and you are

well aware we have received nothing since,” “Answer for
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)
ourself Mrs. Fa^ ” cried Hare, “ for ni) ow;/ part I feel

happy in saying, that, I am not poor, I have property,

•valunhlc property and shall not shrink from avowing that

I possess it” I marked the c}c of A) res during this

bombastic speech, and ha\c since found, that I was not

decened in its expression

Sudder Khan induced b^ this and other similar stones,

vhich the passengers had told of their own consequence,

determined to frighten them into the pa)ment of a large

sum of mone) Accordingl) next morning (the 13th) he

sent a large parta of seapo^s to the Danish Factor}, who
pcrcmptonlv demanded them as the Nabob’s prisoners

Mr Passavant at first refused, but on their threatening to

fire into his house, was constrained to
}
icld to this outrageous

violation of the most sacred rights, and delivered his guests

to slaver}' God forbid that I should, generally speaking,

be capable of rejoicing in the miseries ofmy fellow creatures,

even vhere thc\ merit punishment, but I must own, (blame

me if \ou will) that for a short time I dtd feel satisfaction

in this stroke of retributive justice, in as far as regarded the

Tullohs, and Hare, for the vile conduct of these people,

and the malevolence of their dispositions, had steeled my
heart against them

It was certainly a curious sight to behold them, after all

their airs of superiority reduced to take up their residence

with us, whose situation, while singular, was the object of

their ridicule and contempt The scene was however now
changed, although they, like many others in the world,

were able to support their neighbour’s misfortunes with

stoical firmness, and even render them a source of amuse-

ment, each readily discovered when personally attacked by

a similar calamity, that close imprisonment is by no means

a proper subject on which to exercise wit, and that people

when in distress are not precisely in the humour for relish-

ing the pleasantry of others on their troubles Tulloh
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fortunately understood Moors, which is the general

language among the military throughout India;—by this

means he got his trunks on shore the day after the seizure,

and saved them from the violent storm, which came on next

morning, wherein every one imagined the ship must have

been wrecked How we wished to see her drive on shore!

especially when Sudder Khan the Governor who is Hyder’s

brother-in-law, was seen walking about in great perturba-

tion on the beach anxiously watching the vessel, praying to

Mahomet, and from time to time, casting up the sand

towards Heaven with earnest invocation and entreaties,

that she might be spared, as a present to the great Hyder;

very probably fearing that some blame might attach to

him in case she were lost

As It happened, however, all things went wrong for

us—The cabin and steerage where our trunks had been

placed were soon filled with water, and every thing, such as

books, wearing apparel, beds, with laces, buckles, rings &c
was either stolen or totally spoiled These latter I might

have saved, when we were brought on shore, but un-

fortunately the trunk, which contained my clothes, was

just without the cabin-door, and two of the wretches who

watched us sat on it, so that I could not remove an article

This disaster left us nothing except our lives to be anxious

about—why do I say anxious 1 since life itself on the terms

we held it, was hardly worth preserving The other

passenger’s baggage was injured but not like our’s, for

we, not being favorites, had been forced to keep our

packages at hand, during the voyage, as we had no one

to get them up when wanted, whereas the rest had theirs

stowed away in the hold and consequently little damage

befel them

Many ships perished in this terrible hurricane The

St Helena which left Mocha a week after us, met with it,

and suffered so much that she was forced to put into Cochin,
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(a Danish settlement in Latitude ro) with the loss of her

masts, and so greatly shattered besides, as to be compelled

to undergo a thorough repair—If this happened to a fine

new vessel, one of the best sailors in India, what must have

become of us, liad we continued five days longer at Sea?

—

badh found in all respects, and worse manned, not half

people enough to work the ship properly, even in good

weather, w’as not this another hairsbreadth escape think

)ou, though by a dreadful alternative? The ways of

providence arc inscrutable! But to revert to my main

subject,—glad shall I be wdien it is concluded, for I detest

matter of fact zvnfmg, almost as much as matter of fact

conversation —

)

ct this storj' must be told in my own way,

or not at all

When the gale ceased, the whole cargo was landed and

deposited in the Governor’s w^archouses, where he caused

the Gentlemen’s baggage to be opened, and like a child

pleased wnth gcw'gaw's, every article which struck the eye,

w'as instantly condemned as his booty Poor Hare’s trunks

were stuffed w'lth knickknacks like a Pedlar’s box judge

then what agonies he appeared in, when the fatal moment
of examination approached, lest they should become, as

might be expected, objects of desire to the Governor—
Not a single tooth pick case, knife, or knee-buckle was

produced, but what he declared had been received as a

pledge of friendship from different relations, parents,

brothers, sisters, male and female cousins, to the utmost

verge of propinquity, all put in their claims with success.

Tulloh serving as interpreter, until he was perfectly weary

of the office, ashamed of pleading such trifling causes, and

only deterred from throwing up his post, by the earnest

entreaties of Hare, who continued stamping, exclaiming

and fretting, as if his life depended on the issue At last

a small paper bundle fell into the searcher’s hands, he then

became outrageous “ For Heaven’s sake, cried he my
I
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dear friend, (almost breathless with apprehension) Oh for

Heaven’s sake endeavour to preserve thts parcel for me;
should It be taken I am an u7tdone mati, for I shall never be

able to replace the contents; let them take my clothes, my
Law books, every thing, except my music books—all that

I can yield without a sigh.” Tulloh imagining that the

contents must be of immense value to him from his extreme

agitation, earnestly interceded for the parcel, but obtained

it with great difficulty, as curiosity and avarice were

awakened by perceiving the convulsive eagerness with

which the owner petitioned for it—The former was soon

gratified and the latter consoled
;

for Hare tearing open the

parcel discovered to the astonished spectators neither more,

nor less, than an exquisite assortment of Venetian fiddle

STRINGS 11 But, ah! dire mischance 1 the remorseless

waves, (which are neither respectors of persons or things)

had pervaded this invaluable treasure and rendered it

wholly useless; and to complete his misery the next thing

that presented itself to the sad owner’s eyes, was a most

expensive and finely toned Tenor violtn, purchased at Venice,

and for which the precious strings were intended,—broken

all to pieces • I leave you to form any ideas you may think

proper on the subject of that extravagant sorrow, such a

character was likely to exhibit—and pass on to matters

more interesting

The general introductory letter which, as you may

recollect, Mr Franco gave us at Leghorn, had remained

in Mr F—’s pocket book from that time, ’till we reached

Calicut We had been told that Isaac, the Jewish merchant,

who agreed to freight the Nathalia, and received ^'joo as

earnest on that account, was immensely rich, and had great

credit with Government, of which he held several large

contracts for building ships &c besides being a great

favourite with Sudder Khan. Every one also, even Ayres,

spoke highly of his general character. But our introduction
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to Mr. Baldwnn had been productive of, or at least connected

with so man) misfortunes, that my confidence was lost, and

I dreaded making further applications, lest similar events

should ensue This vas ver) foolish reasoning you will •

say, and I am ready to acknowledge it, the only excuse to be

made is, that my mind was weakened b) calamity. How-
ever after Tulloh and the rest of these people joined us, our

situation became, if possible, still more distressing and we
aiiMousl) sought ever}’ practicable mode of relief. Mr.

F— therefore petitioned the Governor for leave to go out

under a guard, w’hich being granted, he immediately

delivered his letter to Isaac, who seemed highly gratified at

hearing from Mr Franco whom he had personally known

.at Constantinople, when the) were both young men, above

st\tv lears ago for Isaac is also considerably turned of

eight), and like him, enjO)S full possession of his faculties,

both bodil) and mental, being equally remarkable for tem-

perance and sobriet) Mr. F— could not speak to our

strangel) acquired friend except by an interpreter, so that

no confidential conversation could take place He was

apparcntl) touched wath pit) for our sufferings, especially

on hearing how much I was afflicted with illness My
spirits were raised by the account my husband gave of his

visit, and soon after his favourable report was confirmed,

by my receiving a present brought to the Factory, by a

servant, belonging to the benevolent Jew, and which in our

situation was truly valuable, consisting of a catty of fine tea,

a tea-pot, and a tea-kettle Although these things were

expressly sent to me, yet Mrs Tulloh and her party seized

the last mentioned article, and forcibly kept it, so that I was

forced to make my tea, by boiling it in my tea-pot Ah my
dear sister, I was at this time ill enough to be laid up on a

sick bed, and carefully nursed, yet was I thankful for such

food as I should once have loathed, and I still continued

to lie on my rattan couch, without a pillow or any covering
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except my clothesj and surrounded by 'oeonle Trnom. my
very neart sickened to bebold.

I Triil here by ~ay of relaxation transcribe a fe~ oassages

from my Journal, as nothing hapnened for some time

TTorthy of a narticuiar recital; reserving to myself homever,

the option of resuming the narrati'^e style. Tthenever I shaii

deem it necessary.

Tjjh i\o~.emhsr. 1779.

i^Ir. Fay vras sent for. this morning, to the Governor,

Ttho asked him vrhat he Tranted? he renlied. lAhertj '.—there

mas no observation made on this ansrrer. nor can me con-

ceive vrhat Sudder Khan can mean by the detention of so

many persons, vrho ne“er bore arms Th^
Tulloh 30 rupees for our support. All me are able to

procure is tough, lean, old beef, goat’s Sesh, and a not

unpleasant rice cake, but too smeet to be palatable mith

meat; me preserve either mith diSculty from our perpetual

visitors the croms. having no cup-board or place to put our

victuals in.—Of all existing creatures croms are surely the

most voracious, and the most Dersm'ering—I have seen

one mith his eye hxed for a full half hour on a person, and

the instant that person’s eye mas a"erted, pounce on the

bread, or vrhatever had been prepared and bear amav the
^ L. J

prize. Zviem.—^Ayres is remarkably like tnese croms, he

has exactly their tkie'Ji:?. expression of countenance, and

the form of his head resembles their’s.

1 i^C'ieTT.ker, 1779.

The Gentlemen maited ail day at the Governor’s house,

being promised their baggage, but he thought proper to

disappoint them—^recei"ed lo rupees suosistence money.

i^:h 2'kc,z ember.

A most impudent message hrou^r^t from the Governor,

reauirins: all tne sentlemen to enter into the Nabob’s
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service; which they unanimously refused, with every mark

of contempt, and were in consequence ordered to be more

closely confined—One of Mr Fay’s trunks brought on

shore containing wearing apparel, and law books, probably

much damaged, yet certainly valuable to him, as he has none

remaining. Made application for it but without success

Tulloh received 20 rupees

'loth November

Received notice to prepare immediately to set off for

Scringapatam, a large City about three hundred miles dis-

tant, where Hyder Ally usually resides—How can I support

this journey over the mountains 1—Mr F— is about

drawing up a petition, representing the bad state of my
health, and entreating permission for me to proceed to

Cochin We hope to prevail on Isaac to present it

list November

Discover tliat the journey to Seringapatam was merely

a vile plot of the Governor’s to put us off our guard, and

thereby gam possession of what property had hitherto been

concealed, thank God this feint miscarried A letter

reached us from Mr O’Donnell, stating the arrival of the

St Helena at Cochin He laments our misfortune and

promises to take such methods as shall compel the Nabob
to do us speedy and effectual justice Heaven speed his

endeavours, this life is horrible

iind November.

The gentlemen waited five hours at the Governor’s for

their effects, but returned without them He takes evident

satisfaction in seeing them like slaves attendant on his nod

—Five ships supposed to be English passed in front of

our prison. How peculiarly distressing did I feel this

sight!
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November^ i779*

Mrs Tulloh being taken ill of a fever, application vras

made to the Governor for medianes; but this happening

to be a high festival, he, like the Phansees in Scripture,

refused to profane it bj doing good—Should the voman die

in the interim what cares he?

imJi Noveynher^ 1779

This morning got some medicmes from the ship’s chest

—^many flying reports of hostilities having actually com-

menced between Hyder Ally, and the English—should this

really prove true, our fate will be sealed for life. Little did

I think when pleading the cause of the Chevalier de St

Lubin at Mocha, that he had been raising a storm whose

effects would so matenally involve us Mem—The lady

is well again.

d^th November, 1779.

It IS now certain that the Nayhirs “ have laid siege to

Tellicherry; a settlement of our’s about a degree to the

northward, seven nules nearer lies Mahey which the

French held, ’till we took it from them in March last; but

not finding it worth keeping, have since evacuated it, after

dismantling the fortifications

l^th November, 1779.

Sudder Khan is about to march a thousand troops into

Mahey, under pretence of resuming it in the Nabob’s name,

but every one guesses this to be merely a feint to cover his

real intentions of pnvately assisting the Nayhirs;—should

they succeed in their attack, Hyder will then throw off the

mask and declare war, but if the English conquer, he will

disavow the whole affair.
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30//; November.

I ln\c nou a lamentable tale to relate We were this

morning hurried away at a moments warning to the fort,

crouded together in a horrid dark place scarcely twenty

feet square, swarming with rats, and almost suffocating for

want of air. Mr and Mrs. Tulloh secured a small room

to themselves, but my husband and I, were obliged to

pass the night among our companions in miser)"—rats

continualh gnawing the feet of my couch, whose perpetual

squeaking would have prevented sleep, had our harrassing

reflections permitted us to court its approach

\st Deeembe)

,

Luckib disco\ ered a trap-door, which led to some rooms,

or rather lofts, w'herc no human foot had trod for many
ihitny )ears These had been the store rooms of Angria

the Pirate,-' and the) certainly contain “ a remnant of all

things ”—Broken chairs—tables—looking-glasses—books,

ca'en a spinnetwas among, the articles, but beyond all repair,

and vast quantities of broken bottles, which had been filled

with liquors of all kinds but the rats in their gambols had

made havoc among them. I remember when I should

have shuddered at the thoughts of sleeping in such a

w'retched place, but now privacy gave it irresistible charms,

so having with difficulty obtained leave to occupy it, we

exerted ever)" nerve to get a spot cleared out before dark,

for my couch, likewise so to arrange some bolts of canvas

which were among the spoils, as to form a sort of mattress

for Mr F— ,
here we lay down, comparatively happy in

the hope of enjoying a tolerable nights rest, my husband

being provided with a long pole to keep off the rats, but

surely never were poor mortals so completely disappointed

and for my own part I may add, terrified—No sooner was

the light extinguished, than we heard a fluttenng noise.
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attended at intervals with squeaking—by degrees it ap-

proached the ieds.^ and we felt that several creatures were

hovenng over us, but of what descnption we were totally

Ignorant—sometimes their wings swept our faces, seeming

to fly heavily—then again they would remove farther ofi^,

but still continued squeaking.—Good God! what horrors

I felt Mr. F— protested that whole legions of evil spints

had taken possession of our apartment, and were determined

to expel the intruders. The rats also acted their part in

the Comedy, every now and then jumping towards the

beds, as we could hear, however Mr F— on these occasions

laid about him stoudy with his pole, and thus kept them at

bay, but our winged adversanes were not so easily foiled,

—

they persisted in their assaults ’till day-break, when what

should we find had caused all this disturbance, but a parcel

of poor harmless bats! whose “ anaent solitary reign we

had molested ” To any one accustomed to see or hear

these creatures our terror must appear ridiculous, but to

me who had never chanced to meet with any such, the

idea never occurred, nor did even Mr. Fay suggest any

probable or natural cause of alarm. We cannot help laugh-

ing very heartily at it ourselves now, and you are at full

liberty to do the same.

'id December

Ayres called to tell us that two ships of the line, and

a fngate had just passed towards Telhcherry—^We shall

soon hear news from thence. Oh! that it may change our

hard destiny!—The Governor marched at the head of his

troops towards Telhcherry

loth December

Application was made this morning to the Lieutenant

Governor by Mr. Isaac, who I am now convinced is our

true friend, representing that this air disagreeing with me
I requested permission to remove to Cochin, and that my
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t'n nccnuiu of nn extreme ill henith, might

uui!r]'-.n\ me He gromreJ to coii<;iilt Smldcr Khan
ttgoji It 1 he Huellivi ir or (t<i\crjinr of the hurt, spent

0 .'r tin.c uith thf mornint:,— he is n fine old nnn,

Aitli a lonf rci\ bcirvi, and Ins ahogctlier a mo* t interesting

ppnni.i e —and iicrc I nn\ is u ell pi\ c a • hurt description

t'i thn t>l ’cr

Calunt then, r sumted on the toast of Malabar in 11°

noriii litittuVand ac evt loncitude -• It w n formcrh a

.r-a CO nu erable t<'\'.n rtoaerncil b\ a Zamorin, v ho .also

brlu tj.c •’dioining tountra . but has bttn •omc )cars in the

ro> r '-mn of Ihtrr \11\. of whom attii must haac heard

01 fvc'’s)on o| Im aair aaith the Lnghsh in 1770. I hc\

aaouK cr-tunl. hue put in emi to the reign of this Usurper,

liHl he not ti lo.ereU a r cz/u of infiuencing the principal

t'c*^ f<ns Hi roaaer. in ton'-c(]Ucncc of aahich he obtained a

pr-'ce, muth mo-c hoiunirabic ami aiia intaceoiis to himself

than to thft e a' ho nruitt«.i it Ilaaing icquirtd bi his

mmu \uu intrej'u'tta eaera thing tint ht cnioas, he makes

his n’lne both feared uul nspccted, so that noboda chooses

to qu irrel aaith him 1 hue indeed he iral a comparison

dr'‘aaii belaaeeii liim and tlu King of Prussia, though I

think much to the disadaantagc of the latter, ns supposing

their i ...

7

abilities to be equal,—the great Frederick

ought :>fi?’rrl‘ to surpass a man aaho can neither aante nor

read, aaluch is the case aaith Ipder '1 he laaaful Prince

of tile countra of aahich he lus usurped the Goa’ernment is

held ba him in ictual confinement, though aaith every out-

aaard sheaa of respect, ba aahich means he preaents the

people from rising, lest their legitimate soa'crcigii should

fall a sacrifice to lus resentment

T he fort must haa-e been formerly a strong place, but

IS noaa in a dilapidated state—the aaalls are a'ery' thick, and

thc) mount guard rcgularlj , aahich avas one inducement

for sending us here, as A) res told the Goa^ernor it aa^as
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not worth while to keep a hundred seapoys watching us,

when they were wanted elsewhere and that the fort was

quite good enough for us to live in,—these arguments

prevailed and here we were sent When I first arnved I

was so extremely ill, as to be scarcely sensible of what passed

for some hours
, but I remember Hare burst into a violent

flood of tears, declaring that we were all doomed to death

by our removal to this wretched spot, which being com-

pletely surrounded by stagnant water, could not fail to

produce some of those disorders so fatal to Europeans We
have not however hitherto expenenced any complaint The
loft we sleep in is indeed disgusting beyond belief, and the

Quelladar, I suppose at the suggestion of Ayres, has ordered

the easier of the two ways of entrance, that discovered by

Mr F— to be blocked up
;

so that there is no way left but

by means of a ladder placed almost in a perpendicular

direction —there is a rope by which to hold, or it would

be impossible for any person to descend, but even with this

assistance, I have great difficulty to reach the bottom

11th December^ 1779*

Peremptonly ordered to make ready for a journey to

Senngapatnam By the Governor’s desire delivered an In-

ventory of our losses he promises full restitution, but has

given no answer to my request. I am full of solicitude on

this subject; but would submit to any thing rather than

remain in this wretched place

I'lth December, 1779

Mr. F— waited twice on the Lieut. Governor but

without effect What can he mean by thus trifling with us?

is it merely a wanton exercise of power, or intended to hide

some dark design? these perpetual surmises distract me
Mem Tulloh received 144 rupees to pay all our debts

but took especial care not to let us have a single rupee,
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urrtchc' uc \rr ci<;i Ttnoiip! m\ \cr\ ‘nul rr^cs at

them

13//, ])r(cvil cr^ 1779

Mr r— w T 'rnt Itir In tlic (to\rrn<)r, nho told him,

th't nr I'oth hue prrmi' > 1011 to jui to Couhin nlicn-

c\c' nr ;hoiit:ht jT(’prr, tint hr notild turni‘-h i hoit aiul

|M\ r\rr\ inLU’riKil r\prn’ r, hr'idr^ mnhmc rntirc ->iti'-

l'’it.oii tor (ii'int r- ‘irtniiird,—Can all tin*' uood nena lie

tnir* Hon ^ii'.pii uni'- I pron' n)nt a chanpr from hring

1 . rd.ii]( II'— \ rt n hrrr ! thr noiuirr afirr bring • o frcqiicnth

deem ru '

I 1779

Preparation^ are f'oing on brndd} all da^ nith our

fellow ]>a' • rni:rra, n ho are ca^cr for their departure, a*; well

thc\ ina\ r,\rn thine nhich na*^ taken from them on

' horr, ha-, been thr dai rr'torcil, but tho'.c left in the -^lup

are irrrto\ rrablr, of coufr nc btnrfit nothing by this

rr'titution—Mr P— tould not obtain our jiromised licence

to-tiai
—

'I iir'c uela\', neiizh down nn spirit'', and increase

all ma com]d iint' 1 ha\c stdl much jaain in nn breast,

Oh that I fear, mil proae i fital blow—

1

shall ln\e a great

lo^s m Mr 'I'nlor

15// Deccvihct, 1779

he Goaernor still aa'ithholding our licence under pre-

tence of business, 1 idaised Mr F— to insist on being

minc(iuticl< dispatched, or in case of refusal, b) all means

to declare himself read) to accompany the others, for I

saaa clcarl) that should they once leaa'e us, it must then be

eiitireh at this felloaa’s option, aahether aae avent all or not,

and aaho aaould not rather run the risk of even dytug of

fatigue on the journey, than havaid remaining at the mercy

of such avretchesi I dread, lest this should be part of the

old plan of avhich 1 have since never heard, and had almost
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forgotten it. It is much easier to practise against tnro

individuals than a whole company.

1 6tk December.

The Doolies (a kind of shabby Palanqum in which a

person sits upright and is carried between two men) arrived

this morning about ten. The gentlemen went to take leave,

when TuUoh earnestly represented our case, to which the

Governor rephed, that he could not possibly attend to other

matters till they were gone, but pledged his word that

nothing should arise on his part to detain us a single hour

afterwards; every one agreed with me how dangerous it

was to trust such fallacious promises On my knees I

intreated rv'Ir. F— to pursue the method I had before

pointed out, but my advice was despised At nine in the

evening the party commenced their journey, having first

stripped the place of pro^nsions and every thing else, which

having been bought out of the general purse we had an

undoubted right to share. They even took my tea kettle,

but luckily the man who had it in charge forgot it amidst

the hurry of departure, by which means I recovered it. My
heart sunk within me at seeing them quit the fort, not from

motives of personal esteem or regret you may suppose, for

it was impossible to grieve for the loss of some of the

company; we parted with as much indifference as absolute

strangers; after a fellowship in misfortune suficient to have

united almost any other society more closely than an inter-

course of years under common circumstances. I went to

bed, but in spite of every endeavour to calm the agitation

ofmy mind, passed a sleepless night.

I "fth December.

Rose in extreme anxietv which was far from being

diminished by a message from the Governor, ordering iNlr.

F— not to attend him ’till the e\’ening; accordingly at four
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o’clock he sat out, and as I felt extremely ill, the certain

consequence of fretting and want of rest, I lay down and

had just sunk into a doze, when my poor husband flew into

the room like a madman, uttering a thousand extravagant

expressions Starting up in new and indescribable terror,

and wringing my hands, I begged only to know what had

happened “ Happened! ” cried he " wh) we arc betrayed,

ruined, utterly undone, you must leave this place instantly,

or you may be made a prisoner here for ever ” Where arc

we to go^ I very naturally asked 1 I heard not the answer,

my head swam, and I dropped on the floor completely over-

powered—Whatever happened at that fearful moment I

forget and endeavour to banish from my mind, as the effect

of insanity—How he accomplished it I know not, but Mr
F— actually carried me in his arms down that almost per-

pendicular ladder which I have described and placed me
on a kind of bier I was in this manner conveyed to my
former habitation—I opened my eyes and became for a few

moments sensible of the motion, but soon fainted again,

and did not recover ’till I found myself once more entering

the English Factor)' as a prisoner

I now inquired, what was the cause of this change in

our abode* and learnt that Mr F— being refused leave to

depart, had became so exasperated as wholly to lose all self-

command, and rushing up to the musnud (throne) of the

Lieutenant Governor had actually seized him, peremptorily

insisting on the immediate fulfilment of his promise Such

conduct might have been expected to bring down instant

destruction, but fortunately every one present was per-

suaded that grief and vexation had literally turned his brain

,

and they are not only much terrified at every species of

madness, but from their religious prejudices, regard the

sufferers under these complaints with a superstitious awe
Swayed by these mingled emotions the wicked Governor

condescended to temporize with my husband, acknowledg-
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ing that he had no power to release us without the Nabob’s

order which in consideration of my ill health he would

endeavour to procure, and to pacify him further, he per-

mitted our return to this place, where we are certainly in

every respect more comfortably situated But these con-

cessions went little towards allaying that fever of passion,

which his continual and cruel delays had excited thence

arose the alarm I experienced and which for a tune so

materially affected my health.

i^th December^ 1779

Received five rupees subsistence money which we were

informed were the last we should ever have I cannot

conceive what they mean to do with us or what wdl be our

fate at last.

'list December, 1779.

The Governor sent for Mr. F— to offer hun a com-

imssion in the Nabob’s service and on his absolute refusal,

swore that he might subsist how he could, that his masters

money should no longer be lavished on idlers, then in a rage

ordered palanqmns. “ you shall go to Senngapatam ” said

he “ they will soon teach you better manners there ” Mr.

F— joyfully acquiesced in this mandate,—^we provided

necessanes for our journey which was fixed for the 24th,

but the other knew better than to keep his word, so this

like all our former views, and expectations of liberty ends

in smoke, shall I say.?

16th December, 1779.

A very melancholy Christmas-day passed yesterday.

My dear friends litde imagined they were drinking the

health of a poor prisoner, (for I know you did not forget

us) neither were we forgotten here, if empty compliments

can be styled remembrance All the Europeans and several
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of the natives attended our Levde But alasl what relief

can mere ceremonious visits afford to misfortune 1 say rather

that aided b) recollection^ such shadowy comforts add keen-

ness to afflictions sting I feel my mind insensibly raised

whenever I attempt to expatiate on any subject which tends

to revive the ideas of our separation Even now I tread

forbidden ground, for your sakes as well as my own, let

me hasten to escape by skipping over this dangerous season

of Christmas. I therefore pass on.

\oth January^ 1780

The little money saved was nearly expended, and we
must soon have been reduced to our last mite had not

providence sent us relief from a quarter little dreamed of

Mr F— wrote about a week ago to Mr Church, Governor

of Tellicherr}’’ inclosing a memonal of our case, which he

requested might be translated into the language of the

country and proper methods used for its safe delivery to

Hyder Ally himself This morning brought in reply, a

most generous humane letter from Mr Church, which,

after acknowledging himself honoured by our application,

and promising his utmost concurrence in every measure

we may think necessan^, concludes thus “ my heart bleeds

for your distresses, and those of Mrs F— she in particular

must have suffered greatly I have taken the liberty to

accompany this letter by an order for two hundred rupees

to serve present occasions Any sum you may in future

require a line to me shall always command it, as I know
the difficulty of procunng remittances where you are

Englishmen ought to feel for each other, we are not without

our share of troubles here, and I verily believe Hyder is at

the bottom of all ” Now pray does not this letter deserve

more than I have said of it! just thus would my dear father

have treated a distressed countryman—Methinks I see his

benevolent heart venting itself m tears of sympathy at the
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recital. Precious tears! •why am I not permitted to mmgle
mine "with them 1 for they •will flow in spite ofmy endeavours

to restrain their course.

nth Jamiary.

Having now money to bribe with, we began to think

of attempting an escape; for besides the silence observed

on the fate of our companions, though near a month has

elapsed since their departure, we live in continual dread of

being forced up the country and perhaps massacred there.

Every one who leaves this place must first obtam permission

from the Governor, but as these passes only mention gener-

ally so many feofle and are granted indiscriminately to

whoever applies for them, pro'vided they be not suspected

persons, one may easily be procured under feigned pretences

(it IS a matter frequently done ) A Fnar belonging to the

Portuguese convent, usually manages these affairs when

properly instructed. This mformation we have from a

Native Portuguese named Pereira, an officer m Hyder’s

service, with whom Mr. F— commenced an intimacy while

we were in the Fort, and who is now quartered here at his

speaal request. Tho’ I must confess I cannot like this

man, yet am I obliged to trust him The visits we receive

from Ayres are terrible trials to one who loathes dissimula-

tion as I do. This wretch has once or twice mentioned a

cow that annoyed him by entering the little garden, or

paddock, m which it appears his house is placed; this

morning he entered the factory •with his scymitar m his

hand unsheathed, and bloody, and with an expression of

diabolical joy informed me that he had just caught the animal

entenng and being armed had completely chined her. You
cannot imagine said he, how s'weetly the sword did the

business; my very heart shuddered with horror and in-

dignation, yet I dared not give vent to those feelings I

doubt not he would murder me •with as much pleasure as
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he killed the cow with, and have no reason to suppose he

would be punished for the act.

I'lth January^ 1780

Some quarrel unknown to me has certainly taken place

between Pereira and Mr. F— the looks of the former

alarm me, his dark scowling eye is frequently directed

towards him, with an expression of dreadful import, yet

he appears desirous of forwarding our escape—He has

introduced us to father Ricardo, who engages to provide

us all things for our departure to Cochin.

13//1 January, 1780

The priest breakfasted with us, and promised to set

about the business without loss of time, he is to receive

twenty rupees, on our setting off from hence, and twenty

more on our arrival at Cochin or Tellichery, through the

medium of Isaac, on whom the order from Mr Church was

drawn, by which means we received it without suspicion.

14//; January, 1780

A Licence or Passport is procured for us as two French-

men going to Mahey. We have paid twenty rupees boat-

hire to a smuggler, these are commonly very courageous

men, which is some comfort to me under Mr F—’s

protection and his, I will endeavour to think myself secure

His house is admirably situated for our purpose, close by

the sea side, this is to be our place of rendezvous. The
precise time is not yet fixed upon’ the intervening hours

how anxiously will they pass 1

\^th January, 1780

The boatman called to desire we would be at his house

at SIX this evening,—gave him our little baggage (we had
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been obliged to purchase many necessaries) and four rupees

to buy provisions. When it grew dark, Mr. F— put on

a sailor’s dress and I equipped myself in a nankeen jacket

—

a pair of long striped trowsers—a man’s night cap, and over

that a mighty smart hat,—with a pair of Mr F—’s shoes

tied on my feet, and a stick in my hand. In this dress

Mr. F— declared that I was the very image of my dear

father, which highly gratified me I had tied the clothes

we took off, in a handkerchief, with that in one hand and

brandishing my stick in the other, I boldly sallied forth,

—

taking care, however, to secure a retreat in case of accidents,

a most fortunate precaution as the event proved.—Father

Ricardo met us at the smuggler’s according to appointment

and we paid him twenty rupees, and gave him security for

the other twenty, when this was settled, nothing remained

as we supposed, but to step into the boat,—when behold!

news was brought that the sailors had made their escape

no one knew whither! after waiting two hours in that

dangerous situation to see if they would return, and raving

in all the folly of angry disappointment against those who
had misled me, we made a virtue of necessity and trudged

back to our prison, where we luckily effected an entrance

without exciting suspicion

i-fth January^ 1780.

Had all arranged for our escape last night but so many

people were about us, that we dared not make the attempt.

19/i^ January^ 1780.

Father Ricardo has once more arranged all things for

to-night,—we must give more money, but that is no

object Once free and we shall doubtless find means of

proceeding on our j'ourney.
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^th February^ 1780

Every day has this wicked priest contrived some

scheme, to amuse us with false hopes of escaping; every

mght have we lain down in the full persuasion that it was the

last we should pass in confinement, and as constantly have

we awoke to meet bitter disappointments—This continued

alternation of hope and fear preys on my spirits and pre-

vents me from gaining strength, but yesterday I received

a serious shock from the behaviour of Pereira, and which

excited more alarm than almost any circumstance that has

occurred to me—I had long marked his hatred to Mr
F— and dreaded his revenge—I was setting at work when
he entered the room—naked from the middle—-just as Mr.
F— was going into the next room His strange appear-

ance and the quick step with which he followed my husband

caught my attention, and I perceived that he held a short

dagger close under his arm, nearly all concealed by his

handkerchief and the exigency of the moment gave me
courage—I sprung between him and the door through

which Mr F— had just passed, drawing it close and secur-

ing It to prevent his return, and then gently expostulated

with P— on the oddness of his conduct and appearance,

he slunk away, and I hope, will never trouble us again,

especially as he has adopted another mode of revenge

which may perhaps be equally effectual, though more slow

in Its operation He went to Ayres and informed him that

we had endeavoured to escape, mentioning every particular

of our scheme, and, as far as I can learn, telling the whole

truth, but fortunately naming a different evening from the

one on which our unsuccessful attempt really was made on

which Ayres exclaimed, “ well Pereira you have made up a

very fine story, but without a word of truth, for on the

very night you mention, F— was setting with me over a

bottle of wine. I’ll take my oath of that for it was my birth
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night ” this was true likewise, so we were saved for that

time; but as Ayres knows that escape is in our heads he

will, I fear, guard us with redoubled vigilance, and so far

Pereira’s design has taken effect

6th February^ 1780

Mr. F— has completely detected the pious father

Ricardo, and his worthy colleague the smuggler, and sorely

against their will compelled them to refund his money all

to about twenty three rupees, which they pretend has been

disbursed We now discovered, that although our offers

might tempt their avance and lead them to deceive us, yet

they dared not persevere in assisting our escape, as the

consequence of detection would to them be inevitable death

10th February^ 1780

At leng^ I begin to chensh hopes of our speedy

release, as Sudder Klhan returned last night from Seringa-

patnam; but is encamped without the Town, waiting for a

lucky day, till when he dares not enter his own house—So

how long we may still be detained. Heaven knows—Mr.

F— and our fnend Isaac propose paying him a visit

to-morrow.

i^ih February^ 1780

They went out on Friday and again to-day, but have

not yet been able to obtain an audience, and thus we may

perhaps be led on a fortnight longer, by his ridiculous

superstitions Mr Isaac, however, assures my husband,

that from all he can learn it is really intended to release us,

which makes me comparatively easy; yet it is impossible

not to feel severely this delay, at such a cntical period; for

should Hyder commence hostilities against the English,

whilst we remain in his power, not all Isaac’s influence will

be sufficient to extncate us from it, our doom must be

sealed for life
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14//; February.

Our indefatigable advocate walked out with Mr F—(I

should have mentioned that the distance is about three

miles) but they were again disappointed, Sudder Khan being

still closely shut up at his devotions, which are to continue

two days longer at least—How very distressing to be kept

in this horrible suspense 1 But our friend still comforts us

with the assurance, that all will be well—He really behaves

to me like a father, and as I have now acquired some know-

ledge of Portuguese, we are enabled to converse tolerably

well I do not recollect having desenbed his person, and

will therefore endeavour to give you some, though a very

inadequate idea of it

Isaac tlien is a fine venerable old man, about eighty-

five with a long white beard, his complexion by no

means dark, and his countenance benign yet majestic, I

could look at him, till I almost fancied that he resembled

exactly the Patnarch whose name he bears, were it not for

his eye, which is still bnlliant His family I find according

to ancient custom in the East, consists of two wives, to

whom I am to have an introduction

15//; February.

Saw a letter to-day from Mr. Tulloh, to Mr Passavant

the Danish Factor, dated 19th January, which mentions,

that they were fifteen days on their journey to Senngapatam

and twelve more confined in a shed, half starved to death,

as no one was permitted to assist them except with the

coarsest food in small quantities, at length the Nabob
granted them an audience, when having listened to their

complaint, he sent for Sudder Khan, to answer the charge
“ Three successive days ” says Tulloh “ we were all sent

for, and confronted with him, when Hyder commanded
him to make instant restitution, however, we have as yet

received nothing except that yesterday on taking leave his
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highness presented us with five hundred rupees for our

journey to Madras, besides ordering Palanquins, carriages

for our baggage, and every other convenience, likewise a

guard of a hundred seapoys to conduct us into the English

bounds I spoke to him for Mr. and Mrs. F— and

obtained an order for their release also Whether the ship

will be returned or not, God Knows, we are just going to

set off.” Thus far TuUoh Now the man who brought

this letter, saw them all go and remained at Senngapatam

ten days afterward, without hearing further; so I hope we

may conclude they are out of thetr troubles. Mrs Tulloh

has now seen enough poor woman to satisfy her taste for

adventures. From all I can learn, it would have been

utterly impossible for me to have supported the various

hardships of their journey, in my precanous state of health;

poor Mr Taylor how sincerely do I pity him.

I’-jlh February, 1780.

Mr. Isaac called by appointment about two o’clock and

took my husband with him, to wait once more on the

Governor. He seems to entertain no doubt of bringing

back the order for our release. I endeavour to be calm and

to rest with confidence on his assurance; but when I

contemplate the dreadful alternative, should he meet a

peremptory refusal, and recollect the deep machinations that

have been practised to keep us here, my heart recoils at the

idea. It IS now eight in the evening, every thing is packed

up and ready for our departure yet they return not Some
obstacle I fear must have been thrown in the way by that

vile Sudder Khan to prevent our liberation, and we are

destined to remain his wretched prisoners. How shall I

support the intelligence? Heaven inspire me with forti-

tude! I can neither wnte, nor attend to any thing!
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CocJiiN, x^tli Fchruary.^ 1780

'I'm AN K'^ hr to ProMclrncc tint 1 am at Icngtii permitted to

audrr‘-<; m\ Inlmcd friend*; from thi*' land of Iibert) towards

whicli nn \\rhc‘; Invc *;o long pointed. After wading

through nn mcHnchoh journal, )ou will be enabled in

•ome mea'iurc to form an idea of the joj that fills ni) breast

on contemplating the contrast between m^ present situation,

and that from which I ha\e so rccentl) escaped— I wall not

however indulge in reflections, but hasten to proceed with

mv narrative, which broke ofi at a most interesting period

in mv last letter, when I was ever) instant expecting the

news of our release

I was not relieved from suspense till near twclv'c on

Thursdav night, when the gentlemen returned bringing

with them the so anxiousl) desired passports for ourselves,

and such trifling articles as remained in our possession,

more than this I find the) could not obtain for us, though

absolute promises of restitution and remuneration had been

frequentl) held out This however seemed a slight evil

compared with what even one days detention might produce,

we therefore abandoned all thought of farther application

on the subject, and on Fuday i8th Februar)^, at 5 am.
joyfully quitted our detested prison, and repaired to the

house of our steady friend and benefactor Isaac, when we
found one of his own sloops prepared to convey us to

Cochin, with every' necessary' refreshment on board

Thus by the indefatigable exertions of this most excellent

J5»
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man, we are at last released from a situation of which it is

impossible for you to appreciate the horrors To him we

are indebted for the inestimable gift of liberty. No words

can I find adequate to the expression of my gratitude In

whatever part of the world and under whatev’^er circum-

stances my lot may be cast, whether we shall have the

happiness to reach in safety the place to which all our hopes

and wishes tend, or are doomed to experience agam the

anxieties and sufferings of captivity; whether I shall pass

the remainder of my days in the sunshme of prosperity, or

exposed to the chilling blasts of adversity; the name of

Isaac the Jew will ever be associated with the happiest

recollections of my life, and while my heart continues to

beat, and warm blood animates my mortal frame, no distance

of time or space can efface from my mind, the grateful

remembrance of what we owe to this most worthy of men.

\^ftien we were plundered and held m bondage by the

Mahometan robbers amongst whom we had fallen; when

there was no sympathizing finend to soothe us among our

Chnstian fellow captives, when there was no hand to help

us, and the last ray of hope gradually forsook the darkening

scene of our distress ; kmd Providence sent a good Samantan

to our relief in the person of this benevolent Jew, who

proved himself an Israelite indeed. Oh my dear sister!

how can I in the overflowing of a grateful heart do other-

wise than lament, that the name of this once distinguished

people should have become a term of reproach! Exiled

from the land promised to the seed of Abraham; scattered

over the face of the earth, yet adhenng with firmness to the

religion of their fathers, this race once the boasted favountes

of Heaven, are despised and rejected by every nation in

the world. The land that affords shelter, denies them

a participation in the rights of atizenship. Under such

circumstances of mortifying contempt, and invidious

segregation, it is no wonder that many of the children of
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it, in more respects than one; vre were entertained with

all the profusion that vrealth can command, and generosity

display. Though rehgious prejudices banished us from

their table, ours vrzs loaded vrith every delicacy,—all sen'ed

on massive plate; among many other articles of luxury

tvhich I had never seen before, vrere numbers of solid silver

Peekda7iees, vhich served the purpose of spittmg boxes

(excuse the term.) They stood at each end of the couches

in the prindpal room . some of them vrere nearly three feet

high, with broad bottoms; the middle of the tube twisted

and open at the top, with a wide mouth, for the convenience

of such as had occasion to expectorate These are not

what ’Lve should call delicate indulgences in England; but

in a country where smoking tobacco and chewing betel

are universally practised, they must be allowed to be

necessary ones.

You will judge what a change these apartments were to

me when contrasted, not with our pnson in the Fort of

Calicut, for our residence there was undoubtedly the acme

of wretchness, but even with the house in which I had so

long lived, without any furniture at all, save my unmattressed

couch, an old table and three broken chairs; and where

many a tune the poor Portuguese lad who served us, had

entered at the hour of dinner empty handed, exclaiming

that the dogs had carried off all that had been provided

My own face I never saw during the whole penod, there

not being so much as the fragment of a looking-glass to be

obtained

The younger wife of Isa^c attached herself to me in

such a manner as I never before expenenced, and really

appeared as if she could not bear to part with me, even when

I went with mv husband to see the town of Cochin, which

is truly a very pretty romantic place; but what was far

more to my satisfaction, we luckily found Mr. Moore there,

who proposed sailing the next day, and lundly offered us
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a passage on the St Helena, which you may be sure wc
gratefull} accepted On our way back wc were accosted

b) a Captain Richardson, whose ship is under repair here,

and ^Mll be ready in about si\ weeks. He shook hands

with us as country folks, and directly offered us both a

pass.agc to Bengal with ever}' accommodation in his house

during our stay here,—a most liberal proposal, was it

not^ and \%hich would have been very fortunate for us, had

wc missed the St Helena, in the present case his offer

was of course declined, but I shall ever recollect the kindness

\%hich dictated it, and trust opportunities will be afforded

to evince my gratitude.

On the 2 1 St, at 5 a m Mr F— left me with my new
friends, promising to return for me in half an hour, to the

great grief of the fair Jewess who was become so fond of

me—but alas I I waited hour after hour, and no husband

returned I was in the greatest anxiety and consternation

imaginable, dreading lest some new disaster had overtaken

us, and that our ill starred journey was again stopped short

in Its course—It is impossible for you to conceive what I

suffered during his absence and how my mind was harrassed

by various tormenting conjectures,—those only, who have

been subject to such cross accidents as I have so frequently

experienced, can judge of my feelings—At length about

noon he made his appearance, and very calmly began

unpacking the chest as if to replace the things at his leisure

—I asked of course what had occurred and if Mr Moore
had changed his intention? “ Why, answered he, Moore
and all the rest are gone on board, but somehow I dont

think he will sail to-day for all that ” This reply almost

bereft me of my senses, knowing the consequence of being

left behind would be a journey by land to Madras, (for he

would never have had patience to wait till Captain Richard-

son’s ship was ready) the expense of which alone must

amount to eight or nine hundred rupees, not to mention the
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intolerable fatigue of travelling in this Country. Aware

that if I did not exert myself all was lost, I took a hasty leave

of our kind friends, and we immediately proceeded to

Cochm with our litde baggage, and sent out for a boat, but

by this time the afternoon breeze had set w and the sea ran

so high, that none would venture over the Bar; at last a man
agreed to provide a large boat and take us off for sixteen

rupees. When we came to the water side, what should this

mighty boat prove, but a narrow Canoe with paddles,

scarcely big enough to contam us and our four rowers I

hesitated—the people ran round me on all sides, intreating

me not to venture, and assunng us both by words and

gestures that the danger was imminent. Captain Richard-

son who was among them declared that, it would be next

to a miracle if we escaped: indeed every moment evidently

increased the risk; but Mr. F— now seeing the error of his

delay, swore to run all hazards, rather than stop any longer

at Cochin: a common practice with most people who have

brought themselves into difficulties by their imprudence

and who seek to regain by obstinacy, what they have lost

through folly. Pity such cannot always suffer alone

Finding him positive I commended myself to the protection

of the Almighty and stepped in; all the spectators seeming

to look upon me as a se^ devoted victim: yet how was it

possible to avoid going! had I refused Mr. F— would

constantly have upbraided me with whatever ill consequence

might have resulted from the delay, and who could wish for

life on such terms! “No” thought I at the moment,
“ rather let me brave death in the line ofmy duty, than have

my future days embittered by reproach, however unmerited
”

As we proceeded the waves gradually rose higher, and began

to break over us: one man was continually employed in

baling out the water, though his only utensil was a bamboo,

which hardly held a quart. Never shall I forget what I

felt on looking round m this situation; every wave nsing
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many feet higher than the boat, and threatening to over-

whelm us with instant destruction. I sat at first with my
face to the stern, but afterwards moved to the front, and

when I saw a vavc coming, bowed my head to receive it.

Wc were a mile from the shore, and at least two from the

ship, was not this sufficient to appal the stoutest heart
1 yet

I can truly say that my mind was perfectly composed, con-

scious of the rectitude of my intentions,—I could look up

boldl} to Heaven for protection Mr F— will tell you

how frequently I begged him not to entertain the least

doubt of our safety “ We have never ” said I, “ been

conducted thus far by the hand of Providence to perish,

remember my dear parents, is not ihctr happiness involved

in our safety^ depend upon it wc shall be preserved to

become the humble instruments of rendering their declining

years happy ”

While I was speaking a tremendous wave broke over

us, and half filled the boat with water, on which, thinking it

would be presumptuous to proceed, wc ordered the men to

make for the nearest land, but this the wind would not

permit, so we were obliged to keep on, and had reached

within a mile of the ship, when she began to spread her sails,

and in a few minutes got under weigh with a fair wind—
Our people now wanted to quit the pursuit, as she gained

ground considerably, but wc kept them in good humour by

promising more money, and putting a white handkerchief

on a stick, waved it in the air After some time we had the

pleasure to see her tack about and lye to so in another half

hour we came up with her, having been three hours in

the condition I have described,—wet through and nearly

frightened to death, being every moment in the most

imminent danger To describe my joy is impossible or my
impatience to quit the boat, without waiting for the chair

to be lowered I scrambled on board, and had I not been

relieved by a violent burst of tears, must have fainted.
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Every one in the vessel blamed Mr. F— exceed-

ingly for running such a risk by his delay as the other

passengers who went on board in the morning, did not ex-

perience the slightest inconvenience. Mr. Moore luckily

came in the provision boat, which was six hours in getting

on board. This circumstance was the means of saving our

passage

When we reached Ceylon the wind became contrary,

which together with a strong current, kept us upwards of

three weeks beating off the Island, before we could weather

Point de Galle. This will account to you for my letter

being scarcely legible.—I am at this moment writing on

my knees in bed, and if I had not been contented with this

method all the way, I could not have written at all My
father well knows, a vessel has not a very agreeable motion,

when beating up in the winds eye

\th Aprils 1780.

At length thank Heaven! we are at anchor in Madras

Roads, having been six weeks making a passage that with

a fair wind we could almost have performed in as many days

Happily for me our society has been very different from the

last I was condemned to mix with on shipboard,—of those

Mr. Moore, and Mr. O’Donnell are of the most importance

to us, our acquaintance with them commenced in Egypt,

and as they were indeed (though innocently) the cause of

all we suffered there, a very agreeable fellow-feeling has

naturally taken place between us The latter is now
obliged to return to India to begin life again, (his losses on

the Desert having been followed by many unavoidable ex-

penses, as you will learn from my narrative), and seek a

competence under all the disadvantages that an injured

constitution added to a deep sense of disappointment and

inj’ustice, subject him to.—You may be sure we have had

many conversations concerning the sad story of the Desert,
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and the last moments of those who perished there—A boat

IS just come to take us on shore, so adieu for the present.

The Roads are verj full, there are eight ships of the line

and abo\e sixty other vessels, which form a magnificent

spectacle

Gth April, 1780.

I was excecdingl) alarmed jesterday by the surf We
got safe over it, but another boat upset just afterwards,

however, fortunately no lives w'cre lost—Sir Thomas
Rumbold is hourly expected to embark, which is all that

detains the fleet, so that perhaps I may not be able to write

ten lines more

—

6pm As far as I can judge I feel pleased with Madras,

and gratified by the reception I have hitherto met with. I

shall of course WTite to )ou again from thence, being likely

to remain here a week or two, at present I must close my
letter, but as a matter of curiosity shall just mention the

astonishing celerity of the Indian tailors—Yesterday even-

ing Mr Fay, not being overstocked with clothes to appear in,

ordered a complete suit of black silk, with waistcoat sleeves,

w'hich they brought home before nine this morning, very

neatly made though the whole must have been done by

candle-light

I cannot conclude without saying, that although I feel

rather weak, my health is improving, and that the pain I

suffer from the accident -which befel me at the Factory, is not

so violent as formerly—God grant I may s6on be relieved

from apprehension on that score

The Governor is gone on board—Captain Richardson

of the Ganges under whose especial charge this packet

(containing the whole of my narrative from Mocha) will

be placed, as I had no safe opportunity of forwarding

any letter from Calicut or Cochin, has sent for it The
perusal will cost you many tears but recollect that all is over.
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and my future communications will I trust, be of a very

different complexion May this reach you safely and meet

you all well and comfortable Adieu—God Almighty

preserve you prays your own,

E.F.



LETTER XIV.

Madras, i yh Afrtl

My dear Friends,

Agreeably to my promise I take up the pen to

give you some account of this settlement, which has proved

to me a pleasant resting-place after the many hardships and

distresses it has lately been my lot to encounter, and where

in the kind attentions and agreeable society of some of my
own sex, I have found nnself soothed and consoled for the

long want of that comfort, while my health has in general

reaped great advantages from the same source

There is something uncommonly striking and grand in

this town, and its whole appearance charms you from

novelty, as well as beauty Many of the houses and public

buildings are vcty extensive and elegant—they are covered

with a sort of shell-lime which takes a polish like marble,

and produces a wonderful effect—I could have fancied

myself transported into Italy, so magnificently are they

decorated, yet with the utmost taste People here say that

the chiaiam as it is called, loses its properties when trans-

ported to Bengal, where the dampness of the atmosphere,

prevents it from receiving that exquisite polish so much
admired by all who visit Madras This may very likely be

the case

The free exercise of all religions being allowed, the

different sects seem to vie with each other in ornamenting

their places of worship, which are m general well built, and

from their great variety, and novel forms afford much
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gratification, particularly when viewed from tlie country, as

the beautiful groups of trees intermingle their tall forms and

majestic foliage, with the white chunam and rising spires,

communicating such harmony softness and elegance to the

scene, as to be altogether delightful; and rather resembling

the images that float on the imagination after reading fairy

tales, or the Arabian nights entertainment, than any thing

in real life; in fact Madras ts what I conceived Grand

Cairo to be, before I was so unlucky as to be undeceived.

This idea is still further heightened by the intermixture of

inhabitants, by seeing Asiatic splendour, combined with

European taste exhibited around you on every side, under

the forms of flowing drapery, stately palanquins, elegant

carnages, innumerable servants, and all the pomp and cir-

cumstance of luxunous ease, and unbounded wealth It is

true this glittering surface is here, and there tinged with the

sombre hue that more or less colours every condition of life

,

—you behold Europeans, languishing under various com-

plaints which they call incidental to the climate, an assertion

It would ill become a stranger like myself to controvert,

but respecting which I am a little sceptical, because I see

very plainly that the same mode of living, would produce

the same effects, even “in the hardy regions of the North
”

You may likewise perceive that human nature has its faults

and follies every where, and that black rogues are to the full

as common as white ones, but in my opinion more impudent

On your arnval you are pestered with Dubashees, and

servants of all kinds who crouch to you as if they were

already your slaves, but who will cheat you in every possible

way, though in fact there is no living without one of the

former to manage your affairs as a kind of steward, and

you may deem yourself very fortunate if you procure one

in this land of pillagers, who will let nobody cheat you

but himself I wish these people would not vex one

by their tricks, for there is something in the mild counte-
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innct*; aiul pciitlc nnnncr'^ of the Hindoos that interests

me exccrdinnh

.

v~ »

\Vc arc at preent with Mr and Mrs, Poj)ham from

whom we !n\o received c\cr) possible cnilita'. He is a

brother lawyer, and a countr)man of mj Imsbands, and

s)ie IS a Inch woman, her spirits ha\c in some measure

restored mine to the stindard from which those amiable

pentlemcn, the lic\s of Fg\pt, .uid Siidder Khan with his

coadjutors A) res and nn worthy ship mates, had so cruelly

chased tlicm

\\ c ha\c made sc\ eril excursions in the neighbourhood

of Madras which is e\cry where delightful, the whole

\icinita being ornamented with gentlemen’s houses built in

a sjirwa st\]c of irchitccture, and covered with that beautiful

clninam As tlu; are almost surrounded h', trees, when

aou stc one of these superb dwellings incompisscd b} a

gro\e, .1 distant Mew of Madras with the sea and shipping,

so disposed as to form a perfect landsc.ipc, it is bejond

comjMnson the most charming picture 1 c\er beheld or

could ha\e imagined Wonder not at ni) enthusiasm, so

long shut up from cvcr\ pleasing object, it is natural that

ma feehnes should be powerfully excited aahen such arc

presented to me
Nothing IS more terrible at Madras than the surf avhich

as 1 hinted before, is not only alarming but dangerous

The) have here two kinds of boats to guard against this

great call, but )ct, notwithstanding every care, man) lives

arc lost One of these conveyances called the Massulah

boat, IS large, but remarkably light, and the planks of which

It IS constructed arc actually sewed together by the fibres

of the Cocoa-nut It is avcll calculated to stem the violence

of the surf but for greater safety it requires to be attended

by the other, called a Catamaran, which is merely composed

of bamboos fastened together and paddled by one man.

Two or three of these attend the Massulah boat, and 111 ease
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of Its being overset usually pick up the drowning passengers.

The dextenty with which they manage these things is

inconceivable,—but no dextenty can entirely ward off the

danger. The beach is remarkably fine.

The ladies here are very fashionable I assure you I found

several novelties in dress since I quitted England, which a

good deal surpnsed me, as I had no idea that fashions

travelled so fast. It is customary to take the air in carriages

every evening in the environs of Madras : for excursions in

the country these are commonly used, but in town they

have Palanquins carried by four bearers, which I prefer

They are often beautifully ornamented, and appear in char-

acter with the country, and with the languid air of those who

use them, which, though very different from any thing I

have been accustomed to admire in a woman as you well

know, yet is not unpleasing in a country the charms of

which are heightened by exhibiting a view of society entirely

new to me
Mr Popham is one of the most eccentric beings I ever

met with.—^Poor man he is a perpetual projector, a race

whose exertions have frequently benefitted society, but

seldom I believe been productive of much advantage to

themselves or their families He is at present laying plans

for building what is called the black town, to a great extent,

and confidently expects to realize an immense fortune, but

others foresee such difficulties in the way, that they fear he

may be ruined by the undertaking The pleasure he takes

in his visionary scheme should not be omitted in the account

as of some value, for it really seems to be an uncommon
source of enjoyment ^

The Black town is that part of Madras, which was .

formerly inhabited wholly by the natives, but of late many
Europeans have taken houses there, rents being consider-

ably lower than in Fort St George, which is a very strong

Garnson, built by the English, and where since have been
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constructed many fine houses, &c.—this is considered of

course a more fashionable place to reside in Between the

Black town and the Fort, lies Choultry Plain which being

covered entirely with a whitish sand, reflects such a dazzling

light, and intolerable heat, as to render it a terrible annoy-

ance espeaally to strangers. Mr. Fay has been exceedingly

pressed to take up his abode here, and really many sub-

stantial inducements have been held out to him, but as his

views have been all directed to Calcutta, where knowledge

and talents are most likely to meet encouragement he cannot

be persuaded to remain Besides, a capital objection is,

that no Supreme Court being as yet established he could

be only admitted to practise as an attorney, no advocates

being allowed in the Mayors Court so that his rank as

a Barnster would avail nothing here I most cordially

acquiesce in this determination But I must suspend my
scnbbling, Mr P— is waiting to take me to St Thomas’s

Mount

i^th April, 1780

I resume my pen, resolved to devote this day to my
dear friends, as it is likely to be the last I shall spend in

Madras I found St Thomas’ Mount a very beautiful

place. It IS a high hill of a conical form, crowned at the top

with white houses, and a Church built by the Portuguese in

memory of some St Thomas, who they say, was murdered

on this spot by a Brahmin—The road to this place is

delightful, being a complete avenue of the finest trees I

ever saw, whose intermingling branches are absolutely

impervious to the sun Not far from hence I was shewn

a prodigiously fine Banian tree, the singular nature of which

is, that Its branches bend down to the ground, take root

and thence spring out anew, thus forming innumerable

arches I call it a vegetable Cathedral, and could not help

fancying that Banian groves were formerly appropriated to
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There seems to be a strange inconsistency in the

character of the natives, they appear the most pusillani-

mou'; creature<^ in existence, except those employed on the

\\ Iter, V ho-^e activity and exertions arc inconceivable They
will encounter ever) danger for the sake of reward, with

all the eagerness of a\ance, and all the heroism of courage,

'=0 that if ^ou have occasion to send off a note to a ship, no

matter how high the surf ma) run, )ou wall always find

some one rcadi to convey it for you, and generally wathout

being damaged, as their turbans are curiously folded with

waxed cloth for that purpose, so off they skip to their

Catamarans,—for the prospect of gain renders them as

brisk as the most li\cl) Europeans

The Mindoos ha\e generall) their heads shaved but

the) preserve a single lock and a pair of small whiskers wath

the greatest care Their manner of writing is curious,

thu write with iron needles, on palm-leaves w'hich are

afterwards strung together and form books Bo)’’S are

taugnt to write on the sand, a very good plan as it saves

materials and a number can be instructed at the same time

For teaching arithmetic, great numbers of pebbles arc used,

so that ever) part of the apparatus is cheap

The natives of India are immoderately fond of an in-

toxicating liquor called which is the unfermented

juice of the Cocoa-nut or Palm)ra tree,—sugar and water

IS also a fa\ouritc bc\cragc Butter is very scarce and not

good; w'hat the) call G/iec is butter boiled or clarified, in

order to presence it, and is very useful for many purposes,

such as fr)’ing &c On the w'hole one may live very well

at Madras,—to me it appears a land of luxury as you may

suppose, when you recollect, how I had been accustomed

to fare We may think ourselves very well off in escaping

from the paws of that fell tyger Hyder Ally as we did, for

I am assured that the threat of sending us up the country

to be fed on dr)' rice, was not likely to be a vain one, it
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is thought that several of our countrymen are at this very

time sufFenng in that way if so, I heartily wish that the

War he has provoked, may go forward ’till those unhappy

beings are released and the usurping tyrant is effectually

humbled

Mr. O’Donnell has just called and desired me to

prepare for an early summons to-morrow. I have ever

found him friendly and attentive and must always deem

myself highly obliged to him, as he certainly had but too

much occasion to feel hurt by the behaviour of Mr Fay,

whose temper, you know, is not the most plaad in the world

He quarrelled with both him and Mr Moore during the

passage about the merest trifles (wherein too he was palpably

in the wrong) and challenged them both Judge what I

must have suffered during these altercations, vainly en-

deavouring to conciliate, and in agonies lest things should

proceed to extremities—On our arrival here, I prevailed

on Mr Popham to act as a mediator between the parties,

who at length, though with great difficulty, convinced Mr.
F— that he had been to blame, and induced hun to make

a proper apology to both gendemen. thus ended the affair

but I have reason to think, that had I not been with him,

he would not have been invited to proceed farther on the

ship; nor am I free from apprehension at present, yet Mr
O’D— has proved himself so true a friend and has so

materially sensed my husband, that I trust our short trip

from hence to Calcutta, will prove a pleasant one I

understand that several additional passengers are to join us,

which may operate as a check on fiery spirits.

1

8

M April.

Mr. & Mrs. P— have completed their hospitable

kindness by insisting that we should partake of an early

dinner (at one o’clock) after which we immediately proceed

on board; and heartily rejoiced shall I be, when once over
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the (trrific surf I lca\c Madras with some regret having

nut with much civilit) and even sympathy here I must

now bid }ou adieu, in ni) next I hope to announce that

nn long pilgrimage is ended I likewise shall expect to

find letters from }ou, waiting mj arrival at Calcutta My
anxiet) at times arises to impatience, lest any evil should

^

ha\e befallen )ou, during the long period in w'hich all

communication has been suspended bctw'cen us my heart

howexer 1 ct retains its power of conversing W'lth you

WheiKxcr 1 "^cc am thing new’ or entertaining I directly

imagine how you would have looked, and what you W'ould

ha\e said on the occasion, and thus cheat myself into a

pleasing dream of social intercourse W'lth those most dear

to me.

Our "^tay at Madras has been the means of procuring us

some respectable recommendations to persons m Calcutta,

for we ha\e made several desirable connections here Hope
again smiles on us and I endeavour to cherish her sugges-

tions, for it IS as much my (^uty as my tuiacst to keep up

m^ spirits, since in ni} present state of health, without

them, I must wholl) sink, and now’ more than ever I feel

the necessity of using exertion

The hot w’lnds prevail here at present, w’hich renders the

xvcathcr j^ccuharly oppressive, but a few hours will change

the scene Adieu remember me in your prayers, my
beloved parents, my dear sisters, and rest assured of the

unalterable affection of }our own
Eliza
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Calcutta, iT-nd Maj.

My Dear Friends,

I may now indeed call for your congratulations

since after an eventful penod of twelve months and eighteen

days, I have at length reached the place for which I have

so long sighed, to which I have looked with mnumerable

hopes and fears, and where I have long rested my most

rational expectations of future prosperity and comfort. I

must now in order to keep up the connection of my story

return to Madras, and from thence conduct you here

regularly.

Mr F— and Mr Popham both assured me that a

massulah boat was engaged, but on arriving at the beach

none could be had, so there being no remedy, I went off

in a common cargo boat which had no accommodations

whatever for passengers, and where my only seat was one

of the cross beams How I saved myself from falling

Heaven knows, Mr F— was under the necessity of

exerting his whole strength to keep me up, so he suffered

l:itle for his negligence It was what is called a black

surf and deemed very dangerous; there were some moments

when I really thought we were nearly gone, for how could

I in my weak state have buffetted the waves had the boat

oierset? When once on board our voyage passed comfort-

ably enough, our society was pleasant; indeed Mr
O’Donnell is ever a host to us in kindness, Mp Moore
our supercargo was however more stnct in his enforcement
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of rules tlun was agreeable to most of us, we were kept

more orderly than so many children at school, for if we
were in the midst of a rubber at whist, he would make us

give over at nine precisely, and we were obliged to keep

our score ’till the following evening. But this was of little

moment, for as we advanced towards the place of our

destination, we were,too much interested to think of any

thing else We had a distant view of the pagodas of

Jnggeruauthy—three large pyramidical buildings very famous

temples among the Hindoos, who there worship the images

of 'Jaggcrnauth and keep a splendid establishment of the

Priesthood attendant on the Idols in the manner of the

ancient heathens I am credibly assured that at stated

intervals the principal figure is taken out in an enormous car,

with a great number of wheels beneath which his votaries

prostrate themselves with the most undaunted resolution,

firmly persuaded that by thus sacrificing their lives, they

shall pass immediately after death into a state of everlasting

felicity. Well may we say that, “ life and immortality were

brought to light by the Gospel ” since in regions where its

sacred influence is unknown or unattended to, we see such

gross acts of folly and superstition as these, sanctioned by

authority may it please the Almighty disposer of events

to hasten the period of their emancipation, that all mankind

may hail each other as brothers, and we may be brought

together as “ one fold, under one shepherd
”

Calcutta, you know is on the Hoogly, a branch of the

Ganges, and as you enter Garden - reach which extends

about nine miles below the town, the most interesting

views that can possibly be imagined greet the eye The

banks of the river are as one may say absolutely studded with

elegant mansions, called here as at Madras, garden-houses.

These houses are surrounded by groves and lawns, which

descend to the waters edge, and present a constant suc-

cession of whatever can delight the eye, or bespeak wealth
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and elegance in the owners. The noble appearance of the

river also, which is much wider than the Thames at London
bndge, together with the amazing vanety of vessels con-

tinually passing on its surface, add to the beauty of the

scene. Some of these are so whimsically constructed as

to charm by their novelty. I was much pleased with the

snake boat in particular. Budgerows somewhat resembling

our city barges, are very common,—^many of these are

spacious enough to accommodate a large family. Besides

these the different kinds of pleasure boats intermixed with

mercantile vessels, and ships of war, render the whole a

magnificent and beautiful moving picture, at once exhilarat-

ing the heart, and charming the senses, for every object

of sight is viewed through a medium that heightens its

attraction in this brilliant climate

The town of Calcutta reaches along the eastern bank of

the Hoogly, as you come up past Fort William and the

Esplanade it has a beautiful appearance Esplanade-row,

as it is called, which fronts the Fort, seems to be composed

of palaces, the whole range, except what is taken up by

the Government and Council houses, is occupied by the

principal gentlemen in the settlement—no person being

allowed to reside in Fort William, but such as are attached

to the Army, gives it greatly the advantage over Fort St.

George, which is so incumbered with buildings of one kind

or other, that it has more the look of a town than of a

military' Garrison Oiir Fort is also so well kept and every

thing in such excellent order, that it is quite a curiosity to

see It—all the slopes, banks, and ramparts, are covered with

the richest verdure, which completes the enchantment of

the scene Indeed the general aspect of the country is

astonishing, notwithstanding the extreme heat (the thermo-

meter seldom standing below ninety in the afternoon) I

never saw a more vivid green than adorns the surrounding

fields—not that parched miserable look our lands have
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during the summer heats,—large fissures opening m the

earth, as if all vegetation were suspended; m fact the

copious dews which fall at night, restore moisture to the

ground, and cause a short thick grass to spring up, which

makes the finest food imaginable for the cattle Bengal

mutton, always good, is at this period excellent—I must

not forget to tell you that there is a very good race ground

at a short distance from Calcutta, which is a place of fashion-

able resort, for morning and evening airings

Through Mr O’Donnell’s kindness we were introduced

to a ver}' respectable Portuguese family who received us

with the greatest civility, inviting us to take up our abode

with them until we could provide ourselves with a house

—

Mr Da C— was a widower, but his late wife’s sisters, who
resided with him, were born at Chandernagore, (a French

settlement between twenty and thirty miles higher up the

river,) but from long disuse they had lost the habit of

speaking their native language, though they understood it

perfectly, so I was forced to make out their Portuguese in

the best manner I could, constantly answering in French

In this way we frequently conversed, and I gained much
information respecting the customs of the place—the price

of provisions, and many other useful matters

Fortunately, throughout all our difficulties we had pre-

served our letters of introduction, by keeping them always

concealed about us, together with Mr F—’s admission

to the Bar and other credentials, which were essentially

necessary to his establishment here so that my husband

became immediately known to Sir Robert Chambers, who
behaved to him with the utmost attention

, and whose lady

after heanng a little of my melancholy story, and finding

I was too much indisposed to admit of my paying my
respects to her, had the goodness to wave all ceremony,

and accompanied by her husband, to visit me at the house

of the Portuguese merchant, which was a condescension
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that I certainlj had no right to expect. She is the most
beantlfiil rronan I ever beheld,—m the bloom of jouth;

and there is an agreeable frankness in her manners, that

enhances her loveliness, and renders her truir fascinatmjj'.

Her kindness tovrards me daiij increases; and she seems

never vrearv of listening to mv sad story. “ She looses me
for the dangers I have passed, and I love her that she does

pity them.” ^

29/;?: 3Lrr.

I hao-e delivered my letter of introduction to Mas.
Hastings, on vrhom I should have vaited long: ago. had the

state of my health admitted of the exertion. She resides at

Belvldere-house about^ I belie-/e, Sve miles from Calcutta,

vrhich is a great distance at this season and for an irr.'alid.

The lady vras fortunately at home and had three of her

most intimate friends vith her on a "isit, one of them. Mas.

Motts, a most charming vroman. Mas. H— herself it

is easy to perceive at the £rst glance, is far superior to the

generality of her sex; though her appearance is mtheT

eccentric, owing to the circumstance of her beautiful auburn

hair being disposed in ringlets, throwing an air of elegant,

nay almost infantine simplicity over the countenance, most

admirably adapted to heighten the eriect intended to be

produced. Her whole dress too, though studiously be>-

coming being at variance with our present modes which are

certainly not so, perhaps for that reason, she has chosen to

depart from them—as a foreigner you know, she may be

excused for not strictly conforming to our fashions; besides

her rank in the settlement sets her above the necessity of

studying any thing but the whim of the moment. It is

easy to percei^'e how fully sensible she is of her own conse-

quence. She is indeed raised to a “ giddy height ” and

expects to be treated with the most profound respect and

deference. She received me dviiiy and insisted on my
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stapng dinner, which I had no inclination to refuse, but she

seemed not to ewnce much sympathy when I slightly

touched on the misfortunes which had befallen me, nay

she even hinted that I had brought them on myself, by

imprudently venturing on such an expedition out of mere

curiosity Alasl Mrs H— could not know what you

arc well acquainted with, that I undertook the journey with

a view of presenting my husband from destruction, for had

I not accompanied him, and in many instances restrained

his cxtra^tagancc and dissipated habits, he would never,

never, I am con%nnccd, have reached Bengal, but have

fallen a wretched sacrifice to them on the way, or perhaps

through the violence of his temper been involved in some

dispute, which he was too ready to provoke—but to return

I could not help feeling vexed at Mrs H—s observation,

to say the best of it, it was unfeeling,—but I excuse her

Those basking in the lap of prospenty can little appreciate

the suffenngs or make allowance for the errors of the

unfortunate, whom they regard as almost beings of another

order ^

You will expect me to say something of the house, which

IS a perfect btjou^ most superbly fitted up with all that un-

bounded affluence can display, but still deficient in that

simple elegance which the wealthy so seldom attain, from

the circumstance of not being obliged to search for effect

without much cost, which those but moderately rich, find

to be indispensable The gardens are said to be very taste-

fully laid out, but how far this report is accurate I had no

opportunity of judging, the windows being all as it were

hermetically closed, sashes, blinds, and every opening,

except where tatties were placed to exclude the hot wind

This surpnzed me very much but I understand no method

is so effectual for that purpose I was not permitted to

take my departure till the evening, when the fair lady

of the mansion, dismissed me with many general pro-
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fessions of kindness, of which I knew how to estimate the

value.

Next morning we received an invitation to the ball

given annually on the King’s birthday This however I

was under the necessity of declining on the plea of ill

health and Mr. F— could hardly ever be persuaded to

attend such formal assemblies

When my husband waited on Sir Elijah Impey, the

Chief Justice, to shew his credentials, he met with a most

flattenng reception. It so happened that he was called to

the Bar from Lincoln’s Inn himself, and seemed quite at

home while perusing the papers, being acquainted with the

hand-writing of the officers who prepared them, and

perhaps that circumstance might render him more partial

On Mr Fay’s expressing some apprehensions lest his

having come out without leave of the E. I Company might

throw obstacles in the way of his admission to the Bar here.

Sir Elijah indignantly exclaimed “ No Sir, had you dropped

from the clouds with such documents, we would admit you

The Supreme Court is independent and will never endure to

be dictated to, by any body of men whose claims are not

enforced by superior authority. It is nothing to us whether

you had or had not permission from the Court of Directors,

to proceed to this settlement, you come to us as an authen-

ticated English Barrister, and as such, we shall on the first

day of the next Term, admit you to our Bar ” Sir E

—

also offered to introduce him to Mr. Hyde which Mr F

—

thankfully accepted Do yo'u not admire the high tone in

which Sir — delivers his sentiments? There exists, it

seems, a strong jealousy between the Government and the

Supreme Court, lest either should encroach on the preroga-

tives of the other The latter not long since committed Mr.
Naylor the Company’s Attorney for some breach of privi-

lege, who being in a weak state of health at the time, died

in confinement—this has increased the difference.^’ I
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:lK.r]^ jncntton tins n; for it rtprch not us, let

tluM miir-c!, or Ttrot.; ‘o the Inismtss nf the Court he not

i.'U'cJrit \\c onnot sufur Mr 1'— is alrc id\ retimed in

r\ird iiu rs 1 In v hole mind will now, I trust, be

o.iuoud With hi‘ profe'Mon, iiui is his ahilitits hive never

her') ijur'-tioiird, 1 /litter nnstlj tint he Ins ever) reason

•o !< k (iirwird t<' ultinnte success

2 or/i Jii/y

Ihdcr Mh In'" it lencth throv n off the misk, and

e's'M lei.i rd lu’ tihlics m ftood eirnest I low providential

wi our hiu r>'inn It tint entie'il pincture' ind nn gratitude

to Heiven vi liteh called ffjrth in another instance—

I

irir'itla eo.ne'- ul with 1 crntlemin who crossed the Great

D( r-i 1>\ w f'fAlejipo—lie issure s me tint besides the

e’-’ii’ur Jie'i'i the \r’b , there is so much more from other

citi'c tinn in "omf; mer f/.iif to hue/, that he is quite

e< nfuie.it, J ne\e" loulil h r. e sunned, the journc)
,
"or

he w't’td "'ir, I uropein worn in
"—therefore on the whole

ve tern to !n\e exj’enenced the lesser e\il, though the

illernitne of filling into the hiiieis of the cnen^ w’ls

lu'rni'le' 1 im eoneeriud to sia tint dreidful reports arc

in eireulition rc'-pee tilii: the excesses committed b)’ H)dcr’s

tn op-- in tiu C irmtic, but the pirticiilirs ire too shocking

to lie repe ited

^ on h ne no ulei how bus) 1 am Lad) Chambers has

been kind enough to lend me some of lier dresses, for nunc

to be made In— I hive commenced house-keeping, and am
arranging m> est ilihshment, which is no little trouble in a

eountr) wliere the sensints will not do a single thing, but

that feir which )ou e\|iress]y engage them nor even that

w'lllingl) 1 gist now asked a man to place a small table

near me, he began to bawd as loud as he could for the

bearers to come and help him " Why dont you do it

) ourself” said P rising as I spoke to assist Oh I no

M
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English. I Bengal man, • 1 no estrong like English^ one^ two,

three Bengal men cannot do like one Englishman—Adieu

remember you must wnte me long letters, you see even

the heat has not reduced mine to a single sheet. I trust

that I shall never be found incapable of addressing you

Mr. F— unites with me in kind remembrances.

I am ever most affectionately your’s

&c &c.



LETTER XVI.

CalcuttAj 29//. August.

I)i Aiv Fnii ^

Tell thou‘:TJul tlnrik'? for the precious pricket of

!r({ c.-s I \r'':criH\ rcccneii }on enn form no idci of the

nerrnc'- uith which 1 flew front nn dressing room, and

Mr I'n from his stiuh—at thc joiful sound of “ letters

from I'nrdand ” Ihit m\ M.r\ eagerness wrought for a

while It* own di-'appomtmcnt
,

for when I laid m} hands

on the pri7c, 1 fell into a kind of histone, and it was some

tip'c hefire 1 could break the seals, and let would not suffer

Mr 1 — to depri\e me of the gratification for ivhich I had

so long panted—01 cr such treasures who would not be a

miser— 1 would not permit a single scrap to escape me till

1 had dciourcd the whole Those onl) knoiv what that

impatient hunger of the heart is after information, and the

intercour'-c of aflcction, who have been debarred as long

as 1 had been from objects so dear

1 rejoice to find that the Chevalier de St. Lubin per-

formed ius promise and that )ou now are in possession of

even event th.it occurred to us till our arrival at Mocha.

To know that we had passed the desert, that obj'ect of my
dear mother's dread and apprehension, must have set her

mind comparative!) at case, Alas! little did she suppose,

how far more horrible were the miseries that we had still

to undergo 1 thank Heaven, they are past.—I will quit the

subject ivhich agitates me too much
I am happy to say that our house is a very comfortable

179
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one, but we are surrounded by a set of thiea^es. In England,

if servants are dishonest vre punish them, or turn them
away in disgrace, and their fate proves, it may be hoped, a

warning to others; but these wretches have no sense of

shame I wdl give you an instance or two of their conduct,

that you may perceive how enviably I am situated My
Khansaman (or house steward) brought in a charge of a

gallon of milk and thirteen eggs, for making scarcely a pint

and half of custard; this was so barefaced a cheat, that I

refused to allow it, on which he gave me warning. I sent

for another, and, after I had hired him, “ now said I, take

notice friend, I have enquired into the market price of every

article that enters my house and will submit to no imposi-

tion, vou must therefore agree to delmer in a just account

to me e\*ery morning ”—^what reply do you think he made^

why he demanded double wages; you may be sure I

dismissed him, and have smce forgiven the first but not

till he had salaamed to my foot, that is placed his right hand

under my foot,—this is the most abject token of sub-

mission (alas ! how much better should I like a little common
honesty.) I know him to be a rogue, and so are they all,

but as he understands me now, he wUl perhaps be induced

to use rather more moderation in his attempts to defraud.

—

At first he used to charge me with twelve ounces of butter

a day, for each person ;
now he grants that the consumption

is only four ounces As if these people were aware that

I am writing about them, they have very obligingly

furnished me with another anecdote It seems my com-

prodore (or market man) is gone away, he says poor

servants have no profit by staying with me\ at other gentle-

men’s houses he always made a rupee a day at least! besides

his wages; but here if he only charges an anna or two

more, it is sure to be taken off—So you see what a terrible

creature I am’ I dare say you nev^er gave me credit for

being so close—I find I was imposed on, in taking a
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rupee, six good fowls or ducks ditto—twelve pigeons ditto

—

twelve pounds of bread ditto—two pounds butter ditto;

and a joint of veal ditto—^good cheese two months ago sold

at the enormous pnce of three or four rupees per pound,

but now you may buy it for one and a half—English claret

sells at this time for sixty rupees a dozen There’s a price

for you! I need not say that much of it will not be seen

at our table; now and then we are forced to produce it,

but very seldom I assure you much caution is requisite

to avoid running deeply in debt—the facility of obtaining

credit is beyond what I could have imagined; the Europe

shop keepers are always ready to send in goods; and the

Banians are so anxious to get into employment, that they

out bid each other. One says “ master better take me,

I wdl advance five thousand rupees ”—another offers seven,

and perhaps a third ten thousand, a Company’s servant

particularly will always find numbers ready to support his

extravagance. It is not uncommon to see venters within

a few months after their arnvals dashing away on the

course /oar in hand', allowing for the inconsiderateness of

youth, is it surprising if many become deeply embarrassed^

—Several have been pomted out to me, who in the course

of two or three years, have involved themselves almost

beyond hope of redemption. The interest of money here

being twelve per Cent, and the Banian taking care to secure

bonds for whatever he advances, making up the account

yearly and adding the sum due for interest, his thoughtless

master^ (as he calls him, but in fact his slave) soon finds his

debt doubled, and dares not complain unless he has the

means of release which alasl are denied him

I should have told you before that Mr. F— was admitted

an advocate in the Supreme Court, on the i6th June,

—

has been engaged in several causes, wherein he acquitted

himself to general satisfaction and is at present as busy as

can be desired. Every one seems willing to encourage
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him and if he continue but his own friend, all will, I feel

persuaded, go uell with us, and we shall collect our share

of gold inohurs, as well as our neighbours—I like to see

the, briefs come in well enough The fees are much higher

here than in England, so )ou will say “ they ought” and

I pcrfccti} agree with )ou

Sir R Chambers met with an accident some weeks ago

(bi jumping out of a carnage when the horses were restive)

vhich confined him to his house a long while but he is now
rccoxcring, 1 uas a good deal vexed both on his own
account poor man, and because Mr F— was deprived of

his friendh aid I have seen little of my kind patroness

since, for she goes scarce any where without her husband

—

a%c Wen. to dine with them the ver)’ day the circumstance

happened They arc gone up the countr}'’ and will not

return for some months

31 August

I have received another packet and rejoice to hear you

arc all going on so well They talk of a frigate being soon

to sail, in w’hich case I shall close and dispatch this—As I

propose sending )ou a regular supply of Calcutta Gazettes,^

there can be no necessity to fill my letters with political

information I trust that in a short time Hyder will be

effectually humbled

Mr Hare has visited us several times, and is now quite

complaisant to Mr Fay. This is the way of the world you

know', and of course to be expected from such a slave to

outward circumstance, such a mere " summer friend ” as

this man ever evinced himself.—By his account the hard-

ships they underwent would very soon have destroyed so poor

a creature as I was at that time so that the difficulties we

fell into, though at the moment of suffering so deplored,

proved eventually our safe guard in more respects than one

Had we not touched at Calicut, I am fully persuaded we
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should have been shipwrecked, and had not my illness

furnished a pretext for detaining us there after the rest, I

should have died among those cruel people in the most

shocking way imaginable, since they were for a long while

absolutely destitute of every necessary What short-sighted

beings we are! how futile, how defective our best formed

calculations! I have sometimes pleased myself (I hope

not improperly) with the idea, that the power of discerning

clearly the beneficent designs of providence during our

earthly pilgrimage, and of perceiving that in a thousand

instances like these, a rough and stony path has led to safety

and ultimate happiness, may be intended to form part of

our enjoyment in a future state, wherein we are taught that

to contemplate the Supreme Being in his perfections will

constitute the height of bliss—Let me have your sentiments

on the subject, its discussion can do neither of us harm and

may lead to improvement

%th September

I have nothing particular to add—my health continues

very good considering all things This is a dull time,

vacations are always so to professional people God bless

you and grant us a happy meeting—our prospects are good,

nothing but the grossest misconduct can prevent our

success Adieu
Yours most affectionately

E F/
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M'i ]!)i \K EnirND';,

Caicutta, 27//; September

1 he bad news 1 hinted at some time ago is already

iNcngeii, and n much more serious affair has happened

‘^ince, but for tlie present I must relate what has occupied

a great deal of attention for some days past no less than a

duel between the Goaernor General and the first in Council,

Mr I'rancis, there were two shots fired, and the Governor’s

second fire took place, he immediately ran up to his

antagonist and expressed his sorrow for w'hat had happened,

which I dare sa} was sincere, for he is said to be a very

amiable man Happih the ball was soon extracted, and

if he escape fcaer, there is no doubt of his speedy recovery.

What gave occasion to the quarrel is said to have been

an offensive Minute entered on the Council books by

Mr Francis, which he refused to rescind, but being un- ,

acquainted with the particulars, I have as little right as

inclination to make an) comments on the subject—It always

vexes me to hear of such things What a shocking custom

IS that of duelling 1 yet there are times when men may be

so situated that, as the world goes, one knows not how they

could act otherwase, much may be effected by the judicious

interference of friends, but those qualified for the task are

rarely to be met with Mr Francis is highly respected

here, and being now'' at the head of what is called the opposi-

tion party, his death would be severely felt by many who
affect great indifference about the event “

185
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Since I wrote last we have had a good deal of trouble

with out Mohametan servants, on account of an old custom;

not one of them would touch a plate on which pork had been

laid— so that whenever we had any at table our plates

remained, till the cook or his mate came up to change them.

This being represented as a religious prejedice, I felt it

right to give way, however ridiculous it might appear,

in fact it was an inconvenience we felt in common with the

whole settlement, except the gentlemen of the Army who
had long before emancipated themselves from any such

restraint, finding this to be really the case the whole of the

European inhabitants agreed to insist upon their servants

doing the same as those of the officers at the Fort, or quitting

their places They chose the latter alternative, and as their

prejudices run very high in all religious matters, we were

in doubt whether they would not prefer suffering the

greatest extremity rather, than touch the very vessels which

contained this abhorred food,—but behold in about four

days they came back again requesting to be reinstated,

and acknowledging that the only penalty incurred by touch-

ing the plates was the necessity of bathing afterwards . from

this you may judge of their excessive idleness
,
however all

now goes on well and we hear no more of their obj’ection

—

The serious affair at which I hinted in the beginning of

this letter, was the cutting off Col Bailhe’s detachment with

dreadful slaughter. I trust we shall soon have ample

revenge, for that fine old veteran Sir Eyre Coote is about to

take the field and his very name will strike those undiscip-

lined hordes with terror—Oh how I feel interested in the

event !
^

Nothing surely can be more disagreeable than the

weather here at present, it is very hot with scarcely a breath

of air stirring, and such swarms of insects buzzing about,

but beyond all the bug fly is disgusting—one of them will

scent a room, they are in form like a ladybird but their
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smell IS n thousand times more offensive than that of our

bugs A good breeze would disperse them all, but that we
must not expect till the monsoon changes, that is, about the

middle of next month.

I nc\ cr told
} ou that one of the Captains who had charge

of us at Calicut made his escape some months ago, and came

to ask our assistance till he could get employment up the

country Mr F— gave him a low cr room, and he remained

vith us several vccks his name is West. This was the

man from vhom we collected intelligence of the plots laid

against us there, and vhich had nearly proved successful.

West IS a stout fcllov accustomed in his early days to labour,

and seasoned to the climate,—he is gone up to Patna, in

charge of some boats and is to remain there AyTCs used

to treat him very ill at times, and he says attemped more than

once to assassinate him, because he refused to concur with a

party that A) res headed, consisting of six or eight abandoned

V retches v hose intention it was to cut off several of the more

opulent natives secretly, and possess themselves of their

effects, vhilc they should contrive to fix the guilt of the

transaction on some persons vho were obnoxious to them

West threatened to reveal the whole plot, on which they

pretended to abandon it, but he soon found their object was

to rid themselves of him, and he effected his escape in a

canoe (at the utmost risk of perishing in the attempt) to

Cochin, from whence he easily got a passage to Bengal

What a horrible fellow is that AyTes! surely he will meet

his deserts should the English take him he will be shot

instantly as a deserter.

We have found out a nephew of Isaac’s named Daniel,

he IS a man of no great consequence here, either in point of

situation or circumstances though not absolutely poor —
we asked him to dinner, and endeavoured by every means

in our power to evince the grateful sense we entertain of

his worthy^ uncle’s kindness and beneficence
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yd November.

Since my last date I have the pleasure to acknowledge

the receipt of another packet from England, with the

gratifying intelligence that you were all well on the yth of

April My time has passed very stupidly for some months,

but the town is now beginning to fill,—people are returning

for the cold season. Term has commenced, and Mr F

—

has no reason to complain of business falling off, if he fall

not from it, all will be well My first Patroness Lady

Chambers is returned from her tour but Sir Robert having

purchased an elegant mansion in Calcutta, (for which he

IS to pay _^6,ooo, in England) her Ladyship has full employ-

ment in arranging and fitting up her new abode, so that

I see but little of her; she is however always kind and full

of condescension towards me when we do meet.

lyh December

Mr. Fay has met with a gentleman here, a Dr. Jackson

who comes from the same part of Ireland, and knows many

of his connections, they soon became intimate Dr J
—

-

is physician to the Company, and in very high practice

besides, I have been visited by the whole family The

eldest son a fine noble looking young man, is a Lieutenant

in the Army, and has lately married a very pretty little

woman, who came out in the same ship under the pro-

tection of his mother, as did Miss Chantry a most amiable

and interesting young Lady, who now resides with them

They have not been long arrived The Doctor’s Lady is

a native of Jamaica and like those “ children of the sun,”

frank and hospitable to a degree—^fond of social parties in

the old style
“ where the song and merry jest arculate round

the festive board ” particularly after supper. Dinner parties

they seldom give, but I have been present at several else-

where since the commencement of the cold season The
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(Itnnrr hf^ur t: I niciuioiicil I'cTdrc i<^ luo, iiul it is customnr}'

to fjt T uliilr nt nhlc, pirticularK during the cold

'ci'-i'in, ter proplc here ire mit:ht\ fond of grills and stews,

which thc\ '^e\‘:en ihcinsrh es, indgcncnlh make verj' hot

I he lUiTvlu in •-tew tiles i deil of time, it is composed of

c\crv thini: it tiWe. fish, flish and fowl,—somewhat like

the Spini'-h Olli Pedindi,—Miin suppose that unless pre-

pared in 1 ‘^ihrr smcej'in it cinnnt he good, on this point

I mist net presume to ui\e in opinion, being sitisfied with

pFin f(‘i\’; ind never tastmer ana of these incentives to

hisairiou indulr:ence Dunne dinner a good deal of wine

is tim’d . hut 1 acn little after the cloth is remoaed, except

in Baclielor ]Mrtirs, is thca arc called, for the custom of

^ct•'e^)ne. if not of slecpinc after dinner is so general that

the ‘treets f'f Calcuttt arc from four to fiae in the afternoon

•’Imost -e rmpta of 1 uropeans as if it were midnight—Next

c<-<mc the evening uring' to the Course, eacra one goes,

thouph -urc of hting half sufiocated avith dust On re-

turnine from thence, tet is sened, and uniaersall} drank

here, even dunnt: the extreme heats After tea, either cards

or mu>'ic fill uj’ the spice, 'till ten, avhen supper is generally

announccei hhac card loo is the usual game and they play

a nipcc a fish limited to ten This avill strike aou as being

cnormousla hieh but it is thought nothing of here Trd

dille and Whist are much in fashion but ladies seldom join

in the latter, for though the stakes are moderate, bets

frequently nin high among the gentlemen which renders

those anxious avho sit doavn for amusement, lest others

should lose b} their blunders

Formal visits arc paid in the evening, they are generally

ver)’ short, as perhaps each lady has a dozen to make and

a part) waiting for her at home besides Gentlemen also

call to offer their respects and if asked to put down their hat,

It IS considered as an invitation to supper Many a hat

have I seen vainly dangling in its owner’s hand for half an
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hour, who at last has been compelled to withdraw without

any one’s offenng to relieve him from the burthen.

Great preparations are making for the Chnstmas, and

New year’s public balls;—of course you will not expect me
to wnte much till they are over; nor to own the truth am
I in spirits, having great reason to be dissatisfied with Mr.

Fay’s conduct. Instead of cultivating the intimacy of those

who might be serviceable or paying the necessary attention

to persons in power; I can scarcely ever prevail on him to

accompany me even to Dr. Jackson’s who is generally

visited by the first people; but he cannot endure being

subjected to the forms of society—some times he has called

on Sir Robert Chambers, but the other Judges he has never

seen^ except on the bench since his admission: he did not

even accept Sir Elijah Impey’s obliging offer to introduce

him to Mr Hyde, but suffered Mr. Sealy to perform that

ceremony, and when the Chief Justice advanced to accom-

pany him, he was forced to acknowledge that he had been

already introduced,—upon which the great man turned on

his heel and hardly ever noticed him afterwards This

happened on the day Mr Fay was admitted to the bar at

Mr Hyde’s public breakfast at whose house the professional

gentlemen all meet on the first day of every Term and go

from thence in procession to the Court House ^ I will

now close this letter in the hope of having better accounts

to give you in my next

Your’s affectionately

E. F



LETTER XVJIL

CALCtrrA, 2 7//;
) 1781

M'i I')Mn

S)nc( jin h'^t \\c ln\c hccn engaged in a per-

prtinl romul of —keeping Cliri'^tina"?, as it is called,

thointh ‘-inking into di<;ucc at home, prevails here with all

itv ancient 'I'hc c\tcrnal appearance of the Eng-
h*-!! gentlemen’*^ lioii'^es on Cliristmas-daa

,
is realh pleasing

fro n it‘ no\elta I arcc jilantain trees are placed on each

<-'de of the principal entrances, and the gates and pillars

I'eini; (trnamented with wreaths of flowers fancifull) dis-

pn- ed, e nln t n the scene

All the TP. lilts bring presents of fish and fruit from

the Ihnian down to the lowest menial, for these it is true

we arc olihged in mani instances to make a return, perhaps

bevond the real \.ilue, but still it is considered as a com-

pliment to our iim (great daj) A public dinner is

given at the Goaernment house to the gentlemen of the

Prcsidenca, ind the evening concludes with an elegant Ball

&r Supper for the Toadies These arc repeated on New

}
car’s d.ij and again on the King's birth dap, I should

say have been, for that grand festival happening at the

hottest season, and ever} one being obliged to appear full

dressed, so much inconvenience resulted from the immense

croud, even in some cases severe fits of illness being the

consequence, that it has been determined to change the day

of celebration to the 8th of December w'hicli arrangement

gives general satisfaction —I shall not attempt to describe
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these splendid entertainments farther than by saying that

they were in the highest style of magnificence; in fact such

grand parties so much resemble each other, that a particular

detail would be unnecessary and even tiresome.

I felt far more gratified some time ago, when Mrs
Jackson procured me a ticket for the Harmonic^ which was

supported by a select number of gentlemen who each in

alphabetical rotation gave a concert, ball, and supper, during

the cold season
,

I believe once a fortnight—that I attended

was given by a Mr Taylor, which closed the subscnption

and I understand it will not be renewed, a circumstance

generally regretted as it was an elegant amusement and

conducted on a very eligible plan We had a great deal of

delightful music, and Lady Chambers, who is a capital

performer on the harpsichord played amongst other pieces

a Sonata of Nicolai’s in a most brilliant style A gentleman

who was present and who seemed to be quite charmed with

her execution, asked me the next evening, if I did not think

that jtg Lady C— played the night before, was the prettiest

thing I ever heard? He meant the rondo which is remark-

ably lively, but I dare say “ Over the water to Charley
”

would have pleased him equally well

Mrs Hastings was of the party, she came m late, and

happened to place herself on the opposite side of the room,

beyond a speaking distance, so strange to tell, I quite forgot

she was there 1 After some time had elapsed, my observant

friend Mrs Jackson, who had been impatiently watching

my looks, asked if I had paid my respects to the Lady

Governess? I answered in the negative, having had no

opportunity, as she had not chanced to look towards me
when I was prepared to do so “ Oh, replied the kind old

lady, you must fix your eyes on her, and never take them

off ’till she notices you, Miss Chantry has done this, and so

have I
;

it is absolutely necessary to avoid giving offence
”

I followed her prudent advice and was soon honoured with
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a complacent glance, which I returned as became me by a

most respectful bend. Not long after she walked over to

our side and conversed very affably with me, for we are

now through Mrs Jackson’s interference on good terms

together

She also introduced me to Lady Coote®^ and her in-

separable friend Miss Molly Bazett It was agreed between

them when they were both girls that, whichever married

first the other was to live with her, and accordingly when
Sir Eyre took his lady from St Helena, of which place her

father was governor. Miss Molly who is a native of the

island accompanied them to England and from thence to

India, where she has remained ever since,—thus giving a

proof of steady attachment not often equalled and never

perhaps excelled.

I <^th February

Yesterday being the Anniversary of our release from

imprisonment, we invited Dr Jackson’s family, Mr
O’Donnell and some friends to assist in its celebration, I

call It my ‘ Jubilee Dav ’ and trust my dear friends at home

did not forget the occasion

This reminds me to tell you that Sudder Khan and

Ayres our chief enemies have both closed their career of

wickedness The former died of wounds received before

Tellicherry, and the latter having repeatedly advanced

close to the lines of that place, holding the most contemptu-

ous language and indecent gestures towards the Officers,

setting every one at defiance and daring them to fire at

him, (I suppose in a state of intoxication, miserable wretch!)

was at length picked off, to use a military phrase—Too

honourable a death for such a monster of iniquity My
hope was, that he would have been taken prisoner, and

afterwards recognised and shot as a deserter

Poor West is also dead; he never reached his destina-

N
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tion—the boat he went up in, by some accident struck on

a sand bank and nearly all on board perished

i(ith March.

A Frigate being ordered to sail for Europe with dis-

patches from Government, I shall avail myself of the occa-

sion, and close this letter with a few remarks on our theatrical

amusements.

The house was built by subscription; it is very neatly

fitted up, and the scenery and decorations quite equal to

what could be expected here. The parts are entirely repre-

sented by amateurs in the drama—no hired performers

being allowed to act. I assure you I have seen characters

supported in a manner that would not disgrace any European

stage Venice Preserved was exhibited some time ago, when

Captain Call (of the Army) Mr. Droz (a member of the

Board of Trade) and Lieutenant Norfar, in Jaffier, Pierre,

and Belvidera shewed very superior theatrical talents The

latter has rather an effeminate appearance off the stage, yet

I am told he is a very brave Ofiicer when on service; and

though always dressed as if for a ball, when he makes his

appearance, is among the most alert in a moment of danger

I cannot imagine how he contrives it, for the present mode

of arranging the hair requires a great deal of time to make

it look tolerable, however this is said to be the case —One

of the chief inconveniences in establishments of this kind,

is that the performers being independent of any controul,

will some times persist in taking parts to which their abilities

are by no means adequate,—this throws an air of ridicule

over the whole, as the spectators are too apt to indulge their

mirth on the least opening of that kind in fact many go

to see a tragedy for the express purpose of enjoying a laugh,

which IS certainly very illiberal and must prove detnmental

to the hopes of an enfant institution like the one in question •
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—for my own part I think such a mode of passing an even-

ing highly rational; and were I not debarred by the expence

should seldom miss a representation—but a gold mohur is

really too much to bestow on such a temporary gratification

Adieu—I shall write again soon

Your’s most affectionately

E F.



LETTER XIX.

Calcutta, iSth May
My Dear Sister,

You must have perceived that the style of my
letters for some months past has been constrained, nor

could It possibly be otherwise, for not wishing to grieve

your affectionate heart by a recital of the melancholy change

in my prospects, occasioned by Mr Fay’s imprudent

behaviour, I was reduced to enlarge on less important

subjects. Some hints however escaped me which must

have led you to suspect that all was not going on properly,

but his conduct of late has been such that no hope remains

of his ever being able to prosecute his profession here

Ever since our arrival he has acted in every respect

directly contrary to my advice—By constantly associating

with persons who had distinguished themselves by thwart-

ing the measures of Government,—he soon became equally

obnoxious On one occasion when a tax was proposed to

be levied on houses, several meetings were held at our house,

wherein he openly insisted on the illegality of such a pro-

cedure, and encouraged his new friends to assert their

independence. I remonstrated in the strongest terms

against measures so pregnant with evil, and which must

terminate in utter ruin, if not speedily abandoned, the

character of our chief ruler being well known;—he will

never desert a friend orforgive an enemy, what chance then

has an individual who rashly incurs his resentment of

escaping its baneful effects? all this and more I repeatedly

196
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but ala*; 'Vdtnly urged—my representations were as hereto-

fore treated \Mth contempt he still persevered, .giving

himself cntirel} up to low and unworthy pursuits, while his

professional duties vere wholly neglected and his best

friends slighted

We were frequcntl) invited to parties which he as

constantl) evaded, leaving me to make what excuses I could

for his absence—M} dear kind Patroness Lady Chambers,

still continues on m\ account to shew him attention as do

the Jacksons and some few others* she has lately added a

son to her famil} ,— I was with her at the time, and the

sweet infant seems to have formed closer ties between us.

On a late occasion however she was compelled to speak

plainh. The christening is to take place in a few days.

Sir Elijah and Lady Impc} have offered to stand for the

child, and Lad) C— wishes me to be present, but Sir E

—

positntl) refuses to meet Mr F— who of course cannot

be included, so unless I can reconcile him to the omission

I must remain at home also

yd June.

The grand ceremony is over. I had no difhculty with

Mr F— he declared himself pre-engaged the instant I

mentioned the subject, and insisted that I should make

some apolog)' for him w-hich w'as readily promised—You

may suppose that I could not under such circumstances

enjoy much pleasure though Sir E— and his Lady behaved

ver)* graciousl) But the idea that my husband was so

totally proscribed where he might have figured among the

foremost pierced my ver)* soul
,

yet was I forced to put on

the appearance of cheerfulness, that I might seem to receive

as a compliment w'hat was certainly so intended The
public countenance of Lady C— and being admitted to

such a select party cannot but operate favourably for me
at this crisis, when I shall stand so much in need of support
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li^th June.

Though term is now far advanced, Mr. Fay has scarcely

a bnef. The attorneys are positively afraid to employ him,

and causes have actually come on with two advocates on one

side and one on the other, rather than permit him to appear

in them. What a noble opportunity of making an ample

fortune is thus wantonly thrown awayl Heaven grant me
patience. I have only this reflection to console me, that

every effort in my power has been made to ward off the

blow which IS now inevitable

I yesterday confided to Lady C— my real situation*

who (on my stating that Mr. F— must certainly be obliged

to quit the Settlement very shortly,) with the utmost kindness

insisted on my making her house, my home whenever that

event should take place
,
and Sir R— has in the most cordial

way inforced the invitation—Thus through the goodness

of Providence am I provided with a secure and highly

respectable asylum, till a passage to Europe can be obtained

on moderate terms, a difficult matter to accomplish.

17M Ju/y

On the last day of the present month we must quit our

house, and when my husband and I may reside under

the same roof together again. Heaven alone can tell. It is

astonishing to see with what apparent unconcern he supports

the shock: but the acquisition of a new Patron has raised

his spints Colonel Watson, a man of superior abilities

and immense fortune has been long a determined opposer

of Government, and the huer enemy of Sir Elijah Impey,

against whom he has set an impeachment on foot, to

prosecute which it is requisite that a confidential agent

should serve the process on the defendant here, and proceed

to England with the necessary documents ^ Mr. F— has

contrived to get himself appointed to this office: he has
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drawn up a set of articles many copies of which are pre-

paring by Bengalee writers, who though they profess to

understand English and are tolerably correct in copying

^\hat IS put before them, know not the meaning of any thing

they write, a great convenience this to such as conduct

afhurs that require secrecy, since the persons employed,

cannot, if they were so disposed, betray their trust. Colonel

Watson never comes here, all is carried on with an air of

profound myster)'—I like not such proceedings and doubt

if any good can come of them, but I dare not interfere nor

drop even a hint which might lead to suspicion that any

tiling extraordinary is going forward. The duty of a wife

which IS paramount to all other civil obligations, compels

me silently to witness what is beyond my power to counter-

act, although the character of a highly revered friend is

obliquely glanced at, and may be in future more seriously

implicated in the business—^you will guess to whom I

allude Adieu you shall hear from me again when I change

my abode.

Your’s affectionately

E F



LETTER XX.

Calcutta, 'i%th August

My Dear Sister,

Since I wrote last, my feelings have been har-

rassed in various ways almost beyond endurance—Mr Fay

quitted me on the 3 1 st ultimo, and the rest of that day was

devoted to the distressing (however just and necessary) task

of delivenng back such articles of furniture as had not been

paid for, to the persons who supplied us with them, and

also returning what had been borrowed of different friends

for our convenience, what remained was taken possession

of next morning, by a man to whom my unfortunate hus-

band had given a bond for money advanced on the most

exorbitant terms, to support his extravagance Thus am I

left destitute of every thing but my clothes, to endure the

wretched effects of his imprudence, with a constitution

weakened by the suffenngs and pnvations, I underwent

dunng my eventful journey, added to the dread which I

cannot avoid feeling lest that unlucky blow I received in

Calicut should be productive of serious consequences

Lady Chambers welcomed me as a sister, she wishes-me

to accompany her every where but time alone can reconale

me to general society —The very day ofmy removal here, a

circumstance was disclosed that determined me no longer

to bind my destiny with that of a man who could thus set

at defiance all ties divine and human After consulting my
legal friends I demanded a separation, to which he having

consented, a deed was drawn up by Mr S under the

200
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inspection of Sir Robert Chambers, in the fullest manner

possible rendering me wholly independent of Mr F—’s

authorit), \Mth po\%er, to make a will See in short conceived

in the strongest terms our language could supply I have

appointed Mr G Jones Solicitor of Lincoln’s Inn and Mr
Me Veagh one of the masters in Chancery here to act as

nn Trustees Two more respectable men I could not have

chosen You my dear sister, who know better than any

one, what exertions I have used, and what sacnfices I have

made for this most ungrateful of beings, will not

be surprised to find that even »iy patience w^as not proof

against this last outrage

But let me dismiss the hateful subject merely stating that

the deeds w'ere signed on the nth instant His secret is

safe with me, though w'hcn w'e met on that occasion he had

the insolence to hint his belief that out of tevoige I should

dnajlge it So let him s/tU think, for I deigned no reply

except b} a look, w'hen I with secret triumph beheld his

hitherto undaunted eje sink beneath the indignant glance

of mine
“ Tis Conscience that makes cowards of us all.”

5//; September

Sir Robert being appointed President of the Court at

Chinsurah, is gone up to take possession of his charge,

accompanied by Lady Chambers and the family “ So here

am I left alone to ramble over this great house and meditate

on irreparable evils Sir R— has however kindly entrusted

me with the keys of his immense library, which will furnish

a rich treat when my mind acquires sufficient calmness to

look beyond itself in search of amusement

The acquaintance of Mrs Wheler I have found a most

valuable acquisition ^ I went with Lady C— to pass a day

with her at the gardens, and have been treated with the
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utmost attention ever since. She has authorised me to

look up to her as a steady patroness on all occasions Mr
Hastings being gone up the country on political business

Mr Wheler of course takes the chair dunng his absence

so you may judge what influence Mrs.W— possesses; but
“ she bears her honors so meekly ” and contrives to soften

the refusals which she is frequently compelled to give by so

much affability and sympathy, as to conciliate all parties

and render herself generally beloved,

I have never mentioned yet how indifferently we are

provided with respect to a place of worship, divine service

being performed, in a room, (not a very large one) at the

Old Fort, which is a great disgrace to the settlement

They talk of building a Church and have fixed on a very

eligible spot whereon to erect it but no further progress

has been made in the business ^

I now propose, having full leisure to give you some

account of the East Indian customs and ceremonies, such

as I have been able to collect, but it must be considered as a

mere sketch, to point your further researched And first

for that horrible custom of widows burning themselves with

the dead bodies of their husbands, the fact is indubitable,

but I have never had an opportunity of witnessing the

various incidental ceremonies, nor have I ever seen any

European who had been present at them I cannot suppose

that the usage originated in the supenor tenderness, and

ardent attachment of Indian wives towards their spouses,

since the same tenderness and ardour would doubtless

extend to his offspring and prevent them from^exposing the

innocent survivors to the miseries attendant on an orphan

state, and they would see clearly that to live and cherish

these pledges of affection would be the most rational and

natural way of shewing their regard for both husband and

children I apprehend that as personal fondness can have

no part here at all, since all matches are made between the
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called a filthy tribe formed as it were of the refuse of the rest

Those are indeed considered the very dregs of the people,

and supply all the lowest offices of human life. They all

profess what is called the religion of Brahma, from the

caste which bears his name all the pnests are chosen, who
are treated in every respect with distinguished honour and

reverence. Their religious Code is contained in a book

called the Veda, which only the Brahmins are allowed to

read, it is written in a dead language called the Sanscrit

They worship three Deities, Brahma, the creator, Vistnoo

the preserver, and Sheevah the destroyer But they profess

to believe them only the representations or types of the

great spirit Brahma (the Supreme God) whom they also call

the spirit of wisdom, and the principle of Truth . none but

Hindoos are allowed to enter temples, but I am told the

Idols worshipped there are of the very ugliest forms that

imagination can conceive, and to whom Pope's descnption

of the heathen deities may, in other respects, be stnctly

applied
Gods changeful, partial, passionate unjust

Whose attnbutes are rage, revenge, or lust
”

I lament to add to such wretched objects as these,

numbers of the deluded natives are devoted in the strongest

and most absolute manner possible. A certain sect named

Pundarams live in continual beggary, extreme hunger alone

induces them to ask for food, which when granted, they only

take just what will preserve life, and spend all their days

in singing songs in praise of Sheevah, another sect add a

tabor, and hoUow brass rings about their ancles to increase

the noise with which they extol their deity. I consider both

these as a species of monks but believe the holy fathers fall

far short of the Jogees and Semases of India, in their

religious austerities. These not only endure all possible

pnvations with apparent indifference, but invent for them-

selves vanous kinds of tortures which they carry to an
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n'^toni'^hing length; such as keeping their hands clenched

’till the nails grow into them,—standing on one foot for

da^s and even weeks together—and hiring people to sup-

port their hands in a perpendicular position

Their expiatorj' punishments are some of them dreadful.

I mv^clf sau a man running in the streets with a piece of

iron thrust through his tongue which vas bleeding profusely

On the Churruk Poojah (swinging feast) hundreds I have

heard, are suspended at an amazing height by means of

hooks, firmly fixed in the flesh of the back, to which some-

times a cloth IS added round the bod} to afford the miserable

Mctim a chance of escape, should the hook give way I, by

accident, (for voluntaril) nothing should have tempted me to

witness such a spectacle) saw' one of these wretches, who was

whirling round with surprizing rapidity, and at that distance

scarce!} appeared to retain the semblance of a human form

The} firml} expect by this infliction to obtain pardon of all

their offences, and should death be the consequence, they go

straight to heaven—thus changing the horrid state of priva-

tion and miser} in which they ex'ist here, for one of bliss,

if such be their real persuasion, who can condemn the result

Indeed under other circumstances it is found that, not-

withstanding their apparent gentleness and timidity, the

Hindoos wall meet death with intrepid firmness—they are

also invincibly obstinate, and will dte rather than concede a

point- of this a vety painful instance has lately occurred—
A Hindoo beggar of the Brahmin caste went to the house of

a ver}' rich man, but of an inferior tribe, requesting alms,

he w'as either rejected, or considered himself inadequately

relieved, and refused to quit the place As his lying before

the door and thus obstructing the passage was unpleasant,

one of the servants first intreated, then insisted on his

retiring, and in speaking pushed him gently away, he chose

to call this push a blow, and cried aloud for redress, declar-

ing that he would never stir from the spot ’till he had
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obtained justice against the man who now endeavoured to

sooth him but in vain, like a true Hindoo he sat down,
and never moved again, but thirty-eight hours afterwards

expired, demanding justice with his latest breath, being

well aware that in the event of this, the master would have

an enormous fine to pay, which accordingly happened. I

am assured that such evidences of the surprizing indifference

to life, the inflexible stubbornness, and vindictive disposi-

tions of these people are by no means rare, it seems extra-

ordinary though, that sentiments and feelings apparently

so contrary to each other should operate on the same minds,

seeing them so quiet and supine, so (if it may be so ex-

pressed) only half alive, as they generally shew themselves,

one IS prepared for their sinking, without an effort to avert

any impending danger, but that they should at the same

time nourish so violent and active a passion as revenge, and

brave even death so intrepidly as they often do in pursuit of

it, is very singular:—but enough of these silly enthusiasts.

I had lately the opportunity of witnessing the marnage

procession of a rich Hindoo The bride (as I was told) sat

in the same palanquin with the bridegroom, which was

splendidly ornamented ,—they were accompanied by all the

relations on both sides, dressed in the most superb manner,

—some on horse back, some in palanquins, and several on

elephants;—bands of dancing girls and musicians I under-

stood preceded them,—and in the evening there were fire-

works at the bride’s father’s house and the appearance of

much feasting &c. but no Europeans were present This

wedding was of a nature by no means uncommon here; a

rich man had an only daughter, and he bargained to dispose

of her, or rather to take for her a husband out of a poor

man’s family, but of his own Caste: for this is indispensable.

In this case the bridegroom is brought home to his father-

in-law’s house and becomes a member of the family; so

that although the law prohibits a man from givmg a dowry
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with ills dnughtcr, jct jou see he docs it in cfFcct, since he

gi\cs n house to a man who wants* one, gives in fact, a

fortune but saddled with an encumbrance,—perhaps in a

few )cars the old man may die, and the young one having

fulfilled the wishes of his parents, and provided for his own
wants, ma) cmplo) some of his female relations to look

round among the poorer families of his caste for a pretty

girl, whom he will take as a second wife, tho’ the first

alwnjs retains the pre-eminence, and governs the house,

nor can the husband devote more of his time to one than

the other,—the law compelling him to live wnth them

altcrnatcl), jou ma) be sure the account is stnctly kept

M) Banian Dattaram Chuckerbutty has been married

between twenty and thirty )cars, without taking a second

lad), and he boasts of being much happier with his old wife

(as he calls her) than the generality of his friends are amidst

the charms of variety For my own part, I have not a

doubt but he is in the right

The Hindoo ladies arc never seen abroad, when they

go out their carnages are closcl) covered w'lth curtains, so

that one has little chance of satisfying curiosity I once

saw' two apparently ver) beautiful women they use so

much art how'cvcr, as renders it difficult to judge what

claim they really have to that appellation—Their whole

time is taken up in decorating their persons —the hair

—

cyc-hds—c)c-brow's—teeth—hands and nails, all undergo

certain processes to render them more completely fascinat-

ing, nor can one seriously blame their having recourse to

these, or the like artifices—the motive being to secure the

affections of a husband, or to counteract the plans of a rival.

27//; September

The Hindoos who can afford to purchase wood for a

funeral pile, burn their dead, one cannot go on the river
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without seeing numbers of these exhibitions, especially at

night, and most disgusting spectacles they are. I will not

enlarge on the subject This mode however is far supenor

to that of throwing them into the river as practised by the

poor, where they offend more senses than one I have

been frequently obliged to return precipitately from a walk

along the river side, by the noisome exhalations which arose

from these wretched objects

Some of the Hindoo customs respecting the sick are

really shocking—When a person is given over by the

Brahmins, (who are physicians as well as priests) the

relations immediately carry him, if within a reasonable

distance, to the banks of the Ganges, where he is smeared

with the mud, quantities of which I am told are thrust into

his mouth, nose, and ears. This treatment soon reduces

him to a dying state; nor is it desirable that he should

recover, since he must in that case lose caste; for it is an

established rule, that whoever removes from the spot where

the sacred ntes have been performed, becomes an outcast.

Dr. Jackson was once fortunate enough to be called in to

attend the wife of a Hmdoo Rajah whom they were on the

point of taking to the nver when he arrived—^he assured

the Rajah that he perceived no dangerous symptoms and

would answer for her doing well.—Luckily the tremendous

ceremonies had not commenced. The event justified our

good Doctor’s predictions—the lady is still living and his

success in this instance, has led to several others, highly

gratifying to the best feelmgs of humanity and certainly

beneficial to his fortune

This letter has run to such an enormous length that I

must now conclude, with wishing that I may soon hear

good news of you. I remain,

Your’s most affectionately

E. F.
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Calcutta, iy//i December.
My De-^r Sister

Sir R— and Lady C— have been down since I

wrote last, and remained here during term, but are now
gone up again, though much distressed Mrs. C— prefers

staying here—A melancholy event has occurred in the

family, the sweet little boy just turned of six months old,

to whom I was so fondly attached, died a few weeks ago

Dear interesting child! I shall lo7ig lament his loss He
was not ill more than three days, so rapid is the progress of

disease in this country

Mr and Mrs Hosea are arrived in Town and have

taken accommodations on the Grosvetior^ Captain Coxon

I was in hopes of being able to take my passage with them

but am disappointed.'*^

Mr H— was Resident at one of the upper stations,

he IS a man of high character and generally esteemed, and

his wife one of the most amiable women I ever knew; it

is impossible to do otherwise than love her As she daily

looks to be confined, her leaving Calcutta till after that

period, IS out of the question, so they must suifer the

Grosvenor to proceed to Madras without them, where she

is expected to remain a month at least, and the family and

baggage of Mr H— are to follow in a Country ship at the

nsk of arriving too late

The agreement is that, if she sail from thence before a

certain day a small sum is to be forfeited, but after that day,

209 o
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should Captain Coxon be compelled to proceed on his

voyage without them, he is still to receive ten thousand

rupees, that is half the passage money by way of compensa-

tion. I state these particulars to shew what large sums
are exacted of passengers

The society of Mrs Chambers, who is a fine looking

respectable old lady, well informed and chearful, with that

of Mrs. Hosea, who has charming spirits, enables me to

pass the time far more pleasantly than when I was left here

during the rains Besides I often visit at Dr Jacksons,

and have made acquaintance with several agreeable families,

who allow me to call on them without formality, the very

idea of which is hateful to me at present: so cruelly fallen

are my once highly and justly raised expectations For

what place do I now hold in the Society with which I am
permitted to mix? Alas, none except by sufferance' but

most ardently do I wish to escape from this fatal spot the

scene of so many severe afflictions, and seek comfort with

those who have never failed to afford it There I shall not

be constantly reminded of past hopes, now alasl sunk in

disappointment Think not these observations proceed

from a repining spirit, or unmindfulness of favors received,

I have been most beneficently treated and my views have

been furthered in a way which I had no right whatever to

expect Can attentions like those be forgotten? Nol it

forms my proudest boast that I have such friends, and while

life remains I must ever cherish the remembrance of their

generous exertions. The approaching season always in-

spires melancholy reflections—I will therefore pass it over,

and look forward to the next, when by the blessing of

Providence I hope to be with my beloved family.

27/A January^ 1782

My dear Mrs Hosea has thank heaven, got happily

over her confinement, which took place three weeks ago,
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t! 1 t I. Ini' tic nrul preparation for their ilcparlurc—
Sr Iv’hrrt''- ehict 'on, 'I lioim*

,

poc': under their care,

he {f a tlnrnunp Imo, nearl\ ^cven ^cara of age, which is

rithe- hte, Init no pnovl oppnrtunit\ has occurred 'till

now,—

;

.Ml Shore (t!ic daughter of an intimate friend)

•'I'-sit I'le a-'r of 'I hoinas, aFo proceeds with them Mrs.

H— tile one little furl o} her own, sixteen months old,

t",r Im! . ) to hr left with I.ad\ C— * she promises to be a

1. eh ci'iid

We T-e to have the chri'teninn to-morrow when I shall

t'l e lene of lari’c rtrtir', except one, which I must

'tten: M; H— • infint daughter is to he christened

r • ex; n onth a: i '^ir K— ' wh<i!e famih is invited At
j 'r cut 1 I'eo'e ••n elfentireh to Mrs II— who I really

:’m > I." a friet'v liip for me W fuild it were in nn power

to ’ino'o'n,*. he", hut that for mam reasons is impossible.

\t < t' cr Inuia' nn ( 1 he Dirtmouth Cajitain Thompson)

In lU't ailed, hut "'<* too is alnoluteh crci.vdcii with pas-

'rtfe'' ,
o 1 nai't ha\e patience— It is almost incredible

wh t quantitir of hutcuie, peojdc of consequence inv’ri-

“i'h tale .’ith them, 1 im •-elf counted twenta-mne trunks

f*nt were 'cnt on I'oari'. for Mr and Mrs II— exclusive

<>f chc't of driwe-s and other picVagcs, with cabin stores

Ne and more 'till remain to be shipped This separate

ri’ a”e to Madras will add greath to the expense; for

Captain Coxon wouKl not have charged a rupee more, had

thea cmhirl cd with him at Hengal, c\cn removing so much
baugaoc from one shiji to another will occasion no small

inconx cnicncc

CiiiNSURAii, 10/7; February.

Mv time has been too much taken up for this fortnight

past to afford leisure for w riting 1 have another melancholy

exent to record, but let me proceed rcgailarly

Our friends left us on the second Instant Poor Mrs.
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H— vras dreadfully affected at partiug with her infant; it

seemed cruel for a mother to abandon her child only twenty-

five days old; but it must in all probability have fallen a

sacrifice. Her anxiety in other respects was great. Ad-
miral Sufifen is said to keep a sharp look out after English

ships going down the Bay; but, I trust, Sir E Hughes
will find the French fieet better employment than cruizing

about after our vessels “

Sir R— and Lady C— felt severely the shock of their

son’s departure but poor Mrs. C— whose very soul seemed

treasured up, if I may so express myself, in her grandson,

sunk under the blow. On the fifth she was seized with a

violent illness, of which on the seventh she expired. Sir

R— is deeply aSicted, and I should be surprised if he were

not, for, to him she was ever an exemplary parent; and gave

an irrefragable proof of strong maternal affection, by

accompanying him to this coimtry at her advanced period

of life. Her death is generally lamented, as a most charit-

able humane good woman. “ Let her works praise her.”

She was in her seventieth year. Me came up here immedi-

ately after the funeral which took place the next day, and

was most numerously attended; I may say by almost the

whole settlement—gentlemen as well as ladies. Her

character demanded this testimony of respect and that it was

paid, affords me pleasure.

You will expect me to give you some account of this

place; but after having told you that it contains many very

fine houses,—is regularly bruit,—and kept remarkably

clean ;
nothing more remains to be said. One cannot expect

much chearfulness among the inhabitants, though they are

treated with the utmost kindness, and all private property is

held sacred.

A strange circumstance occurred at the time of its

capture, which will probably become a subject of litigation

A King’s ship, either a frigate or a sloop of war, was lying
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< : : Cilruin, uhrn ncu'- arrncJ thnt the Dutch had com-

ncj.tcu ho tiiitic —The Captain accoinj^amcd by a party

t'f hr oihcrr'" and 'caincn, proceeded a\ith all c\pcduion to

Chn.'u-ah, \\hir!i he reached aliout 1 a M next da), and

M. ned the place to ’Urrender to Uts Mt:jcst)'s Arms.
'1 nr (.'o'ernor bnnj, total!) unproauied with the means of

rri'time cujnplied, *0 that when a detachment of the

Cor'pan/' marched in at ‘^caen o'clock to take posses-

•,('11 tjira found the IniMiiea'; alreada settled, and had the

lam !i mt t coM.'irtcIa a'-iiirt them The Captain aaas

• / ' 1 1; duccc lo reli.,qurh hr cajiturc, but insisted that his

pro.dr ACT r ititlcd to pri/e monca, and has put in his

claim 'cio'Uimda— !• it not an odd aftair^

2 I </ Fclruary.

‘'ir R— i {.omn to urpateh some letters for England

and 1 aaill p:< fit in the occasion, haaing at present nothing

fuft’icr to co’nnnuiicate Ml remains in uncertaint)

I am,

Your aflcctionatc

E. F.
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CalccttAj L’~ith l-'JMrch.

My Dzjji Sister,

Tins is in all probability the last letter I shall

yrrite &om Bengal. b-'Irs. Wheler has been indefatigable

in her exertions; and has at length secured a passage for

me on the Valentine. Captain Levtis; a fine nerr ship

—

rhi=

is her first voyage. I shall have a female companion too,

which is certainly desirable. Colonel and Zvirs. Totting-

ham prith their family accompany us, besides these vre shall

have seven military gentlemen, two of the company’s civil

servants, and thirteen children, under Captain Lcvis’s

immediate protection. The ship is expected to sail in the

beginning ofnest month. I dined in company with Captain

Le-wis yesterday at ZS'Irs. Vf—s, and we were both much
pleased with his behaviour.—^Mhen we retired after dinner

my good niend congratulated me on the prospect of sailing

with such a commander, for many of them assume airs of

consequence, but Captain Lewis does not seem at ail that

way disposed; and should the passengers prove agreeable,

I really think we may promise ourselves a comfortable

voyage.

I am using every efibrt in preparing my baggage, and

X.ady C— -with her usual kindness renders me e-ery

assistance; nor have my other friends been neglectful of

anv thing that can contribute to my comfort both on the

passage and after my arri-val in England; till my health

shall, with the blessing of Providence, be restored, when
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I may be enabled to seek out some decent means of

support.

I had a verj’’ eligible proposal made me of entering into

partnership with a most amiable lady who has lately engaged

in the school line, but was compelled to decline it, my com-
plaints requiring a change of climate, and that I should

consult those medical friends who have been accustomed to

prescribe for me I much regret this circumstance, having

no doubt but ve might have suited each other extremely

well, for she has proved herself a sincere friend in many
instances and must ever possess my grateful esteem

28/// March

I had the pleasure last evening, of being present at the

marriage of Captain P M and my young friend Miss

T
,
the vedding was kept at Dr Jackson’s and of course

they intended to have a little ball, but hardly any one

could be prevailed on to dance so late in the season. I had

given a solemn promise that nothing should induce me to run

the risk, so to comply was out of the question—At length

Mrs Jackson, senior, who is turned of sixty-five, opened

the ball with a very good minuet, and afterwards footed it

away for about two hours, as gaily as the youngest her

example took effect, and they made up a tolerable set The
dance was succeeded by a magnificent supper, to which

nearly thirty persons sat down After the customary toasts

we retired, and I reached home before one May they be

happy is my sincere wish

This is a terrible season for reaching the ships, none but

stout vessels can venture down. Colonel Tottingham pays

seventy pounds for a sloop to convey his family. I am in

this respect fortunate Sir R— and Lady C— are going

to a place called Bearcole for the benefit of sea-bathing,

and I shall accompany them to Ingellee; which is within

a tide of the Valentine my fnends will then proceed by
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land to the bathing-place; and one of the sloops by Sir

R—’s orders will convey me and my baggage to the Barra-

bola head where the ship is lying at anchor to complete

her cargo.

I have every thing now ready and only wait for the

completion of Sir R—s
preparations. I feel very impatient

to get to sea, being persuaded that it will have a salutary

effect on my health,—change of scene and company will

also be of service. I have taken leave of every one, and for

many shall preserve sentiments of the most grateful esteem.

On Board the Valentine,^

Barrahola Head^ i/^th April.

I left Calcutta, on Tuesday the ninth Instant with Sir

R— and Lady C— the latter I am concerned to say is m
a very weak state, but trust sea bathing will be beneficial.

We had a boisterous trip of it down to Ingellee, and every

one but myself was dreadfully sea-sick.

My kind friends quitted me on Saturday evening.—

I

felt quite forlorn at our separation. To be thrown among
strangers after experiencing for near nine months, the

attentive hospitality of such a family as I was torn from,

almost overcame my fortitude,—but I soon lost every other

sensation in that overwhelming one of sea-sickness, which

lasted the whole way, nor could I go on board tdl the

afternoon.—I shall keep this open tdl the Pdot goes, that

you may have the satisfaction of hearing that we have

passed the first dangers.

20th April

Our commander is by no means the placid being we

supposed.—I doubt he will prove a very tyrant—instead of

paying attention, or shewmg respect, he e»;acts both, and
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woe be to those who fail in either. We are still waiting for

tlie remainder of our Cargo and Captain Lewis vents his

rage in drinking “ confuston to the Board of Trade ” every

day.

28//; Aprtl

We had a narrow escape last evening though I knew
not of the danger till it was over. I was seized after tea

with severe spasms in the stomach, and had the doctor with

me, when suddenly the ship began to pitch and toss

violently; and I heard Captain Lewis, call out in a votce of

thunder “ Stand by the sheet anchor, heave the lead.”

Presently all was quiet again, nor had I the least suspicion

till next morning of our having been adrift on the Barrabola

sand, and what might have been our fate Heaven knows,

had not the sheet anchor brought us up, for it is a most

dangerous place, surrounded by shoals and out of sight of

land.

It IS pleasant to see Captain Lewis so alert on perilous

occasions, hq appears to be an excellent seaman, but the

roughest being surely that nature ever formed, in language

and manners. The oaths he swears by, are most horrible

and he prides himself in inventing new ones How were

Mrs Wheler and I mistaken? I see he must be humoured

like a child, for the least contradiction makes him almost

frantic.

2nd May

Now I must indeed say farewell—the Pilot is just

quitting us, and has promised to put this on board the first

vessel ^at sails for England, there is one under dispatch

God bless you Within six months, I trust we shall all

meet in health and safety

I am,

Your’s affectionately

E F
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St James’s Valley, St. Helena September^ 1782.

My Dear Sister,

A more uncomfortable passage than I have made

to this place, can hardly be imagined. The port of my
cabin being kept almost constantly shut, and the door

opening mto the steerage, I had neither light nor air but

from a scuttle, thereby half the space was occupied by a

great gun, which prevented me from going near the port

when It was open.

Mrs. Tottingham at first took her meals m the Cuddy,

but the gentlemen were in general too fond of the bottle to

pay us the least attention; after tea, we were never asked

to cut in at cards, though they played every evening

Captain Lewis swore so dreadfully, making use of such

vulgar oaths and expressions, and became so very rude and

boisterous, that Mrs Tottingham withdrew intirely from

table, and never left her cabm for the last thirteen weeks*

but the Colonel took care to send her whatever was neces-

sary, I had no one to perform the like kind office for me,

and was therefore forced to venture up among them, or

nsk starvation below

The table was at first most profusely covered
,
bemg our

Captains favourite maxim “ never to make two wants of

one Every one foresaw what must be the consequence,

but he would not listen to reason. Thus we went on till

the beginning of August, when he declared that we had
218
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rounded the Cape of Good hope; offering to back his

opinion by receiving twenty guineas, and return a guinea a

da) till we reached St Helena: but no one accepted the

bet; )ct doubts seemed to hang on the minds of many.

However on the 5th at noon, hearing that we were in Lati-

tude 33 32 S I began to think with the Captain that, it

was needless to ^pnre our stock, since a few days would

bring us a fresh supply—but alasl at 4 p M land was per-

ceived on the East coast of Africa; so near, that before we
tacked fltes w’cre seen on the shore—had this happened

during the night, nothing could have saved us from ship-

WTcck—Can I sufficiently bless Providence for this second

escape^

On examining the state of our water and provision,

after the error was discovered, we were put on an allowance

of a quart of water a day, for all purposes, and for nearly a

month before w'c arrived here, we were forced to live on

salt provisions, even the poor children and the sick, had

no better fare

While off the Cape, we encountered very stormy weather

but happily sustained no injury, except the loss of a

fore-top-mast w'hich was easily replaced—Captain Lewis,

one day, thought ft to refuse me a passage through his

cabin, for which I had expressly stipulated I retired, and

in a few minutes he came down to apologize for his be-

haviour, and a most curious apology he made He began

by saying that he had been beaten at piquet^ and that losing

always made him cross, “ besides, said he, to tell you the

truth I do not like ladies, not, (with a great oath) that I

have any particular objection to you, on the contrary I really

think you are a quiet good sort of woman enough, but I

cannot abide ladies, and I declare that, sometimes when you

come up to me upon deck, and say, ‘ how do you do Captain

Lewis ’ It makes my back open and shirt {stc) like a knife
”

—so much for this gentleman’s respect and politeness! I
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was forced to appear satisfied and Jie seemed very penitent

for some days, till another cross fit came on.

Judge if I did not rejoice at the sight of this romantic

Island, though its appearance from, the sea is very un-

promising,—^inaccessible rocks, and stupendous crags frown-

ing every side but one, nor is there any anchorage except

at that pomt—The town is literally an ascending valley be-

tween two hills, just wide enough to admit of one street.

The houses are in the English style, with sashed windows,

and small doors Here are back-gardens, but no gardens,

which makes the place intensely hot for want of a ffee

circulation of air; but when you once ascend Ladder

Hill the scene changes, and all seems enchantment. The

most exquisite prospects you can conceive burst suddenly

on the eye—fruitful vallies,—cultivated hills and diversified

scenery of every description. The inhabitants are obliging

and attentive, indeed, remarkably; so altogether I find it

a most welcome resting place After being kept on salt

provisions for a month, one is not likely to be very fastidious;

former abstinence giving more poignant relish to the ex-

cellent food, which is set before us.

Lord North, and the Hastings, China ships, arrived

soon after us, but we are all still detained for Convey—^how

vexatious.

i^th October,

Yesterday Captain Lewis gave a grand entertainment

on board the Valentine. I was obliged to preside for Mrs.

Tottingham would not venture on the water till there was

a necessity for it V^e had a most brilliant party. I danced

a good deal, but find no inconvenience from it. It is odd

enough, that he should have fixed on your birth day. You
may be sure I silently drank my own toast. Mrs Comettee

and the other ladies seemed highly gratified, and well they

might, for no expence was spared to render it completely

elegant
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2otIi Ociohcr,

'Fhc r/<.
i'*

^rri\ cd, in n mo'^t dreadful state,

H-ak.*: lr> I nnr fift\ of her Crew in her jia'^'^ngc from

^“<11'. from whence 'he 'iilrd in Compiii) uith the

I)-*;moti?h. \\liich u v. \i.rccl.cd ofi the Carnicohar island

the rr-i ’'tp 1 w t , t I f/.rr. thouf^ht, so utifoi lutinic in

in thi iirtancc, as in man> others, I ma)

n* *.]\ imjnitc nn 'afct\ to that Providence Inch

"
J *. n 5 ’(’n )~src saJ (*ciih,

H-t ( r'i’v 5'cf'cJ r ^

*’

1

1

//; Nevember.

Arionj: ilie pa’^Tiigcr' in the Dt.iUhcuiJi were Mrs
I’Avin and her infant -on a ir.o't interesting child, three

ar-'- t'i af’r, aOio were uomVrfulla preserved through

•nttr’int' . croi.'di to oxrrwhclm the strongest constitution;

'’*’.0 j'r<'trcdrd to St Helena on the O.t.pmav on board

winch were Mr Ca'annior and his mother, who secured

'’Ccoramot.atic'n' on the A^r./ Kert!.^ not choosing toaenture

farther on the CJ,rpi.,v “ Upon which I was applied to,

to accoir.pana Mr Irwin who could not well proceed

without a fcm-’le companion, and was not able to procure

accommodation', on the other slups— I instantl) deter-

mined on accompanaing her for the express purpose of

cndcaaouring to 'often the inconacniences under which

'he laboured, and to soothe her mind harrassed by the many

hardships of her distressing voyage

25//; November.

'I his day we left St Helena in company w'lth the Lord

Norll^ Faleistnie, end Hastnigs Tlie Chapman unfortu-

natel) sails very ill and cannot keep up with the other ships.

Captain Lewis told me at St Helena in order to prevent

my quitting the Valentine^ that we should be left in the
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lurch the first fair opportunity, and so it happened long

ere we reached England.

Our passage was tremendous, the Sea breaking over

the ship and continually carrying some thing or other away;

nor had we any naval stores to replace what was thus lost

Captain Walker and Mr Gkioch, the second officer, were

daily employed with the people, repairing the sails and

rigging, nor did they shrink from any labour. I never

beheld such exertion: very frequently they were obliged

to take the wheel, for scarcely a sufficient number could be

found to keep watch.

On entering the channel the weather was so thick that

no observation could be taken for five days One night

after remaining several hours in dreadful suspense respect-

ing our situation. Captain Walker came down about half

past ten o’clock, to tell us that we were off Scilly. What
a declaration! off Scilly! on a stormy night in the begin-

ning of February! This intelligence was not likely to

tranquillize our feelings Mrs Irwin and myself passed a

sleepless night, and in the morning, one of the sailors

ascertained the place we were driven into to be St Ive’s

Bay, a most dangerous place; but thanks to providence,

we sustained no injury, except being forced round the

Land’s End, which was to us a serious misfortune, being

utterly unable to beat back into the English channel, our

men being worn out with illness and exertion, and our

stores of every kind nearly exhausted.

No Pilot would venture to stay on board The Chap-

man having no poop, looked so unlike an Indiaman, that

she was taken for an Amencan, and we poor forlorn creatures

set down at once as prisoners. “ Why don’t you release

those women,” said they, “ We will have nothing to do

with you, we know better ” We found afterwards that

although the preliminanes of peace had been some time

signed, no account of the important event had reached this
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irn.'T 'j'f't Cnpiun Wall rr now propo<;r(l proceeding

!o M,1!( r»i 1 ?i\rn lo refit, Init the indrnnpht, ni it is called,

litMM! hioni'li; ti' of: Lnnd\, hr clnnprd his rcsolulion

ntai t< 'I 1 rih t on Ivar^l for Kmc road, where we anchored
•• the ‘'th 17 *^'}

'1 111 TM) 01 Till h'tl ST 1\\PT.
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Lin ITAi I.

lo Mks L.

I 5 i ACJ III AT H, 12//, Frln/t7r), 1815
Ml P) '»,v Mapa’',

I iir nucrct uliich }oii trc plcT'^cd to take in

rn rij ^rr. “iid the ) imi iiiqniru-. }ou make, respecting the

'(1. -r I prrti'inird incc nn first nicinorable one,

"diur Mr !<> nfjri a on i •I’liplc •statinunt of fact's relative

to then, ihoni’li to accnmplisji this c\cn in the briefest

’na inrr, <nnr cjrcumst'>ncr' nnisi be reatnlcd vhicli I

ut.nld ntnrr c<'n''ii:n to oldiMon, and some vonnds must

hr rr-ojirnrd, v. )m,ii time has mollified, if not healed—
I he Mimi crij't ‘ubmitlcd to \our jKrnsal, closes with an

aeconnt of nn arm d in IhiLtlaiul, and thus ended my first

r\cntful Msit to I mill, a pt not! which according to my own

c'tiniation, had comj>n/cd i whole life of suffering and

ainirta, imi ill 'ohed for e\er the strongest tie the liuman

he irt can form for itself, a period in which phjsical and

moral evils hail alike combined to inflict wiiatcvcr can

V ound the heart to its inmost core, and destroy that con-

fidence in our fellow creatures, without which the W'orld

seems indeed " a howling wilderness,” peopled w-ith terrific

monsters, etch prowling either by violence or fraud for his

defenceless jirey

1 lappily for me gentler beings had blended in my path

their benign inffucnces, my sorrow's Jiad been cheered and

consoled by many. I w'.as still young, and with buoyant

spirits relieved in some_degrce from their late severe pres-
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sure, hailed my native land; yet a sigh of regret would

mingle with my joyful anticipations, at quitting the society

wherein, though assailed by tempestuous winds and moun-

tainous seas, I had so frequently enjoyed, “ The feast of

reason and the flow of soul ” amidst congenial minds.

For ever blest be the moment when I quitted the

Valentine \
from that circumstance arose a friendship which

has constituted one of the sweetest enjoyments of my life,

and which still remains unbroken, though my friend and I

seldom meet; but her letters are invaluable Few possess

such epistolary talents : they have been my chief solace and

consolation in distress, but to proceed: Mrs Irwin, her

little boy and myself went on to town, where a dreadful

shock awaited me, my dear mother was no more, the tie

to which a daughter most fondly clings was rent asunder;

tho’ I had still a father and two most affectionate sisters

remaining, it was long ere I could justly appreciate their

worth, or draw consolation from their society For nearly

a whole year I laboured under very severe indisposition,

and incurred great expence for medical attendance, not less

than j^iyo I was several times considered in imminent

danger, v Mrs Irwin too was long, after her arrival, adjected

with the most distressing nervous debility. All this is not

to be wondered at, for during the passage from St. Helena,

both of us were in an infirm state, and our health had

suffered much from the circumstances in which we were

placed It IS true we experienced all possible relief from

the kindness of those around us, whom we daily beheld

subjected to privations and exertions the most trying, yet

ever affording us comfort and attention. In each benevolent

act Captain Walker was amply assisted by Mr. Gooch, and

the Surgeon Mr Crowfoot, a most worthy and scientific

young man, to whose skill I was probably more indebted

for the prolongation of a precarious existence, than I was

aware of at the time My health being in some measure
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re I tneJ \.in(nis plair' in pnr-^int of independence;

Im; ; one 'reined td pnnni'-r vuccc'^';, nn friend*? \Mslied

:r.r •<' ic’nin a* home, Init Calcutta appeared tlic most

I'hrla tiintre '<1 cxertum, and }ou cannot wonder that my
tiru; ’ri'ied tow ;rds a plate, where I had met such fricnd-

!’ip an ! i:ri.rro'-U\
,
and where so much general cncourage-

n rnt v.i gnen to the efiorts ol respectable indniduals.

1 till !'(',e in mind the oftcr which had been made to me
!•' llrn'Ml. a:.v! tiCterminrU to j'ursuc this plan, anti haaing

become HOjUunteil witii a Mis^ I lie) s, a aoung woman of

t' e -trivtc I intcLiita, uid who jH)s*,csscd man} \aluablc

(511 hfitation .1 eng med lier to accompan} me as an assistant

C tain \\ ’1) er was about to i^roctcd to Bombaa, in com-

:r "n <'f the Ln ‘ ( , 1 ,v/, uul oft red me a passage on \cr}

iiK'dcrate term*. }>ro\idri.i I too), t barge of four ladies, ^\ho

wi'hr*.’. to I'ue a protectress during the \o\agt. Being

ie n*‘U‘ of'ccm!: Bombaa, 1 felt little reluctance to compl)

,

e ncvialla 1 ma tricnd Mr Oooch held the same station

in the L r 'cf. aahich he had, so meritonoush filled, in

the C/ :j” .<:r "1 ne pv a^c to be sure, aaould be rather

eirsUit^'U . but in a fiiu new shija, inaigated by persons of

aalio'c nautied ibilitics I hid such indubitable proofs, that

ijipcarcd of little moment 'Die prospect of strengthening

ma eoniu ction'- in 1 luii influenced me still further Haanng

thenfore •'rruictd ma pi uis on a general ground, alloaa’ing

for the dcaiitions which in such a case as mine, might be

alloaacd to irise from circumst uices, I cmbarlccd on the

LorJ Cavu’o., ind * ailed from the Downs for India, on the

17th March 17K} —Mere let me pause for the present,

I aaill soon resume ni) jien

I am &:c

E. F.



LETTER 11.

To Mrs. L.-

My Dear Madam,
I ^th February^ 1815.

For some days we had rather boisterous weather,

but this subsided as we approached the Canary Islands,

where (to my great mortification) we did not stop.—On
the third of April had a view of the peak of Teneriffe

which is said to be 2,000 feet high, perpendicularly. It

must have been formerly a considerable Volcano; so lately

as the year 1704 there was an irruption from it which did

immense damage On the loth we passed the Cape de-

Verd Islands, but to my regret without touching at any;

for curiosity was ever with me a predominant feeling. The
Island of Fogo has a Volcano, which sometimes flames out

in a terrible manner, and discharges pumice stones to a

great distance. The weather at this time was intensely

hot, but we had plenty of apples on board, which afibrded

great refreshment, and soon after they were finished, we
spoke a Danish ship, whose captain made the ladies a hand-

some present of oranges and pine apples It is not easy

for you, my dear madam, to conceive the importance of

such accommodations; but those who have been many
weeks, perhaps months, shut up in a floating prison, without

the power of procuring refreshments which even health

demands, will be well aware of their value.—^At length the

trade winds visited us, “ and bore healing on their wings;
”

we passed the Tropic of Capncorn very pleasantly, but soon
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nficrwird"? .1 ch.uigc took place: <511011 arc the vicissitudes

of i cc.i life 1 have not yet mentioned the names of the

ladies who iccompamcd me, there were Mrs Pemberton,

and Mi‘5 <5C '5 Turner, Bellas, and Fisher, w<ho with Miss

I Inks and myself occupied two thirds of the roundhouse,

and I note it as rather a singular circumstance, that w'e w'ere

onh five times on deck during the passage, which was

owing to a j->rc\ious arrangement bctw'ccn die Captain and

me. to guard agiinst imprudent attachments, which arc

more oasiK formed than broken; and I am happy to say

the plan succeeded to our wash—About this time. Captain

Wilkcr fell dingerousl) ill, but fortunately recovered

before the Sth of lune, when the birth da) of Miss Ludlow,

a Bristol lad\, who subsequent!) became Mrs Walker,

w IS celebrated in high sr\le‘ all the ship’s company had

a dinner of fresh proMsions, and we sat down to a most

sumptuous repast, \egetablcs and fruit having been pro-

aided in England, and salad raised purposely for the

occasion.

We were now’ going at the rate of eight knots an hour,

of the Cape, with a heaay swell, but the young folks,

nevertheless, so earnestly solicited for a dance, that the

Captain could not refuse, so all the furniture being removed

out of the cuddy, I led off, by particular request, but had

onl) gone down one couple, w'hcn a tremendous lec hack

put us all in confusion. I declined standing up again, but

the rest during three or four hours, tumbled about in the

prettiest manner possible, and w'hcn no longer able to dance,

made themselves amends by singing and laughing, no

serious accident happened to any one, and the evening

concluded very agreeably

On the iith June we struck soundings at 7 a m off

Cape L’Aguillas, this exactly confirmed Capt Walker’s

observations, and w.as matter of greater rejoicing to me,

than can be imagined by persons who were never brought
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into danger, by the ignorance or inattention of those

intrusted with the command The next day we shipped

so many seas from the heavy land-swell, as to extinguish^

the fire, we were therefore constrained to put up with

a cold dinner however our good Captain, ever provident,

produced a fine round of beef, preserved by Hoffmann,

which well supplied the deficiency

On the 24th June, we anchored in the Bay of Johanna,

one of the African Isles to the northward of Madagascar

It IS a fertile little spot. We here met with plenty of

refreshments and very cheap The oranges are remarkably

fine. I took a good quantity of them their beef is pretty

good Captain Walker purchased several bullocks for the

ship’s use and to supply our table. The inhabitants are

very civil, but are said to be the greatest thieves in existence

We were much amused with the high titles assumed by

them The Prince of Wales honoured us with his company

at breakfast, after which Mr. Lewin ^ one of our passengers,

took him down to his cabin, where having a number of

knick-knacks, he requested his royal highness to make

choice of some article to keep in remembrance of him,

when to Mr L’s astonishment he fixed on a large mahogany

book-case, which occupied one side of the cabin, and on

being told that could not be spared, went away in high

displeasure, refusing to accept any thing else The Duke
of Buccleugh washed our linen HRH the Duke of York

officiated as boatman, and a boy of fourteen, who sold us

some frmt, introduced himself as Earl of Mansfield They
seem very proud of these titles—We all went on shore, and

while those who were able to walk, rambled about to view

the country, which they described as very delightful, I

awaited their return in a thatched building erected for

the accommodation of strangers We were careful to return

before sun-set, the night air being reckoned very pernicious

to Europeans.—These people are almost constantly at war
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to the Governor at Perell his country seat, a delightful place

and a charming nde to it. Indeed all the environs are

beautiful, in this respect it has greatly the advantage of

Calcutta; but the town itself is far infenor. They have a

handsome church and a good assembly-room, where they

dance all the year round

We dined one day at Mr Nesbit’s, chief of the Marine,

who gave us a repast in the true old Indian style, “ The
tables they groaned with the weight of the feast.” We had

every joint of a calf on the table at once, nearly half a

Bengal sheep, several large dishes of fish; boiled and

roasted turkies, a ham, a kid, tongue, fowls, and a long

tram of et ceteras The heat was excessive, the hour two,

and we were thirty in company, in a lower roomed house, so

you may conceive what sensations such a prodigious dinner

would produce It is however a fact that they ate with

great appetite and perseverance, to my astonishment, who

could scarcely touch a morsel.

On the 1st August, the Camden being ordered to

Madras without any prospect of proceeding from thence to

Bengal, Captain Walker secured a passage for Miss Hicks

and myself on the Nottingham, Captain Curtis, who offered

us the best accommodations and refused to accept of any

remuneration. He afterwards disposed of his ship, but

under the express stipulation that we should retain our

cabin. I dined on the 8 th at Mr. D. Scott’s with our fellow

passengers Mr and Mrs Lewin
,
and a very agreeable day

we passed, the whole of the cuddy passengers being invited,

so that we sat down once more together, assuredly for the

last time. On the 23d I dined with Miss Bellas at her

uncle’s gardens where I met with a most cordial reception,

and was introduced to Captain Christie whom she married

before I quitted the settlement, and alas! I must add

survived her marriage only thirteen weeks. She died, as I

afterwards heard, of a confirmed liver complaint. Her
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On the 1 sih .''c'ptnnbcr v.c nncliortcl in yUijcngo ronds,

(o t il.r in toir rope .iml cihics for whicli this is tlie great

niirt 'I'lir) ire i ihriLTicil of the outer rind of the cocoa-

mu, who c (juilitN is Mich tint the salt water nourishes it,

ind It po'-cs'cs iho an elasticity whicli enables it to con-

tract or dll ite Itself, in proportion to the strain on it. This

piopcrty is pcculiirh useful in these seas, where squalls
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frequendy come on with frightful violence and rapidity, and

the preservation of an anchor is an object of importance.

The surf runs very high here, and is at times extremely

dangerous Captam Ross brought off an invitation from

Mr. Hutchinson the chief, to dine with him, but no one

chose to venture on shore. I have not forgotten the fate

of Mrs. Blomer, who was drowned some years ago with

seven others in attempting to land on the beach

Here is a pretty strong Fort on the sea side. Every one

who went on shore spoke with rapture of the country.

The vicinity of the great chain of mountains which separates

the coast of Malabar from that of Coromandel, and which

are said to be the highest in the world, (the Alps and Andes

excepted) gives an awful termination to the prospect. The

water is here so indifferent that few Europeans attempt to

drink it Formerly Anjengo was famous throughout India

for Its manufactures of long-cloth and stockings, but these

have fallen to decay. We left this dangerous place on the

22nd, the wind several times blew so strong, we had great

apprehensions of being driven on shore, and a very narrow

escape we certainly had, for on examining the anchor, only

one fluke was found remaining, the other must have been

so nearly broke by the strain on it, that it would not

bear heaving up. Our passage was remarkably tedious,

though we had a pleasant man in command, who kept an

exceeding good table, but not expecting to be more than

five or SIX weeks at sea, instead of twelve.^ our stock of fresh

provisions was quite exhausted long ere we reached Cal-

cutta, and only distilled water to drink. On the 27th

November we arrived, and to my great surprise after all that

had been said against the probability of such an event taking

place, found the Camden had been some time in the river.

Mr Baldwin the chief officer died soon after, and my friend

Mr. Gooch succeeded him In this situation he remained

for several voyages, with Captam Dance till he obtained
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LETTER III.

To Mrs. L.

BlackheatHj i<^th February^ 1815.

My DEAR IMada?^,

At Calcutta I met Mtii great kindness from

many yrhom I had formerly known, and who now ap-

peared desirous of forwarding any plan, I might adopt.

At length with the approbation of Captain Walker, and

several other friends, I determined on placing Miss Hicks

in business as a milliner. It was agreed that my name

should not appear, although I retained in my own hands

the entire management of the concern, allowing Miss

H. one third of the profits. Mr. Berry purser of the

Camden had the goodness to open a set of books, and to give

me every necessary instruction how to keep them in proper

order, which afterwards proved very advantageous in the

prosecution of my concerns. You are aware how many
difficulties both from within and without must have opposed

themselves to this design, and how much even the same

feehng operated in contrary directions; at least, if the wish

for independence may be termed pride, to which it is

certainly allied. Soon after, a proposal was made me to

engage in a seminary for young ladies, on so liberal a plan,

that I have since frequently, regretted not having complied

with the solicitations of my friends; but I had in fact gone

rather too far to recede, havmg made several large purchases,

which could not be disposed of suddenly but at consider-

able loss Within four months after our arrival. Miss
238
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Hicks married Mr Lacey; and the fohowing Christmas

lay m of a fine boy, but unfortunately lost him at the end of

SIX weeks, after which her health declined so fast, as to

render it absolutely necessary that she should proceed to

Europe I took that opportunity of sending home for

education, a natural child of my husband’s, whose birth

had caused me bitter affliction, yet I could not abandon

him, though he was deserted by his natural protector

They accordingly embarked on the 5’th of September 1786,

on the Sevetn Packet Captain Kidd, with every prospect of

a favourable passage, but on the 9th, owing to the rapidity

of the current, the vessel struck on a sand, called the Broken

Ground, just below Ingellee, and every European on board

unhappily perished, except the second officer in whose arms

the poor little boy expired, but Mrs Lacey supported

herself in the fore chains with exemplary fortitude, till a

tremendous sea broke over them, and he saw her no more,

but by great exertion reached the shore on a broken spar.

I felt her loss severely, for she possessed a mind and spirit

that would have graced any station

After this melancholy event I was compelled to conduct

business in my own name, but on a more extensive scale,

and succeeded tolerably well, till the unlucky year 1788,

when such immense investments were brought out, that

nearly all concerned in that branch of commerce, were

involved in one common ruin Yielding to the storm, for

I had large consignments which I was compelled to receive,

my brother having become secunty for them at home, I

solicited and obtained the indulgence of my creditors for

eighteen months under four trustees, Messrs Fairlie, Cohan,

Child, and Moscrop, whose names were sufficient to

sanction any Concern
,
and such was the confidence reposed

in my integnty, that every thing remained in my own hands

as formerly Never, I am proud to say, was that confidence

abused, pardon the seeming vanity of this assertion, in
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jiistice to n~ or~n cnaracter. I nust sz- thiis nacL znc. czn

bolclj aopeal to thoss ~ho are best accuairted rritb tee

-Thole transaction for the truth, of np statement- Haring

recer-ed several consignments Eom mg kind diends at

home, Trhich sold to great ad"antage, and varions other

means suggesting themselves, vrherein I vras benevolentiv

assisted bv manv vrho savr and comnassiorated m“ arduous

struggles after indenendence. I succeeded in settlins' either

in mone- or £Co: -err claim on me, arc asam oeca:

uossessed of a little Dronert"; -vhen in the be^nnin? of

^79^ mv dear diends, led m^ to resor on

returning once more to Eurone. I must here mention

vrhat onerated as a strong encouragement to urosecute the

nlan immediatelv. In 7.lav 1791 hir. Benjamin Laceg

brother of mg lamented friend’s husband came to Bengal.

bringing out a small irrrestment for me.

into mv familv, and altho’ onlv nineteen gears of age, he

e-.mced such abilities, that I soon obtained a situation for

—here he conducted himself so much to the sadsfacdon

of his employers, as to be intrusted vdth conndendal com-

missions to hladras and elsevrhere, vrhich he executed vdth

iudgment and integritv. This young man hapnening to

be in Calcutta, I embraced the ooportunipr of leading to

him the management ofmg concerns. As a proof that mg
conddence mas not misplaced, allovr me here to nodee, that

altho’ mv stock and bills mere delivered over to hi-n vdthout

in-v'entorg, or engagement on his nart vrhen I left India, he

in the course of eleven dags after, transmitted regular

accounts of the vrhole, and vrhere nlacea, making
ansvrerable for the nrcceeds in the strongest manner; so

that had me both died, mv fHends mould have found no

diEcultg in claiming mv enects. Hadng b" his assistance

laid in a small in”estment. I embarked on the 2 cth Z'Tarch

on board the Amedcan ship Her.rj. Captain Jacob Cromnin-

shield, bound for Ostend; and on the 29th the ndot cuitted

I
* j -7 *

TCCCTTC^
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us I fovmd tlic liany a snug little vessel, Capt. C. a well

bcha\cd man, and his ofFccrs, though not of polished

manners, >et in their way disposed to offer me every

attention that could render the passage agreeable. I

suffered at times from the heat, but on the whole enjoyed

better health than during my former voyage. Having only

one jnssenger on board besides myself, but little occurred

to rchc\c the monoton) of a sea life. I frequently played

chess, -ind uas almost constantly beaten. Cards and back-

gammon had their turn, but I grew tired of all, till at

length, on the 2nd Jul) we anchored off St Helena.

1 vent on shore in the afternoon and learnt with some

vexation that a large fleet sailed only the day before. I

wished to have wTittcn, specially as we were not bound

direct to England. Many changes had happened in this

curious little Island, during my twelve years absence

Few recollected me; but Captain Wall of the Buccleugh

formcrl) chief officer of the J'aJcnttne^ behaved with the

greatest attention,— I shall ever acknowledge his kindness

Fresh provisions w’crc ver)' scarce, a drought had prevailed

until this season for four )cars, and it would require three

good seasons to repair the damage sustained, by their stock

perishing for w'ant of w'atcr—A circumstance happened

during our sta), the like of w'hich was not remembered by

the oldest inhabitant, though from the appearance of the

place, one would conclude such events were common a

large fragment of rock, detatched by the moisture, fell from

the side of Ladder Hill, on a small out-house at the upper

end of the valley, in which two men were sleeping in

separate beds The stone broke thro’ the top and lodged

between them, the master of the house was suffocated, it is

supposed, by the rubbish, as no bruises were found on his

body, the other man forced his way through, and gave the

alarm, but not time enough to save his companion This

accident has caused many to tremble for their safety, since
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all the way up the valley, houses are built under similar

projections, and will some lime or other probably experience

the same fate. Among the Alps such things are common.

An unpleasant afiair also occurred to me. I had, when

last here, given a girl who had attended me from Calcutta,

and behaved very ill, to Mrs. Mason, with whom I boarded,

under a promise that she should not be sold, consequently

no slave paper passed. Mr. Mason, however, in defiance

of this prohibition, disposed of her for £10. This act

mihtating against the established regulations, advantage

was taken of my return to the Island, to call upon me as

the original offender, not only for that sum, but a demand

was made of /60 more, to pay the woman’s passage back to

Bengal with her two children! 1 1 After every effort, I

could only obtain a mitigation of ;fio, being forced to draw

on my brother Preston at sixty days sight in favour of the

Court of Directors, for £60, a sum that I could ill afford to

lose, but the strong hand of power left me no alternative.^^

On the 6th July we quitted St. Helena, and on the nth
anchored off Ascension. Our Captain and the gentlemen

went on shore to look at the Island. The following

remarks I extract from his journal. “ The soil near the

sea, appears dry and barren in the extreme, like cinders

from a fire; indeed the whole Island bears evident marks

of the former existence of volcanoes, several craters still

appearing on the hills
;
perhaps it owes its origin to some

great convulsion of nature, as I am persuaded does St

Helena: altho’ the sea coast presents a dreary view, yet

on walking farther the prospect becomes enchanting; a

most delightful verdure covers the smaller hills, and the

vallies; and no doubt they afford plenty of water, tho’

not being very well, I was too much fatigued to examine

The 2nd offifcer saw five or six goats, but could not get

near enough to fire at them.”

Numbers of man-of-war birds and eggs were taken,
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which proved to be good eating, they likewise caught the

finest turtle I ever saw, W'eighing near 40olbs
,
but by an act

of unpardonable negligence in people so situated, it was

sufi'ered to walk overboard in the night We had however

the good luck to catch a fine albercuore which weighed

near loolb';
,

its flesh w'hen roasted resembled veal, we
were fortunate in having an excellent cook on board, who
rcalK made the most of our scanty provisions On the 3rd

of August, three large ships hove in sight, one of which bore

down towards us and fired several guns to bring us to

Thc\ sent a boat on board wath orders for our Captain to

attend the commander, he came back, to our great joy, in

about half an hour, liaMiig been treated with much civility

b} the French Captain. It was now^ w'c heard the distress-

ing news of Ostend being in the hands of the French,

indeed the} boasted of having gained the advantage every

where, except in the West Indies —These were three

frigates mounting from 28 to 32 guns, they had been 20

da}s, from Brest and had taken 22 prizes We had been

assured b} Captain Wall, that the French dared not shew

their noses in the channel, but I wnth sorrow now witnessed

the contrar}', not on my owm account, being safe enough on

board an American, but Captain C informed me, there

were more than 200 English prisoners on board those

ships—He now" acquainted me wnth his determination to

proceed to America, and very politely offered me a passage,

that I might wntness the disposal of my property, which I

of course declined, not feeling the least desire to prolong my
voyage So having arranged my affaiis m the best manner

possible under existing circumstances, I took a final leave

of the Henry on the 4th September, and landed with my
baggage at Cow"es in the Isle of Wight—From this place I

soon reached London, pleased as I went, to behold scenes

from which I had been so many years banished, and

anticipating the delight witli which my dear father would
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receive his long absent child. Alas! I was doomed to

behold him no more He expired only four months before

my arrival—The remainder ofmy family I had the happiness

of finding in perfect health—The property sent to America

came to a tolerable market, but Captain Crownmshield

instead of making the returns in cash, sent a ship called the

Minerva^ with his younger brother Richard Crownmshield

in command of her, which ship it was proposed that I should

take out to India under certain conditions. She was a fine

new vessel of about 300 tons burthen, I had her coppered,

and proposed her first making a voyage to America, and on

her return sailing for Bengal about Christmas' But when

completely fitted for sea, with a -picked cargo on board for

Boston, she took fire by the bursting of a bottle of aquafortis,

which had been negligently stowed among other goods, and

though immediately scuttled and every precaution taken,

sustained material damage. This involved me in a series of

misfortunes. Mr. P. Wynne who had shipped to the

amount of on the Minerva, by mere accident dis-

covered that, contrary to the general opinion, the Captain

was responsible for all goods committed to his charge under

regular bills of lading, and accordingly commenced an

action against him, in which he was successful, the whole

debt and costs near £600 falling on the Captain, and from

his inability, on me this decision caused a change in the

tenor of bills of lading, which now contain clauses against

fire and several other casualties, whereas before “ the

dangers of the seas ” were alone excepted
, Thus did my

loss operate to the advantage of others To prevent the

total wreck ofmy little property, I was compelled to proceed

immediately on the original plan, as affording the only

chance of attaining independence, and ultimately securing

a home in my native country

Having resolved never again to travel alone, I engaged

a Miss Tripler as a companion, for two years, at ,^30 per
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annum; but had soon cause to regret the agreement. A
proposal being made by my dearest friend Mrs Irwin to

take out a )oung lady, who liad been educated in England,

and was going to rcioin Jicr friends in Bengal, I felt no

disposition to refuse, having frequently seen Miss Rogers

.ind knowing her to be a most amiable little girl; besides

as I had a piano-forte, and a pair of globes with me, and a

good collection of books, I was pleased wath the idea of

contributing to hci improvement, and amusing myself at

the ssinc time—The ship being obliged to touch at Guernsey,

I determined to join her there, so, on the 17th July she

sailed for that place Miss Tripler and my Bengal servant

proceeding on her, as the most saving plan Here let me
pause, reseiwang the account of my third voyage for another

letter

I remain truly your’s

E. F.



LETTER IV.

To Mrs. L.

Blackheath, 2^th February^ 1815
My Dear Madam,

On Sunday the 2nd August 1795 at 5 a m Miss

Rogers and myself, accompanied by Captain Richard

Crowninshield quitted London for Southampton, from

whence the packets sail for Guernsey. I did not leave

my sister and nieces without deep regret, they were always

very dear to me, but now, having lost my parents, the tie

was drawn still closer; abstracted from this consideration,

I rather rejoiced at quitting England, as the whole time of

my stay had been imbittered by a succession of losses and

disappointments, arising partly from my individual mis-

fortune respecting the ship, and partly from the general

state of commerce at this inauspicious period Alasl in

the number of wretched Emigrants whom I saw crowding

the port of Southampton, I felt that I had but too many
fellow-sufferers, and it was easy to read in many a sorrowful

countenance that, “ the times were out ofjoint
”

On arriving there, we were advised to go on by land to

Lymington, and embark from thence, this gave me an

opportunity of passing a few hours at Newtown Park, a

short mile from Lymington^ the residence of Mrs Irwin’s

sister Mrs P—n The house and grounds are strikingly

beautiful, and an Observatory at the top of the former,

commands an extensive view over the Isle of Wight, and

great part of the channel
;
and Mrs P—n assured me,
246
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tint not long before, i«hc snw from thence near four hundred
\evcR 'ul together. 'I'hc wind becoming fair, we em-
barhctl on the 5th Augtnt, and next evening safel) reached

tlu ’ff’er. at Guerinc\ We found all on board greatly

fitiiiued, the <;hi)> Innng arri\cd onl) the night before,

aJtcr a ino'-t Inrra'^'-inc pa<;':age of eighteen dajs. What an

ceij'e we hull On the Sth we went on shore, passed

throui:n tnr market, which appears to be well supplied,

p-rtKiihrl\ with fruit, \cgctablcs, poultr), and butter, w’c

toc-k •’ cjua.itita of tlic latter, which lasted jicrfcctl) good

all tne waa out 1 was pleased with the market people,

thr\ wr-e '•o remarkabh clean and civil The women wore

bonnets With enormous stifiencd crowns, underneath which,

tnr\ hid becoming laced mobs. Provisions arc in general

e<'od and thcip, the (ish excellent, such delicious soles I

ne\cr tasted am where We went to church and heard

praaers both in I'rcnch and English, a dialect of the former

prca-’il'- here, init it is a a ile jargon, I could seared) undcr-

•t-’iui one aaord in ten 'Phis must be a aer) hc.alth) place,

I saaa here a lada who, at the age of ninct)-four, had full

pos<;c'su)n of her faculties, and I heard there as ere several

oihc.’"*' on the rland nearl) of the same age Mr. Tupper,

a gentleman to whom 1 had a letter, aa.as in his 76th )car,

he and his aaholc famil) paid Miss Rogers and myself the

greatest attention. I was surprised to see the magnificent

stale in aahich their house w.as fitted up, the drawing room

stoae aa.ss of silaer, the curtains rich silk, avith gilt cornices,

the chimnc) piece cost eighty pounds, and every other

article corresponding, but ca'cn these averc trifling, when

compared with the many capital paintings and valuable

prints which adorned every room in the house I aftcr-

w'ards found that the prevailing taste avith the w'ealthy here,

IS for expensive houses, for the roads are so bad and steep,

that single horse chaises arc the only carriages in use On
the 17th August, Mr. J. Tupper came by appointment to
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shew us the Island, of which we made almost the tour.

The lands are highly cultivated^but such roads I never saw;

they are barely wide enough to admit a chaise, fortunately

we met only one, which backed for us to pass. I admire

the exact manner in which the hedges are kept, they add

great beauty to the prospect I have seldom seen more

picturesque views; the land and sea vallies are particularly

striking. Their parties, though elegant, are by no means

expensive, for liquors are duty free, and the best wines do

not cost more than i 6s per dozen, except claret, which is

at from 25 to 28 j. The hospitality with which we were all

treated by this worthy family, excited the most grateful

emotions
,
and I bade them adieu with sincere regret.

I am yours truly,

E F



LETTER V.

BlackheatHj 2 ^th February, 1815
My dear Madam,

We were a pretty large party on board, Mr
Campbell, fresh from the Highlands of Scotland, on whom
the officers were continually playing their jokes, Mr
Smith, a youth going to the Madeiras, and Mr Regail,

who was one of the most interesting young men I ever

met with his manners were elegant, his mind highly

polished, and his disposition placid and benevolent, but

he appeared bending beneath a deep dejection, he never

joined in conversation, if it were gay, he ate no more than

barely sufficed nature, and tho’ from politeness and native

suavity, he never refused to join our evening parties at cards,

yet his depression was visible even in the moments of

amusement He had been brought up in Russia, and had, •

for his age (which could not be more than 24) seen much
of the world, and evidently mixed in the first society, and

I apprehend some singular blight had happened in his

fortunes

On the 7th September we landed at Funchall, the

Capital of Madeira I was exceedingly delighted with our

approach to the Island, the town is built on rising ground,

and as you draw near to it, appears imposing and mag-

nificent, having several churches and convents Behind the

town the ground rises abrupdy into steep hills, covered with

vineyards, and ornamented with pleasure houses, at once

exhibiting the appearance of prosperity and cultivation, and

249
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the charms of picturesque and romantic scenery— Mr
L— to whom I had letters, went with us to a Hotel

,
for

unfortunately his lady being in England, he could not

entertain us at his own house. Living in this manner was

very expensive and disagreeable also, we paid each for

dinner, exclusive of wine, and neither the waiter, nor any

other servant, understood a word of English, or any other

language we could speak. It was only with the landlady

we could have any communication. We found Funchall

much less beautiful than its first appearance promised, the

streets were ill paved, narrow, dirty and solitary, but the

great church is a handsome building, and the hospital a

very excellent one, before which is a fine fountain, which

IS always a refreshing sight in a country like this The
American Consul visited us the next morning, and invited

us to his country house, for which we sat out at 5 o’clock.

Miss R—s and I were in silk net hammocks, slung upon

poles, and each carried by two men, who went at a great

rate, considering the road lay up a steep hill, this is the

only mode of conveyance, except riding on horse back, as

no wheel carriages can be used in a country so hilly—They

employ a kind of dray or sledge drawn by oxen to transport

goods

We found a large party assembled, the lady of the

house, a pleasant Insh gentlewoman, had all the frankness

and hospitality of her country, and with her husband, a

most amiable and companionable man, made us quickly

forget we were strangers. Even the Portuguese ladies,

seemed familiar with us, tho’ unluckily we could not con-

verse with them We had a ball at night, but the weather

being too warm for dancing, we exchanged it for whist I

cannot help observing here, how frequently people who
travel, will find an advantage in knowing some thing of

this game, as they may sit down with persons of different

nations and languages and enjoy with them an amusement.
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that for the time, admits of an interchange of ideas and

facilitates good-will, even where conversation is denied

We sat down above thirty to an elegant supper, the grapes

I found delicious here, but the season for other fruits was

over. The vineyards are tended with unusual care; the

grapes of which wine is made, are not suffered to ripen in

the sun, which tliey told me is the reason of the superior

flavour in Madeira wine The Consul’s house was most

delightfully situated, it overlooked the whole town of

Funchall, the surrounding country, and the wide spreading

ocean
,

it had a beautiful garden, which produced abundance

of peaches, apricots, quinces, apples, pears, walnuts, bananas,

guavas, and pine-apples, and behind rose a fine grove of

pine trees I quitted this paradise with regret, and found

my ride down-hill very fatiguing and disagreeable

We staid here till the 21st, and by means of our first

friend, spent several pleasant days, and gay evenings, but

the weather was so intolerably hot, and the travelling so

disagreeable, that if I had not been detained by business,

I would much rather have passed my time on board. One
day we went with the Amencan Consul to visit a Convent

of Ursuhnes; we found the Chapel door open, but were

not suffered to pass the threshold* the nuns were very

chatty, and like most ignorant persons, exceedingly cunous,

asking a hundred ridiculous questions How very differ-

ently do human beings pass the time allotted them in this

probationary existence! Surely, to consume it in supine

indolence or “ vain repetitions ” can never render us more

acceptable to Him, who is the fountain of light and know-

ledge We ate some preserved peaches with them, which

the Consul paid for, and then took our leave, but were

forced to submit to a salute from the sisters, which we

would gladly have dispensed with, for they all took an

enormous quantity of snuff. These are the only nuns I

ever saw who do not conceal their hair On leaving these
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pious ladies, we went to Golgotha, or the chapel of skulls,

(as it is called) being entirely lined with skulls and other

human bones 'ViTiat an idea

!

We drank tea the same day, with Signor Esmerado,

whose large house and extensive grounds once belonged to

the Jesuits This is one of the richest fanulies in the

Island; the display of plate surprised me; the tea tray was

the largest I ever saw, and of massive silver; wine and

sweetmeats, were served in the same costly style. After

tea there were several minuets danced
,
they with difficulty

suffered us to depart, and were the means of introducing

us to another pleasant evenmg party, where the lady of the

house played remarkably well on the piano-forte, and sung

in a style of supenor excellence.

One day we went on horse-back, to visit the church of

Nossa Senhora de la Monte, (our Lady of the Mount) about

three miles from Funchall, upon a very high ground which

must have cost a large sum in building. The ascent to it,

IS at least by a hundred steps. The church is not large, but

richly ornamented . there is a wonder-working image of the

virgin, in a chrystal shnne, very small, not more than two

feet high, it looks exactly like a doll
;
but her httle ladyship,

however insignificant her appearance, had more votaries

than any other saint on the Island. Here we saw some

paintings, which considered as the work of a self-taught

Genius, (and I was assured this was a fact) had extraordinary

merit. In this little excursion, I was surprised to see the

diversity of climate exhibited in a short distance; the vintage

was over, below; while the grapes around us were like

bullets, and I am told they never completely npen, we
obser\’'ed the same effect in Mr. Murray’s plantation, half

a nule lower. This gentleman, who was the English Consul,

had laid out above £,20,000 in improving a spot, which after

all, will never bring any thing to maturity; yet it is a

most charming place, there are three ranges of gardens, one
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nbn\c tnothcr, the lower arc ver)' large and well laid out, on
a lc\cl, artificially formed, in the midst of which stands a

good house, hut not sufficiently elegant to correspond with

such c\tcnsnc grounds In these arc several reservoirs,

contiining gold and silver fish, which arc supplied with

water In small cascades, as as to be kept constantly full.

Nor arc Mr. Murra)’s improvements confined to his own
estate, the road up to the mount and the wall which

secures It, with man) fountains, conduits, and reservoirs,

were made In him He has also opened many cross-paths,

winding round the hill in the prettiest manner imaginable,

with stone scats, and alcoves, to rest on from time to time,

and his planted the hollows with chestnut trees, entirely at

his own cNjwncc. Poor maul he had been obliged by ill

health to abandon his little paradise, and was at this time

in Lisbon We afterwards called upon the British Vice-

Consul Mr C k, at his countr)’’ scat, wdiich was re-

markable for Its CNtcnsivc prospect, w^c thought him and

Mrs C vcr\ good kind of people, but were surprized to

find tint altho’ the latter was English, she had resided

abroad from infanq', and knew' scarcely a hundred words

of her natnc language

Altho’ we w'crc certainly treated with much kindness

and hospitality at this place, yet were w'c assured, that the

inhabitants had little enjoyment of society with each other,

that being all engaged in one line of merchandize, the

pursuits of interest, were found to jar with those of good-

fellowship, and that on the whole, Madeira was an un-

pleasant residence, except to the sick, and the way-fanng

I am yours truly

E. F.



LETTER VI.

To Mrs. L .

Blackheath, 28//^ February^ 1815.
My dear Madam,

We were much tossed by the equinoctial gales

on quitting Madeira, as might be expected; but on the

23rd September we obtained a sight of the peak ofTenenffe:

all that day we kept standing in for the land, but to httle

purpose, as the mountains are too high to admit ofapproach,

except in a calm. On the 26th we cast anchor in the road

of Oratavia: the visit-boat came out, and as soon as our

bill of health had been examined, the Captain was permitted

to go on shore. I sent by him a letter which, Mr. P
the Amencan Consul at Madeira, had given me, and

received in reply a most cordial invitation from Mr. and

Mrs. Barry for Miss Rogers and myself, to take up our

abode with them during our stay with which we thankfully

complied in the evening. The appearance of this country,

pleased me much better than Madeira, as it is more culti-

vated and better inhabited : the city of Oratavia constitutes

a fine feature in the beautiful scene We were received

most kindly by the worthy couple who invited us, and at

whose house we met with the best society in the Island.

I greatly prefer the Spanish ladies to the Portuguese,

finding them more easy in their manners, and much better

educated Many spoke French and Italian with facility,

and se^’^eral had been so connected with the English, as to
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have attained enough of the language, to be tolerably

intelligible in if their persons were pleasing, and some
would have been really handsome, but for the presence of

Mrs. Barry, who altho’ in her thirty-fourth year, I thought

the most beautiful woman I ever beheld She was in

England just before Sir Joshua Reynold’s death, and he

declared repeatedly, that would his health permit him ever

to take another picture, it should be Mrs Barry’s Her
height was commanding, with just enough of the enhonpotnt

to be agreeable Dimples have been called
“
the first of

the graces.” I never saw a countenance display more of

them, her smile was perfectly fascinating

I was disappointed in my intention of ascending the

Peak of Teneriffe, the season being too far advanced, and

I was assured by many, that I was quite unequal at any

time to have endured the fatigue After travelling ly miles

over loose stones and rugged ascents, you find yourself still

at the foot of the Peak, here it is necessary to remain till

two in the morning, when the task of clambering begins,

over pumice stone and ashes, and should you reach the

top by sunrise, you may esteem yourself very fortunate*

four hours are generally allowed for the ascent, and after

all, should the Peak be enveloped in clouds, which is

frequently the case, you have your labour for your pains,

but on a clear day the view is truly sublime, you can

distinctly see the seven Canary Islands, some assert that

both the Continent of Africa and the Island of Madeira

have been seen from hence, but I cannot suppose the

human vision capable of extending so far, tho’ I do not

doubt that both places are comprehended within the

immense horizon such a prodigious height may command

Having heard a very good account of Santa Cruz, which is

between 20 and 30 miles across the Island, we determined

to visit It, little aware of the roads we must encounter

Ladies here travel on Asses, on which are placed a sort of
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armed chair, with cushions and a foot-stool, this plan

appeared to be easy, but we soon found that the roads at

Madeira, were bowling greens compared to these, how the

poor animals that bore us, contrived to keep their legs,

clambering over the rocks that from time to time had

fallen in the path, I know not; the shocks they gave me I

shall never forget Mr. Barry had provided a cold turkey,

wine &c. for a repast, and when ready for it, we went into

a peasant’s cottage, and dined comfortably, endeavounng

to laugh away our fears and fatigues, the remains of our

meal afforded a feast to the peasants, who live in a most

wretched style, seldom tasting either meat, eggs, or milk,

the mother of the mistress of the cottage was near eighty,

and to see, with what eagerness the poor old creature

watched every morsel we put into our mouths, was really

affecting. Notwithstanding their coarse fare, the common
people here, are a stout, hardy race, fair complexioned,

well featured, and remarkably lively, as we found by our

attendants, for as each animal has a man to guide it, we

were almost stunned by their incessant chatter Soon after

dinner, we renewed our journey; my animal fell down, but

I was not hurt, and for the next five miles, our road was

easy, and lay over a delightful plain which brought us to

the ancient city of Laguna, the Capital of the Island, which

is tolerably large, well inhabited, and has two good churches,

with several convents, from thence the road to Santa Cruz

lay entirely on the descent, over large stones and fragments

of rock The jumbling was horrible, and -pour surcroit de

malheur, so strong a wind blew from the sea, that my whole

strength was scarce sufficient to hold my umbrella, yet I

did not dare give it up, the rays of the sun were so power-

ful, and the reflection from the stones intolerable I was

at one time so exhausted, that I declared I must give up the

journey, but the creature I rode, earned me on in spite of

me, and stopped not until we amved at the house of Mr.
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R
} in Santa Cruz, who gave us all a hearty welcome.

This gentleman lived in a most delightful situation fronting

the Mole, uhcre notwithstanding our fatigue, we walked

in the evening, W'hcn our good host got tipsy for joy, and

With great difficult) allowed us to retire. Alas! wear)' as

we were, the miKquitocs would scarcely permit us to sleep;

ni) companion ‘buffered terribly from them.

Santa Cruz is indeed a fine place, and the country

around, well deserves the pen of Mrs Ratcliffe to celebrate

Its cloud-capt mountains, vallies teeming wath abundance,

that in the language of Holy Writ, seemed to “ Laugh and

sing” beneath the e)e of their majestic mountains, and

here to render ever) coup cTocsl complete, the vast Atlantic

occupies the front, and ofiers its immense w'orld of waters

to our contemplation

The most curious, perhaps I ought to say the most

iufcrcsssi.g circumstance that happened to me in this ex-

pedition, was the violent passion our kind entertainer

conceived for me, and which was certainly opened in a

manner pcrfectl) new '' M) dare soul, what shall I do to

pln^c )our Is It fifty pipes of wine )ou w'ould like^ but

why will I talk of wine? )ou shall have my house, my
garden, all I have in the world! at nine o’clock to-morrow

I will resign ever)' thing up to you, and by J—s if you’ll

consent to marr)' me. I’ll be drunk every day of my life

just for JO)
” Irresistible as the last argument was, my

heart of adamant w'lthstood it Poor R ^y! never did

a kinder heart, a more generous spirit exist, and but for a

fault which indeed proceeded really from the warmth of

his heart, he w'ould have been a most agreeable companion,

he was beloved by every one Poor man ! let me here

close his history, by recording that he was since killed by a

shot in the streets of Santa Cruz, at the time of Lord

Nelson’s attack against it. We returned soon after this

declaration, and fbund the road present objects of new
R
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beauty, because vre rrere a little more at ease in our con-

Terance, from babit.—We foimd a nevr guest prith Mrs.

Barry, a Fir. Edwards, wbo was just arrived from Turkey

and attended by a native of that country; be was completely

a citizen of tbe world, beld a commission in tbe service of

tbe Grand Sigmor, bad been every where, and seen every

thin g; be was elegant, accomplisbed, and every way agree-

able. Our fellow voyager Mr, Campbell, during all tbe

time we were at Teneriffe, continued tbe butt of tbe

Captain’s jokes, in wbicb others were too ready to join him;

on oiu* return, they persuaded him that bis legs were

swelled, wbicb was ever tbe precursor of mortal disease in

the Island, and tbe poor fellow submitted to be swathed in

flannel, and dosed with every nauseous mess they gave

him, with tbe utmost patience, until Mr. Barry’s good

nature released tbe victim, who was to be sure tbe most

ignorant creature in tbe ways of tbe world, I ever met

with.

I cannot omit to mention, that when we left Santa Cruz,

one of Mr. B.’s servants walked over from Oratavia that

morning, and returned with us apparently without fatigue,

as be laughed and talked all tbe way home, tbo’ tbe real

distance was fifty miles, and tbe badness of tbe roads of

course rendered the exertion much greater, but I was

assured this was not remarkable.

On tbe 6tb October after breakfast^ we took leave of

our kind hosts: and here instead of putting on a semblance

of concern, I was obliged to stifle mv actual emotions, lest

they should appear afiected. I never recollect being

equally moved at a separation, after so short an acquaint-

ance. But birs Barry is so truly amiable, and we were

treated with such generous hospitality by both parties, that

it seemed more like a partmg between near relations, than

casual acquaintances. Smce then Oceans have rolled be-

tween us, and time and sorrow have combined to efiace tbe
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traces of recollection in my mind of a variety of circum-

•^tinccs, }ct every thing I then saw and enjoyed, is still

fresh in mv memor}. Adieu, m} dear madam, for a while

bclic\e me
Yours truly

E. F.
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To Mrs. L .

Blacrheath, 1 st March 1815,

My dear Madam,

On the 7th October 1795, from

Oratavia Mth a fair vrind, and as it continued, I was sorry

we were obliged to stop at St. lago, where we anchored,

on the 13th, in Port Praya Bay. This Bay makes a noble

appearance; the surrounding hills rising like an amphi-

theatre from the sea The next morning we went on shore

about eight o’clock, but were excessively mcommoded by

the sun, which in these climates rises very rapidly when

once above the horizon. Signor Basto the Commandant of

the Island, received us very politely, and most of the prin-

cipal inhabitants came out to pay their respects to, and gaze

at, the strangers; among the rest a tall Negro priest, whose

shaven crown had a strange appearance Signor B. led

us to a summer house which he had built for the sake of

coolness^ and where there was indeed wind; but the air

from a bnck-kiln would have been equally pleasant and

refreshing; while the glare was insupportable, as the place

was open on all sides
;

fortunately I had brought a pack of

cards, so to whist we sat, and his Excellency the Governor

joined us, and did us the honour to play several rubbers;

and as he spoke neither English nor French, I know not

how we could have amused each other better, as I have

observed before. An elegant dinner was provided for us,

at which I was obliged to preside. In the evening we
260
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walked out to see the coiintr), wdnch is w'cll cultivated and

higld) j)icturcsque; but the inhabitants make a wretched

appear incc, generally living in liuts, even when they arc

rich 'I he sugar-cane raised here is remarkably strong,

the) lia\e also very good cotton, w'hich tlicy manufacture

into a j'>rctt> kind of cloth; but it is ver}^ dear, and cxcccd-

ingl) narrow, being onl) about a quarter wide. After tea

We returned on board, tho’ Signor Basto offered to accom-

modate us with a house to ourselves; but as it is considered

dangerous to sleep on shore, we declined his offer, and bade

him adieu with man) thanks for his civilities. In the course

of the day we learned, that this place is so unhealthy, that

out of fwent) who land here, fifteen generally die wathin

SIX montlis WJiat a pit)d ever)' production of warm
countries thrives here in abundance, but Man, who cultivates

them, sickens and dies.

Our Captain here laid in a stock for a long voyage, and

we set sail with a pleasant gale, the day following w^c caught

a fine dolphin, I never saw' an) thing so beautiful as the

colours It displa)cd when dying On the 29th October

we crossed the Line, and again poor Mr. Campbell was the

butt of the part)
,

he had been taught to expect a great

shock on passing it, and really stepped forward to look at

It, but the boatswain, w'ho was his countryman, advised him

to keep aloof; he however declared ver)' seriousl)' that,

“ he felt a ver) great shock, he must say, at the time
”

Nothing further occurred worthy of notice till our arrival

at Madras, w'hich took place on tlic 25th January 1796

I found this town much improved since my former visit,

and w.as particularly pleased wnth the Exxhange, which is

a noble building, ornamented with whole length pictures

of Lord Cornwallis, Sir Eyre Coote, and General Meadows.

The Theatre and Pantheon, where the assemblies are held,

arc three miles from Madras At this place we parted with

poor Mr. Campbell I shall never forget the agony of tears
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I one day found him in “ What is the matter ” said I.

“ Miss Rogers is going away and I am here” answered he,

the words were very comprehensive; many young people

will be aware that they express love and misery in the

extreme Poor Mr. C— must mourn in vain, for alasl

“ his love met no return.”

On the 6th February we again set sail, and were fortu-

nately but little annoyed by the surf On the 22nd we

reached Fulta, where the pilot being over-anxious to get

forward, made sail at night, when the soundings suddenly

shallowing he found it necessary to cast anchor, tho’ not

quite early enough, for in swinging round the ship struck

At first she lay easy, having made a bed in the sand, but

when the tide came in, she heeled terribly, and it was the

opinion of most on board, that she would never be got off

The chief officer advised us to secure whatever valuables we

had, about our own persons, for fear of the worst, (which

precaution I had already taken) and used all possible means

for the preservation of the vessel himself Happily the

rising tide floated her off—You cannot judge of the acute-

ness of my feelings on this occasion; to see all my hopes

and cares frustrated, and the qmck transition from sorrow

and disappointment on seeing the ship afloat again, without

having sustained the least injury, can only be imagined, by

those who have expenenced such changes.

On Wednesday the 24th February we reached Calcutta

in safety, where we remained several months. Here we

found a resting place after a long voyage, diversified by

many pleasant and perilous occurrences, and here therefore

I shall make a pause in the narrative.

I remain.

My dear Madam,
Yours truly,

E. F
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'lo Mns. I

Biw\CKnD\TH, 3r^/ March^ 1815.
^h i>iAi Madam,

On Wcdiif^da} tlic ci4th February 1796 (as I

incntioncci in tlic conclusion of niA last letter) my feet once

more nres--ttl the ground of Calcutta. Miss Rogers, Miss

’Irijdcr, and niAself, went directl) to a large house which

Mr. Benjamin Licc) had taken for us by my desire. We
procured a freight for the Muui-va and sent her off, within

a month after her arrival The ship had been detained so

long on her pissagc from various causes, that our goods

came to a \er> bad market, AA'e were compelled therefore

to sell part h> retail, and dispose of the remainder by auction

A small copper bottomed ship called the Rosalia^ a very fast

sailer, was purchased, and the command given to Capt.

Robinson, an American, w'ho came out with us, and on

the 26th of August follow'ing, I embarked on her, w'lth Mr
Benjamin Lace) and Miss Tnpler, for the United States,

after bidding a painful adieu to my dear young friend and

companion Miss Rogers, whose place Miss Tnpler had

neither inclination nor ability to supply, but having fettered

myself by an engagement, I was forced to submit, besides

I could not w'cll have proceeded alone.—We set sail with

a fair w'ind, but a very strong current running astern On
the night of the a9th the water broke with such violence

against the ship, that I called for dead-lights, but was

assured by the Captain that there was not the least occasion

2O3
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I one day found him in. “ What is the matter ” said I.

“ Miss Rogers is going away and I am here,'' answered he,

the words were very comprehensive, many young people

will be aware that they express love and misery in the

extreme Poor Mr. C— must mourn in vain, for alasl

“ his love met no return.”

On the 6th February we again set sail, and were fortu-

nately but little annoyed by the surf. On the 22nd we

reached Fulta, where the pilot being over-anxious to get

forward, made sail at night, when the soundings suddenly

shallowing he found it necessary to cast anchor, tho’ not

quite early enough, for in swinging round the ship struck.

At first she lay easy, having made a bed in the sand, but

when the tide came in, she heeled terribly, and it was the

opinion of most on board, that she would never be got off.

The chief officer advised us to secure whatever valuables we

had, about our own persons, for fear of the worst, (which

precaution I had already taken) and used all possible means

for the preservation of the vessel himself Happily the

rising tide floated her off—You cannot judge of the acute-

ness of my feelings on this occasion, to see all my hopes

and cares frustrated, and the quick transition from sorrow

and disappointment on seeing the ship afloat again, without

having sustained the least injury, can only be imagined, by

those who have experienced such changes.

On Wednesday the 24th February we reached Calcutta

in safety, where we remained several months Here we

found a resting place after a long voyage, diversified by

many pleasant and perilous occurrences, and here therefore

I shall make a pause in the narrative.

I remain.

My dear Madam,
Yours truly,

E. F.
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for them
;

loth to be thought cowardly or an ignorant sailor,

I instantly gave up the point, but had great reason to

lament my acqmescence: in less than a quarter of an hour,

a most tremendous sea broke in at the starboard side of the

cabin, and half filled it with water, which soaked a bale of

valuable muslins, with me their unfortunate owner On
this the pilot bawled out, that if the dead-lights were not

put up instantly, he would cut cable and get under weigh,

so at length they were fixed.—In the morning we had the

additional mortification to find, that the ship had sprung a

leak, and what was worse than all, that she appeared generally

too weak to support the voyage, but as it would have been

wrong to give her up without a trial, we proceeded with

the tide to Ingillee, in the faint hope of the leak closing—
On the 30th we reached the lower buoy of the Barabulla

Our leak still continuing to increase, on the ist September

we were obliged to put back for Calcutta. In the evening

of the 4th, we anchored off Cooly Bazar, and the next day

went on shore at Calcutta, where the Rosalia was examined,

and pronounced totally unfit for the voyage.

On the 1 1 th September I went on board the Swallow

Packet with Captain Simson, who was a Guinea pig (as it is

called) on board the Camden when I came out in 1784 He
has been a very fortunate young man, so early in life to

obtain a command. We had a very elegant repast or Tiffin,

and I must say, Captain S seemed heartily glad to receive

his old shipmate. Mr L— and Miss T— having accom-

panied me, the former was suddenly taken ill with an ague

and fever, this added to the fatigue, loss, and disappoint-

ment, I had so lately endured, was very near too much for

me. I brought him back, procured the best advice for

him, and in a few days he was relieved, but before he was

able to crawl out, I was in the same situation with a similar

intermittent, but escaped the cold fit* I was exceedingly

reduced but restored by the free use of bark^ and other
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To one whose eye has been fatigued with viewing the

flat country of Bengal, this place appears delightful, but yet

diversified prospects do not repay the want of fertile plains

Here I bought some beautiful sandal-wood and ivory boxes,

for which this place is famous. Captain and Mrs. Hudson

behaved to us with unbounded londness In the evening

we quitted Vizagapatam. The town makes an agreeable

appearance from the sea, not unlike St. James Valley m
St. Helena. All who can afford it, live at Waltair, which

however does not contain above ten houses

On Friday the 24th February I once more landed on

Madras Beach, and the day following saw many of my
fnends ;

among others Captain Gooch, who looked remark-

ably well: there is nothing more pleasant than to meet

unexpectedly an old friend, after a long absence and in a

foreign country. He dined with us, and every one was

charmed with his behaviour, so different from many who on

getting into commands, fancy that insolence establishes

supenonty.

On the 27th we dmed at St Thom6, with Mr. Stevens,

Mr. B Lacey’s agent; in the eveningwe sat down to vingt-un,

at a rupee a fish, which Mr. S. assured us was very low.

I lost only two dozen. We rose from the card table at

half past eleven, and for the honour of Madras hospitality,

were suffered to get into our palanquins at that time of

night, without the offer of a glass of wine to support us

dunng a four miles’ jumble, or a shawl to keep us from the

damp air.

On the 2nd of March Captain Gooch paid us a farewell

visit I was a good deal affected at parting, how many
thousand miles had each to traverse before we met again I

At 5 p. M. we left Madras, there was scarce any surf, but

the sea ran high. I found every thing very dear here,

consequently made few purchases

On the 4th of March we got under weigh at day break,
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nnd cct •-nil for n ncu countn, towards which I now looked
with ciucr cvpicntion. On the I5(h I had the misfortune
to fill into the iftcr-hold, which opens into the great cabin,

the ‘-tewarvi lining circle ;‘;1) left the scuttle open, w'hilc he
went for i candle I was taken up senseless, having

recened i sr\ere blow on the head and many bruises, but

think lieiven, no imtcn.il injur}'. 'Fhcrc w'as a large open
ci'-e of cmpt\ imttlcs under the opening, and had I fallen

the other wi\, I must have gone directly on it, judge what
the con*'cqiu nces must hi\c been

Almut the 20th We begin to be troubled with calms and
soutlierh wijuis, when our Captain politely accused Miss
1 nplir ind me of being two Jonahs, saj mg he never knew

1 good igt mide, where a Woman or a Parson was on

board 1 had a ^tr} agreeable revenge, for that very

ifttrnonn a breeze sjirung up, W'hich proved to be the trade

Wind, ind for some time we enjojed a fine run; but the ship

was tlie most uneasj I ever sailed in, rolling and pitching

on e\er\ occasion. On the 23rd of April a violent gale

came on, and for several da)s w’c had verj' unpleasant

Weather I was m great fear of the passage round the

Cape, nnd we were all m trouble, as provisions ran very

short all our wine and spirits were expended, and we had

neither butter, cheese, nor coffee remaining On the i8th

of Ma) we arrived off I'alsc Baj, and on the 20th at noon,

Mr D Trail the Harbour-Master came on board, and we

cast anchor soon after Mr. Lacey wrote to Lord

AJacartnej' for )ea\'e to proceed to Cape Town, as without

his permission no passengers are suffered to land We
received a visit from Mr Gooch First Lieutenant of the

Jupt/cr, an elder brother of Captain Gooch, of whose arrival

at A^Iadras w^c brouglit the first news I called by invitation

on Captain Linzce to look at the Dort late Admiral De
Lucas’ ship Captain L has been three years a Post

Captain, tho’ not yet four and twenty. When in command
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of the Nemests, he cut out two French vessels from some

Mahomedan Port in the Mediterranean, and was afterwards

taken himself. He but just saved his distance now, for

hearing at Cape Town on his arnval ten days ago, that the

Dort was under sailing orders, he sat off on horse-back, and

arrived but twelve hours before she was to have sailed.

Mr. Gooch brought Mrs Losack the^wife of the Captain

of the Jupiter, to visit me, and they took us with them on

board that ship, where we drank tea and supped.

On Monday the 22d we went on shore at noon, and were

received by Major Grimstone the Commanding Officer,

who politely apologized for detaining us so long. At one,

SIX of us mounted a waggon with eight horses, which to my
great surprize were dnven by one man in hand, at the rate

of SIX miles an hour, over loose stones, or whatever else came

in the way, so that we were almost jumbled to death. We
passed three beaches, and to avoid quick-sands, they drove

through the surf; the roaring of which, the horses splashing

as they gallopped along, added to the crack of the driver's

long whip, formed altogether a charming concert As the

driver cannot wield these enormous instruments with one

hand, another man sits by to hold the reins, while by

lengthening or shortening his arm he dexterously contnves

to make every horse in turn feel the weight of the lash At

length we reached Cape Town in safety, but were terribly

tired and bruised Between the beaches, the road (such as

It is) passes along stupendous mountains, from whose

craggy tops, masses of stone are continually falling, some of

them large enough to crush a church, many have rolled

into the sea, where they form a barrier against the surf, and

may defy its force for ages.

We heard that the former Governor, General Craig,

sailed from hence on Tuesday preceding, he was once

forced to put back, but the second attempt succeeded

There were no less thah six vessels here. The flag was
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struck on the 15th, and would not be hoisted again until the

15th August, during which interval the Dutch suffered no
ships to remain in Table Bay. Our people are not so

cautious, perhaps, experience may render them so I like

the appearance of the place, for altho’ the houses are

generally low, they occupy much ground, being built of

stone, of covered with plaster, and containing five or six

rooms on a floor, they look well
,
and though with only one

upper story, yet the ceilings being lofty, they do not seem

deficient in height. The church is handsome, the service

IS performed in Dutch and English
,

there are no pews but

benches and chairs, which I greatly prefer, as it gives the

idea of social worship more, and is consistent with that

equality, which in the more immediate presence of God,

becomes his creatures, as being equally dependant on Him
It IS true this was partly lost here, because the Governor and

his family use benches, covered with crimson velvet We
sat off after service for Simon’s Town and reached the ship

at 4 p. M On Monday Mr Gooch took us in the morning

to see the Tremendous^ Admiral Pringle’s ship. Here we

saw furnaces for heating balls

On Wednesday the 31st we dined on board the Do;/,

where we met Captain and Mrs Losack, Lord Augustus

Fitzroy, Captain Holies of the Chichester^ and Captain

Osborne of the Trusty^ we went and returned in Captain

L—’s barge Next day we dined on board UImpeneuse

with Lord Augustus Fitzroy. In addition to our yester-

day’s party were Captain Stevens of the Rattle-Snake^

Captain Granger of the Good Hope, Captain Alexander of the

Sphinx, Mr Pownall Naval Officer and his wife, and Mr
Trail His Lordship gave us a most magnificent dinner,

and to my great joy, was too much the man of fashion, to

urge the gentlemen to hard dnnking, as had been the case

on board the Dort He has an excellent band. When we

retired Mrs. Losack and Mrs. Pownall entered into con-
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versation, about the Cape, which they both agreed was the

vilest place imaginable; Mrs. L— is a fine dashing lady.

Since her marriage, the Jupiter has been on a cruize I

asked her if they were ever fired upon. “ Oh yes, from a

battery and returned the fire
” “ Did you go below?

”

“ Not I indeed.” Then I suppose you must have been

greatly alarmed for fear of being shot?
” “ Why to tell

you the truth I was so much engaged in observing how they

loaded the guns and manoeuvred the ship, that I never

once thought of danger.” There is a courageous lady

for you!

We played at whist in the evening and retired at eleven

Captain Alexander took us on board in his Barge. On
die 4th of June the Admiral, at one, fired two guns, then

all the Men of War in the Harbour followed with twenty

one each: the efibct produced by the reverberation from so

many stupendous rocks was most noble 1 Mr. Gooch and

the Doctor came on board to take leave, and on going away,

the boats crew gave us three cheers, which our people

returned. On the whole, our time passed here pleasantly;

the politeness of my Countrymen, contrasted with the

manners of our American officers served to soothe the irrita-

tion of our minds, and teach us to endure that for a season,

with patience, which we had often found to be a trial of our

spints and temper, in the hopes of meeting by and by with

Gentlemen.

On the 5th ofJune the wind was as foul as it could blow,

and split our only main sail. It is a great misfortune to sail

in a vessel ill provided with stores and necessaries : we had

an opportunity of observing this day, what a good ship can

perform; VImpeneuse Fngate being ordered on a cruize,

got under weigh at noon, passed us at 3 p. m and was safely

out before night. Lord Augustus was polite enough to

hoist his colours while going by, and struck them immedi-

ately after\vards Our Captain was too much of a Yankee
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however to return the compliment I forgot to mention,

that )esterday four large ships came in, they proved to be

the Rare, the Htlhhoiough, and the Thtolow East India-men,

under convoy of H M 74 Gun ship the Ratsonahle.

On the 8th of June we were still in sight of Simon’s

Town, though we were out two days. On the nth of

July we crossed the equinoctial Line, and I felt satisfied in

thinking, that I was once more in my own hemisphere.

There are cases in which it is wisdom to please ourselves

with trifles, at this time my spirits were very low, and sunk

with what I might now term a presentiment, as I approached

another people and another world, which was eventually the

grave of that property, for which I had toiled so long. On
the 28 th of August a pilot came on board from Philadelphia,

and from him we had the mournful account, that a sickness

raged in the city, almost as fatal as that which ravaged it a

few years before, and that a general distress prevailed in

Amenca frequent Bankruptcies, Trade at a stand, and an

open war with France daily expected, as they took every

thing from America which fell in their way—^As we did not

like to proceed to Philadelphia after heanng this account,

we tacked and stood to the northward, but we had a succes-

sion of vexatious hindrances, having narrowly escaped

shipwreck in Egg Harbour, and did not reach New York

till the 3rd of September, when we landed at 6 in the evening,

and went immediately to a house recommended by my fnend

Captain Crowninshield, most happy to part with the strange

beings with whom we had been so long and painfully

immured

Now having arrived in the land of Columbia, I will bid

you adieu for a while.

I am. My dear Madam,
Yours truly,

E. F.
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Advertisement.

The work had been printed thus far when the death of

the author took place The subsequent parts of her journal,

not appearing to contain any events of a nature sufficiently

interesting to claim publication, no additional extracts have

been deemed necessary by the administrator, who from a

view of benefiting the estate has been induced to undertake

the present publication
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The Tzjs did not see snjtMng of the English connnoni^

while at Aleiandxia, bn^ though small, it alreadj existed A Dane, who

landed twen^ /ean earher, sajs*

The EngLsh heep themselves quiet and conduct theraselv^ "^rithont making

much noise Ifany nice afair *s to be undertaken they Trithdra'n themselTes Eom
it and leave to the French the honour of removing ail dimculties Vilien any

benedts reroit from it they have their share, and if afaira turn out ill they secure

themselves in the best manner they can

^ ? 70. ZvIp BaAiojT. The news the Consul brought was bad. the

previous Suez caravan had been plundered. Zvln Fay dare not put this in

her letter for fear of the Turkish censor (p. 90)

" P. 76 Rosett/^ 40 miles from Alexandria, and 10 from the Rosetta

mouth of the Nile. It was then a prosperous aty. Edward Wortley

Zvientagu (Lady Mary’s son) had, until recently, Lved there in semi-Onental

state (ZSichols, Luerary Anecdotes^ iv 64.0) The place is still delightful,

though the sands arc chobng it; in the nineteenth century when Alexandria

expanded, it decayed.

® P. 77. The PraAiuns There are of coune the three Gizeh

pyramids, virble long before boat or tram reaches Cairo The Great

Pyramid is 451 feet higiu What does “steps three feet distant of’’

mean* Probably “ of” should be “ on.”

^ P. 78. Geopce Balovtiv was the East India Company’s agent at

Cairo He reported at length to Calcutta on the hardship endured by the

English m Egypt, and particularly on the catastrophe of the Suez caravan,

which Zvin Fay is about to describe. (India 0£ce Records Original

Consultations of the Supreme Counal for December 23, 1779 )
Baldvrin

says that if his advice had been followed aB would have been weD, with

which, however, the Supreme Council did not concur.

^ P. 78 I\l?s Fat’s Dpecs See frontisp ece, also note, p 24. If,

as is probable, the p cturc was done m Indm, she must have brought her

costume safely through the various nusfortunes of the journey.

^ P 81. CcTTi'* c OF THE Cavae. This was the Khahg Canal (now

filled up) The ceremony dated back to Ancent Egrpt, and had at one time

mvoVed human sacrifice. The dyke was broken when the nver, as measured

by the ZCilometer on the Island of Rodeh opposite, had men to 16 cubits

Lare, Idcderr Egj^tters^ ch. xrn., has a detailed account.

^ P 83 Zirl? Lettep: the only example of his epntolary style,

and the cniy r £ canon that Ins wife had been a Mns C. If C should happen

to be a mnprint for P, then her maiden name would be Preston (p 242)

P 86 /ep The ai»d the PtinrDEEaD C^eavat A note

is nov due on this mysterious and agitatmg subject. ^ In Fay had to bottle

herself up so lo^g as she was on Egyptian soJ, once on the Nctahc^ she
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later, and to have introduced him as Judas Iscanot into a picture of the Last

Supper—having induced him to sit on the understandmg that he was repre-

senting St John. The picture is still m St John’s Church, Calcutta Mr
Tulloh (if he it be) appears as a robust and handsome man But Zofianj

quarrelled with so man7 people that there is a doubt which he selected for

Judas, some say it was a Mr Pauli

Tulloh & Co sold Mrs Fay’s effects after her death

P 107 John Hare How she loathes this chattering mannikm*

Wm Hickey (1. 274) did not find him so bad “ A gented-lookmg young man

of very slight form and apparently in bad health they met in London m
1772 Hare built up a good practice at Calcutta, he and Fay were both

employed to defend J A Hicky, the editor of the Bengal Gazette (p 183),

he became shenff of the aty m 1782 His end was tragic He was retum-

mg home overland (1784) with letters of mtroduction from Sir Elijah Impey

to Lord Thurlow, and he had some diamonds with him which he allowed

his attendants to see, they murdered him and threw the body into the

Euphrates Thus the ostentation and eipansiveness that Mrs Fay censures

proved his death She certainly sums up his faults well; and his letter to

Sirdar Khan (quoted on p 277) fully bears out her charge of pomposity

But he was probably nicer than she says We must never forget that

she herself was a most trying woman, particularly on a boat, and that Mr
Hare would not have found her table manners funny, or appreciated her

contempt for the violin

P no sej. Imprisonment at Calicut This important episode

calls for detailed comment

Names of the pnsoners Mr and Mrs Fay, Mr and Mrs Tulloh, Mr.

Hare and his servant Lewis, Mr Taylor, Mr Manesty, Mr Fuller, and one

other, possibly John the Gunner The Fays were impnsoned from November

5, 1779, to February 17, 1780, the others got free on December 16

Place the Enghsh Factory (Residency) at Calicut, then the Fort, then

back to the Factory

Caheut was an old Hmdu city The name, Coheoda, means cock

crowing ”, a cock was supposed to have crowed on the fort, and the aty to

extend so far as the sound could carry Hyder All acquired it peaceably from

the Hindu ruler (Zamonn) m 1766, but had to reconquer it in 1773 His

brother-m-Iaw, Sirdar (Sudder) Khan was now governor When the Natalia

arnved war with the Enghsh was contemplated, and the English factor had

already fled The Natalia was a Danish boat—whence the appeal to the Danish

factor Passavant—and her captam was French, but Sirdar Khan nghtly sur-

mised that the chief finanaal mterests m her were English The Fays roused

his suspiaons first by refusmg to place themselves under Danish protection

He began by impnsonmg them, and added the other passengers m a few

dap The imprisonment was monstrous Nevertheless, Hyder All had
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po'^) rc to <i;<pcci hnpIi^Ji intnpuc^ agiinst him that autumn He was
titan out of Calicut in 17S2 Ihs son 1 ipu Sultan got it back m 1789
h j row nni/li Tile populition is hrgcJj Moplah—fanatic and tur-

bulent to th) nt in Mr< rfl> time

We
}
o —mo t foriiinitcJ) '—the portentous memoir that Mr Hare

dre X up .rJ
j
relented to Sirdir Khan on No\ ember 18, just after he had

b-n robbed of hr lupp Tfc (Quoted in Be?:gal Pest and Presenty vol xii

2 <7 icp He *^cni n in duplicitc to Madras, and it has thus been preserved

n ilic 1 I C archac<) It cntircl) confirms Mrs ra}*s account—also her

r:t3nr;c of Mr Harc’^ clnnctcr and orator) How sublime is its exordium^

^ tnir Mcmon;ihji !v*f) Ica\c in the tin place to remind )our Excellency that

'Ir Htnuuna and Pohc) of fidiphicncci apes ha\c suggested Certain Rules of

tu Conduct under ilir denomination of the Laws of Nations

1 h^t th'' propnr of cnih'-aiion hat tempered and refined these Laws, so that

a f mu c at rn*irn to them forms in '’omc measure the perfection of National

< 1 ar r*rr

In n of pul>lic p^acc and alliance l^lwccn the powers of the Nabob and

Jlniam, mn^ J n/ Irh ruhjens ha\c Iv-cn •^ei7ed bj an armed force and their

j>-r ' confined w*i }}oui tlic nccc ancs of life, separated from their propert), the

of It !u l»-en a jole ul\ plundered and such pans ofu as remained arc damaged

«nd rcndrwd u ^Irs h) the f-alt water

ririr impruonincni lynng in the f\rt* instance against and contrar) to the

I-av of \:rions apgnanted circumstances of peculiar and wanton cruelty

Hjc indecent i o ^ and ir olc-ncc of ilic numerous force which constitute their

Guard, molr • cquallj ilicir p^acc li> Di) and their rest b) Night, their situation

r innrTo\Tr tle^ituic of ever) domestic con\cnicncc and consolation, and the whole

of t!,rjr mo 1C) has Iccn ta) cn from their clicsts and publidJy confiscated

(3v Oc^o in all)

Sirdar Klnn was unmo\cd On Januniy^ r, 1780, a letter from Mr
Pa*^^a\ant, the Danish factor, was rcccncd b) Mr Church, the English

factor, at 'rdlidicrr) Past and Present^ 111 168), and no doubt it w^as

parti) owing to this letter that Mr Church sent his ill-omened assistance to

the ra)s

Meanwhile the missiomi) Schwartz was at Scringapatam, tiyung to patch

things up between H}dcr Mi and the Madras Government, but he did not

know of the Calicut outrage A second mission w^as now" despatched under

George Gray with a letter from the Governor of Madras to Hyder AIi,

requesting the rdcasc of “ Mr Hare and ten other Europeans ” (Feb 1780)

Gra) reports on his nrnval tint they had all been rdcased by February 17

—the ver)" date Mrs Fay’s narrative implies Gray’s own reception was

cold, and in the following June tJic war started The Fays only just

escaped

If they had been sent up country as Captain Ayres advised (p 124), how

would they liavc fared? The answer is to be found in two most mtcresting
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little memoirs. The Ir^pnscnrrert of ja^es Scurry

y

published m 182^ and

The Ifr.pnscnrert cf jar^es Bnstoccy published 179^ Scurrj and Bmto^
were two young sailors, captured by the French admiral during his naval

operations and handed over by him to Hyder Ah They remained m the

mtenor several years, drilling recruits They were circumcised and went

semi-native and Bnstow was assigned a wife, from whom he parted with

great regret when peace was declared Similar eipenences would doubtless

have overtaLen Mr. Fay

^ P r 24. She got the mformation about this plot from West in Calcutta

(P 187)

P 134. The Nathirs— Nans—are a Hindu community who

mter^t anthropologists They practise matriarchy and to a certain extent

polyandry also Mrs Fay is wrong m supposing they were attacking the

Enghsh On the contraiy the English had mstigated them to rebel against

H} der Ah, and their operations near Telhcheny were probably to this end

The rebelhon was soon crushed

Mahe was another cause of dissension between Hyder All and the English

(p 17)-

^ P 135 Ka.\hoji Angria was a Mahratta freebooter of the earher

eighteenth century who mfested the western coast, sometimes he is called

an admiral For his encounters with the English m Bombay, sec Clement

Dov^Tiing, History ofthe Indiar TFarSy recently edited by W. Foster,

“ P 137 Calicut see note on p 276

^ P 164 Mr Pophaii and his projects made much dost m Madras

at this time 'When Wilham Hickey landed m 1783, he was erecting sixty

houses at once, having purchased as budding material the stranded hull of an

East Indiaman He came to gnef, so did every one who trusted him “A
hard mamage settlement, some extravagance, and Mr, Stephen Popham
have forced me to quit my country perhaps for ever,^’ complams a Mr,

Wilham Cane, and a Mrs Augusta Barclay censures “ his pecultarxuesj I must

not presume to use a stronger word,” and is glad to feel that she sees as little

of him as possible (Hicley, vol m passtrr')

P 166 St Thomas Moust, There are two Mounts ” near

?^Iadras connected with St Thomas, A legend brings him to India to found

Ncstonan Chnstiamty on the “ Little Mount by the banks of the Adyar

There he was pierced by the lancc ofa Brahmin, and ran $11 miles m a wounded

condition to the Great Mount,” where he died (a d 68) It is the Great

Mount to which Mn Fay refers The church on the summit was built by

the Portuguese m 1547, when Nestonanism was dying out, it contains early

insenpneas, also a picture of the Virgin Marj by St, Luke, which St Thomas
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konpht wnh him from PAlc5lmc He is buried m a third locality, Saint

1 home, do c (o Madras, on the *;horc

P 174 Tnr CiiA’inrrs u ere Mrs Fa} ’s chief protectors at Calcutta

^lr Kobert Ind pimcd distinction in England, Vincnan Pro-
fc nr of Ll^v at Oxford, friend to Dr Johnson, whom he made laugh im-
n odcntcK for rci^ons not ob\iou5 to Bosudl (Boswell, 111 304) He came

in 177^, as judge in the Supreme Court Here he did not increase his

reput u on, being wa\l in the Nuncomnr trial, and generally undignified and
fnxolou' illnni Hide) addressed him as a contemptible animal’’

(ill 2;;;), on which “ a look of surpn7c penmded the whole Court,” but the

nnninl tool no action J A Hick) •^atiri'^cd him as Sir Viner Pliant m the

/>V**r / Chambers became Chief Justice after Impey’s resignation,

•’nd returned to England in 1799
Hi' wife. rinn>, W 15 the daughter of the sculptor Joseph Wilton She

wt' rcnowTicd for her beaut)
, smartness, and goodness At the age of sixteen

•he ** ‘tood for Hebe at the Ko)'al Academ),” and in later life composed a

\o)umc of fimil\ pn)cr^

Old Mr; Chambers was also of the part> Also sc\cral children, one of

wJioni perilled on the Grcr'rrcr Their Calcutta house was probably m
Old Pen Ofiicc Street, the) acquired n good deal of propcrt)% and had some

countr) estates, the) ha\c a \ault in the South Park Cemetery Mrs Fay

docs not mention them in her subsequent \isits, possibly they had seen

'ufiiacni of her

P 175 Mr’? Hastings Anne Mana Apollonia Chapuset (Marian),

Ha'iinp’ 'ccond wife The) fell m love coming out on the boat She

was still married to a Baron ImhofT, whom she did not care for and who

did not care for her A divorce was arranged after the trio reached India,

and she and Hastings were married m 1777, and lived together for many

happ) )cars ‘'An unsavour) episode,” complain the histonans A con-

icmpomr) writes “She has a good person and has been very pretty, is

^cn'iblc, Iivcl), and wants only to be greater mistress of the English language

lo prove she has a great share of wit ” When Mrs Fay called on her, she

was about ^3 Zofian) has painted her “ Bclvadcre House” raises

a small difficult), for Hastings had sold the bungalow bearmg that

name a few months before Mrs Fay’s visit, the present residence of the

Governor of Bengal is on its site

^ P 176 North Navxor, the Company’s attorney, had given Hastings

advacc which the Supreme Court held to be illegal and, after a complicated

quarrel, he was committed to prison for contempt of court He developed

dysentery in the Calcutta Jad, and, though he was released, died soon

after
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under the “ Trees of Destruction ” near the Alipore Bndge Much gentle-

manly business—cnquines and so on—ensued, and just as much hatred

and suspicion remained They achieved a certam amount of pleasure for an

old \allagc woman who happened to be passing and thought the encounter

between the mad sahibs great fun (Busteed, Echoes from Old Calcutta^

ch 6) And Hastings was so far successful that Francis did not mterfere

further on the Council, but shortly after left for England

P 186 Colonel Baillie defeated by Hyder All near Madras
(Sept 1780), and earned away as pnsoner to Senngapatam, where he died m
miser)" two ) cars later His misfortunes recall her own impnsonment to her

Her hopes of Sir Eyre Coote were justified He checked Hyder Ah at

Porto Novo, and ended the mvasion of the Carnatic (1781) His previous

Indian career had been distinguished fought at Plassey He died at Madras,

and on her next visit she sees a picture of him in the Exchange there (p 261)

P r88 Rowland Jackson a doctor of abihty, who had lost his

estates m Ireland owmg to a lawsuit, and was obhged to taie service m India

He wished to be appomted Physician ” to the Calcutta Hospitals, which

Hastmgs opposed, on the ground that the other practitioners were only

“ surgeons,” and that the distinction was unfair He died m 1784 His son’s

name was Edward, the name of the young lady whom Edward mamed was

Phoebe Tuting, the other young lady’s name was Mana Chantry (Firminger)

^ P 190 John Hyde one of the judges m the Supreme Court A
fantastic and hospitable person The pubhc breakfast ” is desenbedm detail

by Wm Hickey Hyde’s house was close to the Court (site of present town

hall), so the Bar procession had not far to go He was himself a hearty

feeder satinsed by J A Hicky as ‘‘Turkey Cram” His notebooks at

Calcutta contam (says Firminger) several references to Anthony Fay, but I

have not had the opportumty of eiaminmg them He died at Calcutta, 1796

^ P 192 The Harmonicon— dancmg house, concert hall, and

tavern—stood m the Lai Bazaar, opposite the Jail

^ P. 193 Lady Coote, wife to the Commander-in-Chief Her

father had been Governor of St Helena

P 194 The Pla^ House, “ erected in 1775, stood close to the north-

west comer of the present Lyon’s range ” (Firminger) It consisted of pit

and boxes, Mrs Fay, for her gold mohur, would have sat m a box This

particular performance of Otway’s Venice Preserved made a stir The

Bengal Gaxetie of February ii, 1781, says of it “ Captam Call played

Jaffier admirably well, and may be styled the Garnck of the East Mr
Norford played Belvidera with such an amorous glow of features and utterance

—and was so charactenstic in the descnption of madness—as to procure him

(as usual) umversal applause
”
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^ P 198 Hevpy Watson, chief engineer at Calcutta, also ship-

builder and speculator m marine stores He had lately quarrelled with the

Government over his doci -scheme, and had acted as second to Philip Francis

m the Warren Hastmgs duel (p. 185) His retention of Mr. Fay might

well alarm Eliza, it showed that her husband had gone over to the opposition,

and turned against Impey and Chambers, his former patrons Did he now
send Mr Fay bacL to England, to prepare the impeachment against Impcy^

And did Mr Fay male a muddle of this, as of cveiything else he touched^

Probably Watson had a superb house on Garden Reach He loved

Calcutta, and did not leave it until he was dymg (1785) He bequeathed his

fortune of j^300,000 to his natural daughter; his widow only inhented the

dock projects, but she did well out of it m the long nm
Mrs Fay’s account of her husband is confirmed hy an illuminating and

scathing passage m the Impey MSS (B M 16260) Wnting from Patna,

under the date of August 31, 1781, Six Ehjah Impey speaks of Colonel

Watson’s hosuhty and then contmues

This very man is at this time pushmg his animosity against me m another way

There 1$ a very low man here of the name of Fay, who had been called to the Bar

m England, and, therefore, I thought n proper he should be admitted an advocate

here This man at Watson’s instigation as I believe has drawn the paper a copy

of which I herewith transmit

He entertains him, as I am informed, in his hou*^ and means to send him to

England with the paper Fay sent it to me m an hand imitatmg printing

He did not say who was the prosecutor employing him

P 201. CniNsintAH, a Dutch settlement on the Hoogli, was

seized hy the English as soon as news of hostihties with Holland reached them

— m July 1781. It was finally ceded to us by treaty in 1824

^ P, 2or. Mrs Wheler. Charlotte, second wife of Edward WTielcr,

member of Council, important people Mrs Fay’s misfortunes seem to

have raised her mto soaety from which she subsequently sank

P 202 Church at Calcutta There was none for the moment,

St John’s was not begun until 1783. When Mrs Fay returned to Calcutta

and set up a millmery establishment, her shop abutted on to its graveyard.

The sacred edifice, whose absence she had deplored, then became a nuisance,

for the Vestry erected a wall which depnved her shop of light and air. She

WTotc complaimng Her letter must be quoted m full, smcc it is the only

addmcml letter extant, and it is not without native aadity.

To the Rev Mr Bbnshard, the Rev Mr Owen, Mr Cockerell, Mr Thornhill,

Mr Stale} , Mr Johnson, members of the Church Vestry

13/-^ ytpnlj 1789

Gn^TLEMEN—Pardon the freedom I use m making an application, which I

flatter mv-^lf, however, wiU be attended with success having nothing for its objea

that can m the smallest degree injure the property of the Church.
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Permit me then to acquunt )ou tint, about fi\c years since, I became an
inlnbit'int, nnd» ‘sometime after purclia^er of the hou<c I now reside in, formerly the

Pou Olhrc, ami fornn the <outh-wcst boundarj of the old bur^nng-ground, now
the compound of the New Church At the period I mention, the lower floor was
ncirl) a'^ hal'ilablc a*; the upper one, but shortly after, a considerable part of it

wi< Tendered almo^ u*elc<<, in con^^rqucncc of a wall being built up against the

window, •o doe as to prc\cnt the accession of either light or air There is also

I
reit reason to apprehend that from the accumulation of damp between the walls

and the liou^e, and the want of a free \cniibiion, walls of the latter will sustain

mitcrnl injur\

^u*Tcr me, therefore, to request, Gentlemen, that )0U will have the goodness

to inle the 'ubjert of this letter into consideration, and be pleased to allow that

pan of the wall, which <tands apainn mj hou<^, to be taken down, or such openings

to ma) c in it, a^ ma) suffice to restore the prcmi^^ to their former usefulness—I am.

Gentlemen, Vour mon humble 'enaint, Eliza Fay

(Quoted b\ Firmingcr from the St John’s Church records

)

P 209 William Hosla had been sctcntccn }cars in the Company’s

^cnicc, his wifcV name was Maiy The Grosvenor met with a temble

caustrophe, to which Mrs Fa) never refers die captain ran the ship ashore

at niplii on the cast coast of Africa, m the neighbourhood of Delagoa Bay

(Aug 4, 1782) One hundred and thirt}-fivc people sumved the wreck,

including four hdics and two children The} tried to march southward to

the Cape, but got into difhculiics with the natives, and only three (seamen)

armed See Past erd Presert^ vol n No 3, for the official account,

nl^o Hide}, n 199 Rumours of }oung savmgcs with light sLms led to

the ihcon that the ladies had married with their captors, and borne

offspnnp

iMr^ Fa} ncarl} met with a similar disaster on the Valentine (p 219)

P 212 SuFTRrs AKD Hughes They fought five engagements on

the Coromandel Coast, w Inch w on the admiration ofexperts (Mahan, Influence

cf Sea Pcicer^ 1660-1783, eh xii )
Suffren was a charmmg character and

an accomplislicd admiral Hughes was solid and second-rate, as his picture

at Greenwich suggests, but his action was largely responsible for keepmg the

French out of India

P 216 The VALE^Tt^E The log of this vessd records the

embarkation of Mrs Fa} and her luggage at Barrabola Head, also, though

in guarded terms, the disgraceful muddle off the African coast The name

of the ship-surgeon wlio attended Mrs Fay for colic, and wuth whom she

was subsequently accused of flirting, was Patrick Ivory (India Office

Records Log 452, G )

P 221' The Chapman I have ventured to repunctuate this

passage The text of 1817 reads, “ On board which were Mr Casamajor

and his mother^ who secured accommodations on the Lord NortK Not
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them at Divine Scmcc at least once a fortnight (India Office Records,

a^ above, the volume also records the accident of the stone that fell on

Ladder Hill

)

*** P 265 Da Hape eminent Calcutta doctor He treated W
Hiclcv

\\ Ini arc IHrtIc) and Hare to gnm Dr Death

Who movTS but perfects the cure?

Their pre<:crjpiions ma) rob me too soon of my breath

And heighten the pains I endure

Bengal Gazette^ 1780
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l6 is true, indeed, that after having decomposed
cvciylJung, we must, as it were, return on our steps

])y recomposing cvcrytliing anew ; for unless we do
so, oiu Icnowledge would not be conformable to the

reality and relations of nature The simple qualities

of body liave not each a proper and independent exist-

ence
;
the ultimate faculties of mind are not so many

distinct and independent existences. On either side,

there IS a being one and the same ; on that side, at

once extended, solid, coloured, &c. , on this, at once

cajiablc of thought, feeling, desire, &c.

“ Hut although all, or the greater number of, our

cognitions compreliend different fasciculiof notions, it

is nccessar}^ to commence by the acquisition of these

notions one by one, through a successive application

of our attention to the different attributes of objects

The abstraction of the intellect is thus as natural as

that of the senses. It is even imposed upon us by

the very constitution of our mind.”“

I am aware that the expression, ahstraciion of the

senses, is incorrect ; for it is the mind always which

acts, be it through the medium of the senses. The im-

propriety of the expression is not, however, one which

is in danger of leading into error, and it serves to pomt

out the important fact, that abstraction is not always

perfoimed in the same manner. In Perception,—^in

the presence of physical objects, the intellect abstracts

colours by the eyes, sounds by the ear, &c. In Eepre-

sentation, and when the external object is absent, the

mind operates on its reproduced cognitions, and looks

at them successively in their different points of view.”^

“ However abstraction be performed, the result is

notions which are simple, or which approximate to

a Lnroiuigtu^re, Legons, t u- p

342 —Ed
a Laromiguifere, Legons, tup

344, shglitly nlindged —Ed
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Simplicity
;
and if we apply it with consistency and r>FCT_

order to the different qualities of objects, we shall ^

—

attain at length to a knowledge of these qualities and

of them mutual dependencies , that is, to a knowledge

of objects as they really are. In this case, abstraction

becomes analysis, which is the method to which we

owe all our cognitionsO
. The process of abstraction is familiar to the most

uncultivated minds , and its uses are shown equally

in the mechanical arts as in the philosophical sciences.

“ A carpenter,” says Karnes,^ speaking of the great

utility of abstraction, “ considers a log of wood witli

legaid to hardness, firmness, colour, and texture ; a

philosopher, neglectmg these properties, makes the log

undergo a chemical analysis, and examines its taste,

its smell, and component prmciples ; the gcometiician

confines his reasoning to the figure, the length,

bieadth, and thickness , in general, every artist, ab-

stracting from all other properties, confines his obsei-

vations to those which have a more immediate con-

nection with his profession
”

But is Abstraction, oi rather, is exclusive attention, Abstnc-

the work of Com|)arison This is evident The appli- or

cation of attention to a particular object, or quality of

an object, sup^Doses an act of will,—a choice oi prefei-

ence, and this again supposes compaiison and judg-

ment. But this may be made more manifest fiom a

view of the act of Generahsatiou, on which we aic

about to enter

The notion of the figure of the desk before me is -o
tioii

an abstiact idea,—an idea that makes part of the

total notion of that bod}*, and on which I have con-

centrated mj’- attention, in ordei to considci it exclu-

a Larolmgiiurc, tup 0 of Cnfins^^i, Api ’ . lir.

S45— El) §10,)ol 11 <J 17c5— li.
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sivcly. Tliis idea is abstract, but it is at tbe same
time individual

; it represents the figure of tins par-
ticular desk, and not the figure of any other body.
But had wo only individual abstract notions, what
would be our knowledge ? We should be cognisant

only of qualities viewed apart fiom their subjects;

(and of separate phaonomena there exist none in na-

ture) ; and as tliese qualities are also separate from

each otlier, we should have no knowledge of their

mutual relations,®

It is necessai}', therefore, that we should form

Abstract General notions. This is done when, com-

paiing a number of objects, we seize on their resem-

blances ; when we concentrate our attention on these

points of similarit}’’, thus abstracting the mind from

a consideration of their differences
,
and when we

give a name to our notion of that circumstance in

which they all agree. The general notion is thus one

which makes us know a quality, property, power,

action, relation ; in shoit, any point of view under

which we recognise a plurality of objects as a unity.

It makes us aware of a quality, a pomt of view, com-

mon to many things. It is a notion of resemblance

,

hence the reason whj^ general names or terms, the

signs of general notions, have been called terms of

o'csemUcmce, (termini similitudinis). In this process

of generalisation, we do not stop short at a first gener-

alisation, By a first generalisation we have obtamed

a number of classes of resemblmg individuals But

these classes we can compare together, observe their

similarities, abstract from their differences, and bestow

on their common circumstance a common name. On

these second classes we can again perform the same

a We slionld also be overwhelmed -with then nnmber—Jotting
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operation, and tlius ascending tlie scale of general

notions, throwing out of view always a greater num-

her of differences, and seizing always on fewer simi-

larities in the foimation of our classes, we arrive at

length at the limit of our assent in the notion of heing

or existence Thus placed on the summit of the scale

of classes, we descend by a process the reverse of that

by which we have ascended
,
we divide and sub-

divide the classes, by introducing always more and

more characters, and laying always fewer differences

aside
;
the notions become more and more composite,

untd we at length arrive at the individual

I may here notice that there is a twofold kind of Tivofoi<i

_ « , ax *1 qtnntit\ in

quantity to be considered in notions. it is evident, notions —
11 111 E'ttension

that m proportion as the class is high, it will, in the nn.i com-

first place, contain under it a greater number of

classes, and, in the second, will include the smallest

complement of attributes Thus being or existence

contains under it every class ; and yet when Ave saj’-

that a thmg exists, we say the very least of it that

is possible. On the other hand, an individual, though

it contain nothmg but itself, involves the laigest

amount of piedication. For example, when I sa}*,

—

this IS Eichard, I not only affirm of the subject

every class from existence down to man, but likeAnse

a number of circumstances pioper to Richard as an

indmdual Now, the former of these quantities, the

external, is called the Extension of a notion, (quant itas rn. ir <h -

ambitus)

;

the latter, the internal quantity, is called

its Comprehension ov Intension, (quantitas complerAis)

The extension of a notion is, likewise, stjded its

circuit, region, domain, or sphere (sphxia), also its

breadth {7T\dTo<;). On the other hand, the conijae-

o Cf L'cturcs on vol l p l-jo c{ —Ki'

VOL. II
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Jieiipion of a notion is, likeYise, called its chpih

(/3at?o9). These names \ve ovre to tlie Greek logicians
“

Tiic internal and external quantities are in the in-

verse ratio of each other. The greater the extension,

the less the comprehension ;
the greater the compre-

hension, the less the extension.^

c Animomn^^, In ,
f 03 olclzy kcu •-o itrZvxor koI

Gr , f 29 I>at Brandis Sdioha rh (^or kcI cT-^us xXaros oe,

^ p 45] [Ai KC^TT/optct ral v-ar H;** olctay (Is Ccciia ra\

rrXi^os s^ovj koI BiBos —Ed ]

(U pifpiycr^rpa cv^sLv r-poooos B [Cf. Port PoyrrZ Logi^j part L C

'r\c:-*or SJ cit -'a -rXcyta ac^cLr^c- n p 74 Eugenio-,] [Aoytri?, b L

nr, oToj oC-'a: C iv p 154 ct s^a —Ed ]
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LECTUEE XXXV.

THE ELABORATIVE FACULTY.—GENERALISATION

NOMINALISM AHD CONCEPTUALISM.

I ENTERED, in mv last Lecture, on the discussion of lect

that great cognitive power which I called the Elaboia- —

—

tive Faculty,—the Faculty of Eelations,—the Discur-

sive Faculty,—Comparison, or Judgment ; and which

corresponds to what the Greek jihiloso^^hers under-

stood by BidvoLa, when opposed, as a special faculty,

to vovs. I showed you, that, though a comparison,

—

a judgment, involved the supposition of two relative

terms, still it was an onginal operation, in fact in-

volved in consciousness, and a condition of every

energy of thought. But, besides the primary judg-

ments of existence,—of the existence of the ego and

non-ego, and of their existence in contrast to, and

in exclusion of, each other,— I showed that this

process is involved m perception, external and in-

ternal , inasmuch as tlie recognitions,— tliat tlie ob-

jects presented to us by the Acquisitive Faculty are

many and complex, that one quality is diherent from

another, and that different bundles of qualities aie the

properties of different things or subjects,—aie all so

many acts of Coinpaiison or Judgment

This being done, I pointed out that a .seiies of

operations Aveie to be referred to this faculty, vhich.

by philosophers, had been made the functions of

specific powers. Of these opeiations I enumerated *

—
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I.FCT
XXW r, Composition or Synthesis; 2", Abstraction, De-

composition or Analysis
; S\ Generalisation

, 4°, Judg-

ment; and, o", Reasoning.

TJic first of tliesc,—Composition or Synthesis,—

which is sho\yn in the formation of Complex or Col-

lective notions, I stated to you was the result of ar

act of comparison. Por a complex notion, (I gave

you as examples, an army, a forest, a town), being

only the repetition of notions absolutely similar, this

similarity could be ascertained only by comparison.

In speaking of this process, I explained the support

afforded in it to the mind by language. I then re-

called to you what was meant by Abstraction. Ab-

straction is no positive act

;

it is merely the negation

of attention. AYe can fully attend only to a single thing

at a time ; and attention, therefore, concentrated on

one object or one quality of an obj'ect, necessarily

more or less abstracts our consciousness from others.

Abstraction from, and attention to, are thus corre-

lative terms, the one bemg merely the negation of the

other. I noticed the improper use of the term ahstrac-

tion by many philosophers, in appljdng it to that on

which attention is converged. “ This we may indeed

be said to 'prescind,^ but not to abstract. Thus let

A, B, C, be three qualities of an object AYe prescind

A, in abstractmg it from B and C
;
but we cannot,

Avithout impropriety, simply say that we abstract A
Thus by attending to one object to the abstraction from

a [Cf Kant, Dc Miindi Scnsihhs

Forma, [§ 6, VermiscJifc Schnflcn,

in 449 “ Propne dicendtun e-^et ab

ahquibus ahstrahere, non aliqmd ab-

siraJicre . . Conceptus intellec-

tualis ahsirahit ab omni sensitivo,

non abslraMur a sensitiTis, et fom-

tan rectins diceretnr abstrahens, qnam

abstraeliis
”—Ed ]

Maine de Biran

[Fxamcn des Lcfons dc M Iaromi~

gmirc, § 3, NouvcTles Considerations,

p 194 —Ed ] Bilfinger, Diluada-

ttones, § 262.]

P [On Frescision, and its ranons

kinds, see Derodon, Logica, pais n.

c. vn § 11 —Opera,

^

233, ed 1668;

and ChauYin Lexicon PhilosopJiieum,

V Frcccisio {Prccscisio) ]
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all others, "we, in a certain sort, decompose or analyse

the complex materials presented to us by Perception

and Self-consciousness. This analysis or decomposi-

tion IS of two kinds. In the first place, by concen-

tratmg attention on one mtegrant part of an object,

we, as it were, withdraw or abstract it from the

others. For example, we can consider the head of an

animal to the exclusion of the other members. Tins

may be called Partial or Concrete Abstraction. Tiie

process here noticed has, however, been overlooked by

philosophers, insomuch that they have opposed the

terms concrete and abstract as exclusive contraries

In the second place, we can rivet our attention on

some paiticular mode of a thmg, as its smell, its colour,

its figure, its motion, its size, &c., and abstract it fiom

the others. This may be called Modal Abstraction.

The abstraction we have been now speaking of is

performed on individual objects, and is consequently

particular There is nothing necessarily connected

with Generalisation m Abstraction. Generalisation

IS indeed dependent on abstraction, which it sup-

poses
;
but abstraction does not involve generalisa-

tion I remark this, because you will frequently find

the terms abstract and general applied to notions,

used as convertible Nothing, however, can be moie

incoirect. “A person,” says Mr Stewart, “who had

never seen but one rose, might yet have been able to

consider its colour apart fiom its other qualities
,
and,

therefore, there may be such a thing as an idea which

is at once abstract and particular. After having pei-

ceived this quality as belongmg to a varietj’ of indivi-

duals, we can consider it without refeience to any of

them, and thus fonn the notion of redness or white-

ness in general, which may be called agcnoal ab^iioct

idea. The words absti act and genci al, therefore, w hen

LECT
XXXV
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applied lo ideas, arc as completely distmct from eacli

other as any two words to be found in the language/'^

I sliowed tliat abstraction implied comparison and
judgment; for attention supposes preference, preference

IS ajudgment, and ajudgment is the issueof comparison.

I then proceeded to the process of Generalisation,

wliich IS still moic obtrusively comparison, and no-

thing but comparison. Generalisation is the process

thiough which wc obtain what are called general or

wnversal notions. A general notion is nothing but

the abstract notion of a circumstance in which a num-
ber of individual objects arc found to agree, that is, to

resemble each other. In so far as two objects resemble

each other, the notion we have of them is identical,

and, therefore, to us the objects may be considered as

the same. Accordingly, having discovered the cir-

cumstance in which objects agree, we arrange them

by this common circumstance into classes, to which

we also usually give a common name.

I explained how, in the prosecution of this opera-

tion, commencing with individual objects, we general-

ised these into a lowest class Having found a num-

ber of such lowest classes, we then compare these

agam together, as we had originally compared indivi-

duals ; we abstract their pomts of resemblance, and by

these points generalise them into a higher class. The

same process we perform upon these higher classes

;

and thus proceed, generalising class from classes, until

we are at last arrested m the one highest class, that

of being. Thus we find Peter, Paul, Timothy, &c., all

agree in certain common attributes, and which distin-

guish them from other animated beings. We accord-

ingly collect them into a class, which we call man In

a [^ements, toL i. c iv § 1 OoU WTiately, {Logic, b l § 6, p 4*>, b u

JForh, voL u p 165 -Ed J So c v. § 1, p 122 {8ti edit )-EdJ
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like manner, out of tke other animated beings which lcct^

we exclude from man, we form the classes, horse, dog, —
ox, &c. These and man form so many lowest classes

or species But these species, though differing in cer-

tain respects, all agree in others. Abstractmg fiom

their diversities, we attend only to their resemblances,

and as all mamfestmg life, sense, feeling, &c,—this

resemblance gives us a class, on which we bestow the

name animal. Animal, or hving sentient existences,

we then compare with hfeless existences, and thus

gomg on abstractmg from differences, and attending

to resemblances, we arrive at naked or undiffercnced

existence. Having reached the pinnacle of generalisa-

tion, we may redescend the ladder , and this is done

by reversmg the process through which we ascended.

Instead of attending to the similarities, and abstract-

ing from the differences, we now attend to the differ-

ences, and abstract from the similarities. And as the

ascendmg process is called Generalisation, this is called

Division or Determmation ;— division, because the

higher or wider classes are cut down mto lowei or

narrower,—determination, because every quality add-

ed on to a class limits or determines its extent, that

IS, approximates it more to some mdividual, real, or

deteiminate existence.

Ha^ung given you this necessary information, in Otncnii-^T

legard to the nature of Generalisation, I piocced to ^vrionunn

consider one of the most simple, and, at the same “'icaor''^

time, one of the most perplexed, pioblems m philoso-

phy,—m regaid to the object of the mind,—the object
'

of consciousness, when we emplo)^ a general term In

the explanation of the process of generalisation all

philosophers are at one , the only diffeiences that arise

among them relate to the point,— whether we can

form an adequate idea of that v Inch is denoted by an
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x\\v
abstract and general term. In tbe discus-

sion of this question, I sliall pursue tbe following order

first of all, I shall state to you the arguments of the No-
minalists,—of those ^Yho hold, that "we are unable to

form an idea corresponding to the abstract and general

term
; in tlie second place, I shall state to you the argu-

ments of the Conceptualists,—of those vrho maintain

that w'e are so competent; and, in the last, I shall show

you that the opposing parties are really at one, and

that the whole controversy has originated in the im-

perfection and ambiguity of our philosophical nomen-

clature. In this discussion I avoid all mention of the

ancient doctnne of Realism. This is curious only in

an historical point of view
; and is wholly irrelevant

to the question at issue among modern philosophers.

This con- This controversy has been principally agitated in

pnnupaiij' this country, and in France, for a reason that I shall

Britain and hereafter explain; and, to limit ourselves to Great
France

jjntain, the doctrine of Nominalism has, among others,

been embraced by Hobbes, Berkeley, Hume, Principal

Campbell, and Mr Stewart ; while Conceptualism has

found favour with Locke, Reid, and Brown.“

Twoo^in- Throw^ing out of view the antiquities of the ques-

stdi^vlde tion, (and this question is perhaps more memorable

phS'** than any other in the history of philosophy),—laying,

I say, out of account opinions which have been long

exploded, there are two which stiU divide philosophers.

Some maintain that every act and eveiy object ofmind

is necessarily singular, and that the name is that alone

which can pretend to generality. Others again hold

that the mind is capable of forming notions, represen-

tations, correspondent in universality to the classes

contained under, or expressed by, the general term.

a See below, pp 297, 301 —Ed
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The former of these opinions,—the doctrine as it is

called of Nominalism,—maintains that every notion,

considered in itself, is singular, but becomes, as it were,

general, through the intention of the mind to make

it represent every other resembhng notion, or notion

of the same class. Take, for example, the term man.

Here we can call up no notion, no idea, correspond-

ing to the universality of the class or term. This is

manifestly impossible. For as man involves conti'a-

dictory attributes, and as contradictions cannot coexist

in one representation, an idea or notion adequate to

man cannot be realised in thought. The class man
includes individuals, male and female, white and black

and copper - coloured, tall and short, fat and thin,

straight and crooked, whole and mutilated, &c., &c.

;

and the notion of the class must, theiefore, at once

represent all and none of these. It is, therefore, evi-

dent, though the absurdity was maintained by Locke,

“

that we cannot accomplish this ; and, this being im-

possible, we cannot represent to ourselves the class

man by any equivalent notion or idea All that we
can do is to call up some individual image, and con-

sider it as representing, though inadequately represent-

ing, the generalit}^ This we easil}’- do, for as we can

call into imagination an)'’ individual, so we can make
that individual image stand for any or foi every other

which it resembles, in those essential points which con-

stitute the identity of the class. This ojimion, which,

after Hobbes, has been in this country maintained,

among others, by Berkeley,^ Hume,''^ Adam Smith,®

a Essay on ITuma7X Understanding^ i sect rn
,
WorJs^ i p 24

b ir c Ml §9 —En on (he Acadnmeal PJuIo^ojJin, JUir)

^ Pmici2dc$ of Human Knoichdgc^ iv p 164 —Er>

Introd § 10 —Ed t JDi^^rtation eotermny hiA
7 Treatise of Unman Katnrc, pirt Formntxon of Lingnag ^ — Id

LECT,
XXXV
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ism
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CfliTipl)c]l^ find fetcwtirt^^ cippCcirs to me not only true

but self-evident.

No one has stated tlie case of the nominalists more
clearly than Bishop Berkeley, and as his whole argu-

ment IS, as far as it goes, irrefragable, I beg your atten-

tion to the following extract from his Introduction to

the PriuGi'pJes of Ihiman Knovjhdge^
“ It is agiccd, on all hands, that the qualities or

modes of things do never really exist eack of them

apart by itself, and separated from all others, but are

mixed, as it were, and blended together, several in the

same object But, we are told, the mind, being able

to consider each quality singly, or abstracted from

those other qualities vith which it is united, does

by that means frame to itself abstract ideas. For

example there is perceived by sight an object ex-

tended, coloured, and moved this mixed or compound

idea the mind resolving into its smiple, constituent

parts, and viewing each by itself, exclusive of the rest,

does frame the abstract ideas of extension, colour, and

motion. Not that it is possible for colour or motion

to exist without extension ; but only that the mind

can frame to itself by ahstraciion the idea of colour

exclusive of extension, and of motion exclusive of both

colour and extension

“ Again, the mind having observed that in the par-

ticular extensions perceived by sense, there is some-

thing common and alike in all, and some other things

peculiar, as this or that figure or magnitude, which

distinguish them one from another ; it considers apart

or singles out by itself that which is common, making

a PMlosopTiy of RMoric, book n y Sections, tu tuL s. Worls,

(. 7 Eo 1. h ct seq ,
4to edit. Cf Encydo-

S Elcmcnis, part ii c iv TTorfs, podia Bntannica, art Metaphysics,

Tol. u p 178 —Ed voL xit p 622, 7th edit —Ed.
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thereof a most abstract idea of extension, which is

neither Ime, surface, nor solid, nor has any figure or

magnitude, but is an idea entirely prescinded from all

these. So likewise the mind, by leavmg out of the

particular colours perceived by sense, that which dis-

tinguishes them one from another, and retaining that

only which is common to aU, makes an idea of colour

in abstract which is neither red, nor blue, nor white,

nor any other determmate colour. And m like man-

ner, by considering motion abstractedly not only from

the body moved, but likewise from the figure it de-

scribes, and all particular directions and velocities,

the abstract idea of motion is framed ,
which equally

corresponds to all particular motions whatsoever that

may be perceived by sense

“ Whether others have this wonderful faculty of

ahstracting their ideas, they best can tell for myself,

I find,, mdeed, I have a faculty of imagining, or repre-

senting to myself the ideas of those particular thmgs

I have perceived, and of variously compounding and

dividing them. I can imagine a man with two heads,

or the upper parts of a man joined to the body of a

horse. I can consider the hand, the eye, the nose, each

by itself abstracted or separated from the rest of the

body. But then whatever hand or eye I imagine, it

must have some particular shape and colour. Like-

wise the idea of man that I frame to myself, must be

either of a white, or a black, or a tawny, a straight, or

a crooked, a tall, or a low, or a middle-sized man. I

cannot by any effort of thought conceive the abstract

idea above described And it is equally impossible

for me to foim the abstract idea of motion distinct

from the body moving, and which is neither swift noi

slow, curvilinear nor rectilinear
; and the like may be

LECT
XXXV
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snid of all other abstract general ideas whatsoever
To be plain, I o\sti myself able to abstract in one
.sense, as when I consider some particular parts or

qualities separated from others, with which though
tliey are united in some object, yet it is possible they

may really exist without them. But I deny that I

can abstract one from another, or conceive separately,

those qualities v Inch it is impossible should exist so

separated ; or that I can frame a general notion by
abstracting from particulars in the manner aforesaid.

Which two last are the proper acceptations of ah-

straclion. And there aie grounds to think most men
will acknowledge themselves to be in my case. The

generality of men, which are simple and illiterate,

never pretend to ahsU'act notions. It is said they

are difficult, and not to be attained •without pains

and study. We may therefore reasonably conclude

that, if such there be, they are confined only to the

learned.”

Such is the doctrine of Nommalism, as asserted by

Berkeley, and as subsequently acquiesced in by the

principal philosophers of this country. Eeid himself

is, indeed, hardly an exception, for his opinion on this

point is, to say the least of it, extremely vague.^

The counter-opinion, that of Conceptualism, as it

is called, has, however, been supported by several

philosophers of distinguished ability. Locke mam-

tains the doctrine in its most revolting absurdity,

boldly admitting that the general notion must be

realised, in spite of the principle of Contradiction.

“Does it not require,” he says, “some pams and skill

a This argnmentation is employed 0 For Reid's opmion, see IntcUcc-

hy Derodon, Logxca, [pars ii c vi. § hial Powers, essay v., chap u. aod

16. Opera, p 236 —Ed ], and others vn—Ed.
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to form tlie general idea of a triangle? (which is yet

none of the most abstract, comprehensive, and diffi-

cult), for it must be neither obhque nor rectangle,

neither equilateral, equicrural, nor scalenon
,
but all

and none of these at once. In effect, it is somethmg

imperfect, that cannot exist; an idea wherein some

parts of several different and mconsistent ideas are

put together.’’
“

This doctrme was, however, too palpably absurd to

obtam any advocates
;
and conceptualism, could it

not find a firmer basis, behoved to be abandoned.

Passing over Dr Keid’s speculations on the question,

which are, as I have said, wavering and ambiguous,

I sobcit your attention to the principal statement

and defence of conceptualism by Dr Brown, in whom
the doctrine has obtamed a strenuous advocate “ If,

then, the generalismg process be, first, the percep-

tion or conception of two or more objects
;
secondly,

the relative feelmg of their resemblance in certain le-

spects
, thirdly, the designation of these circumstances

of resemblance, by an appropriate name,—the doctrine

of the Nominalists, which mcludes only two of these

stages,—the perception of particular objects, and the

invention of general terms, must be false, as exclud-

ing that relative suggestion of resemblance in ceitam

respects, which is the second and most important step

of the process
;

since it is this intermediate feeling

alone that leads to the use of the term, which, other-

wise, it would be impossible to limit to any set of

objects Accoidmgly, we found that, in then impos-

sibility of accountmg, on their own pimciples, for this

limitation, which it is yet absolutely necessary to

explain in some mannei or other,—the Nominalists,

a See abo\c, p 297, note a,—

L
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lo explain it, uniformly take for granted tlie exist-

ence of those very general notions, -which they at the
same time profess to deny,—that, while they affirm

tliat wc have no notion of a kind, species, or sort, in-

dependently of the general terms which denote them,

they speak of our application of such teims only to

objects of the same kind, species, or sort; as if we
truly had some notions of these general circumstan-

ces of agreement to direct us,—and that they are

thus very far from being Nominalists in the spirit of

their argument, at the very moment when they are

Nominabsts in asseition,— strenuous opposers of

those very general feebugs, of the truth of which they

avail themselves m them very endeavour to disprove

them

“If, indeed, it were the name which formed the

class, and not that previous relative feeling, or general

notion of resemblance of some sort, which the name

denotes, then might anything be classed with any-

thing, and classed with equal propriety. AU which

would be necessary, would be merely to apply the

same name uniformly to the same objects ; and, if we

were careful to do this, John and a triangle might as

web be classed together, under the name man, as John

and WiUiam. Why does the one of those arrange-

ments appear to us more philosophic than the other ?

It is because something more is felt by us to be

necessary in classification, than the mere giving of a

name at I'andom There is, in the relative sugges-tion

that arises on our very perception or conception of

objects, when we consider them together, a reason for

giving the generic name to one set of objects rather

than to another,—the name of man, for instance, to

John and Wilbam, rather than to John and a triangle.
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This reason is the feeling of the resemblance of the

objects which we class,—^that general notion of the

relation of similarity in certain respects, which is

signified by the general term,—and without which

relative suggestion, as a previous state of the mind,

the general term would as little have been invent-

ed, as the names of John and William would have

been invented, if there had been no perception of

any individual being whatever to be denoted by

them/’
“

This part of Dr Brown’s philosophy has obtained the

most unmeasured encomium; it has been lauded as the

most important step ever made in the philosophy of

mind; and, as far as I am aware, no one has as yet

made any attempt at refutation I regret that in

this, as in many other principal points of his doctiine,

I find it impossible not to dissent from Dr Blown.

An adequate refutation of his views would, indeed,

require a more elaborate criticism than I am at pre-

sent able to afibrd them; but I trust that the follow-

ing hasty observations will be sufficient to evince,

that the doctrme of Nommalism is not yet over-

thrown.

Dr Brown has taken especial care that his theory

of generabsation should not be misunderstood ; for

the following is the seventh, out of nme recapitula-

tions, he has given us of it in his forty-sixth and

forty-seventh Lectures ‘'If, then, the generalising

process be, first, the perception or conception of two
or more objects; secondly, the relative feeling of their

lesemblance in certam respects
; thirdly, the desig-

nation of these circumstances of resemblance by an
appropiiate name, the doctrme of the Nominalist':,

a Philo^ophlf of (hr Jhiman hchxrc xlvn p 303 —Ed
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which includes only two of these stages,—the percep-

tion of particular objects, and the invention of general

terms,—must be false, as excluding that relative sug-

gestion of resemblance in certain respects, which is

tlic second and most important step of the process;

since it is this intermediate feeling alone that leads

to the use of the term, which, otherwise, it would be

impossible to limit to any set of objects.’^

This contains, in fact, both the whole of his own
doctrine, and the whole ground of his rejection of that

of the Nominalists. Now, upon this, I would, first of

all, say, in general, that what in it is true is not new.

But I hold it idle to prove that his doctrme is old

and common, and to trace it to authors with whom
Brown has shown his acquaintance, by repeatedly

quoting them in his Lectures
;

it is enough to show

that it is erroneous.

The first point I shall consider is his confutation of

the Nommalists. In the passage I have just adduced,

and in ten others, he charges the Nominahsts with

excluding “ the relative suggestion of resemblance in

certam respects, which is the second and most import-

ant step in the process.” This, I admit, is a weighly

accusation, and I admit at once that if it do not

prove that his own doctrme is right, it would at least

demonstrate theirs to be sublimely vTong. But is

the charge well founded ? Dr Brown, in a passage

which I once read to you,“ and with which he con-

cludes his supposed exposition of what he calls “ the

series of Beid’s wonderful misconceptions,” wisely

warns his pupds against according credit to all second-

hand statements. I trust,” he says, it wdl impress

you with one important lesson, which could not he

a Sec above, Lect xxui
,
vol. lu p 64 —Ed.
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taught more forcibly than by the errors of so great

a mind, that it yoU always be necessary for you to —

1

consult the opinions of authors, when then* opinions

aie of sufficient importance to deserve to be accu-

rately studied, in their own works, and not in the

works of those who profess to give a faithful account

of them. From my own experience, I can most truly

assure you, that there is scarcely an instance in which,

on exammmg the works of those authors whom it is

the custom more to cite than 'to read, I have found

the view which I had received of them faithful.” No
advice assuredly can be more sound, and I shall

accordingly follow it now, as I have heretofore done,

in application to his own reports. Let us see whether

the nommalists, as he assures us, do really exclude

the apprehension of resemblance m certain respects,

as one step in their doctrine of generalisation. I turn

first to Hobbes as the real father of this opinion,—to

him, as Leibnitz truly says, “ oiominalibus ipsis oiomi-

nahorem ”
The classical place of this philosopher on

the subject is the fourth chapter of the Leviathan
,

and there we have the following passage—“ One uni-

versal name is imposed on many things for their

similitude in some quality or other accident; and

whereas a propei name brmgeth to mind one thing

only, universals recall any one of those many.” There

are other passages to the same effect in Hobbes, but I

look no further

1 That the
Noininnl-
i6tJ5 allov

the appre-
hension of
resem-
hlancc,

proved
against
Brov n h}

reference
to Hobbcii
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of many similar passages, T select the two followins.

• 111 botli he IS stating his own cloctime of nommalism.
In the Introfluction, sect. 22 •

—
‘"To discern the agree-

ments or disagreements that are between my ideas,

to see what ideas are included in any compound idea,”

etc. In the 2Iinute Philosopher, sect. 7 :
—“But may

not words become general by being made to stand

indiscriminately for all particular ideas, winch, from a

mutual resemblance, belong to the same kind, without

the intervention of any abstract general idea

I next take down Hume. His doctrine on the point

at issue is found in book i. part i. sect. 7 of the Trea-

tise of Human Kature, entitled. On Ahstiact Ideas.

This section opens with the following sentence :
—

“A
great philosopher has disputed the received opinion in

this particular, and has asserted that all general ideas

are nothing but particular ones annexed to a certain

term, which gives them a more extensive signification,

and makes them recall upon occasion other individuals

which are simOar to them. As I look upon this to be

one of the sreatest and most valuable discoveries that

has been made of late years in the repubhe of letters,

I shall here endeavour to confirm it by some argu-

ments, which I hope will put it beyond all doubt and

controversy” In glancing over the subsequent ex-

position of the doctrine, I see the following :
—“ TThen

we have found a resemblance among several objects,

we apply the same name to all of them, ’ Ac. Again

:

“ As individuals are collected together and placed

under a general term, "with a view to that reseniblance

which they bear to each other,” Ac In the last page

and a half of the section, it is stated, no less than four

times, that perceiied resemblaiice is the foimdation of

classification.
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Adam Smith’s doctrme is to the same effect as his

predecessor’s It is contained in his Dissertation con-

cerning the First Formation of Languages, (appended smuil

to his Theory of Moral Sentiments), which litcially

is full of statements to the purpoit of the following,

which alone I adduce —“ It is this application of the

name of an individual to a great number of objects

Avhose resemblance naturally recalls the idea of that

individual, and of the name which expresses it, that

seems originally to have given occasion to the foima-

tion of these classes and assortments, which in the

schools arc called genera and species, and of which

the ingenious and eloquent Eousseau finds himself so

much at a loss to account for the origin. AVhat con-

stitutes a species is merelj^ a number of objects, bear-

ing a certain degree ofresemblance to one another, and

on that account denominated by a single appellation,

which may be applied to express any one of them.”

The assertion, that peiceived resemblance is tlie Cimio-di

jirinciple of classification, is repeated ad nauseam by sttwau

Pimcipal Campbell and Mr Stewait I shall quote

only from the lattei, and I take the fiist passage that

stiikes my eye —“ Accoiding to this view of the pio-

cess of the mind, in carrying on geneial siieculalions,

that idea which the ancient philosopheis consideied as

the essence of an individual, is nothing more than tlic

paiticular quality or quahties in which it icscmbles

other individuals of the same class
;
and m conse-

quence of which a generic name is applied to it.”“

From the CMdence I have already quoted, you will

see how marvellously wiong is Biown’s asseition, that

the nominalists not only took no account of, but

absolutely excluded fiom their statement of the juo-

a \o\ \ c n sect n n p 17^
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cess of generalisation, the apprehension of the mutual
similarity of objects. You will, therefore, not be sur-

prised when I assure you, that not only no nominalist

ever overlooked, ever excluded, the manifested resem-

blance of objects to each other, but that every nomin-

alist explicitly founded his doctrine of classification

on this resemblance, and on this resemblance alone.®

No nominalist ever dreamt of disallowing the notion

of relativity,—the conception of similarity between

things,—this they maintain not less strenuously than

the conceptualist ; they only deny that this could

ever constitute a general notion.

But perhaps it may be admitted, that Brown is

wi'ong in asserting that the nominalist excludes re-

semblance as an element of generalisation, and yet

maintained, that he is nght in holdmg, against the

nominalists, that the notion, or, as he has it, the feel-

ing of the similitude of objects in certain respects, is

general, and constitutes wbat is called the general no-

tion. I am afraid, however, that the misconception in

regard to this point will be found not inferior to that

in regard to the other.

In the first place, then, resemblance is a relation ;

and a relation necessarily supposes certain objects as

related terms. There can thus be no relation of re-

semblance conceived apart from certain resembling

objects. This is so manifest, that a formal enunci-

ation of the principle seems almost puerile Let it,

a. [See Tellez, Siimma Phil Jim- Cursus Philosophicus, p 110 (edit

vcrsce, [pars l disp ir sect i. suts 1632) —Ed ] Mendoza, Pisp Log ,

8-16, toL 1 p i^etseq (edit 16i4) [liisp m. § 1, Disp a Siimmidw ad

Cf sect 11 suts 1 et se?
, p 65 — Metayhysxmm, voL i. p 248 —Ed ]

Ed 1 Derodon, Logica, [pars u c Eran. Bonse Spei, Logica, [Da For-

V art 2, § 5, p 211 Cf art 4, p pTiynanis Universahbus,6isp

224 et seq —Ed ] Amaga, Logica, mentam m Anst Phil
, p 53, (edit

[disp Ti sect 1 subs 1 et seq , 1652) —Ed ]
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however, be laid down as a first axiom, that the notion

of similarity supposes the notion of certain similar

objects.

In the second place, objects cannot be similar with-

out being similar in some particular mode or accident,

—say in colour, in figure, in size, in weight, in smell,

in fiuidity, in life, &c &c. This is equally evident,

and this I lay do^vn as a second axiom

In the third place, 1 assume, as a third axiom, that

a resemblance is not necessarily and of itself universal.

On the contrary, a resemblance between two indivi-

dual objects in a determinate quahty, is as individual

and determinate as the objects and their resembling

qualities themselves. Who, for example, will main-

tain that my actual notion of the likeness of a parti-

cular snowball and a particular egg, is more general

than the representations of the several objects and

their resembling accidents of colour

Now, let us trj’- Dr Brovm’s theory on these grounds

In reference to the first, he does not pretend, that what

he calls the general feeling of resemblance, can exist

except between individual objects and indimdual re-

presentations The universality, which he arrogates

to this feeling, cannot accrue to it from any univer-

sality in the lelative or resembling ideas This neithei

he nor any other philosopher ever did or could pre-

tend. They arc supposed, ex hypothcsi, to be indn i-

dual,—singular.

Neither, m lefeience to the second axiom, does he

jiretend to derive the univeisality which he asserts to

his feeling of resemblance, from the universality of the

notion of the common quality, in vhich this resem-

blance is realised. He does not, with Locke and other':,

maintain this; on the contrary, it is on the admitted ab-
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Sv ^ foundation that lie attempts to estab-

lisli tbe doctrine of conceptualism on another ground.

But if tbe universality, assumed by Dr Brown for

bis ‘'feeling of resemblance,” be found neither in the

resembling objects, nor in the qualities through which

they are similar, we must look for it in the feeling of

resemblance itself, apart from its actual realisation :

and this in opposition to the third axiom we laid

down as self-evident. In these circumstances, we
have certainly a right to expect that Dr Brown should

have brought us cogent proof for an assertion so con-

trary to all apparent evidence, that although this

be the question which perhaps has been more ably,

keenly, and universally agitated than any other, still

no philosopher before himself was found even to ima-

gine such a possibility. But in proof of this new para-

dox, Dr Brown has not only brought no evidence

;

he does not even attempt to bring any. He assumes

and he asserts, but he hazards no argument. In this

state of matters, it is perhaps superfluous to do more

than to rebut assertion by assertion ;
and as Dr

Brown is not in 2^ossessorio, and as his opmion is

even opposed to the universal consent of philosophers,

the counter assertion, if not overturned by reasoning,

must prevail.

PossiDie But let us endeavour to conceive on what grounds

ofISwn’s it could possibly be supposed by Dr Brown, that the

thafthe^”" feelmg of resemblance between certain objects, through

resem-”*^ certam resemblmg qualities, has in it anything of

TinuCTsai universal, or can, as he says, constitute the general

notion. This to me is indeed not easy; and eveiy

hypothesis I can make is so absurd, that it appears

almost a libel to attribute it, even by conjecture, to so

ingenious and acute a thinker.

In the first place, can it be supposed that Dr
First
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Brovn believed that a feeling of resemblance between

objects in a certain quality or respect was general —

—

because it was a relation Then must every notion

of a relation be a general notion
;
which neither lie

nor any other philosopher ever asserts.

In the second place, does he suppose that there is Second

anything in the feeling or notion of the particular

relation called similarity, which is more general than

the feeling or notion of any other relation ^ This can

hardly be conceived What is a feeling or notion

of resemblance hlerely this ; two objects affect us

in a certain manner, and we are conscious that they

affect us in the same way as a single object docs,

when presented at difierent times to our perception.

In either case, we judge that the affections of which

we are conscious are similar or the same Tlieie is

nothing general in this consciousness, or in this judg-

ment At all events, the relation recognised between

the consciousness of similarity pioduced on us b}’’

two different eggs, is not more general than the feel-

ing of similarity produced on us by the successive

presentation of the same egg. If the one is to be

called general, so is the other Again, if the feeling

or notion of resemblance be made geneial, so must

the feeling or notion of diffeience The}’ are abso-

lutely the same notion, only m different applications

You know the logical axiom,—the science of contia-

nos IS one We know the like only as we know the

unlike. Every affirmation of similarity is virtually

an affirmation that difference does not exist
,

c^ eiy

affirmation ofdifferenceis virtually an affirmation that

similarity is not to be found But neither Brown
nor any other philosopher has pretended, that the ap-

picliension of diffeience is either general, oi a gioiind

of geneialisation On the contraiy, the appiehcu=;ion
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(difference is the negation of generalisation, and a— descent from the universal to the particular. But if

the notion or feeling of the dissimilarity is not general,

neither is the feeling or notion of the similarity

Third In the third place, can it be that Dr Brown sup-

poses the particular feeling or consciousness of simi-

larity between certain objects in certain respects to

be general, because we have, in general, a capacity of

feelmg or being conscious of similarity ? This conjec-

ture is equally improbable. On this ground every act

of every power would be general
; and we should not

be obbged to leave Imagination, in order to seek for

the universality which we cannot discover in the bght

and defimtude of that faculty, m the obscurity and

vagueness of another.

Fonrth In the fourth place, only one other supposition

remains ; and this may perhaps enable us to explain

the possibility of Dr Brown's hallucination. A rela-

tion cannot be represented in Imagination. The two

terms, the two relative objects, can be severally imaged

in the sensible phantasy, but not the relation itself#

This is the object of the Comparative Faculty, or of

Intelligence Proper. To objects so different as the

images of sense and the unpicturable notions of intel-

ligence, different names ought to be given ; and ac-

cordingly this has been done wherever a philosophical

nomenclature of the shghtest pretensions to perfection

has been formed. In the German language, which is

now the richest in metaphysical expressions of any

living tongue, the two kinds of objects are carefully

distinguished.® In our language, on the contrary, the

terms idea, Gonce]ytion, notion, are used almost as con-

vertible for either ;
and the vagueness and confusion

which is thus produced, even within the narrow

a See T^cid^s Worls, j> 407, note t, ^12, note —Ed
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sphere of speculation to 'whicli the "want of the dis-

tinction also confines us, can be best appreciated by

those who are conversant with the philosophy of the

different countries

Dr Brown seems to have had some faint perception

of the difierence between mtellectual notions and sen-

sible representations ;
and if he had endeavoured to

signalise their contrast by a distmction of terms, he

would have deserved well of English Philosophy. But

he mistook the nature of the intellectual notion, which

connects two particular qualities by the bond of simi-

larity, and imagined that there lurked under this

intangible relation the universality which, he clearl}’-

saw, could not be found in a representation of tlie

related objects, or of their resembling qualities At
least, if this do not assist us in accounting for his

misconception, I do not know in what way we other-

wise can.

What I have now said is, I think, sufiicient in Siminnr}

regard to the nature of Generalisation. It is noto- Author’s
*1 if* 1 iloctnno of

riously a mere act ot Comparison We compare ol)- Gemni-

jects ; we find them similar in certain respects, that is,

in certain lespects they affect us in the same manner;

we consider the qualities in them, that thus affect us

in the same manner, as the same ; and to tins com-

mon quality we give a name ; and as we can predi-

cate this name of all and each of the resembliufr ob-

jects, it constitutes them into a class. Aristotle has

truly said that geueial names are only abbieviatcd

definitions,® and definitions, you know, are judgments

For example, animal is only a compendious expres-

sion for organised and aiiimatcd hody ; man, only a

summary of rational animal, &c

a lilict ,111 C —Kd*
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LECTURE XXXYI.

THE ELABOEATITE FACULTY.—GEXEPvALTSATIOX.

—

THE PBnrU3I COGXITCM

We were principallj employed, in our last Lecture, in

considering Dr Brownes doctrine of Generalisation

,

arid, in doing this, I first discussed his refutation of

iSominalism, and, secondly, his o^rn theory of Concep-

tualism. In reference to the former, I showed you

that the ground on which he attempts to refute the

iSominalists, is only an inconceivable mistake of his

own. He rejects their doctrine as incomplete, because,

he says, they take no account of the mutual resem-

blance of the classified objects- But so far are the

nominalists from takinsr no account of the mutual

resemblance of the classified objects, that their doc-

trine is notoriously founded on the apprehension of

this similarity, and on the apprehension of this simi-

larity alone How Dr Brown could have run into this

radical misrepresentation of so celebrated an opinion,

is, I repeat, wholly inconceivable Having proved to

you by the authentic testimony of the British nomin-

alists of principal celebrity, that Dr Brown had m his

statement of their doctrine simply reversed it, I pro-

ceeded, in the second place, to test the accuracy of his

own. Dr Brown repudiates the doctrine of Concep-

tualism as held by Locke and others He admits that
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we can represent to ourselves no general notion of the

common attribute or attributes which constitute a

class ; but he asserts that the generality, which cannot

be realised in a notion of the resembling attribute, is

realised in a notion of the resemblauce itself. This

theory, I endeavoured to make it evident, was alto-

gether groundless. In the first place, the doctrine

supposes that the notion, or, as he calls it, the feeling,

of the mutual resemblance of particular objects in par-

ticular respects, is general This, the very foundation

of his theory, is not self-evidently true ,—on the

contrary, it stands obtrusively, self-evidently, false.

It was primarily incumbent on Dr Brown to prove

the reality of this basis But he makes not even an

attempt at this He assumes all that is in question

To the noun-substantive,
“ feehng of resemblance,” he

prefixes the adjective general
,

” but he does not con-

descend to evince that the verbal collocations have

miry real connection

But, in the second place, as it is not proved by Dr
Brown, that our notion of the similarity of certain

things in certain respects is general, so it can easily

be shown against him that it is not

The generality cannot be found in the relation of

resemblance, apart fiomall resembling objects, and all

circumstances of resemblance
;
for a resemblance only

exists, and is only conceived, as between determinate

objects, and in determinate attributes “ This is not

denied by Dr Brown. On the contrary, he arrogates

geneiality to what he calls the “feeling of similarity

of certain objects in certain respects ” These are the

expressions he usually employs. So far, therefoie, all

a If generality in relation of resem- and qualities, tlien only one general

bhnee apart from particular olqects notiou at all —3Iargmal JoUing

LECT
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is manifest, all is admitted; a resemblance is only

conceived, is only conceivable, as between particular

objects, in particular qualities. Apart from these, re-

semblance is not asserted to be thinkable This bemo-O
understood, it is apparent, that the notion of the re-

semblance of certam objects in a certain attribute, is

just the notion of that attribute itself: and if it be

impossible, as Brown admits, to conceive that attri-

bute generally, in other words, to have a general notion

of it, it is impossible to have a general notion of the

resemblance which it constitutes. For example, we

have a perception or imagination of two figures resem-

bling each other, in having three angles ISow here it

is admitted, that if either the fiomres themselves be

removed, or the attribute belonging to each, (of three

angles), be thrown out of account, the notion of any

resemblance is also annihilated. It is also admitted,

that the notion of resemblance is realised through the

notion of triangularity. In this aU philosophers are

at one. All likewise agree that the notion of simi-

larity, and the notion of generality, are the same;

though Brown, as we have seen, has misrepresented

the doctrine of iS ominalism on this point. But though

all maintain that things are conceived similar only as

conceived similar in some quality, and that their simi-

larity in this quality alone constitutes them into a

class, they differ in regard to their ulterior explana-

tion Let us suppose that, of our two figures, the one

is a rectangled, and the other an equilateral, triangle;

and let us hear, on this simple example, how the dif-

ferent theorists explain themselves The nominalists

say.—^you can imagine a rectangular triangle alone,

and an equilateral triangle alone, or you can imagine

both at once ;
and in this case, in the consciousness
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of tlieir similarity, you may view either as the inade-

quate representative of both. But you cannot ima-

gine a figure which shall adequately represent both

qua triangle ,
that is, you cannot imagine a triangle

which is neither an equilateral nor a rectangled tri-

angle, and yet both at once And as on our (the no-

mmahst) doctrine, the similarity is only embodied in

an individual notion, having relation to another, there

IS no general notion properly speaking at all.

The older Conceptualists, on the other hand, assert

that it is possible to conceive a triangle neither equila-

teral nor rectangular,—but both at once. Dr Blown

differs from nominalists and older conceptualists
;
he

coincides with the nominalists in rejecting as absurd

the hypothesis of the conceptualist, but he coincides

with the conceptualist in holding, that there is a-gene-

ral notion adequate to the term triangle. This general

notion he does not, however, place, with the concep-

tualist, in any general representation of the attribute

triangle, but m the notion or feeling of resemblance

between the individual representations of an equila-

teral and of a rectangled triangle. This opmion is,

however, untenable In the first place, there is here
no generalisation

; for what is called the common no-
tion can only be realised in thought through notions
of all the several objects which are to be classified

Thus, in our example, the notion of the similarity of
the two figm'es, in being each triangular, supposes the
actual perception or imagination of both together.
Take out of actual perception, or actual representa-
tion, one or both of the triangles, and no similarity,
that IS, no general notion, remains. Thus, upon Dr
Brown's doctrine, the general notion only exists in so
far as the mdividual notions, from which it is general-

LECT
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isccl, arc present, that is, m so far as there is no gen-

eralisation at all. This is because resemblance is a

relation ; but a relation supposes two particular ob-

jects; and a relation between particular objects is just

as particular as the objects themselves.

But let us consider his doctrine in another point

of view. In the example we have taken of the equi-

lateral and rectangular triangles, triangularity is an

attribute of each, and in each the conceived triangu-

larity is a particular, not a general, notion. Now the

resemblance between these figures lies in their trian-

gularity, and the notion or feeling of resemblance m
which Dr Brown places the generality, must be a no-

tion or feeling of triangularity,—triangularity must

constitute them resemblance. This is manifest For

if it be not a notion of triangularity, it must be a no-

tion of something else, and if a notion of something

else, it cannot be a general notion of two figures as tri-

angles. The notion of resemblance between the figures

in question must, therefore, be a notion of triangu-

larity. Now the triangularity thus conceived must

be one notion,—one triangularity, for otherwise it

could not be, (what is supposed), one common or gen-

eral notion, but a plurality of notions. Agam, this one

triangularity must not be the triangularity, either of

the equilateral^ triangle, or of the rectangular triangle

alone; for, in that case, it would not be a general no-

tion,—a notion common to both. But if it cannot be

the triangularity of either, it must be the triangularity

of both. Of such a triangularity, however, it is im-

possible to form a notion, as Dr Brown admits ; for

triangularity must be either rectangular or not rectan-

gular, but as these are contradictory oi exclusive

attributes, we cannot conceive them together in the
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same notion, nor can we form a notion of triangularity

except as the one or the other.

This being the case, the notion or feeling of similar-

ity between the two triangles cannot be a notion or

feeling of triangularity at all. But if it be not this,

what can it otherwise possibly be There is only one

conceivable alternative. As a general notion, contain-

ing under it particular notions, it must be given up

;

but it may be regarded as a particular relation be-

tween the particular figures, and which supposes them

to be represented, as the condition of bemg itself not

represented, but conceived. And thus, by a different

route, we arrive agam at the same conclusion,—that

Dr Brown has mistaken a particular, an individual,

relation for a general notion. He clearly saw that all

that IS picturable m imagination is determinate and

individual ; he, therefore, avoided the absurdity in-

volved in the doctrine of the old conceptualists , iDut

he was not warranted, (if this were, indeed, the ground

of his assumption), in assuming, that because a notion

cannot be pictured in imagination, it is, therefore,

general.

Instead of recapitulating what I stated m opposition

to Dr Brown's views in my last Lecture, I have been

led mto a new line of argument; for, in fact, his

doctrine is open to so many objections that, on what
side soever we regard it, argument wffl not be wanting

for its refutation So far, therefore, from Nominalism
being confuted by Brown, it is plain that, apart from
the misconception he has committed, he is himself a
nominalist.

I proceed now to a very cmious question which has Tho qnes-

hkewise divided philosophers. It is this,—Does Lan- DoelLn-

guage originate in General Appellatives, or by Proper Sc in’
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Names ? Did mankind in tke formation of lanffuac^e,

and do cliildren in their first applications of it, com-

mence with the one kind of words, or with the other ?

The determination of this question,—the question of

the Primxini Cogmlum, as it was called in the schools,

—is not involved in the doctrine of Nominalism.

Many illustrious philosophers have maintained, that

all terms, as at first employed, are expressive of indi-

vidual objects, and that these only subsequently obtain

a general acceptation.

This opinion I find maintained by Yives,® Locke,^

Eousseau,*^ Condillac,*’ Adam Smith,' Steinbart,^ Tit-

tel,’’ Brown, ^ and others
‘ “ The order of learning,”

(I translate fcom Vives), “ is from the senses to the

imagination, and from this to the intellect,—such is

the order of bfe and of nature. ^Ve thus proceed from

the simple to the complex, from the singular to the

universal. This is to be observed in children, who first

of all express the several parts of different things, and

then conjom them. Ttungs general they call by a sm-

gular name ; for instance, they call all smiths by the

name of that individual smith whom they have first

known, and all meats, heef or porh, as they have hap-

pened to have heard the one or the other first, when they

begm to speak. Thereafter the mind collects universals

from particulars, and then again reverts to particulars

from universals.” The same doctrine, without probably

a Dc Anima, lib ii , Di Disccndi ^ [Anleitung dcs Versfandes, § 45

BaiionCj — Opera, toL u. p 530, Cf § S3-S9 J

BasUe®, 1555 —Ed t] [ErlSulcrungcn dcr Philosophic ]

/3 See below, p 321 —Ed iLogiJ., p 214 ct s.q. (edit 1793) —
y [See Tonssaint, Dc la Penste, c Ed ]

X. p 278-79 ] Discours surVOnginc 6 See below, p 321 —Ed

de Tlvigahfl parmi Ics Hommes, t Ct Toletns, In Phgs Ansf
,
lib

(Euvtcs, E l p 268, ed. 1S26 —Ed i. c. i t 5, qw. 5, £ 10 b Conimbn-

5 See below, p 32L—Ed censes, IhidL, lib. L c u qo. 8, art. 2,

e See below, p. S2L—Ed p 79
,
and qn. 4, art 2, p 89 —Ed
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any knowledge of Vives, is maintained by Locke"
“ Tlieie IS nothing more evident than that the ideas

of the persons children converse with, (to instance in

them alone), are like the persons themselves, onl}’-

particular. The ideas of the muse and the mother

are well framed in their minds
; and, like pictuies

of them there, represent only those individuals The

names they first gave to them are confined to these

individuals ;
and the names of nurse and mamma,

the child uses, determme themselves to those persons

Afterwards, when time and a larger acquaintance have

made them observe, that there are a great many other

things in the world, that in some common agreements

of shape, and several other qualities, resemble their

father and mother, and those persons they have been

used to, they frame an idea which they find those many
particulars do partake in , and to that they give, with

others, the name man, for example. And thus they

come to have a general name, and a general idea
”

The same doctrine is advanced in many places of

his works by Condillac ^ Adam Smith has, however,

the merit of having apphed this theory to the forma-

tion of language ;
and his doctrine, which Dr Brown,”^

absolutely, and Mr Stewart,^ with some qualification,

adopts, is too important not to be fully stated, and in

his own powerful language —“The assignation,” says

Smitb,*^ “ of particular names, to denote particular ob-

jects,—that IS, the institution of nouns substantive,

—

a in 3, 7 —En 5 Elcmnifs, vol l part ii c n
/5 Sec snr VOnginc dcs Con- vol n p 150 Cf Elements,

noissances Jlnnmincs, partie i sect vol n part n c u § 4 p
IV c L, sect, a

,
partie ii sect n a 173 —Ld

i\
,
Lojiqne, cIl iv. p 3G cl seq f Considerations concerning (he first

(edit Nieuport) —Ed Formation of Languages, npptndid

7 Lecture \lvii p, 30G(cdit 1S30) to Theory of Moral Snxtxments —Kd

VOL. 11. X
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would probably be one of the first steps towards the

formation of language Two savages, who had never

been taught to speak, but had been bred up remote

from the societies of men, would naturally begin to

form that language by which they would endeavour

to make their mutual wants intelligible to each

other, by uttering certain sounds whenever they

meant to denote certain objects. Those objects only

which were most famihar to them, and which they

had most frequent occasion to mention, would have

particular names assigned to them. The particular

cave Avhose covering sheltered them from the weather,

the particular tree whose fruit reheved their hunger,

the particular fountain whose water allayed their

thirst, would first be denominated by the words cave,

tree, fountam, or by whatever other appellations

they might thmk proper, in that primitive jargon, to

mark them. Afterwards, when the more enlarged

experience of these savages had led them to observe,

and their necessary occasions obliged them to make

mention of other caves, and other trees, and other foun-

tains, they would naturally bestow upon each of those

new objects the same name by which they had been

accustomed to express the similar object they were

first acquainted with. The new objects had none of

them any name of its own, but each of them exactly

resembled another object, which had such an appel-

lation. It was impossible that those savages could

behold the new objects, Ivithout recoUectmg the old

ones ;
and the name of the old ones, to which the

new bore so close a resemblance. "When they had

occasion, therefore, to mention or to point out to each

other any of the new objects, they would naturally

utter the name of the correspondent old one, of which
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tlie idea could not fail, at that instant, to present

Itself to tlieu* memory in the strongest and liveliest

manner. And thus those words, which were originally

the proper names of individuals, would each of them

insensibly become the common name of a multitude.

A child that is just learning to speak, calls every per-

son who comes to the house its papa, or its mamma
;

and. thus bestows upon the whole species those names

which it had been taught to apply to two individuals

I have known a clown who did not know the proper

name of the river which ran by his own door. It was

the river, he said, and he never heard any other name
for it. His experience, it seems, had not led him

to observe any other river The general word river,

theiefore, was, it is evident, in his acceptance of it, a

proper name signifying an individual object. If this

person had been earned to another river, would he

not readily have called it a iiver Could we suppose

any person living on the banks of the Thames so

ignorant as not to know the general woid ? iver, but

to be acquainted only with the particular woid

Thames, if he was brought to any otlier rivei, would

he not readi]}^ call it a Thames^ This, in reality, is

no moiethan what thej^ who are well acquainted witli

the general word, are very apt to do An Englisli-

man, describing any great river which he maj’ have'

seen in some foreign country, natuiall}* says, tliat it

is another Thames. The Spaniards, when they fiist

airived upon the coast of ]\Iexico, and observed the

wealth, pojmlousness, and habitations of that fine

country, so much superior to the savage nations whicli

they had been visiting for some time before, cried out

that it was another Spain. Hence, it was called Xew
Spain; and this name has stuck to that unfoitunatc

ircT
xwvi
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country ever since. We say, in the same manner, of

a hero, that he is an Alexander
; of an orator, that he

is a Cicero ; of a phil osopher, that he is a Newton. This

way of speaking, which the grammarians call an An-

tonomasia,andw]iich is still extremelycommon,though

now not at all necessar}^, demonstrates how much all

mankind are naturally disposed to give to one object

the name of any other which nearly resembles it ; and

thus to denominate a multitude, by what originally

was intended to express an individual

“ It is this application of the name of an individual

to a great multitude of objects, whose resemblance

naturally recalls the idea of that individual, and of

the name which expresses it, that seems origmaUy to

have given occasion to the formation of those classes

and assortments which, in the schools, are called

genera and species!^

On the other hand, an opposite doctrine is main-

tained by many profound philosophers. A large sec-

tion of the schoolmen® embraced it, and among more

modem thinkers, it is adopted by CampaneUa ^ Cam-

panella was an author profoundly studied by Leibnitz,

who even places him on a line with, if not above.

Bacon ;
and from him it is not improbable that Leib-

nitz may have taken a hint of his own doctrine on the

subject. In his great work, the Nouveaux Essais, of

which Stewart was not till very latterly aware, he

says,”^ that general terms serve not only for the per-

fection of languages, but are even necessary for their

essential constitution. For if by particulars be under-

a Cf Coiumbncenses, In Phys S [See Tennemann, Geschxchtc der

An^t ,
lib 1. c 1 qu. 3, art 1, p Philotophie, voL uc p 334 ]

78, and qn 4, art 1, p 87 Tole- -y Liv lu, c l p 297 (edit Erd-

tns’. Ibid ,
hb 1. c 1 text Zetseq t mann) —Ed

10 a—

E

d
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Stood tilings individual, it would be impossible to

speak, if there were only proper names, and no appel-

latives, that is to say, if there were only names for

things individual, smce, at every moment we are met

by new ones, when we treat of persons, of accidents,

and especially of actions, which are those that we de-

scribe the most
; but if by particulars be meant the

lowest species {species iiijimas), besides that it is fre-

quently ver}^ difficult to determine tliem, it is mani-

fest that these are already universals, founded on simi-

larity. Now, as the only difteience of species and

genera lies in a similarity of greater or less extent, it

is natural to note every kind of similarity or agieo-

ment, and, consequently, to employ general terms of

every degree ; nay, the most general being less com-

plex with regard to the essences which they compre-

hend, although more extensive in relation to the things

individual to which they apply, are frequently the

easiest to form, and aie the most useful. It is like-

wise seen that children, and those who know but little

of the language which they attempt to speak, or little

of the subject on which they would employ it, make

use of general terms, as t/nvg, plant, animal, instead

of using proper names, of which they are destitute

And it IS certain that all pi’ope?’ or individual names

have been originally appellative or general.” In il-

lustration of this latter most important doctrine, he,

m a subsequent part of the work, says“ —“ I would

add, in conformity to what I have previously ob-

seived, that proper names have been oiigmall}^ appel-

lative, that IS to say, geneial in their origin, as Brutus,

Ca3sar, Augustus, Capito, Lentulus, Piso, Cicero, Elbe,

Rhine, Rhur, Leine,Ocker, Bucephalus, Alps Pyrenees,

a Liv lu c. iiL p 303 (t-dit ErJmaun) — Ld

lACT
X\X\ 1
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&c.,” and, after illustrating this in detail, he concludes *

— Thus I would make hold to affirm that almost all

words hare been originally general terms, because it

would happen very rarely that men would invent a

name, expressly and without a reason, to denote this

or that individual. "VTe may, therefore, assert that

the names of individual things were names of species,

which were given pc/i* excellence, or otherwise, to some

individual, as the name Greet t Head to him of the

whole town who had the largest, or who was the man
of most consideration, of the Great Heads known. It

is thus likewise that men give the names of genera to

species, that is to say, that they content themselves

with a term more general or vague to denote more

particular classes, when they do not care about the

differences As, for example, we content ourselves

with the general name ahsintliiurn (wormwood), al-

though there are so many species of the plant that one

of the Bauhms has filled a whole book with them.”

That this was fikewise the opinion of the great Tur-

got, we learn from his biographer. M. Turgot,” says

Condorcet,'^ “ believed that the opinion was wrong,

which held that in general the mind only acquired

general or abstract ideas by the comparison of more

particular ideas. On the contrary, our first ideas are

very general, for seeing at first only a small number

of qualities, our idea includes all the existences to

which these qualities are common. As we acquire

knowledge, our ideas become more particular, without

ever reaching the last hmit ; and, what might have

deceived the metaphysicians, it is precisely by this

process that we learn that these ideas are more general

than we had at first supposed.”

o [Tic dc JT Tiirqo*, Londrts, 17S6, p 214 ]
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Here are two opposite opinions, eacli having nearly

equal authority in its favour, maintained on both sides

witli equal ability and apparent evidence. Either doc-

trine would be held established were we unacquainted

with the arguments in favour of the other.

But I have now to state to you a third opinion,

intermediate between these, which conciliates both,

and seems, moreover, to carry a supeiior probabil-

ity in its statement This opinion maintains, that

as our knowledge proceeds from the confused to the

distinct,—from the vague to the determinate,—so, in

thg mouths of childien, language at fiist expresses

neither the precisely general nor the determinately

individual, but the vague and confused ; and that

out of this the universal is elaborated by geiicnfica-

tion, the particular and singular by specification and

individualisation

LFCT
x\-\A r
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I formerly explained why I view the doctiine held Tint Per-

by Mr Stewart and others in regard to perception in coniiiu ii>

T T • , T CCS with
general, and vision m paiticular, as eiioneous

;
mas-

much as they conceive that our sensible cognitions are Hho\r«^

foimed by the addition of an almost infinite number

of separate and consecutive acts of attentive peicep-

tion, each act being cognisant of a ceitam minnmim
sensibile.°' On the contrary, I showed that, instead

of commencing with minima, perception commences

with masses
; that, though our capacity of attention

be very limited in legard to the numbei of objects on

which a faculty can be simultaneously directed, yet

that these objects may be large or small We may
make,' for example, a single object of attention eithei

of a whole man, or of his face, or of his C3'e, oi of the

pupil of his eye, or of a speck upon the pupil To

a See al)o\e, Lcct \iii
,
\oL i p 243 —

1

l>
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eacli of these objects there can only be a certain amount
of attentive perception applied, and we can concen-

trate it all on any one. In proportion as the object

is larger and more complex, our attention can of

course be less ajiplied to any part of it, and, conse-

quently, our knowledge of it in detail will be vaguer

and more imperfect. But having first acquired a

comprehensive knowledge of it as a whole, we can

descend to its several parts, consider these both in

themselves, and in relation to each other, and to the

whole of which they are constituents, and thus attam

to a complete and articulate knowledge of the obj'ect.

We decompose and then we recompose.

But in this we always proceed first by decompo-

sition or analysis. All analysis indeed supposes a

foregone composition or synthesis, because we cannot

decompose what is not already composite. But in our

acquisition of knowledge, the objects are presented

to us compounded
;
and they obtain a unity only in

the unity of our consciousness. The unity of con-

sciousness 18, as it were, the frame in which objects

are seen. I say, then, that the first procedure of

mind in the elaboration of its knowledge is always

analytical. It descends from the whole to the parts,

—

from the vague to the definite. Definitude, that is, a

knowledge ofmmute differences, is not, as the opposite

theory supposes, the first, but the last term of our-

cognitions. Between two sheep an ordmary spectator

can probably apprehend no difference, and if they

were twice presented to him, he would be unable to

discrunmate the one from the other. But a shepherd

can distinguish every individual sheep ;
and why 1

Because he has descended from the vague knowledge

which we aU have of sheep,—from the vague know-
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ledge wliicli makes eyevy sbeep, as it Tiere, only a

repetition of tlie same nndifferenced unit,
—

’to a definite

knowledge of qualities by which each is contrasted

from its neighbour. Now, in this example, we aiipre-

hend the sheep by marks not less individual than those

by which the shepherd discriminates them ; but the

whole of each sheep being made an object, the marks

by which we know it are the same in each and all,

and cannot, therefore, afford the principle by which

we can discrimmate them from each other. Now this

is what appears to me to take place with children

They first know,—they first cognise, the things and

persons presented to them as wholes But wholes of

the same kind, if we do not descend to their jiarts,

afford us no difference,—no mark by which we can dis-

criminate the one from the other. Children, thus, origi-

nally perceiving similar objects,—persons, for example,

—only as wholes, do at first hardly distinguish them.

They apprehend first the more obtrusive marks that

separate species from species, and, m consequence of

the notorious contrast of dress, men from women ;

but they do not as yet recognise the finer traits that

discrimmate individual from individual But, though

thus apprehending individuals only by what we now
call their specific or their generic qualities, it is not

to be supposed that children know them by any ab-

stract general attributes, that is, by attiibutes formed

by comparison and attention. On the other hand,

because their knowledge is not general, it is not to be

supposed to be particular or individual, if by parti-

cular be meant a separation of species from species,

and by individual the separation of individual from

individual
; for children are at first apt to confound

individuals together, not only in name but m reahty.

LECT
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says, We ouglit to proceed from the better known to

the less known, and from what is clearer to us to that

which IS clearer m nature. But those things are first

known and clearer, which are more complex and con-

fused ^
for it IS only by subse(j^uent analysis that we

attam to a knowledge of the parts and elements of

which they are composed. We ought, therefore, to

proceed from universals to singulars ;
for the whole

is better known to sense than its parts ,
and the

universal is a kmd of whole, as the universal compre-

hends many things as its parts. Thus it is that names

are at first better known to us than definitions
,
for

the name denotes a whole, and that mdeterminately ,

whereas the definition divides and explicates its parts

Children, likewise, at first call all men fathers and all

women mothers , but thereafter they learn to discri-

minate each mdividual from another.'^
“

The subtle Scaliger teaches the same doctrine ; and J c scah-
^ g0j'

he states it better perhaps than any other philo-

sopher .

—

“ Universalia magis, ac prius esse nota nobis Sic

enim patres a pueris omnes homines appellari. Quia

mquivocatiombus nomma communicantur ab ignaris

etiam rebus difierentibus definitione. Sic enim chmo-

thecam meam, puerulus quidam manum appellabat

An ei pro chirothecee specie manus species sese repre-

sentabat ? Nequaquam. Sed judicium aberat, quod
distmgueret difierentias. An vero summa genera nobis

notiora^ Non. Composita enim notiora nobis. Genera
vero partes sunt specierum quas m partes ipsee species

multa resolvuntur arte. Itaque eandem ob rationem
ipsa genera, sub notione comprehensionis et praedica-

a Phils Ausc

,

1 1 Ed Averroes, Simplicius, Pacius, Comm-
/Ji loe. ai Pluloponus, Themistius, bncenses, Tolet ]
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bilitiitis, sunt notiora qnam ipsse species. Cogiioscitor

animal. Animalium species quot ignorantur ^ Sunt

enim sjiecies partes prcedicabiles Sic totum mtegnim

nobis notius, qnam partes e quibus constat Omne
igitur quodcunque sub totius notione sese offert, prius

cognoscitur, quam ejus partes. Sic species constituta,

prius quam constituentia nt equus, prius quam am-

mal domabile ad traliendum, et vebendum. Hoc

enim postea scimus per resolutionem. Sic genus prae-

dicabde, prius quam suse species. Sic totum mtegrum,

prius quam partes Contrarius buic ordo Hatuise

a Dc 'Ex cccvu, § 21

[Cf Zalxirella, Dc Ordinc Intdhgaidij

a L {Dc Dcbvs Xalurahhits, p 1042),

and In Fliys Aris^ , hb i c, 1, text

5 Andreas Caesalpinus, Fcripatfiim

QuasiioncSy lib i qu 1, p 1 ct saj

(edit 1571) Philip Mocenicus, Con-

i€mj)Ia(ioncs, cont il pars lu c, 16,

p 34 (ed 15SS). Piccolominens,

Physicaj p 1313 et seq (ed. 1597)

Biel, In Sent ,
lib i dist lu. qu 5.

Zimara, Dc Prime Cognih^ in cake

t. IV Aristoichs OjpcrLim Aterrms

{Venet 1560) Fonseca, In Mctayh

Arist
, kb i c m qn 2, t n p 147-

172 Bengardus, Circnhts PisanuSy

pp 5, 6 (edit 1661) Fracastonns,

Dc IntcUcdionc^ hb L sub fine,

Opera (ed. 1584), f 130 a. Herbart,

Lchrhuch mr PsychologiCj § 194

Cronsaz, Logique, t iu. part L sect

m c 4, p 141 ]
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LECTUEE ^ XXXVII.

THE ELABORATTVE FACULTY.—JUDGMENT AND

REASONING.

In our last Lecture, I terminated the consideration of

the faculty of Comparison m its process of General-

isation. I am to-day to consider it in those of its

operations, which have obtained the special names of

Judgment and Eeasoning.

In these processes the act of Comparison is a judg- Acts of

ment of something more than a mere a£B.rmation of son

the existence of a phaenomenon,— something more

than a mere discrimination of one phaenomenon from

another; and, accordingly, while it has happened, that

the intervention of judgment in every, even the sim-

plest, act of primary cognition, as monotonous and

rapid, has been overlooked, the name has been exclu-

sively limited to the more varied and elaborate com-

parison of one notion with another, and the enounce-

ment of their agreement or disagreement. It is in the

discharge of this, its more obtrusive function, that we
are now about to consider the Elaborative Faculty.

Considering the Elaborative Faculty as a mean of jndgment

discovering truth, by a comparison of the notions we aom^'
have obtained from the Acquisitive Powers, it is evi- from tii7

dent tliat, though this faculty be the attribute by outfit
winch man is distinguished as a creation higher than
tlic animals, it is equally the quality which marks his
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inferiority to superior intelligences. Judgment and
Reasoning are rendered necessary by tbe imperfection

of our nature. Were we capable of a knowledge of

things and their relations at a single view, by an in-

tuitive glance, discursive thought would be a super-

fluous act. It is by such an intuition that we must

suppose that the Supreme Intelligence knows all things

at once.

I have already noticed that our knowledge does not

commence with the individual and the most particu-

lar objects of knowledge,—that we do not rise in any

regular progress from the less to the more general,

first considering the qualities which characterise in-

dividuals, then those which belong to species and

genera, in regular ascent. On the contrar}*, our know-

led2:e commences with the vaome and confused, in the

way which Aristotle has so well illustrated in the pas-

sage alleged to you.“ This I may further explain by

another analogy. We perceive an object approaching

from a distance. At first we do not know whether it

be a bving or an inanimate thing. By degrees we

become aware that it is an animal, but of what kind,

—whether man or beast,—we are not as yet able to

determine It continues to advance, we discover it to

be a quadruped, but of what species we cannot yet

say. At length, we perceive that it is a horse, and

again, after a season, we find that it is Bucephalus.

Thus, as I formerly observed, children, first of all, take

note of the generic differences, and they can distin-

guish species long before they are able to discriminate

individuals In all this, however, I must again remark,

that our knowledge does not properly commence with

the general, but with the vague and confused. Out of

a See above, p 330 —Ed.
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this the general and the individual are both equally ^lect^

evolved.

“ In consequence of this genealogy of our knowledge

we usually commence by bestowing a name upon a —-ftimt

wliole object, or congeries of objects, of which, how-

ever, we possess only a partial and indefinite concep-

tion In the sequel, this vague notion becomes some-

what more determmate; the partial idea which we
had becomes enlarged by new accessions ; by de-

grees, our conception waxes fuller, and represents a

greater number of attiibutes. With this concep-

tion, thus amplified and improved, we compare the

last notion which has been acquired, that is to say, we

compare a part with its whole, or with the other parts

of this whole, and finding that it is harmonious,—that

it dovetails and naturally assorts with other parts,

we acquiesce m this union , and this we denominate

an act of Judgment.
“ In learning Arithmetic, I form the notion of the illustrated

number six, as surpassmgjive by a single umt, and as

surpassed in the same proportion by seven. Then I

find that it can be divided into two equal halves, of

which each contams three units. this procedure,

the notion of the number six becomes more complex;

the notion of an even number is one of its parts.

Comparing this new notion with that of the number,

six becomes fuller by this addition. I recognise that

the two notions suit,—in other words, I judge that

six is an even number.

“I have the conception of a tiiangle, and this con-

ception is comjDosed in my mind of several otheis

Among these partial notions, I select that of two sides

greater than the third, and this notion, which I had at

fiist, as it were, token apart, I reunite with the others
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LECT. from Tridcli it had been separated, saidn? the triangleXXX or. . .
./ V. c

contains aliraTS tvro sides, vrhich together are greater

than the third

" When I say, body is divisible; among the notions

vrhich concur in forming my conception of body, I

particularly attend to that of divisible, and finding

that it really agrees vrith the others, I judge accord-

infflv that bodv is divisible,

"" Every time vre judge, vre compare a total concep-
'*

rion vrith a partial and vre recognise that the latter

really constitutes a part of the former. One of these

conceptions has received the name of snhjecf, the other

that of aUr^haie or]yrefJicnfe”
^

The verb vrhich con-

nects these tvro parts is called the coiaOo. The qiwd-

rangle is u double triangle; nine is an odd numher

,

body is divisible. Here quadrangle, nine, body, are

subjects: a double triangle, an odd nuraber, divisible,

propc-s- are predicates The vhole mental judgment, formed
' by the subject, predicate, and copula, is called, vrhen

enounced in vrords, grroposition.

Eo-f-e ^*'In discourse, the parts of a proposition are not

alvrays found placed in logical order; but to discover

and discriminate them, it is only requisite to ask,

—

T^Tiat is the thins: of vbich something else is affirmed

or denied ? The answer to this question vrill poiot

out the subject; and vre shall find the predicate if we

inquire,—^What is affirmed or denied of the matter of

which we speak?

A proposition is sometimes so enounced that each

of its terms may be considered as subject and as pre-

dicate. Thus, when we say,

—

Death is the wages of

sin ; we may regard sin as the subject of which we

predicate death, as one of its consequences, and we

c UL vert £L c. L pp i/S, ISI.—
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pnety, and its convenience would fully warrant its

establishment. But this distinction Las not always

been meant to express nothmg more. It has, in fact,

been generally supposed to mark out two distinct

faculties.

Eeasonmg is either from the whole to its parts ; or

from all the parts, discretively, to the whole they con-

stitute, collectively The former of these is Deductive

;

the latter is Inductive Keasoning. The statement you

will find, in all logical books, of reasonmgs from certain

parts to the whole, or from certain parts to certain

parts, is erroneous. I shall first speak of the reason-

ing from the whole to its parts,—or of the Deductive

Infeience.

1°, It is self-evident, that whatever is the part of a

part, IS a part of the whole. This one axiom is the

foundation of all reasoning from the whole to the

parts. There are, however, two kinds of whole and

parts ; and these constitute two varieties, or rather

two phases of deductive reasoning. This distinction,

which IS of the most important kmd, has nevertheless

been wholly overlooked by logicians, in consequence

of which the utmost perplexity and confusion have

been introduced into the science.

I have formerly stated that a proposition consists

of two terms,—the one called subject, the other pre-

dicate ; the subject being that of which some attri-

bute IS said, the predicate bemg the attribute so said.

Now, in different relations, we may regard the sub-

ject as the whole, and the predicate as its part, or the

predicate as the whole and the subject as its part.

Let us take the proposition,—mtlJv is white. Now,

here we may either consider the predicate white as one

of a number of attnbutes, the whole complement of
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wliicl] constitutes the subject imlh In this point of

view’’, the predicate is a part of the subject. Or, again,

we may consider the piedicatc icliitc as the name of

a class of objects, of which the subject is one. In this

point of view, the subject is a pait of the piedicate

You will remember the distinction, which I foimcrly

stated, of the twofold quantity of notions or teims

The Breadth or Extension of a notion oi teini coiie-

sponds to the greater number of subjects contained

under a predicate , the Depth, Intension, or Compie-

hension of a notion or teim, to the gieater number of

predicates contained in a subject. These quantities

or wholes are always in the inverse latio of each othei.

Now, it IS singulai, that logicians should have taken

this distinction between notions, and yet not have

thought of applying it to reasoning. But so it is, and

this is not the only oversight they haA^e committed

in the application of the A^eiy piimaiy pimciples of

their science The gieat distinction A\e have estab-

lished between the subject and piedicate consideied

seA'^erally, as, in difieient lelations, Avhole and pait,

constitutes the piimaiy and principal division of Syl-

logisms, both DeductiA^e and Inductive, and its intio-

duction wipes off a complex mass of niles and qualiti-

cations, Avhich the Avant of it leudered necessaiy I

can of couise, at present, only explain m geneial the

natuie of this distmction ;
its details belong to tlie

science of the LaAvs of Thought, oi Logic, of vhich a\ c

aie not heie to tieat

I shall liist consider the pioccss of that Deduc-

tiA'c Inference in Avhich the subject is viewed as the

Avhole, the piedicate as the pait In this i capon-

ing, the Avhole is determined by the Coinpiehciision,

a Sec above, p — I v
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and is, again, either a Physical or Essential "whole, or

an Integral or Mathematical "whole.® A Physical or

Essential Avhole is that "which consists of not really

separable parts, of or pertaining to its substance

Thus, man is made np of two substantial parts,—

a

mind and a body ; and each of these has again vari-

ous qualities, which, though separable only by mental

abstraction, are considered as so many parts of an

essential whole. Thus the attributes of respiration,

of digestion, of locomotion, of colour, are so many
parts of the whole notion we have of the human body;

cognition, feeling, desire, virtue, vice, kc
,
so many

parts of the whole notion we have of the human mmd;
and all these together, so many parts of the whole

notion we have of man. A j^Iathematical, or Integral,

or Quantitative whole, is that which has part out of

part, and which, therefore, can be really partitioned.

The Integral or, as it ought to be called, Integrate

whole [totum integratum), is composed of integrant

parts {jgartes integrantes), which are either homo-

geneous, or heterogeneous. An example of the former

is given in the division of a square into "two "triangles ;

of the latter, of the animal body into head, trunk,

extremities, &c

These wholes, (and there are others of less import-

ance which I omit), axe varieties of that whole which

we may caU a Comprehensive, or Metaphysical ; it

might be called a Eatuxal whole. _

This being understood, let us consider how we pro-

ceed when we reason from the relation between a com-

prehensive whole and its parts. Here, as I have said,

the subject Ls the whole, the predicate its part ;
in

a See EugeBios, [Acyik?}, c it. pp dvek, Iiistitut Logic<r, lib i. c. xit.

196, 203 (l/6d)—^Ed ] [Cf Enrgers- p 52 ri seq ,
edit. 1660 ]
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other words, the predicate belongs to tlie subject. Now,

heie it IS evident, that all the parts of tlie predicate

must also be parts of the subject ; in other terms, all

that belongs to the predicate must also belong to the

subject. In the woids of the scholastic adage,—Kotcf

nota est nota rei iimus ; Prcdicatum 'picdicati est

predicaium suhjecti. An example of this leasonmg .

—

Euiope contains England ;

England contains Middlesex

;

Therefore, Europe contains ]\Iiddlesex.

In other woids,—England is an integrant part of

Europe , Middlesex is an integiaut part of England ,

theiefoie, Middlesex is an mtegiant jiait of Euiojie.

This IS an example from a mathematical whole and

parts Again —
Socrates is just, (that is, Socrates contains justice as

a qualit}’-)

;

Justice IS a virtue, (that is, justice contains viitue as

a constituent pait);

Theiefore, Socrates is virtuous.

Ill other woids ;—^justice is an attiibute oi e'^sential

part of Socrates; virtue is an attiibute or essential

part of justice
,
therefoie viitue is an attiibute oi

essential pait of Sociates This is an example from

a phj’sical or essential whole and parts

What I have now said wiU be enough to show, ni

geiicial, what I mean by a deductive icasomng, m
which the subject is the whole, the piedicate the

pait.

I pioceed, in the second place, to the othei kind of e d. X'

Deductive Eeasomng,—that m which the subject is the ''"ir/l

pait, the predicate is the whole. This leasoning piu- . Jik.

ceeds under that species of vhole vhicli has been
''

called the Logical or Potential or Uinvcisal 'J his L. tir.
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whole is determined by the Extension of a notion

,

the genera having species, and the species individuals,

as their parts. Thus ammol is a universal whole,

of which hnd and heaM aic immediate, eagle and

sparroiv, clog and horse, mediate parts ; while man,

which, in relation to animal, is a part, is a whole m
relation to Peter, Paul, Socrates, &c. The parts of a

logical or universal whole, I should notice, are called

the subject parts.

From what you now know of the nature of gener-

alisation, you are aware that general terms are terms

expressive of attributes which may be predicated of

many different objects ; and inasmuch as these objects

resemble each other in the common attribute, they

are considered by us as constituting a class Thus,

when I say, that a horse is a quadruped ; Bucephalus

is a horse , therefore, Bucephalus is a quadruped ;

—

I virtually say,

—

horse the subject is a part of the

predicate quadruped, Bucephalus the subject is part

of the predicate horse, therefore, Buceplmlus the

subject is part of the predicate quadiuiped. In the

reasoning under this whole, you will observe that the

same word, as it is whole or part, changes from pre-

dicate to subject, horse, when viewed as a part of

quadruped, being the subject of the proposition

;

whereas when viewed as a whole, containing Buce-

phalus, it becomes the predicate

Such is a general view of the process of Deductive

Beasoning, under the two great varieties determined

by the two different kinds of whole and parts I now

proceed to the counter-process,—^that of Inductive

Beasoning. The deductive is founded on the axiom,

that what is part of the part, is also part of the contain-

ing whole ;
the inductive on the principle, that what is
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tiue of ever)’’ constituent pait belongs, or doe'? not

belong, to the constituted wbole

Induction, like deduction, may be divided into two

kinds, according as the whole and paits about winch

it IS conversant, are a Comprehensive or Physical or

Natural, or an Extensive or Logical, whole. Thus, in

the former ,

—

Gold IS a metal, yellow, ductile, fusible in aqua i cgia,

of a certain specific gravity, and so on ;

These qualities constitute this body, (are all its

parts)

;

Therefore, this body is gold.

In the latter,—Ox, horse, dog, &c
,
are animals,

—

that is, are contained under the class animal

,

Ox, horse, dog, &c
,
constitute, (are all the consti-

tuents of), the class quadruped.

Therefore, quadi'uped is contained under animal

Both in the deductive and inductive processes the

inference must be of an absolute necessity, in so far

as the mental illation is concerned, that is, every

consequent proposition must be evolved out of o^ ci}'

antecedent proposition with intuitive evidence I do

not mean by this, that the antecedent should be necc.s-

sanly true, oi that the consequent be reaUy contained

in it; it is sufficient that the antecedent be a'^sumed

as true, and that the consequent be, in conformity to

the laws of thought, evolved out of it as its part or

its equation This last is called Logical oi Formal

or Subjective truth : and an inference may be sub-

jectively or formally true, which is objectively oi

leally false

The account given of Induction in all works of

Logic is utterly erroneous Sometimes we find thi«

inference desciibed as a precarious, not a ncce==arv,

i.rcT
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reasoning. It is called an illation from some to all

But here the some, as it neither contains nor consti-

tutes the all, determines no necessary movement, and

a conclusion drawn under these circumstances is

logically vicious. Others again desciibe the mductive

process thus :

—

What belongs to some objects of a class belongs to

the whole class

;

This property belongs to some objects of the class.

Therefore, it belongs to the whole class.

This account of induction, which is the one you

will find in all the English works on Logic, is not an

inductive reasoning at all. It is, logically considered,

a deductive syllogism; and, logically considered, a

syllogism radically vicious. It is logically vicious

to say, that, because some individuals of a class have

certain common qualities apart from that property

which constitutes the class itself, therefore the whole

individuals of the class should partake in these quali-

ties. For this there is no logical reason,—no necessity

of thought. The probability of this inference, and it

is only probable, is founded on the observation of the

analogy of nature, and, therefore, not upon the laws

of thought, by which alone reasoning, considered as a

logical process, is exclusively governed To become

a formally legitimate induction, the objective proba-

bility must be clothed with a subjective necessity, and

the some must be translated into the all which it is

supposed to represent.

In the deductive syllogism we proceed by analysis,

—^that is, by decomposing a whole into its parts ; but

as the two wholes with which reasoning is conversant

are in the inverse ratio of each other, so our analysis

in the one vull correspond to our synthesis in the
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other. For example, when I divide a whole of exten-

sion into its parts,—when I divide a genus into the

species, a species into the individuals, it contains,—

I

do so by adding new differences, and thus go on accu-

mulating in tlie parts a complement of qualities which

did not belong to the wholes This, therefore, which,

in point of extension, is an analj'^sis, is, in point of

comprehension, a synthesis. In like manner, when I

decompose a whole of comprehension, that is, decom-

pose a complex predicate into its constituent attri-

butes, I obtain by this process a simpler and more

general quality, and thus this, which, in relation to a

comprehensive whole, is an analysis, is, in relation to

an extensive whole, a synthesis.

As the deductive inference is Analytic, the induc-

tive IS Synthetic. But as induction, equally as de-

duction, is conversant with both wholes, so the syn-

thesis of mduction on the comprehensive whole is

a reversed process to its synthesis on the extensive

whole

From what I have now stated, you wdl, therefore,

be aware, that the terms analysis and synthesis, when
used without qualification, may be employed, at cross

purposes, to denote operations precisely the converse

of each other. And so it has happened. Analysis, in

the mouth of one set of philosophers, means precisely

what synthesis denotes in the mouth of another; nay,

what is even still moie frequent, these words are

perpetually converted with each other by the same
philosopher. I may notice, what has rarely, if ever,

been remarked, that synthesis in the writings of the

Greek logicians is equivalent to the analysis of modern
philosophers : the former, regaidiug the

whole as the principal, applied analysis, Kar’
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to its division the latter. Tie\ving the comprehensive

whole as the principal, in general limit analysis to its

decomposition. This, however, has been overlooked,

and a confusion the most inextricable prevails in

regard to the use of these words, if the thread to the

labsTinth is not obtained.

a Thus the Pl'^tonic method of sionc, p 173 —Ed [Cf ZacarcllE,

Ejnsion is called Aralytical See Ip Annl]ji.^ lib lu c^xvl t^its

Laertius^ ni 2L Compare Discus- 70^51 Opera Dyrica,'p'p 1190,1212.]
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V

LECTURE XXXVIII.

THE KEG-DLATIYE FACULTY.

I NOW enter upon tlie last of tlie Cognitive Faculties,

—tlie Faculty whicli I denominated the Regulative

Here the term faculty, you will observe, is employed

in a somewhat pecuhar signification, for it is employed

not to denote the proximate cause of any definite

energy, but the power the mind has of being the

native source of certain necessary or a prion cogni-

tions; which cognitions, as they are the conditions, the

forms, under which our knowledge in general is pos-

sible, constitute so many fundamental laws of intellec-

tual nature. It is in this sense that I call the power

which the mind possesses of modifying the knowledge

it receives, in conformity to its proper nature, its Re-

gulative Faculty. The Regulative Faculty is, how-
ever, in fact, nothing more than the complement of

such laws,—it is the locus principioimm It thus

corresponds to what was known in the Greek philo-

sophy under the name of vov?, when that term was
rigorously used. To this faculty has been latterly

apphed the name Reason

;

but this term is so vague
and ambiguous, that it is almost unfitted to convey
any definite meaning. The term Common Sense has
likewise been applied to designate the place of prin-
ciples. This word is also ambiguous. In the first

place, it was the expression used in the Aristotelic
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xM^ir denote the Central or Common Seusorj*,

in which the different external senses met and were

united.'^ In the second place, it was employed to sig-

nify a sound undeistandmg applied to vulgar objects,

in contiast to a scientific or speculative intelligence,

and it is in this signification that it has been taken

by those who have derided the principle on which the

philosophy, which has been distinctively denommated

the Scottish, professes to be established. This is not,

however, the meaning which has alwaj’s or even prin-

cipally been attached to it, and an incomparably

stronger case might be made out in defence of this

expression than has been done by Eeid, or even by

Anthonties Mr Stewart, It is in fact a term of high antiqmty,
fortliense . _ . _ .

°
of the term and verv general acceptation. \Ve find it m Oicero,P
Common *

Sense as m Several passages nob hitherto observed It is

to xoiii found in the meaning in question in Phaedrus,’"^ and

nob in the signification of community of sentiment,

which it expresses m Horace" and Juvenal.^ “ ISa-

tura,^^ says Teitulhan,^ speaking of the universal con-

sent of mankind to the immortahty of the soul.

—

“ Hatura pleraque suggeruntur quasi de j)uhl{co sensu,

quo animam Deus dotare dignatus est.” And m the

same meaning the term Seiisiis Communis is employed

by St Augustin.’^ In modern times it is to be found in

the philosophical writings of every country of Europe

In Latin it is used by the German Meianchthon,^

yictormu3,‘ Keckermannus,'^ Christian Thomasius,^

a See Dc Anima, oil 2, 7 Cf In f See Held's Worls, p 776 —Ed

loe cii

,

Conimbneenses, pp 373, rj Ibid,'^ 776 —Ed
407.—^Ed 6 Ibid

, p 77S —Ed
^ See EcidCs TForls, p 774 —Ed t [Victonnus Stngebus, Eypomne-

7 L. X. f 7 —Ed. mala in Dialect Melanchthoms, pp

5 Sat , L 3, 66 But see Bcitrs 798, 1040, ed. 1566 ]

TTort-s, p 774.—Ed a- See Held’s JJ oris, p /SO Ed

€ Sat
,
TUI, 73 —^Ed a. Eld

,

p 7S5 —Ed
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Leibnitz,” 'WoK.P and tbe Dutch De Saei.^ by the
^

Gallo-Portuguese Antonins Goveanna/ tlie Spamsii —

Nunnesius/ tbe Italian Genovesi/ and Vico,’' and by

tbe Scottish Abercromby/ in French by Balzac,'

Chanet,'^ Pascal,^ Malebranche,^ Boubonrs, Barbey-

rac ;
" in English by Sir Thomas Browne,5 Poland,

°

Cbarleton.’^ These are only a few of the testimonies

I could adduce in support of the term Common Sense

for the faculty in question j
in fact, so far as use and

wont may be allowed to weigh, there is perhaps no

philosophical expression in support of which a more

numerous array of authorities may be alleged. The

expression, however, is certainly exceptionable, and it

can only claim toleration in tbe absence of a better.

I may notice that Pascal and HemsterhuisP have

applied Intuition and Sentiment in tbis sense ; and

Jacobi'^ origmally employed Glauhe, [Belief oi Faith),

in the same way, though he latterly superseded this

expression by that of Vernunft, [Reason.)

Were it allowed in metaphysical philosophy, as in Noetic aDti

physical, to discriminate scientific differences by scien- -uX'^to
’

tific terms, I would employ the word noetic, as derived S
0 See SeteCs IForls, p 785 —Ed
P Ihtd

,

p 790 —Ed
7 See Clavis Philosophtce Naturalis

Ansioichco-Garlesiana, Dissert i De
Cogmhonc YvUgan et PhilosopTiica,

p 7 “ Gotrmranis facnltas omniDm
liominum Dissert, u De Prcecag-

mhs tn Gcncrc, §§ it t pp 34, 35
“Communes Notiones,” § x p 41
“ Communis Sensiis.”

—

Ed
5 See Held's Works, p 779 —Ed
e Ibid —Ed
C Ibid, p 790 —Ed
V Ibid —Ed '

e Ibid, ^ 785 —Ed
1 Ibid

, p 782 —Ed
K Ibid —Ed
A. Ibid, p 783 —Ed -

}i Ibid
, p 784 —Ed

V Des Droits de la Puissance Sou-
vcraine, Pecueil dc Discours, t i. pp
36, 87 A translation from tlie Latin
of Noodt, in T^iliicli mens sana and
sensus communis are both rendered by
le sens commun —Ed

f See Peid's Works, p 782 —Ed
0 Ibid

, p 785 —Ed
IT Charleton uses the term in its

Anstotehan signification, as denot-
ing the central or common sensory
and its function See his Immortal-
ly of the Suman Soul demonstrated
by the Light of Nature (1667). dd
92, 98, 168 -Ed /

P See Reids WorJes, p 792 Ed
0- Ibid

,

p 798 —Ed
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from POV9, to express all those cognitions that originate

in the mind itself, dimoetic to denote the operations

of the Discursive, Elahorative, or Comparative faculty.

So much for the nomenclature of the faculty itself.

On the other hand, the cognitions themselves, of

which it is the source, have obtained various appella-

tions They have been denominated Kotval vpoXrjipeLs,

KOLvoX a^oiai, ^vcrt/cal hn^oiai, npwTat ^voiat, rrpaiTa

voijpara, naiiirw judicia, judicia comominihus ho-

mtnum seiisihus injvxa^ noiiones or notiiiw connatce

or innatce^ semina scientiw, semina omnium cogni-

tionum, semina ceternitatis, zopyra, (living spares),

prmcognita necessaria, anticipationes
; Jirst princi-

ples, common anUcipiations, principles of common

sense, self-evident or intuitive truths, primitive notions^

native notions, innate cognitions, natural knowledges

(cognitions), fundamental reasons, metaphysical or

transcendental truths, ultimate or elemental laws of

thought, primary ox fundamental laws of human be-

lief, or primary laius ofhuman reason, pure or tran-

scendental ox a prion cognitions, categoi'ies ofthought,

natural beliefs, rational instincts, &c. &c.“

The history of opinions touchmg the acceptation,

or rejection, of such native notions, is, m a manner,

the history of philosophy ; for as the one alterna-

tive, or the other, is adopted m this question, the

character of a system is determined. At present I

content myself with stating that, though from the

earliest period of philosophy, the doctrine was always

common, if not always predominant, that our know-

ledge originated, in part at least, in the mmd, yet it

was only at a very recent date that the critenon

was explicitly enounced, by which the native may be

a See Eeid^s JVorJ.^, Hote A, § v p 755 et seq—Ed
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discriminated from tlie adventitious elements ofknow-

ledge. Without touching on some ambiguous ex

pressions in more ancient philosophers, it is sufficient

to say that the character of universality and necessity,

as the Qualitv by which the two classes of knowledge sity iirst

1,1 1 11 enounced

aro distiiigu.isli6d, was first Gxpiicitly prociaini6CL by ty Leib-

Leibnitz It is true, indeed, that, previously to him,

Descartes all but enounced it. In the notes of Des- partiaiiy

cartes on the PTogrct'iiwict of 1 647, (which you will find ed by^nes-

under Letter XCIX. of the hirst Part of his Mpistolce),

in argumg against the author who would derive all

our knowledge from observation or tradition, he has

the following sentence —‘‘I wish that our author

would mform me what is that corporeal motion which

is able to form in our intellect any common notion,

—

for example, thmgs that are equal to the same thing

are equal to each other, or any other of the same

kmd
;
for all those motions are particular, but these

notions are umversal, having no affinity with motions,

and holdmg no relation to them.” Now, had he only

added the term necessary to universal, he would have

completely anticipated Leibnitz. I have already fre-

quently had occasion incidentally to notice, that we
should carefully distinguish between those notions or

cogmtions which are primitive facts, and those no-
tions or cognitions which are generalised or derivative

facts. The former are given us
, they are not, mdeed,

obtrusive,—they are not even cognisable of them-
selves. They lie hid m the profundities of the mind,
until drawn from their obscurity by the mental acti-
^vity itself employed upon the materials of experience.
Hence it is, that our knowledge has its commence-
ment in sense, external or mternal, but its origin in
mtellect. ‘ Cognitio omnis a sensibus exordium, a
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xxxvni
origmem liabet primam.^' “ The latter, the de-

rivative cognitions, are of our own fabrication; we
form them after certain rules

; they arc the tardy re-

sult of Perception and Memory, of Attention, Peflec-

tion. Abstraction. The primitive cognitions, on the

contrary, seem to leap ready armed from the womb of

reason, like Pallas from the head of Jupiter; some-

times the mind places them at the commencement of

its operations, in order to have a point of support and

a fixed basis, without which the operations would be

impossible; sometimes they form, in a certam sort,

the crowning,—the consummation, of all the intellec-

tual operations. The derivative or generahsed notions

are tan artifice of intellect,—an ingenious mean of

giving order and compactness to the materials of our

knowledge. The primitive and general notions are

the root of all principles,—the foundation of the whole

edifice of human science. But how different soever

be the two classes of our cognitions, and however dis-

tinctly separated they may be by the circumstance,

—

that we cannot but think the one, and can easily anni-

hilate the other in thought,—^this discriminative qual-

ity was not explicitly signalised till done by Leibnitz.

The older philosophers are at best undeveloped. Des-

cartes made the fir.st step towards a more perspicuous

and definite discrimination. He frequently enounces

that our primitive notions, (besides being clear and

distinct), are universal. But this umversality is only

a derived circumstance ,—a notion is universal, (mean-

ing thereby that a notion is common to aU mankind),

because it is necessary to the thinking mind,—because

And by fbe mind cannot but think it. Spinoza, m one pas-

spmoza
of his treatise De Emendatione Intdlectusf says :

o See above, Lect xxi
,
vol il r 27.—Ed. Opera Posthwma, p 391
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—“ The ideas which we form clear and distinct, appear

so to follow from the sole necessity of our nature, that

they seem absolutely to depend from our sole power

[of thought] ; the confused ideas on the contrary,’^ &c.

This IS anything but explicit ; and, as I said, Leibnitz

is the first by whom the criterion of necessity,—of the

impossibility not to think so and so,—was established

as a discriminative type of our native notions, in con-

trast to those which we educe from experience, and

buDd up through generalisation.

The enouncement of this criterion was, in fact,

a great discovery in the science of mind; and the

fact that a truth so manifest, when once proclaimed,

could have lam so long unnoticed by philosophers,

may warrant us in hoping that other discovenes of

equal importance may stdl be awaiting the advent of

another Leibnitz Leibnitz has, m several parts of

his works, laid down the distinction in question ; and,

what is curious, almost always in relation to Locke

In the fifth volume of his works by Dutens,® in

an Epistle to Bierhng of 1710, he says, (I translate

from the Latin) ;— In Locke there are some particu-

lars not ill expounded, but upon the whole he has

wandered far from the gate,^ nor has he understood

the nature of the mtellect, (natura mentis). Had he

sufficiently considered the difierence between neces-

sary truths or those apprehended by demonstration,

and those which become known to us by induction

alone,—he would have seen that those which are

LECT
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necessary, could only be approved to us by principles

native to the mmd, (menti insitis)
;
seeing that the

senses indeed inform us what may take place, but t."

what necessardy takes place. Locke ha.q not obTerrei-

a P SoS 10 This refers to Aristotle’s [A llinor, c. X——

d

TOL. II. 7
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that the notions of being, of substance, of one and the

same, of the true, of the good, and many others, are

innate to our mind, because our mind is innate to

itself, and finds all these in its own furniture. Ifc is

true, indeed, that there is nothing in the intellect

which was not previously in the sense,—except the

intellect itself.'' He makes a similar observation in

reference to Locke, in Letter XI., to his friend Mr
Burnet of Kemnay.® And in his Noiiveavx JSssais, (a

detailed refutation of Locke's Essay, and not con-

tained in the collected edition of his works by Dutens),

he repeatedly enforces the same doctrine. In one

place he says,^
—

“ Hence there arises another question,

viz. :—Are all truths dependent on experience, that is

to say, on induction and examples t Or are there some

which have another foundation ^ For if some events

can be foreseen before all trial has been made, it is

manifest that we contribute something on our part.

The senses, although necessary for all our actual cog-

nitions, are not, however, competent to afibrd us all

that cognitions involve ; for the senses never give us

more than examples, that is to say, particular or indi-

vidual truths. Now aU the examples which confirm a

general truth, how numerous soever they may be, are

insufficient to establish the umversal necessity of the

same truth
;
for it does not follow that what has hap-

pened, will happen always in like manner. For ex-

ample; the Greeks and Romans and other nations

have always observed that during the course of

twenty-four hours, day is changed into night, and

night into day. But we should be vrong, were we to

believe that the same rule holds everywhere, as the

a Opera, toL vi p 271 (edit J3 Arant-Propos, p 5 (edit Easpe)

Datens)
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contrary lias been observed during a residence in

Nova Zembla. And be again v^ould deceive lumself,

who should believe that, in ourlatitudes at least, this

was a truth necessary and eternal ,
for we ought to

consider that the earth and the sun themselves have

no necessary existence, and that there will perhaps a

time arrive when this fair star will, with its whole

system, have no longer a place in creation,—at least

under its present form. Hence it appears, that the

necessary truths, such as we find them in pure Mathe-

matics, and particularly in Arithmetic and Geometry,

behove to have principles the proof of which does not

depend upon examples, and, consequently, not on the

evidence of sense , howbeit that without the senses,

we should never have found occasion to call them into

consciousness. This is what it is necessary to distin-

giush accurately, and it is what Euclid has so well

understood, m demonstratmg by reason what is suf-

ficiently apparent by experience and sensible images

Logic, bkewise, with Metaphysics and Morals, the

one of which constitutes Natural Theology, the other

Natural Jurisprudence, are full of such truths ; and,

consequently, their proof can only be derived from

internal principles, which we call mnate. It is true,

that we ought not to imagine that we can read in the

soul, these eternal laws of reason, ad aperturam hhri,

as we can read the edict of the Prrntor without trouble

or research ;
but it is enough, that we can discover

them in ourselves by dint of attention, when the

occasions are presented to us by the senses The suc-

cess of the observation serves to confirm reason, m the

same way as proofs serve in Arithmetic to obviate

erroneous calculations, when the computation is long.

It is hereby, also, that the cognitions of men difier
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xxAm
tliose of beasts. Tlic beasts are purely empirical,

and only regulate themselves by examples ; for as far

as can judge, they never attain to the formation

of necessary judgments, whereas, men are capable of

demonstrative sciences, and herein the faculty which

brutes possess of drawing inferences is inferior to the

reason which is in men.” And, after some other oh-

servations, he proceeds ;
—

‘‘ Perhaps our able author,”

(he refers to Locke), “ will not be wholly aben from my
opinion. For after having employed the whole of his

first book to refute innate cognitions, taken in a cer-

tain sense, he, however, avows, at the commencement

of the second, and afterwards, that ideas which have

not their origin in Sensation, come from Reflection.

jSTow reflection is nothin" else than an attention toO
what is m us, and the senses do not inform us of what

we already carry with us. This bemg the case, can it

be demed that there is much that is innate in our

mind, seeing that we are as it were innate to our-

selves, and that there are m us existence, unity, sub-

stance, duration, change, action, perception, pleasure,

and a thousand other objects of our intellectual no-

tions ; These same objects being immediate, and

always present to our understanding, (although they

are not always perceived by reason of our distractions

and our wants), why should it be a matter of wonder,

if we say that these ideas are innate in us, with all

that is dependent on them ? In illustration of this,

let me make use likewise of the simile of a block of

marble which has veins, rather than of a block of mar-

ble wholly uniform, or of blank tablets, that is to say,

what is called a tabula rasa by philosophers ; for if

the mind resembled these blank tablets, truths would

be in us, as the figure of Hercules is in a piece of
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marble, when the marble is altogether indifferent to

the reception of this figure or of any other. But if we

suppose that there are vems in the stone, which would

mark out the figure of Hercules by preference to other

figures, this stone would be more determined thereunto,

and Hercules would exist there, innately in a certain

sort ; although it would require labour to discover the

veins, and to clear them by pohshmg and the removal

of all that prevents their mamfestation. It is thus

that ideas and truths are innate in us ;
like our in-

clmations, dispositions, natural habitudes or virtuah-

ties, and not as actions ; although these virtualities be

always accompanied by some corresponding actions,

frequently, however, unperceived.

“ It seems that our able author [Locke] maintains

that there is nothing virtual in us, and even nothing of

which we are [not] always actually conscious. But this

cannot be strictly mtended, for in that case his opmion

would be paradoxical, since even our acquired habits

and the stores of our memory are not always in actual

consciousness, nay, do not always come to our aid when
wanted

; while again, we often call them to mind on

any trifling occasion which suggests them to our re-

membrance, hke as it only requires us to be given the

commencement of a song to help us to the recollection

of the rest. He, therefore, limits his thesis in other

places, saying that there is at least nothmg in us which

we have not, at some time or other, acquired by expe-

rience and perception.” And in another remarkable

passage,“ Leibnitz says, “ The mmd is not only capable

of knowing pure and necessary truths, but hkewise of

discovering them in itself , and if it possessed only the

simple capacity of receivmg cognitions, or the passive

a Kourcanx Essais, p 36 (edit Easpe) [Lit i § 5 —Ed ]

LECT
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j^OTrer of knoY’ledge, as indetermiiied as that of the

Y*ax to leceivc figures, or a blank tablet to receive

letters, it would not be the source of necessary truths,

as I am about to demonstrate that it is : for it is in-

contestable, that the senses could not suffice to make
their necessity apparent, and that the intellect has,

therefore, a disposition, as well active as passive, to

draw them from its own bosom, althousfh the senses be

requisite to furnish the occasion, and the attention to

determine it upon some in preference to others. You

see, therefore, these very able philosophers, who are

of a difierent opinion, have not sufficiently refiected

on the consequences of the difierence that subsists

between necessary or eternal truths and the truths of

experience, as I have already observed, and as all our

contestation shows. The origmal proof of necessary

truths comes from the intellect alone, while other

truths are derived from experience or the observations

of sense. Our mind is competent to both kinds of

knowledge, but it is itself -the source of the former

;

and how great soever may be the number of particular

experiences in support of a umversal truth, we should

never be able to assure ourselves for ever of its uni-

versality by induction, unless we knew its necessity

by reason The senses may regis-

ter, justify, and confirm these truths, but not demon-

strate their infalhbihty and eternal certainty.”

And in speaking of the faculty of such truths, he

says :
“ It is not a naked faculty, which consists

in the mere possibility of understandmg them; it

is a disposition, an aptitude, a preformation, which

detemiines our mind to elicit, and which causes that

they can be elicited
:
precisely as there is a difference

between the figures which axe bestowed indifierently
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on stone or marHe, and tliose whicli veins mark out

or are disposed to mark out, if the sculptor avail

himself of the indications/’® I have quoted these

passages from Leibnitz, not only for their own great

importance, as the first full and exphcit enouncement,

and certainly not the least able illustrations, of one of

the most momentous prmciples in philosophy; but,

likewise, because the ISfouveaux Essais, from which

they are principally extracted, though of all others

the most important psychological work of Leibmtz,

was wholly unknown, not only to the other philoso-

phers of this country, but even to kir Stewart, prior

to the last years of his life.^

We have thus seen that Leibnitz was the first philo-

sopher who exphcitly established the quahty of neces-

sity as the criterion of distmction between empirical

and aprion cognitions. I may, however, remark, what

IS creditable to Dr Keid’s sagacity, that he founded

the same discrimmation on the same difference and

I am disposed to think, that he did this without being

LECT
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aware of his comcidence with Leibnitz ;
for he does

not seem to have studied the system of that philoso-

pher in his own works ; and it was not till Kant had

shown the importance of the criterion, by its apph-

cation m his hands, that the attention of the learned

was called to the scattered notices of it in the 'writmgs

of Leibnitz. In speakmg of the principle of causahty.

Dr Reid says .
—“ We are next to consider whether Reui

we may not learn this truth from experience,—That

a Nouv Essaxsy liv i § 11 See included in tbe collected edition of

above, Lect, xxix
, vol ii p 195 — the works of Leibnitz by Dutens

El) In consequence of its republication

^ The reason of this was, that it m Lcibmtzn Opera Plnlosop)hxca b}

was not published till long after the Erdmann, it is now easily pro-

death of its author, and it is not cured
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LECT effects wbicli have all tlie marks and tokens of design.
XXXVIII . •

® ^

^
' must proceed from a designing cause.

“ I apprehend that we cannot learn this truth from

experience, for two reasons.

First, Because it is a necessary truth, not a con-

tingent one. It agrees with the experience of man-

kind since the begmning of the world, that the area

of a triangle is equal to half the rectangle under its

base and peiqiendicular. It agrees no less with ex-

perience, that the sun rises in the east and sets in the

west. So far as experience goes, these truths are

upon an equal footing. But every man perceives this

distinction between them,—^that the first is a neces-

sary truth, and that it is impossible it should not he

true ; but the last is not necessary, but contingent,

depending upon the will of Him who made the world

As Ave cannot learn from experience that twice three

must necessarily make six, so neither can we learn

from experience that certain effects must proceed from

a designing and intelligent cause. Experience in-

forms us only of what has been, but never of what

must be
” “

And in speaking of our belief in the principle that

an effect manifesting design must have had an intel-

ligent cause, he says :— It has been thought, that,

although this principle does not admit of proof from

abstract reasoning, it may be proved from experience,

and may be justly drawn by induction, from instances

that fall within our observation.
“
I conceive this method of proof will leave us in

great uncertainty, for these three reasons :

" 1st, Because the proposition to be proved is not

a contingent but a necessary proposition. It is not

a Int Poxrcrs, Essay vi ctap vi WorU, p 459»
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that things which begin to exist commonly have

cause, or even that they always in fact have a cause

,

hut that they must have a cause, and cannot begin to

hr.rr
XXwill.

exist witliout a cause.

“ Propositions of this kind, from their nature, arc

incapable of proof by induction. Experience infoms

us only of what is or has been, not of what mvsf be

;

and the conclusion must be of the same nature inlh

the premises.

Eor this reason, no mathematical proposition can

he proved by induction. Though it should be found

by experience in a thousand cases, that the area of a

plane triangle is equal to the rectangle under the alti-

tude and half the base, this would not prove that it

must he so in all cases, and cannot bo otherwise

;

which is what the mathematician affirms.

" In like manner, though we had the most ample

experimental proof, that things which have begun to

exist had a cause, this would not prove that they

must have a cause. Experience may show us what is

the established course of nature, but can never shoiv

what connections of things are in their natui'e neces-
sary.

“ 2dly, General maxims, grounded on experience,
have only a degree of probability proportioned to tbe
extent of our experience, and ought always to be un-
derstood so as to leave room for exceptions, if future
experience shall discover any such.

" The law of gravitation has as fuU a proof from
experience and induction as any principle can be sup-
posed to have. Yet, if any philosopher shmdd, byc ear experiment, show that there is a kind of ^at-
ter in some bodies which does not gravitate, the law

gravitation ought to be bmited by that exception.
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“ Now, it is e%T.dent tliat men have never considered

the principle of tlie necessity of causes, as a truth of

this kind which may admit of limitation or exception

;

and therefore it has not been received upon this kind

of evidence.

“ ^dhj, I do not see that experience could satisfy

us that every change in nature actually has a cause.

“ In the far greatest part of the changes in nature

that fall within our observation, the causes are un-

known; and, tlierefore, from experience, we cannot

know whether they have causes or not.

“ Causation is not an object of sense. The only ex-

perience we can have of it, is in the consciousness we

have of exerting some power in ordering our thoughts

and actions. But this experience is surely too nar-

row a foundation for a general conclusion, that aU

things that have had or shall have a beginning, must

have a cause.

“ For these reasons this principle cannot be drawn

from experience, any more than from abstract reason-

ing.” “

It ought, however, to be noticed that Mr Hume^s

acuteness had arrived at the same conclusion. “ As

to past experience,” he observes, “ it can be allowed

to give direct and certain information of those precise

objects only, and that precise period of time, which

feU under its cognisance; but why this experience

should be extended to future times and to other

objects,—this is the main question on which I would

insist.”^

The philosopher, however, who has best known how

a Iniellcctiial Pmccrs, Essay tl tins Essay,

chap Ti. WorU, pp. 455, 456 Reid 13 Inquiry concerning the Euman

has several other passages to the Understanding, § iv. Philosophical

same effect m the same chapter of Worlds, voL ir p 42.—Ed
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to turn tlie criterion to account is Kant; and the

general success with which he has apphed it, must be

admitted even by those who demur to many of the

particular conclusions which his philosophy would

establish.

But though it be now generally acknowledged, by

the profoundest thinkers, that it is impossible to ana-

lyse all our knowledge into the produce of experience,

external or internal, and that a certain complement of

cogmtions must be allowed as havmg their origm in

the nature of the thinkmg principle itself ;
they are

not at one in regard to those which ought to be re-

cognised as ultimate and elemental, and those which

ought to be regarded as modifications or combinations

of these. Beid and Stewart, (the former m particular),

have been considered as too easy in their admission of

primary laws; and it must be allowed that the cen-

sure, in some instances, is not altogether unmerited.

But it ought to be recollected, that those who thus

agree in reprehension are not in unison in regard to

the grounds of censure , and they wholly forget that

our Scottish philosophers made no pretension to a final

analysis of the primary laws of human reason,—that

they thought it enough to classify a certain number
of cognitions as native to the mind, leaving it to

their successors to resolve these into simpler elements
“ The most general phenomena,” says Dr Reid,“ we
can reach, are what we call Laws of Nature. So that

the laws of nature are nothing else but the most

general facts relating to the operations of nature,

which mclude a great many particular facts under

them. And if, in any case, we should give the name

of a law of nature to a general phaenomenon, which

a Inquxri/y chap n § 13 TVorls^ p 1C3 —Ed
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human industry shall afterwards trace to one more

general, there is no great harm done. The most

general assumes the name of a law of nature when it

is discovered
; and the less general is contained and

comprehended in it.” In another part of his work,

he has introduced the same remark. The lahyrmth

may be too intricate, and the thread too fine, to be

traced through all its wiudmgs ; but, if we stop where

we can trace it no farther, and secure the ground we
have gained, there is no harm done ; a quicker eye

may in time trace it farther.”® The same view has

been likewise well stated by Sir Stewart ^ In all

the other sciences, the progress of discovery has been

gradual, from the less general to the more general

laws of nature
;
and it would be singular indeed, if,

in this science, which but a few years ago was con-

fessedly in its infancy, and which certainly labours

under many disadvantages peculiar to itself, a step

should all at once be made to a single principle, com-

prehending all the particular phsenomena which we

know. As the order established in the intellectual

world seems to be regulated by laws analogous to

those which we trace among the phasnomena of the

material system ; and as in all our philosophical

inquiries, (to whatever subject they may relate), the

progress of the mind is Hable to be affected by the

same tendency to a premature generalisation, the fol-

lowing extract from an eminent chemical writer may
contribute to illustrate the scope and to confirm the

justness of some of the foregoing reflections. ‘ Within

the last fifteen or twenty years, several new metals

a Inquiry into the Euman Mind, WorT:s, voL t p 13 Cf Elements,

c. i § 2 Wot}^, p 99 —^Ed toL i c. t part iL § L Coll TTorJs,

a Pktl Essays, PreL Diss c i. CoU toL pp 342, 348 —Ed
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and new eartlis have been made known to the world.

The names that support these discoveries are respect-

able, and the experiments decisive. If we do not give

our assent to them, no single proposition in chemistry

can for a moment stand. But whether all these are

really simple substances, or compounds not yet re-

solved into their elements, is what the authors them-

selves cannot possibly assert; nor would it, in the

least, dimimsh the merit of their observations, if future

experiments should prove them to have been mistaken,

as to the simpbcity of these substances. This remark

should not be confined to later discoveries ; it may as

justly be appbed to those earths and metals with

which we have been long acquamted.’ ‘ In the dark

ages of chemistry, the object was to rival nature

;

and the substance which the adepts of those days

were busied to create, was universally allowed to be

simple. In a more enlightened period, we have ex-

tended our mquiries and multipbed the number of

the elements. The last task will be to simplify ; and

by a closer observation of nature, to learn from what

a small store of primitive materials, all that we behold

and wonder at was created.’
”

That the list of the primary elements of human rea-

son, which our two philosophers have given, has no
pretence to order , and that the principles which it

contains are not systematically deduced by any ambi-

tious process of metaphysical mgenmty, is no valid

ground of disparagement. In fact, which of the

vaunted classifications of these primitive truths can
stand the test of criticism The most celebrated, and
by far the most mgenious, of these,—the scheme of

Kant,—though the truth of its details maybe admitted,

is no longer regarded as afibrdmg either a necessary
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deduction or a natural arrangement of our native cos-

nitions ; and the reduction of these to system still re-

mains a problem to be resolved.

In point of fact, pbilosopbers have not yet purified

the antecedent conditions of the problem,—have not

yet established the principles on which its solution

ought to be undertaken. And here I would sohcit

your attention to a circumstance, which shows how

far philosophers are still removed from the prospect

of an ultimate decision It is agreed, that the quality

of necessity is that which discriminates a native from

an adventitious element of knowledge. When we

find, therefore, a cogmtion which contains this discri-

minative quality, we are entitled to lay it down as one

which could not have been obtained as a generalisa-

tion from experience. This I admit But when philo-

sophers lay it down not only as native to the mind,

but as a positive and immediate datum of an inteUec-

tnal power, I demur. It is evident that the quality

of necessity in a cognition may depend on two differ-

ent and opposite principles, masmuch as it may either

be the result of a power, or of a powerlessness, of the

thinking principle. In the one case, it wiU be a Posi-

tive, in the other a Negative, necessity. Let us take

examples of these opposite cases. In an act of percep-

tive consciousness, I think, and cannot but thmk, that

I and that somethmg different from me exist,—in

other words, that my perception, as a modification of

the ego, exists, and that the object of my perception,

as a modification of the non -ego, exists. In these

circumstances, I pronounce Existence to be a native

cognition, because I find that I cannot think except

under the condition of thinking aU that I am con-

scious of to exist. Existence is thus a form, a cate-
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gory, of thought. But here, though I cannot but

think existence, I am conscious of this thought as an

act of power,—an act of intellectual force. It is the

result of strength, and not of weakness.

In hke manner, when I thmk 2x2 = 4, the thought,

though mevitable, is not felt as an imbecihty ;
we

know it as true, and, in the perception of the truth,

though the act be necessary, the mind is conscious

that the necessity does not arise from impotence. On
the contrary, we attribute the same necessity to God.

Here, therefore, there is a class of natural cognitions,

which we may properly view as so many positive ex-

ertions of the mental vigour, and the cognitions of this

class we consider as Positive. To this class will belong

the notion of Existence and its modifications, the

prmciples of Identity, and Contradiction, and Ex-

cluded Middle, the intuitions of Space and Time, &c.

But besides these, there are other necessary forms

of thought, which, by all philosophers, have been re-

garded as standing precisely on the same footing,

which to me seem to be of a totally different kmd.

In place of being the result of a power, the necessity

which belongs to them is merely a consequence of the

impotence of our faculties. But if this be the case,

nothmg could be more unphilosophical than to arro-

gate to these negative mabilities the digmty of posi-

tive energies. Every rale of philosophising would be

violated. The law of Parcimony prescribes, that prm-

ciples are not to be multiplied without necessity,

and that an hypothetical force be not postulated to

explain a phcenomenon which can be better accounted

for by an admitted impotence The phsenomenon cf

a hea'V}’’ body rismg from the earth, may wanrazT ns

in the assumption of a special power: l:-nrii~rzli
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surely be absurd to devise a special power, (that is,

a power besides gravitation), to explain tbe pbseno-

menon of its descent.

Now, that the imbecihty of the human mind con-

stitutes a great negative principle, to which sundry of

the most important phjenomcua of intelligence may he

referred, appears to me incontestable; and though the

dicussion is one somewhat abstract, I shall endeavour

to give you an insight into the nature and application

of this principle.

I begin by the statement of certain principles, to

which it is necessary in the sequel to refer.

The highest of all logical laws, in other words, the

supreme law of thought, is what is called the prin-

ciple of Contradiction, or more correctly the prmciple

of Non-Contradiction.“ It is this :—A thmg cannot

be and not be at the same time ,—Alpha est, Alplw,

non est, are propositions which cannot both be true at

once A second fundamental law of thought, or rather

the principle of Contradiction viewed in a certam

aspect, is called the prmciple of Excluded Middle, or,

more fully, the principle of Excluded hliddle between

two Contradictories A thing either is or it is not,

—

Aut est Alpha aut non est

,

there is no medium; one

must be true, both cannot. These principles require,

indeed admit of, no proof. They prove everything,

but are proved by nothing. When I, therefore, have

occasion to speak of these laws by name, you wiU

know to what principle I refer.

Now, then, I lay it down as a law which, though

not generalised by philosophers, can be easily proved

to be true by its application to the phsenomena,—That

all that IS conceivable in thought, hes between two

a See Appendix, IL—Ed
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extremes, 'whicli, as conti’aclictory of eacli otlier, can-

not both be true, but of Tvbicb, as mutual contradic-

tories, one must. For example, we conceive space,

—we cannot but conceive space. I admit, therefore,

that Space, indefimtelj, is a positive and necessary

form of thought. But when philosophers convert the

fact, that we cannot but think space, or, to express it

differently, that we are unable to imagine anythmg

out of space,—when philosophers, I say, convert this

fact with the assertion, that we have a notion,—

a

positive notion, of absolute or of infinite space, they

assume, not only what is not contained in the pheno-

menon, nay, they assume what is the very reverse of

what the phenomenon manifests. It is plain, that

space must either be bounded or not bounded These

are contradictory alternatives
;
on the principle of

Contradiction, they cannot both be true, and, on the

prmciple of Excluded Middle, one must be true This

cannot be denied, without denying the primary laws

of mteUigence. But though space must be admitted

to be' necessarily either finite or infinite, we are able

to conceive the possibihty, neither of its fimtude, nor

of its infinity.

We are altogether unable to conceive space as

bounded,—as finite
;
that is, as a whole beyond which

there is no further space. Every one is conscious that

this is impossible. It contradicts also the supposition

of space as a necessary notion
;
for if we could ima-

gine space as a termmated sphere, and that sphere not

itself enclosed in a surrounding space, we should not

be obliged to think everything in space, and, on tlie

contrary, if we did imagine this terminated sphere as

itself m space, in that case we should not have actually

conceived all space as a bounded whole The one

VOL IT. 2 A
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contradictor}* is tlius found inconceivable ; v'e cannot

conceive space as positively limited.

On the other band, v-e are equally powerless to

realise in thought the possibility of the opposite con-

tradictory; we cannot conceive space as infinite, as

without limits You may launch out in thought, be-

yond the solar walk, you may transcend in fancy even

the universe of matter, and rise from sphere to sphere

in the region of empty space, until imagination sinks

exhausted ;—with all this what have you done ? You
have never gone beyond the finite, you have attained

at best only to the indefinite, and the indefinite, how-

ever expanded, is stiR always the finite. As Pascal

energetically says, Inflate our conceptions as we may,

with all the finite possible we cannot make one atom

of the infinite.*"’® The infinite is infinitely incom-

prehensible.’’^ Isow then, both contradictories are

equally inconceivable, and could we limit our atten-

tion to one alone we should deem it at once impos-

sible and absurd, and suppose its unknown opposite

as necessarily true. But as we not only can, hut are

constrained to consider both, we find that both are

equally incomprehensible ; and yet though unable to

view either as possible, we are forced by a higher law

to admit that one, but one only, is necessary.

That the conceivable lies alwa}rs between "two in-

conceivable extremes, is illustrated by every other

relation of thought We have found the maximum

of space incomprehensible, can we comprehend its

minimum 1 This is equally impossible. Here, like-

wise, we recoil from one inconceivable contradictory

c PensilS, Premiere Partie, art ir, des espaces imagma"bles
;
nons n’en-

§ 1, (voL iL p. 64, edit. Faugen? ) fantons que des atomes, au prix de

Pascal’s TTords are :
—“ Xoas avons la reaMe des cioses ”

—

Ed

beau enflex nos conceptions an deli S ISirf
,
Sec Part., art iu. § 1 —Ed
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only to infringe upon another. Let us take a portion

of space however small, we can never conceive it as

the smallest. It is necessarily extended, and may,

consequently, be divided into a half or quarters, and

each of these halves or quarters may agam be divided

into other halves or quarters, and this ad injinitum.

But if we are unable to construe to our mmd the

possibihty of an absolute minimum of space, we can

as little represent to ourselves the possibility of an

infinite divisibility of an extended entity.

In like manner Time;—this is a notion even more

universal than space, for while we exempt from oc-

cupying space the energies of mind, we are unable

to conceive these as not occupymg time. Thus, we
think everything, mental and material, as in time,

and out of time we can think nothing. But, if we
attempt to comprehend time, either in whole or m
part, we find that thought is hedged in between two

mcomprehensibles. Let us try the whole And here

let us look back,—let us consider time a loarte ante.

And here we may surely fiatter ourselves that we
shall be able to conceive time as a whole, for here we
have the past period bounded by the present; the

past cannot, therefore, be mfinite or eternal, for a

bounded infinite is a contradiction. But we shall
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deceive ourselves We are altogether unable to con-

ceive time as commencing; we can easily represent

to ourselves time under any relative limitation of

commencement and termmatioD, but we are conscious

to ourselves of nothing more cleaily, than that it

would be equally possible to think without thought, as

to construe to the mind an absolute commencement,

or an absolute termination of time, that is, a begin-

ning and an end, beyond which time is conceived as
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non-existeiit. Goad imagination to the utmost, it

still sinks paralysed within the hounds of time, and

time survives as the conditioji of the thought itself m
which we annihilate the universe. On the other hand,

the concept of past time as without limit,— with-

out commencement, is equally impossible. We cannot

conceive the infinite regress of time
; for such a notion

could only be realised by the infinite addition in

thought of finite times, and such an addition would

itself require an eternity for its accomplishment. If

we dream of effecting this, we only deceive ourselves

by substituting tlie indefinite for the infinite, than

which no two notions can he more opposed. The

negation of a commencement of time involves, like-

•\vise, the affirmation, that an infinite time has, at

every moment, already run
;
that is, it implies the

contradiction, that an infinite has been completed.

For the same reasons, we are unable to conceive an

infinite progress of time; while the infinite regress

and the infinite progress taken together, involve the

triple contradiction of an infinite concluded, of an

mfinite commencing, and of two infinities, not ex-

clusive of each other.

Now take the parts of time,—a moment, for m-
stance ; this we must conceive, as either divisible to

infinity, or that it is made up of certam absolutely

smallest parts. One or other of these contradictories

must be the case. But each is, to us, equally incon-

ceivable Time is a protensive quantity, and, conse-

quently, any part of it, however small, cannot, without

a contradiction, be imagined as not divisible mto parts,

and these parts into others ad infinitum. But the

opposite alternative is equally impossible ; we cannot

thmk this infimte division. One is necessarily true

;
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but neither can be conceived possible. It is on the

inability of the mind to conceive either the ultimate

indivisibility, or the endless divisibihty of space and

time, that the arguments of the Eleatic Zeno against

the possibihty of motion are founded,—arguments

which at least show, that motion, however certain as

a fact, cannot be conceived possible, as it involves a

contradiction.

The same principle could be shown m various other This grand

relations, but what I have now said is, I presume, SireTthe

sufficient to make you understand its import Now condition-

the law of mmd, that the conceivable is m every rela-
®

tion bounded by the inconceivable, I call the Law of

the Conditioned. You wdl find many philosophers The coun-

who hold an opmion the reverse of this,—maintaimng foundedw
that the absolute is a native or necessary notion of nnl con-

lutelligence. This, I conceive, is an opinion founded

on vagueness and confusion. They teU us we have a

notion of absolute or mfimte space, of absolute or in-

finite time But they do not tell us m which of the

opposite contradictories this notion is realised. Though

these are exclusive of each other, and though both are

only negations of the conceivable on its opposite poles,

they confound together these exclusive mconceivables

into a single notion
,
suppose it positive ; and baptise

it vuth the name of absolute The sum, therefore, of Sum oi tiio

what I have now stated is, that the Conditioned is that doctrme

which IS alone conceivable or cogitable
;
the Uncon-

ditioned, that which is mconceivable or incogitable

The conditioned or the thinkable hes between two ex-

tremes or poles ; and these extremes or poles are each

of them unconditioned, each of them inconceivable,

each of them exclusive or contradictory of the other.

Of these two repugnant opposites, the one is that of
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Unconditional or Absolute Limitation
; tbe other that

of Unconditional or Infinite lUimitation. Tbe one "we

may, therefore, in general call tbe Absolutely Uncon-

ditioned, the other, the Infinitely Unconditioned
; or,

more simply, the Absolute and the Infinite ; the term

absolute expressing that which is finished or complete,

the term wfinite that which cannot be terminated or

concluded. These terms, which, hke the Absolute and

Infinite themselves, philosophers have confounded,

ought not only to be distinguished, but opposed as

contradictory. The notion of either unconditioned is

negative —the absolute and the mfinite can each only

be conceived as a negation of the thinkable. In other

words, of the absolute and infinite we have no concep-

tion at all. On the subject of the unconditioned,

—

the absolute and infinite, it is not necessary for me at

present further to dilate.

I shall only add, in conclusion, that, as this is the

one true, it is the only orthodox, inference. We must

believe in the infinity of God ; but the infinite God

cannot by us, in the present limitation of our faculties,

be comprehended or conceived. A Deity understood

would be no Deity at all , and it is blasphemy to say

that God only is as we are able to think Him to be.®

We know God, according to the finitude of our’ facul-

ties
;
but we believe much that we are incompetent

properly to know. The Infinite, the infinite God, is

what, to use the words of Pascal, is infinitely incon-

ceivable. Faith,—Belief,—is the organ by which we

apprehend what is beyond our knowledge. In this,

aU Divines and Philosophers, worthy of the name, are

found to coincide ; and the few who assert to man a

knowledge of the infinite, do this on the daring, the

a See DiscussioiiSi p 15, footnote —En
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extravagant, tlie paradoxical supposition, either that

Human Eeason is identical with the Divine, or that

Man and the Absolute are one.

The assertion has, however, sometimes been hazard-

ed, through a mere mistake of the object of knowledge

or conception
;
as if that could be an object of know-

ledge, which was not known , as if that could be an

object of conception, which was not conceived

It has been held, that the infimte is known or con-

ceived, though only a part of it, (and every part, be it

observed, is ipso facto finite), can be apprehended;

and Aristotle’s defimtion of the infimte has been

adopted by those who disregard his declaration, that

the mfinite, qua infinite, is beyond the reach of human
understanding.® To say that the infinite can be

thought, but only madequately thought, is a contra-

diction in adjecto

;

it is the same as saying that the

infimte can be known, but only known as finite.

The Scriptures explicitly declare that the infinite is

for us now mcogmsable ;—they declare that the fimte,

and the finite alone, is within our reach. It is said,

(to cite one text out of many), that now I know in

partf ii e. the fimte)
;
“ but then ” {i e. m the life to

come), “shall I know even as I am known,”^(ie.
without limitation)

a Pliys , a 4, 6 (Bekker) riK^iov
,
for it is added,—05 5^

dTretpor ^ dirupov liypccorrov The defi- 5^ rovr^ iarl TcAexov koI ZXov
nition occurs, Phys , ui 6, 11 ‘'ATrei- See Disciisstoyis^ p 27 —Ed
pov piu oiv i(rr\v ov fcard Trocrhy Xa/i- J3 1 Corinthians, xiu 12
^ai/oi/o-tv ahl ri tcnv To 7 See Appendix, III —Ed
the &Tr€ipov IS opposed the Sxop and
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LECTUEE XXXIX.

THE REGULATIVE FACULTY.—LAW OF THE CONDI-

TIONED, IN ITS APPLICATIONS.—CAUSALITY.

I HAVE been desirous to explain to you tbe pnnciplc

of the Conditioned, as out of it we are able not only

to explain the hallucination of the Absolute, but to

solve some of the most momentous, and hitherto most

puzzling, problems of mind. In particular, this prm-

ciple affords us, I thmk, a solution of the two great

intellectual principles of Cause and Effect, and of Sub-

stance and PhEenomenon or Accident. Both are only

apphcations of the prmciple of the Conditioned, m
different relations.

Of all questions in the history of philosophy, that

concernmg the nature and genealogy of the notion of

Causality, is, perhaps, the most famous ;
and I shall

endeavom' to give you a comprehensive, though neces-

sarily a very summary, view of the problem, and of

the attempts which have been made at its solution

This, however imperfect in detail, may not be without

advantage
;
for there is not, as far as I am aware, in

any work a generalised survey of the various actual

and possible opinions on the subject.

But before proceeding to consider the different

attempts to explain the phaenomenon, it is proper to

state and to determine what the phaenomenon to be

explained really is. Nor is this superfluous, for we

shall find that some philosophers, instead of accom-
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modatmg their solutions to the problem, have accom-

modated the problem to their solutions.

“ When we are aware of something which begins to

be, we are, by the necessity of our intelligence, con-

strained to belieye that it has a Cause. But what

does the expression, tlicit it hcts ct cctu-sc, signify If

we analyse our thought, we shall find that it simply

means, that as we cannot conceive any new existence

to commence, therefore, all that now is seen to arise

under a new appearance, had previously an existence

under a prior form. We are utterly unable to realise

in thought the possibility of the complement of exist-

ence being either increased or dimmished. We are

unable, on the one hand, to conceive nothing becom-

ing something,—or, on the other, somethmg becoming

nothing. When God is said to create out of nothing,

we construe this to thought by supposing that He
evolves existence out of Himself

; we view the Creator

LECT
XXXIX
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as the cause of the universe. “ Ex nihilo nihil, in

nihilum ml posse reverti,”^ expresses, in its purest

form, the whole intellectual pheenomenon of causality.

There is thus conceived an absolute tautology be- Hence an

tween the effect and its causes. We think the causes

to contain all that is contained in the effect; the
effect to contain nothmg which was not contained in

the causes. Take an example, A neutral salt is an
effect of the con3unction of an acid and alkali. Here
we do not, and here we cannot, conceive that, in
effect, any new existence has been added, nor can we
conceive that any has been taken away. But another
example —Gunpowder is the effect of a mixture of
sulphur, charcoal, and nitre, and these three substances
are again the effect,—result, of simpler constituents,

o Cf Dtscussions, p 609 —Ed
P Persius, lu 8^ [Cf Eixner,

Ocschichte dcr PhilosopMe, i d 83
§ 62 ]

^ ’
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constituents again of simpler elements,
- eitiier Icnown or conceived to exist. Now, in all this

SOI ICS of compositions, avc cannot conceive that aught
begins to exist. Tlie gunpowder, the last compound,
V 0 aic compelled to think, contains piecisely the same
‘juantum of existence that its ultimate elements con-

tained prior to their combination. 'Well, we explode

tlic powder. Ca n we conceive that existence has been

diminished by tlie annihilation of a single element

picviously in being, or increased by the addition of a

single element which Avas not heretofore in nature^
“ Omnia mutantur

;
nihil intcrit,”®—is what Ave think,

A\ hat Avc must think. This then is the mental phse-

nomcnon of causality,—that avc necessarily deny m
thought that the object Avhich appears to begin to be,

leally so begins ; and that Ave necessarily identify its

Not present Avitli its past existence. Heie it is not re-

quisite that we should knoAv under what form, under

iim^wo^’ Avliat combinations, this existence was preAuously

knw uie realised, in other words, it is not requisite that we

riHlc9o7 should know AA'hat are the particular causes of the

ciKffeh. particular effect. The discovery of the connection of

determinate causes and determinate effects is merely

contingent and mdiAudual,—merely the datum of expe-

rience ; but the principle that every event should have

its causes is necessary and universal, and is imposed

on us as a condition of our human intelligence itself.

This last IS the only phenomenon to be explained. Nor

are philosophers, in general, really at variance m their

statement of the problem. However divergent m their

mode of explanation, they are at one m regard to

the matter to be explamed. ^ But there is one excep-

tion. Hr Brown has given a very different account

a OykI, Mc( ,
XV. 165 —Ed. notion of Cansality, see Platner, TM

$ On the nature and ongin of tlie i § 845 ct seq —Ed.
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of the phsenomenoD in question. To this statement

of it, I beg to sohcit your attention ;
for as his theory

is solelyaccommodated to his viewofthephsenomenon,

so his theory is refuted by showing that his view of

the phenomenon is erroneous. To prevent miscon-

ception, I shall exhibit to you his doctrme in his own

words

—

" Why IS it, then, we believe that continual simi-

larity of the future to the past, which constitutes, or

at least is implied in, our notion of power A stone

tends to the earth,—a stone will always tend to the

earth,—are not the same proposition ;
nor can the

first be said to involve- the second. It is not to ex-

perience, then, alone that we must have recourse for

the origm of the belief, but to some other principle

which converts the simple facts of experience into a

general expectation or confidence, that is afterwai'ds

to be physically the guide of all our plans and
actions.

“ This principle, smce it cannot be derived from
experience itself, which relates only to the past, must
be an origmal principle of our nature. There is a
tendency m the very constitution of the mind from
which the experience arises,—a tendency, that, in

everythmg which it adds to the mere facts of ex-
perience, may truly be termed instmctive , for though
that term is commonly supposed to imply somethmg
peculiarly mysterious, there is no more real mystery
in it than m any of the simplest successions of
thought, which axe all, in hke manner, the results of
a natural tendency of the mmd to exist in certain
states, after existmg in certam other states. The
belief is, a state or feelmg of the mind as easily con-
ceiva e as any other state of it,—a new feeling, ans-

« Phil of the Euman Mind, Lect yl p 84, edit. 1830
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ill" HI ccrtflin circiinistances, as unifonulj as, in certain

other circumstances, there arise other stntes or feelings

of tlic mind, mIiicIi wc never consider as mysterious;

llio'^c, for example, -which ve teim the .sensations of

.sweet nc'^s or of sound. To have our nerves of taste

or hearing afiected in a certain manner, is not, indeed,

to ta^te or Iiear, but it is immediately afterwards to

have those particular sensations; and this merely

because the mind was originally so constituted, as

to c.xist diicctly in the one state after existing in the

otlicr. To ohseiwc, in like manner, a series of ante-

cedents and consequents, is not, in the very feehng

of the moment, to believe in the future similarity,

but, in consequence of a similar original tendency, it

is immediately afterwards to believe that the same

antecedents will invariably be followed by the same

coii.scquents. That this bebef of the future is a state

of mind very clifierent from the mere perception or

mem 01
3' of the past from which it flows, is indeed

true ;
but what resemblance has sweetness, as a sen-

sation of the mind, to the solution of a few particles

of sugar on the tongue ; or the harmonies of music,

to the •\'ibration of particles of air ? All which, we

know, in both cases, is, that these successions regularly

take place ; and in the regular successions of nature,

which could not. in one instance more than in another,

have been predicted without experience, nothing is

mysterious, or everything is mysterious ....
“ It is more immediately our present purpose to

consider, What it truly is which is the object of in-

quiry, when we examine the physical successions of

events, in whatever manner the belief of their simi-

larity of sequence may have arisen ? Is it the mere

senes of regular antecedents and consequents them-
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selves^ or, Is it anytlimg more mysterious, whicli

must be supposed to intervene and connect them by

some mvisible bondage ^

“ We see m nature one event followed by another

;

the fall of a spark on gunpowder, for example, fol-

lowed by the deflagration of the gunpowder and, by

a peculiar tendency of our constitution, which we

must take for granted, whatever be our theory of

power, we believe, that, as long as all the circum-

stances continue the same, the sequence of events

wiU contmue the same
;
that the deflagration of gun-

powder, for example, wiU be the mvanable conse-

quence of the fall of a spark on it ; m other words,

we beheve the gunpowder to be susceptible of de-

flagration on the apphcation of a spark, and a spark

to have the power of deflagratmg gunpowder.

“ There is nothing more, then, understood in the

tram of events, however regular, than the regular

order of antecedents and consequents which compose

the train
;
and between which if anything else existed,

it would itself be a part of the train. All that we
mean, when we ascribe to one substance a suscepti-

bdity of bemg affected by another substance, is that

a certain change will uniformly take place in it when
that other is present ;—all that we mean, in like

manner, when we ascribe to one substance a power
of affecting another substance, is, that, where it is

present, a certain change will uniformly take place
m that other substance. Power, in short, is signifi-
cant not of anything different from the mvanable
antecedent itself, but of the mere mvanableness of
the order of its appearance in reference to some in-
vaiiable consequent,—the mvanable antecedent bemg
denominated a cause, the mvanable consequent an
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effect. To say, that ^ratc^ has the power of dis-

sol^in^ salt, ajid to say that salt Trill always melt
T\ lien water is poured upon it, are to say precisely

the same tiling ;—there is nothing in the one pro-
position, which is not exactly and to the same extent

enunciated in the other.''

iS*ow, in explaining to you the doctrine ofDr BroTvn,

I am happy to avail myself of the assistance of my
late lamented friend, Dr Crown's successor, whose

metaphysical acuteness was not the least remarkable

of his many biilliant qualities.

" Now, t]\c distinct and full purport of Dr BroTm's

doctrine, it will he observed, is this,—that when we

nppl}' in this way the words ca’fse and power, we
attach no other meaning to the terms than what he

has explained. By the word cause, we mean no more

than tliat in this instance the spark falling is the

event immediately prior to the explosion : including

tlie belief that in all cases hitherto, when a spark has

fallen on gunpowder, (of course, supposing other cir-

cumstances the same), the gunpowder has kindled ;

and that whenever a spark shall again so fail, the

grains will again take fire. The present immediate

priority and the past and future invariable sequence

of the one event upon the other, are all the ideas that

the mind can have in view in speaking of the event

in that instance as a cause ;—and in speaking of the

power in the spark to produce this effect, we mean

merely to express the invariableness with which this

hashappened and will happen.

“ This is the doctrine ; and the author submits it

to this test ;
—

' Let any one,' he says, ‘ ask himself

what it is which he means by the term “ power," and

without contentmg himself with a few phrases that
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signify nothing, reflect iDefore he give his answer,

—

and he will find that he means nothing more than

that, in all similar circumstances, the explosion of

gunpowder wdl be the immediate and uniform conse-

quence of the application of a spark.

“This test, indeed, is the only one to which the

question can be brought. For the question does not

regard causes themselves, but solely the ideas of cause,

in the human mind. K, therefore, every one to whom
this analysis of the idea that is m his mmd when

he speaks of a cause, is proposed, finds, on compar-

ing it with what passed in his mind, that this is a

complete and full account of his conception, there is

nothmg more to be said, and the pomt is made good

By that sole possible test the analysis is, in such a

case, established. If, on the contrary, when this ana-

lysis IS proposed, as containing all the ideas which we
annex to the words cause and power, the mmds of

mostmen cannot satisfy themselves that it is complete,

but are stiU possessed with a strong suspicion that

there is something more, which is not here accounted

for,—^then the analysis is not yet established, and it

becomes necessary to inquire, by additional examina-

tion of the subject, what that more may be.

“ Let us then apply the test hy which Dr Brown
proposes that the truth of his views shall be tried.

Let us ask ourselves, what we mean when we say,

that the spark has power to kindle the gunpowder,
that the powder is susceptible of being Imidled by
the spark. Do we mean only that whenever they
come together this will happen 1 Do we merely pre-
dict this simple and certain futurity?

“ We do not fear to say, that when we speak of a
power in one substance to produce a change in another.

LECT
XXXIX
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nnrl of a susceptibility of sucli change in that other,

Avc express more tlian our.belief that the change has
laken and will take place, Tlierc is more in our

mind than a conviction of the past and a foresight of

Ihc future. 'I'licre is, besides this, the conception in-

cluded of a fixed constitution of their nature, which
delci mines the event,—a constitution, which, while it

makes (lie event a necessary consequence of the

situation in which the objects are placed, We should

saj" then, that there are included in these terms,

^ power,' and ‘ susceptibility of change,' two ideas

which aic not expressed in Dr Browm's analysis,—one

of necessity, and the other of a constitution of things,

in winch that necessity is established That these

two ideas are not expressed in the terms of Dr Brown's

analysis, is seen by quoting again his words:—'He

will find that he means nothing more than that, in all

similar circumstances, the explosion of gunpowder will

be the immediate and uniform consequence of the

application of a spark.’

“ It is certain, from the whole tenor of his work,

that Dr Brown has desmned to exclude the idea ofO
necessit}’- from his analysis."

“

Now this admirably expresses what I have al-

ways felt is the grand and fundamental defect in

Dr Brown's theory,— a defect which renders that

theory ah initio worthless. Brown professes to ex-

plain the phenomenon of causality, but, previously

to explanation, he evacuates the phenomenon of all

that desiderates explanation. What remains m the

phenomenon, after the quality of necessity is thrown,

or rather silently allowed to drop out, is only aceiden-

—only a consequence of the essential circumstance

a Professor Wilson, in trood’s Jfaffa-mc, toI xl p 122 c? seq
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The opinions in regard to the nature and origin of

the principle of Causahtj, in so far as that principle

IS viewed as a subjective phsenomenon,—as ajudgment

of the human mmd,—^fall into two great categories

The first categorj (A) comprehends those theories

which consider this principle as Empirical or a 2^os-

teriori^ that is, as derived from experience
;
the other

(B) comprehends those which view it as Pure or a

pnori, that is, as a condition of intelligence itself.

These two primary genera are, however, severally

subdivided into various subordinate classes.

The former category (A), under which this prin-

ciple IS regarded as the result of experience, contains

two classes, inasmuch as the causal judgment may be

supposed founded either (a) on an Original, or (b) on

a Derivative, cognition. Each of these again is divided

into two, according as the principle is supposed to

have an objective, or a subjective, origin. In the for-

mer case, that is, where the cognition is supposed to

be original and underived, it is Objective, or rather

Objective-Objective, when held to consist in an imme-

diate perception of the power or efficacy of causes in

the external and internal worlds (l) , and Subjective,

or rather Objectivo-Subjective, when viewed as given

in a self-consciousness alone of the power or efficacy

of our own volitions (2). In the latter case, that is,

where the cognition is supposed to be derivative, if

objective, it is viewed as a product of Induction and

Generabsation (3) ; if subjective, of Association and

Custom (4)

In like manner, the latter category (B), undei which

the causal principle is considered not as a result, but

as a condition, of experience, is variously divided and

subdivided. In the first place, the ojiinions under
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category fall into two classes, inasmucli as some—— I'cgard the causal judgment (c) as an Ultimate or

Pj'imary law of mind, while others regard it (d) as a

Secondary or Derived. Those who hold the former

doctrine, in viewing it as a simple original principle,

hold likewise that it is a positive act,—an affirmatrve

du( um, of inlelh’gcnce. Tins class is finally subdivided

into two opinions. For some hold that the causal

judgment, ns neecssaiy, is given in what they call

“the principle of Causalit}*,” that is, the principle

which declares that everything which begins to be,

must have its cause (.'5) ; whilst at least one philo-

sojrhcr, without explicitly denying that the causal

judgment is necessary, would identify it with the

principle of our “Expectation of the Constancy of

nature
”

(G).

Those who hold that it can be analysed into a higher

principle, also hold that it is not of a positive but of

a negative chaiacter. These, however, are divided

into two classes. By some it has been mamtained,

that the principle of Causality can be resolved into

the principle of Contradiction (7), which, as I formerly

stated to yon, ought in propriety to be called the

principle of Non-Contradiction. On the other hand,

It may be, (tbough it never has been), argued, that -

the judgment of Causality can be analysed into what

I called the principle of the Conditioned,—the prin-

ciple of Relativity (8). To one or other of these eight

heads, all the doctrines that have been actually mam-

tained in regard to the origin of the principle m ques-

tion may be referred ;
and the classification is the

better worthy of your attention, as in no work will

you find any attempt at even an enumeration of the

various theories, actual and possible, on this subject
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The following is a tabular view of the theories inO
regard to the principle of Causality ,

—

Onginal

or

Pnmitive

r A.

A PostenorL

^Objectivo-objectivo and Obiectivo-sub-

jective,—Perception of Causal Effi-

ciency, external and internaL

Judgment

of

Causality

as

Objectivo-subjectiv'e, — Perception of

[ Causal Efficiency, intemoL

3

/ Objective,—Induction, Generalisation

b

Derivative

or

Secondary

B
A Pnoii

c.

Original

or

Pnnuhve,

Subjective, — Association, Custom,

V Habit.

5.

^Necessary A Special Principle of In-

telligence

Contingent Eviiectation of tlic Cou-

^
stancy of Nature

V

i
Denvative

or

Secondary.

/'From the Lavr of Contradicbon (i e

Non-Contradiction)

8

From the Law of the ConditioneiL

An adequate discussion of these several heads, and

a special consideration of the differences of the indi-

vidual opinions which they comprehend, would far

exceed our hmits. I shall, therefore, confine myself

to a few observations on the value of these eiglit

doctrines in general, without descendmg to the par-

ticular modifications under which they have been

maintained by particular philosophers
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Of those, the first,—that which asserts that we have
a ]Jcrception of the causal agency, as wehaveapercep-
<ion of tlie e.xistencc of external objects,—this opinion
lias been al waj's lichl in combinationwith the second,

—

(hat wliicli maintains that we arc self-conscious of effi-

ciency; (liongh the second has been frequently held hy
philosoplicrs wlio liavc abandoned the first as untenable.

Consideiing them together, that is, as forming the

ojiinion tliat wo directly and immediately apprehend

the cfiiciency of causes, both external and internal,

—

(Ins opinion is refuted by two objections. The first is,

that we have no such apprehension,—no such know-

ledge
; tlic second, that if we bad, this being merely

empiiical,— merely conversant with individual in-

stances, could never account for the quality of neces-

sity and universality, which accompanies thejudgment

of causality. In regard to the first of these objections,

it is now universally admitted that we have no per-

ception of the connection of cause and effect in the

external world For example, when one hilliard-baU

is seen to strike another, we perceive only that the

impulse of the one is followed by the motion of the

other, but have no perception of anj^ force or efficiency

in the first, hy which it is connected with the second,

in the relation of causality. Hume was the philosopher

who decided the opinion of the world on this point.

He was not, however, the first who stated the fact, or

even the reasoner who stated it most clearly. He,

however, believed himself, or would induce us to be-

lieve, that in this he was original Speaking of this

point, “ I am sensible,” he says, " that of all the para-

doxes, which I have had, or shall hereafter have, occa-

sion to advance, in the course of this treatise, the

present one is the most violent, and that it is merely

by dint of solid proof and reasoning I can ever hope
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it Will have admission, and overcome the inveterate

prejudices of mankind. Before we are reconciled to

this doctrine, how often must we repeat to ourselves,

that the simple view of any two objects or actions,

however related, can never give us any idea of power,

or of a connection betwixt them
;
that this idea arises

from the repetition of their union : that the repetition

neither discovers nor causes anything in the objects,

but has an influence only on the mind, by that cus-

tomary transition it produces : that this customary

transition is, therefore, the same with the power and

necessity; which are consequently qualities of per-

ceptions, not of objects, and are internally felt by the

soul, and not perceived externally in bodies ^

I could adduce to you a whole army of philosophers

previous to Hume, who had announced and illustrated

the fact.^ As far as I have been able to trace it, this

doctrme was first promulgated towards the commence-

ment of the twelfth century, at Bagdad, by Algazel,

(El Gazeli), a pious Mahommedan philosopher, who
not undeservedly obtamed the title of Imaun of the

World. Algazel did not deny the reality of causation,

but he maintained that God was the only efficient cause

in nature and that second causes were not properly

causes, but only occasions, of the efiect That we have

no perception of any real agency of one body on an-

a Treatise of Human Nature^ b L tion, is shown by Ins denying sense

part 111 § 14, vol n p 291, ong edit as principle of science, i c Stori^ (see

ff Cf Sturm, Physica Elccixva^ c Post
, l c. 31 ,

and xhi, Zaba-

IV. p 163 (edit 1697) Steuart, rella), and by his den} mg that sense

Elements, i
,

JJ^orls, lu Note C, p is principle of wisdom, as ignorant

476 Elements, u
, Worls, ui Note of cause, (see Met

,
n c 1, and xbi,

0, p 389 —Ed [See Le Clcrc, On- Fonseca See also Coniinbnccnscs,

toJogia, c X § 3-4 Opera Pint , i In Org
,
u p 436 )]

p 318 Cher Eamsay, PJitlos Prin y See Averroes, Dcstructio Ecstrue-

of Kaiural and Pcrcalcd Pchgion, p tionxs, Aristotehs Opera, Tenet 1550,

109 ,
Glasgow, 1748 That Anstotle vol ix p 56 Quoted by Tcnnc-

did not acknowledge that sense had mann, Gesch dcr Phil , voL viu p
an\ perception of the causal connec- 405 —Ed
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.\ \ \ IX
^ more clearly been stated—— or illnslrated by any subsequent philosopher than by

Zuori'"""
proclaimed it. The doctrine of Algazel

was adopted by tliat great .sect among the Mussul-
man dootoi.s, "who YTic styled those speahing in the

law, {loquentes in lege), that is, the law of Mahommed.
Tiii'Siiinoi. Fi oin tlic Eastern Schools the opinion passed to those

of l!ic West
;
and we find it a problem which divided

the scholastic philosophers, whether God ivcre the only

cfiicient, or whether causation could be attributed to

created existences.® After the revival of letters, the

opinion of Algazel was maintained by many indivi-

dual thinkers, though it no longer retained the same

prominence in the schools. It was held, for example,

Mnio.^ by i\ralebranche,^ and his illustration from the colli-

sion of two billiard-balls is likewise that of Hume,

who probably borrowed from Malebranche both the

opinion and the example.

If Objoc- But there are many philosophers who surrender

jectiNo
* the external perception, and maintain our internal

ofcauBni consciousness, of causation or power. 1ms opimon

intenm?' was, in oue chapter of his Essay, advanced by Locke,
Locke ^ very recent date, it has been amplified and

enforced with distmguished abihty by the late M.

n <ic Bi- Maine de Biran,®—one of the acutest metaphysicians

of France. On this doctrine, the notion of cause is not

given to us by the observation of external phenomena.

a [See BicI, In Sent

,

lib iv. dist

1, q 1 D’AilIy, Ibid , djst 2, q 23,

referred to by Scheibler, Opera Afc-

taphysica, Iib u c. ui tif 19, P

124 (edit 1665) See also Sturm,

Phys Elect, c IV p 128 ct scq.

Poirot, (Economxa Emna, l vi § 6,

p 66 et scq (edit. 1705) ]

e [EecJicrdlte de la Vinli, liv vi.

part u c ill 3

y Book li c. xsi § 5 —Ed.

5 See Examcn dcs Lemons dc PJiilo^

sopJiic, § vm ,
Nouvcllcs Coimdiia-

Uons, p 241 ,
and Expanses anx Ar-

guments centre VAppcrceptmi Imme-

diate d’unc Liaison Gausale entre le

Vbuloir et la Motion, &c., Nouv

Con
, p 368 (edit 1834). CL Pre-

face, by M Cousin, p 34 ,
and Gours

dc VHistmre de la Philosophic (xvui®

Sifecle), t lu le9 xix p 231 (edit

1829) —Ed.
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wliicli, as considered only by the senses, manifest no

causal efficiency, and appear to us only as successive
;

it IS given to us witbin, in reflection, in the conscious-

ness of our operations and of the power which exerts

them,

—

VIZ., the will. I make an efibrt to move my
arm, and I move it. When we analyse attentively

the phsenomenon of efibrt, which M de Biran con-

siders as the type of the phaenomena of volition, the

following are the results .—1°, The consciousness of

an act of will ;
2°, The consciousness of a motion pro-

duced ,
3°, A relation of the motion to the volition

And what is this relation 1 Not a simple relation of

succession. The will is not for us a pure act without

efficiency,—it is a productive energy; so that in a

volition there is given to us the notion of cause, and

this notion we subsequently transport,—project out

from our mternal activities, into the changes of the

external world.

“This reasoning, in so far as regards the mere empi- shomi to

rical fact of our consciousness of causality, in the rela-

tion of our will as moving and of our limbs as moved, ]O 5 6C10ll811C'>S

IS refuted by the consideration, that between the overt

fact of corporeal movement of which we are cognisant,

and the internal act of mental determmation of which nndmotion

we are also cognisant, there intervenes a numeious

series of intermediate agencies, of which we have no

knowledge
,
and, consequent!}^, that we can have no

consciousness of any causal connection between the

extreme bnks of this chain,—the volition to move and

the limb movmg, as this hypothesis asserts. No one

is immediately conscious, for example, of moving his

aim through his volition. Previously to this ultimate

movement, muscles, nerves, a multitude of solid and

fluid parts, must be set in motion by tlie will, but of

a See IPad's p SC6
,

CI2—Ed
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motion wc knoY% from consciousness, absolutely
- nothing. A pcisoii .struck -witli paralysis is eon.scious

of no inability in Ins limb to fulfil the determinations

of liis %Yill
; and it is only after having vriUed and

finding that hi.s limbs do not obey his volition that

he learns liy tin's experience, that the external move-

ment docs not follov' the internal act. But as the

paralytic lenrn.s after the volition that his limbs do

not obey his mind
;
so it is only after volition that

the man in health learns, tliat his limbs do obey the

mandates of Ins ivill.

vu'n'if this
independently of all this, the second objection

above mentioned is fatal to the theoii'' which would
fnih to nc- „ .

for iound tiie judgment of causality on any empirical cog-

^untof intion, whether of the phenomena of mind or of the

plimnomona of matter, Admittmg that causation were

cognisable, and that perception and self-consciousness

were competent to its apprehension, still as these facul-

ties could only take note of individual causations, we

should be wholly unable, out of such empirical acts,

to evolve the quality of necessity and universality, by

which this notion is distinguished. Admitting that

we had really observed the agency of any number of

causes, still this would not explain to us, how we are

unable to think a manifestation of existence without

thinking it as an effect. Our internal experience, espe-

cially in the relation of our volitions to their effects,

may be useful in giving us a clearer notion of caus-

ality ;
but it is altogether incompetent to account for

what in it there is of the quality of necessity. So

much for the two theories at the head of the Table

As the first and second opinions have been usually

associated, so also have the third and fourth, that is,

the doctrine that our notion of causality is the offspring
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of tlie obiective principle of Induction or Generalisa- lect
o ± ±

^ XXXIX
tion, and tbe doctrine, tbat it is the offspring of the

subjective principle of Association or Custom.

In regard to the former (the third), it is plain that o%c-

the observation, that certain phsenomena are found to duction

T
, Generalisa-

succeed certam other phaenomena, and the generahsa- tion

tion consequent thereon, that these are reciprocally

causes and effects, could never of itself have engendered

not only the strong but the irresistible belief, that every

event must have its cause. Each of these observations

is contingent ; and any number of observed contin-

gencies will never impose upon us the feehng of ne-

cessity,—of our inability to thmk the opposite. Nay
more ; this theory evolves the absolute notion of cau-

sality out of the observation of a certam number of

uniform consecutions among phaenomena. But we find

no difficulty whatever in conceivmg the reverse of aU

or any of the consecutions we have observed ; and yet

the general notion of causahty, which, ex liypoiliesi,

is then’ result, we cannot possibly think as possibly

unreal. We have always seen a stone fall to the

ground, when thrown into the air, but we find no dif-

ficulty m representing to ourselves the possibility of

one or all stones gravitatmg from the earth ; only we
cannot conceive the possibility of this, or any other

event, happemng without a cause.

Nor does the latter (the fourth) theory,—that of iv sul-

Custom or Association,—afford a better solution The

attribute of necessity cannot be derived from custom.

Allow the force of custom to be great as may be, still

it is always limited to the customai'jq and the custom-

ary has nothing whatever in it of the necessaiy. But

we have here to account not for'a strong, but for an

absolutely irresistible, belief. On this theory, also, the
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rnu'^nl juagment, when association is recent, should he
weak, and slioiild only gradually acquire its full force

in proportion as custom becomes inveterate. But do
wc find that tlic caiwal judgment is weaker in the

young, s( longer in tlie old 1 There is no difference. In

oitlicr co'-e tlicrc is no less and more ; the necessity in

both IS ab=:olutc. Hume patronised the opinion,

tliat the notion of causality is the offspring of expe-

liencc engendered upon custom.® But those have a

‘•01 ry insiglit into the philosophy of that great thinker,

who siippo'^e that this was a dogmatic theory of his

own. On tlic contrary, in his hands, it was a mere

reduction of dogmatism to absurdity by showing the

inconsistency of its results. To the Lockian sensual-

ism, Hume proposed the problem,—to account for the

plifcnomcnon of necessity in our notion of the causal

nexus. That philosophy afforded no other principle

through which even the attempt at a solution coidd

be made ;—and the principle of custom, Hume shows,

could not furnish a real necessity. The alternative

was plain. Either the doctrine of sensualism is false,

or our nature is a delusion. Shallow thinkers adopted

the latter alternative, and were lost
;
profound think-

ers, on the contrary, were determined to lay a deeper

foundation of philosophy than that of the superficial

edifice of Locke ;
and thus it is that Hume became

the cause or the occasion of all that is of principal

value in our more recent metaphysics. Hume is the

piarent of the philosophy of Kant, and, through Eant,

of the whole philosophy of Germany ; he is the parent

of the philosophy of Eeid and Stewart in Scotland,

and of all that is of pre-eminent note in the metaphy-

sics of France and Italy.—But to return.

Plainer, FM7 ArK t § S50, P- ^53-6, edit ITfSj
tt [On Hmne’s tlieory, see
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I now come to tlie second category (B), and to tlic

first of the four particular heads which it likewise con-

tains,'—the opinion, namely, that the judgment, that

everything that begms to be must have a cause, is a

simple primary datum, a positive revelation of intel-

ligence. To this head are to be referred the theories

on causahty of Descartes, Leibnitz, Eeid, >Stewart,

Kant, Eichte, Cousin, and the majority of recent phi-

losophers. This IS the fifth theory in order.

Dr Brown has promulgated a doctrine of Causality,

which may be numbered as the sixth ; though perhaps

it is hardly deservmg of distinct enumeration. He
actually identifies the causal judgment, which to us is

necessary, with the principle by which we are merely

inclmed to beheve in the uniformity of nature's opera-

tions

Superseding any articulate consideration of this

opimon, and revertmg to the fifth, much might be

said in relation to the several modifications of tins

opinion as held by different philosophers
;
but I must

content myself with a brief criticism of the doctrine

in reference to its most general features.

Now it is manifest, that, against the assumption of

a special principle, which this doctrine makes, tlicic

exists a primary presumption of philosophy. 'J’liis is

the law of Parcimony, which forbids, witljout neces-

sity, the multiplication of entities, powers, piinc)])les,

or causes
; above all, the postulation of an unlfiiown

force, where a known impotence can account for the

effect. We are, therefore, entitled to apply Oceczx's

razor to this theory of cau-ality, unless it be

impossible to explain the causal j’udgment at Ai'.vy:-

rate, by deriving it from a higher and ihai r
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laws or categories of thought, to make
iindcrstand the grounds and bearings of

tins opinion. Jn attempting to explain, you must,

therefore, allow me to take for granted certain laws

of thonglit, to wliich J liave only been able incident-

ally to .'dlnde. Tliosc, however, which I postulate,

aie such as are now geneially admitted by all philo-

soplicrs who allow (he mind itself to be a source of

cognitions
; and the only one wdiich has not been re-

cognised by them, but which, as I endeavoured bnefly

to piovc to you in my last Lecture, must likewise be

taken into account, is the Law of the Conditioned,

—

the law that the conceivable has always two opposite

extremes, and that tliese extremes are equally mcon-

ceivable. That the conditioned is to be viewed, not

as a power, but as a powerlessness, of mmd, is evinced

by tliis,—tliat the two extremes are contradictories,

and, as contradictories, though neither alternative can

be conceived,—thought as possible, one or other must

be admitted to be necessary.

jii.if:inent PhilosopliGis, wlio allow' a native principle to the

mind at all, allow that Existence is such a princi-

iSnfis pie. I shall, therefore, take for granted Existence as

the hisfhest categorv or condition of thought As I
Categonos ^ o

a i t •

of thought noticed to you in my last Lecture, no thought is

possible except under this category. All that we

jierceive or imagine as different from us, we perceive

or imagine as objectively existent. All that we are

conscious of as an act or modification of self, we

are conscious of only as subjectively existent. All

thought, therefore, implies the thought of existence;

and this is the veritable exposition of the enthymeme

of Descaites,— ergo mm. I cannot think that

I think, without thinking that I exist,—I cannot be

a P 366 —Ed
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conscious, witliout being conscious that I am. Let lect
^ XXXIX

existence, then, be laid down as a necessary form of 1-

thought. As a second category or subjective condi-

tion of thought, I 230stulate that of Time This, hke- Time

wise, cannot be denied me. It is the necessaiy con-

dition of every conscious act, thought is only realised

to us as in succession, and succession is only con-

ceived by us under the concept of time. Existence

and existence in time is thus an elementary form of

our inteUigence.

But we do not conceive existence in time absolutely TLeCondi-

or infinitely,—we conceive it only as conditioned m
time ; and Existence Conditioned in Time expresses at

once and in relation, the three categories of thought,

which afibrd us in combination the principle of Cau-

sality. This requires some explanation.

When we peiceive or imagine an object, we per- Existence

ceive or imagine it—1°, As existent, and, 2°, As in ed in Time

Time
; Existence and Time being categories of all pnnapkof

thought. But what is meant by saying, I perceive,

or imagine, or, in general, think, an object only as I

perceive, or imagine, or, in general, think it to exist ^

Simply this,—that, as thinking it, I cannot but think

it to exist, in other words, that I cannot anmhilate

it in thought I may think away from it, I may
turn to other things

;
and I can thus exclude it from

my consciousness
, but, actually thmking it, I cannot

think it as non-existent, for as it is thought, so is it

thought existent.O
But a thing is thought to exist, only as it is thought

to exist in time. Time is present, jiast, and future

We cannot think an object of thought as non-existent

dc iJvesenti ,—as not actually an object of thouglit But
can we think that quantum of existence of which an

object, real oi ideal, is the corajilement, as non-e.\ist-
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cut, citlicr in time past, or in lime future '? Make the

expoiiment. Try to think the object of your thought

as non-existent in tlie moment before the present.

—

You cnnn ot. Try it i n tli e moment before that.—You
cannot. Nor can 3^011 annihilate it by carrying it

bncli to any moment, however distant in the past.

You may conceive tlie parts of wliich this complement

of cxi.stcnce is composed, as separated
; if a material

o1)jcct', you can thinlc it as sliivcred to atoms, subli-

mated into rcthcr; but not one iota of existence can

3'ou conceive as annihilated, which subsequently you

tliought to exist. In like manner tiy the future,—try

to conceive tlie prospective annihilation of any present

object,—of any atom of any present object.—^You

cannot. All this ma}’- be possible, but of it we cannot

think the possibilit}x But if you can thus conceive

neither the absolute commencement nor the absolute

termination of anything that is once thought to exisk

tr}", on the other hand, if you can conceive the op-

posite alternative of infinite non-commencement, of

infinite non-termination. To this you are equally

impotent. Tliis is the category of the Conditioned,

as applied to the category of Existence under the

category of Time.

But in this application is the principle of Causality

not given? Why, what is the law of Causality^

Simply this,—that when an object is presented phae-

nomenally as commencing, we cannot but suppose

that the complement of existence, which it now con-

tains, has jireviously been ;—in other words, that all

that we at present come to know as an effect must

previously have existed in its causes j
though what

these causes are we may perhaps be altogether unable

even to surmise.
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LECTURE XL.

THE EEGULATIVE FACULTY—LAW OP THE CONDITIONED,

IN ITS APPLICATIONS.—CAUSALITY.

Our last Lecture was principally occupied in giving lect

a systematic view and a summary criticism of the

various opmions of philosophers, regarding the origin

of that inevitable necessity of our nature, which com-

pels us to refuse any real commencement of existence

to the phmnomena which arise in and around us ; in

other words, that necessity of our nature, under which

we cannot but conceive everythmg that occurs, to be

an effect, that is, to be something consequent, which,

as wholly derived from, may be wholly refunded into

something antecedent. The opinions of philosophers

with regard to the genealogy of this claim of thought,

may be divided into two summa genera or categories ;

as all opinions on this point \aeAV the Causal Judgment

either, 1°, As resting immediately or mediately on ex-

perience, or, 2°, As restmg immediately or mediately

on a native principle of the mind itself
;
—in short,

all theories of causality either make it a postenori or

Empii’ical, or make it a pnori or Pure

I shall not again enumerate the various subordinate

doctrines into which the former category is subdivided ;

and, in relation to all of these, it is enough to say that

they are one and aU wholly worthless, as wholly in-

YOL. II. 2 c
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i.rcT cnpablc of accounting for tlie quality of necessity, by
which we arc conscious tliat the causal judgment is

cliaractcijscd.

The opinions which fall under the second category

arc not obnoxious to this sweeping objection, (except

Brown’s), as they arc all equally competent to save

the phmnomenon of a subjective necessity. Of the

llncc opinions, (I discount Brown’s), under this head,

one supposes that the law of Causality is a positive

affirmation, and a primary fact of thought, mcapable

of all further analysis. The other two, on the contrary,

view it is a negative principle, and as capable of reso-

lution into a higher law.

Of these, the first opinion (the sixth) is opposed

?’?? Jimwe, by the presumption of philosophy against

the multiplication of special principles. By the law

of Parcimony, the assumption of a special principle

can only be legitimated by its necessity ;
and that

necessity only emerges if the phienomenon to be ex-

plained can be explained by no known and ordmaiy

causes. The possible validity of this theory, there-

fore, depends on the two others bemg actually found

incompetent. As postulating no special, no new, no

positive principle, and professing to account for the

phamomenon upon a common and a negative ground,

they possess a primar}’- presumption in their favour

;

and if one or other be found to afford us a possible

solution of the problem, we need not, nay, we are not

entitled, to look beyond.

Of these two theories, the one (the seventh) at-

tempts to analyse the principle of Causality into the

principle of Contradiction; the other (the eighth),

into the principle of the Conditioned. The former

has been long exploded, and is mow universally aban-
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doned. The attempt to demonstrate that a negation lect

of causes involves an affirmation of two contradictory

propositions, has been shown to be delusive, as the

demonstration only proceeds on a vu’tual assumption

of the point in question. The field, therefore, is left Tim law of

open for the last (the eighth), which endeavours to constituted

1 -1 i\ n '
1 1 1

tliehw
analyse the mental law of Causalit}^ into the mental ofthoCon-

law of the Conditioned This theory, which has not

hitherto been proposed, is recommended by its extreme

simplicity. It postulates no new, no special, no posi-

tive principle It only supposes that the mind is

limited
; and the law of bmitation, the law of the iiie law of

Conditioned, m one of its applications, constitutes tioued

the law of Causality. The mind is necessitated to

think certain forms , and, under these forms, thought

is only possible in the interval between two contia-

dictory extremes, both of which are absolutely in-

conceivable, but one of which, on the prmciple of

Excluded Middle, is necessarily true In reference to

the present subject, it is only requisite to specify two

of these forms,—Existence and Time. I showed you

that thought is only possible under the native conceji-

tions,—the a 'priori forms,—of existence and time ;

m other words, the notions of existence and time are

essential elements of every act of intelligence But

while the mind is thus astiicted to certain necessar)’’

modes or forms of thought, in these forms it cau only

think under certain conditions Thus, while obliged

to think under the thought of time, it cannot conceive,

on the one hand, the absolute commeneement of time,

and it cannot conceive, on the other, the infinite non-

commencement of time
;

in like manner, on the one

hand, it cannot conceive an absolute minimum of

time, nor yet, on the other, can it conceive the infinite
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cliviftibility of time. Yet these form two pairs of
contradictories, that is, of counter-propositions, which,
if our intelligence be not all a lie, cannot both be true,

but of which, on the same authority, one necessarily

must be true. This proves : 1°, That it is not com-
petent to argue, that what cannot be comprehended
as possible by us, is impossible in reahty; and, 2“

J hat the necessities of thought are not always positive

powcj's of cognition, but often negative inabilities to

'know. Tiie law of mind, that all that is positively

conceivable, lies in the interval between two incon-

ceivable extremes, and vhich, however palpable when
stated, has never been generabsed, as far as I know,

liy any philosopher, I call the Law or Prmciple of

tlie Conditioned.

Thus, the whole jihcenomenon of causality seems to

me to be nothing more than the law of the Condi-

tioned, in its application to a thing thought under the

form or mental categor}’’ of Existence, and under the

foim or mental category of Time. We cannot know,

we cannot think, a thing, except as existing, that is,

under the category of existence; and we cannot know

or think a thing as existmg, except m time. Now the

application of the law of the conditioned to any ob-

ject, thought as existent, and thought as m time, will

give us at once the phenomenon of causality. And

thus .—An obj’ect is given us, either by sense or sug-

gestion,—imagination. As knovm, we cannot but

thmk it existent, and in time. But to say that we

cannot but thick it to exist, is to say, that we are

unable to think it non - existent, that is, that we are

unable to annihilate it in thought. And this we

cannot do. AV e may turn aside from it , we may

occupy our attention with other objects ;
and we
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may thus exclude it from our thoughts. This is

certain : we need [not think it
;
hut it is equally

certain, that thinking it, we cannot think it not to

exist. This will be at once admitted of the present

;

but it may possibly be denied of the past and future.

But if we make the experiment, we shall find the

mental annihilation of an object equally impossible

under time past, present, or future. To obviate mis-

apprehension, however, I must make a very simple

observation. When I say that it is impossible to

annihilate an object in thought,—in other words, to

conceive it as non-existent,—it is of course not meant

that it is impossible to imagine- the object wholly

changed in form. We can figure to ourselves the

elements of which it is composed, distributed and

arranged and modified in ten thousand forms,—we
can imagme anythmg of it short of annihilation.

But the complement, the quantum, of existence, which

is reahsed in any object,—that we cannot represent

to ourselves, either as increased, without abstraction

from other bodies, or as diminished, without addition

to them. In short, we are unable to construe it in

thought, that there can be an atom absolutely added

to, or an atom absolutely taken away from, existence

in general Make the experiment. Form to your-

selves a notion of the universe , now, can you con-

ceive that the quantity of existence, of which the

universe is the sum, is either amplified or dinunished ?

You can conceive the creation of a world as lightly

as you can conceive the creation of an atom. But

what is a creation ? It is not the spnnging of

nothing into something. Far from it :—it is con-

ceived, and is by us conceivable, merely as the evolu-

tion of a new form of existence, by the fiat of the
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Deity. Let us suppose tlie verj* crisis of creation.

Can we realise it to ourselves, m thought, that,

the moment after the universe came into manifested

being, there was a larger complement of existence

in the universe and its Author together, than there

was, the moment before, in the Deity himself alone?

This we cannot imagine. What I have now said

of our conceptions of creation, holds tnie of our

conceptions of annihilation. We can conceive no

real annihilation,—no absolute sinking of something

into nothing. But, as creation is cogitable by us only

as an exertion of divine power, so annihilation is only

to be conceived by us as a withdrawal of the divme

support. All that there is now actually of existence

in the universe, we conceive as having virtually ex-

isted, prior to creation, in the Creator; and in imagin-

ing the universe to be annihilated by its Author, we
can only imagine this, as the retraction of an out-

ward energy into power. All this shows how impos-

sible it is for the human mind to think aught that it

thinks, as non-existent either in time past or in time

future.

Our inabilityto think,what we have once conceived

existent in Time, as in time becoming non-existent,

corresponds with our inability to think, what we have

conceived existent in Space, as in space becoming

non-existent. We cannot realise it to thought, that

a thing should be extruded, either from the one quan-

tit}' or the other. Hence, under extension, the law

of Ultimate Incompressibility*; under protension, the

law of Cause and Effect.]

We have been hitherto speaking only of one incon-

ceivable extreme of the conditioned, in its application

a Supplied from Discussions, p 620 —Ed
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to the category of existence in the category of time,

—the extreme of absolute commencement ;
the other

IS equally incomprehensible, that is, the extreme of

infinite regress or non - commencement. With this

latter we have, however, at present nothing to do.

[“ Indeed, as not obtrusive, the Infinite figures far less

m^the theatre of mmd, and exerts a far mferior mflu-

ence m the modification of thought than the Absolute.

It is, m fact, both distant and delitescent; and in place

of meetmg us at every turn, it requmes some exertion

on our part to seek it out ] It is the former alone,

—

it is the mability we experience of annihilating m
thought an existence in time past, in other words,

our utter impotence of conceiving its absolute com-

mencement, that constitutes and explains the Avhole

phenomenon of causality. An object is presented to

our observation which has phenomenally begun to be.

Well, we cannot realise it in thought that the object,

that IS, this determmate complement of existence, had

really no being at any past moment; because this

supposes that, once thmkmg it as existent, we could

again think it as non-existent, which is for us impos-

sible. What, then, can we do That the phenomenon
presented to us began, as a phenomenon, to be,—this

we know by experience; but that the elements of its

existence only began, when the phenomenon they con-

stitute came mto being,—this we are whoUy unable

to represent in thought. In these circumstances, how
do we proceed ^—How must we proceed % There is

only one possible mode. We are compelled to beheve

that the object, (that is, a certain (luale, and quaniiiiii

of bemg), whose phenomenal rise mto existence we
have witnessed, did really exist, prior to this rise.

LECT
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^XL^'
otlicr forms

;
[“ and byform, be it observed, I

mean any mode of existence, conceivable by ns or not].

But to say that a thing previously existed under dif-

ferent forms, is only in other words to say, that a

thing liad causes, I have already noticed to you the

there must crroi' of pliilosoplicrs in supposing that anything can

liavc a Single cause. Of course, I speak only of Second

two, to Causes. Of the causation of the Deity we can form
constituto

nil oncct. no possible conception. Of second causes, I say, there

must alwa3’‘s be at least a concurrence of two to con-

stitute an effect. Take the example of vapour. Here

to say that heat is the cause of evaporation, is a very

inaccurate,—at least a very inadequate, expression.

Water is as much the cause of evaporation as heat.

But heat and water together are the causes of the

phsenomenon. Nay, there is a third concause which

we have forgot,—the atmosphere. Now, a cloud is

the result of these three concurrent causes or con-

stituents ;
and, knowing this, we find no difficulty in

carrying back the complement of existence, which it

contains prior to its appearance But on the hypo-

thesis, that we are not aware what are the real con-

stituents or causes of the cloud, the human mind must

still perforce suppose some unknown, some hypothe-

tical, antecedents, into which it mentally refunds all

the existence which the cloud is thought to contain.

To suppose Nothing can be a greater error in itself, or a more

SuLi ° fertile cause of delusion, than the common doctrine,

that the causal judgment is elicited only when we

apprehend objects in consecution, and uniform conse-

co^era- cution. Of course, the observation of such succession

Suwns prompts and enables us to assign particular causes to

particular efiects. But this consideration ought to

a Supplied from Discussions

^

p. 621 —Ed
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be carefully distinguisbed from the law of Causality, lect

absolutely, wbicb consists not in tbe empirical attri ^

bution of this pbsenomenon, as cause, to that pbseno-

menon, as effect, but in tbe universal necessity of

wbicb we are conscious, to think causes for every

event, whether that event stand isolated by itself, and

be by us referable to no other, or whether it be one

in a series of successive phsenomena, which, as it

were, spontaneously arrange themselves under the re-

lation of effect and cause. [“Of no phaenomenon, as

observed, need we think the cause; but of every

phenomenon must we think a cause. The former

we may learn through a process of induction and

generalisation
; the latter we must always and at

once admit, constramed by the condition of Relativity.

On this, not sunken rock. Dr Brown and others have

been shipwrecked
]

This doctrine of Causality seems to me preferable Tho au-

to any other for the foUowing, among other, reasons .— tnne of

In the first place, to explain the pbsenomenon of to Ije pre*

the Causal Judgment, it postulates no new, no extra- jo

ordinary, no express principle. It does not even

found upon a positive power ; for, while it shows that

the phaenomenon in question is only one of a class, it

assigns, as their common cause, only a negative im-

potence. In this, it stands advantageously contrasted

with the one other theory which saves the phaeno-

menon, but whicli saves it only by the hypothesis of

a special principle, expressly devised to account for

this phaenomenon alone Nature never woiks by

more, and more complex, instruments than are neces-

sary ;—fXTjSep Treptrrw?; and to assume a particular

force, to perform what can be better explamed by a

a Supplied from Discussions, p C22 —Ed
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gcncial imbecility, is contrary to every rule of pbilo-

sopliising.

J3iit, ill tlie second place, if tlierc be postulated an

c\'])rcss and positive aflirmation of intelligence to ac-

count for the fact, that existence cannot absolutely

commence, \vc must equally postulate a counter affirm-

ation of intelligence, positive and express, to explain

the counter fact, that existence cannot infinitely not

commence. 1'lie one necessity of mind is equally

strong as the other
;
and if the one be a positive doc-

trine, an express testimony of intelligence, so also

must be the other. But they aie contradictories ; and,

as contiadictoiics, they cannot both be true. On this

thcoiy, thciefoic, the root of our nature is a lie ! By

tlic doctrine, on the contraiy, which I propose, these

contradictoiy phenomena are carried up into the com-

mon piinciple of a limitation of our faculties. Intel-

ligence is shown to be feeble but not false ;
our nature

is, thus, not a he, nor the Author of our natui'c a

deceiver.

In the third place, this simpler and easier doctrine

avoids a serious inconvenience, which attaches to the

more difiicult and complex. It is this :—To suppose

a positive and special piinciple of causality, is to sup-

pose, that there is expressly revealed to us, through

intelligence, the fact that there is no free causation,

that is, that there is no cause which is not itselfmerely

an efiect ; existence being only a series of deternuned

antecedents and determined consequents. But this is

an assertion of Fatalism. Such, however, most of the

patrons of that doctrme will not admit. The asser-

tion of absolute necessity, they are aware, is vn-tually

the negation of a moral universe, consequently of the

Moral Governor of a moral universe,—in a word, Athe-
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ism. Fatalism and Atheism are, indeed, convertible

terms. The only valid arguments for the existence

of a God, and for the immortality of the soul, rest on

the ground of man’s moral nature ;
“ consequently, if

that moral nature be annihilated, which m any scheme

of necessity it is, every conclusion, established on sucli

a nature, is annihilated also. Aware of this, some of

those who make the judgment of causality a special

prmciple,—a positive dictate of mteUigence,—find

themselves compelled, in order to escape from the con-

sequences of their doctrme, to deny that this dictate,

though universal in its deliverance, should be allowed

to hold universally true , and, accordmgly, they would

exempt from it the facts of volition. Will, they hold

to be a free cause, that is, a cause which is not an

effect; in other words, they attribute to will the

power of absolute origination. But here their own
principle of causahty is too strong for them. They

say that it is unconditionally given, as a special and

positive law of intelligence, that every origination is

only an apparent, not a real, commencement. Now,
to exempt certain phaenomena from this law, for the

sake of our moral consciousness, cannot validly be

done. For, in the first place, this would be to admit

that the mmd is a complement of contradictoiy revela-

tions. If mendacity be admitted of some of our mental

dictates, we cannot vindicate veracity to any. “ Falsus

in uno, falsus in omnibus.” Absolute scepticism is

hence the legitimate conclusion. But, in tlie second

place, waiving this conclusion, what right have we,

on this doctime, to subordmate the positive affiima-

tion of causality to our consciousness of moial libeity,

—what light have we, for the inteiest of the latter, to

a Sec nbove, Lect u , voL i p 25 c/ scq —Ed

LECT
XL
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LECT derogate from tlie universality of the former ? 'We

liave none. If botli are cc|ually positive, "vre have no
right to sacrifice to the other the alternative, rrhich

our vishes prompt us to abandon.

Aihiningcs But tlic doctrinc which I propose is not exposed to
of the An- , 1 m 1 - tt ^ ^ ^

.

inncV^°'^
tJicsc diiliculties. It does not suppose that the judg-

thcrFiiovm mciit of Causality is founded on a power of the mind
to recognise as necessary in thought what is necessary

in the universe of existence
; it, on the contrary, founds

this judgment merely on the impotence of the mind
to conceive either of two contradictories, and, as one

or other of two contradictories must be true, though

both cannot, it shows that there is no ground for in-

feiTing from the inabilit}^ of the mind to conceive an

alternative as possible, that such altomative is really

impossible. At the same time, if the causal judgment

be not an afiSrmation of mind, but merely an incapa-

city of positively thinking the contrary, it follows that

such a negative judgment cannot stand in opposition

to the positive consciousness,—the affirmative deliver-

ance, that we are truly the authors,—the responsible

originators, of our actions, and not merely links in

the adamantine series of effects and causes. It appears

to me that it is only on this doctrine that we can

philosophical!}’' vindicate the liberty of the will,

—

that we can rationally assert to man a “ fatis avolsa

voluntas ” How the will can possibly be free must

remain to us, under the present limitation of our

faculties, wholly incomprehensible. We cannot con-

ceive absolute commencement ; we cannot, therefore,

conceive a free vohtion. But as little can we conceive

the alternative on which bberty is denied, on which

necessity is affirmed. And in favour of our moral

nature, the fact that we are free, is given us in the
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consciousness of an uncompromising law of Duty, in

the consciousness of our moral accountability; and

this fact of liberty cannot be redargued on the ground

that it is incomprehensible, for the doctrme of the

Conditioned proves, against the necessitarian, that

something may, nay must, be true, of which the mind

is wholly unable to construe to itself the possibility
;

whilst it shows that the objection of incomprehensi-

bihty applies no less to the doctrme of fatalism tlian

to the doctrme of moral freedom. K the deduction,

therefore, of the Causal Judgment, "^^hich I have at-

tempted, should speculatively prove correct, it will, I

thmk, afford a securer and more satisfactory founda-

tion for our practical interests, than any other which

has ever yet been promulgated.®

a Here, m the manuscnpt, occurs sue the application of the Law of

the following sentence, with mark of the Conditioned to the principle of

deletion — “But of this we shall Substance and Phcenomenon, as pro-

have to speak, when we consider the posed at the outset of the discussion

question of the Liberty or Necessity See above, p 376 This defect is,

of our Volitions, under the Third however, partially supplied in tlio

Great Class of the Mental Phrono- completed edition of Ecid's Worl^
mena,—the Conative The author Xote H, p 935 On Causalit}^,

does not, however, resume the con- and on Liberty and Necessity, see

Bideration of this question in these further m Dismssxons^ p 625 ti scq̂

,

Lectures It v ill also be observed and Appendiv lY

—

Ed
that Sir T7 Hamilton does not pur-

LECT
XL
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LECTUEE XLI.

SECOND GREAT CLASS OF 3IENTAL PHENOMENA,

—

THE FEELINGS . THEIR CHARACTER AND RELATION

TO THE COGNITIONS AND CONATIONS.

Hating concluded our consideration of tlie First Great

Class of the PhceDomena revealed to us bj conscious-

ness,—the pbfenomena of Knowledge,—^we are now
to enter on the Second of these Classes,—the class

which comprehends the phfenomena of Pleasure and

Pain, or, m a single word, the phsenomena of Feel-

ing.® Before, bowever, proceeding to a discussion of

this class of mental appearances, considered in them-

selves, there are several questions of a preliminary

character, which it is proper to dispose o£ Of these,

two naturally present themselves in the very threshold

of our inquiry. The first is,—^Do the phsenomena of

Pleasure and Pain constitute a distinct order of inter-

nal states, so that we are warranted in estabhshing the

capacity of Feeling as one of the fundamental powers

of the human mind ?

The second is,—^In what position do the Feelings

stand by reference to the Cognitions and the Cona-

tions ; and, in particular, whether ought the Feelings

or the Conations to be considered first, in the order of

science ?

a See above, Lect. li , toL i p 1S2.—Ed
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Of these questions, the former is by no means one

that can be either superseded or lightly dismissed.

This is shown, both by the very modern date at which

the analysis of the Feelings mto a separate class of

phaenomena was proposed, and by the controversy to

which this analysis has given birth.

Until a very recent epoch, the feelings were not

recognised by any philosopher as the manifestations

of any fundamental power. The distinction taken in

the Peripatetic School, by which the mental modifi-

cations were divided into Gnostic or Cognitive, and

Orectic or Appetent, and the consequent reduction of

all the faculties to the Faculia^ cognoscendi and the

Facidtas appetendi, was the distinction which was

long most universally prevalent, though under vari-

ous, but usually less appropriate, denominations For

example, the modern distribution of the mental powers

into those of the Understanding and those of the

Will, or into Powers Speculative and Powers Active,

—these are only very inadequate, and very incoiTect,

versions of the Peripatetic analysis, which, as far as it

went, was laudable for its conception, and still more

laudable for its expression. But this Aristotelic divi-

sion of the internal states, into the two categories of

Cognitions and of Appetencies, is exclusive of the

Feelings, as a class co-ordinate wdth the two other

genera ; nor was tliere, in antiquity, any other philo-

sophy which accorded to the feelings the rank denied

to them in the analysis of the Peripatetic school.

An attempt has, indeed, been made to show that, by
Plato, the capacity of Feeling was regarded as one of

the three fundamental powers
; but it is only by a

total perversion of Plato’s language, by a total rever-

sion of the whole analogy of his psycholog}’-, that an}'
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colour can be given to this opinion. Kant, as I have
formerly observed, was the philosopher to whom we
owe tins tri-logical classification. But it ought to be

stated, that Kant only placed the keystone in the

arch, which had been raised by previous philosophers

among his countrjmicn. The phsenomena of Feelmg
had, for thirty years prior to the reduction of Kant,

attracted the attention of the German psychologists,

and had by them been considered as a separate class

of mental states. This had been done by Sulzer* in

1751, by Mendelssohn^ in 1763, by Ksestner”^ in

1763 (^), by Meiners® m 1773, by Eberhard^ m 1776,

and by Plainer^ m 1780 0. It remained, however,

for Kant to establish, by his authority, the decisive

tiichotomy of the mental powers. In his Critique of

Judgment {Kritik der Urtlieilskraft), and, likewise,

in his Antliro'pology, he treats of the capacities of

Feeling apart from, and along with, the faculties of

Cognition and Conation.’ At the same time, he called

a Seo Unicrsnclning ilhcr dai Ur-

sprung dcr angcnchmcn nnd unan^

gcnchmcii Empjindxnigcn

,

first pub-

lished m the Memoirs of the Berlin

Academy, in 1751 and 1752 See

Vcmi'ischtc 2d^'^^osopJvisclic SdinficUy

1 p 1 Leipsic, 1800 Cf his All-

gcmcinc Thconc dcr schdncn KUnstCy

1771 —En [For a summary and

cnticism of the former work, see

Reinhold, Ulcr dxc hisJicngen Bcgnffc

'com VergnUgcn, Ycrrmsclitc Sclinf-

telly \ p 296 Jena, 1796]

i3 Bncfc ixbcr die Empjindungcn^y

1755 —Ed
y See Noiivdle Thcone dcs PJaxsirSy

par Sulzer, aicc dcs Bijicxions

sur VOnginc du PlaisiTy par M
Elsestner, de I’Academie Royale de

Berlin, 1767, first published in the

Memoirs of the Academy in 1749

See below, p 461 .—Ed.

S See Ahriss dcr PsychologiCy 1778

—Ed
£ See Allgemcine Thcone dcs Den-

Lens xend EmpfindenSy read before the

Royal Society of Berlin in 1776, new

edit 1786 Cf Thcone der schdnen

JVxsscnschaficny 2d edit. Halle, 1786,

—Ed
f The threefold division of the

mental phienomena forms the basis

of the psychological part of Platner’s

Eciie AnihropologiCy 1790 ,
see book

11 The first edition {Anthropologic)

appeared in 1772-4 Cf Phil Apho^

rismcny voL n h i g 27-43, edit.

1793 Kant’s KntiL dcr UrtheilsJcrafi

was first pnhlished m 1790 ,
the An-

tliropologiCy thongh written before it,

was only first published in 1798 —
Ed

n See above, Lect xi , roL i p
186 —Ed.
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attention to their great importance in the philosophy lect

of mind, and more precisely and more explicitly than

any of his predecessors did he refer them to a parti-

cular power,—a power Avhich constituted one of the

tliree fundamental phenomena of mmd.
This important innovation necessarily gave rise to Kant’s doc-

controversy. It is true that the Kantian reduction trovcrtcd

was admitted, not only by the great majority of those pLio^-

who followed the impulsion which Kant had given to notT
°

philosophy, but, likewise, by the great majority of

the psychologists of Germany, who ranged themselves

in hostile opposition to the principles of the Critical

School. A reaction was, however, inevitable; and

while, on the one hand, the greater number were dis-

posed to recognise the Feelmgs in their new rank, as
'

one of the three grand classes of the mental phaeno-

mena ;
a smaller number,—^but among them some phi-

losophers of no mean account,—endeavoured, however

violent the procedure, to reannex them, as secondary

manifestations, to one or other of the two co-ordinate

classes,—the Cognitions and the Conations.

Before proceedmg to consider the objections to the Mcmmgof

classincation in question, it is proper to premise a Feeling

word in reference to the meaning of the term by
which the phsenomena of Pleasure and Pam are de-

signated,—the term Feeling ; for this is an ambiguous

expression, and on the accident of its ambiguity have

been founded some of the reasons against the estab-

lishment of the class of phsenomena, which it is em-

ployed to denote.

It IS easy to convey a clear and distinct knowledge Ea'sy to

of what is meant by a word, when that word denotes clcir Itiou-

some object which has an existence external to the the mein-

mind. I have only to point out the object, and to V Lich de-
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say, tliat sucli or such a thing is signified by such or

such a name
; for example, this is called a house, that

. a rainhoio, this a horse, that an ox, and so forth. In

these cases, the exhibition of the reality is tantamount

to a definition
; or, as an old logician expresses it,

“ Cognitio omnis intuitiva est definitiva.”® The same,
I however, does not hold in regard to an object which

lies within the mind itself. What was easym the one

case becomes difficultm the other. Tor although he to

whom I would explain the meaning of a term, by point-

ing out the object which it is intended to express, has,

at least may have, that very object present in his

mind, still I cannot lay my finger on it,—I cannot

give it to examine by the eye,—^to smeU, to taste, to

handle. Thus it is that misunderstandings frequently

occur in reference to this class of objects, inasmuch as

one attaches a different meaning to the word from

that in which another uses it ; and we ought not to

be surprised that, in the nomenclature of our mental

phasnomena, it has come to pass, that, in all languages,

one term has become the sign of a plurality of notions,

while at the same time a single notion is designated

by a plurality of terms. This vacillation in the appli-

cation and employment of language, as it ongmates

m the impossibility, anterior to its institution, of

approximating different mmds to a common cognition

of the same mternal object
; so this ambiguity, when

once established, reacts powerfullym perpetuatmg the

same difficulty ; insomuch that a principal, if not the

very greatest, impediment in the progress of the philo-

sopher of mind, is the vagueness and imcertainty of

the instrument of thought itself A remarkable ex-

a Cf Erotemata Dia- ria Omms intmtiva notitia est de-

7cdtccs, hh I)cI)ej2mt7onCj v:ho fimtio ”— Ed [Cf Keckermann,

quotes it as an old saying ' Yetus Ojpera, tip 198 Facciolati,

enim dictum est, et diguum memo* iutioncs Logicco^ pars i c iin note 6*
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ample of this, and one extendmg to all languages, is

seen in the words most nearly correspondent to the

very mdetermmate expression feeling. In English, Gcfuhi^’

this, like all others of a psychological application, was nn^^ious

primarily of a purely physical relation, being origin-

ally employed to denote the sensations we experience

through the sense of Touch, and in this meaning it

still continues to be employed. From this, its oiigi-

nal relation to matter and the corporeal sensibility, it

came, by a very natural analogy, to express our con-

scious states of mind m general, but particularly in

relation to the qualities of pleasure and pam, by which

they are characterised. Such is the fortune of the

term m Engbsh
;
and precisely similar is that of the

cognate term Gefuhl in German. The same, at least

a similar, history might be given of the Greek term

aiarOrjcrL^, and of the Latin sensus, sensatio, with their

immediate and mediate derivatives m the different

Eomanic dialects of modern Europe,—the Italian,

Spamsh, French, and Engbsh dialects. In applying

the termfeeling to the mental states, strictly m so far

as these manifest the phaenomena of pleasure and pain,

it IS, therefore, hardly necessary to observe, that the

word is used, not in all the meamngs in which it can

be employed, but in a certain definite relation, were it

not that a very unfair advantage has been taken of

this ambiguity of the expression. Feeling, in one

meanmg, is manifestly a cognition ; but this affords

no ground for the argument, that feeling, in every

signification, is also a cognition. This reasoning has,

however, been proposed, and that by a philosojiher

from whom so paltry a sophism was assuredly not to

be expected.

It being, therefore, understood that the word is

ambiguous, and that it is only used because no pre-
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fci’able can be found, the question must be determined

by tlie proof or disproof of the affirmation,—^that I

am able to discriminate in consciousness certain states,

certain qualities of mind, which cannot be reduced to

tliose either of Cognition or Conation ; and that I can

enalile others, in like manner, to place themselves in

a similar position, and observe for themselves these

states or qualities, which I call Feelings. Let us take

an example. In reading the story of Leomdas and

his three hundred Spartans at Thermopylae, what do

we experience? Is there nothing in the state of

mind, which the narrative occasions, other than such

as can be referred either to the cognition or to will

and desire? Our faculties of knowledge are called

certainly into exercise ;
for this is, indeed, a condition

of every other state. But is the exultation which we
feel at this spectacle of human virtue, the joy which

we experience at the temporary success, and the sor-

row at the final destruction of this glorious band,

—

are these affections to be reduced to states either of

cognition or of conation in either form ? Are they not

feelings,—feelings partly of pleasure, partly of pain ?

Take another, and a very familiar instance. You

are all probably acquainted with the old ballad of

Chevy Chase, and you probably recollect the fine verse

of the original edition, so lamentably spoiled in the

more modern versions :

—

“ For Widdrmgton my soul is sad,

That ever he slam should be.

For "wheii his legs were stneken off,

He kneeled and fought on his knee ” “

o “For Wethanyngton my harte He knyled and fought on hys

was wo, kne ’’

That ever he slayne shulde be
,

—Original Version, m Percy’s 2le-

For when both his leggis wear hques —En
hewyne in to.
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Now, I ask you again, is it possible by any process of

legitimate analysis, to carry up tbe mingled feelmgs,

some pleasurable, some painful, which are called up by

this simple picture, into anythmg bearing the charac-

ter of a knowledge, or a volition, or a desire ? If we
cannot do this, and if we cannot deny the reality of

such feelings, we are compelled to recogmse them as

belonging to an order of phaenomena, which, as they

cannot be resolved into either of the other classes,

must be allowed to constitute a third class by them-

selves.

But it IS idle to multiply examples, and I shall Grounds on

_ n n fin uLichob
now proceed to consider the grounds on which some ^ectioi^hns

philosophers, and amone: these, what is remarkable, totbeKnn-
. ® p . tian classi-

a distmguished champion or the Kantian system, ficationof

have endeavoured to discredit the validity of the phrcno-

T p ,
mena

classincation.

Passing over the arguments which have been urged

agaiust the power of Feehng as a fundamental capa-

city of mind, m so far as these proceed merely on the

ambiguities of language, I shall consider only the prin-

cipal objections from the nature of the phenomena
themselves, which have been urged by the three prm-

cipal opponents of the classification in question,

—

Cams, "Weiss, and Krug. The last of these is the

philosopher by whom these objections have been urged

most explicitly, and ^vlth greatest force. I shall,

therefore, chiefly confine myself to a consideration of

the difficulties which he proposes for solution.

I maj^ premise that this philosopher (Elrag), ad-

mitting only two fundamental classes of psychologi-

cal pha3nomena,—the Cogmtions and the Conations,

—goes so far as not only to maintain, that what

have obtained, fiom other psychologists, the name of

Feelings, constitute no distinct and sepaiate class of
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mental functions
; but that the very supposition is

• al)surcl and even impossible. “That sucb a power
of feeling,” lie argues/ “is not even conceivable, if

by such IS understood a power essentially different

from the poweis of Cognition and Conation,” (thus I

translate Vorsicllungs = und Bestrehungsvermogen),
“ is manifest from the following consideration

The powers of cognition and the powers of conation

are, in propriety, to be regarded as two different

fundamental powers, only because the operation of our

mind exhibits a twofold direction of its whole activity,

—one inwards, another ouWards ; in consequence of

which we are constrained to distinguish, on the one

hand, an Immanent, ideal or theoretical, and, on the

other, a Transeunt, real or practical, activity. Now,

should it become necessary to interpolate between

these two powers, a thud ;
consequently, to convert

the original duplicity of our activity mto a triplicity;

in this case, it would be reqmsite to attribute to the

third power a third species of activity, the product

of which would be, m fact, the Feelmgs. Now this

activity of feeling must necessarily have either a

direction inwards, or a direction outwards, or both

directions at once, or finally neither of the two, that

IS, no direction at all
;
for apart from the directions

inwards and outwards, there is no direction conceiv-

able. But, m the first case, the activity of feeling

would not be difi’erent from the cognitive activity,

at least not essentially ; m the second case, there is

nothmg but a certain appetency manifested under the

a This objection is given in sub- one dcr Qcf^hlc und dcs sogcnanntcii

stance, though not exactly in Ian- GcftUilsvcmibejcnSy Kbnigsberg, 1823,

guage, m Krug’s Plnlosophisclics Lex- for a fuller discussion of the question

'lion, art Scclcnlrdftc The author, See also above, Lect xn, voL i p

in the same vrork, art Qefillil, refers 187 —Ed

to his Gh xindlagc zu cnicr neuen The-
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form of a feeling ; in the third, the activity of feelmg

would he only a combination of theoretical and prac-

tical activity ;
consequently, there remains only the

supposition that it has no direction. We confess,

however, that an hypothetical activity of such a kmd
we cannot imagme to ourselves as a real activity.

An activity without any determinate direction, would

be in fact du’ected upon nothmg, and a power con-

ceived as the source of an activity, directed upon

nothmg, appears nothmg better than a powerless

power,—a whoUy inoperative force,—m a word, a

nothmg.”—So far our objectiomst.

In answer to this reasonmg, I would observe, that

its cogency depends on this,—that the suppositions

which it makes, and afterwards excludes, are exhaus-

tive and complete. But this is not the case. “ For,

m place oftwo energies, an immanent and a transeunt,

we may competently suppose three,—an meunt, an

immanent, and a transeunt 1°, The Ineunt energ}^'

might be considered as an act of mind, cbrected upon

objects m order to know them,—to bring them withm

the sphere of consciousness,—mentally to appropriate

them
,

2°, The Immanent energy might be considered

as a kmd of internal fluctuation about the objects,

which had been brought to representation and thouglit,

—a pleasurable or a painful afiection caused by them,

—m a word, a feelmg
, and 3°, TheTianseunt energy

mmht be considered as an act tendmo; towaids tlieO O

LECT
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object m order to reach it, or to escape from it This

hypothesis is quite as allowable as that m opposition

to which it IS devised, and weie it not meiely m i ela-

tion to an hypothesis, which lests on no valid founda-

tion, it would be better to consider the feelings not as

immanent actmties, but as immanent passivities
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Butj in point of fact, Tre are not warranted, bj anj
analog)' of our spiritual nature, to ascribe to the men-
tal powers a direction either outwards or inwards ; on
the contrarr, they are rather the principles of our in-

ternal states, of which we can only improperly predi-

cate a direction, and this only by relation to the objects

of the shates themselres. Tor directions are relations

and situations of external thinjis : but of such there

are none to be met with in the internal world, except

by analogy to outer objects. In our Senses, which

have reference to the external world, there is an out-

ward direction when we perceive, or when we act on

external things ; whereas, we may be said to turn in-

wards, when we occupy ourselves with what is con-

tained within tis mind itself, be this in order to com-

pass a knowledge of our proper nature, or to elevate

ourselves to other objects still more worthy of a moral

intelimence, Eisorously considered, the feelinss are

in this meaning so many directions,—so many turn-

ings of the mind on objects, internal or external;

turnings- towards those objects which determine the

feelings, and which please or displease us. Take, for

example, the respect, the reverence, we feel in the con-

templation of the higher virtues of human nature

;

this feeling is an immanent conversion on its object.

^^The argument of the objectors is founded on the

hypothesis, that as in the external world, all is action

and reaction,—all is workmg and counter-working,

—

all is attraction and repulsion; so in the internal

world, there is only one operation of objects on the

mind, and one operation of the mind on objects ; the

former must consist in cognition, the latter in cona-

tiom Butwhen this hypothesis is subjected to a scru-

tiny, it is at once apparent how treacherous is the rea-
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Soning wLicli infers of animated, what is true of in- lect

animate, nature ; for, to say nothing of aught else —^

that militates agamst it, this analogy would in truth

leave no will or desire in the universe at all
;
for action

and reaction are already compensated m cogmtion, or,

to speak more correctly, in sensitivePerception itself.’^*

Such is a specimen of the only argument of any

moment, agamst the establishment of the Feehngs as

an ultimate class of mental phaenomena.

I pass on to the second question,—What is the po- n mnt is

sition of the Feeliogs by reference to the two other of tSrreeE

classes ;—and, in particular, should the consideration ferenco to

of the Feehngs precede, or follow, that of the Conations^ other class-

The answer to the second part of this question, will tal phrcno-

be given m the determmation of the first part, for™‘^"“^

Psychology proposes to exhibit the mental phaenomena

in their natural consecution, that is, as they condition

and suppose each other. A system which did not

accomphsh this, could make no pretension to be a

veritable exposition of our internal life.

“ To resolve this problem let us take an example. Resohcd

A person is fond of cards. In a company where he ample

beholds a game m progress, there arises a desne to

jom in it. Now the desire is here manifestly kindled

by the pleasure, which the person had, and has, in the

play. The feeling thus connects the cognition of the

play with the desme to jom in it
,
it forms the budge,

and contams the motive, by which we are roused fiom

mere knowledge to appetency,—to conation, by refei-

ence to which we move ourselves so as to attain the

end in view.

‘‘Thus we find, in actual life, the Feelings interme- tlc Feti-

diate between the Cognitions and the Conations. And
o Blonde, dcr cmpiriscTien PspcJioIojtc, u. § 207, p 51 50 —Ed
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this relative position of these several powers is neces-

sary
; without the previous cognition, there could he

neitlici feeling nor conation ; and without the previous

feeling thcic could be no conation. Without some
kind or another of complacency with an object, there

could be no tendency, no protension of the mind to

attain this obj'cct as an end
;
and we could, therefore,

determine ourselves to no overt action. The mere

cognition leaves us cold and unexcited; the awakened

feeling infuses warmth and life into us and our action;

it supplies action with an interest, and, without an

interest, there is for us no voluntary action possible

Without the intersmntion of feeling, the cognition

stands divorced from the conation, and, apart from

feeling, all conscious endeavour after anjdhing would

be altogether incomprehensible.

“ That the manifestations of the Conative Powers are

determined by the Feelings, is also apparent from the

following reflection. The volition or desire tends to-

wards a something, and this something is only given

us m and through some faculty or other of cognition.

Now, were the mere cognition of a thmg sufficient of

itself to rouse our conation, in that case, all that was

known m the same manner and in the same degree,

would become an equal object of desire or will But

we covet one thing ; we eschew another. On the

supposition, likewise, that our conation was only regu-

lated by our cognition, it behoved that every other

individual besides should be desirous of the object

which I desire, and be desirous of it also so long as

the cogmtion of the object remained the same. But

one person pursues what another person flies , the

same person now yearns after somethmg which anon

he loathes. And why*? It is manifest that here there
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lies hid some very variable quantity, which, when lect

united with the cognition, is capable of rousing the —
powers of conation into activity. But such a quantity

is given, and only given, in the feehngs, that is, in our

consciousness of the agreeable and disagreeable If

we take this element,—^this influence,—this quantity,

—mto account, the whole anomalies are solved. We
are able at once to understand why all that is thought

or cognised with equal mtensity, does not, with equal

intensity, afiect the desires or the will ; why different

individuals, with the same knowledge of the same ob-

jects, are not sunflarly attracted or repelled , and why
the same individual does not always pursue or fly the

same object. This is all explained by the fact, that a

thing may please one person and displease another

;

and may now be pleasurable, now painful, and now
indifferent to the same person.

“ From these interests for different objects, and from importauce

these opposite interests which the same object deter- tmdor-

mines m our different powers, are we alone enabled to ofolc na-

render comprehensible the change and confliction of influence of

oiu' deshes, the vacillations of our vohtions, the war- mgs

fare of the sensual prmcijile with the rational,—of

the flesh with the spirit ; so that, if the nature and

influence of the feehngs be misunderstood, the pio-

blems most important for man are reduced to msoluble

riddles.

“According to this doctrine, the Feelmgs, placed in

the midst between the powers of Cognition and the

XDOwers of Conation, perform the function of connect-

ing principles to these two extremes
;
and thus the

objection that has been urged against the feelings, as

a class co-ordinate vnth the co^mtions and the cona-O
tions,—on the ground that the}’’ affoid no prmciple
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of mediation,—is of all objections the most futile and

erroneous. Our conclusion, therefore, is, that as, in

our actual existence, the feelings find their place after

the cognitions, and before the conations,—so, in the

science of mind, the theory of the Feelings ought to

follow that of our faculties of Knowledge, and to pre-

cede that of our faculties of Will and Desire,”® Not-

withstanding this, various oven of these psychologists

who have adopted the Kantian trichotomy, have de-

parted from the order which Kant had correctly in-

dicated, and have inverted it in every possible man-

ner,—some treating of the feehngs in the last place,

while others have considered them in the first.

The last prelimmary question which presents itself

is,—Into what subdivisions are the feelings themselves

to be distributed '1 In considering this question, I

shall first state some of the divisions which have been

proposed by those philosopheis, who have recognised

the capacity of feeling as an ultimate, a fundamental,

phenomenon of mind. This statement will be neces-

sarily limited to the distiibutions adopted by the

psychologists of Germany; for, strange to say, the

Kantian reduction, though prevalent in the Empire,

has remained either unknown to, or disregarded by,

those who have speculated on the mind in France,

Italy, and Great Britam.

To commence with Kant himself In the CHtique

of Judgment,^ he enumerates three specifically differ-

ent kinds of complacency, the objects of which are

severally the Agreeable {das Angenehiri), the Beau-

tiful, and the Good. In his treatise of Anthro-

gjologyf subsequently published, he divides the feel-

a Biunde, Versicch dcr emjinnscheTi § 5 Werie, iv p 63 —Ed

Psychologic^ ii* § 208, p 60-64 —Ed 7 B u WerJcCf vii p 143 —Ed
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ings of pleasure and pain into two great classes ;— lect

1°, Tlie Sensuous ;
2°, The Intellectual. The former

of these classes is agam subdivided into two subor-

dinate kinds, inasmuch as the feehng arises either

through the Senses (Sensual Pleasures), or through

the Imagination (Pleasures of Taste.) The latter of

these classes is also subdivided into subordinate kinds ;

for our Intellectual Feelings are connected either with

the notions of the Understanding, or with the ideas of

Reason. I may notice, that in his published manual

of Anthropology the Intellectual Feelmgs of the first

subdivision,—the feehngs of the Understanding,—are

not treated of in detail.

Gottlob Schulze,® though a decided antagonist of Scimiro

the Kantian philosophy in general, adopts the three-

fold classification into the Cognitions, the Feelings,

and the Conations ; but he has preferred a division of

the Feelmgs different from that of the philosopher of

Konigsberg. These he distributes into two classes,

—

the Corporeal and the Spiritual , to which he annexes

a third class made up of these in combmation,—the

Mixed Feelmgs.

Hillebrand ^ divides the Feelings, in a threefold iiiiicbrand

manner, into those of States, those of Cognitions, and

those of Appetency, (will and desire)
; and agam into

Real, Sympathetic, and Ideal.

Herbart"^ distributes them into three classes;—1°, ITerljart

Feelings which are determined by the character of the

thing felt ;
2°, Feelmgs which depend on the disposi-

a Anthropologic^ § 1444JC, p 295 the text, see Biundc, Vcrsnch cinrr

fMr7 ,
3d edit 1826 —Ed sgstcmatischcn Bchandhing der cm^

P Anthropologic^ lu 2S3 —Ed pinscJicn Psijchologif', il 5 210, p 74,

y Lchrhuch ziir Psychologic^ § OS edit 1831 Cf Suhcullcr, P^ychrdo.

JPcrlt, vol r p 72 On the din- gir^ § 04, p 443, edit 1S33 —Ed
sious of the Feelings mentioned in
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feeling mind ; 3°, Feelings which are in-—^— Icrmcdialc and mixed.

Cani*^. Cams® (of Leipzig,—the late Cams) thus distributes

tlicm. '' Pure feeling,'' he says, “ has relation either

to Eeason, and in this case we obtain the Intellectual

Feelings
;
or it has relation to Desire and Will, and

in this case we have the Moral Feelings " Between

these two classes, the Intellectual and the Moral Feel-

ings, theie are jdaced the -dilsthetic Feebngs, or Feel-

ings of Taste, to which he also adds a fourth class, that

of the Beligious Feelings.

Such are a few of the more illustrious divisions of

the Feelmgs into their primary classes It is need-

less to enter at present into any discussion of the

merits and demerits of these distributions I shall

hereafter endeavour to show you, that they may be

divided, m the first place, into irwo great classes,

—

the Higher and the Lower,—the Mental and the Cor-

poreal,—in a word, into Sentiments and Sensations.

a PsychoIojiCj WerJe, i 428, edit, Leipsic, ISOS —Ed
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LECTUEE XLIL

THE FEELINGS.—THEORY OF PLEASURE AND PAIN.

In our last Lecture, we commenced tlie consideration

of tlie Second Great Class of tlie Mental Phsenomena,

—tlie phaenomena of Feeling,—tlie pliaenomena of

Pleasure and Pam.

ThougL manifestations of the same indivisible sub-

ject, and themselves only possible through each other,

the three classes of mental phaenomena still admit of

a valid discrimination m theory, and require severally

a separate consideration m the philosophy of mmd.
I formerly stated to you, that though knowledge,

though consciousness, be the necessary condition not

only of the phenomena of Cognition, but of the phce-

nomena of Feelmg, and of Conation, yet the attempts

of philosophers to reduce the two latter classes to the

first, and thus to constitute the faculty of Cognition

mto the one fundamental power of mind, had been

necessarily unsuccessful; because, though the phe-

nomena of Feelmg and of Conation appear only as

they appear m consciousness, and, therefore, in cogni-

tion
;

3*et consciousness shows us in these phenomena
certain qualities, which are not contained, either ex-

plicitly or implicitly, in the phenomena of Cognition

itself. The characters by which these three classes

are reciprocally discriminated are the following—In

LECT
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tlic plifcnomcna of Cognition, consciousness distin-

guishes an object kno'^n from the subject knowing.

This object may be of two kinds :
—

^it may either be

the qualit}' of something different from the ego ; or it

may be a modification of the ego or subject itself. In

the former case, tlie object, which may be called for

tlie sake of discrimination the object-object, is given as

something different from the percipient subject. In

tlie latter case, the object, which may be called the

subject-object, is given as really identical witb the

conscious ego, but still consciousness distinguishes it.

as an accident, from the ego,—as the subject of that

accident, it projects, as it were, this subjective phseno-

menon from itself,—^views it at a distance,—^in a word,

objectifies it. This discrimination of self from self,

—this objectification,—is the quality which consti-

tutes the essential peculiarity of Cognition.

In the phenomena of Feeling,—^the phsenomena of

Pleasure and Pain,—on the contrary, consciousness

does not place the mental modification or state before

itself ; it does not contemplate it apart,—as separate

from itself, but is, as it were, fused into one. The

peculiarity of Feeling, therefore, is that there is nothing

but what is subjectively subjective; there is no object

different from self,—no objectification of any mode of

self. We are, indeed, able to constitute our states of

pain and pleasure into objects of reflection, but in so

far as they are objects of reflection, they are not feel-

ings, but only reflex cognitions of feelings.

In the phsenomena of Conation,—^the phsenomena

of Desire and Will,—there is, as in those of Cognition,

an object, and this object is also an object of know-

ledge. Win and desire are only possible through

knowledge,— Ignoti nulla cupido.” But though
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both cognition and conation bear relation to an ob- lect

ject, they are discriminated by the difference of this

relation itself. In cognition, there exists no want,

and the object, whether objective or subjective, is not

sought for, nor avoided ; whereas m conation, there

is a want, and a tendeney supposed, which lesults in

an endeavour, either to obtain the object, when the

cogmtive faeulties represent it as fitted to afford the

fruition of the want; or to ward off the object, if

these faculties represent it as calculated to frustrate

the tendency, of its accomplishment.

The feehngs of Pleasure and Pam and the Conations conation,

are, thus, though so frequently confounded by psycho- cnminnted

logists,. easily distinguished. It is, for example, alto- mg

gether different to feel hunger and thirst, as states of

-pam, and to desire or will then: appeasement ; and

still more different is it to desire or will then* appease-

ment, and to enjoy the pleasure afforded in the act of

this appeasement itself. Pam and pleasure, as feel-

ings, belong exelusively to the present ; whereas cona-

tion has reference only to the future, for eonation is a

longing,—a striving, either to maintain the continu-

ance of the present state, or to exchange it for an-

other. Thus, conation is not the feeling of pleasuie

and pain, but the power of overt activitj^, which pain

and pleasure set m motion.

But although, in theoiy, the Feelings are thus to

be discnmmated from the Desires and Volitions, they

are, as I have frequently observed, not to be consideied

as really divided Both aie conditions of perhaps all

our mental states
;
and while the Cognitions go piin-

cqiall}’’ to determine our speculative spheie of exist-

ence, the Feehngs and the Conations more especiall}’’

concur in regulating our practical.

VOL IT 2 E
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Lecture, I stated the grounds on which

—U— it IS expedient to consider tlie pha3nomena of Feeling

thejtnmi pnoi’ to discussing tliosc of Conation ;—but before

tie- entering on the consideration of the several feelings,

l\7hieiiccof ^i^^d before stating under what heads, and in what

amU’am? Order, tliesc are to be arranged, I think it proper, in

tlie first place, to take up the general question,

—

AVhat are the general conditions which determine the

existence of Pleasure and Pain
; for pleasure and pain

are the pheenomena which constitute the essential

atti’ibute of feeling, under all its modifications ?

Order of In tlic considciation of this question, I shall pursue
discussion,

following Order —I shall, first of all, state the

abstract Theory of Pleasuie and Pain, in other words,

enounce the fundamental law by which these pheeno-

mena are governed, in all their manifestations I shall,

then, take an historical retrospect of the opimons of

philosophers in regard to this subject, in order to

show m Avhat relation the doctrme I would support

stands to previous speculations. This being accom-

phshed, we shall then be j)repared to inquire, how far

the theory in question is borne out by the special

modifications of Feeling, and how far it affoids us a

common prmciple on which to account for the phe-

nomena of Pleasure and Pain, under every accidental

form they may assume.

I The I proceed, therefore, to deliver m somewhat abstruse

piea^e^ foimule, the theory of pleasure The meaning of

— these formulse I cannot expect should be fully appre-

abstoct bended, in the first mstance,—^far less can I expect

that the validity of the theory should be recognised,

before the universahty of its application shall be illus-

trated in examples

I. klan exists only as he lives
;
as an inteUigent
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and sensible being, be consciously bves, but tbis only lect

as be consciously energises. Human existence is only —^

a more general expression for human bfe, and human

bfe only a more general expression for the sum of

energies, in which that life is reahsed, and throug]i

which it is manifested in consciousness In a word,

life is energy, and conscious energy is conscious life.®

In explanation of this paragraph, and of those which comprc-

are to follow, I may observe, that the term energy,

which is equivalent to act, activity, or operation, is

here used to comprehend also aU the mixed states of

action and passion, of which we are conscious; for,

inasmuch as we are conscious of any modification of

mind, there is necessarily more than a mere passivity

of the subject; consciousness itself implying at least

a reaction. Be this, however, as it may, the nouns

energy, act, activity, operation, with the correspondent

verbs, are to be understood to denote, indifierently

and m general, aU the processes of our higher and our

lower life, of which we are conscious.^ This being

premised, I proceed to the second proposition.

II. Human existence, human hfe, human energy, is stcomi

not unlimited, but, on the contrary, determined to a

certam number of modes, through which alone it can

possibly be exerted These difierent modes of action

are called, in difierent relations, poivcrs, faculties,

capacities, dispositions, habits.

In reference to this paragraph, it is only necessary

to recall to your attention, that power denotes either

a Cf Anstotlc, Eth Kxc^j it 9 , Here a vTitteu intcr[>olalion,

—

^ 4 —Ed LfOssms, Zcxi/ on, r Ver- Occujxition^ pcrlnps better

gniigen, thoorj of cessation and ac- [expressions tlinn cmrgv, as nj»ply-

tmty , makes parth active, parti} ing equal!} to all mental processes

passive
,
parti} tending to rest, part- wlietlier active or passne ] Sec bc-

1} to action —Memorandum loiv, p 4CC —Ed
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LPCT. a faculty or a capacity
;
facvlty denotes a power of

acting, capacity a power of being acted upon or

<Vlormsl— suffering ; dii>posiiion, a natural, and habit, an ac-

f!icuUj,f.c tinned, tendency to act or suffer.® In reference to

habit, it ought however to be obsen’'ed, that an ac-

quired necessarily supposes a natural tendency. Habit,

theiefoic, compichends a disposition and something

supervening on a diS2iosition. The disposition, which,

at fii’st, was a feebler tendency, becomes, in. the end,

by custom, that is, by a frequent repetition of exerted

energ)q a stionger tendency. Disposition is the rude

ongmal, habit is the perfect consummation

Tiurd in. Man, as he consciously exists, is the subject of

pleasure and pain; and these of various kinds : but

as man only consciously exists in and through the

exertion of certain determinate powers, so it is only

through the exeition of these powers that he becomes

the subject of pleasure and pain ; each power being

in itself at once the faculty of a specific energy, and

a capacity of an appropriate pleasure or pain, as the

concomitant of that energy.

Fourth IV. The eneigy of each power of conscious exist-

ence having, as its reflex or concomitant, an appro-

priate pleasure or pam, and no pam or pleasure bemg

competent to man, except as the concomitant of some

determinate energy of life, the aU-important question

arises,
—

"What is the general law under which these

counter-phaenomena arise, in aU their special mani-

festations 1

Pleasure In reference to this proposition, I would observe

oppo^Xas that pleasure and pam are opposed to each other as

not contraries, not as contradictories, that is, the affirma-

tion of the one implies the negation of the other, but

o See above, Lect x
,
vol i p 177 —Ed
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the negation of the one does not infer the afiirmation lect

of the other
;
for there may he a third or intermediate

state, which is neither one of pleasuie nor one of pain,

hut one of mdiSerence. Whether such a state of in-

difference do ever actually exist ;
or whether, if it do,

it he not a complex state in which are blended an

equal complement of pams and pleasures, it is not

necessary, at this stage of our progress, to mquire. It

is sufficient, in considering the quality of pleasure as

one opposed to the quality of pain, to inquire, what

are tlie proximate causes which determine them • or,

if this cannot he answered, what is the general fact or

law which regulates their counter-manifestations
;
and

if such a law can he discovered for the one, it is evi-

dent that it will enable us also to explain the other,

for the science of contraries is one. I now proceed to

the fifth proposition

V. The answer to the question proposed is
•—the Fiftii

moic perfect, the more pleasurable, the energy ;
tlie

more imperfect, the moie painful.

In reference to this proposition, it is to he observed

that the answer heie given is precise, hut inexplicit

:

it is the enouncement of the law m its most abstract

form, and requires at once development and exjilana-

tion This I shall endeavour to nive in the followingO O
propositions

VI. The peifection of an energy is twofold
;

1°, Bj* Sittii

relation to the power of which it is the exeition, and,

2°, By relation to the object about which it is conver-

sant. The former i elation afibrds what may he called

Its subjective, the latter what may he called its objec-

tive, condition

The explanation and development of the preceding

proposition is given in the follov ing
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\II. By relation to its power:—.-Vn energy is per-

fect, wlien it IS tantamount to tlie full, and not to

more tlian tlie full, comjdement of free or spontaneous

energy, wliich tlie power is capable of exerting; an
eneigy is impel feet, either, V, AThen the power is

restrained from putting forth the whole amount of

energ)’ it would otherwise tend to do, or, 2’, ^hen it

is stimulated to put forth a larger amount than that

to which it is spontaneously disposed. The amount

or quantum of energy in the case of a single powei is

of two kinds,

—

V, An intensive, and, 2', Aprotensive

;

the former expressing the higher degree, the latter the

longer duration, of the exertion. A perfect energy is,

therefore, that which is evolved by a power, both in

the decree and for the continuance to which it is com-O
petent without straining; an imperfect energy, that

which is evolved by a power, in a lower or in a higher

degree, for a shorter or for a longer continuance, than,

if left to itself, it would freely exert. There are, thus,

two elements of the perfection, and, consequently, two

elements of the pleasure, of a simple energy ;—^its ade-

quate degree and its adequate duration; and four

ways in which such an energy may be imperfect, and,

consequently, painful ; inasmuch as its degree may be

either too high or too low ;
its duration either too long

or too short.

When we do not limit our consideration to the

simple energies of individual powers, but look to com-

plex states, in which a plurality of powers may be

called simultaneously into action, we have, besides the

intensive and protensive quantities of energy, a third

kind, to wit, the extensive quantity. A state is said

to contain a greater amount of extensive energy, in

proportion as it forms the complement of a greater
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number of simultaneously co-oj)eratmg powers. This lect

complement, it is evident, may be conceived as made —^

up either of energies all intensively and protensively

perfect and pleasurable, or of energies all mtensively

and protensively imperfect and painful, or of energies

partly perfect, partly imperfect, and this in every com-

bmation afforded by the various peifections and im-

perfections of the intensive and protensive quantities.

It may be here noticed, that the mtensive and the two

other quantities stand always in an inverse ratio to

each other; that is, the higher the degree of any

energy, the shorter is its contmuance, and, during its

continuance, the more completely does it constitute

the whole mental state,—does it engross the whole dis-

posable consciousness of the mind. The maximum of

intensity is thus the mmimum of continuance and of

extension So much for the perfection, and propor-

tional pleasure, of an energy or state of energies, by

relation to the power out of which it is ehcited

This paragraph requires, I think, no commentary.

VIII. By relation to the object, (and by the term Eigiiiij.

object, be it observed, is here denoted every objective

cause by which a power is determined to activity),

about which it is conversant, an energy is perfect,

when this obj'ect is of such a character as to afford to

its power the condition requisite to let it spring to full

spontaneous activity ; imperfect, when the object is

of such a character as either, on the one hand, to stim-

ulate the power to a degree, or to a continuance, of

activity beyond its maximum of free exertion
,
or, on

the other hand, to thwart it in its tendency towards

this its natural limit An obj'ect is, consequently,

pleasurable or painful, inasmuch as it thus determine-!

a power to perfect or to imperfect eneig}*
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LECT.
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Kjntli

DefinitioTiB

of Pleasure
and Pam

The defini*

tion of
Pleasure
illustrated

1 Pleasure
the reflex

of energy

But an object, or complement of objects simulta-

neously presented, may not only determme one but

a plurality of powers into coactivily. The complex

state, wbicb thus arises, is pleasurable, in proportion

as its constitutive energies are severally more perfect

;

painful, in proportion as these are more imperfect ; and

in projiortion as an object, or a complement of objects,

occasions the average perfection or the average imper-

fection of the complex state, is it, in like manner,

pleasurable or painful.

IX Pleasure is, thus, the result of certain harmo-

nious relations,—of certain agreements
;
pain, on the

contrary, the effect of certain unharmonious rela-

tions,— of certain disagreements. The pleasurable

is, therefore, not inappropriately called the agree-

able, the painful the disagreeable, and, in conformity

to this doctrine, pleasure and pain may be thus

defined :

—

Pleasure is a reflex of the spontaneous and unim-

peded exertion of a power, of whose energy we are

conscious.® Pam, a reflex of the overstramed or re-

pressed exertion of such a power.

I shall say a word in illustration of these defini-

tions Takmg pleasure,—^pleasure is defined to be

the reflex of energy and of perfect energy, and not

to be either energy or the perfection of energy itself,

—and why ”2 It is not simply defined an energy, exer-

tion, or act, because some energies are not pleasurable,

—being either pamful or indifferent. It is not simply

a This IS substantially the defitii- m the 7th book of the same treatise,

tion of Anstotle, whose doctrine, as and which perhaps properly belongs

expounded in the 10th book of the to the Eiideinian Ethics, the pleasure

NicomacJican Ethics, is more fully is identified with" the energy itself

stated below, p 450 In the less —Ed
accurate dissertation, which occurs
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defined tlie perfection of an energy, because we can mct

easily separate in thought the perfection of an act,

a conscious act, from any feehng of pleasure in its

performance. The same holds true, mutatis mutandis,

of the definition of pain, as a reflex of imperfect

energy.

Again, pleasure is defined the reflex of the sponta- 2 spontn-

! • P t n T 11 and
neous and unimpeded,—of the free and luumpeded, nmmpedtd

exertion of a power, of whose energy we are conscious.

Here the term spontaneous refers to the subjective, the

term unimpeded to the objective, perfection. Touch-

ing the term spontaneous, every power, all conditions

being supplied, and all impediments being removed,

tends, of its proper nature and without effort, to put

forth a certain determinate maximum, intensive and

protensive, of free energy. This determinate maxi-

mum of free energy, it, therefore, exerts spontaneously •

if a less amount than this be actually put foitb, a cei-

tain quantity of tendency has been forcibly lepressed;

whereas, if a greater than this has been actually ex-

erted, a certain amount of msus has been forcibly stim-

ulated in the power The term spontaneously, theie-

fore, promdes that the exertion of the power has not

been constrained beyond the proper limit,—the nat-

ural maximum, to which, if left to itself, it freely

springs.

Again, in regard to the term unimpeded,—this stqi-

ulates that the power should not be cheched m the

sprmg it would thus spontaneously make to its maxi-

mum of energy, that is, it is supposed that the condi-

tions requisite to allow this spring have been supplied,

and that all impediments to it have been removed

This postulates of course the presence of an object.

The definition further states, that the exertion must be
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Of

tliat of a jj-ymr of vrlios-i eneiirv ~e are conscio'^s.

This rc-qnires no iliustration. There are povrers ia

man. the aetiTities of Trhich lie hejond the sphere of

conseionsness But it is of the very essence of plea-

sure and pain to he felt and there is no feeling ont of

consciousness dVhat has no~ been said of the terms

nsed in the deSnition of pleasure, renders all comment
sttpernnons on the parallel expressions emploved in

that of nain.
JL

On this doctrine it is to be ohserred. that there are

gi~en diTerent kinds of nleasnre. and diherent kinds

of pain In the drst place, these are ttrofold. inasmuch

as each is either Positive and Ahsolnte. or fsegative
" w

and Eelative. In resard to the former, the mere

negation of pain does, bv relation to pain, consritnte a

state of pleasnre. Thus, the removal of the toothache

replaces ns in a stare v-Mch. though one really of in-

dinerence. is, by contrast to onr previous agony, felt

as pleasurable. Tnis is negative or relative pleasure.

Positive or absolute pleasure, on the contrary, is all

that pleasure vldch vre feel above a state of indiSer-

ence, and v-hich is. therefore, prized as a good in itself,

and not simply as the removal of an eviL

On the same principle, pEan is also divided into

Positive or Absolute, and into fSesative or Belative.

But. in the second place, there is. moreover, a subdi-

vision of positive pain into that vMch accompanies a

repression of the spontaneous energy* of a povrer. and

that vrhich is conjoined vith its eSbrt, vrhen stimu-

lated to over-activity.'^

L r Cl

Urtffc dc^ p. 457-1*- T!c-

CrTTJir.Zy Pr p. ICL ecfr.

r-.*' TAtt^Cj cCawS. xt5- xx. Ferg^-

STT- cf JStizI c^d
i'xr" 5‘rr’r^ rcrt iL c- i. f C-

—

Er>.J
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I proceed now to state certain corollaries, which lect

flow immediately from the precedmg doctrine. -i

In the first place, as the powers which, in an indi- from pro-

vidual, are either preponderantly strong by nature, or tnne
^

have become preponderantly strong by habit, have

comparatively more perfect energies
, so the pleasimes

which accompany these wiU be proportionally intense

and enduring. But this bemg the case, the individual ^sorons

will be disposed prmcipally, if not exclusively, to ex-

ercise these more vigorous powers, for their energies

afford him the largest complement of purest pleasure

“ Trahit sua quemque voluptas,” “ each has his ruling

passion.

But, m the second place, as the exercise of a power 2 nio-^e

is the only mean by which it is invigorated, but as, at ^^hlcllInost

the same time, this exercise, untd the development be ti^ition,

flic Ic^st

accomphshed, elicits imperfect, and, therefore, painful, secure a

or at least less pleasurable, energy,—it follows that

those faculties which stand the most in need of culti-

vation, are precisely those which the least secure it

;

whde, on the contrary, those which are aheady more

fully developed, are precisely those which present the

stiongest inducements for their still higher invigora-

tion.

a Yirgil, Ed 11* 65 —Ed
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LECTUEE XLIII.

THE PEELINGS.—HISTORICAL ACCOUNT OP THEORIES

OP PLEASURE AND PAIN.

In my last Lecture, I gave an abstract statement of

that tbeory of Pleasure and Pain, winch, I think, is

competent, and exclusively competent, to explain the

whole multiform phsenomena of our Feehngs,— a

theory, consequently, which those whole phsenomena

concur in establishing. It is, in truth, nothing but a

generalisation of what is essential in the concrete facts

themselves. Before, however, proceeding to show, by

its application to particular cases, that this theory

affords us a simple principle, on which to account for

the most complicated and perplexing phsenomena of

Feeling, I shall attempt to give you a slight survey of

the most remarkable opinions on this pomt To do

this, however imperfectly, is of the more importance,

as there is no work in which any such historical de-

duction is attempted
;
but principally, because the

various theories of philosophers on the doctrme of the

pleasurable, are found, when viewed in connection, all

to concur in manifesting the truth of that one which

I have proposed to you,—a theory, in fact, which is

the resumption and complement of them all. In at-

tempting this survey, I by no means propose to furmsh

even an mdication of all the opinions that have been

held in regard to the pleasurable in general, nor even
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of all the doctrines on this subject that have been lect

advanced by the authors to whom I specially refer.

I can only afford to speak of the more remarkable

theories, and, in these, only of the more essential par-

ticulars. But, m point of fact, though there is no end

of what has been written upon pleasure and pain,

considered in their moral relations and effects, the

speculations in regard to their psychological causes

and conditions are comparatively few. In general, I

may also premise that there is apparent a remarkable

gravitation in the various doctrines promulgated on

this point, towards a common centre; and, however

one-sided and insufficient the several opinions may
appear, they are aU substantially grounded upon truth,

bemg usually right in what they affirm, and wrong

only m what they deny
;

all are reflections, but only

partial reflections, of the truth. These opmions, I These thco

may further remark, fall into two great classes , and into two

at the head of each there is found one of the two great

philosophers of antiquity,—Plato bemg the founder of Tm/ the*^

the one general theory, Aristotle of the otlier. But

though the distmction of these classes pervades the

whole history of the doctrines, I do not deem it ne-

cessary to follow this classification m the following

observations, but shall content myself with a chiono-

logical arrangement.

Plato is the first philosopher who can be said to piato the

have attempted the generalisation of a law which tcmpuhc

regulates the mamfestation of pleasure and pain ; and no'n a"*"

it is but scanty justice to acknowledge that no subse- nea”ure

quent philosopher has handled the subject with greater

ingenuity and acuteness. For though the theory of

Aristotle be more fully developed, and, as I am con-

vinced, upon the whole the most completo and accu-
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^CT rate wliicli we iDossess, it is but fair to add, that lie

borrowed a considerable portion of it from Plato,

whose doctrine he corrected and enlarged.

tilcorj^—
opinion of Plato regarding the source of plea-

that astate sure is Contained in the Fhtlebics, and ia the ninth

IS nh\aj6 book of the Repuhhe, with incidental allusions to his
preceded . • i t t mt •

bj a^statc theory in other dialogues. Thus, in the opening of

the Phccdo,°' we have the following statement of its

distinguishing principle,—that a state of pleasure is

always preceded by a state of pam. Phsedo, in de-

scribing the conduct of Socrates in the prison and on

the eve of death, narrates, that sitting upright on

the bed he (Socrates) drew up his leg, and stroking it

with his hand, said at the same time,
—

^ What a won-

derful thing is this, my friends, which men call the

pleasant and agreeable ! and how wonderful a relation

does it bear by nature to that which seems to be its

contrary, the painful I For they are unwilling to be

present with us both together ; and yet, if any person

pursues and obtains the one, he is almost always

under a necessily of accepting also the other, as if

both of them depended from a single summit. And
it seems to me ’ (he continues), ‘ that if iEsop had per-

ceived this, he would have written a fable upon it, and

have told us that the Deity, being willing to reconcile

the conflictive natures, but at the same time unable to

accomplish this design, conjoined their summits in an

existence one and the same ; and that hence it comes

to pass that whoever partakes of the one, is soon after

compelled to participate in the other. And this, as it

appears, is the case with myself at present; for the pain

which was before in my leg, through the stricture of

the fetter, is now succeeded by a pleasant sensation."
""

a P, 60 —Ed
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The following extract from the Philehus°' will, how-

ever, show more fully the purport and grounds of his

opmion :

—

“ Socrates. I say then, that whenever the harmony

in the frame of any animal is broken, a breach is

tlien made in its constitution, and, at the same time,

rise is given to pains.

‘‘ Protarchus You say what is highly probable.

‘‘ SoG. But when the harmony is restored, and the

breach is healed, Ave should say that then pleasm'e is

produced; if points of so great importance may be

despatched at once in so few Avords,

“ Prot. In my opinion, 0 Socrates, you say what

is very true; but let us try if we can show these

truths in a light still clearer.

Soc. Are not such things as ordmaiily happen,

and are manifest to us all, the most easy to be under-

stood

“ Prot. What thmgs do you mean
“ Soc. Want of food makes a breach in the animal

system, and, at the same time, gwes the pam of

hunger.

''Prot, True.

“ Soc. And food, in filling up the breach again,

gives a pleasuie

"Prot. Bight.

“ Soc. Want of di’ink, also, mterrupting the circula-

tion of the blood and humours, bungs on us connip-

tion together with the pain of thiist but the Aurtue

of a liquid m moistening and replenishing the paits

dried up, yields a pleasuie. In like manner, unnatural

suffocating heat, m dissoh'ing the textuie of the parts,

gives a painful sensation; but a cooling again, a

LECT
XLIII

Quotation
from the
Pliiicbus

a r 31 —Ed
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LECT- refrcsbmenr aOTeeable to catiire. affects iis Tvitli a
XLiir.
^ 1- sense of pleasure.

“ ^ilost certainlv.

“ Soc. And the concretion of the animal hnmonrs

through cold, contraiy to their nature, occasions pain

;

but a return to their pristine state of fluidity, and a

restoring of the natural circulation, produce pleasure.

See, then, rrhether you think tins general account of

the matter not amiss, concemins that sort of beinsr

'K'hich I said Tras composed of indefinite and definite,

—that, when by nature any beings of that sort be-

come animated with souk their passage into corruption,

or a total dissolution, is accompanied with pain ; and

their entrance into existence, the assemblinsr of all

those particles which compose the nature of such a

being, is attended with a sense of pleasure.

“ Prot. I admit tout account of this whole matter

:

for, as it appears to me, it bears on it the stamp of

truth.’’

And in a subsequent part of the dialogue, Socrates

is made to approve of the doctrine of the Eleatic

School, in reuard to the unrealitv of pleasure, as a

thing always in generation, that is, always in progress

towards existence, but never absolutely existent.

Soc. But what think vou now of this 1 Have

we not heard it said concerning pleasure, that it is a

thing always in generation, always produced anew,

and which, having no stability of being, cannot pro-

perly be said to be at all 1 For some ingenious per-

sons there are, who endeavour to show us that such is

the nature of pleasure : and we are much obliged to

them for this their account of it.”

Then, after an expository discourse on the Eleatic

c P. 5S»

—
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doctrine, Socrates proceeds “— Therefore, as I said

in the beginning of this argumentation, we are much
obhged to the persons who have given us this account

of pleasure,—that the essence of it consists in being

always generated anew, but that never has it any

kind of being. For it is plain that these persons

would laugh at a man who asserted, that pleasure and

good were the same thmg.
“ Prot. Certainly they would

Soc. And these very persons would undoubtedly

laugh at those men, wherever they met with them,

who place their chief good and end m a becoming,

—an approximation to existence %

Prot. How what sort of men do you mean ?

Soc. Such as, in freeing themselves from hunger

or thirst, or any of the uneasinesses from which they

- are freed by generation,—by tendmg towards bemg,

are so highly delighted with the action of removing

those uneasmesses, as to declare they would not choose

to live without suffering thu’st and hunger, nor with-

out feelmg all those other sensations which may be

said to foUow from such kinds of uneasiness.”

The sum of Plato’s doctrine on this subject is this, sum of

—that pleasure is nothing absolute, nothing positive, tnnc of tla

but a mere relation to, a mere negation of, pain. aWc

Pain is the root, the condition, the antecedent of plea-

sure, and the latter is only a restoration of the feeling

subject, from a state contrary to nature to a state

conformable with nature. Pleasure is the mere replen-

ishing of a vacuum,—the mere satisf3^ing of a want.

With this principal doctrine,—that pleasure is only

the negation of pain, Plato connects sundiy collateral

opinions in conformity to his general system. That

o P 04 —En

2 fVOL IT.
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LECT. pleasure, for example, is not a good, and that it is no-

1- thing real or existent, but something only in the pro-

gress towards existence,—never being, ever becom-

ing (del yiyv6jX€uov, ouSeVore 6v),

Tiio doc- Aristotle saw the partiality and imperfection of this

Aristotio theory, and himself proposed another, which should

trcoSt supply its deficiencies. His speculations concerning

monrtfi^°' the pleasurable are to be found in his Ethical Treatises,
^

and, to say nothmg of the two lesser works, the Mctgna

Moralia and the Eiidemian Ethics
,

you will find

the subject fully discussed in the seventh and tenth

Books of the Nicomachean Ethics. I shall say no-

thing of Aristotle’s arguments against Eudoxus, as to

whether pleasure be the chief good, and against Plato,

as to whether it be a good at all,—these are only

ethical questions ; I shall confine my observations to

the psychological problem touching the law which

Anstotie govcms its manifestation. Aristotle, in the first place,

Katomc^^ Tefutcs the Platouic theory,—that pleasure is only the

thatpiea~ rcmoval of a pain. “ Since it is asserted,” he says,^

theremoM^ “ that paui IS a Want, an indigence {euSeia) contrary
ofapam

natuTC, plcasuTe will be a repletion, a filling up

[ava.TrX-qpoicrii) of that want in conformity to nature.

But want and its repletion are corporeal affections.

Now if pleasure be the repletion of a want contrary

to nature, that which contams the repletion wiU con-

tain the pleasure, and the faculty of being pleased.

But the want and its repletion are in the body; the

body, therefore, will be pleased,—the body will be the

subject of this feelmg. But the feehng of pleasure is

a The genuineness of ttese two book of the Ntcomachean, being part

works OB questionable The chapters of the three books which are com-

on pleasure lu the Hud&tnian Ethics mon to both treatises —Ed «

are identical with those in the 7th ^ Eth Nv:

,

x. 3 —Ed.
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an affection of the soul. Pleasure, therefore, cannot

be merely a repletion. True it is, that pleasure is

consequent on the repletion of a want, as pam is con-

sequent on tlie want itself. For we are pleased when

our wants are satisfied
;
pained when this is pre-

vented.
^ i xi

•

“ It appears/' proceeds the Stagirite, that this

opinion has originated in an exclusive consideration

of our bodily pains and pleasures, and more especially

those relative to food. For when inanition has taken

place, and we have felt the pains of hunger, we ex-

perience pleasure in its repletion. But the same does

not hold good in reference to all our pleasures. For

the pleasure we find, for example, in mathematical

contemplations, and even in some of the senses, is

wholly unaccompanied with pain. Thus the gratifica-

tion we derive from the energies of hearing, smeU, and

sight, is not consequent on any foregone pain, and

in them there is, therefore, no repletion of a want.

Moreover, hope, and the recollection of past good, are

pleasing
, hut are the pleasures from these a repletion ?

This cannot he maintained
; for in them there is no

want precedmg, which could admit of repletion. Hence
lb is manifest, that pleasure is not the negation of a
pain.”

Having disposed of Plato’s theory, Aristotle pro-
poses bis own

; and bis doctrine, m as far as it goes,
IS altogether conformable to that I have given to yoiij
as tbe one which appears to me the true.

'

Pleasure is maintained by Aristotle to be the con-
comitant of energy.—of perfect energy, whether of the
funcfaous of Sense or Intellect

; and perfect encr-ry be
describes as that which proceeds from a power inhealth and vigom:, and exercised upon an object rela-
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tively excellent, that is, suited to call forth the power

into unimpeded activity. Pleasure, though the result,

—the concomitant of perfect action, he distinguishes

from the peifect action itself. It is not the action,

it IS not the perfection, though it be consequent on

action, and a necessary efflorescence of its perfection.

Pleasure is thus defined by Aristotle to be the con-

comitant of the unimpeded energy of a natural power,

faculty, or acquired habit.® “ Thus wfflen a sense, for

example, is in perfect health, and it is presented with

a suitable object of the most perfect kind, there is

elicited the most perfect energy, which, at every in-

stant of its contmuance, is accompanied with pleasure.

The same holds good with the function of Imagma-

tion. Thought, &c. Pleasure is the concomitant in

every case where powers and objects are in themselves

perfect, and between which there subsists a suitable

1 elation. Hence arises the pleasure of novelty. For

on the first presentation of a new object, the energy

of cognition is intensely directed upon it, and the

pleasure high
; whereas when the object is again and

again presented, the energy relaxes, and the pleasure

declines. But pleasure is not merely the consequent

of the most perfect exertion of power ;
for it reacts

upon the power itself, by raising, iningoratmg, and

perfecting its development. For we make no pro-

gress in a study, except we feel a pleasure m its

pursuit.

Every different power has its peculiar pleasure and

its pecuhar pain ; and each power is as much cor-

rupted by its appropriate pain as it is perfected by

its appropriate pleasure. Pleasure is not something

that arises,—that comes into existence, part after part;

a See above, p 440 —Ed
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it is, on tlie contrary, complete at eveiy indivisible

instant of its continuance It is not, therefore, as

Plato bolds, a change, a motion, a generation (y^ecrt?,

Kivriaii), which exists piecemeal as it were, and suc-

cessively m time, and only complete after a certain

term of endurance ; but on the contrary something

instantaneous, and, from moment to moment, per-

fect.”*

Such were the two theories touching the law of noUjiur

pleasure and pam, propounded by the two principal nnti^uay^

thinkers of antiquity. To their doctrines on this thcones of

point we find nothmg added, worthy of commemora- atjsIoUc

tion, by the succeedmg philosophers of Greece and

Pome
,
nay, we do not find that in antiquily these

doctrines received any farther development or con-

firmation. Among the ancients, however, the Aris-

totelic theory seems to have soon superseded the Pla-

tonic; for, even among the lower Platonists them-

selves, there is no attempt to vindicate the doctrine

of their master, in so far as to assert that all pleasure

is only a relief from pain. Their sole endeavour is

to reconcile Plato’s opinion with that of Aristotle, by

showing that the former did not mean to extend the

principle in question to pleasure in general, but ap-

plied it only to the pleasures of certain of the senses.

And in truth, various passages in the Pliilchus and in

the ninth book of the Repuhlic, afford countenance to

this interpretation P Be this, however, as it may, it

c Soe £(Ji ytc.y X. 4, 5 —Ed [On
An*=totlo's doctnne of the Pleasur*

nblc, see Tenncmann, d'-r

rJtih^opJaCy iiL p 200 ]

$ [Plato, as well os Anstotle, seems
to have nndc pleasure consist in a

Inrnionious, pam m a dislnnnonious.

oneriry Every energy, both of Sense

and Intellect, is, according to PLnto,

accompanied with a sensation of plea-

sure and pam £rpulhCy ix p 557

P/iiUbicSy p 211, edit Bjpont See

Tennemanu, d'^r

phxcy u p 220 3
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was only in more recent times that the Platonic doc-

trine, in all its exclusive rigour, was again revived

;

and that too by philosophers who seem not to have

been aware of the venerable authority in favour of

the paradox which they proposed as new. I may
add that the philosophers, who in modern times have

speculated upon the conditions of the pleasurable,

seem, in general, unaware of what had been attempted

on this problem by the ancients ; and it is indeed this

cn'cumstance alone that enables us to explain, why
the modern theories on this subject, in principle the

same with that of Aristotle, have remained so inferior

to his in the great virtues of a theory,—comprehen-

sion and simphcity.

Before, however, proceeding to the consideration of

subsequent opinions, it may be proper to observe that

the theories of Plato and Aristotle, however opposite

in appearance, may easily be reduced to umty, and

the theory of which I have given you the general

expression, will be found to be the consummated com-

plement of both. The two doctrines differ only essen-

tially in this :—^that the one makes a previous pam
the universal condition of pleasure ; while the other

denies this condition as a general law, and holds that

pleasure is a positive reality, and more than the mere

alternative of pain. Now, in regard to this difference,

it must be admitted, on the one hand, that in so far

as the instances are concerned, on which Plato at-

tempts to establish his principle, Aristotle is success-

ful in showing, that these are only special cases, and

do not warrant the unlimited conclusion in support of

which they are adduced.

But, on the other hand, it must be confessed that

Aristotle has not shown the principle to be false,

—
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explained

from the exercise of our powers, is nothing more than

a negation of the pain we experience from their forced

inertion. This I say would be an erroneous, because

an absolute, conclusion. For the pleasure we find in

the free play of our faculties is, as we are most fully

conscious, far more than simply a superseding of pain.

That philosophy, indeed, would only provoke a smile

which would maintain, that all pleasure is in itself a

zero,—a nothing, which becomes a something only by

relation to the reality of pain which it annuls. It is

true, indeed, that after a compulsory inertion, onr

pleasure, in the first exertion of our faculties, is fre-

quently far higher than that which we experience in

their ordinary exercise, when left at liberty. But this

does not, at least does not exclusively, arise from the

contrast of the previous and subsequent states of pain

and pleasure, hut principally because the powers are

in excessive vigour,—at least in excessive erethism or

excitation, and have thus a greater complement of in-

tenser energy suddenly to expend. On the principle,

therefore, that the degree of pleasure is always in the

ratio of the degree of spontaneous activity, the plea-

sure immediately consequent on the emancipation of

a power from thraldom, would, if the power remain

uninjured by_ the constraint, be naturally greater, be-

cause the energy would in that case be, for a season,

more intense. At the same time, the state of pleasure

would in this case appear to be higher than what it

absolutely is ; because it would be set off by proxi-

mate contrast with a previous state of pain. Thus it

is that a basin of water of ordinary blood heat, appears

hot, if we plunge in it a hand which had previously

been dipped in snow ; and cold, if we immerse in it

another which had previously been placed in water of
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a still liigber temperature. But it is unfair to apply

this magnifying effect of contrast to the one relative

and not to the other ;
and any argument drawn from „ppiy the

it against the positive reahty of pleasure, applies effect of

equally to disprove the positive reality of pain. The dispro\ e

true doctrme I hold to be this,—that pain and plea reality of

sure are, as I have said, each to be considered both as more than

Absolute and as Eelative .—absolute, that is, each is

something real, and would exist were the other taken

out of being
;
relative, that is, each is felt as greater

or less by immediate contrast to the other. I may
illustrate this by the analogy of a scale Let the state

of indifference,—that is, the negation of both pain and

pleasure,—^be marked as zero, let the degrees ofpam be

denoted by a descending seiies of numbers below zero,

and the degrees of pleasure by an ascendmg series of

numbers above zero. Now, suppose the degree of pain

we feel from a certam state of hunger, to be six below

zero
;
in this case our feehng, in the act of eating, will

not merely rise to zero, that is, to the mere negation

of pam, as the Platonic theory holds, but to some
degree of positive pleasure, say six. And here I may
obser^'-e, that, were the msufficiency of the Platonic

theory shown by nothing else, this would be done by
the absurd consequences it implies, in relation to the
function of nutrition alone

; for if its principle be true,

then would our gratification from the appeasement of
hunger, be equally great by one kind of viand as by
another.

Thus, then, the counter-theories of Plato and Aris- The coun-

totle are, as I have said, right in what they affirm, of

vrong in what they deny; each contams the truth,
but not the whole truth By suppljnng, therefore, to
cither that in which it was defective, we reduce their
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apparent discord to real harmony, and show that they

are severally the partial expressions of a theory which

comprehends and consummates them both. But to

proceed in our historical survey.

Passing over a host of commentators in the Lower

Empire, and during the middle ages, who were con-

tent to repeat the doctrines of Aristotle and Plato

;

in modem times, the first original philosopher I am
aware of, who seems to have turned his attention

upon the phenomena of pain and pleasure, is the cele-

brated Cardan ; and the result of his observation was

a theory identical with Platons, though of Plato’s spe-

culation he does not seem to have been aware. In

the sixth chapter of his very curious autobiography,

De Vita Propria Liber, he tells us that it was his

wont to anticipate the causes of disease, because he

was of opinion that pleasure consisted in the ap-

peasement of a pre-existent pain, (quod arbitrarer

voluptatem consistere in dolore prsecedenti sedato).

But in the thirteenth book of his great work Pe
Suhtilitafe, this theory is formally propounded.

This, however, was not done in the earlier editions

of the work; and the theory was, therefore, not

canvassed by the ingenuity of his critic, the elder

Scahger, whose Exercitationes contra. Cardanum are

totally silent on the subject. It is only in the editions

of the De Subtilitate of Cardan, subsequent to the

year 1560, that a statement of the theory in question

is to be found. The following is a summary of his

reasoning :
—

“ AH pleasure has its root in a preceding

pain. Thus it is that we find pleasure in rest after

hard labour; in meat and drink after hunger and

thirst; in the sweet after the bitter; in light after

darkness ; in harmony after discord. Such are the
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facts in confirmation of this doctrine^ wliicli simple

experience affords. But philosopliy supplies, likewise, -

a reason from the nature of things themselves. Plea-

sure and pain exist only as they are states of feeling

;

but feeling is a change, and change always proceeds

from one contrary to another ;
consequently, either

fiom the good to the bad, or from the bad to the good.

The former of these alternatives is pamful, and, there-

fore, the other, when it takes place, is pleasing ;
a state

of pain must thus always precede a state of pleasure.^^

Such are the grounds on which Cardan thinks himself

entitled to reject the Aristotelic theor)'’ of pleasure, and

to substitute in its place the Platonic. It does not, how-

ever, appear from anything he says, that he was aware

of the relative speculations of these two philosophers.

But the reasoning of Cardan is incompetent . for if Hls tteory

it proves anything, it proves too much, seeing that it

would follow from his premises, that a pleasurable

feeling cannot gradually, continually, unmterruptedly,

rise in mtensity
;
for it behoves that every new degree

of pleasure should be separated from the preceding by
an intermediate state of higher pain, a conclusion

which is contradicted by the most ordinary and mani-
fest experience. This theory remained, therefore, in

Cardan’s, as in Plato’s, hands, destitute of the necessary
proof.

The same doctrine,—that pleasure is only the alter- iiontaigne,

nation and consequent of pain,—was adopted, likewise,

by ^lontaigne In the famous twelfth chapter of the
second book of his Essaijs, he says —“ Our states of
pleasure are only the privation of our states of pain

;

”

but this universal inference he, like his predecessors,
deduces only from the special pheenomena given in
certain of tlie senses.
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The philosopher next in order is Descartes ;
“ and

his opinion is deserving of attention, not so much

from its intrinsic value, as from the influence it has

exerted upon those who have subsequently speculated

upon the causes of pleasure. These philosophers seem

to have been totally ignorant of the far profounder

theories of the ancients ; and while the regular dis-

cussions of the subject by Aristotle and Plato were,

for our modem psychologists, as if they had never

been, the incidental allusion to the matter by Des-

cartes, originated a series of speculations which is

still in progress.

Descartes’ philosophy of the pleasurable is promul-

gated in one short sentence of the sixth letter of the

First Part of his E^jistles, which is addressed to the

Princess Elizabeth It is as follows :
—“ All our plea-

sure is nothing more than the consciousness of some

one or other of our perfections”— ^‘Tota nostra

voluptas posita est tantum in perfectionis alicujus

nostrse conscientia.” It is curious to hear the praises

that have been lavished upon this definition of the

pleasurable. It has been lauded for its novelty; it

has been lauded for its importance. “Descartes,”

says Mendelssohn in his Letters on the Sensations,

{Briefe uher die Empjindungeii), “ was the first who
made the attempt to give a real explanation of the

pleasurable ” ^ The celebrated Ksestner thus opens

a Before Descartes, Yives held a lectationem , nec notahiliter nunus,

positive theory of the pleasurable quam ea vis quse recipit Toluptatem,

His definition of pleasure and its ea utique parte qua recipxtur Ideo

illustration, are worthy of a passing mediocns lux gratior est oculis, quam
notice Delectatio sita est in con- ingens; et subobscura gratiora sunt

gmentia, quam mvenire non est sme hebeti visui eundem in moduin de

proportionis ratione aUqua inter fa- sonis ” De Anma, lib in p 202,

cultatem et objectum, ut qusedam sit edit 1555 —En
quasi Eimilitudo inter lUa; turn ne fi Anmerkung, 6 —Ed.
notabditer sit majus, quod adfert de-
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far less of its perfection, except in so far as we are

conscious of its operation. It, therefore, behoved

Descartes to have brought down ' his definition of

pleasure from the vague generality of a consciousness

of perfection, to the precise and proximate declaration,

that pleasure is a consciousness of the perfect energy

of a power. But this improvement of his definition

would have stripped it of all novelty. It would then

have appeared to be, what it truly is, only a version,

and an inadequate version, of Aristotle’s. These are

not the only objections that could be taken to the

Cartesian definition ; but for our present purpose it

would be idle to advance them.

Leibnitz is the next philosopher to whose opinion I

shall refer ,
and this you will find stated in his Nou-

veaux Essais,^ and other works latterly published

Like Descartes, he defines pleasure the feelmg of a

perfection, pain the feelmg of an imperfection ; and,

in another part of the work,^ he adopts the Platomc

theory, that aU pleasure is grounded m pain, which he

ingeniously connects with his own doctrine of latent

modifications, or, as he calls them, obscure perceptions

As this work, however, was not published till long

after not only his o\m death, but that of his great

disciple Wolf, the mdication, (for it is nothmg more),

of his opinion on this point had bttle influence on

subsequent speculations
;
mdeed I do not remember

to have seen the doctrine of Leibnitz upon pleasure

even alluded to by any of his countrymen.

Wolf, with whose doctrme that of Baumgarten'^

nearly coincides, defines pleasure, the intuitive cog-

a Lit u cK xxi § 41, Ojpera, ed y See Ins Meiaphysih, § 482 et

Erdmann, p 261 —En scq , p 288, edit 1783 Cf Pktner,

$ Liv u cb xx § 6 Opcra^ ed Phil AjphoT^ismcn, ii § 866, p 218

Erdmann, p 248 —En* — En.
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nition, (that is, in our language, the perception or

imagination), of any perfection whatever, either true

or apparent.— “Voluptas est intuitns, sen cognitio

intuitiva, perfectiohis cujuscunque, sive verse sive ap-

parentis.’' “ His doctrine you will find detailed in his

PsycJwlogia JSmpirica, and in his Ilorco Suhsecivos It

was manifestly the ofispring, but the degenerate off-

spring, of the doctrine of Descartes, which, as we have

seen, was itself only a corruption of that of Aristotle.

Descartes rightly considered pleasure as a quality of

the subject, in defining it a consciousness of some per-

fection in ourselves. Wolf, on the contrary, wrongly

considers pleasure more as an attribute of the object,

in defining it a cognition of any perfection whatever.

Now in their definitions of pleasure, as Descartes was

inferior to Aristotle, so Wolf falls far below Descartes,

and in the same quality,—in want of precision and

proximity.

Pleasure is a feeling, and a feeling is a merely sub-

jective state, that is, a state which has no reference to

anything beyond itself,—which exists only as we are

conscious of its existence. Now, then, the perfection

or imperfection of an object, considered in itself, and

as out of relation to our subjective states, is thought,

—IS judged, but is not felt ; and this judgment is not

pleasure or pain, but approbation or disapprobation,

that is, an act of the cognitive faculties, but not an

afiection of the capacities of feeling. In this pomt of

view, therefore, the definition of pleasure, as the cog-

mtiou of any sort of perfection, is erroneous. It

indeed, be true that the perfection of an object can

determine the cognitive faculty to a perfect energy

;

O Psi/dioIo(jic Einpirica, § 511, cartes as the author of the Jcfiuj.
wlicre be expressly rdftrs to Dcs- lion —Ed
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LECT and the concomitant of 'this perfect energy will be a

feeling of pleasure. But, in this case, the objective

perfection, as cogmsed, is not itself the pleasure ;
but

the pleasure is the feeling which we have of the per-

fection, that IS, of the state of vigorous and unimpeded

energy of the cognitive faculty, as exercised on that

perfection. Wolf ought, therefore, to have limited

his definition, like Descartes, to the consciousness of

2 laraits
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subjective perfection; as Descartes should have ex-

phcated his consciousness of subjective perfection into

the consciousness of full, spontaneous, and unimpeded

activity.

But there is another defect in the Wolfian defini-

tion :—it limits the pleasure from the cognition of

perfection to the Intuitive Faculties, that is, to Sense

and Imagination, denying it to the Understanding,

—

the faculty of Eolations,—Thought Proper. This part

of his theory was, accordingly, assaded by Moses Men-

delssohn,—one of the best writers and most ingenious

philosophers of the last century,—who, in other re-

spects, however, remamed faithful to the objective

point of view, from whence Wolf had contemplated

the phsenomenon of pleasure. This was done in his

Bnefe vber die Empjindungen, 1755.® A reaction

was, however, inevitable ; and other German philoso-

phers were soon found who returned to the subjective

point of view, from which Wolf, Baumgarten, and

Mendelssohn had departed.

Du Bos and But before passing to these, it would be improper

wMider^ to overlook the doctrine of two French philosophers,

who had already explained pleasure in its subjective
tiro aspect

prepared the way for the profounder

a See Anmerkung, 6, and Eein- vom VergnUgen, § 2, — VermxscMe

hold, Vber die bisliengen Beg^iffe Schnftcn, n p. 281 et seq—Ed
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tlieories of the Geiman speculators,—I mean Du Bos lect.

and Pouilly. As their doctrines nearly coincide, I

shall consider them as one. The former treats of this

subject in his Reflexions Critiques sur la Pcinture,°'

&c. ;
the latter in his Tlieorie des Sentimens Agre-

ahles.P The followmg are the pnncipal momenta of

their inquiries —
“ 1. Considering pleasure only in iclation to the Their

subject, the question they propose to answer is, What statci^

takes place in the state which we call pleasurable ^

“ 2. The gratification of a want causes pleasure. If

the want be natural, the result is a natural pleasm'e,

and an unnatural pleasure, if the want be unnatural.

“ 3. The fundamental want,—the want to which all

others may be reduced,—is the occupation of the mind.

AU that we know of the mind is that it is a thinking,

a knowing power. We desire objects only for the

sake of intellectual occupation.

“ 4 The activity of mind is either occupied or

occupies itself The matters which afibrd the objects

of our faculties of knowledge are either sensible im-

pressions, which are deliveied over to the understand-

ing—this IS the case in perception of sense
; or this

matter is furnished by the cognitive faculty itself

—

as IS the case in thinking.

eScetom 1 partioi §§1,2. First

publislicd in 171^, Pans —Ed
Sec cliaps 1 111 IV % First

published in 1743 To thcbC should

be added the \ alinble treatise of the

Perc Andre,—the Essax siir Ic Biaxi^

which was first pubhbhed in 1741

There is also, previous!} to Sulztr,

another French lesthctical wnter of

merit,—Batteux, whose treatise,

Jkaux Arh ndxtit^ d vn xnCi/ic Pnn-
etpe^ first appeared in 174C This

worlv, along with two relative trea

VOL. IL

tises, was republished in 1774, under
the title of Principles dc la LxlUraiui e.

All these authors consider jdeasuro,

more or less, from the subjective

point of Mcw, and are, in pnncijde,
Anstotelic. For a collection of trci*

tises, m whole and part, on pleasure
in its ps3chological and moral as-

pects, see Lc Temple du Bonheurf on
Piccucil des 2)h(s Errcllcm TraiUs sur
lc Bonhenr^ in 4 vols. Xcw edition,

1770

—

Ld
^

2 G
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LECT “5. If this activity meets with impediments in its

prosecution,—be this in the functions either of thought

or sense,—there results a feeling of restraint ; and this

of two kinds, positive and negative.

6. When the activity, whether in perception or

thinking, is prevented from bemg brought to its con-

clusion, there emerges the feehng of straining,—of

effort,—^the feeling of positive limitation of our jiowers.

This is painful.

“ 7. If the mind be occupied less than usual m all

its functions, there arises a feelmg of unsatisfied want

;

this constitutes that state of negative restraint,—^the

state of ennui, of tedium. This is painful.

“ 8. The stronger and at the same time the easier

the activity of mmd in any of its functions, the more

agreeable.”
®

This theory is evidently only that of Aristotle ; to

whom, however, the French philosophers make no

allusion. Wliat they call occupation or exerme, he

calls energy. The former expressions are, perhaps,

preferable on this account, that they apply equally

well to the mental processes, whether active or passive,

whereas the terms energy, act, activity, operation, &c

,

only properly denote these processes as they are con-

sidered in the former character,

suizer,— Subsequently to the French philosophers, and as

a reactio? a reaction against the partial views of the school of

uemot ° Wolf, there appeared the theory of Suizer, the Acade-

mician of Berim,—a theory which was first promul-

gated in his Enquiry into the Ongin of our Agree-

able and Disagreeable Feelings,^ in 1752. This is

a Abndged from Eembold, Uher $ UntersiLchung ilher den Urspnmg
die bishemgen Begnffe vom VergnUr der angcTiehmen und unangaiehmen

gen^ § 1, VermiscJUe Schnften, p Evipjindungen Publielied in the

275 —Ed, Memoirs of the Royal Academy of
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one of tlie ablest discussions upon the question, and i.fct

though partial, like the others, it concurs in establish- -kJ

—

ino- the truth of that doctnne of which Aristotle liasO
left, in a short compass, the most complete and satis-

factory exposition. The following are tlic leading

principles of Sulzer’s theory :

—

“1. We must penetrate to the essence of the soul,

if we would discover the pnmary source of pleasure.

“ 2. The essence of the soul consists in its natural

activity, and this activity again consists in the pro-

duction of ideas.’’ [By that he means the faculty in

general of Cognition or Thought I may here observe,

by the way, that he adopts the opinion that the faculty

of thought or cognition is the one fundamental power

of mind
;
and in this he coincides with Wolf, whose

theory of pleasure, however, he rejects.]

3. In this essential tendency to activity are

grounded all our pleasurable and painful feelings

“ 4. K this natural activity of the soul, or this

ceaseless tendency to think, encounters an impedi-

ment, pain is the result ; whereas if it be excited to

a lively activity, the result is pleasure.

5, There are two conditions which regulate the

degree of capacity and incapacity in the soul for

pleasurable and painful feelings, the habitude of rc-

the nariral of thought ; and

o: If.;no.

:ntiv. can cniv h:

necnon. ana

both together constitute the pe:

excited by ob;e::s which at onct ootnpn.
T • -
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Tvliicli presents to tlie mental activity no exercise,

remains altogetlier indifferent.

“ 7. No object wbicb moves tbe mind in a pleas-

urable or in a painful manner is simple ,
“ it is neces-

sarily composite or mxdtiplex. The difference between

agreeable and disagreeable objects can only lie in the

connection of the parts of this multiplicity. Is there

order in' this connection, the object is agreeable j is

there disorder, it is pamful.

8 Beauty is the manifold, the various, recalled to

unity. The mere multitude of parts does not con-

stitute an object beautiful ; for there is required that

an object should have at once such multipbcity and

connection as to form a whole.

“ 9. This is the case in intellectual beauty; that is,

in the beauty of those objects which the understand-

ing contemplates in distmcf notions. The beauly of

geometrical theorems, of ’ algebraic formulae, of scien-

tific principles, of comprehensive systems, consists no

less than the beauty of objects of Imagination and

Sense, in the unity of the manifold, and rises in pro-

portion to the. quantity of the multiplicity and the

unity.

“ 10. All these objects present a multitude of con-

stituent characters,—of elementary ideas, at once

;

and these are so connected, so bound together by a

principle of unity, that the mind is, in consequence

thereof, enabled to unfold and then to bring back the

different parts to a common centre, that is, reduce

them to unity,—to totality,—to system.

“11. From this it is evident, that the Beautiful

only causes pleasure through the principle of activitj^.

Unity, multiplicity, correspondence of parts, render

a [But see Tiedemunn^s Fs^cholo^e, p 152 ]
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an object agreeable tons, only ina^mucli as they stand

in a favourable relation to tbe active power of the

mind.

“ 12. The relation in which beauty stands to the

mind is thus necessary, and, consequently, immutable.

A smgle condition is alone required in order that what

IS in itself beautiful should operate on us ;
it is neces-

sary that we should know it ; and to know it, it is

necessary that, to a certain extent, we be conversant

with, the kind to which it belongs
;
for otherwise we

should not be competent to apprehend the beauty of

an object. (!)

“13. A difference of tastes is found only among

the Ignorant or the half-learned ; and taste is a neces-

sary consequenee of knowledge.”®

I shall not pursue this theory in the explanation

it attempts of the pleasures of the Senses and of the

Moral Powers, in which it is far less successful than

in those of the Intellect. This was to be expected m
consequence of the one-sided view Sulzer had taken of

the mental phaenomena, in assuming the Cogmtive

Faculty as the elementary power out of whick the

Feelings and Conations are evolved.^

The theory of Sulzer is manifestly only a one-sided

'modification of the Aristotelic, but it does not appear

that he was himself aware how completely he had
been anticipated by the Stagirite. “ On the contrary,

he once and again denominates his explanation of the

pleasurable a discovery. This can, however, hardly

be allowed him
,
even were the Aristotehc theory out

of the question
; for it required no mighty ingenuity

a Sec Eeinhold [Uicr die hiehcti- B Foi Sulzer’s doctrines on these
gcji Bcgriffc vom Tci gnUgcn, § 3 points, see Eeinhold, as above, p
rcnn SJmflcn^ p 296 ct scq —Ed ] 301 ct scq —Ed

LECT.
XLIir

The theory
of Sulzer
criticised
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theory

Its nicnt

Its defect

for a pbilosopjber wlio was well acquainted witli tlie

works of kis immediate predecessors, in France and

Germany, by wbom pleasure had been explained as

the vigorous and easy exercise of the faculties,—as

the feeling of perfection in ourselves, and as the ap-

prehension of perfection m other thmgs, that is, their

unity in variety :—I say, after these opinions of his

precursors, it required no such uncommon effort of

invention to hit upon the thought,—^that pleasure

is determmed when the variety in the object calls

forth the activity of the subject, and when this acti-

vity IS rendered easy by the umty in which the variety

is contained. His explanation is more explicit, but

except a change of expression, it is not easy to see'

what Sulzer added to Du Bos and PouiUy, to say

nothing of Wolf and Mendelssohn
“ The theory of Sulzer is summed up in the follow-

ing result :—^Every variety of pleasure may, subjec-

tively considered, be carried up mto the prompt and

vigorous activity of the cognitive faculty , and, ob-

j’ectively considered, be explained as the product of

objects which, m consequence of their variety in unity,

intensely occupy the mind without fatiguing it. The

pecuhar merit of the theory of Sulzer, m contrast to

those of his immediate predecessors, is that it com-

bmes both the subjective and objective pomts of view.

In this respect, it is favourably contrasted with the

opinion of Wolf and Mendelssohn. But it takes a one-

sided view of the character of the subj’ect. In the

first place, the essence of the mind in general, and

the essence of the cognitive faculty in particular, does

not consist of activity exclusively, but of activity and

receptivity in correlation. But receptivity is a pas-

sive power, not an active, and thus the theory m its
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fundamental position is only lialf true. This one- lect

sided view by Sulzer, in which regard is had to the

active or intellectual element of our constitution to

the exclusion of the passive or sensual, is precisely the

opposite to that other, and equally one-sided, view

which was taken by Helvetius“ and the modern Epi-

cureans and Materiabsts ; but their theory of the

pleasurable may be passed over as altogether without

philosophical importance. In the second place, it is

erroneous to assert that pleasure is nothing else than

the consciousness of the unimpeded activity of mmd.
The activity of mind is manifested prmcipally in

thinking, whereas the state of pleasure consists wholly

of a consciousness of feeling. In the enjoyment of

pleasure we do not think, but feel; and in an

intenser enjoyment there is almost a suspension of

thought.^^'^

It is not necessary to say much of the speculations Oenovesi

upon pleasure subsequent to Sulzer, and prior to a^^tedthe

Kant. In Italy I find that two philosophers of the theory

last century had adopted the Platomc opinion,—of

pleasure bemg always an escape from pain,—Genovesi

and Verri ; the former in a chapter of his Meta-
^Dhysics,'^ the latter in a chapter of his Dissertation on

the Nature of Pleasure and Pain.^ This opmion,

however, reacquires importance from having been

adopted from Verri by the philosopher of Konisberg.

In his Manual of Anthropology, Kant briefly and Kant

generally states his doctrine on this point ; but in
theory

a Be VEsprit^ disc i ch i. Cf
Be VI{o7nmc^ Btct u cIk x,—

E

d
^ See Reinhold, as above, pp 308,

315, 317 —Ed
y Cap VI t u p 213, edit 1753
—Ed,

5 Biscotso sidV Indole del Piaccrc,

c del BolorCy §§ m iv Ojpere Filoso-

JicJic, 1 p 20 cl seg
,
edit 1784 This

treatise is translated into German by
llemers,

—

Gcda7ilcn aher die Natter

dcs Vcrgnxigciis, Leipsic, 1777 —Ed
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the notes vrMcli have been recentlj' printed of his

Leemres on this snbject we have a more detailed

vievr of the characier and groimds of his opinion.

The Kantian doctrine is as follows :

—

“ Pleasnre is the feeling of the furtherance. (Be-

forJerung). pain of the hindrance of life. Under

pleasnre is not to be nnderstood the feeling of life

;

for in pain we feel life no less than in pleasnrej nav,

even perhaps more strongly. In a state of pain, life

appears long, in a state of pleasnre it seems brief ; it

is only, therefore, the feeling of the promotion,—^the

fnrtherance, of Hfe, which constimtes pleasnre. On
the other hand, it is not the mere hindrance of life

which constitnres pain ; the hindrance must not only

exist, it mnst be felt to exist.''* (Before proceeding

further, I may observe, that these definitions of plea-

sure and pain are virtually identical with those of

Aristotle, only far less clear and explicit.)

But to proceed— K pleasnre be a feeling of the

promotion of life, this presupposes a hindrance of

life : for there can be no promotion, if there be no

foregoino; hindrance to overcome- Since, therefore,

the hindrance of life is pain pleasure must presup-

pose pain ....
If we intend our vital powers above their ordinary

degree, iu order to go out of the state of indiuerence

or equality, we induce au opposite state ; and when
we intend the vital powers above the suitable degree

we occasion a hindrance, a pain. The vital force has

a degree along with which a stare exists, which is one

neither of pleasure nor of pain, hut of content, ofcom-

fort. {das Wohibejinderi). "When this state is reduced

to a lower pitch by any hindrance, then, a promo-

tion.—a furtherance, of life is useful in order to over-
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come tills impediment. Pleasure is thus always a

consequent of pam. When we cast our eyes on the

progress of things, we discover in ourselves a cease-

less tendency to escape from our present state. To

this we are compelled by a physical stimulus, which

sets animals, and man, as an animal, mto activity.

But in the intellectual nature of man, there is also a

stimulus, which operates to the same end. In thought,

man is always dissatisfied with the actual ,
he is ever

looking forward from the present to the future , he is

incessantly in a state of transition from one state to

another, and is unable to continue in the same. But

what is it that thus constrams us to be always passing

from one state to another, but pain And that it is

not a pleasure which entices us to this, but a kind of

discontent with present sufiermg, is shown by the

fact that we are always seeking for some object of

pleasure, without knowmg what that object is, merely

as an aid against the disquiet,—against the comple-

ment of petty pains, which m a moment irritate and

annoy us. It is thus apparent that man is urged

on by a necessity of his nature to go out of the pre-

sent as a state of pain, in order to find in the future

one less irksome. Man thus finds himself m a never-

ceasing pain ; and this is the spur for the activity of

human nature. Our lot is so cast that there is nothing

enduring for us, but pain
; some indeed have less, others

more, but aU, at all times, have their share
; and our

enjoyments at best are only shght alleviations of pain.

Pleasure is nothing positive , it is only a liberation of

pain, and, therefore, only something negative. Hence
it follows, that we never begin with pleasure but al-

ways with pain
; for while pleasure is only '”7 eman-

cipation from pain, it cannot precede that

LECT.

.

XLIII
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is only a negation. Moreover, pleasure cannot endure

in an unbroken continuity, but must be associated

witb pam, m order to be always suddenly breakmg

througb this pain,—in order to realise itself. Pain, on

the contrary, may subsist without interruption in one

pain, and be only removed througb a gradual remis-

sion ; m this case, we have no consciousness of pleas-

ure. It is the sudden,—the instantaneous, removal

of the pain, which determines all that we can call a

veritable pleasure. We find ourselves constantly im-

mersed, as it were, m an ocean of nameless pains, which

we style disquietudes or desires, and the greater the

vigour of life an individual is endowed with, the more

keenly is he sensible to the pam. Without being in

a state of determmate corporeal suffering, the mind is

harassed by a multitude of obscure uneasinesses, and

it acts, without being compelled to act, for the mere

sake of changing its condition. Thus men run from

solitude to society, and from society to solitude, with-

out having much preference for either, in order merely,

by the change of impressions, to obtain a suspension

of their pain. It is from this cause that so many
have become tired of their existence, and the greater

number of such melanchohc subjects have been urged

to the act of suicide m consequence of the continual

goading of pam,—of pam from which they found no

other means of escape.®

It is certainly the mtention of Providence that,

by the alternation of pain, we should be urged on to

activity. No one can find pleasure m the continual

enjoyment of delights ; these soon paU upon us,—paU

upon us in fact the sooner, the more mtense was their

enjoyment. There is no permanent pleasure to be

a Cf Anthropologic, § 60 —Ed
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t

reaped except in labour alone. The pleasure of toil

consists in a reaction against tbe pain to wbich we

should be a victim, did we not exert a force to resist

it. Labour is irksome, labour has its annoyances, but

these are fewer than those we should experience were

we without labour. As man, therefore, must seek even

his recreation in toil itself, his life is at best one of

vexation and sorrow ; and as all his means of dissipa-

tion afford no alleviation, he is left always in a state

of disquietude, which incessantly urges him to escape

from the state in which he actually is.” [This is the

doom of man,—^to be bom to sorrow as the sparks

fly upwards, and to eat his bread in the sweat of his

brow.]

Men think that it is ungrateful to the Creator to

say, that it is the design of Providence to keep us

in a state of constant pain ; but this is a wise pro-

vision m order to urge human nature on to exertion.

Were our joys permanent, we should never leave the

state in which we are, we should never undertake

aught new. That life we may call happy, which is

furnished with all the means by which pam can be

overcome; we have in fact no other conception of

human happiness. Contentment is when a man thinks

of continuing in the state in which he is, and re-

nounces all means of pleasure ; but this disposition

we find in no man.” “

a MenscJwnkunde, p 248 ct sej

,

part u p 144 —Ed [For further

published by Starke, 1831, This is historical notices of theories of the
not included m Kant’s collected Pleasurable, see Lossius, Lcxihon^ r
works by Rosenkranz and Schubert Vergnugcn.']

Cf Anihrojpologic, § 69. Wcrkc, vn.

LECT
XLHI
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LECTUEE XLIV.

THE EEELIXGS APPLICATION OF THE THEORY OF

PLEASURE AND PAIN TO THE PHiENOJIENA

The Feelings being mere subjective states^ mvolvmg
no cognition or thought, and, consequently, no refer-

ence to any object, it foUoivs, that they cannot be

classified by relation to aught beyond themselves.

The differences in which we must found all divisions

of the Feelings into genera and species, must be wholly

internal, and must be sought for and found exclusively

in the states of FeeHng themselves. Xow, in consider-

ing these states, it appears to me, that they admit of a

classification in two different pomts of view ;—^we may
consider these states either as Causes or as Effects.

As causes, they are viewed in relation to their product,

—their product either of pleasure or of pain. As
effects, they are viewed as themselves products,

—

products of the action of our different constitutive

functions In the former of these points of view, our

states of Feeling will be divided simply into the three

classes—1°, The Pleasurable ;
2", The Painful ; and,

3°, The partly Pleasurable partly Painful,—without

considering what kind of pleasure and what kind of

pain it is which they involve ; and here, it only be-

hoves us to inquire,—^what are the general conditions

which determine in a feeling one or other of these
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counter qualities. In tlie latter of these points of

view, our states of Feeling will be divided according

as the energy, of which they are concomitant, he that

of a power of one kind or of another,—a distinction,

which affords a division of our pleasures and pains,

taken together into various sorts. I shall take these

pomts of view in their order.

In the former point of view, these feelings are dis-

tributed simply mto the Pleasurable and the Painful

;

and it remams, on the theory I have proposed, to ex-

plain, in general, the causes of these opposite affec-

tions, without descendmg to their special kinds. Now,

it has been stated, that a feehng of pleasure is ex-

perienced, when any power is consciously exerted in

a suitable manner ; that is, when we are neither, on

the one hand, conscious of any restraint upon the

energy which it is disposed spontaneously to put

forth, nor, on the other, conscious of any effort but,

to put forth an amount of energy greater, either in

degree or in continuance, than what it is disposed

freely to exert. In other words, we feel positive plea-

sure, in proportion as our powers are exercised, but

not over-exercised ; we feel positive pain, in propor-

tion as they are compelled either not to operate, or to

operate too much. All pleasure, thus, arises from the

free play of our faculties and capacities ; all pain from

their compulsory repression or compulsory activity.

The doctrine meets with no contradiction from the

facts of actual life ; for the contradictions which, at

first sight, these seem to offer, prove, when examined,

to be real confirmations. Thus it might be thought,

that the aversion from exercise,—the love of idleness,

—in a word, the dolcefar niente,
—

^is a proof that the

inactivity, rather than the exertion, of our powers, is

LECT
XLIV
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LECT tlie condition of our pleasurable feelings. This objec-

tion, from a natural proneness to mertion in man, is

superficial ; and the very examples on whicb it pro-

ceeds, refute it, and in refuting it, concur in estab-

Thianota lisfiing OUT theory of pleasure and pain. Now, is the

Rctinty, far niente,—is that doing nothing, in which so many

opposite find so smcere a gratification, in reality a negation of

activity, and not in truth itself an activity intense

and varied ? To do nothing in this sense, is simply

to do nothing irksome,—nothing difficult,—nothing

fatiguing;—especially to do no outward work. But

is the, mind internally, the while, unoccupied and

inert ? This, on the contrary, may be vividly alive,

—may be intently engaged in the spontaneous play

of imagination; and so far, therefore, in this case^

from pleasure being the concomitant of inactivity, the

activity is, on the contrary, at once vigorous and

unimpeded ; and such, accordingly, as, on our theory,

would be accompanied by a high degree of pleasure.
“

Ennui- Ennui IS the state in which we find nothing on which
wbat . - • .

^
.

to exercise our powers ; but ennui is a state of pain.

All occupa- We must recollect, that all energy, all occupation, is

either play or labour. In the former, the energy ap-

pears as free or spontaneous ; m the latter, as either

compulsorily put forth, or its exertion so impeded by

difficulties, that it is only continued by a forced and

painful efibrt, in order to accomplish certain ultenor

ends. Under certain circumstances, indeed, play may
become a labour, and labour may become a play. A
play is, in fact, a labour, until we have acquired the

dexterity requisite to allow the faculties exerted to

operate with ease ; and, on the other hand, a labour

is said to become a play, when a person has by nature,

o [See Krug, Ocschmad^lehre odsr Acsihetxh, p 89, note ]
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or lias acquired by custom, sucb a facility in the lect

relative operations, as to energise at once vigorously

and freely.® In pomt of fact, as man by his nature is

determined to pursue happiness, (happiness is only

another name for a complement of pleasures), he is

determined to that spontaneous activity of his facul-

ties, in which pleasure consists. The love of action The lo^e of
> sr action sig-

is, indeed, signalised, as a fact in human nature, by all

who have made man an object of observation, though

few of them have been able to explain its true rationale, ohsemrs

“ The necessity of action,” says Samuel Johnson,^ “ is

not only demonstrable from the fabric of the body, but

evident from observation of the universal practice of

mankmd,who, forthe preservationof health,” (heshould

have said for pleasure), in those whose rank or wealth

exempts them from the necessity of lucrative labour,

have invented sports and diversions, which, though

not of equal use to the world with manual trades, are^

yet of equal fatigue to those who practise them.”

It IS finely observed by another eloquent philoso- Adnm Fer-

pher,”^ in accounting, on natural principles, for man’s

love of war:—“Every animal is made to delight in the

exercise of his natural talents and forces : the lion

and the tiger sport with the paw
; the horse delights

to commit his mane to the wind, and forgets his

pasture to try his speed in the field ; the buU, even

before his brow is armed, and the lamb, while yet an
emblem of innocence, have a disposition to strike with
the forehead, and anticipate in play the conflicts they
are doomed to sustain. Man, too, is disposed to

opposition, and to employ the forces of his nature

a Of Krug, OcschmaclsUhre odcr y Adam Ferguson, Essay on the
AcsfJictil^ § 21, pp 89, 90v—

E

d Hutoiry of Civil Society^ part i sec-
^ HaTiiblcTy ITo 85.—Ed, tion iv «—Ed.
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against an equal antagonist] lie loves to bring his

reason, his eloquence, his courage, even his bodily

strength, to the proof. His sports are frequently an

image of war ; sweat and blood are freely expended

in play; and fractures or death are often made to

terminate the pastime of idleness and festivity. He
was not made to bve for ever, and even his love of

amusement has opened a way to the grave.”

“ The young of all animals,” says Paley,® “ appear

to me to receive pleasure simply from the exercise of

their limbs and bodily faculties, without reference to

any end to be attained, or any use to be answered by

the exertion. A child, without knowing anything of

the use of language, is in a high degree delighted with

being able to speak. Its incessant repetition of a few

articulate sounds, or, perhaps, of the single word which

it has learnt to pronounce, proves this point clearly.

Hor is it less pleased with its first successful endeav-

ours to walk, or rather to run, (which precedes walk-

ing), although entirely ignorant of the importance of

the attamment to its future Hfe, and even without

applying it to any present purpose. A child is de-

hghted with speakmg, without having anything to

say, and with walking, without knovdng where to go.

And, prior to both these, I am disposed to beheve,

that the waking hours of infancy are agreeably taken

up with the exercise of vision, or perhaps, more pro-

perly speaking, with learmng to see.

“ But it is not for youth alone that the great Parent

of creation hath provided. Happiness is found with

the purring cat, no less than with the playful kitten

;

in the arm-chair of dozing age, as well as in either the

sprightbuess of the dance, or the animation of the

a Xaticral Thcclogy WorLs, Tol iv ctap x:lvi. p 359.
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chase. To novelty, to acuteness of sensation, to hope,

to ardour of pursuit, succeeds, what is, in no incon-

siderable degree, an equivalent for them all, ‘ percep-

tion of ease.’ Herein is the exact difference between

the young and the old. The young are not happy,

but when enjoying pleasure ;
the old are happy, when

free from pain. And this constitution suits with the

degrees of animal power which they respectively pos-

sess. The vigour of youth was to be stimulated to

action by impatience of rest ;
whilst to the imbecility

of age, quietness and repose become positive gratifi-

cations. In one important respect, the advantage is

with the old. A state of ease is, generally speaking,

more attainable than a state of pleasure A constitu-

tion, therefore, which can enjoy ease, is preferable to

that which can taste only pleasure. This same per-

ception of ease oftentimes renders old age a condition

nf great comfort, especially when riding at its anchor

after a busy or tempestuous hfe
”

A strong confirmation of the doctrine, that all plea-

sure IS a reflex of activity, and that the free energy

of every power is pleasurable, is derived from the

phsenomena presented by those affections which we
emphatically denominate the Pamful This fact is

too striking, from its apparent inconsistency, not to

have soon attracted attention ,

—

Non tantum sanctis instnictce legibus urbes,

Tectaque divitiis luxunosa sms
Mortalem alliciunt pulcra ad spectacula visum,

Sed placet annoso squalida terra situ

Oblectat pavor ipse aniraum
, sunt gaudia cuns,

Et stupuisse juvat, quern doluisse piget ’’

«

a Virginins Cnssannus [PocTmtta in Septan Ilhislnum Virorum Po>
Virgimx Cccsanniy Urhamww Pont^ anat<t Amstelodami, apud Dan
Opt Max Ciihicxdo Prccfccti Pnnted Ekennum, 1672, p 465 —Ed ]
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LECT Take, for example, in the first place, the afiection of

Grrief,—the sorrow we feel in the loss of a beloved

wm^pamed ohject. Is this affection nnaccompanied with plea-
v^h plea-

2 go fap jg bemg the case, that the plea-

sure so greatly predominates over the pain as to pro-

duce a mixed emotion, which is far more pleasurable

than any other of which the wounded heart is suscep-

Nobced by tible. It IS expressly stated by the younger Pliny, ui

a passage which commences with these words —“ Est

quaedam etiam dolendi voluptas,’’ &c.“ This has also

been frequently signalised by the poets ,

—

ovid. Thus Ovid^ —
“ Eleque meos casus est quasdam flere voluptas

,

Expletur lacrymis egenturque dolor
”

Lucan Thus Lucau ; of Cornelia after the murder of

Pompey —
Caput ferob. obduxit aniictu,

Decrevitque patz tenebras, puppisque cavernis

Delituit scBvumque arete complexa dolorem,

Perfruitur lachryinis, et amat pro conjugeluctura*’^

Statius Thus Statius ® ,

—

Nemo vetat, satiare malis ;
eegnmique dolorem

Labertate doma, jam flendi expleta voluptas

Seneca. Thus Seneca, the tragedian ^ .

—

Mceror lacrjmas amat assuetas,

Flendi misens dira cupido est

Petrarch TllUS Pctraxcll ^ .

Non omnia terroe

Obruta ,
vivit amor, vivit dolor

;
ora negatur

Regia conspicere, at fleie et memimsse rehetum est

a Lib viiu ep 16 ‘^Est qufedara

etiam dolendi voluptas
,

pnesertim

SI in anuci smu defleas, apud quern

lacrymis ttus vel Ians sit parata, vel

\ enifL —Ed

0 TnsUa, ir in 37 —Ed

y F/uirsaltcc, ix 108 —ED
d Sylv<By 11 L 14 —Ed*
( Thyesies^ x. 952 —Ed

i Epist lib \ i Barhato Sidmoiicnsi

—Ed*
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Thus Shenstone “
:

—

“Heu quanto minus est cum reliqms versan, quam tiu memmisse ”

Finally, Lord Pembroke ^ :

—

“ I would not give my dead son for the best living son m Chnstendom.”

In like manner, Fear is not simply painful. It is a

natural disposition ;
has a tendency to act ;

and there

IS, consequently, along with its essential pain, a certain

pleasure, as the reflex of its energy. This is finely

expressed by Akenside .

—

LECT
XLIV

Shenstoue

Lord Pern-
"broke

Feai, not
simply
painful.

Akenside
quoted

Hence, finally, by night

The village matron round the blazing hearth

Suspends the infant audience with her tales,

Breathing astonishment * of witching rhymes,

And evil spirits
,
of the deathbed call

Of him who robb’d the widow, and devour’d

The orphan’s portion
; of unquiet souls

Bis’n from the grave to ease the heavy guilt

Of deeds in life conceaPd
j
of shapes that walk

At dead of night and clank their choms, and wa\ e

The torch of Hell around the murderer’s bed.

At every solemn pause, the crowd recoil,

Gazing each other 8peechless,_and congeal’d

With shivering sighs till, eager for th’ event,

Around the beldame all erect they hang,

Each trembhng heart with grateful terrors quell’d,”

lu like manner, Pity, which, being a sympathetic Pity

passion, implies a participation in sorrow, is yet con-

fessedly agreeable. The poet even accords to the

energy of this benevolent affection a preference over

the enjoyments of an exclusive selfishness ,

—

‘‘ The broadest mirth unfeeling folly wears.

Is not so sweet as virtue’s very tears ” ^

a Inscnption on an um See

Dodslcy’s Dcscripiwn of the Lcasoxocs^

m Shenstone’s TJ^orls, (1777), vol n

p 307 —Ed
The anecdote is told m a some-

what different form of the Duke of

Ormond See Carte’s ii/c, b viii

Anno 1680. Hume, chap llix
, tells

the story of the Duke of Ormond, but
as in the text —Ed
y Flcasxircs of Imagination^ h i

255 —Ed
5 Pope, Essay on Man, iv 319 The

correct reading of the spcond hne is,

—

“ IjCss pleasing far than virtue s \ erj tears

—Ed,
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gcT On the same principle is to be esplained the enjoy-

^ ment TrMcb men bare in spectacles of suffering,—in

emo^ns the combats of animals and men, in executions, in

themselves tragedies, kc.,—a disposition wMcb not unfrequently

suraWe becomes an irresistible babit, not only for individuals,

but for nations. Tbe excitation of energetic emotions

painful in themselves is, bov-ever, also pleasurable. St

lUastrated Austiu affords curious examples of this in bis ovrn

Sst case, and in that of bis Mend Alypius. Speaking of

himself in bis Confessions,^ be says :
—

“

Theatrical

spectacles were to me irresistible, replete as they were

Tvitb tbe images of my ovn miseries, and tbe fuel of

my own fire. What is tbe cause why a man chooses

to grieve at scenes of tragic suffering, which be would

have tbe utmost aversion himself to endure ? And yet

tbe spectator wishes to derive grief from these; in

fact, tbe grief itself constitutes bis pleasure. For be

is attracted to tbe theatre, not to succour, but only to

condole.”

Al?o in tie In another part of tbe same work,^ be gives tbe

Send nv- foUowing account of bis Mend Alypius, who bad been

carried by bis fellow-students, much against bis in-

clination, to tbe amphitheatre, where there was to be

a combat of gladiators. At first, unable to regard tbe

atrocious spectacle, be closed bis eyes, but to give you

tbe result of tbe story in tbe words of St Austin,

“Abstulit inde secum insaniam qua stimularetur

redire, non tantum cum iUis a quibus prius abstrac-

tus est, sed etiam pKe illis, et alios trahens.”

Creneral

Causes
^Lirh con-
tnbute to
ru'se or

I now proceed to consider tbe General Causes which

conMbute to raise or to lower tbe intensity of our en-

ergies, and, consequently, to determine tbe correspond-

a Lib. iiu cap 2.—Ed [See Parchot^ Physiccij pars iu § ul

0 lib tL cap S —Ed c v Inslxtiif Phil , ul p 416 ]
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ing degree of pleasure or pain. These may be reduced

to Four; for an object rouses the activity of our —
powers, 1°, In proportion as it is New or Unex- intensity of

pected
;

2°, In proportion as it stands in a relation

of Contrast ;
3°, In proportion as it stands in a rela-

tion of Harmony; and, 4°, In proportion as it is Asso-

ciated with more, or more interesting objects.

L The principle on which Novelty determines a i Novelty

higher energy, and, consequently, a higher feehng of

pleasure, is twofold ; and of these the one may be

called the Subjective, the other the Objective.

In a subjective relation,—the new is pleasurable, Twofold,—

inasmuch as this supposes that the mind is determmed Md^ohjec-

to a mode of action, either from inactivity, or from

another state of energy. In the former case, energy,

(the condition of pleasure), is caused : m the latter, a

change of energy is afforded, which is also pleasurable;

for powers energise less vigorously in proportion to

the continuance of the same exertion, consequently, a

new activity being determined, this replaces a strained

or expiring exercise, that is, it replaces a painful, in-

different, or unpleasurable feeling, by one of compa-

ratively vivid enjoyment. Hence aU that the poets,

from Homer downward, have said of the satiety con-

sequent on our enjoyments, and of the charms of

vaiiety and change ; but if I began to give quotations

on these heads there would be no end. In an objec-

tive relation,—a novel object is pleasing, because it

affords a giutihcation to our desire of knowledge
; for

to learn, as Aristotle has observed,** is to man natu-
rally pleasing. But the old is already known,—it has
been learned,—^has been referred to its place, and,

therefore, no longer occupies the cognitive faculties
;

o rxhd
, 1 11, 21 , UL 10, 2 —Ed
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IL Con-
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Subordi-
nate appli-

cations of
tins prin-

ciple

1 RecoUeC'
tion of past
suffering

CoT'ley

Southern

Trliereas, tlie new, as new, is still unknown, and rouses

to energy the powers by wbicb it is to be brought

withm the system of our knowledge

II. The second general principle is Contrast. Con-

trast operates in two ways ; for it has the effect both

of enhancing the real or absolute intensity of a feeling,

and of enhancing the apparent or relative. As an

instance of the former, the unkindness of a person

from whom we expect kindness, rouses to a far higher

pitch the emotions consequent on injury. As an in-

stance of the latter, the pleasure of eating appears

proportionally great, when it is immediately connected

and contrasted with the removal of the pangs of hun-

ger. It is on this principle, that the recollection of

our past suffering is agreeable,
—

‘^hsec olim meminisse

juvabit.” “ To the same purport Seneca,^ the trage-

dian ,

—

Qnse fnit dnmm pati

Memmisse dulce est
”

And Cowley —
“ Tilings Trhicli offend, irhen present, and afEnglit,

In memoir, •erell pamted, more delight”

Whereas the remembrance of a former happiness only

augments the feeling of a present misery.

Conld I forget

'What I have been, I might the better bear

What I ana destined to Fm not the first

That have been wretched • but to think hovr mnch
I have been happier^’ 5

It is, likewise, on this principle, that whatever recalls

a Tirgfl, j£ncid, i 203 —^En lion —Ed
Hercules Furens, act ni 656 — 5 Southern, Innocent Adultery^ act

Ed m
7 Ode upon his Majesixfs Rcslora-
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US to a vivid consciousness of our own felicity, by con-

trasting it with tbe wretchedness of others, is, though

not unaccompanied with sympathetic pain, still pre-

dominantly pleasurable. Hence, in part, but in part

only, the enjoyment we feel from all representations

of ideal suffermg. Hence, also in part, even the plea-

sure we have in witnessing real suffering :

—

“ Suave, man magno turbantibus sequora ventis,

E tena magnum altenus apectare laborem :

Non q^uia vexan quemquam est jucunda voluptoa,

Sed qtubus ipse malia careas, quia cemere Buave est

Suave etiam belb. certamina magna tueri

Per campos instracta, tua sme parte pencil ” “

But on this, and other subjects, I can only touch.

III. The third general principle on which our powers

are roused to a perfect and pleasurable, or to an im-

perfect and painful energy, is the relation of Harmony,

or Discord, in which one coexistent activity stands to

another.

It is sufficient merely to indicate this principle, for

its influence is manifest. At different times, we exist

in different complex states of feeling, and these states

are made up of a number of constituent thoughts and

affections. At one time,—say during a sacred solem-

nity,—we are m a very different frame of mind from

what we are at another,—say during the representa-

tion of a comedy. How, then, in such a state of mmd,
if anything occurs to awaken to activity a power pre-

viously unoccupied, or to occupy a power previously

in energy in a different manner, this new mode of acti-

vity is either of the same general character and tend-

encywith the other constituent elements of thecomplex
state, or it is not In the former case, the new energy

a Lucretius, iL 1 —En

LECT
XLIV

2 Con-
Bcionsnes'i

of our OAYU

felicity as

contrasted
mtli
metched-
ness of

others

Lucretius
quoted.

nr Har-
mony and
Discord.

Illustrated
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EECT.
XMV

IV, Asso-
ciatioiL

Its nature.

And infin-

tcce

cTiimes id the old ; each, operates ^\'ithoTit impedi-

ment from the other, and th.e general harmony of feel-

ing is not violated : in the latter case, the new energy

jars with, tlie old, and eacli severally counteracts and

impedes the other. Thus, in the sacred solemnity,

and when our minds are brought to a state of serious

contemplation, everything that operates in unison with

that state,—say a pious discourse, or a strain of solemn

music,— win have a greater effect, because all the

powers which are thus determined to exertion, go to

constitute one total complement of harmonious energy.

But suppose that, instead of the pious discourse or the

strain of solemn music, we are treated to a merry tune

or a witty address ;—these, though at another season

they might afford us considerable pleasure, would,

under the circumstances, cause only pain; because

the energies they elicited, would be impeded by those

others with which the mind was already engrossed,

while those others would, in like manner, be impeded

by them. But, as we have seen, pleasure is the con-

comitant of unimpeded energy.

lY. The fourth and last general principle by which

the activity of our powers is determined to pleasur-

able or painful activity, is Association. Yvith the

nature and influence of association you are familiar,

and are aware that, a determinate object being present

in consciousness with its proper thought, feeling, or

desire, it is not present, isolated and alone, but may
draw after it the representation of other objects, with

their respective feelings and desires.

Xow it is evident, in the first place, that one object,

considered simply and in itself, will be more pleasing

than another, in proportion as it, of its proper nature,

determines the exertion of a greater amount of free
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energy. But, in tlie second place, the amount of free

energy which an object may itself elicit, is small, when

compared to the amount that may be elicited by its -

tram of associated representations. Thus, it is evi-

dent, that the object which m itself would otherwise

be pleasing, may, through the accident of association,

be the occasion of pain ;
and, on the contrary, that an

object naturally mdififerent or even painful may, by

the same contingency, be productive of pleasure.

This principle of Association accounts for a great Acsocmtion

many of the phsenomena of our intellectual pleasures its condi-

-1 iftpp 1 * f* tion Tiniiis

and pains ; but it is lar from accountmg lor every- and pien-

thmg. In fact, it supposes, as its condition, that founded

there are pains and pleasures not founded on Asso-

ciation. Association is a prmciple of pleasure and

pain, only as it is a principle of energy of one char-

acter or another ;
and the attempts that have been Tiie at-

made to resolve all our mental pleasures and pams resolve all

into Association, are guilty of a twofold vice. For, sures oud

m the first place, they convert a partial into an ex- Associa-

clusive law ; and, in the second, they elevate a sub- oTin^^'

ordmate mto a supreme prmciple. The influence of

Association, by which Mr Alison® and Lord Jefirey,^

among others, have attempted to explam the whole

phaenomena of our mtellectual pleasures, was more
properly, I think, appreciated by Hutcheson,—a phi- Hutcheson

losopher whose works are deserving of more attention per^'a™’

than has latterly been paid to them. “We shaU. see the influ-

hereafter,” he says, and Aristotle said the same tiling, !ocmuo^'^'

“that associations of ideas make objects pleasant and
delightful, which are not naturally apt to give any
such pleasures; and, in the same way, the casual

a Sec Ills E'isays on Taste 6tli S See Encydo] ccdia Entanmca,
edit. EJmburgh, 1825 —Ed art. Beauty, 7th edit

, p 187 —Ed
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LECT.
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conjunction of ideas may give a disgust where there

is nothing disagreeable in the form itself. And this

is the occasion of many fantastic aYersions to figures

of some animals, and to some other forms. Thus

swine, serpents of all Muds, and some insects really

beautiful enough, are beheld with aversion, by many
people who have got some accidental ideas associated

with them. And for distastes of this kind no other

account can be given.”

a Inquiry \rdo the Origin of our L sect vl, 4tli edition, p 73 —
Id^as of Beaviy and Viriut^ treatise Ed
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LECTURE XLY.

THE FEELINGS.—THEIR CLASSES.

Having tlius terminated the consideration of the

Feelings considered as Causes,—causes of Pleasure ^
and Pain,—I proceed to consider them as Enects, mgs,—con-

1 n T fr> _L
Bidered as—as products of the action of our dinerent powers. Effects

Now, it is evident, that, since all Feeling is the state

in which we are conscious of some of the energies or

processes of life, as these energies or processes differ,

so will the correlative feelings. In a word, there will As many
® ’ different

he as many different feelings as there are distmct feeimgs as

modes of mental activity. In tlie Lecture in wnicn distmct
modes 01

I commenced the discussion of the Feehngs, I stated mental ac-

to you various distributions of these states by differ-

ent philosophers.® To these I do not thmk it neces-

sary again to recur, and shall simply state to yon the

grounds of the division I shall adopt.

As the Feelings, then, are not primitive and inde- Two grand

j 1 1 IT classes of

pendent states, but merely states which accom^jany FeeUngs -

the exertion of our faculties, or the excitation of our tionr^*

capacities, they must, as I have said, take their differ-

ences from the differences of the powers which they

attend. Now, though all consciousness and aU feehng

be only mental, and, consequently, to say that any
feehng is corporeal, would, in one point of view, be

inaccurate, still it is manifest that there is a consider-

a Sec above, Lect xli
, voL ii p 429 —Ed
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n. Senti-

meiits.

Sensations

Two class-

es

—

1 Of the
Five
Senst's

2. Of the
Sensns Va-

The first

class con>

sniere<L

able ntunber of mental functions, cognitive as veil

as appetent, clearly marked out as in proximate re-

lation to the body ; and to these functions ve give

the name of Sensitive, Sensible, Sensuous, or Sensual.

iSTov, the feelings vhich accompany the exertion of

these Sensitive or Corporeal Powers, whether cogni-

tive or appetent, will constitute a distinct class, and

to these we may, with great propriety, give the name
of Sensations

;

wh^eas, on the Feehugs which accom-

pany the energies of all our higher powers of mind,

we may, with equal propriety, bestow the name of

Sentiments. The first grand distribution of our feel-

ings will, therefore, be into the Sensations,—^that is,

the Sensitive or External Feelings ; and into the

Sentiments,—^that is, the Mental or Internal Feelings.

Of these in their order.

I. Of the Sensations.—The Sensations may be di-

vided into two classes. The first class will contain

those which accompany our perceptions through the

five determinate senses,— of Touch, Taste, Smell,

Hearinsr, and Si2:ht,—^the Sensus Fixus. The second

class will comprise those sensations which are in-

cluded under what has been called the Ccencesthesis

or Sensus Communis,—the Common Sense,—Vital

Sense,—Sensus Vagus,—such as the feelings of Heat

and Cold, of Shuddering, the feeling of Health, of

Muscular Tension and Lassitude, of Hunger and

Thirst, the Yisceral Sensations, &c , &c.“

In regard to the determinate senses, each of these

organs has its specific action, and its appropriate

pleasure and pain ; for there is a pleasure experienced

in each of these, when an object is presented which

determines it to suitable activity : and a pain or dis-

c See above, Le*:it xxvil, voL u. p 157.—Ed
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satisfaction experienced, wlien tlie energy elicited is

'Cither inordinately Yehement or too remiss. This

pleasure and pain, "which is that alone belonging to

the action of the living organ, and which, therefore,

may be styled organic, we must distinguish from that

higher feeling, which, perhaps, results from the exer-

cise of Imagination and Intellect upon the phasnomena

delivered by the senses. Thus, I would call organic

the pleasure we feel in the perception of green or blue,

and the pain we feel in the perception of a dazzling

white ; bnt I would be, perhaps, disposed to refer to

some other power than the External Sense, the enjoy-

ment we experience in the harmony of colours, and

certainly that which we find in the proportions of

figure. The same observation applies to Hearing.

I would call organic the pleasure we have in single

sounds ; whereas the satisfaction we receive from the

harmony, and, still more, from the melody of tones,

seems to require a higher faculty. This, however, is

a very obscure and difficult problem ; bnt, in what-

ever manner it be determined, the Aristotehc theory

of pleasure and pain is stiU the only one which can

account for the phenomena. Limiting, however, the

organic pleasure of which a sense is capable, to that

fiom the activity determined in it by its elementary

objects,—^this "will be competent to every sense, but

in very different degrees. In treating of the Cogni-

tive Powers, I formerly noticed that in aU the senses

we could discriminate two phsenomena,—^the pheno-
menon of Perception Proper, and the phenomenon of

Sensation Proper.® By p&i'ception is understood the

objective relation of the sense, that is, the informa-

tion obtained through it of the qualities of external

a See above, Lect vxiv
, aoL p 98 —Ed.

LECT
XLV

Organic
pleasure
and pain
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The degree
of organic
pleasure
determined
by the ob-
jectivity

and subjec-
tivity of
the Sense
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MCT. existences in tlieir action on the organ
; by sensation

^ is understood the subjective relation of the sense,-

that IS, our consciousness of the affection of the organ

itself, as acted on,—as affected by an object. I stated

that these phsenomena were in an inverse ratio to

each other,—that is, the greater the perception the

less always the sensation, the greater the sensation

the less always the perception. I further observed,

that, of the senses, some were more objective, others

more subjective ;—that m some the phsenomenon of

perception predominated, in others the phenomenon
of sensation ; that is, some gave us much information

in regard to the qualities of their object and little

in regard to their own affection in the act
; whereas

the mformation we received from others, was almost

limited exclusively to their own modification, when
Sight and at work. Thus the two higher senses of Sight and

S^chve, Hearmg might be considered as pre-eminently objec-

Smeu sub- tivc, the two lower senses of Taste and Smell might
ICCtlVB * • • •

hpnce in be considered as pre-eminently subjective ; while the

former, seusc of Touch might be viewed as that in which the

pifa^ two phenomena are, as it were, in csquilibrio. Now,

f^bierm according to this doctrme, we ought to find the

ter, strong Organic pleasure and pain in the two higher senses

comparatively feeble, in the two lower, comparatively

strong. And so it is. The satisfaction or dissatisfac-

tion we receive from certain smgle colours and certain

single sounds, in determining the organs of Sight and

Hearing to perfect or imperfect activity, is small m
proportion to the pleasure or the displeasure we are

conscious of from the application of certain single

objects to the organs of Taste and Smell.

So far we may safely go. But when it is required

of us to explain, particularly and in detail, why the
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rose, for example, produces this sensation of smell,

assafoetida that other, and so forth, and to say in what

peculiar action does the perfect or pleasurable, and

the imperfect or painful, activity of an organ consist,

we must at once profess our ignorance. But it is the

same with all our attempts at explaining any of the

ultimate phenomena of creation. In general, we may

account for much
;
in detail, we can rarely account

for anything ; for we soon remount to facts which lie

beyond our powers of analysis and observation.

All that we can say in explanation of the agreeable

in sensation is, that, on the general analogy of our

being, when the impression of an object on a sense

IS in harmony with its amount of power, and thus

allows it the condition of springing to full spontaneous

energy, the result is pleasure
;
whereas, when the im-

pression is out of harmony with the amount of power,

and thus either represses it or stimulates it to over-

activity, the result is pain.

The same explanation, drawn from the observation

of the phsenomena within our reach, must be applied

to the sensations which belong to the Vital Sense, but

in regard to these it is not necessary to say anything

in detail.

II. The Mental or Internal Feelings,—the Senti-

ments,— may be divided into Contemplative and
Practical. The former are the concomitants of our

Cognitive Powers, the latter of our Powers of Cona-
tion. Of these in their order.

The Contemplative Feelings are again distributed

into two classes,—into those of the Subsidiaiy Facul-
ties, and those of the Elaborative; and the Feel-

ings accompanying the subsidiary faculties may be
again subdivided mto those of Self-Consciousness or

LECT
XLV
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sciousness

Tedium or
Ennui

Arises from,
a repressed
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to action.

Internal Perception, and into those of ImaginatioD,

—

Imagination being here employed to comprehend its

relative faculty, the faculty of Reproduction. Of

these in their order ; and first of the Feelings or Sen-

timents attending the faculty of Reflex Perception or

Self-Consciousness.

By this faculty we become aware of our internal

states ; that is, in other words, that we live. Now we
are conscious of our life only as we are conscious of

our activity, and we are conscious of activity only as

we are conscious of a change of state,—for all activity

IS the going out of one state into another ; while, at

the same time, we are only conscious of one state by

contrast to, or as discriminated from, a preceding

Now pleasure, we have also seen, is the consciousness

of a vigorous and unimpeded energy
;
pain, the con-

sciousness of repressed or impeded tendency to action

This bemg the case, if there be nothing which presents

to our faculties the objects on which they may exert

their activity, in other words, if there be no cause

whereby our actual state may be made to pass into

another, there results a peculiar irksome feeling of a

want of excitement, which we denominate tedium or

ennui. This feehng is like that of being unable to

die, and not being allowed to live ; and sometimes

becomes so oppressive that it leads to suicide or

madness

The pam we experience in the feeling of Tedium,

arises from the feeling of a repressed tendency to

action ; and it is intense in proportion as this feeling

is lively and vigorous. An inahihty to thought is a

security against this feeling, and, therefore, tedium is

far less felt by the uncultivated than by the educated.

The more varied the objects presented to our thought,
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—the more varied and vivacious our activity, the in-

tenser 'will he our consciousness of living, and the

more rapidly will the time appear to fly. But when

we look back upon the series of thoughts, with which

our mind was occupied the while, we marvel at the

apparent length of its duration. Thus it is that, in

traveUing, a month seems to pass more rapidly than

a week; but cast a retrospect upon what has occurred,

and occupied our attention during the interval, and

the month appears to lengthen to a year. Hence we

explain why we call our easy occupations pastimes;

and why play is so engaging when it is at all deep.

Games of hazard determine a continual change,—now

we hope, and now we fear ; while in games of skill,

we experience also the pleasure which arises from the

activity of the understanding, in carrying through our

own, and in frustrating the plan of our antagonist.

AU that relieves tedium, by afibrdmg a change and

an easy exercise for our thoughts, causes pleasure.

The best cure of tedium is some occupation which,

by concentrating our attention on external objects,

shall divert it fi:om a retortion on ourselves. All

occupation is either labour or play
; labour when

there is some end ulterior to the activity, play when
the activity is for its own sake alone. In both, how-
ever, there must be ever and anon a change of object,

or both will soon grow tiresome. Labour is thus the

best preventive of tedium, for it has an external mo-
tive which holds us steadfast to the work; while after

the completion of our task, the feehng of repose, as

the change from the feeling of a constrained to that
of a spontaneous state, afibrds a vivid and pecuhar
pleasure. Labour must alternate with repose, or we
shall never know what is the true enjoyment of life.

VOL. II. 2 I
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Thus it appears that a uiiifoniL couthniity in our

internal states is painful, and that pleasure is the

result of their commutation. It is, hoYrever, to he

observed, that the change of our perceptions and

thoughts to be pleasing must not be too rapid ; for

as the intervals, when too long, produce the feeling of

Tedium, so, when too shorh they cause that of Giddi-

ness or Vertigo. The too rapid passing, for example,

of visible objects or of tones before the Senses, of

images before the Phantasy, of thoughts before the

Understanding, occasions the disagreeable feeling of

confusion or stupefaction, which, in individuals of

very sensitive temperament, results in Uansea,

—

Sickness
“

I proceed now to the Speculative Feelings which

accompany the energies of Imagination, It has al-

ready been frequently stated, that whatever affords

to a power the mean of frill spontaneous energy is a

cause of pleasure ; and that whatever either represses

the free exertion of a power, or stimulates it into

strained activity, is the cause of pain.

I shaU now apply this law to the Imagmation.

Whatever, in general, facilitates the play of the Ima-

gination is felt as pleasing ; whatever renders it more

difficult is felt as displeasing. And this apphes equally

to Imagination considered as merely reproductive of

the objects presented by sense or as combining these

in the phantastic forms of its own productive, or

rather plastic, activity. Considering the Phantasy

merely as reproductive, we are pleased with the por-

trait of a person whose face we know, if Hke, because

it enables ns to recall the features iuto consciousness

easily and freely ;
and we are displeased with it if

a See 3IarCTis Herz, Ulxrr den Schxcindd, 1791.
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unlike, because it not only does not assist, but thwarts mct.

us in our endeavour to recall them ; while after this

has been accomplished, we are still farther pained by

the disharmony we experience between the portrait

on the canvass and the representation in our own

imagination. A short and characteristic description

of tilings which we have seen, pleases us, because,

vuthout exacting a protracted effort of attention, and

through a few striking traits, it enables the imagina-

tion to place the objects vividly before it. On the

same principle, whatever facilitates the reproduction

of the objects which have been consigned to memory?

is pleasurable ;
as for example, resemblances, contrasts,

other associations with the passing thought, metre,

rhjTue, symmetry, appropriate designations, &c. To An act of

realise an act of imagmation, it is necessary that we tion m-^
volvGS the

grasp up,—that we comprehend, the manifold as a comprehen-

single whole: an object, therefore, which does not manifold as

a single

allow itself, without difficulty, to be thus represented ^riioie.

ill unity, occasions pain; whereas an object which can

easily be recalled to system, is the cause of pleasure.

The former is the case when the object is too large or

too complex to be perceived at once
; when the parts

are not prominent enough to be distinctly impressed

upon the memory Order and symmetr}’- facilitate

the acts of Reproduction and Representation, and,

consequently, afford us a proportional gratification.

But, on the other hand, as pleasure is in proportion The Beau-

to the amount of free energy, an object which gives

no impediment to the comprehensive energy of Ima-
gination, may not be pleasurable, if it be so simple

as not to afford to this faculty a sufficient exer-

cise. Hence it is, that not variety alone, and not
unity alone, but variety combined with unity, is that
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quality in objects, vMcb vre empbatically denominate

beautiful.

As to wbat is called tbe Productive or Creative

Imagination,—^tbis is dependent for its materials on

tbe Senses and on tbe Eeproductive Imagination.

Tbe Imagination produces, tbe Imagination creates,

nothing; it only rearranges parts,—^it only builds up

old materials into new forms; and in reference to this

act, it ought, therefore, to be called, not the 'productive

or creative, but the plastic.^' Now this reconstruction

of materials by tbe Plastic Imagination is twofold; for

it either arranges them in one representation, or in a

series of representations. Of tbe pleasure we receive

from single representations, I have already spoken; it,

therefore, only remains to consider tbe enjojrment we
find in tbe activity of imagination, in so far as this is

excited in concatenating a series of representations.

I do not at present speak of any pleasure or pain

which tbe contents of these concatenated representa-

tions may produce ; these are not feehngs of imagi-

nation, but of appetency or conation ;
I have here

exclusively in view tbe feelings which accompany the

facilitated, or impeded, energy of this function of the

phantasy. Now it is manifest that a series of repre-

sentations are pleasing .—1°, In proportion as they

severally call up in us a more varied and harmonious

image
;
and, 2°, In proportion as they stand to each

other in a logical dependence. This latter is, how-

ever, a condition not of the Imagination, but of the

Understanding or Elaborative Faculty; and, there-

fore, before speaking of those feelings which accom-

pany the joint energies of these faculties, it will be

proper to consider those which arise from the opera-

a See above, LecL xxmi, vol iL p 262 —Ed
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tions of the Understanding by itself. To these, there- lect

fore, I now pass on.

The function of the Understanding may, in general,

be said to bestow on the cognitions which it elaborates, standing

the greatest possible compass, (comprehension and

extension), the greatest possible clearness and distinct-

ness, the greatest possible certainty and systematic

order ; and in as much as we approximate to the

accomplishment of these ends, we experience pleasure,

in as much as we meet with hindrances in our attempts,

we experience pain. The tendency, the desire we
have, to amphfy the limits of our knowledge, is one of

the strongest principles of human nature. To learn

is thus pleasurable , to be frustrated m our attempted

knowledge, painful.

Obscurity and confusion in our cognitions we feel obscure

as disagreeable ; whereas their clearness and distinct- fused cog-

ness afford ns sincere gratification. We are pained how dis-

by a hazy and perplexed discourse ;
but rejoice in

one perspicuous and profound. Hence the pleasure

we experience in having the cognitions we possessed

but darkling and confused, explicated into hfe and

order
;
and, on this account, there is hardly a more

pleasmg object than a tabular conspectus of any com-

plex whole. We are soothed by the solution of a

riddle ; and the wit which, like a flash of lightning, Wit how

discovers similarities between objects which seemed

contradictory, affords a still intenser enjoyment

Our cognitions may be divided into two classes,— Cognitions

the Empirical or Historical, and the Rational. ' In the into two

former, we only apprehend the fact that they are ;
in Empirical

the latter, we comprehend the reason why they are tionac

'

The Understanding, therefore, does not for each

demand the same kmd or degree of knowledge ;
b”t
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LECT-
XLV.

in eacL. if its demand be snccessfnl, Tre are pleased

:

if nnsnccessfol, we are chagrined

From the tendenev of men towards knowledge and

certainty, there arises a pecnliar feeling which is

commonly called the Feeling or Sentiment of Tmth,

bnt might be more correctly styled the Feeling or

Sentiment of ConTictioiL For we must not mistake

this feeling for the facnlty by which we discriminate

truth from error : this feeling, as merely subjectiTe,

can determine nothing in regard to truth and error,

which are, on the contrary, of an objective relation :

and there are found as many examples of men who
have died the confessors of an error thew mistook for

truth, as of men who have laid down their lives in

testimony of the real truth. “ Every opinion," says

Montaigne,'^ ^'is strong enough i:o have had its mar-

tvrs/'’ Be this, however, as it mav, the feeling of

conviction is a pleasurable sentiment, because it ac-

companies the consciousness of an unimpeded energy

;

whereas the counter-feeling,—^that of doubt or un-

certainty, is a painful sentiment, because it attends a

consciousness of a thwarted activity. The uneasy feel-

ing which is thus the concomitant of doubt, is a

powerful stimulus to the extension and perfecting of

our knowledge.

The multitude,—^the multifarious character, of the

objects presented to our observation, stands in signal'

contrast with the very limited capacity of the human

intellect. This disproportion constrains us to classify

;

that is, by a comparison of the objects of sense to

reduce these to notions ; on these primary notions we

repeat the comparison, and thus carry them up into

higher, and these higher into highest notions. This

c IiT, i cii. iL

—

jld.
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process is performed by that function of tbe Under- mct

standing, wbicb apprehends resemblances ; and hence

originate species and geuera in all their gradations.

In this detection of the similanties between different

objects, an energy of the understanding is fully and

freely exerted ; and hence results a pleasure. But as in

these classes,—these general notions, the knowledge

of individual existences loses in precision and com-

pleteness, we agam endeavour to find out differences

m the thmgs which stand under a notion, to the end

that we may be able to specify and individualise

them. This counter-process is performed by that func-

tion of the Understanding, which apprehends dissimi-

larities between resembling objects, and in the full

and free exertion of this energy there is a feeling of

pleasure.

The Intellect further tends to reduce the piecemeal Science,

—

and fragmentary cognitions it possesses, to a system-

atic whole, in other words, to elevate them to a

Science ; hence the pleasure we derive from all that

enables us with ease and rapidity to survey the rela-

tion of complex parts, as constituting the members of

one organic whole.

The Intellect, from the necessity it has of thinking Deduction

everything as the result of some higher reason, is thus pmcipks

determined to attempt the deduction of every object

of cognition from a simple prmciple. When, there-

fore, we succeed or seem to succeed m the discovery

of such a principle, we feel a pleasure
; as we feel a

pain, when the intellect is frustrated m this en-

deavour.

To the feelmgs of pleasure which are afforded by Appreten.

the unimpeded energies of the Understanding, belongs, a^ptation

likewise, the gratification we find in the apprehension to eX,—
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LECT of external or internal adaptation of Means to Ends
XXiV -r-r • • •

^

Human intelligence is naturally determined to propose

to itself an end ; and, in the consideration of objects,

it thus necessarily thinks them under this relation.

If an object, Tie'W'ed as a mean, be fitted to effect its

end, this end is either an external, that is, one u^hich

lies beyond the thing itself in some other existence

;

or an internal, that is, one -n-hich lies vrithin the thing

Ends of itself, and consummates its own existence. If the end

— be external, an object suited to accomplish it is said

to be useful. If, again, the end be internal, and all

andue^ the paits of the object be viewed in relation to their
Perfect

-vvJiole as to their end, an object, as suited to effect this

end, is said to be 'peifect. If, therefore, we consider

an object in reference either to an external or to an

internal end, and if this object be recognised to folfil

the conditions which this relation implies, the act of

thought inwhich this is accomplished is an unimpeded,

and, consequently, pleasurable, energy ; whereas the

act of cognising that these conditions are awanting,

and the object therefore iU adapted to its end, is a

thwarted, and therefore a painful, energy of thought.
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LECTURE XLVL

THE FEELINGS.—^THEIR CLASSES.—THE BEAUTIFUL

AND SUBLIME.

After terminating tLe consideration of tbe Feelings

viewed as Causes,—causes of Pleasure and Pam, we

entered, in our last Lecture, on their discussion re-

garded as Effects,—effects of the various processes of

conscious life. In this latter relation, I divided them

into two great classes,—^the Sensations and the Senti-

ments. The Sensations are those feelings which accom-

pany the vital processes more immediately connected

with the corporeal organism. The Sentiments are those

feelings which accompany the mental processes, which,

if not wholly inorganic, are at least less immediately

dependent on the conditions of the nervous system.

The Sensations I again subdivided into two orders,

—

into those which accompany the action of the five De-

terminate Senses, and mto those which accompany, or,

in fact, constitute the manifestations of the Indeter-

minate or Vital Sense. After a slight consideration

of the Sensations, I passed on to the Sentiments.

These I also subdivided into two orders, according as

they accompany the energies of the Cognitive, or the
energies of the Conative, Powers. The former of these
I called the Contemplative,—the latter, the Practical

Feelings or Sentiments. Taking the former,—the
Contemplative,—^into discussion, I further subdivided

LECT
^XLVI

Becapitula-

tion
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these into two classes, according as they are the con-

comitants of the lower or Subsidiary, or of the higher

or Elaborative, Faculty of Cognition. The sentiments

which accompany the lower or Subsidiary Faculties,

by a final subdivision, I distributed into those of the

Faculty of SeK-consciousness and into those of the

Imagination,—^referring to the Imagination the rela-

tive faculty of Reproduction. I ought also to have

observed, that, as the Imagination always co-operates

in every act of complex perception, and, in fact, be-

stows on such a cognition its whole unity, under the

Feehngs of Imagination (or of Imagination and the

Understanding in conjunction) would fall to be consi-

dered those sentiments of pleasure which, in the per-

ceptions of sense, we receive from the relations of the

obj ects presented. Under the Feelings connected with

the Energies of the Elaborative Faculty or Under-

standing, I comprehended those which arise from the

gratification of the Regulative Faculty,—Reason or

Intelligence,—^because it is only through the opera-

tions of the former that the laws of the latter are

carried into effect. In relation to Feelings, the two

faculties may, therefore, be regarded as one. I then

proceeded to treat of the several kinds of Contempla-

tive Feeling m detail; and, before the conclusion of

the Lecture, had run rapidly through those of Self-

consciousness, those of Imagination, considered apart

from the Understandmg, and those of the Under-

standing, considered apart from Imagination. We
have now, therefore, in the first place, to consider the

feehngs which arise from the acts of Imagmation and

Understanding in conjunction.

The feehngs of satisfaction which result from the

joint energy of the Understanding and Phantasy, are
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principally those of Beauty and Sublimity ;
Und the

judgments which pronounce an object to be suhlime,

beautiful, See., are called, by a metaphorical expression.

Judgments of Taste. These have also been styled

JRsthetical Judgments

;

and the term cesthetical has

now, especially among the philosophers of Germany,

nearly superseded the term taste. Both terms are

unsatisfactory.

The gratification we feel in the beautiful, the sub-

bme, the picturesque, &c., is purely contemplative,

that is, the feehng of pleasure which we then experi-

ence, arises solely from the consideration of the object,

and altogether apart from any desire of, or satisfaction

in, its possession. In the following observ'-ations, it is

almost needless to observe, that I can make no attempt

at more than a simple indication of the oiigin of the

pleasure we derive from the contemplation of those

objects, which, from the character of the feelings they

determme, are called beautiful, sublime. Sec.

In relation to the Beautiful, this has been distin-

guished into the Free or Absolute, and into the Depen-

dent or Eelative “ In the former case, it is not neces-

sary to have a notion of what the object ought to be,

before we pronounce it beautiful or not ; in the lat-

ter case, such a previous notion is required. Flowers,

shells, arabesques, &c., are freely or absolutely beauti-

ful. We judge, for example, a flower to be beautiful,

though unaware of its destmation, and that it contains

a complex apparatus of organs all admirably adapted

to the propagation of the plant. When we are made
cognisant of this, we obtain, indeed, an additional

gratification, but one wholly different from that which
we experience in the contemplation of the flower itself,

a See Hutcheson, Jnguin/, treatise i sects 2, 4 —En
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apart from all consideration of its adaptations A
house, a pillar, a piece of furniture, are dependently

or relatively beautiful; for here the object is judged

beautiful by reference to a certain end, for the sake of

which it exists This distinction, which is taken by

Kant® and others, appears to me unsound. For Eela-

tive Beauty is onlythe confusion oftwo elements,which

ought to have been kept distinct. There is no doubt,

I think, that certain objects please us directly and of

themselves, that is, no reference being had to aught

beyond the form itself which they exhibit. These are

thmgs of themselves beautiful. Other things, again,

please us not directly and of themselves ; that is, their
*

form presents nothing, the cognition of which results

in an agreeable feehng. But these same thmgs may
please indirectly and by relation ; that is, when we
are informed that they have a purpose, and are made

aware of their adaptation to its accomphshment, we
may derive a pleasure from the admirable relation

which here subsists between the end and means.

These are things Useful. But the pleasure which re-

sults from the contemplation of the useful, is whoUy

different from that which results from the contempla-

tion of the beautiful, and, therefore, they ought not to

be confounded. It may, indeed, happen that the same

object is such as affords us both kinds of pleasure, and

it may at once be beautiful and useful. But why, on

such a ground, establish a second series of beauty 1 In

this respect, St Augustin shows himself superior to our

great modern analyst. In his Confessions, he informs

us that he had written a book, (unfortunately lost),

a Partially, perhaps
,

see KnliL aptation to an End, though he refers

dcT Urtheilsl^afty §§ 6, 10 But both to the faculty of Judgment —
Kant distinguishes Beauty from Ad* Ed,
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LECT tlie opportunity of an easy and perfect performance of

tins its function- In tins case, tlie object is judged

beautiful or pleasing.

The greater the number of the parts of any object

given by the Imagmation, •which the Understanding

has "to bind up mto a whole, and the shorter the time

in which it is able to bring this process to its issue, the

more fully and the more easily does the Understanding

energise, and, consequently, the greater will be the

pleasure afforded as the reflex of its energy
®

This theory This not Only affords us the rationale of what the

the differ- Beautiful is, but it also enables us to explain the dif-

individtials ferences of different individuals in the apprehension

prehenEMn of the beautiful. The function of the Understanding

Beautiful is iu all men the same ; and the understanding of

every man binds up what is given as plural and mul-

tifarious mto the unity of a whole. But as it is only

the fuU and facile accomplishment of this function,

which has pleasure for its concomitant, it depends

wholly on the capacity of the individual understand-

ing, whether this condition shall be fulfilled. If an

understanding, by natural constitution, by cultivation

and exercise, be vigorous enough to think up rapidly

into a whole what is presented in complexity,—^multi-

plicity,—^the individual has an enjoyment in the exer-

tion, and he regards the object as beau'tiful
;
whereas,

if an intellect perform this function slowly and with

effort, if it succeed in accomplishing the end at all,

the individual can feel no pleasure, (if he does not

experience paiu), and the object must •fco him appear

as one destitute of beauty, if not positively ugly.

Hence it is that children, boors, in a word, persons of

a [C£ Mendelssohn, Phxlosophuthc Letire miT la Smlj^iurCy (Exivrcs Phx*

SchnfUn, u. p 74 Hemsterhius, losqphiqn^, t i, p. 12 ]
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a -weak or uncultivated mind, may find the parts of a

building beautiful, while unable to comprehend the

beauty of it as a whole. On the other hand, we may

also explain why the pleasure we have in the contem-

plation of an object is lessened, if not wholly anni-

hilated, if we mentally analyse it into its parts. The

fairest human head would lose its beauty were we to

sunder it in thought, and consider how it is made up

of integuments, of cellular tissue, of muscular fibres,

of bones, of brain, of blood-vessels, &c. It is no

longer a whole ; it is the multifarious without unity.

In reference to Taste, it is quite a different thing to

sunder a whole into its parts, and a whole into its

lesser wholes. In the one case, we separate only

to separate, and not again to connect. In the otlier,

we look to the parts, in order to be able m a shorter

time more perfectly to survey the whole. This must

enhance the gratification, and it is a process always

requisite when the whole comprises a more multiplex

plurahty than our understandmg is competent to em-

brace at the first attempt. When a whole head is

found too complex to be judged at once, out of the

brow, eyes, nose, cheeks, mouth, &c., we make so many
lesser wholes, in order, m the first place, to compre-

hend them by the intellect as wholes together; we
then bind up these pe^ wholes into one great whole,

which, in a shorter or longer time, we overlook, and
award to it, accordingly, a greater or a less amount
of beauty.

In the case of Eelative or Dependent Beauty, we
must distinguish the pleasure we receive into two.

combined indeed, but not identicah The one of rhssr

pleasures is that from the beauty which the cwett

contains, and the principle of which reen

LEOT
XLVI

And afTordq

tlio reason
wliy our
ploftfiuro ill

tho con-

templation
of an object

in lessened,

when wo
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Judgments
of Taste
either Pure
or Mixed,

The Beau-
tiful de-

fined.

The Sub-
lime,—the
feeling

partly
pleasur-

able

just considering. The other of these pleasures is that

which, in our last Lecture, we showed was attached

to a perfect energy of the Understanding, in thinkmg

an object under the notion of conformity as a mean

adapted to an end.

A judgment of Taste may be called when the

pleasure it enounces is one exclusively derived from

the Beautiful, and mixed, when with this pleasure there

are conjoined feehngs of pain or pleasure from other

sources. Such, for example, are the organic excita-

tions of particular colours, tones, &c., emotions, the

moral feeling, the feeling of pleasure from the sub-

lime, &c. It requires a high cultivation of the taste

in order to find gratification in a pure beauty, and

also to separate from our judgment of an object, in

this respect, all that is foreign to this source of plea-

sure. The uncultivated man at first finds gratifica-

tion only in those qualities which stimulate his organs

;

and it is only gradually that he can be educated to

pay attention to the form of objects, and to find plea-

sure in what lightly exercises his faculties of Imagina-

tion and Thought,—^the Beautiful. The result, then,

of what has now been said is, that a thmg beautiful

is one whose form occupies the Imagination and Un-
derstanding in a free and full, and, consequently, in

an agreeable, activity : and to this definition of the

Beautiful aU others may without difficulty be reduced

;

for these, like the definitions of the pleasurable, are

never absolutely false, but, in general, only partial

expressions of the truth. On these it is, however, at

present impossible to touch.

The feeling of pleasure in the Sublime is essentially

different from our feeling of pleasure in the Beautiful.

The beautiful awakens the mind to a soothing con-
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templation ; tlie sublime rouses it to stroug emotion, uect.

Tiie beautiful attracts without repelling ;
whereas the

sublime at once does both ;
the beautiful affords us a pjSi

feehng of unmingled pleasure, in the full and unim-

peded activity of our cognitive powers ; whereas our

feeling of subhmity is a mingled one of pleasure and

pain,—of pleasure in the consciousness of the strong

energy, of pain in the consciousness that this energy

is vain
“

But as the amount of pleasure in the sublime is Theory oc

greater than the amount oi pam, it loUows, that the iime

free energy it elicits must be greater than the free

energy it repels. The beautiful has reference to the

form of an object, and the facility with which it is

comprehended. For beauty, magnitude is thus an im-

pediment. Sublimity, on the contrary, requires mag-

nitude as its condition
;
and the formless is not unfre-

quently sublime. That we are at once attracted and

repelled by sublimity, arises from the circumstance

that the object which we call sublime, is proportioned

to one of our faculties, and disproportioned to another

;

but as the degree of pleasure transcends the degree of

pam, the power whose energy is promoted must be

superior to that power whose energy is repressed. .•

The Sublime has been divided into two kinds, the Tiie Sub.

Theoretical and the Practical, or, as they are also divided

called, the Mathematical and the Dynamical ^ A pre- of Exten-

ferable division would be according to the three quan- tension,

titles,—into the sublime of Extension, the sublime of sion

a [That the sublime has a painful p Qctscq ; Kant, KrihL dcr Urihcils-

feeling with it, sec Fracastonus, De kraft, § 23 ,
Burke, On the Sublime

Sympatha ct AnlipatJna, c
,

and Beautiful, part i § 7 ,
part u §§

Opera (edit. 1584), f 73b, Mendels- 1, 2, partiiL § 27, part iv § 5-8 ]

Eohn, RechcixJtcs sur Ics Sentiments 0 Kant, Kritil der Ui Iheilskrafl,

hfornux, traduit ]mr M A bit (1764), § 24 et seq —En
VOL. IL
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These din-
sons lUas-

tratedL

The sub-
lime of Ex-
tension and
Pretension

The sub-

lime of
Intension

Protension, and tlie sublime of Intension; or, TTbat

comes to tbe same tlung,—the sublime of Space, tbe

sublime of Time, and tbe sublime of Power. In tbe

two former tbe cognitive, in tbe last tbe conative,

powers come into play. An object is extensively, or

protensively sublime, when it comprises so great a

multitude of parts that tbe Imagination sinks under

tbe attempt to represent it m an image, and tbe

Understanding to measure it by reference to other

quantities. Baffled in tbe attempt to reduce tbe object

'vritbin tbe limits of tbe faculties by wbicb it must be

comprehended, tbe mind at once desists from tbe

ineffectual effort, and conceives tbe object not by a

positive, but by a negative, notion ; it conceives it as

inconceivable, and falls back into repose, wbicb is felt

as pleasing by contrast to tbe continuance of a forced

and impeded energy. Examples of tbe sublime,—of

tbis sudden effort, and of tbis instantaneous desist-

ing from tbe attempt, are manifested in tbe exten-

sive sublime of Space, and in tbe protensive sublime

of Eternity,

An object is intensively subbme, when it involves

such a degree of force or power that tbe Imagination

cannot at once represent, and tbe Understanding can-

not bring under measure, tbe quantum of tbis force;

and when, from tbe nature of tbe object, tbe inability

of tbe mind is made at once apparent, so that it does

not proceed in tbe ineffectual effort, but at once caffs

back its energies from tbe attempt. It is thus mani-

fest that the feelincr of tbe sublime will be one ofO
mingled pain and pleasure

;
pleasure, from tbe vigor-

ous exerrion and from tbe instantaneous repose
;
pain,

from tbe consciousness of limited and frustrated acti-

vity. Tbis mixed feeling in tbe contemplation of a
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sublime object is finely expressed by Lucretius when

be says:—

—

“ Me quasdam divjna voluptas,

Percipit atque horror ” ^

I do not know a better example of the sublime, in

all its three forms, than in the following passage of

Kant :
^

—

"Two things there are, which, the oftencr and the

more steadfastly we consider them, fill the mind v/ith
1

fmiii', I X'

an ever new, an ever rising admiration and reverence ;
in

—the Staeey Heaven above, the kJoRAE Jjhv/ imiJdn. fi'm

Of neither am I compelled to seek out the reality,

as veiled in darkness, or only to conjecture the por^-

sibility, as beyond the hemisphere of my knov/ledge.

Both I contemplate lying clear before me, and conn'^^^;t

both immediately with my consciousness of existent.

The one departs from the place I occupy in fhc ouf^r

world of sense: expands bevond the hounds of ncA'd'
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tz:i><rzi -

Ti.eT-^ it

V i

zz.i Et^u-
t'=L

planet—^itself an atom in tbe universe—on vrhicli it

grew. The aspect of the other, on the contrarv, ele-

vates my vrorth as an intelligence even -^nthont limit

;

and this through my personality, in vhich the moral

lav reveals a faculty of life independent of my animal

nature, nay, of the whole material world :—at least, if

it be permitted to infer as much from the regulation

of my being, which a conformity with that law exacts

;

proposing, as it doe^ my moral worth for the absolute

end of my activity, conceding no compromise of its

imperative to a necessitation of nature, and spurning,

in its infinity, the conditions and boundaries of my
present transitoiy life.”

Spiral enim majora smimm seqne altios effert

Sideribus, traudt^Tie vias et nnbila fatL

Et momeiita premit pedibus qiOTCimque patantur

Figcre propositam natali tempore sorteiCL^ ^

Here we have the extensive sublime in the heavens

and their interminable space, the protensive sublime

in their illimitable duration, and the intensive sub-

lime in the omnipotence of the human will, as mani-

fested in the unconditional imperative of the moral

law-

The Picturesque, however opposite to the Sublime,

seems, in my opmion, to stand to the Beautiful in a

somewhat similar relation. An object is positively

ugly, when it is of such a form that the Imagination

and Understanding cannot help attempting to think

it up into unity, and yet their energies are still so

impeded that they either fail in the endeavour, or

accomplish it only imperfectly, after time and toil.

The cause of this continuance of effort is, that the

object does not present such an appearance of incon-

c Pmdenti'nr, Sy^.j ii 47? Quoted in p 31L

—
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gruous variety as at once to compel the mind to desist uect,

from the attempt of reducing it to unity ;
hut, on the

contrary, leads it on to attempt what it is yet unable

to perform,—its reduction to a whole. But variety,

—variety even apart from unity,—is pleasing
;
and

if the mind be made content to expatiate freely and

easily in this variety, without attempting painfully to

reduce it to unity, it will derive no inconsiderable

pleasure from this exertion of its powers. Now a

picturesque object is precisely of such a character. It

IS so detemiinately varied and so abrupt in its variety,

it presents so complete a negation of all rounded con-

tour, and so regular an irregularity of broken lines

and angles, that every attempt at reducing it to an

harmonious whole is at once found to be impossible.

The mind, therefore, which must forego the energy of

representiug and thinking the object as a unity, sur-

renders itself at once to the energies which deal with

it only in detail.

I proceed now to those feelings which I denominated Tiie Pjtic

Practical,—those, namely, which have their loot in the mgs

powers of Conation, and thus have reference to overt

action.

The Conative, like the Cognitive, powers are divided rheirdiM-

into a higher and a lower order, as they either are, or

are not, immediately relative to our bodily condition.

The former may be called the Pathological, the latter

the Moral. Neglecting this distribution, the Practical

Feelings are relative either—1°, To our Self-preserva-

tion
; or, 2°, To the Enjoyment of our Existence

,
or,

3°, To the Preservation of the Species ; or, 4°, To our

Tendency towaids Development and Perfection
;

or,

5°, To the kloral Law. Of these in their order.
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Those rela-

tive—1 To
Self-pre-

servation.

2 Enjoy-
ment of

existence.

3 Preser-

^ ntion of

the species

Sympathy

In the first place, of the feelings relative to Self-

preservation :—these are the feelings of Hunger and

Thirst, of Loathing, of Sorrow, of Bodily Pain, of

Eepose, of Fear at danger, of Anxiety, of Shuddering,

of Alarm, of Composure, of Security, and the nameless

feeling at the Eepresentation of Death Several of

these feelmgs are corporeal, and may be considered,

with equal propriety, as modifications of the Vital

Sense.

In the second place, man is determined not only to

exist, but to exist weU ; he is, therefore, determmed

also to desire whatever tends to render life agreeable,

and to eschew whatever tends to render it disagree-

able. All, therefore, that appears to contribute to the

former, causes in him the feeling of Joy; whereas all

that seems to threaten the latter, excites in him the

repressed feelings of Fear, Anxiety, Sorrow, &c., which

we have already mentioned.

In the third place, man is determined, not only to

preserve himself, but to preserve the species to which

he belongs, and with this tendency various feelings

are associated. To this head belong the feelings of

Sexual Love ; and the sentiment of Parental Afibction

But the human afiections are not limited to family

connections. “ Man,'' says Aristotle, “ is the sweetest

thmg to man." “ “ Man is more political than any

bee or ant"'^ We have thus a tendency to social

intercourse, and society is at once the necessary con-

dition of our happiness and our perfection. “ The

solitary," says Aristotle again, “is either above or

below humanity ; he is either a god or a beast
"

In conformity with his tendency to social existence,

a Eih Eud , vu 2, 25 —Ed 7 Poht , i. 2, 9, 14 —Ed

a Poht ,1 2, 10 —Ed
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man is endowed with a Sympathetic Feeling, tliat is, nn'w.

he rejoices with those that rejoice, and giicves with ^

those that grieve. Compassion,—Pity,—is tlie name

given to the latter modification of sympatliy ; the

former is without a definite name. Besides sym-

pathetic sorrow and sympathetic joy, there are a vari-

ety of feelings which have reference to our cxist/ince

in a social relation. Of these there is that connechal

with Yanity, or the wish to please others from the Vntiiiy.

desire of being respected by them ; with Shame, or the

fear and sorrow at incurring their disrespect; v/ith

Pride, or the overweening sentiment of our own wortl).

To the same class we may refer the feelings connected

with Indignation, Eesentraent, Anger, Scorn, See,

In the fourth place, there is in man implanted a ^

T - r 1 1 T ' 1 ' T
desire ot developing his powers,—there is a tendency'

towards perfection. In virtue of this, the conscious-

ness of all comparative inabilit}' causes pain ; the con-

sciousness of all comparative power causes plea/sure.

To this class belong the feelings v/hieh accompany'

Emulatiom—the desire of rising superior to other-^;

id Enw,—rhe desire of redue-ing others beneath
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wortli excites, IS called Respect. With the conscious-

ness of the lofty nature of our moral tendencies, and

our ability to fulfil what the law of duty prescribes,

there is connected the feolmg of Self-respect ; where-

as, from a consciousness of the contrast between what

we ought to do, and what we actually perform, there

arises the feelmg of Self-abasement. The sentiment

of respect for the law of duty is the Moral Feeling,

which has by some been improperly denominated the

Moral Sense ; for through this feeling we do not take

cognisance whether anything be morally good or mor-

ally evil, but when, by our intelligence, we recognise

aught to be of such a character, there is herewith

associated a feehng of pain or pleasure, which is no-

thing more than our state in reference to the fulfil-

ment or violation of the law.

Man, as conscious of his liberty to act, and of the

law by which his actions ought to be regulated, recog-

nises his personal accountability, and calls himself

before the internal tribunal which we denominate

Conscience Here he is either acquitted or con-

demned. The acquittal is connected with a pecuhar

feehng of pleasurable exultation, as the condemna-

tion with a peculiar feeling of painful humiliation,

—

Remorse.
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I PERCEPTION—ERAGMENTS —(See YoL II p. 29 )

(Written in connection ivith proposed Memoir op MA Stewart On

Desk, May 1856 ,
written Autumn 1866 —Ed

)

There are three considerations which seem to have been prin-

cipally effective in promoting the theory of a Mediate or Repre-

sentative Perception, and hy perception is meant the apprehen-

sion, through sense, of external things These might operate

severally or together

The first is, that such a hypothesis is necessary to render

possible the peiception of distant objects It was taken as

granted that certain material lealities, (as a sun, stars, &c), not

immediately present to sense, were cogmsed in a perceptive act

These leahties could not he known immediately, or in themselves,

uuless known as they existed, and they existed only as they ex-

isted in their place in space If, therefore, the perceptive mind

did not sally out to them, (which, with the exception of one or

two theorists, was scouted as an impossible hypothesis), an im-

mediate perception behoved to he abandoned, and the sensitive

cognition we have of them must he vicarious
,
that is, not of the

realities themselves, as present to our organs, and presented to

apprehension, hut of something different from the lealities ex-

ternally existmg, through which, however, they are mediately

represented Various theoiies in regard to the nature of this

medium or vicaiious object may he enteitained
,
hut these may

be overpassed This first consideration alone ivas principally

effectual among materialists on them the second had no in-

riuence.

A second consideration was the opposite and apparently in-

consistent nature of the object and subject of cognition, for heie

the reality to be known is mateiial, vhereas the mind knowing
is immaterial

,
while it was long geneially beliei ed, that what is
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known must be of an analogous essence, (tbe same or similar), to

wbat knows In consequence of this persuasion, it was deemed

impossible that tbe immaterial unextended mmd could appre-

hend in itself, as extended, a material reality. To explain the

fact of sensitive perception, it was therefore supposed requisite

to attennate,—^to immatenahse the immediate object of percep-

tion, by dividing the object known from the reality existing.

Perception thus became a vicarious or mediate cogmtion, m
which the corporeal was said to be represented by the incor-

poreah

PrmcEFnox—^Positive Eesult

1. PTe perceive only through the senses.

2. The senses are corporeal instruments,—^parts of our bodily

OTgamsm.

3. "SVe are, therefore, percipient only through, or by means of,

the body. In other words, material and external thmgs are to

us only not as zero, inasmuch as they are apprehended by the

mind in their relation with the material organ which it animates,

and with which it is united.

4. An external existence, and an organ of sense, as both mate-

rial, can stand in relation only according to the laws of matter

According to these laws, thmgs related,—connected, must act

and be acted on
;
but a thing can act only where it is There-

fore the thing perceived, and the percipient organ, must meet

in place,—must be contiguous The consequence of this doc-

trine is a complete simplification of the theory of perception,

and a return to the most ancient speculation on the point All

sensible cognition is, in a certain acceptation, reduced to touch,

and this is the very conclusion maintained by the venerable

authority of Democritus.

According to this doctrine, it is erroneous, in the first place,

to affirm that we are percipient of distant, &c. objects

It is erroneous, in the second place, to say that we perceive

external things in themselves, in the signification that we per-

ceive them as existmg in their own nature, and not in relation

to tbe living organ The real, the total, the only object perceived

has, as a relative, two phases It may be described either as the

idiopathic affection of the sense, (? e the sense in relation to an
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external reality), or as the quality of a thing actually determin-

ing such or such an affection of the sentient organ, {i e an ex-

ternal reality in correlation to the sense).

A corollary of the same doctrine is, that what have been

denominated the Primary Quahties of body, are only perceived

through the Secondary, in fact. Perception Proper cannot he

realised except through Sensation Proper But synchiouous

The object of perception is an affection, not of the mind as

apart from body, not of the body as apart from mind, but of the

composite formed by union of the two, that is, of the ammated

or living organism (Aristotle)

In the process of perception there is required both an act of

the conscious mind and a passion of the affected body
j
the one

without the other is null Galen has, therefore, well said, “ Sen-

sitive perception is not a mere passive or affective change, but

the discrimination of an effective change
”
“ (Aristotle,—j'udg-

ment

)

Perception supposes Consciousness, and Consciousness sup-

poses Memory and Judgment
;

for, abstract Consciousness, and

there is no Perception
,

abstract Memory, or Judgment, and

Consciousness is abolished. (Hobbes,—Memory
;
Aristotle,

—

Judgment of Sense) Memory, EecoUection
,

for change is

necessary to Consciousness, and change is only to be appie-

hended through the faculty of Remembrance Hobbes has,

therefore, truly said of Perception,—“ Sentire semper idem, et

non sentire, ad idem recidunt But there could be no discri-

minative appiehension, supposing always memory without an
act whereby difference was affirmed or sameness denied , that

IS, without an act of judgment Aristotle'^' is, therefore, right in

making Perception a Judgment

II LAWS OF THOUGHT —(See Vol II p 368 )

(Written in connection with proposed Memoir of Mr Stewart On
Desk, May 1866, written Autumn 1865 —Ed )

The doctrine of Contradiction, or of Contradictories, (d^A/xa

TTj; dtTn^do-cws), that Affirmation or Hegation is a necessity of

o See Reid's "Worls, p 878 —Ed ^ See Ibid —Ed y See Ihd—^Ed
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tbouglifc, wlulst Affirmation and Negation are incompatible, is

developed into three sides or phases, each of which imphes both

the others,—^phases which may obtain, and actually have le-

ceived, severally, the name of Laxu^ Pi incipUy or Aonom Ne-

glecting the historical order in which these were scientifically

named and articulately developed, they are ;

—

1°, The Law, Prmciple, or Axiom, of Identity, which, in re-

gard to the same thing, immediately or directly enjoins the affir-

mation of it with itself, and mediately or indirectly prohibits its

negation
.
{A is A),

2°, The Law, &c of Contradiction, (properly Non-contradic-

tion), which, m regard to contradictories, explicitly enj'oimng

their reciprocal negation, implicitly prohibits their reciprocal

affirmation
.
(A is not Not-A ) In other words, contradictories

are thought as existences incompatible at the same time,—as at

once mutually exclusive.

( 3°, The Law, &c of Excluded Middle or Third, which de-

clares that, whilst contradictories are only two, everyihmg, if

exphcitly thought, must he thought as of these either the one or

the other • {A is either B or Not-B ) In different terms —^Affir-

mation and Negation of the same thing, in the same respect,

have no conceivable medium
,
whilst anything actually may, and

virtually must, be either affirmed or demed of anythmg In

other words —^Every predicate is true or false of every subject

,

or, contradictories are thought as mcompossible, but, at the same

time, the one or the other as necessary. The argument from

Contradiction is omnipotent withm its sphere, but that sphere

is narrow It has the following limitations

:

—
1°, It is negative, not positive

,
it may refute, but it is incom-

petent to establish It may show what is not, but never, of

itself, what is. It is exclusively Logical or Formal, not Meta-

physical or Real, it proceeds on a necessity of thought, but

never issues in an Ontology or knowledge ot existence

2°, It is dependent
,
to act it presupposes a counter-proposi-

tion to act from.

3°, It is e.\plicative, not amphative
,
it analyses what is given,

but does not originate information, or add anythmg, through it-

self, to our stock of knowledge

4°, But, what IS its prmcipal defect, it is partial, not thorough-
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going It leaves many of the most important problems of our

knowledge out of its determination ,
and is, therefore, all too nar-

row m Its apphcation as a universal criterion or mstrument of

judgment Tor were we left, in our reasonings, to a dependence

on the principle of Contradiction, we should he unable compe-

tently to attempt any argument with regard to some of the most

mterestmg and important questions Tor there are many pro-

blems in the philosophy of mind where the solution necessarily

lies between what are, to us, the one or the other of two counter

and, therefore, incompatible alternatives, neither of which are

we able to conceive as possible, hut of which, by the very con-

ditions of thought, we are compelled to acknowledge that the

one or the other cannot hut he
,
and it is as supplying this de-

ficiency, that what has been called the argument from Common
Sense becomes principally useful.

The principle of Contradiction, or rather of Non-Contradic-

tion, appears in two forms, and each of these has a different

application

In the first place, (what may he called the Logical apphca-

tion), it declares that, of Contradictories, two only are possible

in thought
,
and that of these alternatives the one or the other,

exclusively, is thought as necessarily trua This phasis of the

law is unilateral; for it is with a consciousness or cogmtion

that the one contradictory is necessarily true, and the other con-

tradictory necessarily false This, the logical phasis of the law,

is well known, and has been fully developed

In the second place, (what may he called the Psychological

application), while it necessarily declares that, of contradictories,

both cannot, hut one must, be, still bilaterally admits that we
may be unable positively to think the possibility of either alter-

native. This, the ps) chological phasis of the law, is compara-

tively unknown, aud has been generally neglected Thus, Eicist-

cncc we cannot but think,—cannot but attribute in thousrht.

nevertheless we can actually conceive neither of these contra-

dictory alternatives,—the absolute commencement, the infinite

non-commencement, of bemg As it is ^vlth Existence, so it is

with Time "We cannot think time beginning
,
we cannot tlunk

time not beginning So also with Simce AVe are unable to

conceive an existence out of space
,
yet we are equally unable
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to compass tlie notion of illimitable or infinite space. Our
capacity of tlionght is tbns peremptorily proved incompetent to

ivbat we necessarily think abont
,

for, whilst what we thmk
about must be thought to Exist,—to emst in Time,—to exist m
Space,—^we are unable to realise the counter-notions of Exist-

ence commencing or not commencing, whether in Time or in

Space. And thus, whilst Existence, Time, and Space, are the

indispensable conditions, forms, or categories of actual thought,

still are we unable to conceive either of the counter-alternatives,

in one or other of which we cannot but admit that they exist

These and such like impotences of positive thought have, how-

ever, as I have stated, been strangely overlooked.

nL THE COXDITIOIsED

(fl) Kaxt’s Axautsis of Judghests—(See ToL IL p 375)

(Fragment from Early Papeis, probably before 1836.—Ed.)

Kant analysed judgments {a priori) into analyiic or idcnticnl

[or explicathej, and synthetical, or {ampUativc, non -identical]

Great fame from this But he omitted a third kind,—those that

the mind is compelled to form by a law of its nature, but which

can neither be reduced to analytic judgments, because they can-

not be subordinated to the law of Contradiction, nor to syntheti-

cal, because they do not seem to spring from a positive power

of mind, but only arise from the inability of the mind to con-

ceive the contrary.

In analytic judgments,— (principle of contradiction),— we

conceive the one alternative as necessary, and the other as im-

possible. In synthetic judgments, we conceive the affirmative

as necessary, but not [its negation as self-contradictoiy]

Would it not be better to make the synthetic of two kinds,

—

a positive and negative^ Had Kant tried whether his synthetic

judgments a priori were positive or negative, he would hai'e

reached the law of the Conditioned, which would have given a

totally new aspect to his critique,— simplified, abolished the

distinction of Yerstand and Vcrniinft, which only positive and
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negative, (at least as a faculty couceiviug the Unconditioned,

and left it only, as with Jacobi, the Novs, the locus piiTtci’^iorum,

—the faculty,—^revelation of the primitive facts or faiths of

consciousness,—the Common Sense of Keid), the distinction of

Begriffc and Idem, and have reduced his whole Categones and

Ideas to the category of the Conditioned and its subordinates

(1853, November )—There are three degrees or epochs which

we must distmgmsh in philosophical speculation touching the

Necessary

In the first, which we may call the Aristotelic or Platomco-

Anstotelic, the Necessary was regarded, if not exclusively, prin-

cipally and primarily, in an objective relation;—at least the

objective and subjective were not disciiminated
,
and it was

defined that of which the existence of the opposite,—contrary,

—18 impossible,—what could not hut be

In the second, which we may call the Leibnitian or Leibmtio-

Kantian, the Necessary was regarded piimanly m a subjective

respect, and it was defined that of which the thought of the op-

posite,—contrary,—is impossible,—what we cannot but think.

It was taken for granted, that what we cannot thmk, cannot be,

and what we must think, must be
;
and from hence there was

also infevied, without qualification, that this subjective necessity

affords the discriminating criterion of our native or a priori

cognitions,—notions and judgments

But a third discrimination was requisite
,
for the necessity of

thought behoved t-o be again distinguished into two kinds—
(See Discussions, 2d edit. Addenda)

) CoNTRAUICTIOKS PROVING THE PsTCHOLOGICAL ThEORY OF THE

Conditioned—(July 1862
)

1 Pinite cannot compiehend, contam the Infinite—Yet an
inch or minute, say, are finites, and are divisible ad infinitum,

that IS, their terminated division mcogitable

2 Infinite cannot be terminated or begun—Yet eternity ah
ante ends noio

,

and eternity a piost begins now—So apply to

Space.
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3. TIigtg cannot bG two infinite maxima — ITet eternity oh
ante and a post are two infinite maxima of time
4 Infinite 'maximum if cut into two, the halves cannot be

each infinite, for nothing can be greater than infinite, and thus

they could not be parts
,
nor finite, for thus two finite halves

would make an infinite whole.
quantities

5 What contains infinite extensions, protensions, intensions

cannot be passed through,—come to an end. An inch, a minute,

a degree contains these, ergo, &c Take a minute This con-

tains an infinitude of protended quantities, which must follow

one after another
;
but an infinite series of successive piuteu-

sions can, a? termino, never be ended
;
ergo, &c

6 An infinite maximum cannot but be all inclusiva Tmie

db ante and a post infinite and exclusive of each other
;
ergo, &c

7 An infinite number of quantities must make up either an

infinite or a finite whole I The former.— But an inch, a

minute, a degree, contain each an infinite number of quantities

,

therefore, an mch, a minute, a degree, aie each infinite wholes

,

which is absurd. II. The latter.—An infinite number of quan-

tities would thus make up a finite quantity
,
which is equally

absurd.

8. If we take a fimte quantity, (as an inch, a minute, a de-

gree), it would appear equally that there are, and that there are

not, an equal number of quantities between these and a greatest,

and between these and a least ®

9. An absolutely quickest motion is that which passes from

one pomt to another in space in a minimum of time But a

quickest motion from one point to another, say a mile distance,

and from one to another, say a miUion million of miles, is

thought the same, which is absurd.

10. A wheel turned with quickest motion; if a spoke be pro-

longed, it will therefore be moved by a motion quicker than the

quickest The same may be shown using the rim and the nave ^

11 Contradictory are Boscovich Points, which occupy space,

and are unextended.'y Dynamism, therefore, inconceivable JE

contra,

a .See Boscoricti on Stay, PTnlosophia mlionc, Vcrilaie, et Idcis —Ed
Pecenhor, i p 284, e<iit 1755 7 See Boscovich on Stay, as above,

^ See Leibnitz, Mcdxtationcs dc Gog^ i. p 304
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12 Atomism also inconceivable
,
for this supposes atoms,

—

minima extended but indivisible,

13 A quantity, say a foot, has an infinity of parts Any part

of this quantity, say an inch, has also an infinity. But one in-

finity IS not larger than another Therefore, an inch is equal

to a foot
“

14. If two divaricating lines are produced ad infinitum from

a point where they form an acute angle, bke a pyramid, the

base will be infinite and, at the same time, not infinite
,

1°, Be-

cause terminated by two points, and, 2°, Because shoiter than

the sides ^
,
3°, Base could not be drawn, because sides infinitely

longv

15 An atom, as existent, must be able to be turned round

But if turned round, it must have a right and left hand, &c

,

and these its sides must change their place
,

therefore, be

extended ^

(c
)
Philosophy of Absolute—Distinctions of Mode of

Peaching it.

I Some carry tlie absolute by assault,—by a single leap,

—

place themselves at once in the absolute,—take it as a datum
,

others cbmb to it by degrees,—mount to the absolute fiom the

conditioned,—as a result.

Dormer—Plotmus, Schelling, latter—Hegel, Cousin, are ex-

amples

II Some place cognition of Absolute above, and in opposi-

tion to consciousness,—conception,—leflection, the conditions of

which are diffeience, plurality, and, in a word, condition, limi-

tation (Plotinus, Schellmg
)

Othem do not, but reach it

through consciousness, &c—the consciousness of diffeience, con-

trast, &c
;
giving, when sifted, a cogmtion of Identity (abso-

lute). (Hegel, Cousin

)

a Seo Tellez, quoted by F Bonre 7SeeCar]eton,[/V(?/osq/)7iiu,[/;nicr^flr,

Spei, \_Phiistcii, pars i tract m disp i Anctorc 2'homa Comptono Carlctoii,

dub 4, p 154, edit 1652 —Ed ] Antverpire, 1649, p 392 —Ed ]

$ See Bonn; Spei, Phpstca, [pars i 5 See Kant, in King’s Mdajjhysil,
tract 111 disp i dub 2, p 139 —Ed] p ra3

VOL II. 2 L
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III. Some, to realise a cognition of Absolute, abolish the

logical laws of Contradiction and Excluded hliddle, (as Cusa,

Schelling, Hegel. Plotinus is not exphcit
) Others do not, (as

Cousin).

IV. Some explicitly hold that as the Absolute is absolutely

one, cogmtion and existence must comcide ,—^to know the ab-

solute IS to be the absolute,—^to know the absolute is to be God.

Others do not explicitly assert this, but only hold the imper-

sonality of reason,—a certain umon with God
,
in holding that

we are conscious of eternal truths as in the divme mmd. (Au-

gustin, Malebranche, Price, Cousin.)

V. Some carry up man into the Deity, (as Schelling) Others

brmg down the Deity to man
;
in whose philosophy the latter

is the highest manifestation of the former,—man apex of Deity.

VI^. Some think Absolute can be known as an object of know-

ledge,—a notion of absolute competent, others that to know

the absolute we must he the absolute, (Schelling, Plotinus ?)

* Some piold] that unconditioned is to be believed, not known

,

others that it can be known.**

{d )
Sia W. Hamiltoh' to Mr Henbt Calderwoou.

My Dear Sib, Oordale, 2Qth 1854

I received a few days ago your Philosophy of the

Infinite, and beg leave to return you my best thanks, both for

the present of the book itself, and for the courteous manner in

which my opinions are therein controverted. The ingeniuty with

which your views are maintained, does great credit to your

metaphysical ability
;
and however I may differ from them, it

gives me great satisfaction to recognise the independence of

thought by which they are distinguished, and to acknowledge

tbe candid spint in which you have written

At the same time, I regret that my doctrines, (bnefly as they

are promulgated on this abstract subject), have been, now again,

a Cf, p 12ci seq —Ed.
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so mucli mistaken, more especially m their theological relations.

In fact, it seems to me, that your admissions would, if ade-

quately developed, result in establishmg the very opinions

which I maintain, and winch you so earnestly set yourself to

contiovert.

In general, I do not thmk that you have taken sufficiently

into account the following circumstances —
1°, That the Infinite which I contemplate is considered only

as in thought , the Infimte beyond thought being, it may be, an

object of belief, but not of knowledge. This consideration obvi-

ates many of your objections

2°, That the sphere of our belief is much more extensive than

the sphere of our knowledge
,
and, therefore, when I deny that

the Infinite can by us be hnoion, I am far from denying that by

us it IS, must, and ought to be, hdieved. This I have indeed

anxiously evmced, both by reasomng and authority. ’\\Tien,

therefore, you mamtain, that in denying to man any positive

cognisance of the* Infimte, I virtually extenuate his behef in the

infinitude of Deity, I must hold you to be wholly wrong, in re-

spect both of my opinion and of the theological dogma itself

Assuredly, I maintam that an infinite God cannot be by us

(positively) comprehended But the Sciiptures, and all theolo-

gians worthy of the name, assert the same. Some indeed of the

latter, and, among them, some of the most illustrious Fathers,

go the length of assertmg, that “ an understood God is no God
at all,” and that, “ if we maintain God to be as we can think

that he is, we blaspheme ” Hence the assertion of Augustm .

“ Deum potius ignorantia quam scientia attingi
”

3°, That there is a fundamental difference between The In-

fimte, (to"Ej' koX nSv), and a relation to which we may apply the

teini infimte Thus, Time and Space must be excluded from
the supposed notion of The Infinite

,

for The Infinite, if posi-

tively thought it could be, must be thought as under neither

Space nor Time
But I ivould remark specially on some essential points of

your doctrme
; and these I shall take up without order, as they

present themselves to my recollection

You mamtain (passim) that thought, conception, knowledge,
is and must be fimte, wlulst the ohjcct of thought, etc , may be
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infinite. This appears to me to be erroneous, and even contra-

dictory. An existence can only be an object of thought, con-

ception, knowledge, inasmuch as it is an object thought, con-

ceived, known
;
as such only does it form a constituent of the

circle of thought, conception, knowledge. A thing may be partly

known, conceived, thought, partly unknown, &c But that pait

of it only which is thought, can be an object of thought, &c
;

whereas the part of it not thought, &c
,
is, as far as thought,

&c
,
IS concerned, only tantamount to zero The mfinite, there-

fore, m this point of view, can be no object of thought, &c
,
lor

nothing can be more self-repugnant than the assertion, that we
know the mfimite through a finite notion, or have a finite know-

ledge of an infinite object of knowledge

But you assert (passim) that we have a knowledge, a notion

of the infinite
,
at the same time asserting (pccssim) that this

knowledge or notion is “ madequate,'’—“partial,”
—

“imperfect,”

—“ hmited,”—

“

not in all its extent,”
—

“ incomplete,”—“ only

to some extent”—“ in a certain sense,”—“ indistmct,” &c &c

Now, in the first place, this assertion is m contradiction of

what you also maintain, that “ the infinite is one and indivis-

ible ” (pp 25, 26, 226) ;
that is, that havmg no parts, it cannot

be partially known. But, m the second place, this also sub-

verts the possibihty of conceiving, of knowing, the Infinite
,
for,

as partial, inadequate, not in all its extent, &c ,
our conception

includes some part only of the object supposed mfinite, and does

not indvde the rest Our knowledge is, therefore, by your ov n

account, limited and finite
;
consequently, you implicitly admit

that we have no knowledge, at least no positive knowledge, of

the infimte.

Neither can I surmise how we should ever come to know that

the object thus partially conceived is in itself mfimte
;
seeing

that we are demed the power of knowing it as infinite, that is,

not partially, not inadequately, not m some parts only of its

extent, &c ,
but totally, adequately, in its whole extent, &c. ; m

other words, under the criteria compatible with the supposition

of infimtude. For, as you truly observe,
“ everything short of

the infimte is limited ” (p 223).

Again, as stated, you describe the infinite to be “one and

indivisible.” But, to conceive as inseparable into paiis, an
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wliicli, not excluding,m fact includes, tlie woilds of mind

and matter, is for the liuman intellect utterly improtiable

And does not the infinite contain the fimte If it does, then it

contains what has parts, and is divisible
,
if it does not, then is

it exclusive ,
the finite is out of the infinite

,
and the infinite is

conditioned, hmited, restricted,—

You controveit, (p 233, alibi), my assertion, that to conceive

a thing 111 Tclation, is, ijiso facto, to conceive it as finite, and you

maintain that the relative is not incompatible with infinity un-

less it be also restiictive But restrictive I hold the relative

always to be, and, thei efore, incompatible with Tlic, Infinite in

the more proper signification of the term, though infinity, in a

looser signification, may be applied to it My reasons for this

aie the following —A i elation is always a particular point of

view
,
consequently, the things thought as relative and correla-

tive are always thought restnctively, in so far as the thought of

the one discriminates and excludes the other, and likewise all

things not conceived in the same special or relative point of

view Thus, if we think of Socrates and Xanthippe under the

matrimonial relation, not only do the thoughts of Socrates and

Xanthippe exclude each other as separate existences, and, jpro

tanto, therefore are restrictive
,
but thinking of Socrates as hus-

band, tins excludes our conception of him as citizen, &c &c
Or, to take an example from higher relatives what is thought

as the object, excludes what is viewed as the subject, of thought,

and hence the necessity which compelled Schelling and othei

absolutists to place The Absolute in the indifference of subject

and object, of knowledge and existence. Again we conceive

God in the relation of Creatoi, and in so far as we merely con-

ceive Him as Cieator, we do not conceive Him as uncondi-

tioned, as infinite
,
for there are many other relations of the

Deity under which we may conceive Him, but which are not

included in the relation of Creator In so far, therefore, as we
conceive God only in this relation, our conception of Him is

manifestly restrictive Further, the created universe is, and
you assert it to be, (pp 175, 180, 229), finite The creation is,

theiefore, an act, of liowevcr great, of finite power
;
and the

Cieator is thus thought only in a finite capacity God, in His
ow n nature, is infinite, but we do not positively think Him as
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infinite, in tMnking Him nnder tiie relation of tbe Creator of a

finite creation. PinaUy, let ns suppose tbe created nniveTse.

(widcli yon do not), to be infinite : in that case rre sbonld be

reduced to tbe dilemma of asserting hco infinites, 'prbicli is con-

tradictory, or of asserting tbe supernal absurdity, that God tbe

Creator is finite, and tbe nniverse created by TTim is infinite.

In connection rritb this, yon expressly deny Space and Time
to be restrictions, Trlulst yon admit them to be necessary con-

ditions of thought (p. 103-117). I hold them both to be

restrictiva

In tbe first place, take SjpaK, or Extension. Xow, xrbat is

conceived as extended, does it not exclude tbe nnextended?

Does it not include body, to tbe exclusion of mind ? Fro iaaio,

therefore, space is a limitation, a restriction.

In tbe same vray Time,—^is it not restrictive in excluding tbe

Deity, vrbo must be held to exist above or beyond tbe condition

of time or succession ? Ibis, His existence, vre must believe as

real, tbongb we cannot positively tbink, conceive, understand

its possibility. Time, like Space, tbns involving limitation, boib

must be excluded, as bas been done by Scbelling, from tbe

sphere,—^from tbe supposed notion, of tbe infiniro-absolnte,

—

“liTLose kingdora is TTnere Time Space are noL*’

Ton ask, if we bad not a positive notion of tbe thing, bow
such a name as Infnite could be introdnc-ed into language

(p. 58} Tbe answer to this is easy. In tbe first piaca tbe

word Infinite, (infinituTn, arrapcr,'), is negative, expressing tbe

neiration of limits : and I bsKeve that this its negative character

boids good in all languages. In tbe second places tbe q^nestion

is idle; for we have many words wbicb, more directly and

obtrusively expressing a n^ation of tbongbt, are extant in

everv langnaga as incogitablc, 'drithirJMble, incoTnpruheTi^ible,

irtCOTiCcizahlc, vnimoginahlc. nonsense, S:c. 6cc.; whilst tbe term

infimie directly denotes only tbe negation of limits, and only

indirectiv a negation of taongbr,

I may here notice wbar yon animadvert on. (p, 60, 76). the

annlication of rbe term notion, kc.. to vbat cannot be positively

conceived. At best tbis is merely a verbal objection against:

an abuse of language : but I hardly think it valid. The term
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twtion can, I think, be not improperly applied to what we

are unahle positively to construe in thought, and which we

understand only by a problematic supposition. A louiid

square cannot certainly be represented ;
but, understanding

what is hypothetically req^uired, the union of the attribute round

with the attribute sqvm'e, I may surely say, “ the notion round-

square is a representative impossibility
”

You misrepresent, in truth reverse, my doctrine, in saying,

(p 169), that I hold “ God cannot act as a cause, for the uncon-

ditioned cannot exist in relation ” I never denied, or dreamed

of denying, that the Deity, though infinite, though unconditioned,

co'idd act in a finite relation I only demed, in opposition to

Cousm, that so He must True it is, indeed, that in thinking

God under relation, we do not then think Him, even negatively,

as mfinite
,
andm general, whilst always behoving Him to be in-

fimte, we are ever unable to construe to our mmds,—positively

to conceive,—Has attribute itseK of infimty. This is “ unsearch-

abla” This is past finding out.” What I have said as to

the infinite being (subjectively) inconceivable, does not at all

derogate from our hehef of its (objective) reahty. In fact, the

mam scope of my speculation is to show articulately, that we
must hchcvc, as actual, much that we are unable (positively) to

conceive, as even possible

I should have wished to make some special observations on

your seventh chapter, in relation to Causality
,
for I think your

objections to my theory of causation might be easily obviated.

Assuredly that theory apphes equally to mind and matter

These, however, I must omit But what can be more contra-

dictor than jmur assertion, “that creation is conceived, and
is by us conceivable, only as tJie origin of existence, by the fiat

of the Deity (p 156) Was the Deity not existent before the

creation t or did the non-existent Deity at the cxcation originate

existence ? I do not dream of imputing to you such absurdities.

But you must excuse me in saying, that there is infinitely less

ground to wrest mj’^ language (as you seem to do), to the asser-

tion of a material Pantheism, than to suppose you guilty of

them

Before concluding, I may notice your denial, (p 108), of

my statement, that time present is conceivable only as a line
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in winch the past and future limit each other As a position

of time, (time is a protensive quantity), the present, if posi-

tively conceived, must have a certain duration, and that duration

can he measured and stated. Now, does the piesent endure for

an hour, a minute, a second, or for any part of a second ? If

you state what length of duration it contains, you are lost So

true is the observation of St Augustin

These are but a few specimens of the mode in which I think

your objections to my theory of the infinite may be met. But,

however scanty and imperfect, I have tired myself in their

dictation, and must, therefore, now leave them, without addition

or improvement, to your candid consideration—Believe me,

my dear sir, very truly yours,

(Signed) W. HAMILTON.

(e )
Doctrine of Eelation

(Written in connection with proposed Memoir of JMr Stewart On
Desk, May 1856 ,

written Autumn 1855 —Ed )

I. Every Eelation, {Quod esse luibet ad alivd,—umus accidens,

—crxeo-i?,

—

respectivum,—ad ahqwid,—ad aliud,— ? datum ,

—

comparatum,—sociale), supposes at least two things, or, as they

are called, terras thought as relative
,
that is, thought to exist

only as thought to exist in reference to each other : in other

words, Eelatives, (ra Trpds n crxecrtv ^orro,

—

rdatvoa sunt, quorum

esse est ad ahud), are, from the very notion of relativity, neces-

sarily plural Hence Aristotle’s definition is not of Belation

but of things relative. Indeed, a relation of one term,—

a

relative not referred,—^not related, (xpos n ov trp6<s n), is an overt

contradiction,— a proclaimed absurdity The Absolute, (the

one, the not-relative,—not-plural), is diametncally opposed to

the relative,— these mutual negatives.

II. A relation is a unifying act,—a synthesis
,
but it is likewise

an antithesis Eor even when it results in denoting agreement,

it necessarily proceeds through a thought of difference., and

thus relatives, however they may in reality coincide, are always

mentally contrasted If it be allowed, even the relation of

identity,—of the sameness of a thing to itself, in the formula

A=A, involves the discnraination and opposition of the two
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terms. Accordingly, in tlie process of relation, there is no

conjunction of a plurality in the unity of a single notion, as

in a process of generalisation
,
for in the relation there is always

a division, always an antithesis of the several connected and

constituent notions

III. Thus relatives are severally discriminated
,
inasmuch as

the one is specially what is refened, the other specially ivhat is

refciTcd to. The former, openmg the relation, retains the generic

name of the Relative, (and is sometimes called exclusively the

Subject)

,

whilst the latter, closing it, is denominated the. Gorrc-

lative, (and to this the word Tei is not unfrequently restncted)

Accordingly, even the relation of the thing to itself in the

affirmation of identity, distinguishes a Eelative and a Coi re-

lative Thus in the judgment, "God is just,” God is first

posited as subject and Eelative, and then enounced as predicate

and Correlative.

IV The Eelative and the Correlative are mutually referred,

and can always be reciprocated or converted, (tt/dos an-urrpc^oj'ra

Xeyea-daL,—recipi oce, ad convcrtentiam dici)
, that is, we can view

in thought the Eelative as the Coi relative, and the Correlative

as the Eelative Thus, if we think the Father as the Eelative

of the Son as Correlative, we can also think the Son as Eelative

of the Father as Coi relative But, in point of fact, there are

here always, more or less obtrusive, two different, though not

independent, relations for tlie relation, in which the Father

is relative and the Son correlative, is that of Paternity
,
while

the relation, in which the Son is relative and the Father cor-

lelative, is that of Filiation, relations, however, which miituallj’'

imply each other Thus, also, Cause and Effect may be either

Eelative or Correlative. But where Cause is made the Eelative,

the relation is properly styled Causation

;

whereas we ought

to denominate it Effectuation, when the Effect becomes the

lelative term To speak of the relation of ICnov ledge, we
have here Subject and Object, either of vhich we may consider

as the EelatiA’^e or as the Correlative. But, in rigid accuracy,

under Knowledge, we ought to distinguish tivo reciprocal rela-

tions,—the relation of hiovAng, and the relation of being Inoini

In the former, the Subject, (that Inoicn as hmving), is the

Eelative, the Object, (that hwion as being Inoicn), is the Cor-

relatiA'C
,
in the latter, the terms are just r^
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of God exerted or put forth into act, so the other is only the ^vith-

diawal of that exerted energy into power We are able to think no

complete annihilation,—no absolute endingof existence
,
(“ omnia

mutantuT, nihil intent ”)
,
as we cannot think a creation from

nothing, in the sense of an origination of being without a pre-

viously existing Creator,—a prior creative power Causation i^

therefore, necessarily within existence
;
for we cannot think ot a

change either from non-existence to existence, or from existence to

non-existence The thought of power, therefore, always precedes

^that of creation, and follows that of annihilation
,
and as the

thought of power always involves the thought of existence, there-

fore, in so far as the thoughts of creation and annihilation go, the

necessity of thinking a cause for these changes exemplifies the

facts,—that change is only from one form of existence to another,

and that causation is simply our inability to think an absolute

commencement or an absolute termination of being The sum of

being (actual and potential) now extant in the mental and mate-

rial worlds, together with that in their Creator, and the sum of

being (actual and potential) in the Creator alone, before and after

these worlds existed, is necessanly thought as precisely the same

Take the instance of a neutral salt This is an effect, the product

of various causes,—and all are necessarily powers We have here,

1°, An acid involving its power (active or passive) of combining

with the alkali
,

2°, An alkali, involving its power (active or pas-

sive) of combining w'lth the acid
;

3°, (Since, as the chemical bro-

card has it, “ corpora non agunt msi soluta”), a fluid, say water,

with its power of dissolving and holding in solution the acid and

alkali
,

4°, A translative power, say the human hand, capable of

bringing the acid, the alkah, and the water, into correlation, or

within the sphere of mutual af&nity. These, (and they might be

subdivided), aie all causes of the efiect; for, abstract any one,

and the salt is not produced It wants a coefficient cause, and

the concurrence of every cause is requisite for an effect “

But all the causes or coefficient powers being brought mto reci-

procal relation, the salt is the result
,
for an effect is nothing but

the actual union of its constituent entities,—concauses or co-

efficient powers In thought, causes and effects are thus, pi o

ionio, tautological an effect always pre-existed potentially in

a See above, Lect im, vol i p 59 —Ed.
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its cawses and causes always continue actually to exist in their

effects There is a change of the form, but we are compelled to

think an identity in the elements of existence —
“ Omnia mutantur, mhil intent

”

And we might add,
—“Nihil incipit

,

” for a cieative power must

always he conceived as pre-existent

Mutation, Causation, Effectuation, are only the same thought

in different respects
;
they may, therefore, be regaided as virtu-

ally terms conveitible. Every change is an effect
,
every effect

ife a change An effect is in truth just a change, of power into

act
,
every effect being an actualisation of the potential.

But what is now considered as the cause may at another time

be viewed as the effect
,
and vice versd. Thus, we can extract the

acid or the alkah, as effect, out of the salt, as principal concause

;

and the square which, as effect, is made up of two triangles in

conjunction, may be viewed as cause when cut into these figures.

In opposite views, Addition and Multiplication, Subtraction and

Division, may be regarded as causes, or as effects

Power is an attribute or property of existence, but not co-

extensive with it . for we may suppose (negatively think),

things to exist which ha\ e no capacity of change, no capacity

of appearing.

Creation is the existing subsequently in act of what previously

existed in power
;
annihilation, on the contrary, is the subsequent

existence in power of what previously existed m act

Except the first and last causal agencies, (and these, as Divine
operations, are by us incomprehgnsible), every other is conceived
albO as an effect

; therefore, every event is, in different relations, a
power and an act Considered-as a cause, it is a power,—a power
to co-operate an effect. Considered as an effect, it is an act,—an
act co-operated by causes
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Change (cause and effect) must be within existence,

;

it must

be merel}’’ of phaenomenal existence For change can be for ns

only as it appears to ns,—only as it is known by ns
;
and we

cannot know, we cannot even think a change either from non-

existence to existence, or from existence to non-existenc& The

change must be from substance to substance
;
but substances,

apart from phsenomena, are (positively) inconceivable, as phse-

nomena are (positively) inconceivable apart from substances

For thought rec^uires as its condition the correlatives both of

an appearing and of something that appears

And here I must observe thatwe are unable to think the Divine

Attributes as in themselves they are, we cannot think God without

impiety, unless we also implicitly confess our impotence to think

Hun worthily
,
and if we should assert that God is as we think

or affirm Him to be, we actually blaspheme. For the Deity is

adequately inconceivable, is adequately ineffable
,
since human

thought and human language are equally incompetent to His

Infinities.

(
b

)
The Qtjestiok op LtBEHxr axd F’ecessitt as Viewed bt the

Scottish School.

(Written in connection with proposed SIemoir of !Mb Stewart. On
Desk, May 1856 ;

written Anttunn 1855.—Ed )

The Scottish School of Philosophy has much merit in regard to

the problem of the Morality of human actions
,
but its success m

the polemic which it has waged in this respect, consists rather in

having intrenched the position maintained behind the common
sense or natural convictions of mankind, thanm having rendered

the problem and the thesis adopted intelligible to the philoso-

pher. This, indeed, could not be accomplised. It would, there-

fore, have been better to show articulatelythat liberiy and Heces-

sit)’’ are both incomprehensible, as both beyond the limits of

legitimate thought
,
but that though the Free-agency of Man

cannot be speculatively proved, so neither can it be speculatively

disproved
;
while we may claim for it as a, fact of real actuahty.
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though of inconceivable possibility, the testimony of conscious-

jj0gg^__that we are morally free, as we are morally accountable

for our actions In this manner, the whole question of free and

bond-will ism theory abolished, leaving, however, practically our

Liberty, and all the moral interests of man entire

Mr Stewart seems, indeed, disposed to acknowledge, against

Reid, that, in certain respects, the problem is beyond the capa-

city of human thought, and to admit that all reasoning for, as all

reasoning agamst, our liberty, is on that account invalid Thus

m reference to the arguments against human free-agency, drawn

fiom the prescience of the Deity, he says, “In reviewing the

arguments that have been advanced on th6 opposite sides of this

question, I have hitherto taken no notice of those which the

Necessitarians have founded on the prescience of the Deity, be-

cause I do not think these fairly applicable to the subject
;
inas-

much as they draw an inference from what is altogether placed

'beyond the reach of our facultus, against a fact for which every

man has the evidence of his oivn consciousness
” ®

(c
)
Liberty and Necessity.

(Written in connection with proposed Memoir of Mr Stewart On
Desk, May 1856

,
written Autumn 1865 .—^Ed )

The question of Liberty and Necessity may be dealt with in

two ways .

—

I The opposmg parties may endeavour to show each that his

thesis IS distinct, mteUigible, and consistent, whereas that the
aiiti-thesis of his opponent is indistinct, unintelhgible, and con-
tradictory

II An opposing party may endeavour to show that the thesis
of either side is unthinkable, and thus abolish logically the whole
problem, as, on both alternatives, beyond the hmits of human
thought

,
it bemg, however, open to him to argue that, though

unthinkable, his thesis is not annihilated, there being contiadic-
tory opposites, one of which must consequently be held as true,
though we be unable to think the possibihty of either opposite

i

a Actnc and Jforal Powers, voL i TForL,, toL vl p. 396
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whilst he may he able to appeal to a direct or iadirect declara-

tion of our conscious nature in favour of the alternative vhich

he maintains.

The fonner of these modes of argumg has been the one ex-

clusively employed in this controversy The Libertarian, indeed,

has often endeavoured to strengthen his position by calling m a

dehverance of consciousness
;
the Necessitarian, on the contiary,

has no such deliverance to appeal to, and he has only attempted,

at best, to deprive his adversary of this ground of argumenta-

tion by denying the fact or extenuating the authority of the

deliverance.

The latter of these lines of argumentation, I may also observe,

was, I believe, for the first time employed, or, at least, for the first

time legitimately employed, by myself . for Kant could not con-

sistently defer to the authority of Eeasonin its practical relations,

after having shown that Eeason m its speculative operations

resulted only in a complexus of antEogies On the contrary, I

have endeavoured to show that Eeason,—^that Consciousness

withm its legitimate limits, is always veiacious,—^that in gener-

ating its antinomies, Kant’s Eeason transcended its bruits, vio-

lated its laws,—that Consciousness, in fact, is never spontane-

ously false, and that Eeason is only self-contradictory when

driven beyond its legitimate bounds We are, therefore, war-

ranted to rely on a deliverance of Consciousness, when that de-

bverance is that a thing is, though we may be unable to think

hoxo it can be.
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, funda-
mental defect in BroWs theory, 884 ,

classification of opinions on the nature
and origin of the principle of, 38^7

,

these considered in detail, 387 etseq
Objectivo-Objective, 388, refuted on tvs o
grounds, 7b , that we have no percep.
tion of cause and effect in the external
world maintained by Hume, 388 ,

and
before him by many philosophers, 889,
among whom Algazel probably the first,

tb
,
by the Mussulman Doctors, 390

,

the Schoolmen, 7b
, Malebranche, xb

,

II Objective Subjective, maintained by
Locke, 390, M deBixan, xb

, shown to
be untenable, 391-3

,
HI Objective-

Induction or Generalisation, 393 , IV
Subjective—Association, 393 5 ,

V A
Special Principle of Intelbgenco, 395 ,

VI Eimectationof the Constancyof Na-
ture, 895 ,

fifth opinion cnticised, 395-6

,

VII The Pnnciple of Non-Contradic-
tion, 396-7, VIIl The Law of the Con-
ditioned, 397 ,

jud^ent of Causality,

how deduced from this law, 898 et stq
,

existence conditioned in time affords

the pnnciple of, 398-400, also 403 ti

seq
, that the causal jud^ent is eli-

cited only by objects in uniform succes-

sion 18 erroneous, 408 ,
the author's doc-

tnne of, to be preferred, 1®, from its sim-
plicity, 409, 2^, averting scepticism, 410,
3®, avoiding the alternatives of fatahsm
or inconsistency, 410-12

,
advantages of

the author^8 doctrme of, further show,
412 , defence by author of his doctrine

of, 538
Cause, su Causality
Celsus, L 54
Cerebellum, its function as alleged by

Phrenologists, n 408 ,
its true function

as ascert^ed by the author, 410
Chalcidius, u 85
Chance, games of, u 497, set Feelings

Chanet, u 849
Charleton, in 349
Charron, i 24 ,

89
Chanvin, i 61 ,

ii 292
Cheselden, in 176, see Sight
Chesterfield, Lord, i 258
Chevy Chase, ballad of, quoted, u

420
Cicero, n 29 , on the assumption of the

term phUosopJiy^ 46 ,
on definition of

philosophy, 49 ,
referred to on the

same, 51 , 114 ,
164 ,

use of the term

Conscius. 196 ,
on contmual energy of

intellect, 313 ,
386 ,

387 ,
n 104 , 118,

123, 210, see Conservative Faculty,

quoted m illustration of the law of con-

tiguity, 236 ,
274 ,

348

Coarke, Dr Samuel; demonstrates the law

If the Sufficient Beason from that of

Non-Contradictxon, u 396

Classification, see Elaborative Faculty

Clauberg, i 90 ,
his division of philoso^

phy, 119
Clemens Alexandnnus, referred to on de*

finition ofphilosophy, i 49, quoted, 65
Clerc, Dan le, i 54, 55
Clerc, John le, held Plastic Medium, i,

800, 308
, quoted on perception, u 61

,

distinguished Perception from Sensa-
tion, 97 , 398

Cognition, one grand division of the pliae-

nomena of mind, i 122, set Know-
ledge

,
the use of the term vindicated

Colendge, case of mental latency recorded
by, 1 345

Colour, see Sight
Combe, George, quoted on difference of
development of phrenological organs, i

Common Sense, its various meanings, in

347 , authonties for use of, as equiva-
lent to Novv, 348-9

Common Sense, see Vital Sense
Common Sensory, 11 848
Componaon, see Elaborative Faculty
Complex Notions, see Elaborati\e Faculty
Comprehension of Notions, see Elabora-

ti\e Faculty
Conation, one grand division of the phse-

noraena of mind, i 122 ,
best term to

denote the phienomena both of Will and
DesirOj 186, deterramed by the Feel-

ings. iL 425-6, essential peculianties
of, 431 et seq

Conative, used by Cudworth, i 186 See
Conation

Conception, used by Reid and Stewart as

synonymous -with Imagination, i 212-

13, meaning and right application of

the term, ii 261-2 See Representative

Faculty
Conceptualism, see Elaborative Faculty

Condillac, referred to on defimtion of

philosophy, 1 49 ,
quoted on love of

unity as a source of error, 71 , 73 , 101

,

141 , 236 , 338 , 362 ,
u 8 ,

on exten-

sion as object of sight, 160-1
, 285 ,

320, see Language
Conditioned, the, u 399 See Regulative

Faculty
Condorcet, u 826
Conimbncenaes, i 198 , 236 , 263 ,

u 8 ,

9 , 85 , 209 , 320, see Language ,
889

Conscientia, Consciiis, their vanons mean-

ings, n 196 ei seq See Consciousness

Conscious, see Subject and Consciousness

Consciousness, what, i 167-8, 192 , the

one essential element of the mental

phflenomena, 182 ,
affords three grand

classes of phtenomena—those of Know-

ledge, Feeung, and Conation, l^^eiseq ,

them nomenclature 184-6 ,
this three-

fold distribution or the phaenomena of,

first made byKant, 186 ,
objection tothe

classification obviated, 187, 11 421^ >

the phsenomena of, not possible inde-

pendently of each other, i 188 ,
ii 205,

order of the three gi‘and classes of tlie
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ph^finomena of, i 188 9 ,
no special ac-

\ouut of, by Beid or Stewart, ^ ,
wn-

not be de&ed, 190 ft

pMosopbical analysis, p, wbat kmd

of act the word is employed to denote,

and what the act mvolves, 192 ct sea ,

conscionsness and knowledge invdve

each other, 193, these how distin-

guished, 194-6 ,
history of the t^,

196-201 ,
first re^arly used by Des-

cartes in its modem sense, 196-7 ,
a

trauslatioii of coTiscicntuij 196 ,
eany

tenses of coTiscius and cousci^iiito^ y

IS nsed by Angrintin, xb ,
as used by

Qmutilimi, Cicero, TertuUian, and otbeT

of the Latm fathers, 196*7 ;
hoT? ex-

pressed m Latm, ^'reiich., Italian, and

Cerman, 197 ,
no term for, in Greek

until the decline of philosophy, lO
,

terms tantamount to, adopted by the

later Platonista and Anstotebans, 199-

201 ,
the most general characteristic of,

201 ,
specid conditions of, ib ,

those

genetaUy admitted, 201 et seq ,
implies,

1 actual knowledge, 202, 2 imme-
diate knowledge, w ,

3 contrast, 202-

4, 4 ludgment, 204, u 277 ,
6 me-

mory, L 205, special conditions of, not

generally admitted, 206 et seq
,

co-

extensive with our knowledge, 207 et

seq
>
a special faculty according to Reid

and Stewart, 208 et seq
,
Reid’s limita-

tion of the ^here of, untenable, 211 e£

aeq , no conscionsness of a cognitive

act without a consciousness of its ob-

ject, 211 et seq
,
this shown in detail

with regal'd to Imagination, 212 , Me-
mory, 215 et seq

,
External Perception,

222 et seq . Attention and Reflection
acts subordinate to and contamed in
consciousness, maintained against Reid
and Stewart, 231 et seq

, 286, see Reid

,

eiudence and authority of, ^4 et seq
,

the source of philosophy, ib et seq
,

285 , veracity of, implied m possibility
of philosophy, 265 , as the entenon of
plulosophy, naturally clear and unerr-
ing, 266-7

,
three grand laws under

which its phtenomena can be legiti-
mately m\estigated, 268 5^ , 1, the
law of Parcimony, 269 , fact of, what,
269-/ 1 , its facts to he considered in
two points of view, 271 , how fax doubt
is possible regarding a fact of, 271-6

,

the two degrees of tlie eindence of, con-
V Stewart, 273 et seq

, results

07C
Parcimony as applied to,

275 , the second and thind laws regulat-
mg the investigation of,—Integrity and
Harmony, 276 et seq

, how scepticism
ames out of the violation of the integ-

of, violate
278 ei seq

, the
veracity mastbo mmatomed, 283, first geier^t fact
anfi how violated,

of, in Perception allowed by those who

u 116

;

Berkeley,

j eco and

non-ego given by, m equal TOimtorpoise

and independence, 292, different philo*

sophical systems onginating in this fact

of the duality of, as accepted or rejected,

--Natural Realism, 293, Substontial-

ism and Nihilism, 2^4, SubstantmUsm

divided into Hypothetical Dualism or

Cbsmothetic Ideabsm, and hlonism or

UnitananiBra, 295, hlonism, its subdm-

Bions, 296-7, second general fact of,—the

Activity and Passivity of mmd, 31(» ct

seq
,
we are activem so far as wo are con-

scious, 811 ,
Are we always consciously

active ? 812 cl seq ,
this question is con-

fined to the phienomenaoisleepand som-

nambulism, xb
,
not identical vaih Ibc

question,—Have we nlu ays a mem or}" of

our conbciousnessl tb
,
opinions of phi-

losophers on the former question, 312 ct

seq
,
dealt with by philosophers rather

by hypothesis than by experiment, 319,

conclusions from expenments made by
the author, xb

,
Locke’s objection, that

consciousness and the recollection of

consciousness are com erlible, disproicd

by somnambulism, 319, and bi the fact

that dreaming is possible inthout me-
mory, 321

^
that the mind remains cou-

scions during sleep, established by ex-

perience, 322, resiilts of the author’s

personal e^enence,—tbat the mind is

never whollj inactive, and that wo arc

never whollj unconscious of its actnit},
322-4, Joufiroy quoted in support of
the author’s doctrine on this point, and
of sundry other conclusions, 324 ct seq

,

coses adduced lu support of aflinnatiN c
of question^ that we are always con-
sciously active, 334 ct seq

,
Is the mind

ever unconsciously modified ? 338 d seq
,

this question not mooted in this coun-
try, 338-62

,
how decided in Germany

and France, xTf 339, 362, the mind con-
tains modifications of which we are un-
conscious, 839 et seq * three degreCB of
mental latency, 339 ct seq

, the first
and second degrees illustrated by cases,
841 ei seq

, cases of madness, 341 , of

\
342 , case of the Comtesse de

Wal, 343 , case given by Colendpe,
o44, the third degree of mental la-

problem in regard to
tlie third degree—Are there, in ordi-
nary, mental modifications of which
we are unconscious, but which mani-
fest their existence by facts of which n e

^ conscious? 847 ei sea
,
364 et seq ,problem ronsidered in itself and in

affirmative main-
temed, 348 e( seq

, tbe mental modifi-

J?
qiiertiou manifest tbeir ex-

throogfi tbeir effects, 348 , tins
estabbsUed from the nature of con-
Bciousness itoelf, 348-9, tbe special evldence for the affirmative of the ceneral
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problem adduced, 349 ct seq
,
m 1 Ex-

tenial Perception, 349-61, 305, II
Association ol Ideas, 361 et ecq

, 366 cl

seq,; III Acquired Dexterities and
Habits, 365 ct seq , 367 et seq

, Listory
of the doctrine of unconscious mental
modiftcations, 361 ct seq

, Leibnitz tiie

first to pioclnim the doctnno, ib
,

authors referred to on doctnno of la*
tency, 363

,
consciousness and memory

in the direct ratio of each other, 8^

,

three pnncipal facts to bo noticed in
connection with tlie general phieno*
mena of, 371 ct seq

,
1 Self-Existence,

3n
,
2 Mental Unity or Individuality,

373, the truth of the testimony of, to our
Mental Unity doubted, tb

, 3 Mental
Identity, 374, Difficulties and Facilities

in the stu^ of the phasnomena of, 375
ct seq

y
I Uifficulties 1 The conscious

mind at once the observing subject and
the object observed, 375 ,

2 Want of
mutual CO operation, 369

,
3. No fact of

consciousness can be accepted at second
hand, 377 ,

4 Phrenomena of conscious-

noss only to be studied tlirougb me-
mory, 379 , 5 Naturally blended with
each other, and presented in complex-
ity, %b yii 26 , 6 The act of reflection

comparatively deficient in pleasure, i

381 ,
II Faculties, 382-3

Conservative Faculty, what, u 12, 24

,

its relation to the faculties of Acquisi-

tion, Reproduction, and Representation,

205 ,
why the phenomena of Conser-

vation, Reproduction, and Representa-
tion have not been distinguished in the
analysis of philosophers, 206 , ordinary

use of the terms Monoiy and Recollec-

tion^ 206 et seq
,
memory properly de-

notes the power of retention, 207, this

use of memory acknowledged by Plato,

Aristotle, St Augustin, Julius Cmsar
Scaliger, 207, Jos^b Scaliger, 208,
Suabedissen, JVies, H Schmid, kc , 209,

Memory, what, w
,
the fact of reten-

tion admitted, ib
,
the hypothesis of

Avicenna regarding retention, ih
, re-

tention admits of explanation, 210, si-

niibtudes suggested in illustration of

the faculty of retention, by Cicero, Gas-

sendi, 210-11
,

these resemblances of

use simply as metaphors, 211 ,
H

Schmid quoted on, 211-18
,
the phee-

nomenon of retention naturally anses

from the self-ener^ of mind, 211 ,
this

specially shown, ct seq
,
the pro-

blem most difficult of solution is not

how a mental activity endures, but how
it ever vanishes, 212, the difficulty re

mo\ed by the principle of latent modi-

fications, <h ,
forgetfulness, 213 ,

dis-

traction and attention, 214 ,
two ob-

servations regarding memory—1 The

law of retention extends over all the

phrenomena of mind alike, 216 ,
% The

various attempts to explain memory by
physiological hypotheses unnecessary,

216, memory ^eatly dependent on
corporeal conditions, 216

,
physiologi-

cal hypotheses of the older psjcholo
gists regarding memory, 217 , two qua-
lities requisite to a good memory, viz.,

Retention and Repi^uction, 218, re-

markable case of retention narrated by
Muretus, 219-222, case of Giulio Guidi,
222 , two opposite doctnnes in regam
to the relations of memory to the
higher powers ofmmd—1 That a great
power of memory is incompatible with
a high degree of intelligence, 223, this

opimon romted by facts, 224, examples
of high intelligence and great memory,
Joseph Scaliger, Grotius, Pascal, kc ,

224*0 , 2 That a high degree of intel-

bgence supposes great power of me-
mory, 226

Constantius a Samano, i 235
Contemplative Feelings, see Peelings
Contradiction, law of, see Non-Contradic-

tion and Thought.
Contzen, i 236
Cope, referred to ou the meaning of ot

atyf}ol, ol oTX^urrtu, i 47
Cottumus, u 8
Cousin, 1 63 , 128 ,

referred to on Des-
ciuies' coqito e7qo Sim, S72

,

vigorously

assaulted the school of Condillac, 398

,

ii 69 , 280 ,
390

Cowley, quoted, ii 486
Cramer, lus Anecdoia Grceca, referred to,

1 61,62,114
Creation, as conceived by us, u 405
Cntical method, what, u 193, its sphere,

193*4, notice of its employment m phi-

losophy, 194
Crousaz, u 61-2; distin^ished Percep-

tion from Sensation, 97 , 332, quoted

on Judgment, 335-7

Cudworth, n 39, held Plastic Medium,
300, 808,11 121

Cullen,! 75,169
Custom, power of, i 84-6

,
sceptical in-

ference from the influence of, 86 ,
testi-

monies to, 89
Cuvier, i 268
Cyrus, his great memor}% ii 226

D'Ailly, 11 890
D’Alembert, i 254 ,

on Touch, ii 165

,

172, see Sight

Damascenus, referred to, on definition ol

philosophy, 1 51 ,
u 37

Damiron, referred to, on doctrme of men-

tal latency, i 339, 868

Daube, referred to, on the distinction of

faculty and power, i 178

Davies, Sir John, qnoted, 1 73 « ,

Davis, his commentary on Cicero, referreu

to, 1 61
^

Decomposition, see Elaborative Faculty

Degeraudo, i 264, 302, in 281, quoted

on Classification, 282-o, 329-80, see Jjdti-

De^^j^His existen(5e an inference from a

special class of effects, i 26 ,
these ex-
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clusivcly given in tbe plnenomena of

mind; ib
,

wliat kind ol cause consti-

tutes a Deity, r& , 27, notion of God not

contained in tbe notion of a mere First

Cause, 26, to tbe notions of a Pnmary
and Omnipotent Cause must be added

those of Intelligence and Virtne, 27

,

conditions of tbe proof of tbe esastence

of a Deity, twofold, 27-8
,
proof of these

conditions dependent on philosophy^ 30

Democritus, his theory of Perception,u 38,

121 ,
his doctrine of the qualities of mat-

ter, 108, his doctrine that all the senses

are only modifications of Touch, 152
Demosthenes, i 74
Denanger, referred to, on definition of

Philosophy, 1 49 ,
363

De Raei, on Touch, u 165, 849
Derodon, n 292 ,

300 ,
308

Descartes, referred to, on definition of

philosophy, 1 49 , 72 , 90 ,
108 ,

his

division of philosophy, 119 ,
his doc-

trine of suhstence, 155, regarded faculty

of knowledge as the fundamental power
of mmd, 18/ ,

the first uniformly to use

coiiscxtnixa as equivalent to conscious-

ness, 196-7, Tised ^ ejiectwii in its psycho-
logical application, 234, 257, sec Atten-

tion
, 289 ,

him belongsthe hypothesis
of Occasional Causes, 800, 802, 308, held
that the mmd is always conscious, 313

,

his cogito ergo sxm, 372, u 89S ,
his opin-

ion regarding mental powers, 7 ; 39, see

Perception, cardmal prmciple of his phi-

losophy, 41 , twofold use of the term xdea
by, 42 ,

held the more complex hypo-
thesis of Bepresentative Perception, 48
ct seq y diBtmguished Perception from
Sensation, 97 , recalled attention to the
distinction of Pnma*^ and Secondary
Qualities, 108 , 210 , 3^L, see l^gulati\e
Faculty, on pleasure, 460, set Feelings

Dosiro, sec Conation and Will
Destutt-Tracy, i 258
Dovillemandy, referred to, on Aristotle's

doctrme of species, ii 37
Do Vries, il 50
Dexterities, acquired, see Habit
Dianoetic, how to be employed, ii 349-50

iSce Logic.

Diderot, 1 90
Digby, Sir Kenelm, ii 121
Diogenes, see Laertius
Discussions on P/alosojjJig^ the author’s

referred to, i 13 , 47, 57 , 61 , 65 ,
kc

Disposition, what, i 178
Distance, Visual, sec Sight
Dogmatists, a set of physicians, noticed,

1 64, headed by Galen, xb

Donellufi, his great memory’, n 225
Doubt, the first step to philosophy, i 81

,

00, on this philosophers unanimous, 90

,

tcstimoniestoneedof,?'^ Philosophy
Dreaming, possible wnthout memory, i

321 , an effect of imagination deter-
mmed b^ association, ii 269, case of,
mentioned b} Abel, 270

Du Bos, on pleasure, n 464, aee Feelings

Durandus, i 253, quoted on doctrme of

species, u 36 ,
his doctnne of species

concurred in by Occam, Gregory of

Eimmi, and Biel, 87 ,
quoted on dis-

tinction of intuitive and abstractive

knowledge, 71

Eberharb, u 416 See Feelm^s
Education, Liberal and Professional, dia-

enmmated, i 6 , the true end of liberal

education, 16, place and importance of

the feelmga m education, 18, 886, the

great problem in, 384
Ego, or Self, meaning of, illustrated from

Plato, 1 162-4 , Anstotle, Hierocles,

Cicero, Macrobius, Arhuthnot, Gatien-

Amoult, quoted m further illustration

of, 164-0
,
the terms Ego and Non-Ego,

referable to Self and Not-Self, lo7,
ow expressed in German and French,

167, the Ego and Non-Ego given by
consciousness in equal counterpoise and
independence, 292, see Consciousness

Elaborative Faculty, what, u 14, 25,

277 ,
acts included under, , how

designated, 16 , 277 ,
defect in the

analysis of this faculty by philosophers,

278 ,
positions to be estabUBhed regaid-

ing, ^9 ,
comparison os deteruuned by

objective conditions, 279, 281, as de-

termined by the necessities 5f the
thinking subject, 281 ei seq ,

Classifica-

tion, Composition, or Sjmthesis shown
to be an act of comparison, 281, 292

,

in regard to complex or collective

notions, 281-2, m the simplest act of
classification, the mind dependent on
language, 282, Decomposition twofold,
1 in the interest of the Fine Arts, 283

,

2 in the interest of Science, 284, Ab
straction, 284 et seq

,
abstraction of

the senses, 286 ,
abstraction, a na-

tural and necessary ,^rocess, ib
,
the

work of companson,^^7
,
Genendisa-

tion, 287 et seq
, idea abstract and indi-

vidual, 287-8
,
abstract general notions,

what and how formed, 288, twofold
quantity in notions,—Extension and
Comprehension, 289 , their designa-
tions, lb

,
abstraction from, and at-

tention to, are correlative terms, 292,
Partial or Concrete Abstraction, 293

,

Model Abstraction, ib
,

generalisation
dependent on abstraction, but abstrac-
tion does not invoh e generalisation, ib

,

Stewart quoted to tins effect, tb
,
Can

we form an adequate idea of what is

denoted by an abstract general tenn^
295 ct seq

,
the controversy between

Nominalism and Conceptualism princi-
pally agitated in Bntain, 298

,
two opin-

ions on, which still divide philosophers,
tb , Nominalism, what, 297 , maintain-
ed by Hobbes, Berkeley, Hume, Adam
Smith, Campbell, and Stewart, 297'8,
doctnne of Nominalism as stated by
Berkeley, 298, 300 , Conceptualism
maintained by Locke, 300 , by Brown,
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301-3, Brown’s doctnnc cnticiscd, 303
ct scq

,
his confutation of Xominalism,

304 ,
1 Tliat the Xonimalists allow the

apprehension of resemblance, proved
aramst Brown by reference to Hobbes,
305, Berkeley, td

, Hume, 306 , Adam
Smith, 307, Campbell, tb

, Stewart,
ib , 2 That Brown Avrong zn holding
that the feeling (notion) of similitude
IS general, and constitutes the gene-
ral notion,—proved hr a series of ax-
ioms, 808-10

,
possitile grounds of

Brown's supposition that the feeling of
resemblance is universal, 310 13 , sum-
mary of the author’s doctrine of Gen-
erabsation, 313 , Brown’s doctrine of
general notions further considered, 318-

10 , Poes language onginate in general
appellatives or by proper names i 329
et

,
see Language

;
Judgment and

Reasoning shown to be acts of compari-
son, 333 ei

, these necessarj from
the limitation of the human mind, 333

,

act of judgment, what, 835-6
,

consti-

tuents of a judgment,—Subject, Predi-
cate, Copula, 336 , expressed in v ords
is a Proposition, r6

, how the parts of
a proposition are to be discnminated,
tb ; what Judgment involves, 337,
Reasoning, what,

,
illustrate, tb^

Deductive and Inductive, 338; Deduc-
tive, its axiom, ib

, its two kinds,

338-9, Comprehension and Extension
of notions as appbed to Reasomng, 339

,

1 Deductive reasoning m the whole of
Comprehension, 339-40, its canon m
this whole, 340, 2 Deductive reason-
ing in the whole of Extension, 341

,

Inductive reasoning, its axiom, 342 ,

of two lands, 343 , Deductive and In-

ductive illation must be of an absolute

necessity, tb , account of Induction bv
logicians erroneous, 343-4, in Exten-
Eion and Comprehension, the analysis of

the one corresponds to the synthesis of

the other, 344 , confusion among philo-

sophers from not having observed this,

345
Eleabc school, n 106
Empedocles, n 34, 171
Empinc or Empirical, its by-meaning in

common English, n 54, ongin of this

meaning, ib , its philosophical mean-
ing, 55, used m contrast with the terra

necessaryj 56, see Knowledge ,
the

terms hikoncal and empirical, used as

synonymous by Aristotle, tb

Erapmcs, the, noticed, n 54 See Empinc-
Brapmcus, Sextus, ouoted^ on division of

pmlosojphy, i Ho 115, his employ-

ment 01 cvvnic^tn^, 200
Encephalos, see Brain

Bncydopcedia Bntannxca, i 155, ci alibi

Ends and Means discnminated, i 19,

adaptation of means to ends, how
pleasing, ii 503, ends of two kinds,

extern^ and internal, hence the IjBeful

and the Perfect, 504

Encip, vhat, n 179, distinction of first
and second, 180, we tnav suppose three
kinds of mental,—-Ineunt, Immanent,
and Tninseunt, u 42Sj stc Mind

Ennui, u 478 S^e Feeungs
Ephesius, [Michael, bis employment of

cwaurOryn^^ 1, 201 , his doctnne of con-
sciousness, ib

,
sre Psellus, 3IichaeI

, re-
ferred to on Aristotle’s doctnne of
species, n 38

Epictetus, referred to, i 48
Epicureans, dii’ision ofphilosophy adopted

by, 1 112
Epicurus, his theory of Perception, n 38,

Eschenmayer, u 230
Ethics, presupposes a certain knowledge
of mind, 1 62 ,

whj usually designated
a science, 118, division of philosophy,
114 , a nomological science, 124.

Euclid, in 35
Eugenms, or Eugenios, of Bulgana, his

employment of <rvift5i7tn9 and orrrt^n-

yiido-cfj n 200, 11 290, 3^
Euler, 1 300, his great memory, in 225
Ennpides, quoted, in 273
Eusebius, n 114.

Eustmtms, n 200
Exammations, their use and importance
m a class of Philosophy, i 17

Excluded Middle, law of, in 36S ; 524
Exertive, as a term denoting faculties of

will and desire, n 186
Existence, analogbetween our expenence
and the absolute order of, i 30 ,

man's
knowledge of, relative, 136 d seq , all

not comprised in what is relative to us,

140, see Knowledge, potential and ac-

tual, how distmgmshed, 179, designa-

tions ofpotential and of actual, 180 , the

highest form of thought, in 866, 398
Expenential, i 55
Expenraental, its lumtatiou, i 55 ^
Extension, an object of Sight, ii 167, sec

Sight, cannot be represented to the

mind except as coloured, 168, 171

,

cannot be represented m Imagination

without shape, 170 , objection to this

doctnne obviated, 171 See Space

Extension of notions, see Elaborative Fa-

culty

Facciolati, 1 96, in 418
Faculty, ongm and meaning, n 177 , ap-

propriately applied to natural capabi-

Uties, 179\ distinguished from capacity,

u 4, form of, what, 191

Feelings, one grand division of the pbjc-

nomena of mind, n 122, in 414, Nomo-
logy of, n 123, this called Philosophy

ofTaste, jEsthdic, 1234, ambiguity of

word, 1234, 184, ii 419, Komology of

feelings best denominated Apolaustic, i

124, two prebrainary questions r^ard-

ing, m 4l4, I Do the phenomena of

Pleasure and Pam constitute a distinct

order of mental states 415 ct seq ,
the

feelmsrs not recognised as the mamfes
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tations of any fundamental power by

Anstotle or Plato, or until a very recent

penod, 416-16, recogmtion of the feel-

ings by modem philosophers, 41o ^

Sulzer, Mendelssohn, Ktestner, Memers,

Eherhard, Plainer, ib ,
Kant the first

to establish the tnchotomy of the men-

tal powers, ,
KanPs doctrine con-

troverted by some philosophers of note,

417 ,
Can we diBcnminate in conBcioufl-

ness certain states whicb cannot be

reduced to those of Cognition or Cona-

tion! 420 ;
this question decided in the

^rmative by an ap]peal to experience,

\h
,
grounds on which objection has

been x^en to the feelings as a class of

mental pheenomena co-ordinate with

those of cognition and conation, 421

ti seq
,
Krug quoted, 422-3

,
Biunde

quoted in answei to Krug, 4^-6 ,
II

What 18 the position of the Feelings by
reference to the two other classes of

mental phcenomena ? 425 ei seq
,
Biunde

quoted on this question, 425 8 ,
mter-

mediate between the cognitions and
conations, 425, importance of a cor-

rect understanding of the nature and
mflnence of, 427, place of the theojy
of, in the science of mind, ib , IIL
Into what subdivisions are the Feelings

to be distnbuted ? 428 et seq , dmaions
proposed by philosophers, 428 ,

by
ICont, 428-9

,
Schulze, 429 ,

Hillebrand,

,
Herhort, tb

,
Cams,

, how dis-

crmimated from cogmtion and conation,
431-8

,
what are the general conditions

which determine the existence of Plea-
sure and Pam ? 434 ei sea

,
I Theory

of Pleasure and Pam stated m the ab-
stract, 484-42, pleasure and pain op-
posed as contranes, 436 , definitions of
pleasure and pam, 440 ,

these illustrated,

1 pleasure the reflex of enei^, 440

,

2 spontaneous and unimpeded, 441

,

3 of which we are conscious, 442

,

pleasure Positive and Negative, 442

,

pam Positive and Negative, tb
,
posi-

tive pam subdivided^ ib
, corollaries

from preceding doctrine, 443, general
historical notices of theories of the
Pleasurable, 444 et seq

, these theones
fall mto two grand classes,—the Pla-
tomc and Anstotelic, 445 , Plato the
first to attempt the generalisation of a
law of pleasure and pam, tb

, Plate’s
theory,—that a state of pleasure is al-
ways preceded by a state of pain, 445
ct seq

,
sum of Plato’s doctnne of the

pleasnrahle, 449 , the doctnne of Ans-
totle proposed to correct and supple-
ment the Platonic, 450

,
the theo^of

^ pleasure the concomitant
of the imimpeded energy of a power,

nothing added in antiquity to

i^stotle,
453

, the theones of Plato and Anstotle
454-8, in wliat sense

the Platonic dogma is true, 455
, after

compulsory inaction pleasure higher

than in ordinary circumstances, 466,

unfair to apply the magnifying effect of

contrast to disprove the positive reality

of pleasure more than of pam, 457 ,

pleasureand pam bothAbsolute andRe-

lative, lb
,
(Jardan held a theory iden-

tical with Plato’s, 458 ,
his theory

cnticised, 469 ,
Montaigne held a simi-

lar doetnue, xb ,
Descartes’ doctnne

of the pleasui*able, 460
,
^onndlessly

landed for its novelty and importance,

460-1
,
only a vague version of that of

Anstotle, 461 ,
Leibnitz adopted both

the counter-theones, 462 ,
doctnne of

Wolf, 462-4, wrongly considers plea-

sure an attnbnte of the object, 463,

Wolfs doctnne partially assailed by
Mendelssohn, 464 ,

doctnne of Du Bos
and Ponilly, 464-6

,
of Sulzer, 466-71

,

of Genovesi and Vem, 471 ,
of Kant,

471-6, Classification of Feelings, 476,
their pnnciple of classification internal,

ib
,
admit of a twofold classification,

as Causes and as Effects, 476-7 ,
as

causes divided into Pleasurable and
Pamful, 477 ,

appbcation of foregomg
theory to explam m general the causes

of pleasurable and painful feeling, 477
et seq

,
apparent contradictions of the

theory prove real confirmations, 477

,

Dolce far nieniSj 478, Ennui, ib
,
all

occupation either play or labour, ib ,

love of action signalised as a fact in

humannature by aU observers, 479 ,
by

Samuel Johnson, ib
,
Adam Fer^eon,

tb
,
Paley, 480 ,

the theory confirmea
by the pbaenomena of the Painful Af-
fections, 481 et seq

,
of Gnef, 482;

authors by whom these observed, tb ,

of Fear, 483 . of Pity, , of Energetic
Emotions, 484

,
general causes wnicb

contribute to raise or lower the intensity
of our energies, 484 et seq

,
I Novelty,

485 , IL Contrast, 486 ,
III Harmony

and Discord, 487 ,
IV Association, 488

,

this prmciple supposes pains and plea-
sures not founded on itself, 489, the
attempt to resolve all our pleasures
and pams mto association vicious m a
twofold way, tb * Hutchesonmore pro-
perly appreciated the influence of asso-
ciation, lb

,
the Feelmgs considered as

Effects, 491 et seq
,
as many different

feeling as there are distinct modes of
menM activity, 491 ,

two grand classes
of, I Sensations, 491 et seq

,
of sen-

sations, two classes, 1 of the Five
Senses

, 2 of the Sensus Vagus, 492 et
seq

, organic pleasure and pain, 498-4

,

how far the theory of pleasure and pom
affords an explanation of the phsBno-
menn 495 ,

II Sentiments, divided
into Contemplative and Practical, 495

,

Contemplative into those of the Sub-
sidiary Faculties, and of the Elabom-
tive, 496 et seq

,
the first class into those

of Self-Conscionsness and of Imagina-
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tion, 196 , a of Self Consciousness, 496
ct scq

» ,
Teduuu or Enmu, 496-7

, Pas-
times, 497 , Games of Skill and Chance,
lb

, Giddiness, 498 , Nausea, ib
,

h
Sentiments concomitant of Imagina-
tion, 498 ci seq

,
the Beautiful, hou

constituted, 499, 606 ct seq
,

condi-
tions of the plensurahlc as regards the
Undcrstanduig, 500 ct seq

, obscure and
confused cognitions, hou (bsagreeable,
601 , Wit, how pleasing

, sentiment of
Truth, hou pleasing, 502, Generalisa-
tion and Specification, how pleasurable,
tb

,
Science, hou pleasing, 603 , De-

duction from first pnnciples, %b
,
adap-

tation of Means to Ends, hoT\ pleasing,

603 , Feelings that anse from the Ima-
gination and Understanding in conjunc-
tion, 506 el seq

, 499, Beauty and
Sublimity, 507 et seq Beauty distin-

guished as Absolute and Relatu e, 507 ,

this distinction unsound, 508 ,
the Use-

ful and the Beautiful distinct, %b , St
Augustin’s doctrine on this point
superior to the modem, 608-9

,
Rela-

tive Beaut>, '\\hat, 509, the theoiy of

Free orAbsolute Beaut}, ib
,
the theory

e\i>lams the difference of individuals
in the apprehension of the Beautiful,

610 , and affords the reason wli} our
pleasure is lessened when we anal}se
the object into its parts, 511 ,

Relative
Beauty from the confomut} of Mean to
End, lb

,
judgments of Taste either

Pure or Jdixed, 512 ,
the Beautiful de-

fined, lb , the feeling of the Sublime
parti} pleasurable, partly painful, 612
et seq

,
theor}’’ of the Sublime, 613

,

the Sublime divided into that of Ex-
tension, Pretension, and Intension, 512
ti seq

,
Kant quoted in illustration of

the Sublime m its three forms, 515 ,

the Picturesoue, wherein it consists,

and how it differs from the Sublime
and Beautiful, 516 ,

the Practical Feel-

ings, 517 ,
their divisions, 1 those re-

lative to Self-Preservation, 517 , 2 En-
jo}inent of Existence, 518 ,

3 Preser-

vation of Species, xb , 4 Tendenc} to

Development, 519 , 5 the !Moral Law, ib

Feiguson, Adam, l 87 , u. 442 ,
on loi e

of action, 479
Femehus quoted, i 407
Ferranensis, i 253 ,

a 8 , 71

Fichte, referred to on definition of phi-

losophy, a 50 , division of philosophy

adopted by, 120, 291 ,
issue of his

Ideabsm, 294, his objection to the doc-

trine of Natural Beabsm, ii 132

Ficinus, Marsibus, l 69
^
^3 ,

quoted on

a passage m Plato’s Timanis, 307 ,
u* 8

Flint, Rev iilr, case of, i 342

Forge, de la, i 234 ,
held hypothesis of

Divine Assistance, 300-2

Fonseca, u 285 ,
332.

Fracastonus, quoted on Platonic philo-

sophy, u 33 , 209 , 332 ,
referred to on

the Sublime, 513

Franklin, i 70
Freigius, Joannes Tliomas, i 136
Fnes, referred to on the (bstinction of

facnlt}" and power, i 178 , 363 , 383

,

11 209 , 229 , 233 ,
241

Fromondus, u 8
Function, vshat, i 180

G.vle, Theoph , i 1346*
Galen, i 154, Dogmatists, his doctnne

of mental powers, in 6-6
, 35 , 37 , on

Touch, 156
,
quoted on Perception, 523

Gall, his mode of plirenological discovery,

L 415 et seq
,
how he met the argument

against phrenolog}’' from the existence
and extent of the Frontal Sinuses, 412
Sec Phrenology and Smuaes

Gamier, quoted, i 71 ,
72-3 , u 280

Gassendi, his division of philosophy, i

119-20
,
used reflection in its psycholo-

gical appbcation, 234, held Plastic

Medium, 308 , 405
,

referred to on
Aristotle’s doctnne of species, u 87

,

fundamental error of Stewart m regard

to the philosophy of, 199, though a
Sensationabst he admitted Reflection as

a source of knowledge, 200
,
and did not

assimilate Reflection to Sense, 201 ,
his

division of the cognitive phtenomena,

202 ,
Intellect, according to him, has

three functions,—1 Intellectual impre-
hension, 202 ,

2 Reflection, 203 ,
3

Reasoning, ib
,
210 See Conservative

Faculty
Gatien--Ajnoult, i 81 , 82 , 91 ,

quoted

on Ego, 165-6
,

ii 277
GefvJil, ambiguous, n 419 See Feehng
^nerabsation, see Elaborative Facultj

General notions, see Elaborative Faculty

Genius, analysed into Attention, n 256-8

Genovesi, u 8 distinguished Perception

from Sensation, 97 , 349 ,
on pleasure,

471
Gerard, Alexander, on Laws of Associa-

tion, 11 232
G^ruzez, i SO , 107 ,

128

Glandulie Pacchioni, what, i 414 , argu-

ment against phrenology derived from,

lb
,
41o

Glem, Bishop, his opinion of Reid’s

pcnemic on perception, u 44
Gnoseologia, what, i 122

Gnostologia, see Gnoseologia

Goclemus, Budolphus, the first to apply

the term psychology to a treatise re-

lative to the human mmd, i 136 , 235

Gorgias, the sophist, i 294

Gk>\ eanus, Antomus, ii 349

Grammar, why usually desiraed an art,

1 114, 118 ,
universal o^hdosophical,

a nomological science, 123

Granunanan, John the, see Philoponns

Gray, quoted, ii 235

Greek language, example of its perfection,

n 177

,

expresses syntactical relationsby

flexion, 253
Gregorovius, quoted on memor} of Lruiui,

u 222
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Gregory, Dr James, his groat memory,

u 227
Gregory, of Nazianznm, quoted, ii 235

Gregory, of Nyssa, quoted on mental

powerfi, n 6

Gregory of Rimiiu, i 253 ,
ii 71

Gnmm, i 134
Grotms, his great memory, u 225

Gnuthuieen, u 157
Gruyer, i 234
Guidi, GiuUo, lus great memory, u 222

Habit, -abat,! 178, acquired habits, three

theories of, viz. the mechaiucal, theory

of consciousness without memory, and
the theory of latency, 355-61, 868-71

,

ovplamed in accordance with analogy

by theory of mental latency, 869
Halle, postman of, case of, sho^Vlng that

the mmd is active while body asleep,

1 334^
Haller, i 336
Harmon} ,

law of, see Consciousness

Hartley, his theory of habit, mechamcal,
1 35b

Hartleian School, ii 162
Havet, his edition of Pasears Pmsies re-

ferred to, n 171
Hegel, referred to on definition of j)hilo-

sophy, 1 50, 64
Heinsius, Han , i 259 ,

u 208
Uelvetius, quoted on the influence of pre-

conceived opmions, 1 77, 256-8, see

Attention
Hematerhuis, i 142-7, li 349, referred

to on Beauty, 510
Henry, of Ghent, Ins doctrine of mental

powers, 11 8
Heraclides Ponticus, i 45, 47
Heraclitus, i 89, ii, 121
Herhart, u 332 , 429, see Feelings
HennuB, see Aramomns
Herodotus, uses the verb i 48,
85

Her\teus, i 253, ii 37
Herz, Marcus, 11 498
Hesiod, quoted, i 386
Hierocles, i 164, his employment of

cnn aicraTjtns-, 200
Hilaire, St, i 296

,
n 210

Hilanns, St, quoted, i 75
Hillebrand, u 199, 429, see Feelings
Hijmocrates, alleged expression of, quot-

ed, 1 47, WTiting in which it occurs
spurious, 47

Historical Knowledge, see Empmcal and
Knowledge

Hobbes, quoted on definition of philoso-
phy, 1 49 , on Perception, 203, ii 523

,

a matenal idealist, bO, quoted on tlie

^f thought, 229, a nominahst,
29 r

,

demonstrates the law of the Suffi-
cient Reason from that of Non-Contra-
diction, 396

Hocker, n 154
Hoffbauer, mamtamed that great intel-

ligence supposes great memory, u 226
Homer, quoted, i 52, 376

Hommel, i 89
Horace, quoted, i 179, u 235, 348

Hortensins. bis great memory, ii 226

Hhbner, distinguished Vital Sense from
Organic Senses, u 157

Hugo a Sancto Victore, n 71

Hume quoted on testimony of conscious-

ness m Perception, i 290-91, u 117

,

his nihilism a sceptical conclusion fiom
the premises of previous philosophers, i

294 ,
doubts the truth of the testimony

of consciousness to our mental unit}’',

373, his scepticism, its meaning, use,

and results, 894 et seq ,
quoted as to

ground of rejecting tne testimony of

couBciousness in Perception, u 131 ,
on

laws of Association, 232 ,
quoted on Ima-

gination, 266, quoted on Nominalisni,

297, 306, 362, see Regulative Faculty,

388, see ibid
,
the use made by bun of

the opuuon,that the notion of Causality

IS the offspring of expenence, engen-
dered upon custom, 394 ,

the parent of

nil that IS of prmapal value m our
more recent metaphysics, tb

,
refuted

attempts to establish the principle of

Causality on that of Contradiction, 396
Hubs, i 88
Hutcheson, regarded consciousness as a
^eciol faculty, i 208, distmguiBhed
Perception from Sensation, u 97

,

quoted on division of senses into five,

156, 442, quoted and commended on
Association, 489 ,

on Absolute and Re-
lative Beauty, 507

Hypothesis, what, i 168, first condition
of a legitimate, 169-70, second, 170-1,
see also ii 135 ei scq

,
cnteiia of good

and bad, i 171-2

Iamblichus, quoted onmental]^owers, inO
Idealism, Cosmothetic, what, i 295 ,

em-
braces tlie majority of modem philoso-
pbers, tb

,
its subdivisioDs, 295-6, see

Consciousness
,
absolute, how a philoso-

phical system is often prevented from
falling into, 297

Identity, law of, ii 624
Imagination, see Representative Faculty
Immediate Knowledge, see Knowledgeu
Incompressibility, ultimate, law of, whence

denved, n 406
Induction, what, i 101 , a S}Tithetic pro-

cess, 102, inductive method, notice
of its employment in philosophy^ u
194, mdnctive reasoning, 342-4

Infinite, see Regulative Faculty
Influence, term brought mto common use
by Suarez, i 807, tnJlttXMSy first used
in the pseudo -Anstotehc treatise De
CaxcsiSj th

Integrity, law of, see Consciousness
Intuitive Knowledge, see Knowledge.
Ionic School, 1 104-]105

Irenieus, quoted on mental powers, u 6
Imung, 1 236
Isidorus, quoted on mental powers, a 6
Italic School, i 105
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Jacobi, quoted, 1 37,^0-41, 291, holds a
docinno of Porcoption analogous to that
of Bold, n 126 f Si9

Jandimus, on Touch, v 165
Jardjno. Professor, noticed, i 389, quoted
on tho best method of detonnining
meritm a class of philosophy, 390 el seq

Francis, noticed on Association,

Jerome, of Prague, i 88
Johnson, Samuel, quoted on love of

action, li. 479
Jonson, Pen, Ins great memoir, ii 225
Jouflroy, referred to on the distinction of

faculty and power, i 178, quoted m
support of the autlioFs doctnne that
the mind is never holly inactive, and
that we are never wholly unconscious of
its activity, and of sundry other conclu*
sions, 324 ci seq

,
holds that the mind

IS frequently awake when the senses are
asleep, 324, thinks it probable tlmt the
mind 18 always awake, 325

,
gives mduc-

tion of facts in support of this conclu-
Bion, 325 ci seq

,
gives analysis and ex-

planation of the phfcnomena adduced,
326 cl seq

,
holds distraction and non-

distraction matters of mtejbgence, 328,
appbes foregoing analysis to phamo-
mena of sleep, 329, his doctnne illus-

trated by personal experience, 330 ei

seq y by experience of those attendant
on the sick, 331 , by awakening at an
appomted hour, 832, his general con-
clusions, 833 c( seq

,
his theory corro-

borated by the case of the postman of
Halle, 334 et seq

, belonged tothe Scoto-
Gallican school of philosophy, 899

Judpaent, see Elaborative Faculty
Junker, narrates case of postman of Halle.

1 335
Juvenal, quoted, l 386, 387, ii 348

Kestneb, in 416, see Feelings, quoted
on Pescartes’ doctnne of p2ea<jure, 461

Karnes, referred to on question of mental
latency, i 363 ,

quoted on utility of

Abstraction, in ^7
Kant, qnoted, n 39 ,

referred to on deftni-

tion of philosophy, 49 , 58 ,
on the lore

of unity, 69 ,
lus anticipation of the dis-

covery of Uranus, 70, his division of

philosophy, 120, 1^1, admits the fact

of the testimony of conscionsness in per-

ception, 291 , 299 ,
maintaiBB that we

are always consciously active, 318 ,
324

,

363, doubts the truth of the testimony

of consciousness to our ilental Unity,

373 ,
and to our Mental Identity, 374

,

a Scotchman by descent, 396, his philo-

sophy originated in a recoil against the

scepticism of Hume, ib , 397 ,
his doc-

trme of space and time, 402 , 404 , u

8 ,
enunciated the law by which Per-

ception and Sensation are governed in

their reciprocal relations, S9, divides

the senses into IvJOySeasus Vagits and

Sensiis Ftxtcsy 157 , 195, Necessity,

quoted on proper application of term
Abslracitm, 292 , 415 , 428 , 471, see
Feelings

,
on Beauty, 508 , referred to

on the Subbme, 5l3
, quoted, 515, see

Feelings
,

his analysis of judgments,
526

Keckonnann, distinguished Eedection
from Observation, i 234-5

,
il 348

Kepler, i 75
Know thyself, i 38
Knowledge, discriminated from lutellec-

tual cultivation, i 8, whether toow-
ledge or mental exercise the superior
end, considered, 8-13, popular solution
of tius question,—that knowledge is the
hmher end,—and its results, 9 ,

Imow-
leage either practical or raecolative,

,
the end of practical knowledge,

7b
y 10 ,

the end of speculative know-
ledge, 10 ,

the question resolved by
phuosopbers m contradiction to the
ordinaiy opinion, 11 ,

this contradiction

even involved in the term Philosophy,
%b , authonties adduced as to mental
exercise bem^ higher than knowledge,
— Plato, Pnor, Aristotle, Aquinas,
Scotus, Malebranche, Lessmg, Von
MiiUer, Jean Paul Bichter, 12-14, know-
ledge philosophical, scientific or ration-

al, and empmcal or histoncal discrmn-
nated, 53 S ,

empirical, the knowledge
that a thing is,—rb ort, 55-6 ,

examples
of, 56 ,

this egression bow renderea in

Latin, ib , see Empirical
,
philosophical,

the knowledge why or how a thing is,

—

^loTi, 68 ,
man’s knowledge relative,

61, 137-46
,
the representation of mul-

titude m unity, 68-9, see Umty ,
facul-

ties of, one grand division of powers of

mind, 122 ,
testimonies to relativity of,

— Anstotle, Augustin, Melanchtnon,
elder Scali^er, 139-40

,
all existence not

compnsedm what is relative to us, 140

,

this principle has two branches, 141

,

the nrst, 141-45
,
the second, 146-48

,

three senses m which knowledge rela-

tive, 148 ,
two opposite senes of expres-

sions applied to, to
,
faculty of, redded

by some philosophers as the fundamen-

tal power of mind, 187 ,
distribution of

the special faculties of, u 1 ei seq ,
the

special faculties of, evolved out of con-

sciousness, 10 ,
enumeration of the

special faculties of, 10-17, 23-28 ,
a,

priori and a posteriori, 26 ,
relation of,

to expenence, how bek expressed, 27 ,

specim faculties of, considered in detail,

2^ ei seq
,
the distinction of Intuitive

or Immedmte and Representative or

Mediate Knowledge, 66 ti seq ,
and i

218-19, the contrasts between these

two kinds of, ii 69-71 ,
this distinction

taken by certam of the schoolmen, 71

,

that the relation of knowledge supposes

a sitnilanty, or sameness, between sub-

icct and object an influential pnnciple

in philosophy, 120-21 ,
the opj^ite of

this principle held by some, 122, re
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futecl, 122 et seq ,
the essential pecnli-

anties of knowledge^ 431 et seq

Knowledges, terms used by Bacon and

Sergeant, i 57-8 - , . . ,

Kmg n 47 ,
on definition of philosophy,

49-60 ,
attacked the Kantian division

of the mental phienomeua, 187, n 421,

see Peehngs ,
478 ,

479

Kuster, L 199

LABOULTNlkSE, 11 161

Lactantixis^ lais doctane of moBtal powers,

11 6, 86, demed the necessity of visual

species, tb

Laertius, Diogenes, i 45 , 114 ,
uses ow-

Se<n5 for consciousness, 199

Language, Does it ori^nate in Creneral

Appellatives or Ly Proper NaTues? u
319 tt seq ,

this the q^uestion of the

Finiiiuifti CogwiLitfVdy 320 ,
1 That all

terms, ns at first employed, are expres-

sive of individual oojects, maintained

by Vives and others, 320 ,
Yives quoted

to this effect, xb ,
Ix)cke quoted, 321

,

Adam Smith quoted to same effect,

321-4, 2 Au opposite doctrine main-

tained by many of the schoolmem 324

ei seq
,
by Campanella, 324 ,

Leibnitz

quoted to this effect, 324-6 ,
Turgot

cited to same effect, 326 ,
3 A third or

intermediate opinion, — that language

at first expresses only the vague and
confused, 827 ei! seq

,
Perception com-

mences with masses, 327, see also 149 ,

the mmd m elaborating its knowledge
proceeds by analysis from the whole to

the parts, 328-84, Degerando quoted
to this effect, 529-30

,
the intermediate

opinion maintained by Aristotle, 3304

,

and by Julius Cessar Scahger, 331 ,
rea-

son of the amhignitjr of words denoting
objects that lie within the mmd, 417-18

Laromigui^re, quoted on hypothesis of
Occasional Causes, i 300 et seq

, on
Pre-established Harmony, 302 tt seq

,

on Plastic Medium, 304 ,
on Physical

Influence, 305 et seq
,
quoted on Ab-

straction, n 284 6
Latency, mental, what, and its three de-

grees, 1 339 et seq See Consciousness
Latin language, expresses syntactical re-

lations by flexion, l 263
Laval, Comtesse de, case of, h 843
Law, Bishop, lus doetrme of substance,

1 166
Le Clerc, see Clerc
Lee, Dr Henry, referred to on Locke, u

199
Leibnitz, referred to on definition of phi-
losophy, 1 49 , 69, 136, firet to Imit
the term cavity to passivity of mind,
1// . regarded faculty of knowledge as
the fundamental power of mind, 187

consciousness!
265, 30^ hold h^qiothesis of Pre-estab-
lished Harmony 300, 802

, opposed
Locke s doctrine that the mind is not
aln conscious, 317, but does not pre-

cisely answer the question mooted, 318,

referred to on minima of sense, 361,

the first to procleum the doctrine of

mental latency, 361 ,
unfortunate in the

terms he employed to designate the la-

tent modifications of mind, 862, refer-

red to on our mental identity, 374, u
8 , 20, 196, Necessity, 209 , 324, see

Language, 349, 361, see Regulative

Faculty , 462, see Feelings ,
628

Leidenfrost, u 156, the first to distin-

Kh the Vital Sense from the Organic

jes, 167
Leo Hebneus, in 84

Lessing, quoted, 1 13 See Knowledge
Lewd, its etymology, i 74
Liberty of Will, u 410 ti seq , the ques-

tion of, as viewed by the Scotiash school,

642, may be dealt with in two ways,

643-4

Lichetus, 1 253
Locke, 1 72, adopted Gassendi’s division

of philosophy, 120, quoted on power,

174-6, bis doctnne of Reflection as a
source of knowledge, 236, held that

the mind cannot exirt at the same mo-
ment m two different states, 249 ,

his

doctrine on this point refuted by Leib-

nitz, 250, demed that the mind is

always conscious, 314-17, his assump-
tion that consciousness and the recollec-

tion of consciousness are convertible,

disproved by somnambulism, 819 , erro-

neously attributed the doctnne of latent
mental modifications to the Cartesians,

861 , on mental identity, 374 , his doc-
trine of Perception, u 63, general cha-
racter of his philosophic^ style, 55-6

,

quoted on the doctnne that the second-
ary quahties of matter are merely men-
tal ^tes, 67-8

,
his distinction of pri-

mary and secondary quahties, 109, did
not onginate the question regoniing
plurality of senses under Toucn, 166,
177, neglected the Critical Method in
philosophy, 194, has his philosophy
heen misrepresented hy Conmllac? 195
et seq

, Stewart, quoted in vindication
of, 196-8 , Stewart’s vindication of, un-
satisfactory, 198, Condillac justified in
his sinmMcation of the doctnne of, ib

,
his Reflection compatible with Sensual-
ism, 199 , 281

,
quoted on Conceptual-

ism, 300, 321, sec Language, 39a see
Causality, 396

'

Logic, defined, i 43, 123, as uutiativo
^urse of philosophy, 48, 128, class of,
how to be conducted, 14-16, see Philo-
sophy

,
presupposes a certain knowledge

of the operations of the mind, 62 , con-
troversy among the ancients regard-
ing its relation to philosophy, 114^16
why usually designated an art, 118 a
nomological science, 123, Dianoetic
best name of, 123; its place in philoso-

FifcS Pliilosopbcal

Lombard, Peter, ii 71
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Lo<:siu5, Ty^xilon, lu 397, 435, 475
Lncnn, quoted, ii 482
Lucretius, quoted, i 255, 306, n 39,
48G, on mixed feeling of the suhlimc,
514

Ludei^, 11 442
Luther, l 87 , S9
L\dus, Pnscianus,on uuit\ of knowledge,

1 69 ,
the Platonic doefnne of Percep-

tion as expounded hy, lu 38

Maass, 1 203
J^Iackintosh, Sir James, i 131 ,

his great
raemorj , u 226

^lacrobius, referred to, on definition of
philosophy, i 51 , 164

Maine de Biran, ii 292, 390, see Causality
Major, John, referred to on Intuitive and

Abstractive Knowledge, u 71
IMalebranche, n 13, 91^ 155, 236 quot-
ed on place and importance of atten-
tion, 260 et seq the study of his writ-
ings recommended, 262, 289: assumes
our consciousness in sleep, 313, in 8,
bis doctrine of Perception, 49, distin-

guished Perception from Sensation, 96

,

^9, 390, se^ Uausabtr
^lan, an end unto himself, i 5 , must m
general reduce himself to an instru-

ment, 5, 6, perfection and happiness
the two absolute ends of man, 19, 20

,

these ends coincide, 20, his distinctive

charactenstic, 29, a social animal, 84,
men influence each other m times both
of tranquillity aud social convulsion,

87 , relation of the individual to social

enses, ih

Mamlins, qnoted, n 11 , 173, 418, in 274
^lantuanus, Bap

,
quoted, n 386

Manutius, Paulus, quoted on memory of
Molmo, 11 221

Marcellus, Xonius, in 123
Marsilius, (ofinghen), i 253, n 37
ilartial, quoted, u 274
Zdarhnus Scnblerus, quoted, n 269
Master of Sentences, see Lombard
Matenalisxa, absolute, how a philosophical
system os often prevented from falling

into, n 297
Matter, our knowledge of, mereU relative,

n 137 ei seq

Maynettns Maynetius, u 256
Mazure, x IS ,

49
Mediate Knowledge, see Knowledge,
ifemers, i 47 , 87 , li 471
3Ielanchthon, I 139, 154, in34S, “cog-

nitio omnis intxutiva est defiiuhva/*

quoted by, 41

S

Memory, see Conservative Facnlty
Menage, n 45 199
Mendelssohn Moses, u 416, see Feelings

,

quoted on Descartes* doctrine of plea-

sure, 461 ; 464, tee Feeling ,
referred

to on Beauty, 510 on the sublime,

513
Mendoza, in 308
Mental phjenoroena, s^e Consciousness and

Mmd

Mental Exercise, 'Ingher ttan tte mere
knov, ledge of truth, 1 8-13 .S^eKnow-
ledge

Metaphysical, s^e iletaphysics
^fetaphysics, science of, its sphere in
widest sense, i 121 , comprehension
and order of author’s course of, 120,
127, 123 , Metaphysics, proper, Onto^
logy or Inferential Psychology, what,
124, 125, metaphysical terms originally
of physical application, 134-5 &eTs\ -

chology and I^ilosophy
ilethod, what, n 96 iee Cntical 3lethod
ifethodists, the, a sect of physicians, no-

ticed, n 5L
3I1II, James, quoted to the effect that we

fii^ obtain a knowledge of the parts of
the object in perception, u lid ei seq

^

held that the perception of colour sug-
gests the notion of extension, 162.

Milton, quoted, 11 235
Mmd, human, the noblest object of spe-

culation, 1 24 ,
Pha\ ormus, Pope, Sir

Thomas Browne, quoted to this effect,

7^ , 25 , when the ^dv ofmind rises to
its highest digmtv, 25 ,

its phaenomena
contrasted with those of matter, 28 29,
this the philosophical study by pre-

eraiuence, 62, see Philosophy and Psy-
chology, its pbienomena distributed in-

to ti^e grand classes, 122, tee Con-
sciousness, our knowledge of, merely
relative, 137 d seq

,
etymology and

appheaLon of, 156 , can be defined only
aposienon^ 157, thus defined by Aris-

totle and Beid, i5
, can exist in more

than one state at the same tune, 251 d
seq , hypotheses proposedm regard to

mode of intercourse between mmd aud
body, 299 ds^q ;

1 Occasional Causes,

300-2
,

2. Pre-established Harmony,
302-4, 3 Plastic Medium, 305, 4. Phy-
sical Infiuence, 305-6, historical order

of these hypotheses, 306-9, they are

nnphilosophical, 309, actinty and pas-

sivity always coniomed m manifesta-

tions of mmd, 310, see Consciousness

terms mdicative of the predommance of

these counter elements in, 811 ,
opin-

ions m regard to its relation to the

bodilv oiganism and parts of nervous

system, 404-6 d seq ,
its powers not

really distmguishahle firom the thinking

prmciple, nor really different from each

other, u 2 ,
what meant by powers of,

and the relative opinion of philosophers,

3, 5-9, psychological division of the

phienomena of, what, 9 ,
phsenomena

of, presented m complexity, 21 ,
three

r^es of the analysis of the phsenomena

of, 22, these rules have not been ob-

served by psychologists, ib , no ground

to suppose that the mmd is situated

solely m any one part of the body, 127

,

we matenahse mindm attributing to it

the relations of matter, 128, sum of

our knowledge of the connection of

mmd and body, ib ;
we are not war-
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ranted, according to Bmnde, to ascribe

to tbe poTvers of mind a direction either

outwards or inwards, 424 See EnerCT

Mininiuni visibile, what, i 849 ,
andibile,

350
Mnemonic, i 123
Mocenicus, n 235 ,

ii 332

Mode, what, l 150
Modification, what, i 150

Molinteus, n 96

Molsa, quoted, ii 236

Monboddo, Lord, i 177 ,
185 , 343 ,

his

doctnne of vision, in 35 , 124

Monism, see Consciousness

J^Ionro, Dr (ierlitcs), quoted and referred

to in reference to Frontal Sinus, i 435,

442, 443, fee

Montaime, i 65 , 86 , 89 ,
on pleasure,

u 459, see Feelings , 502

More, Dr Henry, quoted, i 32
Morton, Dr, remaiKS on bis tables on the

size of the brain, i 422-4

Muller, Julius, n 171
Muller,Yon, quoted, 1 13 Knowledge
Muraton, his great memory, 225
Muretus,!! 218 iSee ConservativeFacnlty
I^Iussulman doctors, u 390 See Causality

NaixLTy its meaning m German philoso-

phy, 1 40
Natiunl Dualism, see Realism, Natural
Necessity, all necessity to ns subjective,

11 194 , Leibnitz the first to enounce it

as the criterion of truth native to the
mmd, 195 ,

Kant the first who fuUy ap-

plied this criterion, ib
, set !^gulative

Faculty
^
three epochs in philosophical

speculation touemng the necessary,
527

Noiuesius, 1 253
,
405

Neivton, Sir Isaac, i 257 ,
259 See At-

tention

Niethammer, u 224
Nihilism, see Consciousness
Noetic, how to be employed, u 349
Nominalism, see Elaborative Faculty
Nominalists, their doctnno of mental
powers, iL 8-9

,
rejected doctnne of

species, 37
Nomology of mmd, what, i 122

,
its ‘sub-

divisions, tb , of the Cognitive facul-
ties, 122 3 ,

of the Feelings, 123-4
,
of

the Conative powers, 124
Non-Contradiction, law of, u 368

, 624

,

limits of argument from, 524, has two
applications, a Logical and Psychologi-
cal, 525

Noology, 1 123
hovT, in 347
Nunnesius, a 349
Nunneley, referred to for case of couching,

Object meaning and history of the term,
1 161 See Subject

Objectn e, see Subject
Occam, 1 253 , his doctnne of mental

powers, 11 S

Occasional Causes, hypothesis of, see hlind,

by whom msontamed, 300, 308

Oken, his nihilism, i 294

Olympidorus, referred to, i 65 ,
referred

to on mental powers, a 7

Ontology, see Metaphysics
Operation, what, i 179
Opinion, see Custom
Operinus, case of, showing that one sense

mav be asleep while others are awake,

1 336
Oretic, term obiectionable as common de-

signation both of will and desire, i 186

Order, what, i 96
Organic Pleasure See Feelings

Ormond, Duke of, u 483
Ovid, quoted, i 377 ,

u 378 ,
on pleasure

of grief, 482 \

Oviedo, on excitation of species, u 228

Paik, theory of, see Feelings

Painj^l Affections See Feelings

Paley, quoted on love of action, u* 480
Paludanus, in 71
Parcimony, law of, see Consciousness

Pascal, 1 66 , 86 , 89 ,
quoted on man’s

Ignorance of himself, 309, quoted, ii

170 ,
his great memory, 225, quoted on

dreaming, 269 , 349
^
370

Passions, their place in education, i 18

,

subnigation of, practical condition of

philosophy, 81, 94 See Philosophy
Pastimes, u 497 See Feelings

Patricius, quoted on mental powers, n 7

,

has expression of the relation of our
knowledge to experience quoted, 27

Pembroke, Lord, ii 483
Perception, External, the doctnne of, a

cardinal point m philosoohy, in 43 , his-

torical survey of hypothesis in regard
to, pioposed, 28

,
principal point in re-

gard to, on which philosophers differ,

29, and i 295 6 ,
two grand hypotheses

of Mediate Perception, u 29, each of
these admits of vanous subordinate
hypotheses, 30, Reid did not distin-

guish the two forms of the Represen-
tative Hypotheses, 31, Reid’s historical
view of the theones of, cnticised, 32
et seq

, 45-7
, wrong in regard to the

Platonic theory of, 32-6, ms account
of the Anstotelic doctnne of, 35-8

,

theo^of Demoentus and Epicurus, 38,
the Cartesian doctrine of, 89 et seq

,

48 , Malehranche cited in regard to
opmion of Descartes on, 49 , Reid’s ac-
count of the opinion of Malehranche
on, 50, of Arnauld, 60-3, of Locke,
63-9

; opinions of Neivton, Clarke,
Hook, Noms

, 69 , of Hobbes, 'Q)
,
Le

Clerc, 61 , Crousaz, 62 , ends proposed
in the review of Reid’s account of
opinions on, 63 ,

Reid nght m attn-
hntmg to philosophers in general the
cruder doctnne of Rep^sentative Per-
ception, 64-5, Was Keid a Natural
Reahst ? 65 et seq

, tee Reid and Know-
ledge

, distinction of Perception Proper
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from Soisatioo Proper, 93 zcq
, use of

tlie tomi perception previously to Reid,
%b , Justoncal notice of the distinction
of perception proper from sensation
proper, 9b-7

, nature of the ph^enoruena,—perception and sensation, illustrat-
od, 97 ct !cq

, their contrast the spe-
cial manifestation of a contrast ‘R'Mch
dmdes Knovrledge and Feeling, 93

,

perception and sensation prcciselj dis-
tinguished, ib

,
grand Jaw by which

the phenomena of perception and
sensation are governed m their re-
ciprocal relations, 99, this law esta-
blished and illustrated— 1 Prom a
comparison of the se\eral senses, 99-

101 , 2 From the several impressions
of the same sense, 101-4, distinction
of perception from sensation of im-
portance only in the doctrine of In-
tuiti\e Perception, 104, no reference
from the mtemal to the external in,

lOG; talvcn out of the list of the pn-
mar) faculties through a false analysis,

107, the possibility of an immediate
perception of external objects intelli-

gible, 127 ei seq
,
what meant by per-

ceiving the matenal reality, 129 , the
total and real object in, ib

, what
meant by the external object perceived,
ib

,

158, nothing especially inconcen-
able m the doc&zne of an immediate
perception, 180, principal points of
aiiTerence between the anthoFs doc-
tnue of Perception and that of Reid
and Stenart, 185 et seq

,
1 In regard

to the relation of the external object to

the senses, 185, 2 In regard to the
number and consecution of the elemen-
tory phsenomena, 186 et seq ; common
doctnne of philosophers regarding the
organic impression m, 187 , relation of

sensation proper to perception proper,

188-9, see also 522-8, Representative
Perception, hypothesis of, 134 ei seq

,

violates all the conditions of a lemti-

mate hypothesis, 135 et seq , h Un-
necessary, 185-7; 2- Subverts that

which it IS devised to explain, 137,
3 The fact m explanation of which it

IS devised is hypothetical, 138-9, 4.

Sunders and subVerts thepbienomenon
to be exjilamed, 140 , 5, The fact which
it IS devised to explain transcends ex-

penence, 141 ; 6 Dependent on sub-

sidiary hypotheses, 142-4, considera-

tions effecti\e in promoting the doc-

tnne of, 621 ,
qnesnons connected with

faculty of External Perception, 144 et

seq
,

Whether wo first obtain a

Imowledge of the whole or of the parts

of the object in, 144 et seq
,
the second

alternative adopted by Stewart, 144-6,

and by James Mill, 146-9, the counter-

alternative maintained by the author,

149 et seq, 327, IL Problems con-

nected wim Sense of Touch, 152 ei seq
,

see Touch; III Two counter-questions

regarding sphere of Sight, im H seo ,

5ee Sight,
^

Perfect, the, what, il 504 See Ends
Peripatetics, see Anstotehans
Perron, Du, Cardmal, a patron of Scotch-
men abroad, i 393

Persius, n 377
Petrarch, quoted, u 482
Phjedrus, u 348
Phrenomenon, meaning of, best illustrated
by reference to the relativity of human
knowledge,! 186-8, 148, 161-2

Phienomenology, x>f mind, wha^ i 121
See Psychology

Phavonnus, quoted, n 24 See Min<L
Philoponus, 1 114, his doctnne of con-

sciousness, 200 ,
quoted in paraphrase

of Anstotle, 250 , quoted on mental
powers, in 7 ,

qnoted on Aristotle’s

doctnne of speaes, 38 , on Touch, 155
Philosopher, see Philosophy
Philosophical, see Philosophy and Know-

ledge
Phflosophy, the exhibition of its benefits

and pleasures, why peculiarly requisite,

1 I ; its ntihty of"two kmd^Absolute
and Relative, 2 ,

its absolute utility of
two lands—Subjective and Objective,

3, 22-3, its Subjective utility, 8-18,
best ^Tunastic of the mmd, and there-

fore best entitled to the appellation

^(sefid, 13, pnnaples on which a class

of philosophy ought to be conducted,
14-18, use and importance of exami-
nations m a class of philosophy, 17,
mtellectnal instructor must seek to in-

fluence the will of his pupils, ib , and
to excite their feehngs, 18, Objective

utibty of philosophy, 23^2 , its relation

to theolo^, 25, the class of phffino-

mena which imply the existence of

God exclusively given by the mind, 26

,

what these pheenomena are, 80; first

condition of the proof of a Deitj drawn
from philosophy, 30-31 ,

second con-

dition also town from same source,

82 ,
how philosophy operates m estab-

lishing an assurance of human liberty,

33, comcidence of authoFs news on
this subject with those of prenons
philosophers, 88-41

,
philosophers ad-

duced, — Plato, 33-9, Kant, 39-40,

Jacobi, 40-1 ,
objective utility of philo-

sophv not superseded by the Chnstian

Revelation, 41-2, Nature and Compre-

hension of philosophy, 43-64, to be

adequately comprehended only m the

end of a course of philosophical instruc-

tion, 44, meaning of the laame, 45-8,

the name philosopher said to have been

first assumedandapphed by Pythagoras,

,
but on slender authority, 47 ,

So-

crates probably the first to familxanse

the name, , m order to distinguish

himself firom the Sophists, (b soon lost

, its Socratic significatioB, 48, philosophv,

the thmg, 48-64 ,
definitions of, 49-dO ,

these cntici^ed, 50, perhaps cannot
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aclecluaiely be defined, 50, its definitions

in Greek antiquity^ 61 ,
philosophical,

and empirical or historical knowledge

discnramated, 53-58, see Knowledge,
philosophical or scientific knowledge,

m its nndest acceptation, the know-
ledge of effects as dependent on their

canses, 58 ,
hence the aim of philo-

sophy IS to seek first causes, , as

these can never be actually reached,
^

philosophy can never m reality be ac-

complished, 59, finally tends towards
one Ultimate or First Cause, 60, all

the sciences occupied in the research

of canses may be viewed as so many
branches of philosophy in its widest
signification, 61 ,

but properly consti-

tuted by the science ol mind, with its

suite of dependent sciences, 61-4:, 121

,

its pnmary pi^blem, 61-2, bound to

make the mmd its first and paramount
object of consideration, 62 ,

branches
of the science of mind, tb

, misaOTh-
cation of the term philosophy in Bn-
tam, 63 ,

as defined by Aristotle, 64,

see Aristotle
,

its Causes, 65-80
,
lie in

the ori^ual elements of onr constitn-

tion, 65, essential or complementary,
65 6 , essential a^arently twofold, 66

,

1 Cause and I^ct, tb
,
2 Love Of

uiiit}^ 67, see Umty
,
dispositions with

which it ought to he studied, 81-95 ,

first condition of philosophy, renunci-
ation of prejudice, 81 ,

in this Christi-
amty and philosophy at one, 82-3

,

philosophers nnanimons in making
doubt the first step to, 90 ,

philoso-
phical doubt, what, 91-3

,
second con-

dition of, subjugation of the passions,
94-5, its Method, 96-109, has but one
possible method, 95-104, this shovm
ill relation to the first end of philo-
sophj, 97-9, analysis and 63mthesi 8 the
necessar}’’ conditions of its possibility,

98-

9 , these constitute a smgle method,

99-

109, has onl}^ one possible method,
shoun in relation to its second end,
99-104

,
its history manifests tlie more

or less accurate fulfilment of the con-
fiitions of the one method, 104-9, its

earliest problem, 104 ,
its sj)hei*o as

assigned bj Socrates, 106, its aberra-
tions ha^e arisen from Molations of its

method, 109, its Dmsions, 310-20,
expediency of a dnision of i>hiloso]>hy

,

IIU, the most ancient diMsion into
Theoretical and Pmcticnl, 111, Instory
of this distinction, 132 13, its unsoniui-
ne*JS, 113, first explicitly cnounerd by
Anstotlc, 112, intinmlcd by I’liito,

lb ibnsiou of, into IMiysits,

and Ethics, probably onginatod with
Stoics, 114, unnersality of (liMsion
into tbcoretical and practical, 139 120,
author's distribution of philosophy

,

121-5, proposes three grand question^,
7b

, dibtnlnition of subiects in fatuity

of, m uimersitics of EurojK?, 125 7,

VOL II

true place and importance of system of,

n 4-5, condition under which the em-
ployment of neyv terms in, is allowable,

19-20, one great advantage resulting

from the cultivation of, 84-5

Philosophy, the Scottish, the scientific re-

putation of Scotland principally found-

ed on, 1 892-4
,
canses which have led

to the cultivation of speculative studios

by Scotchmen, 392-8
,
its ongin, 395

,

at once the pride and the reproach of

Scotland, 396, strong general analogy
between, and that of Kant, 396; ac-

count in which it 18 held in Germany
and in France, 398-9, Jonfl^oy’s cnti-

cism of, 399-400, general characteristics

of, 400-1

Phrenology, how only to be refuted, i

406-7
,
the theory of, what, 407

,
in-

dividual cases of alleged development
and manifestation of bttle avail in proof
of the doctrme, 407, its fundamental
facts shown to be groundless, 40^16,
the result of conjecture, 416 ,

its vana-
tions, 417-18

Physics, division of philosophy, i 114,
the term as applied to the philosophy
of mind inappropnate, 132-3

Physical Influence, hypothesis of, bywhom
mamtained, i 306, see Mind

Physical Science, twofold evil of exclusive
study of, 1 36 ,

m its infancy not ma-
terialising,

, if all existence be but
mechamsm, philosophical interest ex-
tinguished, 3/

Physiology, the term as a2)plied to the phi-
losophy of mmd inappropnate, i 13^3

Piccolommi, referred to on Anstotle’s
doctrme of species, ii 37 , 332

Picturesque, see Feelings
Pmdar, on Custom, n 86
Plastic Medium^ hj^othesis of, see Mind

,

by some ascribed to Pinto, i 307 ,
by

yvhom mamtained, 807-8
Platerus, Febx, narrates case of Opormus,

1 336 ;Sce Oponnus
Platner, regarded faculty’* of knowledgo

as the fundamontal pouei of miiul, i

187, 308, 363. ii 173, m Sight, 378.
394, 416. ^frrFocbui^

Plito, 1 12; 29, 37, IS, quoted on de-
finition of philosoidn, 51, 52, 51,
69. 78, 80, 105, distinction of tluo^
rolicnl and ]wnotiuil ]dnlosophy uili-

mated by, 1J2, bad no sjuaMil teim
foi i ouseiousiu'ss. 197. lus doilnm^ in

leg ml to self-appreheiisnui of .Suiso,

19b. niainlaiiud the (ontiimnl i'lua) y

onntelUHt,312,n75, il 20. hi tbemy
of IVuoptbm. ninl piinelnle ol bN pbi
losopby, 33 5, nmintaliuMi that n peisi

jnenl jtoyyii of tlu* Mii^lblo m>u1 '>\lbos

out to tlu* obn < I 31; 207, Mt n-
yatiy<' Fatuity , 2UL FI dvuue nutboxl

of diyi'^iou t dbd 1/ ' h 9.^ /, Mt', v ^

Analysis. 115 '>«* I ndn s v^itos

li ly elu'bl a dtn lunc ]'b \ ui\i an In

i^ous to lb \\ ot \\isto*b 1

•j ^
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Beahsm, Natural, or Natural Dualisni,

^vhat, 1 293, that Natural Realism is

the doctrine of Consciousness, acknow-

ledged hy PhilosopheTs of all classes,

lb ,
objections to the doctnne of, de-

tailed and cnticised, u 118-33
,
I The

cognition of aught external to the mmd
IS equivalent to the mmd acting, and,

therefore, existing out of itself, 118

,

refuted, 118 20 ,
II What immediately

knows must be the same as or simi-

lar to that which is known, 120, in-

fluence of this prmciple on the history

of pMosophy, 120-1, refuted, 122, III

The mind can only know immediately
that to which it is immediately present,

tb
,
this o'^ection has been redargued

in three different ways , 1 By Sergeant,

128 ,
2 by Empedocles, &c , 124 ,

3

by Reid and Stewart, 125 7 ,
refuted,

1^-30, see Perception, IV The object

of perception variable, and, therefore,

subjective, 131
,
proceeds on a mistake

of what the object in perception is, ib
,

y The nature of the Ego as an intelli-

gence endowed with renders it

necessary that there should be repre-

sentative modifications m the mmd of
external objects, 132 ,

this objection
involves sundry vices, 182-3

,
these ob-

jections to the doctrme of, incompetent,
133 ,

hypothesis of Representative Pei -

ception substituted m room of the doc-
tnne of, 186 et seq See Perception

Reasoning, see Elaborative Faculty
Recollection, see Conservatnc Faculty
Redintegration, law of, see l^productne

Facult)’^

Reflection, contained m consciousness, i

231 et seq
,
see Consciousness, Locke not

the first to use the term in its psycholo-
gical apphcatiOD, 234, authors by whom
the term thus used previously to Locke,
234-5, distinguished from observation,
234-6, attention and reflection acts of
the same faculty-, 236, see Attention

Regis, Sylvain, his dinsion of philosophy,

Rcgtuer, i 89
Regulative Faculty, what, u 15, 26, the
termfacidly not properly applicable to,
16, 347, designations of, 847-50, no-
menclature of the cognitions due to, 350,
importance of the distinction of native
and adventitious knowledge, t5

, cn-
tenon of necessity first enounced b\
I^ibmtz, 351, 195

, partially anticipat-
Pescartes, 351

,
and by Spmoza,

352, tbe enouncement of this cnte-
non a gr^t step m the science of mmd,
353

, Leibnitz quoted on cntenon of
newssit}

, 353 9 , Reid discnmmated
native from adventitious knowledge by
the cnfonoD, independently of

quoted to this effect,
H^me ripprehended the dis-

tinction, 362, Kant, the first w^ho fullv
'applied the ctiUnon, 363, 195, philo-

sophers divided m regard to what cog-

nitions ought to be classed as ultimate,

and what as modifications of the ulti-

mate, 363 ,
Reid and Stewart have

been censured for their too easy ad-

mission of first pnnciples, tb
,
Reid

quotedm self-vindication, 868 4 ,
Stew-

art quoted to the same effect, 364-5,

that^id and Stewart offer no system-

atic deduction of the pnmary elements

of human reason, is no valid ^ound for

disparaging their labours, 3b6, philo-

sophers have not yet estahlished the

pnnciple on which our ultimate cog-

nitions are to be classified and reduced

to system, 366, necessity, either Posi-

tive or Negative, as it results from a

power or from a powerlessuesa of mind,
366 et seq

,
positive necessity illustrated

by the act of Perception, 366, by an
arithmetical example, 867 ,

negative

necessity not recognised by philoso-

phers, 367, illustrated, 36o et seq
,

pnnciples referred to in the discussion,

tb., et seg 1 The law of Non-Contra-
dictiou, 368, 2 The law of Excluded
Middle, ib

,
giand law of thought,

—

Tliat the Conceivable bes between two
contradictory extremes, 368 et seq

,

this called the law of the Conditioned,

373, established and illustrated by
reference to Space, 1°, as a maximum,
369 ,

space either bounded or not
bounded, %h

,
space as absolutely

bounded inconceivable, ,
space as

infimtely unbounded inconceivable,

870 ,
though both these controdictoi'y

alternatnes are inconceivable, one or
other is yet necessary, ib

,
space, 2°, as

a minimum, 370 ci seq
,
an absolute

minimum of space, and its infinite

divisibility, abke inconceivable, 371

,

further illustration by reforence to
Tmie, 1°, as a maximum, 371 et sen ,

1

time aqprte ante, as an absolute whole,
inconceivable, 371 ,

2 time as an in-

finite regress, inconceivable, 372 , 3
time as an infinite progiess, inconceiv-
able, th

,
tune, 2°, as a minimum, 372

et seg
,
the moment of time either diin-

sible to infinity, or composed of certain
absolutely smallest parts,—both altei-
natives inconceivable^ 372, the counter
opinion to the principle of the Condi-
tioned, founded on vaOTeness and con-
fusion, 373 ,

sum of the author’s doc-
tnne, tb

,
the author’s doctnne both

the one tnie and the only orthodox in-
ference, 874, to ajssert that the infinite
can be thought, but only inadequately
thoimlrt, is contradictory, 375, law of
the Conditioned in its applications, 376
et seq

, see Causabty
, contradictions

proving the psychological theory of the
Conditioned, 627-9

1 72 , defines mmd a posterioTi,
157, wrongly identifies hypothesis and
theory, 172, wrong in bis criticism of
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Locke on po'wer, 174 ct seq

,

gnes y\o

special account of Consciousness, 189,
201, does not allow that all ixnmedi
uto knowledge is consciousness, 202

,

quoted on consciousness, 208'10, holds
consciousness to he a special facultj,
ih

^ see Consciousness
,
quoted on Ima-

gination and Conception, 218, 214

,

on Memory, 215-17
,
his doctrine that

memory is an miinediafe knowledge of
the past, false and contradictor)', 218-

21 ,
the same holds tnic of his doctrine

of Conception ns an immediate know-
ledge of the distant, 221, contradis-
tinguished Consciousness from Percep-
tion, 222, pnncipal nient accorded to,

as a philosopher, 223-4
,
his doctrine of

consciousness showm to be wrong, 225 et

sen
, from the pnnciple that the know-

ledge of opposites IS one, 225-7, it is

suicidal of ins doctrine of an immediate
knowledge of the external world, 227
et seq , it involves a general absurdit)

,

227 ,
it destro) s the distinction of con-

sciousness itself, 228, supposition on
which some of the self-contradictions of
Reid’s doctrine ma) he aioided, 230,
hut untenable, 231; maintains that
Attention and Reflection are acts not
contained in consciousness, 231 ,

wTong
in his censure of Locke’s use of the term
Reflection, 233, and m saying that
Reflection is emplojed m relation to
objects of sense, ib ,

quoted on Atten-
tion, 236 , inclines to the doctrine that
God IS the only real agent m the uni-

^ erse, 302 ,
his theory of habit, mecha-

nical, 856 ,
refuted by Stewart, 357 ,

referred to on our Mental Identity, 374

,

his doctrine of Perception adopted by
Schulze, and opposed hy him to the H) -

pothetical Realism of Kant, 397, his

fundamental doctrine compared with
that of Kant, 401-2, did not distingiush

the two forms of the Representative
Hypothesis m Perception, u 81-45, his

lustoncal view of the theories of Percep-

tion criticised, 32 eiseq ,
see Perception

,

place of the doctrine of Perception m
ms philosophy, 43, Was Reid a Natural
Realist? 65 et seq

,
his view of the dis-

tinction of Intuitu e and Representative

knowledge obscure, 67, and hence his

plxdosophy involved in confusion,
,

see Knowledge, order of the discussion,

72— 1 Grounds on which Reid ma)
be supposed not a Natural Realist, 72-

80, 2 Positive eindence that Reid was a
Natural Realist, 80-4 , 89 , 105 , the first

champion of Natural Reabsm in these

latter times, 91 ,
his account of Percep-

tion and Sensation, 94 ct seq
,
anticipat-

ed in his distinction of Perception from

Sensation, 96 et seq
,
quoted on primary

and secondary qualities of matter, 109

ct seq ,
his doctrine of Perception as

hummed up bj Stew'art, 125-6 ,
Ins doc-

- tnne of Perception involves that of Oc-

casional Causes, 126, and is thus exposed
to many objections, 126-7, his doctrine
of Perception compared with that of
the author, 185 ct seq , see Percepbon*
277 , 859, see Remilabie Faculty.

Jleid^s WorJ^, author’s edition, referred
to, 1 73,

Reinhold, 1 363, u 280, 416, quoted on
the theorj" of-Pleasnre of Dn Bos and
Pouill)

, 465, on that of Sulzei^ 467 ct seq
Relation, doctnne of, il 536-8, Relabve
and Correlabie, 536-7

Religion, see Theology and Deity
Representabve Faculty, what, u 13, 25,

260, representabon and reproduebon
not alwajs exerted by the same indivi-
dual in equal intensity^ but aU strong
or weak in the same individnal with
reference to the same class of objects,
260 , the terms Imagmahon, Phantasyy

denote most nearly the representabve
process, 261

,
philosophers have divided

Imaginabon into Reprodncbve (Con-
ception) and Productive,

,
this dis-

cnminabon unfortunate in itself and in

its nomenclature,
, Imagmabon, as a

plastic energ)
, is a complex operabon,

262, tlie act of representabon, what,
263 , two powers by which the represen-
tative Faculty is determined to energj

,

1 the Reprodncbve Faculty, 263, 2 the
faculty of Relations,— Elaborative, tb

,

the Imagination of common language
equivalent to the processes of Repre-
sentabon and Comparison, 264, the
process of Representabon the princi-

pal consbtuent of Imamnation as com-
monly understood, 2^, Imagmabon
not hmited to oluects of sense, ib ,

Ancdlon quoted, &6-9, three pnnez-
pal orders in which Imaginabon repre-

sents ideas— 1 Natural, 2. Lomcal;
3 Poebcal, 266-7 ,

associabons tedious,

unpleasing, and agreeable, 267, pecn-

bar kinds of Imagination deteimmed
by peenbar orders of associabon, 268,
difference between a cnJbvated and a
vulgar mind, 268-9, dreaming, som-

nambulism, and revene, effects of Ima-
gination, determined by associabon,

269 ct
,
Ancdlon quoted, 272-3 ,

the

happiness and misery of the individual

dependent on the character of his habi-

tual assoaabons, 272-3, influence of

Imaginabon on human life, 278-4 ,
Ima-

gination employs the organs of sense

in the representafaons of sensible

objects, 275, see also 163, voluntaTy

mobons imitated m and by the Imagi-

nabon, 276, feelings concomitant of

Imawabon, 493, see Feeling, as Re-

produebve and as Plasbc, to
,
an act

of Imagination involves the comprehen-

sion of the manifold as a single whole,

499, office of the Plasbc imagmabon, 500

Representabve Percepbon, hypothesis of,

see Perception
Reproductive Facult), what, ii 12, 24-a,
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229, the name rejyrodicciix^ uiappro-

])nate, 227, limitation in ^vluch name

employed, ,
interest excited hy the

phrenomenon of Reproduction, 227-9

,

Aristotle’s analysis of the phseno-

roenon nearly perfect, 228, the tmn
of thought subject to la^vs, 229 ,

tnis

illustrated by Hobbes, ib )
the ex-

pression tTCLiTi of iluyiufht includes the

phsenomena of Cogmtion, Feeling, and

Conation, 229-30 ,
Is there any law

besides that of simple connection which

regulates this tram? 280, the pomt on

which philosophers differ, and question

to be considered, ib
,
conditions of Re-

Xiroduction as generalised by philoso-

phers,—in all seven, 230-31 ,
notice of

opinions of philosophers on laws of

Association, 231 ,
Anstotle reduces the

laws of Association to three, and impli-

citly to one, lb
,
St Augustin explicitly

reduces these laws to one, which the

author calls the law of Redintegration,

{b ,
opinions of Malebranche, Wolf,

Bilfinger, Hume, Gerard, Beattie, Stew-

art, Brown, noticed, 231-3, the laws
enumerated admit of reduction to two,

and these two again to one grand law,

238, the influence of the special laws
os asBOciatmg prmciples illustrated, 233
ei seq^l The law or Simultaneity, 233-

4^ II The law of Affimty, its subordi-

nate applications, — 1 Ilesemblance,

234, 2 Contranety, 235, 3 Contigu-
ity, 236 ,

4 Whole and Parts, 237 , 6
Cause and Effect, ib

,
Simultaneity

and Affinity resolvable into the one
grand law of Redintegration, 238, no
legitimate presumption against the
truth of the law of Redintegration if

found meimlicable, 240, H Schmid
quoted, 240-3

,
attempted iHustration

of the mund on which this law reposes,
from the unity of the subject of the
mental energies, 240-1

,
the laws of

Simultaneity and Affinity explicable on
the same prmciple,

, thoughts
apparently unassociated seem to follow
each other immediately 244, two modes
of e^^hcation adopted by philosophers,
244-5

,
to be e^lained on the prmciple

of latent modifications, 245 , the coun-
ter solution untenable, 246, see also i

351, 352-3, 356, 366, 367 , Reproduc-
tive Faculty di\ ided into two,-Sponta-
neous suggestion and Reminiscence, ii

12-13, 24/ , Avhat Reminiscence mvoh es,

, St Augustin’s analysis of Reminis-
cence,—its condition the law of Total-
ity, 248-50, CardaiHac Quoted, 250-3,
<lefect in the analysis of Memory and
Reproduction by psychologists, 250,
element lu the phfenomena, which tlie
common theory fails to explain, 251

,

conditions under which Remimscence
IS determined to exorhom 252-5, rela-
tions of onr thoughts among theniseh es
and nith the detemmung circumstances

of the moment, 256-8, general conclu-

sions,—thoughts ayrakened not only m
succession, but simultaneously, 258 ,

of

these some only become objects of clear

consciousness,

Retention, see Conservative Faculty

Reverie, an effect of Imagmation deter-

mined by Association, u 269-72

Rbetonc, why usually designated an art,

1 118
Richai^dus, n 37
Richter, Jean Paul, i 13
Ritter, 1 162
Rixner, u 377
Roell, on Descartes* doctnne of Percep-

tion^ 50
Rose, Val

,
1 61

Rousseau,quoted,u 273 , 320,5C6Language
Royer-CoUard, recommended the Scottish

Philosophy m France, i 398

Ruhnkenius, u 218 ,
221

Rush, Dr, cape of mental latency given

by,i 341

SA^iBCniT, expresses syntactical relations

by flexion, i 263
Scaiiger, Joseph Justus, i 269, see Ab-

straction
, 208, see Conservative Fa-

culty, his great memory, ii 208, 224
Scaiiger, Julius Ccesar,! 140, 309, n 7,

20 ,
on Touch, 155, 156 , 207, see Conser-

vative Faculty, his curiosity regarding

Reminiscence, 228 , 331, see Language
Bcheibler, 1 49,118
Scheidler, i 13, 49, 64

^
166, n 429

Schellmg, referred to, i 6, on definition

of philosophy, 50 , 291
SchiUer, quoted, i 88
Schleiermacher, i 162
Schmid, H

, n 136 , 363 ,
n 209 , 229, 233

,

quoted, 240 ,
see Reproductive Facultj^

Scholastic philosophy, i 107
Schoolmen, the, their contnbutions to

the language of philosophy, i 116, 117,

161, 234, from them Locke adopted
the fundamental principle of his philo-
sophy, 236

,
great majority held doc-

tnne of species, ii 37 , but a large party
rejected it, and held a most philoso-
phical doctnne of Perception, 47, cer-
tain of, took distinction of Intuitive
and Representative Knowledge, 71 , cer-
tain of, distinguished Perception from
Sensation, 97, regarded excitation of the
species with peculiar wonder, 228, 324,
see Language, question with, whether
God the only efficient cause, 890.

Schuke, G E
,

I 237 , 363 , 397, see Eeid

,

u 118 , 132, 133, 429 (See Feelings
Schwab, iL S97
Science, application of the term, i 115

jSee Art
Scotiste, u 8
Scotus, Duns, i 12, see Knowledge, his
doctnne of reflection, 235, 253, his doc-
trine of mental powers, u 8 , 37 , 71

Secondary Qualitie8,ofmatter,accPnnjar}'’
Secundus, Joannes, quoted, n 103
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ness, 231 ,
misrepresents Keid’s doc*

trine of the meaning and difference of

Attention and Keflection, 232-4, his

oversight in regard to discussion of

Attention, 235-6 ,
quoted on the ques-

tion as to ivhether ive can attend

to more than a single object at once,

238, 242 , his doctnne on this subject

cnticised, 243 5 ,
his excellent obser-

lations on the practical beanngs of

Attention, 2^, confounds tbe two de-

grees of tbe evidence of consciousness,

273-5, maintained that God is the
only real agent m the umverse, 302,
hi6 explanation of an anomalous phro-

nomenon of Association, 353 ti Btq
,

difficulties of his theory on this point,

354-5, quoted against the mechanical
theory of habit, 357 seg

,
his own

theory on this pomt refuted, 360, de-

nies that the faculties of the mind are

independent existences, in 2 , his dis-

tinction of the quabties of matter, 112

,

' quoted to the effect that we first ob-
tain a knowledge of tbe parts of the
object in Perception, 144 U Btq ,

main-
tained that extension is not an object
of Sight, 161 ,

Moted, 196 - 198, stt

Locke
, 199, zet Gassendi

,
his ^eat

memory, 226 ,
his chapter on memory

in Elements recommended, 227 ; 230 ,

on laws of Association, 232
,
quoted on

law of Simultaneity, 233, (uiotcd on
terms ahsirnct aud general, 293 , a No-
minalist, 298 ,

quoted on Nommabsm,
307 , 321, stc Language

, 364, see Re-
gulative Faculty , S89

Stoics, borrowed their division of philo-
sophy from Aristotle, i 112 , 114, see

Philosophy
Stngelms, Victonnus, i 154, ii 848
Sturm, J 0,1 171> u 389, 390
Suahedissen, in 209, zee Conservatue

Faculty
Suarez, brought into use the term iti-

JlnxnSfi 307 , his definitionof a cause, ib

Subject, of a proposition, set Elaborative
Faculty

Subject, Substratum, what, i 137, 148 ,

conscious subject what, 167-159
,
use

of the term subject vindicated, 169

,

terms subject and oljtcty their origin aud
meaning, 169, 162, errors arising from
want of these terms, 160-1

Subjective, see Subject
Sublime, see Feelings
Substance, the meaning of, i 149 , 154 ,

philosophers have failen into three er-

rors re^r^ng, 155, law of, 11 376
Substantiahsm, sec Consciousness
Substratum, sec Subiect
Sulzer, 1 363, u 416 ,

on pleasure, 466,
^ee Feelings

Svj'otcrarjatv, used as equnalent to consci-
ousness, n 199-200, its proper meanmg,
200 , employed by Proclus, Plotmus,
Simplicius, Hierocle*?, Sextus Empincu'?,
'Michael Ephcsius, Plutarch, 199 200

2wct57j<rt5, how employed, i 199, 200
2v)wiyvwcn5,

how employed, i 200
Sjdlogism, m thought one simultaneous

act, 1 252, see Elaborate e Faculty
Sympathy

,
ii 618

Synesius, quoted on mental powers, ii 6

Synthesis, what, i 93 See Analysis aud
Philosophy

Synthetical judgment, what, a 526
SyrbiuB, i 302
System, see Philosophy

Tacitus, quoted, i 386
Taste, jud^ent of, what, ii 607 ,

either

Pure or Mixed^ 512 See Feelings

Tedium or Enmu, see Feelings

Tclesius, quoted on reductiou of Senses
to Touch, n 153

TeUez, u 71 ,
308

Tenneniann, referred to on definition of

philosophy, 1 49
,
291 ,

302 , 405 ,
n

Tertuilian, his use of conscteniiay n 197

,

quoted on mental powers, u 6 ,
348

Tetens, u 216
Thales, i 80 ,

104-5

Themistius, i 167 ,
referred to on Aris-

totle’s doctrine of species, n 38 ,
quoted

on Touch, 155
Themistocles, his great memory, u 226
Theology, presupposes a knowledge of

mind, 1 & See Deity
Theophrastus, i 66
Theoretical and Practical Philosophy, his-

tory of the distinction^ i 112-13, 173 ,

identical with division into Phj sical and
Ethical, 113, unsound, tb ,

uui\ersalxt>

of, 112-19 See Plulosopfij

Tlieoretical, see Tlieorj’'

Tlieory, abuse of tbe term by English

writers, u 172 ,
theory aud practice dis-

tinguished, 172-3

Thomas, St, see Aquinas
Thomasius, Christian, ii 348
Thought, Laws of, ii 623-6 See Regula-

tive Faculty
Thought Proper, zee Elaborative Faculty

Thought, Tram of, sec Reproductn e 1 a-

culty
Thuanus, (De Tliou), i 260
ITiurot, L 883
Tiedemann, Diotnch, i 236 , 335 ,

n
442

Tiedemann, Fnednch, referred to m re-

gard to weight of brain, i 423-4

Time, a form of thought, ii 371, 399

S^c Regulatii e Faculty
Tittel, u 320 See Language
Toland, u 349
Toletus, 11 8 , 37 ,

320 See Language
Tosca, quoted on meaning of word func-

tion, 1 ISO
Touch, sense of, two problems under, n

162 it sfQ ,—1 Maj all the Senses l>c

analysed into Touch? 152 ,
mwhat

respect the affirmalneof this quc‘'tioii

correct, 152, docs Touch comprehend a

plurahU ofSen^^cs? Ibidseg
,
afiirma-
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live niainiainetl by tlio author, 154, his-
toncal notices of tliis problem, 155 tt

st([
, Touch to be divided from sensible

leohng, reasons

1

From the annlogj
of the special senses, 157 ,

2 From the
diiTcrent quality of tte perceptions and
sensations tliemseh cs, 158 , special
sense of, its sphere and ot^an, xb

,
its

proper organ requires, as condition of
its exercise, the movement of the vol-
untary muscles, 169. Sight

Toussaint, j 258
Tralles, i 363
Trendelenburg, i 149 ; 179
Tnsmegistus, Hermes, (the mythical),

noted on mental powers, u.* 7, his
efmitioD of the Beity, 171

Troxler, n 280
Tucker, Abraham, i 254, 363, u. 59
Tut^ot, n 326 ^ce Language
Tynus, Maximus, quoted on Plato's doc-
tnne of relation of mind to body, i 307-8

Tzetzes, referred to ou definitions of philo-
sophy, i 51

Ultoiate Cause, synonymous witli First
Cause, 1 60

Unity, love of, an efficient cause of philo-

sophy, 1 67 ,
perception, imagination,

lud^ent, kc , unifying acts, 67 - 68 ,

testimonies to,—Anaxa^ras, the Plato-

nists, Leibnitz, Kant, Plato, Plotinns,

Aristotle, Au^stm, 68-9, a guiding
principle of philosophy, 69-71, a source
of error, 71-4 , infiuence of preconceived
opinions reducible to, 74-7, all lan-

Ses express the mental operations by
s which denote a reduction of the

many to the one, 68
Universities, their pnncipal and proper
end ,

1

15
' Y7nJ(TTa<ri9, 1 149, 154 Substancc
Useful, see Utility and Ends
Utility of two kinds,— Absolute and Rela-

tive, 1 2, 21 ,
the useful, what, 4, 19, n

504 , utility higher and lower, i 4 ,
com-

parative utility of human sciences, how
to be estimated, 4-5, 22-3 ,

misapplica-

tion of the term useful, 6-7 , true ente-

rion of the utility of sciences, 20 ,
utility

of sciences differently estimated in an-

cient and modem times, 22,

Valeiots J^Lvximus, i, 259

Vanity, 11 619
Varro, quoted, ii 123
Vem, on pleasure, u 471

Vico, 11 349
leta 1 259

A^irgil, quoted, i 67, 138, u 274, 443

;^sual distance, see Sight

Vital Sense, Soisits Va^itSf synonyms of,
11 167, sensations belonging to, 492
Sec Kant and Leidenfrost

Vives, Ludovicus. u 320, see Language

,

on pleasure^ 460
Voltaire, his illustration of the relativity

of human knowledge, i J43-5, fii^u^-
coramended the doctrines of Locke to
his coxmtrymen, 898 , ii 156

Waloh, 11 306
AVatts, Dr, his doctnne of substance, i

155
AVeiss, 1 49, referred to on distinction of

faculty and power, 178, n 421
AVonzel, i 49
AVerenfels, S

,
quoted, i 267

AVhately, Archbishop, i 116 ,
u. 294.

AVhole, different kin^ of, ii 340
AViU distinguished from Desire, i 185 See

Conation and Liberty
AViJJis, his attnbution of mental functions

to different parts of the nervous sys-

tem, 1 406
Wilson, Prof John, quoted on Brown's
doctnne of Causauty, n 382

Wit, u. 501 See Feeling
AVolf, referred to on dehmtion of philo-

sophy, 1 49 , 58 ,
referred to on dis-

tinction of faculty and power, 178, re-

^rded faculty of knowledge as the fun-

damental i>ower of mind, 187, quoted on
Refiection, 233-6, held hypothesis of

Pre-established Harmony, 300 , coin-

cides with Leibnitz on the question of

the continual consciousness of the mmd,
318 , u 8 ,

231, see Reproductive Fa-

culty, 256, 349, attempted to demon-
strate the law of Sufficient Reason from
that of Contradiction, 396, 462, see

Feelings
Wonder, an auxilniy’' cause of philosophy,

1 77, testiraomes to its influence,

—

Plato, Anstotle, Plutarch, Bacon, Adam
South, 78-9, affords an explanation

of the order m which ob]6cts studied,

79-80

You^a, Dr John, ii 156, his general

coincidence wuth the doctrmes of Dr
Thomas Brown, 162-3, 230

Yonng, Dr Thomas, n 160

Zvbabella, Jacobus, i 96, ii 8, refer-

red to, on Anstotle's doctnne of species,

37, 332, 846
Zedler’s Z^iLon, i 309 ,

ii 896

Zeno, the Eleatic, arguments of, against

motion, 11 373
Zimara, n 332
Zwnngh, i 87
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